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Art. I.— 1. Repertorium Bihliographicum, in quo llbri omnes

ah arte typographica inventa usque ad annum MD. iypls

expressi ordine alphahetico vel simpliciter cnumerantur vel

adcuratiusrecensentur. Opera Ludovici Hain. Stuttga.rtIvE

ET TuBINGiE, 1826. SrUTTGARTIiE ET LuTETI^ PaRISIORUxM,
1831. Two volumes Octavo.

2.—Catalogue of the Scientific hooks in the Lihrary of the

Royal Society. London: 1839. Octavo. (By A. Panizzi,

Esq.)

THE man, be he who he may, who first defined man to

be a tool-making animal, described him, perhaps, as

well and as distinctively as any but a physiologist could have
done: but he should have gone farther. He should have
added that the subdivisions which arise under this defini-

tion, specify the separate classes of which men are com-
posed, as well as, if not better than, the definition itself

separates men from other animals. All men use tools,
some well and some ill : but of two men who are equally
handy, one will merely know how to work, and the other
will add an acquaintance Avith the history of his mode of

operating. The effects of this difference vary with the
nature of the employment ; they exist to a certain extent in

every case, but in some much more than in others. In
literature and science, books are the tools; and it is

impossible to under-estimate the use of a critical acquaint-
ance with them, except to those who under-estimate know-
ledge itself. Of every branch of the two great subdivisions
of human learning its historj' is a constituent part^ abso-

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 1
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lutely necessary to all who would be competent to form

just opinions on its present state.

A lawyer, says our smart friend Pleydell in Guy Man-

nering, without history and literature, is only a working
mechanic ; let him have these, and he may call himself an
architect. Skill is not judgment, nor is the latter the

necessary consequence of the former.

Undoubtedly then, the reader will say, the greatest pains
have been taken to make the records of knowledge perfect,

to annalize the history of books, that those who would

analyze it, (we assure the reader we did not see this play

upon words till after we had written it) may have full

information and accurate withal. The answer is, that no
such thing has been fully done in either literature or

science, though more nearly in the former than the latter.

Literature has always been more wealthy than science,

she has always had more followers. Her wants too have
been greater ; and political history, which belongs to her

department, has always enlisted in her service a number of

men who were obliged to train themselves in bibliographical
research. Whether on the whole, and relatively, her fol-

lowers deserve more praise in this particular than those of

her sister, is what we cannot determine; our suspicion
tends towards the affirmative. But of this much we are

sure, that both have much reason to regret with Falstaff,
that their means are so little, and their waste has been so

great.
The accurate study of books, as books, is comparatively

of modern date. It must have been so. In the ages of

manuscript, that is, of scarce manuscript, when a crowned
head could not borrow a book to be copied without giving
security for its return, there could obviously be no available

means either of making or circulating an account of exist-

ing volumes. In the later day, when writing had ceased
to be scarce, but printing was not yet invented, books

might be divided into those which were known to all men
of learning, and those which were known to very few.

Small would have been the use of a catalogue to a person
who had good reason to know that, of all the new titles it

would show him, by far the greater number must be

beyond his reach. The mode of citation was in conse-

quence brief and allusive ; we shall take two specimens,
one from the day of scarcity, the other from the time when
the demand for manuscripts was about to sharpen the
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ingenuity of those who had to supply it, and bring on the

invention of printing.
We open a chance page of Roger Bacon, a man of

remarkable amount of reading. Aristotle is cited once,
Averroes twice, and Ptolemy twice.^

The utmost extent

of reference is to name the book in which the opinion

occurs, though as to Ptolemy the second of the Almagest
is mentioned. As to whereabouts in a treatise the citation

was to be found, no such particularity of description is

attempted. Perhaps the subdivisions of manuscripts rarely

agreed ; and certainly the reading of the book through
was so small a trouble compared to that of getting it, that

the quoter would hardly have thought it worth while to indi-

cate the very passage. If, he would say, I certify you that

there is something worth the finding in a certain house of

a certain city, I may well leave you to discover the room.
We next take a chance page in the writings of Cardinal

Cusa, and it happens that the very first reference is from
"
a book of the venerable abbot Isidore, which I have seen

and from which I have extracted, tfec.^' A modern writer

would have named this book, but the very reason for which
he would have done so, is implied as being the contrary of

that for which the Cardinal lets it
alone.^

You can't get it, I

know, he seems to say, why need I mention what book it is ?

As to general citation, he is no more precise than Bacon; the

work, and the book of the work in which the matter quoted
is contained, is the utmost the reader ever gets. In this,
of course, we see nothing to blame; we would rather
admire the reliance which writers placed on each others'

citations, and the manner in which, as far as we have seen,
they justified each others' confidence. In our day it is

advisable to verify citations, not only because carelessness
is common, but also because verification is bringing the
evidence of many to bear upon the assertion of one. In the

manuscript day, a writer who cited Aristotle from, say
Bacon, was doing nearly as well as if he cited from the
text ; at least much more nearly as well than if he had
done the same thing now. For his manuscript of Aris-

totle, if he had one, was only the tradition of one individual;
Bacon might have falsified, or his transcriber might have
miscopied. The only difference between the citer and the
transcriber was, that the latter stood with relation to the
whole book, in the same position as the former with respect
to the passage cited. In our day, an edition of good fame
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and some standing, is not only the testimony of various

manuscripts, but of many scholars to the agreement of the

text with the manuscripts and with previous prints, to say

nothing of the precious advantage of having the voice of

criticism upon the probable goodness of the text. But
before printing, though there might be some degree of

exception to the rule, still it was exception; generally

speaking, the manuscript of an author was but one citation

at length by the last transcriber. Of all wonderful things,

the preservation of the texts of ancient authors, has always

appeared to us to stand among the most wonderful. But it

must be remembered, that good faith and hard work are

generally created in proportion to the urgent want of them,
and relax with the diminution of the necessity. Nobody
who is acquainted with the present state of citation, can
doubt of the second assertion ; as to good faith at least, we
believe in the first also.

With the art of printing, it may be supposed that the

necessity for accurate registers of books began to be seen.

It was not so, however, but it was seen and felt that the

absolute necessity of good citation to the very existence of

literature was gone, and the latter knowledge was gradually
acted on. In compensation, the art ofmaking good indexes

arose, a thing almost wholly uncultivated before. We
should have been among those who wovdd have willingly

accepted the change, in some points of view, if we had had
a perfect command of books. As long as an author uses his

citation properly, it is not of the utmost mischief, (bad as
it is) that he should make it so vaguely or so incompletely,
that no one else could use it without consulting the origi-

nal, which with good indexes is not difficult. And besides

this, a person with a proper index to the author quoted holds
the rein, not only over what the citer does produce, but
over what he ought to have produced, but did not, whether
by design or ignorance : and this is no small advantage.
Both these things have often happened to us. We have
found a writer not justified in his inference by his own
account of his source, but perfectly so on reference to the
source itself; he has reasoned correctly, but stated his

premises wrongly. We have found another who has
appeared in the same predicament, from neglecting as it

turned out, to refer to all the passages which he meant to

bring forward; a good index to the author cited saves his
credit. A third has made his reference wrongly, the index
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again puts him right. Whether it was that looseness of

citation produced indexes, or indexes allowed looseness of

citation, we do not know. But the conclusion that a want

always produces a remedy, is falsified by our own times,
in which careless quotation more than ever abounds, and
the art of making indexes is lost (out of law books) or

reduced to little more than a pretence.
The first book catalogues, it is confidently asserted, were

the sale catalogues of the printers, and this is very easy to

believe. Those of Wilier, an Augsburgh bookseller, are

said by Beckman to have first appeared in 1554 ; but he
had never seen one of Wilier' s earlier than of 1587, nor

any at all earlier than the catalogue of the Franckfort fair

for 1586. So that it was at least a century from the time
when ''

the printers of books were multiplied in the land,'*

(to use a phrase of the old Fasciculus Temporum, speak-

ing of the year 1457) before even a trade list is known to

have been published. If we were disposed to push a point
for the honour of science, we might say that the list of

works published by Regiomontanus at Nuremberg, (with-
out date, but before 1480) must have been the first"'^' cata-

logue which came out. But unfortunately this list is as
much an announcement of the future as a catalogue of the

past, and has made no little confusion ; works to be

printed, but which never were so, having been confounded
with works which had been printed. As to our own coun-

try, the following work—*'A catalogue of the most vendible
books in England, orderly and alphabetically digested,
cfcc." London, 1658; with a preface signed by William
London—bears in the title page,

"
the like work never

yet performed by any." This book has been attributed to

a bookseller of
^
great note, Thomas Guy, the founder of

the hospital which bears his name. It has a preface of
which Dibdin justly says that its author, whoever he
may be, was a man of no mean intellect. But no one
book in it has a date of publication, and many want the
author's names. We have seen in a sale catalogue of our
own day, a number of old auction catalogues advertised
for sale, (upwards of forty, beginning at 1639) for which
collection no less than ten guineas was marked as the

* There is in the British Museum (as we have seen since this was written) a
sheet apparently as old as that of Regioinoutauus, and which seems to be a sale

catalogue.
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price. But we have before us a work of much higher pre-

tension than Guy's, it is the
''

Catalogus Variorum, &c.,"

London (0 1686; being the auction catalogue of the books of

Richard Davis, an Oxford bookseller. It contains more

than ten thousand lots, arranged in subjects, subdivided

into sizes, and with dates affixed ; and we doubt whether

this country offers anything so creditable in the seventeenth

century. The auctioneers, we find, may hold up their

heads, and claim to be an established institution. The
''conditions of sale,'" then as now so called, are very

nearly as at present. The disputed lots to be resold, the

books perfect unless otherwise expressed, &c., and com-
missions to be faithfully managed, (they now say executed.)

But the body of the catalogue is much better than those

which are now made by auctioneers.

In the formation of a list of books three modes present
themselves. It may be either a simple alphabetical list of

authors, in which Milton (John) and Miller (Joseph) come
close together, by right of initial letters. Or it may be

what is called a classed catalogue, in which writers on the

same subject are brought together. Or it may be a cata-

logue in order of dates, in which the books follow the

order of the years in which they are printed. We may
call these alphabetical, classed, and chronological cata-

logues.
A.n alphabetical catalogue has this great advantage, that

all the works of the same author come together. Those
who have had to hunt up old subjects know very well that

of all lots which it is useful to find in one place, the works
of one given author are those which occur most frequently.

Again, those who go to a librar}^ to read upon a given
subject, generally know what authors they want ; and an
alphabetical catalogue settles the question whether the

library does or does not contain the required work of the
author wanted. We believe that of those who go into
a place where books are collected, whether to read, buy,
borrow, (or even steal) nineteen out of twenty know what
author they want : and to them an alphabetical catalogue
is all-sufficient. It has the disadvantage, no doubt, that
the authors who are brought together are connected by no
bond of union stronger than that which exists between
John Milton and Joe Miller. But even this is sometimes
an advantage. A person occasionally forgets all but his

author's initial letter, and recovers what he wants by a
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catalogue. We are ourselves at this moment in the dis-

tinct recollection of having once seen (and most parti-

cularly intended to make a note of) a criticism or biogra-

phy, we did not exactly understand which, of an author
whose name we forget, written by a person ofwhom all we
remember is that Ms name begins with a P. Nothing but
an alphabetical catalogue will help us ; we P-ruse all we
find, and have no doubt of final success.

A classed catalogue is supposed to be useful to those

who want to know what has been written on a particular

subject. Now in the first place, who are the persons who
look at a book list with any such view ?

^
Not beginners in

a wide field of research. Did any one in his senses ever

go to a library to learn geometry, for instance, and take
the subject in a classed catalogue, and fall to work upon
some author because he was therein set down? This

attempt to feed the mind a la carte would certainly end in

an indigestion, if, which is rather to be hoped, it did not

begin in a surfeit. No ; the persons who really want a
classed catalogue are those who are already versed in the

generalities of a branch of knowledge, and are seeking for

minute information upon some detail. Take a library

upon one science, and it classifies beautifully, sketching
out to a nicety the boundaries which, it is but rarely

noticed, are much more distinct between the parts of a

subject than between one subject and another. Long
after the counties of England and Scotland were well

determined, the Debateable Land was nothing but a
theatre of war. Imagine a person desirous of making
research upon the question, for instance, of the rise and
progress of artillery. A military library would easily sub-

divide, or at least, more easily than a general library, into

the works which might help him, and those which could
not: but the same general library, classified into wide
subdivisions, two or three only on the art of war, would
give such a hunt that he would be obliged to seek for his

authors in some other way, and so reduce his necessities

to those of an alphabetical catalogue. Mr. JM'Culloch's
recent work on the

*'
Literature of Political Economy,"

which is a classified catalogue, is an admirable specimen
of what can be done in this way. We can perhaps see the

advantage of such a book better than those who are well

acquainted with the subjects of which it treats : at any rate
it shows how much the principle of classification is capable
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of being usefully applied to details. But even here, and
in the hands of an author who is familiar with books,
interested in them as books, and conversant with a large

library of his own, there are sufficient indications of the

difficulty of classification when the field is widened.
^

The

separation between the bullion and the corn-law writings
is very easily made : but when he comes to the subjects of

interest and annuities, and of life assurance, there are

works in either class which ought to be in both, and in

one which ought to be in the other.
^

In fact, as to classification, it is impossible properly to

dispose of books: the proper^ subdivisions are chapters.
One book ought to be placed in many classes. The Prin-

cipia of Newton ought to be divided into portions severally
refeiTible to mathematics, mechanics, mathematical astro-

nomy, physical astronomy, optics, hydrostatics, aeros-

tatics, &c., &c. There are a great many sums in mixed
money : how are they to be classified ? Take each bundle
to pieces, put the ten pound notes together, the five pound
notes, the sovereigns, the silver, the copper. No, this is

not what the advocate of the classed book-catalogue wants.
Some parcels have most notes with a little silver; they
must be put together : others have more copper than any
thing else ; they must be in one subdivision, in spite of the

notes and gold they contain. ;

But the advocate of a classed book (not chapter) cata-

logue denies all this, and maintains that every library is

capable of subdivision under heads. We know it is, to

him, and we know it is to another : and we should like

well enough to adjourn the decision until two persons of
different pursuits had agreed upon the arrangement of the
same set of books ; provided that nobody was to stir the

question until that time. We can tell how it would be :

they would end by making every head contain nearly the
whole library. It is, we believe, the practice at Cambridge,
in distributing the list of honored graduates into wrang-
lers, senior optimes, and junior optimes, after the names
are arranged in order of merit, not to end one division and
begin the next, except at a decided break between the

merits, two consecutive names. Thus a youth may in one
year be a wrangler, who would fail of attaining that grade
in another, simply because he happens to be among a
cluster ofmen of nearly equal pretensions. Now if all books
could be arranged in order of relevancy with respect, say to
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natural science, from the one which is most essential to it

down to the one which is least so, there would be no per-

ceptible break any where, no point at which natural know-

ledge ends and other knowledge begins. To take classical

authors; Pliny would certainly be in the list, and from
him to Pindar a succession might be traced, at no point
of which could a line be drawn, marking a definite and

justifiable separation. Our two supposed referees would

fight every step of this succession ; as they went along the

chain through the writers L, M, N, one would show very

clearly that as soon as L was in any list, M had as good a

right to be there ; while the other, hard to convince per-

haps on this point, would in his turn see as clearly that

the entrance of M would make the exclusion of N an

absurdity. One man can make a classed catalogue, can

satisfy himself perhaps to a book : the moment it is pub-
lished, all the other advocates of the same mode find out

that, whatever they may think of the thing in gene-re^ this

particular instance is all wrongly done. No two will agree
about boundaries : they will both put Euclid among
geometers; but what will they do with Albert Durer's
Institutiones Geometricce. Is it geometry in right of the

title, or fine arts in right of the author ; the former because
of its method, or the latter because of its subject. The
mathematician and the artist may settle it by allowing
the book to stand in both : but what is the consequence ?

All the books on perspective and on descriptive geometiy
must go into both ; and when those on perspective get into

optics, as they ought to do, it is well if they do not drag
the descriptive geometry after them. A reader who is

invited to perspective under the name of optics, has a

perfect right to know, under that head, what books of

descriptive geometry he can find. The end of it is, that
the classed catalogue is either confusion or reduplication,
requadruplication we should have said.

The best scientific catalogue of which we know, is that
of the Royal Society's Library : and it is a classed cata-

logue. We always go to it first, for the accuracy of the
titles : and it has often helped us where others have failed.

Of course we do not hold the classification to be a merit ;

and we may add that it has given us much trouble. It

was constructed by Mr. Panizzi, who was obliged, though
he did it under protest, to conform to a plan laid down for
him by a Committee of the Society. This Committee,
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though its members were eminent in science, consisted of

men who, for the most part, had little claim to extensive

knowledge of more books than they had read, and none
whatever to experience in bibhography. The two exceptions,
one of Oxford and one of Cambridge, whom niany readers

will know by this allusion, were, as appears in the same

way, non-residents. The consequence was a dispute
between the able officer of the Museum, who felt that he
knew better than his employers, and the Council of the

Society, who, fully confident in themselves, wondered at

the refractoriness of their agent and, to use a common
])hrase, couldn't make it out. Fortunately, the making of

the catalogue was complete before the dispute (which
turned on the printing, and produced several pamphlets)
commenced : so that we have the advantage of the result.

The materiel is excellent, and wants nothing but unclas-

sifying: though the mischief is very much alleviated by
the enormous number of cross references from one class to

another which were judiciously introduced. As we are not

likely to have a list of the kind superintended as to plan

by men of more eminence, or with the defects of the plan
more alleviated, it will be worth while to bestow a little

attention upon it.

The first observation that we have to make is, that the

subdivisions are very wide, and the classification conse-

quently very incomplete. The heads are Mathematics—•

Astronomy—^Mechanics, hydrostatics, hydraulics, and
acoustics—Optics—Tables on various subjects

—Chemis-
try, Pneumatics, and Meteorology—Electricity, Galva-

nism, and Magnetism — Natural Philosophy (general
works on) — Geology and Mineralogy — Botany and
Agriculture—Zoology—-Anatomy, Physiology, and Medi-
cine—-Transactions—Reports of the House of Commons—Journals—Voyages—Miscellaneous. Of these we find

that mathematics includes algebra, geometry, probabi-
lities and engineering; astronomy includes astrology,

navigation, inland navigation and chronology ; botany we
are told, includes agriculture. No head of history, none
of biography. The autobiography of Thomas Pennant is

put perforce under zoology : where no doubt it might well

be, but it should also have been under its own proper
head. No head of bibliography, none of heat, none of life

annuities or other statistical branches, no one head under
which mathematical works on anv one subject are distin-
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guisliecl from experimental. The subject of probability is

one application of mathematics, no doubt, but astronomy
is as much so. It may have been supposed that the allot-

ment was just, because there are many books on astro-

nomy and few on probability: but this is not the sort of

principle on which to make classification a help to the

reader. On the contrary, the fewer the books in a class,

the more desirable is it that they should not be lost in a
mass of others. Engineering has more connection with

geology than inland navigation with astronomy, (chrono-

logy is as little connected with astronomy, quoad the

books written on the two subjects, as can well be. As to

botany and agriculture, Charles Dickens has quizzed it

when he makes Mr. Squeers tell the boy to repeat
*'

botany, a knowledge of plants," and then sends him to

weed the garden, in practical illustration of the doctrine.

We do not believe that the faults of the result of this

particular classification lie on the Committee, who decided

upon it, though we deem it insufficient and, even as far as
it goes, unskilful: they are inherent in the method. We
have examined sundry arrangements of the same nature,
and used them too, frequently and diligently, without ever

finding one which we liked, as to mere arrangement,
either better or worse than that of the Royal Society.
The practical result of all is to give the trouble of many
different catalogues in one: and when, this effect is pro-
duced, it matters nothing whether it be done more or less

artistically. Besides, we have found that when an acci-

dent makes the classification do some good in the way of

saving labour on one occasion, we are only the more mis-
led on another by the insight we get into the plan, from
which we are liable to draw inferences which break down.
But generally the aiTangement is pretty sure not to adapt
itself to the purpose in hand: so that we say to our-
selves—

** If it be not" classed " to me,
What care I how" classed "it be."

We have said more than we intended upon this point,
but we strike nothing out ; for in fact this wretched prac-
tice of dictating under what head a book shall be wanted
is, and has long been, a great grievance to those who con-
sult catalogues. That there are many who would im-
pose upon the librarian the task of being an an-anger of
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the books, we are well aware : and we suspect that most of

the former are desirous of throwing a part of their own
work on the shoulders of the latter. Any one who is wil-

ling to trust the maker of a catalogue, however highly

qualified, with the power of settling what books he can
want in reference to a given subject, is either a person
who consults only the most celebrated works, and has

nothing to do with research ; or one who is willing to take

completeness upon trust, and to content himself with

blaming another person if he do. not reach it; or else

one who does not feel comfortable, even while doing his

work as well as it can be done, unless he have more trouble

about it than is necessary.
We now come to the third sort of catalogue, in which the

books are arranged according to dates, of which there are

examples in Lalunde's JBihliographie Astronomique, and
the compendium of Weidler which preceded it. This is

for literary purposes, a most excellent plan ; if only to

each edition be attached a reference to the year of the one
before and the one after, and a separate catalogue of un-
dated books be made, with references to the presumed date
under which they are entered in the main catalogue. This

chronological catalogue is as good for the purposes of lite-

rary as the ordinary tables for those of political history.
How often the inquirer has to look for books of a certain

date or thereabouts, with the view of settling a point con-
nected with the usages or opinions of a period. There is

in this kind of arrangement, classification upon a fixed

principle, which has always some use : the objection to the
classification by subjects is, that a great part of it must be
matter of opinion. As it would be impossible to ascertain
the months of publication, the proceeds of each year must
be arranged alphabetically ; and of course some of the

advantage would be gained, if a chronological index were
made to an alphabeticgj catalogue.
What we have hitherto written may relate as much to

one branch of knowledge as to another; we shall now
come to our particular subject. We are not aware of the
existence of many acknowledged rarities in the contents
of scientific catalogues ; as before observed, literature haS
all. or nearly all, the objects for which collectors give extra-

vagant prices. There are very few books which are really
scarce, that is, both sought after, and not found. But, in

saying this, we ought to add, that we mean to speak of Lon-
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don, and the last ten years. All bibliographical writers

notice the decided manner in which plenty or scarcity de-

pend on time and place ; and in no class of books is this

effect more conspicuous than in scientific ones.

During the war, and while the continent was shut up, the

supply of books from abroad of course languished, and

many works were literally quoted at a high price, that is,

by ail who took their citations from the books themselves.

The peace opened the trade again, and many things
became common enough which had been esteemed rare.

Of Vieta's trigonometrical canon, of which Hutton had
never seen or heard of any copy but his own, there are now
at least eight or nine copies in England. The editio

princeps of Euclid used to be described as of excessive

scarceness, which is now far from being a just description.
The reader who is not much acquainted with this subject
should be told that a book is not scarce merely because it

cannot be had for the ordering; many which are so circum-

stanced can be obtained in a few months, some are pretty
certain to turn up in a year or two at most. According to

our notion of the matter, a book begins to be scarce when
it is not sold by public auction in London more than about
once in three years ; though perhaps the regular collectors

for rarity's sake, would move that the word seven be sub-
stituted for three.

The tide of commerce has a great tendency to bring rare

books to London, where, though much depreciated, they
fetch better prices than abroad. And we are informed that

the demand for the United States of America is gradually
increasing. The number of public libraries on the conti-

nent, and the ease with which they can be used, has

greatly diminished the number of private book collectors ;

the libraries of the British Museum and of the scientific

societies have the same tendency in London. Old stagers
remember the time when a book auction was, (if there were

any rarities) an animated scene or contest between the
trade and the collectors. At present, it is little more than
a competition between the booksellers themselves. And
so little knowledge of the contents of the catalogues is

there, that books of very moderate scarcity, sold by the
executors of a man of well known name, will sell better
than a library of great rarity, the property of an unknown
collector. And these remarks, true enough of all classes
of books, are particularly so of scientific ones. In London,
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it is perhaps counting too liberally to say that the book-
sellers who take an interest in them might be numbered
on the fingers of one hand, and the private collectors on
the other.

The scientific societies are not very anxious to have in

their libraries the rare books belonging to their several

departments. For this one reason is, want of funds ; but
this might be overcome if it were not for another, namely,
a general indifference among the members to exact and
minute knowledge of the history of science. The pen nous

importe ait reste, with which Delambre often dismisses a

secondary point, of which a satisfactory settlement does
not come readily to hand, had been cheerfully agreed to by
his critics and his readers. The consequence is, that any
one who proceeds to examine closely the actual records of

the progress of science, finds confusion upon confusion, and
mistake upon mistake, in all matters which are not of the

most general interest. We will not, however, be tempted
into a digression on this point ; we have here to do with
books and their description, and we will proceed to examine
the special means which the scientific inquirer finds provided
for him.
We begin with the seventeenth centurs^ finding nothing

to our purpose of an earlier date. Before the production of

formal catalogues, there were evidences of something like

attempts at bibliography in the productions of more than
one learned writer. We select Blancanus, Gerard John
Vossius, and Riccioli.

Blancanus, a Jesuit, added to his dissertation de Mathe-
maticarum Natura, (Bologna, 1615, 4to.) a chronology of

the principal mathematicians, omitting, as he says in his

title page, such fabulous ones as Atlas, Zoroaster, (fee. and
also Jubal, the father of music, as coming too long before

the others. Much surprised, no doubt, would the worthy
man have been, had any one told him that two hundred

years after his death, when no man alive would think his

ideas on the nature of mathematics worth a look, the

absence of better materials would make his list of mathe-
maticians not only valuable, but absolutely the only autho-

rity on several points. Not that he has much to say about

any one ; the name, the country, the profession, and a
word or two out of the titles of some of his works, are all

that any author gets. But it not a little illustrates our
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assertions about the paucity of early materials that this

same Blancanus is an authority.

Riccioli, also a Jesuit, was beyond all question the most
learned astronomer of his day. He had every advantage that

fame and patronage could procure. In Ya^ Ahnagestum
Novum, (Bologna, 1651, foL) he has given also a list of astro-

nomers, with their works, hardly in any particular more

worthy of preservation for its intrinsic merit than that of

Blancanus. In his descriptions of books, he is as vague
almost as Bacon or Cusa, and there are many indications

that his supply was very incomplete. Riccioli is precisel3^ one
of those men whom we may rely on as show^ing the greatest
extent to which any species of labour had been carried. If

the means of being accurate had existed, he would have
used them : if any one had ever published a list of authors
with works properly described, dated, placed, and sized, he
would not have let that predecessor go unrivalled. There
is not in existence such a storehouse of old astronomical

learning as the Almagestum Novum, and yet we cannot
undertake to remember that we ever were able to settle

any bibliographical question by means of it.

Gerard John Vossius, the father of five learned sons,
and a still greater number of learned works, died in 1649,

leaving behind him ready for publication a collection of

treatises, which appeared the next year. (Amsterdam ,1650,

4to.) One of them is, like the work of Blancanus, on the
nature of mathematics, with a chronology of mathema-
ticians, and an account of their works. Perhaps the

greatest compliment ever paid to this work, was the charge
of inaccuracy brought against it by very recent writers ;

which is as if an astronomer of our day were to complain that
he could neither confirm nor refute the Greenwich place of
a star with an old astrolabe. The fact is, that with errors,
omissions, and transpositions in abundance, this work is so
like the thing it might have been, and so plainly the com-
mencement of a new era, that we forget its date, and refer
it to the eighteenth century in our criticisms. Wonderful
to relate, we find in it not only the date of an author, but
sometimes, nay often, those of the publication of a work ;

and, better than either, references to the sources from
whence the information was procured. In fact, be his
faults more or less, Vossius threw into the history of

science, a little of the accuracy, comparative accuracy we
mean, which the schohirs of his day had begun to culti-
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vate. He is the earliest of the modems whom it is still

fomid convenient (however little that may say for modern
exactness) to quote extensively.

*

In the writers above mentioned, and those of their period,
there is what we now call a peculiarity, and one which
sometimes gives trouble. The day of indexes, as we have
above noted, had commenced, but we are still so much in

the primitive ages that the baptismal name marks the

man, and the surname was, as its etymology imports,

only an addition to the real name. Look in the index of

Blancanus, or Riccioli, or Vossius, for Copernicus or Cusa,
or Tartaglia, and you will look in vain : but see Nicolas,
and you will find them all. In our own times, the surname
is so completely the name, that the baptismal name is only
a family distinction, and the use of it with us only answers
to the tutoiement of the French and Germans. And those
who attend to such points of statistics regret the paucity
of such names, and recommend the re-adoption of many
which are falling into disuse.^ But in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the variety was much greater. In
a list of 129 German philosophers before us. it does cer-

tainly happen that the odd 29 are called John ; at least

allowing one Janus to be what no doubt he was, a John
transformed by himself in compliment to the pagan mania
which at one time was becoming general among the edu-

cated, and of which Baillethas collected curious instances.

But though there are seven Georges, and as many Peters,
(say eight, if Petreius be allowed' to be a paganism) yet
no one other name occurs more than three times. This

digression about names may serve to introduce the work
from which the list was taken, being the Vitce Germano-
rum Philosophorum of Melchior Adam, first published
about 1615, in which not a single date is affixed to any one
of the works of the writers of whom it treats.

^

We should
^
like, as

a^ matter of curiosity, to know who
did first describe books in the manner now judged essen-
tial to bibliographical correctness. As to scientific works,
we know that about 1680, such descriptions began to
abound. From the beginning of the century, catalogues
of public libraries had been published ; very defective (we
speak more from modern criticisms than from our own.

knowledge) in description, in appreciation, and in method.
In 1679, Bouillaud and Dupuis, an astronomer and a
scholar of note, published the catalogue of the library
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which had once belonged to the historian De Thou. This
is the earhest work we have been in the habit of consulting
in which scientific books are distinctly dated, placed,
and sized. It is a classed catalogue with an alpha-
betical index; and is very well done, and admirably
adapted to give an idea of a good library at the time. If

anything be wanting, it is that a pen should be drawn

through the works which were added by the sons, in order

that we might see the library of the great historian

himself.

We now come to the first extensive catalogue of works

exclusively scientific, namely, the JBibliotheca JRealis Phi-

losophica of Lipenius, in two folio volumes, Frankfort,
1682. Martin Lipenius died in 1692 at Lubec, where he
was rector of the academy. His immense bibliographical
collection is contained in six folio volumes, the subdivision
of which is in itself an amusing index to the state of the
bookish world. The two thick volumes contain theology ;

the two which are somewhat less thick, philosophy ; and
the two remaining ones, the least of all, are devoted to law
and medicine. But the two volumes with which we are

concerned, remind us, in their miscellaneous character, of

those old courses of mathematics which contain treatises on

geography, fortification, and the construction of artificial

fireworks. His philosophy contains not merely natural
and speculative science, but history, some biography, much
topography, and everyything at all out of the way or

curious. Whatever, preaches Lipenius, or at least prac-
tices Lipenius, is not palpably theology, law, or medicine,
must be philosophy : to which must be added, that much
which formally belongs to the three first is entered under
the fourth ; witness more than a hundred works under the
heads

*'
Ohristus" and "

Religio Christiana." The
catalogue itself is classed, that is to say, the sub-classes
of all subjects are ranged in alphabetical order, and the
w^orks under each head entered also alphabetically.

Nothing can make a more hopeless confusion : the gene-
ral alphabetical index makes it possible to use the work
effectively, but with a difficulty which has caused it to

be but little used and less noticed. The works are well

enough described, but with so many occasional errors that
the catalogue must be used only in investigation, and not

quoted as a high authority.
In 1688, appeared the Bibliogmphia Jfathematica of

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 2
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Beugliem, Amsterdam, 12mo., a small work, in which the

aiTangement is under countries ; it contains only such
books as were then tolerably recent. In 1690, Leyden, we
have the Cursus Mathematicus of Dechales, in four

folios, the first of which contains an attempt at a biblio-

graphical history of all the sciences. A very poor one it

is, no doubt, but, like others of which the same thing may
be said, it contains various statements which are not to

be found elsewhere. But, says the strict and accurate

man, it is a work of no authority, its statements cannot
be relied on, it gives no correct dates nor descriptions
of the books, no sufficient quantity of criticism, no curious

remarks on history. All this is true, but unfortunately we
fiud in bibliography, far more than in other subjects, that

many of the people whom it would be most unsafe to rely

upon, it would be most unsafe to reject. The scantling
of truth that runs through the enormous masses of con-
fusion prevalent in accounts of books is divided among
the better and the worse writers in very curious ways.
And it has happened to us to see circumstantial evidence
break down in such a number of cases that we are almost
inclined to give it as a rule always to decide in favour
of the smaller of two probabilities. The following in-

stance is really vexatious ; the truth had no right to be
the truth under such a mass of presumption against it.

Granger, in his portrait-biography, the last man and the
last book for any, much less a correct statement on a ma-
thematical work, states that Roger Palmer, Lord Castle-

maine, who had the honom- of being husband to one of the
mistresses of Charles IL, and of gaining an earldom

thereby, was the inventor of a ''
horizontal globe," on

which he wrote a pamphlet. Nonsense, we said, the earl

had other fish
to^ fry, and accordingly we set ourselves to

discover the origin of the mistake. We soon found it, to
our entire satisfaction. John Palmer, in 1658, published
the

"
Catholiquc Planispha^r.

" Now plane is horizontal,
to this day ; many persons do not distinguish straight
from level, or plane from horizontal : and the planisphere
and the horizontal globe must be one and the same thing.
Whether the confusion might be helped forward in the
mind of some honest man, (who only knew the word
Catholic in its theological sense) by Lord Castlemaine's
celebrated journey to Rome, might be a question ; stranger
things have happened in interpreting the titles of books.
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We put tlie case to several competent judges of literary

evidence, who gave it without hesitation that there must
have been a mistake between John and Roger of the wide-

spread name of Palmer. And to this day we know of

nothing to impeach the conclusion, except that we have

found a book,
" The English Globe, invented

^

and
described by the Right Hon. the Earl of Castlemaine.^'

London, 1679, 4to. So that Roger Palmer did invent and
write upon a globe, but not a horizontal one ; of the con-

fusion between John and Roger in the matter of the title,

we have still no doubt whatever.

We shall not go on with a dry catalogue of bibliogra-

phers, and for this reason, that from the beginning of the

eighteenth century or thereabouts, there is no separation
in time, the whole system must stand or fall together.
From the period at which J. A. Fabricius published his

very valuable works, down to the present time, there has
been little or no inquiry into the relative soundness of

different schools of bibliographers. They have freely

copied one another ; we cannot tell whether Panzer him-
self is better or worse than any one else, when he is speak-
ing of a book he has never seen. And to this day, the

statements of the most recent works may be traced back
in many instances to authors as old as Fabricius, with-
out any alteration except accumulated miscopies and
misprints.

In scientific bibliography, we find that we are now
depending upon the accumulations of Fabricius, Weidler,
Scheibel, Murhard, Lalande, MuUer, Kastner, Heilbron-

ner, and library catalogues. The professed historians,

Montucla, Delambre, &c., hardly deserve the separate
title of bibliographers. Those who have taken special

points, as Doppelmayer, De Murr, &c., are not much cited,
not near so much as they ought to be.

There are occasional references no doubt, to all manner
of general bibliographers, from Gesner to Brunet, and
there ought again to have been more. The difference
between the professed man of books, without regard to

subjects, the Panzer or the Mattaire, of every branch of

knowledge, and the professed scientific collector of titles,
is easily understood. The former gives the title very cor-

rectly, but perhaps interprets it very badly ; he puts the
Almaiiach des Cfounnands among astronomical works,
and sends everything about the differential calculus to the
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medical shelves of the library ; the latter generally puts
the book in its right place as to subject, but if he gets the

date and title correctly, it is by a special providence.

Again, the latter thinks it quite right to do things which

the former would look at with horror.
^

For example, La-

lande, in his JBihliographie Astronomiqite , wrote from his

own knowledge the title of the second edition of the work
of Regiomontanus on triangles, Basle, folio, 1561. He
knew that the first edition was published about thirty years

before, and so he set it down with the same title page as

the second, including the announcement of the table of

sines, Basle : 1536. Now, as it happened, it was pubHshed
at Nuremberg in 1533, and there was no table of sines in

it. The consequence is, that Apian and Copernicus are

deprived of their respective credits, as being very early

(the former the earliest) publishers of sines to a decimal
radius. No one can know how far an incoiTect description
of a book may produce historical falsehood ; but there are

few writers who have the courage to say exactly how much
they know, and how much they presume. This want of

courage is very much the consequence of the uncandid
criticism which works of research are sure to meet with ;

a man who has but one bit of knowledge in the world, is

the severest critic which a book meets with, if that book
do not give that one bit of knowledge correctly. The*
swindler in the Vicar of Wakefield, who passed as a
scholar upon the strength of one collection of sentences about
Sanconiathan and cosmogony, is the type of a species who
earn a reputation out of a few odds and ends, mostly by
the depreciation of others. For when was there a literary
or scientific quack, to whom the sneer was not a great part
of his ways and means ?

We are going to enter into some details on the books
which form, as we have said, the reliance of the scientific

bibliographer, and then to enumerate faults in a manner
which may lead those who read our last sentence, to

wonder that we do not look at home. But we must pro-
test and say, that our censure of the imperfections which
crowd upon us, is made in the spirit of praise. We have
said what will be found upon the preceding centuries in

the earlier part of our article, for no other reason than to

show that there has always been progress. In the six-

teenth century there was no scientific bibliogrjiphy, or
next to none ; in the seventeenth, it was of the most
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imperfect kind ; in the eighteenth and nineteenth, it has
been much better, and the authors of whom we are going
to speak, have been the instruments of the change for

goo(l. The state of things reminds us of the story of a

foreign teacher of music, when he made this reply to a pupil
who asked him what he thought of his progress :

"
There

are two stages for a beginner ; first, there is beat time, pick
out notes, not play at all; next, there is play, but play

very bad : now you are just beginning the second stage."
All credit to those who passed from the first stage to the

second : our reason for pointing out their
'*

play very
bad," is that in our own day we do no better, except in

an occasional exception.
We shall begin with Scheibel, a name of great note in

the subject, very much cited by all who have come after

hull, and apparently by some who came before ; for the

additions made to Fabricius by his comparatively recent

editor, (who makes great use of Scheibel) are not easily

distinguished from the text. A critical examination of a
few pages will show what kind of mistakes bibliographers
make by describing works they have not seen, and we
shall take the description of the editions of Euclid.
Scheibel distinguishes the works he has seen from those
he has not by an asterisk.

He had seen the first edition (1482,) and accordingly it

is fairly described ; but there is a little note about an
edition by Lucas Pacioli in 1489, a statement made by
Heilbi'onner. This is part of the stock-bibliography of

Euclid ; till we see this edition, or find some credible per-
son who says he has seen it, we shall believe that this and
the asserted Italian Euclid by Pacioli, are nothing but

corrupt descriptions of the geometry contained in the end
of the great work'^" on Algebra (the princeps) of 1494.
And of this we were fully convinced by more circumstances
than we have space to enumerate, before we saw that

Hain, (whose silence goes further to prove a negative than
the affirmation of some a positive) does not allude to any
such thing. The second edition, which Scheibel had not

seen, is correctly described from Mattaire, with the excep-
tion of the words of description, {JEucl. elem, Lat.)

* Evoh about tliis celebrated woilc there are mistakes. Mattaire gives the
dsite 1481, which arises from this, that Peter Borgo published a work on Arith-
metic iu tiiat year, or in 14U2.
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appearing as an implied title, a thing which there is

not.

The next mentioned edition is that of Valla, (1498.)

This is one of those remarkable editions, in which no one
has ever been able to find a typographical error ; the rea-

son being that no one has ever looked, for the edition does
not exist. In the collection of Valla's works (where this

edition is said to exist) there is no Euclid, but only a

geometry by Valla himself. The error is a copy from the

catalogue of the Bunavian library, and it is still going the

rounds. The next, or Zamberti's edition, (1505,) has a

wrong title from Fabricius. In 1506, it is then given that

Ambrose Jacher published four books at Frankfort: Schei-

bel had seen this himself. The editor of Fabricius copies

him, turning Jacher into Jocher. Next comes an edition

stated (from inspection) to be printed at ..the end of an edi-

tion of Sacrobosco, by Henry Stevens, 3^507.) We do not
remember having seen this book, but we have seen the

reprint of 1527, (and Scheibel himself enters another of

1531,) and we find that the so-called Euclid is nothing
but the summary of Boethius, which gives in four or five

pages the enunciations of the propositions and no more.
The edition of 1509 (Pacioli's) is correctly given from

Kastner, and that of Henry Stephens (1516) from Mattaire.
The first Greek edition is set down as of 1530, by Grynoeus,
from Fabricius ; this is a misprint for 1533. But the real

Greek of 1533 is correctly given by Scheibel from actual

inspection, without mention of the editor's name. Here
the genuine old title-page bibliographer shows very
strongly; had he only turned over the page, he would
have seen the preface, at the top of which Giynoeus put
his own name, and would then have suspected his former

entry of 1530 to be the mistake, which in fact it is. And
all these errors are found in the first seven pages of the
duodecimo size ; and their subject is no obscure man, but
Euclid himself; and the time is that most interesting

period to those who trace printed books, the first three

quarters of a century after the invention of printing. In
an appendix he gives, without stating any authority, and
not from sight, editions of 1483 and i486, in which Hain
is silent and all other writers ; to say nothing of a Greek
edition of 1539, with Scholiar

.

* The well informed "reader will wonder where the Scholia on Euclid are to be
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Kastner, in his History of Mathematics, which is a sort

of extended bibliography, with some account of the insides

of books, reminds us strongly, in spite of his learning and

general correctness, of the bat trimming between the birds

and the beasts. In history, he omits all that is unneces-

sary to his bibliographical view;^ in bibliography, he
describes editions or leaves them quite alone, as suits the

purpose of his history. A critic knows not where to have
him : a writ cannot be served, for he does not run up and
down in any one bailiwick, but hops out of one into ano-

ther, and laughs at the sheriffs of both. It is therefore

unreasonable to look at anything but the simple correct-

ness or incorrectness of his details : and, remembering that

many bibliographers have, by want of knowledge, omitted
as many and as valuable books as Kastner has done upon
his arbitrary principle of selection, we are rather disposed
to be thankful for what we have received than to find fault

with the want of more. But we find the mistakes of

Scheibel above-mentioned in great part perpetuated,
though with acknowledgment of their source. This mat-
ters little : when a person faithfully states his authorities,
so that his own matter is completely distinct, it is mere
question of paper and print how much he shall take from
others. With these qualifications, Kastner's work must
be accounted of great value.

^

It is worthy of note how completely several of the best
histories of branches of science are on a bibliographical
basis, proceeding rather from book to book, than from
man to man : such are those^ of Weidler, Delambre, and
Kastner ; for though the nominal arrangement of the first

is by men] in order of time, yet the men are only consti-

tuent parts of their own title pages. It may be doubted
whether this plan of writing histoiy by books is not the
best ; but then it should be accompanied by very copious
mention of minor works which are not themselves abso-
lute links of the chain of discovery. The authors who
have adopted the plan are rather deficient in this respect ;

they seem too much to take what they meet with, without

looking out for the utmost attainable completeness. But

found. We have never seen the book, but we learn from various sources that
Da.sypodius published in 1579 the Scliolia of Isaac the monk (Isaac Argyrus we
presume.) But we cannot learn that Dasypodius ever published any Euclid
except his Latin ones with Greek enunciations; on which see Dr. Smith's Dic-
tionary of Classical Biography, article

" Eucleides."
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how were they to know what to look for, unless good bibli-

ographers had been before them ?

Let us now take Murhard, the work of most pretension
which we possess, of a general character. It is in five

parts, making two respectable octavo volumes of small

print, (1797—1805.) It is a classed catalogue without
either index or table of contents. We examine his

account of the Euclids, and we find every mistake of

Scheibers duly perpetuated. And more than this we have
the following, which is a rich instance of the manner in

which absolutely contradictions are introduced.

We know the edition of Euclid printed by Henry Ste-

phens in 1516, which announces in the title page that if

the book should succeed, more of the same author would
be published. This, in itself, makes it very unlikely that

a previous edition of the same work should have been pub-
lished also by H. Stephens. We know also the edition of

Zamberti in 1505, published under the auspices of the

Doge Loredano at Venice. But we
^

did not know, until

Murhard informed us, that an edition of 1505, having
a title page word for word that of Stephens in 1516, and
announced as from his officina at Paris, was also an-
nounced in its own colophon as having been printed at

Venice, under the auspices of Loredano, with the types of

M. Firmanus, in 1502. This edition is Cerberean ; three
must have got to the making of it, Stephens, Zamberti,
and some other book unknown, probably not Euclid at all.

It is certain that different books may be confounded : but
how an editor, pretending to a semblance of correctness,
could put together such a mass of contradictions without
even a notice of the source from whence he got them, is

difiicult to conceive. Again, it is the fact that during the
sixteenth century one Greek text of the elements, and no
more, was published : Murhard has six. The real one (of

1533) he describes well enough, except that he omits the

editor, Grynoeus. This last name is attached to the

Eabricius-misprint edition of 1530, already noticed ; this is

the second: a third is a fictitious Greek edition, stated from
Gesner, as in 1545, which was really an Italian edition of
the enunciations of propositions only. The other three
are the so-called Greek editions in which the same enun-

ciations, and no more, are in that language. So that

between Scheibel and Murhard the lover of accurate know-
ledge has no easy task.
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We have confined ourselves to Euclid, that our readers

may see it is all fair. It would be very difficult—it would
make the word impossible good French, in spite of Napo-
leon—to make a catalogue from which an alarming list of

mistakes could not be collected : that is, unless the maker
had every book under his own eye. And for this reason,,
that the correct materials from which to compile are not
in existence. Accordingly we have confined ourselves to

one author, of the greatest note, and one time of the

greatest interest. But look where we will, the same thing
meets us. We turned Murhard by chance, knowing that

we could not happen wrong for an error, and came to the

beginning of the works on arithmetic.^ And there we
found, as the princeps of elementary arithmetical works,
a presumed edition of Boethius by James Faber, published
in 1480. Faber of Etaples is a safe man to make a blun-
der upon, for he lived 101 years, and died in 1537. Never-

theless, Heilbronner, who in one place makes this 1480
mistake for Murhard to copy, in another makes Faber do
his Boethius in 1551, long after his old bones had at last

found their resting place. On the edition of 1480 Hain is

silent. Dr. Kloss, (in his most valuable sale catalogue,
which will be properly appreciated when it gets scarce) states

1503 to be the date of the first edition of Faber's Boethius.
And this, from examination, we have no doubt of. It is

an early book of Henry Stephens, printed while he was in

partnership with Hopilius. This edition of 1503 is omitted

by Murhard—stop_, he does not omit it, but puts it down
correctly, with 1503 named as the year of printing at the

end, and 1510 at the beginning, as the catch-figures to

find it by. Of the next author, Suiset, or Suiseth, (whose
christian name seems to be a difficulty ; the edition of
1520 has Richard at the beginning, and Raymund at the

end, while a host of writers call him Roger, so that he is

only R-something,) Murhard does not know the first edi-

tion, that of Padua without date : but he compensates by
giving a subsequent edition under two dates, one right and
one wrong: and Suiset did not write on arithmetic at all.

After him we have Bradwardine, whose Geometria Specn-
lativa is converted into an "'Arithmetica;" and then fol-

lows an edition of Boethius, which seems to be a re-state-
ment of one of those which had been previously given to
Faber. There is no occasion to go on; Murhard, no
doubt, did his best. But what we want to impress upon
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the mathematician who takes all these men for granted is,

that we ought to have something better than any one's

best has turned out to be hitherto.

We make no mention of Muller, who has given a cata-

logue of titles without authorities, except to observe that,
as was necessary, he repeated all the errors of his prede-
cessors. Both he and Murhard have given no table of

contents. This is the more singular as to Muller, because
he has a consistent plan of arrangement which runs

through all his four parts, so that the same letter-press
would be the table of contents for all.

We confess to feeling rather more savage than we
meant at first to be with these most inaccurate compila-
tions of compilations—not with their authors, who, we say
again, did their best. We knew of such mistakes as we
have noticed above, and of their frequency: but we did not

know, until we made special examinations of given pages,
how hard it was to find any thing else. And the exami-
nation just alluded to enhances the comparative merit, of

which we always had a distinct notion, of the JBlhliogra-

phie Astronomique of Lalande, a work founded on the

previous collection of Weidler, but greatly superior in

extent. Here we can find mistakes, but not in strings,

omissions, but not in every page. Lalande had written a

copious work, partly historical, on all parts of astronomy,
before he began his bibliography : and he was so far ac-

quainted with the contents of a large number of the works
he described, as to be provided with some check against
false statements even about the works he had not seen. It

is true that he did not scruple, as we have seen, to

assume a title where he had it not ; also that there are
some instances of extraordinary failure of eye-sight in the
examination of books which his account shows he must
have had before him at the time of writing. Nor are we,
in particular, greatly pleased with his observation on
Hood's silly book on the Globes, in 1590, when he says of

it,
**
L'astronomie commencait a percer en Angleterre."

The ghost of Tycho Brahe could have told him of some
Englishmen of the sixteenth century better worthy of his

notice, and anterior to Hood : but he would have needed
power to summon this respectable witness, or to do some-

thing else bordering on the supernatural, before he could
have written upon the bibliography of a country which has
taken no pains with its own literai'y history. It was our
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fault and not his. In the general impression which mathe-
matical writers seem to have, that their bibliography
is somewhat imperfect, and in that which from per-
sonal intercourse we have observed to exist, we have
seen that Lalande is placed with the rest, nay, perhaps
more slightingly spoken of than others. This is hard

upon the author of the Grosse Gazette, as his book on

astronomy was termed with some truth and more humour ;

for it is owing to himself that his own defects are dis-

coverable. A copious index of authors and another of

subjects, added to a catalogue in order of dates, gives a

very cursory reader the power of deciding whether any
book is or is not in the list. But Murhard, with his ill-

chosen list of subjects as the basis of his arrangement, and
not even a paged list of these, may escape any charge of

omission, and is used with so much difficulty, that few are

able to say what he has or what he has not. For example,
we cannot tell whether the great work of Lucas Pacioli,
the first printed on Algebra, is or is not in Murhard. All
we know is, we cannot find it either under arithmetic or

algebra, and we don't like to assert a negative. Murhard
may have put it into some odd comer. But suppose we
want to know whether Lalande does or does not give the
three editions of Copernicus, we have but to look at the

years of publication, or if we forget these, at the alpha-
betical index. Accordingly the deficiencies of Lalande are
better known than those of Murhard, precisely because,
being more easily used, he is more used-. Confess and be

hanged, is a proverb which is verified by any author who
writes in a manner from which his own mistakes can be
detected.

We have a great respect for Germany, for the learning,
the genius, and the industry, of that highly-gifted country.
Can there be a safer thing to say than that mathematical

bibliography is in a low state, when the great German lea-

ders Scheibel and Murhard, can be so easily and so com-
pletely exposed. But it may be said they are compara-
tively ancient ; great advances have been made since their

time. Let us see. Muller's work (1820) has certainly this

merit, that it adds but few mistakes to those of Scheibel
and Murhard. But we have Rogg's Bibliotheca Selecta,
published at Tubingen in 1830. Seeing this work men-
tioned in the report recently published on the British

Museum, and being heretofore ignorant of its existence.
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we went to that institution to procure a sight of it. And we
soon found that there was very httle to boast of, and for

ourselves, some matter of special amusement. In a former
number of this Review, speaking of Pacioli, we noticed

that to call him JLucas de Burgo, without adding the words

SanctiSepulcri, would be much the same thing as desig-

nating Hobbes by the surname '* Hobbes of," forgetting
to add Malmesbury. Little did we think that while we
were writing, a catalogue of ten years standing was in ex-

istence in which Lucas Borgodi was the author of the old

work on algebra. We must retract: "Hobbes of" is

very good literature, and Hobhesof is not without its

parallel. Only the second edition of this work is men-
tioned. We turned to Vieta, and there we found, in one
cluster of works, a cluster of errors which beats every

thing we ever saw. Two titles rolled into one, with
Jamettiits mentioned twice in an unintelligible way : the

printer was Jamettius Mettayer. In two places a work is

printed FuronU instead of Turonis. We have geo-
metrical elections instead of effectionSj and various other
errors.

Perhaps an uninitiated reader may think that we are

dwelling on very small matters. If correct knowledge of
books be of little consequence, then must accurate lite-

rary history be in the same predicament, for it is im-

possible to have the second without the first. In ancient

political history, the thread of a story may be mysteriously
cut, and the circumstances which should confirm it may bo
so many presumptions of its utter falsehood, only because
the count of some nameless castle, or the bishop of some
obscure see, has changed his proper title or date. In

literary history, books are the main facts ; and none but
those who have tried it can tell how many difiiculties are
thrown in the way of an investigator who has truth for his

object, and permanent rules of evidence for his guide, by
the mis-statements which exist upon works which, however

necessary it may be to know them, it may hardly be worth
while ,to name. The date, the author's Christian name,
the very size, of a book, may be the turning points of the

proof of a fact. The inquirer cannot have all books before
him ; of many he wants only the px'oper description, and
being certain of this, he could almost dispense with any
knowledge of the contents.

But let the reader think what he pleases, the historian of
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science knows that he cannot do well without complete and
correct bibliography. Wh}^ then has there been no outcry

a.^^^ainst the manifold errors of all the writings in this

branch ? For some reason of this kind, we suspect. A
Delanibre or a Montncla either has the book he wants to

mention before him, or he has not. In the former case he

has no occasion to consult the bibliographer, in the latter he

has no means of detecting him. He ought, perhaps, to

judge of his guide in the case in which he must trust, by
examining him upon the points to which he has the key in

his hand ; but historians have not yet begun to feel that

there is so much inaccuracy as our own eyes have shown
us. Again, there must be systematic inquiry, directed to

that very end, before the mind is well prepared to say whe-
ther the errors which turn up are casualties such as must
and will occur, or evidences of the use of radically bad
materials. Our own plan has been, whenever we get an
old book, to go straight to the catalogues, and see what

they say of it. When we began this method, our first im-

pression was, that as it is the nature of casualties to go in

runs, we had opened upon a vein of mistakes, and we
looked out for the turn of the luck. It did not come, and
we then were obliged to conclude that our bibliographers
were not to be relied on. But we must say, accustomed as

we have been to expect something to correctm the account
of almost any book, we had no idea of the full extent of

the mischief till we came to look over page by page for the

purpose of this article.

How the matter is to be mended we cannot say. It

seems to us that until the different libraries and scientific

societies put forth catalogues constructed with that care
in the description of titles which characterizes the catalogue
of the Royal Society, we shall be, as the phrase is, to

seek, and as the result will be, not to find. There is a
hue and cry about the catalogue of the British Museum,
which is not to have the printing commenced till 1854, ancl

then to take a very long time before it is issued. So much
the better: those who make the complaint know little

about the inaccuracy of the catalogues which exist, and,
taking it for granted that they are good enough, are sur-

prised that it should take more time to do as well than is

employed in writing down and setting up. We shall have,
at a definite though distant date, four hundred thousand
works well described ; and this will be one of the greatest
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boons that literature has ever received at the hands of a

government. But it would be a burning shame if the large

expense which must be incurred on any supposition, were
to end in nothing but the perpetuation of error ; and this

disgrace will surely be incurred if the business be hurried

by undue pressure from without. Let those who would

apply the screw come forward with their good catalogues in

their hands, let them take their choice among subjects,

countries, and centuries, and let them tell us precisely
what they would have imitated. We shall then see, first,

what their models are worth; secondly, supposing them
good, what time was employed in, and means adapted
to, their execution. This is a fair offer, and will, if the

challenge can be successfully accepted, be a new lever to

the handle of the screw.

We assure our readers that what we are now going to

state is literally true, without contrivance or intention of

any sort. Having just finished this article, we thought
that any catalogue we might take, and any old author
out of it, would give a reasonable chance of illustrating
the sort of production we might expect, if the trustees of

the Museum were induced by the world without to insist

upon a list of books just written out and sent off to

press. So we took up the first we cast our eyes on among
our books ; it was the catalogue of the Royal Museum at

Naples, published in 1800. And we took the first author
who came into our heads, and he was Rheticus, we mean
the first who occurred to us as likely to require a little

bibliographical attention. We sought him out and we
found him credited with the following work : ^^Detrian-

gulis globi, cum angulo recto, 1696, fol. absque loci

nota.'' Now this means that the library possessed the
first volume of the celebrated Opus Palatinum, with the

grand title, preface, and the books de Fahrica, &c. and
de triquetris, &c., torn out. Was there no man about
that museum who would have known with a moment's
thought that the word Rheticus and the year 1596

coming together, must have something to do with the

Opus ralatinum, and moreover that Rheticus never pub-
lished any separate work with the title first named ?

There must have been more than one such person; but the
mistake must have arisen from writing out titles, and send-

ing them off to press. Were all the books in the Museum
to be written out in this way, thousands of new ones would
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be invented, and no man living who knows anything of

the snbject, would in ten years beheve in the existence

of a book merely because it was in the Museum Catalogue.
This production will want, and we have no doubt will get,
a very different mode of fabrication.

We have put at the head of this article a work which is

not professedly connected with its subject, in connection

with the only scientific catalogue of the correctness of

which we are well assured. Hain's Repertorium cannot
be contradicted from any authority except the works them-
selves. The simpliciter enumerantur we take to be a
modest way of saying that the best existing descriptions
have been copied with due care in all cases in which the

author has not seen the books themselves; adcuratius
recensentur that all the books which have come before

him, or the most part of them, have furnished means of

correcting the existing descriptions, or at least of usefully

amplifying them. Mr. Hain distinguishes the latter from
the former by giving the lineation of the titles ; pointing
out the interval between the ending of one line and the be-

ginning of the next by a distinct symbol (||). We are

satisfied that, up to the year 1500, we have here the mate-
rials for collecting out a scientific bibliography which shall

be neai'ly perfect.

We had sent this article to press some time, when we
saw in one of the weekly papers a series of attacks on the

management of the library at the British Museum, and
particularly on the deferment of the catalogue. Out of
these articles, and one of the details of the regulation of
the reading-room, arose a controversy between their author,
a gentleman well known in the antiquarian world, and the

keeper of the printed books at the Museum. For both
these gentlemen, their attainments and their motives, we
have the highest respect ; and we shall not enter into the

personal part of the dispute between them, as set forth in
the pamphlets which they exchanged. But we shall make
a few remarks upon the matters in discussion, in applica-
tion to them of the substance of the preceding article.

How^ long it would take to make and print such a cata-

logue, in aid of the history of literature, and containing
half a million of titles, as would bear the close inspection
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of professed bibliographers, is what no man can tell, for it

has never been done. By a catalogue which will bear the

close inspection of bibliographers, we mean one which will

very rarely lead those who use it into a mistake of fact

upon the characteristics of a book, and which has no syste-
matic errors. If such a one exist, let us knoAv which it is,

and let us have a little searching examination of it ; we
mean if such a thing exist on a proper scale, with its hun-
dreds of thousands of titles. If such a one cannot be

produced, we will be content with fifty thousand, upon the

avowal that the larger catalogue is not forthcoming. Or
if this cannot be found, let any one who will pledge himself

to his own belief that he is conversant with bibliography,
name the largest library catalogue he knows of, which is

from beginning to end what he would wish the Museum
catalogue to be, human errors of execution excepted.
Those who speak confidently against the time which this

last is to take as unnecessary, ought to have virtually
answered one of these questions already. We call the

attention of the Trustees of the Museum to our proposal,

hoping that if such a thing as a parliamentary committee
should be obtained, they will take care to extract this

information from every witness who appears as an assailant

of the plan proposed. Till we get an answer from some
quarter, we cannot imagine what to say, as we cannot till

then imagine what sort of catalogue an opponent of ours
would want to have. If any one should suppose that the
nation is to go to a great expense merely to produce a
thumb-cat'alogue, by which a person is to find whether he is

or is not to go to the Museum for a particular book, we
dissent from him entirely. How many persons, supposing
such a catalogue printed, will find room for the twenty or

thirty large volumes of which it must consist, if this be all

its use. Few enough among literary men will have it in

any case. We shall argue on the presumption that the

catalogue is to be a literary authority, and a help to the

inquirer into the history of literature and science.

This use of such a work may not be in the thoughts of

many. We know an analogous case which happened in

the matter of an astronomical catalogue. Some yeai^
ago, when individuals began to publish a meridiayi epheme-
ris of the planets, showing when each planet comes on the
meridian of Greenwich for each day in the year, a great
many persons thought it was an excellent thing, and joined
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in the opinion that it ought to be introduced into ' the
nautical ahiianac. It was as capital a thing in thoir

opinion, that every astronomical observer should know, by
a simple addition or subtraction, when to go to his instru-

ment to observe each planet, as it is to have folios by
which to find out whether or no to walk to Great Russell
Street for the book which is wanted. Some of them no
doubt wondered a little why it was thought necessary to be
so very exact ; to say, for instance, that on a certain evening,

Jupiter would be on the meridian at 47 minutes, 28 seconds,
and 32 hundredths of a second past six. And some argued
that the great astronomers must be a little pedantic in the

matter, to waste so much time in calculation, and so much
more money in printing, when, though a Flamsteed or a
Herschel wanted to observe the planet, it would be quite

enough to tell them to be at the instrument all ready, by
47 minutes past six. But the great astronomers had a
reason for what they did; they wanted to combine the

convenience of knowing when to be ready for the planet
with the means of advancing astronomy. By stating with
the utmost accuracy what was the prediction uttered by
the existing knowledge of the planet, they enabled the
observer either to confirm the accuracy of that knowledge,
or to say how much it was in error, and to do his part
towards setting it right. And in like manner the cata-

logue of a noble library like that of the Museum, is not

merely a book-finder, or at least ought not to be so. It

should be the corrector, so far as its contents are concerned,
of all those noisome and pernicious errors which our article

has shown to exist ; which deprive the dead of the fame
they have fairly earned, tend to render the living callous to

the sense of literary justice, and cultivate habits of inaccu-

racy among those who have to teach the rest of the world.
And if it is to be what it should be, full time should be
allowed; and if, in deference to those who only want a
book-finder and no more, it is to be hurried into literary

worthlessness, then we say that the expense of printing is

not necessary, and that a manuscript at the Museum will

answer ninety-nine hundredths of every purpose. What
time is necessary is a proper question to be argued on
proper grounds ; but as yet we have seen nothing which
leads us to think that the part of the literary and scientific

world, which demands a speedy catalogue, is aware of the
VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 3
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low state of bibliography, or of the necessity of having
something better than has yet appeared.
The other part of the discussion related to the mode of

procuring books at the reading-room. In forrner days, a

party wanting a book wrote what he wanted in his own
way on a slip of paper ; and the attendant found the book,
if he could, in the catalogue, and brought it to the party.
If the book were not in existence, if the title were wrongly
described, or wiitten in a wrong language, there would be
a hunt to no purpose.

^
On his coming into office, the pre-

sent keeper of the printed books introduced a new plan :

not before it was wanted. For, if the professed bibliogra-

phers be what we have seen reason to suppose them in

point of accuracy, what was the mass of readers at the
Museum likely to be ? The new plan was to fill up printed

slips with the press mark, the author's name, as much of

the title as is necessary, the size, date and place. On
looking at the catalogue which is kept ready for all

readers, this can be done, the filling up of the slip, after

the book is found, taking about from half a minute to a
minute. The following may be a fair average instance of

what the reader has to write in the appointed columns,

126 g. Newton Philosophise Naturalis, Cantab. 1713.
Isaac. Principia Mathematica.

Now it is asserted, on one side of the discussion, thatrthis

is giving needless trouble to the reader, who, when he
writes his own account of the book, has a right to expect
that the officers of the Museum will find out whether the

book be in the library or not. It is also asserted that

there is great delay in procuring the books required, which

delay, as far as we can make out, is charged in part upon
this system. The second assertion is easily disposed of.

For ourselves, we have not found any unnecessary or

vexatious delay in procuring books. But grant that such

delay does exist, for the argument's sake: will it be
mended by allowing less accurate descriptions on the part
of the readers ? The attendants are, on this supposition,
remiss in their duty : if they be slow and failing when the

very shelf on which the book stands is written down for

them, will they be quicker when they have to find that out
for themselves? Not unless there be a very stringent
exercise of authority on the part of the Trustees : but
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would not the authority be more effective if it were

brought to bear on the easier duty ?

We now come to the first assertion, that the regulation
itself asks too much of the readers. We are of a very dif-

ferent opinion, and so, we suspect, are the great majority
of those who read at the Museum. Under the old system,
the question where the book was to be found was mixed

up with whether there was any such book in existence.

Imagine a person going to the Museum, and writing on a

slip of paper
*'
Pacioli's Italian Euclid,'^ a general direc-

tion which he might procure from Heilbronner, or Schei-

bel, or Montucla. The attendants at the Museum, look-

ing among the Paciolis in the catalogue, will find a Latin
Euclid. Are they all to know Latin from Italian in black

letter? The scholar himself has a moment's hesitation,
when he looks at the black letter of the fifteenth century,
in deciding between Latin and Italian. Take the title

alone of Pacioli's Algebra, JSumma de Arithmetica,
Geometria, Proportioni, &c. This is Italian: and yet
we come to the fifth word before there is any one indica-

tion of it, and then only in one letter. Well, the attendant

carries the Latin Euclid to the reader, who rejects it and
declares it is not the book he wants. Back goes the

attendant, and seeing no other Euclid, consults a higher
officer, who seeing Geometria in the title of the Italian

Summa, cfec, causes the Algebra to be carried to the

reader. This is again rejected. Now why should not the

reader be required to consult the catalogue for himself,
and to direct which work, of all those entered under

Pacioli, he will choose to have ?

But, it will be said, this is all very well as to rare or
unusual books ; but why not allow the reader to follow his

own plan as to books which are quite common : Hyime's
History of England for example? In the first place, who
is to judge whether the book is of the common or uncom-
mon class

?^
The reader himself, of course, it will be

answered: indeed no other answer could he aiven. But
might not,^ say a young learner of mathematical history,

seeing Pacioli's Italian Euclid mentioned by the common
historians, think it a book which is sure to be well known
at the Museum? The discussion itself on which we are
now remarking affords an instance of the varieties of

opinion which may exist on this subject. The gentleman
who complains of the existing regulation is of opinion that
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Burchett's
^^

History of Transactions at Sea/' London,
folio, 1720, is *'well known to every bookseller, and to

most literary men." This work is, to a man of his re-

search, common enough, no doubt: but surely it can

hardly be said that any work of 1720, and never reprinted,
is well known to every bookseller. Now, if this be his de-

liberate opinion, published in answer to an adversary
whose sagacity he admits, how far would that opinion go
in writing off-hand for books at the Museum : what book
would be uncommon ?

To divide books into common and uncommon, at the

several discretions of the readers at the Museum, would be

equivalent to no division at all, and would be a complete
restoration of the old system. What would be the conse-

quence ? Those who do describe their books accurately
would have to wait until those who require ill-described or

non-existent books have been served or dismissed.
^
The

very running about of attendants in the reading-room, and
the quantity of explanation necessary to the correction of

mistakes, would be a serious inconvenience to those who
are occupied. As it is, nothing can be more agreeable
than the general effect of the room. The attendants place
the books, which are now the right ones in ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred, quietly by the sides of those who
have asked for them ; and the manner in which a hundred
readers are supplied without noise or trouble is most cre-

ditable to the institution.

There is but one thing we should wish to see altered ;

and that is, the little desk at which the catalogues are to

be consulted. This is often inconveniently crowded, and
common sense points out that one little corner is not large
enough for the focus from which two large rooms are to be

supplied. We have sometimes had to wait longer for

standing room at this desk than for the book which we
have proceeded to write for as soon as we got it. But after

all this is not much. For the penalty of waiting a minute
or two to look at a catalogue, taking the pains to signify

accurately what he wants, and waiting perhaps a quarter of
an hour on the average to get it, any man of good fame
may procure the run of a library of hundreds of thousands
of works, and a comfortable place to read them in, all sup-
plied at the public charge. When the conditions of admis-
sion to foreign libraries come to be authentically stated, we
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doubt much whether it will be found that there is one
which is more free, or in which books are as easily ob-

tained.

Art. II.— I. The Mariolatry of the Church of Rome, setforth on

the authority of statements accredited by the reigning Pope

Gregory XVI. and nine Prelates; in a ^Sermon preached
before the University of Oxford, on Sunday, January 25th,

1846. By Francis Jeune, D. C. L., Master of Pembroke

College, Oxford. Vincent, Oxford.

2.—The Practical Doctrine of the Incarnation considered ivith

reference to our Lord, the Blessed Virgin, and ourselves ;

especially as showing Christ Himself to be the true object of
those human sympathies and yearnings, which hxjperdulia. rests

on St. Mary. A Sermon preached before the University of

Oxford, in the chapel of New College, on the Feast of the

Annunciation, 1846. By William Beadon Heathcote,
B. C. L., Fellow and Tutor of New College. Parker,
Oxford.

3.— TJie Exercise of Faith impossible except in the Catholic

Church. By W. G. Penny, late Student of Christ Church,
Oxford. Richardson, London.

WHEN we Catholics are asked for special instances
of the love towards Jesus Christ which we allege to

burn so brightly within the True Church, we point to a
whole series of saintly and mortified men, who have dis-

played their love towards Him, by the almost incredible

sufferings which they have endured in bearing witness to

Him—by having felt joy unspeakable in all that is most
hateful to the natural man, in persecution, in contumely,
in a life of isolation, in a death of torture, because they
have been permitted to undergo these things for His dear
sake—by feeling His glory to be the only exaltation for

which it becomes Christians to struggle—by a constant
and most burning remembrance of His sufferings for them
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'—by a most tender and affectionate devotion to His Holy
Mother—^by dying with the names of Jesus and Mary on
their lips. Such are the examples of Christian love which
it is our privilege to commemorate ; and which impress on

us, moreover, with such matchless effect, a consciousness

of our own most deplorable and miserable backwardness
in all Christian attainments. But

^
Protestants, we say it

in all seriousness, have devised quite a different standard

whereby to estimate a Christian's love for his Saviour, and
one far less personally humbling ; they claim for their reli-

gion and for themselves the honour of specially honouring
our Lord, on no other grounds than on the zeal and perti-

nacity with which they denounce all devotion to . His
Mother.
Such reflections are especially forced upon us, by the

first in order of the publications we have named at the

head of this article; a production which, as far as the

author is himself concerned, we should never have thought
worthy a moment's notice.^

As if on purpose to show the

animus of his criticism, he is led (p. 25,) into a passing scoff

at the devotions to our Blessed Lord's Sacred Person
which Catholics have used. And in truth, a writer who dis-

plays neither sympathy for the devotion of heart and soul to

religion which have from the first characterised multitudes
in the Catholic Church, nor sensibility to the actual declen-

sion of all real belief of our Lord's Divinity which is so
fast going on around him in his own communion, nor per-

ception of any superiority possessed by Catholics in their

discipline for weaning the heart from worldly objects, nor
consciousness of any deep-rooted evils of character among
English religionists ; and again, who deems so lightly of
the Inspired Word of God, as to identify his own critical

and shallow interpretation of it with Revealed Truth itself;

a writer who appears to recognize no marked discrepancy
between the Christianity professed by the Oxford Hebdo-
madal Board and that professed by St. Paul or St. Augus-
tine ; such an one only acts on his own principles in

denouncing the Catholic devotion to our Lady : his hatred
of such practices is only so far a testimony to their profi-
tableness and religiousness. We know nothing of Dr.
Jeune except what we gather from his writings, and we
speak of hini only as exhibited in them. But so applying
our observations, we beg plainly to say that until he has
some knowledge of the rudiments of Christianity, it is only
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natural that he should stumble at Its fuller developments ;

and that instead of arguhig with him on results, the Ca-
tholic can only pray for his enlightenment on first prin-

ciples."'^

It is a very different matter indeed when a divine like

Dr. Pusey stumbles at such devotions. It is a most

* There are three different particulars alluded to by Dr. Jeune, which are not

important in special reference to the doctrines about the Most Holy Virgin, and

yet seem on other grounds to deserve some notice. We will therefore take the

liberty of inserting a pretty long note, to contain our comments on them.
1. In the first place Dr. Jeune has quoted (p. 7 and 8) two passages from

Suarez, which sufficiently show, if it needed showing, that the principle of deve-

lopment is not a mere modern invention to meet a modern difficulty; though a
further application of it may have been called for by the researches of modern,
criticism. To be sure the language of St. Vincentius Lirinensis, quoted by Mr.
JPenuy, is as explicit as language can be; and, one would think, beyond the reach
of Anglican cavil. Still considering the very high authority possessed by Suarez,
we shall not scruple to transfer into our pages his most explicit testimony. It
is strange, indeed, that Christians can be found to deny such obvious common-
sense principles as those contained in these extracts.

Tandem non sine singular! Spiritus Sancti consilio factum est, ut nonnulla Vir-

ginis mysteria et privilegia nee scripta sint nee certa traditione recepta, ut occa-
sio daretur fidelibus amplius meditandi et recogitandi haec mysteria, loquendi ac
Bcribendi de Virgine, ex principiis traditis plura ratiocinando et coUigendo.
Quocirca rationibus etiam in hac materia utendum est, qua?, vel in dictis princi-

piis vel in ipsa rerum natura et decentid fundatae, multum ponderis et efficaci-

tatis in Theologia habent.
Ad banc detinitionem satis est ut aliqua supematuralis Veritas in traditione

vel scriptura impUcite contenta sit,ut ex comrauni consensu Ecclesise, per quam
saepe Spiritus Sanctus traditiones explicat vel Scripturam declarat, tandem
possit Ecclesia definitionem suam adhibere, qucB vim habeat cujusdam revela-

tionis respectu nostri, propter infallibilem Spiritus assistentiara.

2. Dr. Jeuue says, (p. 18,) "The doctrine of justification by faith (only) is re-

presented by certain Romanizing divines as antinomian and immoral, and as

giving unwarrantable confidence to sinners. It is reproached, for instance, with
the language of trust and hope sometimes held on the scaffold by malefactors,
with whom ministers of the Gospel have laboured with success, as charity be-
lieves. Those, however, who secede to the Church of Rome, must be prepared
to hold a corresponding theory; and to accord to the merits of Mary, what
they have perhaps denied to the merits of Jesus." In illustration ;of this

charge. Dr. Jeune proceeds (p. 19,20,) to quote an anecdote. Does this anec-
dote exhibit a malefactor " full of trust and hope on the scafibld," because of
his confidence in the ^Mother of God ? The prisoner

" confesses his sins, and
touched with the greatness of the divine mercies, he dies of grief on the spot.'*
The detestable and most unchristian heresy, which would persuade a male-
factor to die with an assurance of salvation, has a "

correspondent theory," ac-
cording to Dr. Jeune, in the religious influences which cause him to die of

frief
and contrition. We must repeat our Avish expressed iu the text, that

>r. Jexme had displayed some acquaintance with tlie first principles of Chris-
tianity.

3. Dr. Jeune has quoted from M. Gaume the Avell known account of St. Simon
Stock's vision about tha scapular, (p. 21, 22,) and quotes in the apjiendix M.
Gaume's words on the subject. M. Gaume's work bears the very highest cha-
racter; and in believing this vision, he has held an opinion which many other
Catholics have holden. But it is most important to bear in mind that none of
them believe in its literal interpretation, but most earnestly repudiate it; anil
we have no doubt at all that the part of M. Gaume's work which treats on
Justification, (if that subject be included in it,) would make this perfectly
clear. Thus Raynandus, a Jesuit, about the most learned of those who defend
the vision, in a work which received the fullest approbation from the Carmelites,
who ai-e of course the warmest advocates of the scapular, says expressly, and
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grievous calamity, that persons who agree with us on most
doctrines and on many first principles, and who are actu-

ated by the most unmistakeable love of holiness and desire

of purity, that such persons as these should, through mis-

apprehension, remain separate from Cathohc Communion.
It is first and far chiefly of all a most grievous calamity to

says too that the others on his side agree with him, that the words are not to

be literally understood. The promise about purgatory, (Scapular Marine illus-

trat et defens quaest. 4,) he understands in the sense which pope Paul V, has
sanctioned as consistent with orthodoxy. We quote from the French translation

of St. Alphonso's
" Glories of Mary," chap. viii. § 2.

*' Le peuple chrdtien peut
croire pieusement que la bien heureuse Vierge assistera de sa continuelle interces-

sion, de ses verites, et de sa protection speciale apres leur mort, et principalement
aux jours de Samedi (jours consacre'es a la Sainte Vierge par I'Eglise) les ames
des confreres de S. Marie du Mont Carmel, pourvu qu'ils soient sortis de ce monde
en etat de grace, qu'ils aient porte le scapulaire observant la chastete suivant lens

etat," &c. And as to the other alleged promise, Raynandus acknowledges, (p. 292.)
" Incertitudinem gratiae et praedestinationis esse dogma fidei, nisi adsit revelatio

specialis, qnse hie revera non interveiiit." He illustrates (ibid.) the force of the

language by Rom. 3. "Hominem justificari per fidem." Rom. 8. "Spe salvi

facti sumus." Tob. 12.
"
Eleemosyna a morte liberat," &c. Jacobi 1.

*' Insitum
verbum potest salvare animas vestras." He might have added,

" Whoso eatetli

my Flesh, and drinketh my Blood,"
"
Baptism saveth us," and many other pas-

sages. He continues, (ibid.)
" Hcsc et alia id genus passim in scripturis leguntur,

neque tamen (ut bene notavit Bellarmin,) ullus est qui inde coUigit, solam fidem,
aut spem, aut eleemosynam, vel solum verbum, justiticare aut salvare, aut a
morte eripere, absque aliis ad eundem finem requisitLs. Sed Scrijjtura sic loquens,
vult tantura significare, praedicta habere vim suam ad ilium finem: et eum quod
ad se attinet adimplere, si cnctera non desint. Utquid ergo allter statuitur de gesta-
tione Scapularis, cum dicitur esse signum salutis, ot prnsdestinationis. Tan-
tum enim significatur, eam gestationem pie factam, habere vim suam, ut quis salu-
tera adipiscatur, et fiat in eo executio praedestinationis ; ut fert Deiparae pro-
missio."
But it is very important to observe, that very far the greater number of

learned Catholics utterly disbelieve both the truth of the vision and the authen-
ticity of Pope John's bull. As to the latter, there are few higher authorities on
a matter of history than Natalis Alexander. What is his language ? (liistor.
Eccles. tom. 8. p. 548. Ed. Lucae, 1734.)

" Bullae stylus stylo oaetciorura Joaniiis
XXII. Diplomatum plane dissimilis; annorum datfc Bullae discrepantia a]>ud
Carmelitas qui ipsara referunt; varia Revelationis a Beata Virgine Joanni XXII.
factiB narratio in utriusque scriptoris exemplari; absnrditas, repugnantiaque
verborum quae ccelorum Reginae affinguntur—vocis Mercurii, nequaquam Eccle-
siasticae, pro Feria quaiia usurpatio; silentium Auctorum, &c. promissio absurda
salutis aeternae, quam B. Virgo fecisse suppouitur iis omnibus qui Carmelitarum
Ordinem ingressi fuerint, aut Scapularegestarint; cum tamen incertiun esse iion

possit Christi verbum "
Si vis ad vitam ingredi serva mandata," nee Sacra-

mentalibus hujusmodi sit annexa gratia perseVerantiae, cujus promissio ne Sacra-
mentis quidem annexa est ; descensus fictitius B. Vii-ginis in Purgatoriuiu
Sabbato prime post obitum confratmm et soromro sacri sodalitii Scapulaiis, ut
eos a paenis liberet ; cum sola intercessione, suflfragiis, meritis, protectione
spcciali sibi devotas animas juvare Deipara possit .... non autem spirituali in
animas imperio, quod asseruerat F. Petrus Arcis Carmelitarum Praisentatus, qui
ad Palinodiani compulsus est a Sacra Facultate Parisiensi, anno 1624. die 23
Novembris."
The contributor of these facts, who is not the same with the writer of the

article, before meeting with this passage, looked through two different editions
of the Bullarium, in search of this alleged bull, without success. And on looking
into different writers on the subject, he finds that they treat the whole affair
with contempt.

"
Quid magis ridiculum," says one, (Noel de Bertigneres in a

public thesis,) "et Romano pontifice magis in^ignum, &c. Has et similes ineptias
apage a Catholicae, Apostolicso, et Romanae Religionis veris cultoribus.''
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themselves, considering the present blessedness and spiritual

privileges they thereby lose, not to speak of the fearful

peril they incur in regard to their prospects beyond the

grave : but it is a calamity also to the cause itself of Catho-

licism, which, in its warfare against worldly wisdom and

worldly practice, might employ such instruments to the

highest advantage. And whereas
all^

their other misap-

prehensions sink into absolutely nothing when compared
to the objections they feel against this particular devotion,
m proportion as every Catholic must feel the idea to be a
mere madman's dream, on which many of them seem to

build, viz. that the Church will ever be induced to dis-

countenance the practises to which they object,
—in that

proportion does it become a primary duty, to labour, as far

as may be, to explain and rescue from misconception, what
we would die rather than disavow.
There cannot then be a more profitable task at the pre-

sent time than to put in fresh and fresh lights, as far as

may be, the feelings entertained by Catholics towards the

Mother of God, if haply the true idea may thereby be more
forcibly impressed on the mind of objectors : and this must
be our excuse, if the discussions on this particular subject
which have appeared in this Review, should appear dispro-

portionate and excessive in number. It can never be

superfluous to notice objections, however threadbare, so

long as they are conscientiously felt by earnest, humble,
and truth-seeking men. While therefore we notice
Dr. Jeune's sermon for the sake of others, we notice
Mr. Heathcote's sermon for his own sake also. It is

evidently the production of a thoughtful, reverential, and
devout mind, which affords much common ground whereon
Catholics may sustain an argument.

Still, Mr. Heathcote, like the rest of those who generally
agree with him, is guilty of one fundamental error, which
would absolutely astonish us in persons professing Ca-
tholic tendencies, were we not so familiar with it; and
which makes the main part of his reasoning most grossly
paralogistic. It is for this reason that we have added
Mr. Penny's new publication to our list of names at start-

ing; not that we have any hope of doing the least justice
to that most able and instructive work in so cursory a
notice as this, but because the principle which he is mainly
occupied in enforcing is so essential to our present pur-
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pose/"* We ought indeed to apologise to Mr. Penny for

naming his work at all without a more detailed and direct

analysis of its contents, were it not that it is written itself

in so abstract and condensed a shape, that no analysis
could supersede the necessity of studying the original : a

study which we most heartily commend to all our readers.

On one or two matters, quite immaterial to the main
argument, there may be possibly two opinions ; such, for

instance, as the author's determination of the relations

which exist between Faith and the natural sense of right
and wrong. But in truth, putting together the various

statements of Mr. Penny which really bear on the subject,
we are far from sure that we have rightly caught his mean-
ing ; and we are quite sure that Catholics are really all at

one with each other in their feeling on such subjects, what-
ever difference there may possibly be in their way of ana-

lysing and expressing this feeling.
That man is by nature helpless and blind—absolutely

needing religious truth in order to peace oi mind and to

the perfecting of his nature—^yet absolutely unable to find

it himself without a guide—all this we must suppose is

common ground between Mr. Heathcote and ourselves.

Here it is then that Mr. Penny's argument has its place.
It is the most cruel mockery to speak of pointing out a
guide to blind and sinful men, and then to place before

them one which requires the most high and unusual

spiritual attainments in order to its comprehension. Yet
nothing less than such attainments, (nor in truth even

these,) could enable a person even to form a guess, in

regard to such awfully unfathomable subjects for instance

as the Trinity, the Incarnation, and the Eucharistic

Presence, whether this or that exposition of them were
most in accordance with the unmethodical notices of those

doctrines contained in Scripture and the earlier Fathers.

Again, Mr. Penny urges with great force,, that Scripture
itself speaks of the mind of little children as the fit one for

receiving truth : whereas if Christian truth were learned by
study of the Fathers, as well might we call Sir I. New-
ton's investigations those of a little child, rather than of

* This article was written for our last number, and before we had seen Mr.
Thompson's very able and consecutive treatise on the Anglican theories of Churcli

Unity, which handles that part of the Catholic argument in a most masterly way.
That essay contains several passages which would have been very available foF

our preseut purpose.
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a great discoverer. And what nature and Scripture so

plainly point out, the Church in every age has declared

with singular emphasis. No one but a madman could say
that the early Fathers have testified to the Catholic

doctrine of the Trinity, with a thousandth part of the

clearness and unanimity with which they have proclaimed
the absolute authority, in teaching, of the existing Church.

If Mr. Heathcote, or any one else, finds no living Church
to whose voice on her own authority he is prepared to sub-

mit himself, and if he be correct in such negative, the

Fathers, from the very first, were in essential and funda-

mental error on the very first principle of their religion :

for such a principle with them was the belief that the

Church, such as theij considered the Church, had a sure

divine promise of remaining until Christ should come to

Judgment.
Hitherto we have used our own language, though follow-

ing Mr. Penny's course of argument. But his observa-

tions on the rule of St. Vincentius Lirinensis, which has so

strangely been considered by many as bearing out the

most unchristian rule of faith professed by the Oxford
school, his observations on this rule are so important and
so excellently expressed, that we cannot refrain from an
extract, and wish we could give the whole.

'

**Ia applying St.Vincent's rule it is idle to inquire into the general
meaning of antiquity, all we are concerned with is his meaning.
And this we shall see the more easily by bearing in mind what
term he opposes to it ; this term is 'novelty;' he says novelty is

to be repressed by
*

antiquity ;' so that the two terms are used as

opposites. And he has clearly explained what he means by
*

novelty ;' and limits it to the *
first springing up' of a heresy.

Antiquity and novelty are here relative and opposite terms ; so that
where one commences the other leaves off; and since 'novelty'
commences with the appearance of a heresiarch, it is plain that an-

tiquity must in strictness extend up to this time in which the

novelty commences. That he uses the term in this sense, is quite
evident from the whole of his argument. His argument against a
heretic would be this :

—your heresy was not known till some few

years ago, when your founder established it. So that he appeals to

the whole time up to the appearance of the heresiarch ; and thus
he extends the antiquity which he appeals to, up to the present
times. In fact, his rule is identical with the Catholic, (as might
be expected from his book having always been so much esteemed

among Catholics,) and is, that we are to receive from the previous

generation all that it taught ; and that too, be it well observed, in
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THE DEVELOPED FORM in wlhicli they deliver it to us. On this subject
lie has written an able chapter, (23,) to which I may refer my
readers. In it he says,

'

Fitting it is, therefore, that the under-

standing, knowledge, and wisdom, as well of every man in particular,
as of all in common ; as well of one alone as of the whole in general ;

should by the advance of ages, abundantly increase and go forward.'*

p. 104. A little further on he compares this development of reli-

gion to that of the human body, which, while it preserves its

main outlines, limbs, aud proportions, develops itself into greater
size.

•'
It appears then, that so far from St. Vincent asserting that

appeal might be made from the generation immediately preceding
to more remote ones, he on the contrary says, that the generation
of our immediate ancestors is that to which we are to appeal, and to

use their voice and testimony as a prescription against any novelty
that may spring up in our own day. Just as at the Council of

Nice, what the Fathers there assembled declared, was not their

private opinion upon the text of Scripture, or of the Apostolic
Fathers, though this they may have done incidentally ; the great

question with them was,
* what was the doctrine that had been

taught in their diocese and delivered to them by the generation
before them.'

"
p. 99—102.

Mr. Heathcote, Dr. Pusey, and the rest, are really
called upon to meet all this : they are called upon to look
the matter full in the face, and tell us, (it is no unreason-
able inquiry on our part,) what is their rule of faith, and
what are their notes of the Church. In what sense do

they take any existing Church as their divinely commis-
sioned teacher ? On what principles do they regard them-
selves as members of the Church at all? Because governed
by apostolically-descended bishops ? Are Nestorians and

Monophy sites members of the Church? Or do not those

heretics consider their own doctrine to be that of the early-

centuries, as truly as Anglicans so consider theirs ? Where
was such an idea dreamed of by any of the Fathers, or by
any of the Apostles, as that the Church could be other
than one organized Body, in scriptural language one

Kingdom ? It has been plainly asserted in this Review,
that in the extant remains of Ante-Nicene writers, ad-

dresses to our Blessed Lord are as rare as addresses to

Saints : Is this denied ? Or if not, how can it be main-
tained against Catholics that Invocation of Saints is an
innovation, unless it be conceded to Socinians that the

worship of our Lord is an innovation also ? Such are
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some among the various questions which Catholics for

some time past have been putting to AngUcans, and on
which it seems impossible to extract from them an
answer.
We are not sa^ang, of course, that Mr. Heathcote is

bound to go into all these questions in every sermon he

preaches, any more than we are bound to do so in every
article we write ; but he is bound to consider them and
show that he has considered them, before he dares to

assume a critical position, and pass censure on what may
turn out to be the voice of God Himself. That the report
of many Catholic practices should at first grate veiy

harshly on his ears, is so far from being a presumption
against these practices, that on the contrary it is precisely
that which must necessarily result, if the Catholic Church
be what she claims to be ; for in that case, Mr. Heathcote
has endured an unspeakable loss in being severed from her

communion, he is destitute of that^ especial temper of

mind which her ordinances and discipline foster, and it

would be naturally expected therefore that the dictates of

Catholic piety would be distasteful to the non- Catholic

religionist. But this is only one reason the more for

pressing on his notice the claims and notes of the Catholic
Church. Mr. Heathcote urges on his hearers that this is

not the time for
*'

speculative questions," and
"
metaplty-

sical distinctions." (p. 96.) We fully agree with him : it is

the time for him, and those likeminded with him, to con-
sider one of the most practical questions in the whole
world ; viz :

—whether he is at present within the pale of
the Church, and if he be not, whether his soul is safe.

And again, if every thing point to the negative answer on
this question, except the one circumstance that the Church
encourages devotions which to him appear inconsistent
with acknowledged truths, what can we offer him except*'

speculative questions
"
and *'

metaphysical distinctions,"
until he

receive^ the only reasonable straight-forward and
Christian solution of his difficulty, that of practical
experience ?

We trust we have not appeared to speak harshly of Mr.
Heathcote. Nothing certainly can have been further from
our intention than so to do, for we entertain a very sincere

respect for his character ; and we owe him too especially
thanks on the present occasion, in that he has written
in a perfectly Christian tone and temper, on a subject
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which has in many hands been the occasion of much raihng
and bitterness. But it implies the wildest misconception,
a misconception which we should hardly have expected
from so thoughtful a writer, to suppose that any doctrine

or any devotion can be rightly understood, except by those

who have first believed and practised them. And therefore

it is, because submission to authority must from the very-
nature of things precede the right apprehension of any
]3articular doctrine, it is for that very reason that we are

most anxious that he should take a correct view of the

real position of the argument, and should understand
once for all, the claims of the Catholic Church ; instead of

dreaming, as so many of his friends dream, that he can be

justified before God in expecting the points in dispute
to be cleared up one by one to his satisfaction, before he

purges himself of the sin of schism and rebellion under
which he lies. We are not of course implying, that in no
conceivable case the plain irreligiousness of the doctrine

taught might do far more than counterbalance the exter-

nal notes of authority worn by the teacher : but it would
be mere extravagance to suspect a person holding Mr.
Heathcote's opinions of alleging so wild a charge against
the Catholic Church. But whether or no, we wish him
distinctly to observe that it is his own great sin if he look

upon this question as a mere matter of otiose and philoso-

phical criticism : it is a matter of life and death to him ; he
must perforce either find some way of reconciling to him-
self the devotion at which he staggers, or he must fairly con-
front the conclusion that that doctrine of the Visible Church
which was held by holy Fathers of every century as the one

very basis of their religion, was a delusion and a dream. If

High-Church Anglicans will quicken and animate their

investigations by this thought, we have little doubt of the

result : but a mere external fault-finding criticism, to what-
ever doctrine it be applied, is necessarily barren and life-

less ; it is by allowing themselves in such a habit on their

respective peculiarities, that Socinians remain Socinian,
and Anglicans Anglican : if the principle can be expected
to bear the latter harmless at the Great Day, so also it

must the former.

In truth, we sometimes feel almost unwilling to attempt
the task of removing in part the misconceptions of our
doctrine under which Anglicans labour, from the fear that

they may so far misinterpret our meaning, as to imagine
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that we regard it as a light sin their refusing at once to

accept that doctrine on faith. Trusting, however, that

what we have said will sufficiently guard us from so serious

a misconstruction, we are not unwilling to occupy what
remains of this article, in doing what in us lies towards

setting Mr. Heathcote right ; and also towards obviating
the false conclusions, into which Dr. Jeune's quotations

might lead some, who have more knowledge of Christianity
than he has himself displayed. But we do this, as we have

said, under protest; in regard that no removal of mis-

conception can be otherwise than partial, except that

caused by a practical realization of the doctrines miscon-
ceived.

Now first, how stands the case as to the plain matter of

fact, viz. the devotion to our Blessed Lord, which has been

displayed by those who have been most eminent for their

tender and ardent love of the Holy Virgin ? This ground
has been so often trodden of late, that it will be sufficient

to mention the names of St. Bernard, St. Bonaventure,
St. Alphonso; to refer enquirers to such works as
*' L'amour des ames," ot*

"
Pratique de Tamour de Jesus

Ohrist," written by the last named Saint ; and to add this

plain indisputable fact, that the period of Christianity
which brought so prominently forward that devotion to our

Lady, which leads, according to Mr. Heathcote, (p. 7^.) to

a practical forgetfulness of our Lord's humanity, was the

very same which also brought into a pre-eminence, very
far greater than had heretofore been given it, devotion to

the Passion of our Lord. But this fact alone would furnish
the subject of one article by itself; and therefore we very
reluctantly pass on, contenting ourselves with a simple
statement of the case in Mr. Penny's work.

" When an inquirer found that the more eminent men were for

sanctity in other respects, the more devout thej were to our Lady ;

the more holy and unearthly their minds, the more does it delight
them to dwell upon the thoughts of Her ; the more their hearts are
lifted up to Her Son, the more are they to Her also ; the more fer-

vent are they in prayer to God, the more ardent is the language of
their devotion to Her, (and surely, glowing as their language may
sometimes seem, it is far from being an expression of the full state
of their feelings,) surely on seeing this, the force of the example of
such men, who one and all are remarkable for their devotion to the
ever-blessed Mother of God, will be sufficient to induce not only
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any Catholic, but any Catholic-minded person to feel it likewise. If

we were to ask a Catholic wliy he invokes the Blessed Virgin, he

might perhaps say, because it is the practice of the Church. This,

however, would be to give but a very imperfect account of the mat-
ter : doubtless it was this that made him begin it, yet having once

begun it with anything approaching to a proper spirit, he will feel

to need no further authority ; to attempt to persuade him that the

benefits he experiences are unreal, or that the mysterious connec-

tion which he feels to subsist between Her whom he loves, and
honours and invokes, and his own soul, is a mere ph^tasy, would
be almost the same thing as telling him that his very existence is a
dream."—p. II 0.

Dr. Pusey indeed, as might have been expected from
one who has ever shown snch real and deep reverence for

sanctity, shrinks from the unspeakably blasphemous con-

clusions., which some Anglicans of note with their e3^es

open have embraced ; viz. that men whose whole heart and
affections were unremittingly fixed on the contempla-
tion of heavenlyobjects,were guilty of idolatry.

""' But then,

by so stumbling, he has surely committed himself to the

principle, that dedication of soul and spirit to Holy Mary,
even in the degree practised by St. Alphonso and St. Bona-
venture, has nothing in itself open to censure ; a principle,
we think, of which he has hardly considered the conse-

quences. We grieve to see how little weight Mr. Heath-
cote has allowed to the fact of which we have been speak-

ing : perhaps he was hardly aware to how great an extent
Saints have originated this practice; for he mentions, (p.

23.) as one explanation of the origin of
'^

hyperdulia,"
'^
the

general tendency of fallen man to interpose some object
between itself and God." We trust this may be the true

solution of the phenomenon; for we cannot consider the

language that has been before now used one jot too strong,
when those who have accused St. Alphonso or St. Bona-
venture of idolatry, have been plainly branded as

"
blas-

phemers against the Holy Ghost."
Such is the prima facie difficulty of llie Anglican notion.

Mr. Heathcote must devise some theory as to the state of

* " The editor would take this opportunity of saying:, that nothing was ever fur-
ther from his intention than criticising any whom he knew to be the Saints of
God. In anything he ever said, he was following, he hopes, authority, or re-

garding words only in themselves, or in what seemed their natural or unavoid-
able eliect on ordinaiy minds, quite abstractedly from those who used them."—
l>r. Pusey^s Preface to his edition of Suriiii's

" Foundations of the Spiritual Life,*
p. 8.
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mind under which such countless multitudes of saintly and
devoted men have bestowed feelings of "adoration" (p. 17.)

(Mr. Heathcote means plainly divine adoration) on a crea-

ture ; and have held an opinion which, in his judgment,
defrauds Christ of his divinity, (p. 21.) and cannot but give

encouragement to a low standard of religion and morality,

(p. 75.) Should he shrink from manfully considering with
himself this plain question, it is for him to consider how
far he can jjontinue

to plead invincible ignorance of the

doctrine.

Another prima facie presumption on^ the^
same side

we may specify, and then pass on; seeing it is a sub-

ject to which we shall in all probability have to return

again and again. We allude to the gradual disappear-
ance of real belief in our Lord's Divine Personality,
which is so significant a phenomenon in Protestant
Churches. We wish Mr. Heathcote appeared more sen-
sitive to the corruption of his own Church in this par-
ticular. The heresy, so long latent, in many cases is now
becoming open and avowed. By the time this appears
in print, will M. Gobat have been ordained bishop by the

archbishop of Canterbury, or how soon afterwards ? M.
Gobat' s opinions are expressed in the following extracts,
taken from a larger series, which have been put together
from M. Gobat's Journal, by a well conducted Anglican
print called

" The Ecclesiastic."

*' Discussions arose on the subject of the two natures in Jesus
Christ ; but on this point I (M. Gobat) usually confine myself to

saying that the Bible speaks neither of One nor of Two natures ;

and that consequently we ought not to condemn those who are of a con-

trary opinion.''

M. Gobat, on being asked whether the Humanity of our
Lord will remain distinct after the end of the world,
says,

*' The Bible does not say—I know nothing about it.''
" Priest.—' There are some who say that the Divinity of Jesus

Christ was not united to His Humanity till He ivas anointed by the Holy
Spirit, and that afterwards it was sometimes God and sometimes man
that acted in him.'

" Missionary. (M. Gobat.)—TAw is all foreign to the Gospel'
"KiDAM Mariax.—' Which is it that dies in Jesus Christ, the

Divinity with the Humanity, or the Humanity alone?*

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 4
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"Missionary. (M. Gobat.)—'These are things very far beyond
our reach, when we take any other guide than the Bible.'

"

Such are the sentiments held by an Anglican bishop
elect. Should the Archbishop of Canterbury decline to

consecrate him, this present head of accusation so far falls

to the ground ; but admitting that his consecration can ever

have been so much as a question, it
is^

remarkable to find

a member of such a Church as this bringing accusa-

tions against the parent from which that €hurch has

rebelled, of lack of zeal for the full Catholic doctrines on
our Blessed Lord."
So much on the a priori presumptions, which our author

hardly seems to have duly weighed. But before we come
to his special difficulty, which he has designated in the

very name he has given to his sermon, we cannot refrain

from a passing expression of surprise, that a writer of so

much Catholic inclining can have condescended to such
an argument as the silence of Scripture on the reverence
due to the Mother of God ; a mode of argument which has

really no meaning, except in the mouth of a Socinian.

Dr. Jeune indeed, on the Protestant principle of pitting his

own interpretation of the words of the Holy Spirit, if need

be, against that of the whole Church, fancies himself to

see in Scripture a contradiction to the Catholic doctrine ;

but even Dr. Jeune does not go so far as Mr. Heathcote,
in regarding the apparent silence of Scripture as an argu-
ment. And as if to show the dangerousness no less than
the folly of such a procedure, of the two illustrations which
the latter gentleman employs to impress on us the fact of

this supposed silence, one is grounded (p. 22.) on the cir-

cumstance that 'Hhe Holy Simeon, in his speech and act in

the temple,^' did not display
^'

hyperdulia'^ in his demea-
nour towards the Virgin Mother. If Mr. Heathcote will

make clear to the Socinian that holy Simeon on that occa-

sion offered divine worship to our Lord, we will undertake to

show the Anglican a hundred times over that he offered
''

hyperdulia'' to our Lady. Mr. Heathcote, with curious

* Since this was written, M. Gobat's consecration has taken place. His de-
fence of such passages as those quoted above, was: (1) That the Abyssinians
were perniciously addicted to questions of merely speculative curiosity; (2) that
he spoke the language imperfectly; (3) that he agreed ex animo with the lan-

guage of the Anglican formularies on the Incarnation and on Baptism. This
defence was considered sufficient by the Anglican authorities, and his consecra-
tion proceeded.
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significance, has exactly stumbled on the sort of passage
so powerfully wielded in anti-trinitarian arguments, where

holy personages, in close contact with our Lord, offer up
prayers and thanks to God, without showing the least

consciousness that God Incarnate is so close at hand.

Truly private interpretation of Scripture is rather a dan-

gerous weapon.

But Mr. Jleathcote's main position is of a very different

nature, and is, if we may so express ourselves, logically

sound. By this we mean, that if the fact were as he con-

siders it to be, if the Church really encouraged devotions

which imply, or necessarily cause, the attribution of divine

honour to one whom she declares to be a creature, and the

denegation of the deep, entire, undivided devotion of the

heart toHim whom she declares to be God,—if this fact were

so, the Church would act in contradiction to herself, and
could not be what she claims to be. But we do not mean
that we can praise, or in any way defend, Mr. Heathcote
for considering the fact to l3e so ; very much indeed the

contrary, as we have been urging alt* along : we think it

a most perilous symptom in high-church Anglicans, that

they will not take for granted on faith that the fact is other-

wise, however puzzling some phenomena may be to them.
Catholic devotion must ever be a puzzle, to those who
are beyond the sacred precincts of the Church.
What then is this notion? Let us hear the author

himself.

"The point of view in which I propose now to consider this subject
is with reference to the consequent and suggested thoughts about
our Lord's human parent ; especially with regard to the proper
object of the more affectionate and intimate human yearnings and

sympathies which attach to created being. Whether the feelings,
which many members of the Church both in the East and West
indulge towards the Blessed Virgin, ought not rather (as far as

thej are healthy and right) to be entertained towards and rested

upon Jesus Christ Himself.—God forbid that I should judge them;
and saj either that the practice in question did not begin with the

purest intentions, or that it is maintained at the present moment
with other motive than a genuine though mistaken zeal for our
Lord. I propose only to consider whether the said feelings which,
as simple matter of fact, these rest on the Blessed Virgin, ought
not to have as their direct object, Jesus Christ Himself;—and
that, not as if He were merely a creature, (according to the
Arian heresy),

—but still (on a due and true realizing of the doctrine
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of the Incarnation) as having taken a created nature, having created

Himself a body,
*

having taken the manhood' verily 'into God.'
Whereas the Blessed Virgin, having only a created nature, ought
not to have any approach to adoration in the feelings with which
she is regarded,—not so is the case with our Lord: to Him, as

being God as well, it is due. And the fact, that the feeling of

affection practically runs up into adoration, shows her to be the

wrong object ; while the adoration, from requiring affection, shows
Him to be the right one. Not the Father on the one hand, as He
is in His unsearchable nature purely God,—not t^e Blessed St.

Mary on the other, as merely human,—but our Almighty yet gra-
cious and infinitely condescending Lord Jesus Christ, as being at

once both of these, and calling forth the affection without checking
the adoration. The opposite practice, to which I have referred,
seems to be, as far as it goes, the reverse extreme to Arianism,
and in one point of view practical Eutychianism. The Arians
made our Blessed Lord to be all creature ; this makes Him no

creature ; loses sight of Him practically as being possessed of any
human nature,— * absorbs' it (like Eutyches) in the divine : car-

ries all its most intimate feelings towards the highest notion of

created being elsewhere."

Holy Scripture seems to encourage us to immediate intercourse

with Christ:—and, whcMas the Father is awful in the infinite majesty
of the pure Godhead, the Son is especially pro]posed to us as the object of
love rather than awe.'*

If we are compelled here to ask the author a question
which must appear very seriously to reflect on his ortho-

doxy, let us again repeat we are compelled to do so by any
feeling rather than want of respect for himself, or of sym-
pathy with the serious and devotional tone which his whole
sermon displays. But in truth we are again and again
taken by surprise, at the most inadequate apprehensions of
the Christian doctrine concerning our Blessed Lord, which
those display who believe themselves in all sincerity the
most sensitively jealous for that doctrine. We are com-
pelled then to ask the author, does he or does he not
believe Him to be Very God, and made known to us that

He may be worshipped as such? If he does believe this,

(and we know he will almost regard the question as an

insult,) what can be the meaning of those words which we
have printed in Italics.

That the appearance of Jesus Christ in the flesh is a

means, whereby weak and carnal man may entertain a
more keen and lively apprehension of the attributes of the

Unseen God, and may receive inestimable help in the
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attempt to cherish in his heart such affections towards
God as those attributes claim ; all this is very intelligible,

very Christian, and very true. But on the hypothesis of

His Divinity, how is it true, how is it Christian, how is it

even intelligible, to say that the Father is rather to be
feared than loved, the Son rather to be loved than feared?

Strange "division of the Substance" indeed, and from one
who professes to himself so great reverence for the Athana-
sian Creed ! Strange forgetfulness too of the truth which
is so continually on the lips of the Blessed Virgin's votaries,
that it is our Blessed Lord Himself, the God-man, who is

to judge us one by one at the last day. The author him-
self alludes, (p. 76,) to the *^Rex tremendse majestatis;"
and such is surely the very language of piety towards Him
who is our God and is to be our Judge : how" is it he can
so have forgotten the very doctrine he professes, as to have
uttered such a sentiment as that on which we have been

commenting.
*' What then," Mr. Heathcote may possibly ask,

'^
do

Catholics profess that they love the Mother of God more
than they love God?" A frightful '^fieresy truly, and one
which all Catholics would disavow with horror and ana-
thema ! and yet how is it more frightful than the sentiment
to which Mr. Heathcote has unawares committed himself,
that we should love God the Son more than God the
Father? But can any thoughtful person doubt that, in

this mortal life, that love is the deepest, the most habitual,
and the most pervading, .which is most accompanied by
reverence and godly fear ? Such is the devout Catholic's
love of God, and therefore of Jesus Christ, because He is

God.
*' Fear is allayed by the love of Him," it has been

said,
" and love sobered by fear of Him. He draws us

on with encouraging voice, amid the terrors of His threat-

enings. This may seem strange to those who do not
know what it is earnestly to seek after God. But in pro-
portion as the state of mind is strange, so is there in it

therefore untold and surpassing pleasure to those who par-
take it. The bitter and the sweet, strangely tempered,
thus leave upon the mind the lasting taste of divine truth,
and satisfy it : not so harsh as to be loathed, nor of that

insipid sweetness which is wearisome when it becomes
familiar."

It is not then, as Mr. Heathcote supposes, because our
Blessed Lord's Human Nature is forgotten, but because
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His Divine Personality is remembered, that Catholics seek
so eagerly the prayers of His Mother to recommend them
to His favour: nor is it a new remark, that religious
bodies who think little of Her intercession, soon let slip the

belief of His Supreme and True Divinity. As to forgetful-

ness of His Human Nature, we have already adverted to

the circumstance, that the special rise of devotion to the

Holy Virgin was contemporaneous with the special rise of

devotion to His Passion ; and that, without exception,
those Saints who have been most given to the former, have
also been most fervent in the latter. And in modern Ca-
tholic books, there is certainly on the whole no subject so

prominent as the detailed meditation on the various

points in His Passion ; insomuch that it is the observation

of Dr. Puse}^, that there seems a risk lest such representa-
tions as those contained in the treatises of

"
most recent

foreign writers'' on the Passion, "become too human.' ^''^

We are not, of coiu^se, assenting to this opinion ; but it must
show the singular mistake of fact into which Mr. Heath-
cote has fallen. For it must be at once conceded that the

Passion is the one l?Libject of all others, which will most

practically and powerfully impress on the faithful the reality
of His human nature,—which will make a sense of His infi-

nite and inconceivable love for them sink deeply into their

very heart of hearts—and which will make them feel person-

ally interested, if we may so speak, in all that He has done
for them. Much might be said also in the same connection,
were there room for enlarging on it, on the devotion to

His Sacred Heart; a devotion which is the special off-

spring of modern times, and which M. Gueranger represents
as the healthy reaction against the forbidding harshness
of Jansenism. For the precise effect of that devotion

is to give especial and marked prominence to those

very truths which our author deems to be thrown
into the shade, the Human Nature of our Blessed

Lord, and the intensity of His love to man. Mr. Heath-
cote must surely see, that whether or no he choose to

adopt our theory, he cannot maintain his own; because
it is in point-blank contradiction to the facts of the case.

Then as to the author's charge that the doctrine of Her
intercession interferes with that of His mediation, we are

surprised at the utter inadequacy of view in regard to the

* Preface to " Avrillon on Lent." p. 13.
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latter, which such a charge impUes. Without going deeply
into questions of doctrine, for which this is not the place, it

is strange indeed that any reader of the Fathers can repre-

sent our Blessed Lord^s Mediatorial Office^
as character-

istically consisting in prayer for us ; seeing it is absolutely
undeniable that all Christians may unspeakably benefit

each other by their praters. Our Lady's intercession,

indeed, is the very same in kind, as has been often pointed

out, with that of the humblest Christian: most exceedingly
and incomparably superior in degree doubtless, by how
much She who was conceived without spot of sin is more

pleasing to God than an ordinary Christian ; but still the

same in kind. On the other hand, our Blessed Lord's
Mediatorial Functions are absolutely incommunicable and

peculiar : such as His Atoning Death ; or His bridging over

the gulf between God and man caused by Adam's sin, as

being Himself both God and man ; or whatever else of the

same kind may be said. What Catholic writer has ex-

pressed anything concerning Holy Mary, which can tend,
however remotely, to lessen our sense of this awful dignity
of our Lord's Mediation ? Or what lirotestant body brings
that Mediation day by day before the very eyes of the peo-

ple, as the Catholic Church does by the Sacrifice of the

Mass, and the reception of Christ in Holy Communion ;

the one a daily pleading, the other a daily exemplifica-
tion, of His office as the one Mediator of God and men ?

If Mr. Heathcote would see the glowing feelings of

adoration, of gratitude, of exuberant love, with which Ca-
tholics receive that mediation, let him look in any ascetic

work to the account given of the benefits of Holy Com-
munion; or to the forms of thanksgiving used by Catholics
after its reception.
As to the expressions which have been at times used by

Catholics, as though our Blessed Lord were often wishing
to punish, while His Mother restrains His arm;—no one
understands these otherwise than figuratively: as a means
of impressing on our minds the idea of Her most powerful
intercession.

^
Every Catholic knows that Her prayers

were as fully intended, if we may so speak, in the economy
of grace, as fully provided for in His Counsels, as was
His own Atoning Death: both, in their different spheres,
are the result of that exceeding love whereby God loved
us. Protestants continually make use of a similar repre-
sentation in regard to God the Father and God the
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Son, when speaking^ of the Atonement, as though the
Father wished to punish, but the,Son assuaged his wrath ;

without meaning surely to have their expressions taken

literally : though Mr. Heathcote, as we have already said,
seems hardly defensible from the charge of really 7nean-

ing to express some such difference of character between
Two Persons of the Godhead.
Another misconception arises from a statement fre-

quently made by Catholic writers, that the Son has given
up to His Mother the Kingdom of Mercy, reserving to

Himself the Kingdom of Justice. No Catholic ever meant
by this that He could divest Himself of the attribute of

mercy or of His claims to our grateful love ; but that He
exercises the one attribute through Her agency, while for

the other He employs no created channel.

Reverting then to the relation which really exists in the

devout Catholic mind between love of the Holy Virgin
and love of God, an illustration will explain more clearly
our meaning in several respects; though it must not

be pressed^ too far. Take ^the case of an irreligious

man, who is devote(t' to the pursuit of abstract truth,
or of money, or of political power: in what, think you,
are his affections chiefly centered ? in the recreations

and amusements he from time to time enjoys by the way,
and which he enjoys, it may be, with much more apparent
and visible zest than he shows when more directly given
up to the object of his idolatry? No one will say so.

Now this is a veiy parallel case : the service of God is the

one pervading engrossing occupation of an earnest Catho-
lic ; devotion to the Holy Virgin is a special refreshment
and delight by the way.

^
We can mention, on personal

knowledge, the account given to an inquiring Protestant

by a most zealous and indefatigable priest, whose training
had been wholly Italian, and whose main occupation is

going from place to place to give what Catholics call,
"
mis-

sions and public retreats;'^ the public preaching, as one may
call it, of St. Ignatius's Exercises. The Protestant in

question asked of him with great interest, what place he

gave in his teaching to the Blessed Virgin and Saints ?
*'
All that," he answered, "is the sugar and the honey:

Death, Judgment, Hell, and Heaven, these are the mat-
ters of real business." And this will receive light from a
circumstance which Mr. Heathcote, (p. 19,) acknowledges
to be a difficulty in his path; viz.—that the subject so
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commonly recommended to Catholics as the material of

their daily meditation, is an orderly and successive con-

templation of the various events of our Blessed Lord's

life ; and with an especial reference, we may add, to the

Divine Personality of the Adorable Agent. The morning
meditation may be taken as a fair representative of the

staple, the essential character, of a devout Catholic's reli-

gious life. And it is observable, that such meditation will

commonly be introduced by an invocation to the Blessed

Virgin for help, and ended by another address to Her: for

Cathohcs are not unwilling to acknowledge that prayer
to their God is a gi'eater strain on their faculties, a more
serious and anxious task, than devotion to a creature ; and
that the change therefore from the divine to the human
object is, after a certain period, a rest and refreshment.

While on the other hand, just as a life of recreation with-

out work is of all the most insipid, so (if such a thing were

conceivable, which it is not,) nothing could be more un-

satisfying to the hungry soul than the being stinted to

invocations and forbidden prayer to God.

Nothing then can be more foolish and idle, than for an

opponent, instead of considering the general tenor of a
Catholic's devotions, to quote particular passages from

religious writings on a particular subject, as though they
expressed the whole or the chief of the writer's religious

feelings. No school can stand this sort of criticism,

except the Sociniauising school : wherever there is warmth
of feeling, of course there w^ill be exaggeration of lan-

guage ; and especially among Catholics, where the points
of faith are known and defined, and no one would dream
that his hearers could suspect him of what both he and
they know to be heresy.
Thus Dr. Jeune quotes M. Gaume as addressing the

Holy Virgin,— ''

Marie, tout ce que je veux c'est

d'etre admis a vous contempler un jour dans le ciel, ou
je vous aimerai, et ou je vous rendrai graces;" and has
the weakness to suppose that the writer really meant
that the sole happiness of Heaven will consist in Her
presence. Now the very words, taken literally, do not go
so far as this: for they only mean,

"
all that I wish is to go

to Heaven, where I shall have the privilege of contempla-
ting Thee," &c. But even if the words naturally bore the

meaning which Dr. Jeune ascribes to them, M. Gaume
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could not have meant to say this ; because it is a ruled
article of faith, the denial of which would incur a direct

anathema of the Church, that the vision of God is the

essence of beatitude. And it is, we believe, rather the

common habit of preachers and lecturers, in descanting on
future bliss, to dilate on the unspeakable happiness of see-

ing, as other Saints, so also and far most eminently of all,

the Blessed Virgin : and then, by way of climax, to say
that even this is as nothing in comparison with the Beati-

fic Vision. We know nothing of M. Gaume's book, ex-

cept that it is very highly spoken of : but we would fear-

lessly allege that if Dr. Jeune turns to that part of it which
treats of Heaven, (should that subject be included in the

work, which we cannot tell as we know nothing of its

plan,) he will find this precise doctrine distinctly laid

down.
We have spoken of exaggeration : but in truth most of

the language addressed by Catholics to our Lady, contains
no exaggeration but the contrary. If one considers in

sober earnestness the inestimable benefit conferred upon a
Christian in this mortal life by the intercession of any one
of the Saints who reign with God in glory, the very strong-
est expressions of gratitude and affection, which the human
language can supply, fall very far short surely of the exi-

gencies of the case : incomparably more then do they
fall short, when we consider the boundless power of the

Blessed Virgin's intercession : so that when He is in ques-
tion, whose title to these feelings is infinitely greater even
than Hers, so it is, there are no words left to express this

difference; for what words can be stronger than the

strongest? And then shallow, cold, and ignorant Protes-
tants take advantage of this very natural circumstance ;

forgetting, as it seems, that the same words may bear infi-

nitely different meanings, and that they themselves ad-
dress God in prayer by the same title which they give to

human beings, when they call Him Father, Merciful,

Bounteous, Great, Powerful.

It is true that very often the Blessed Virgin is asked to

do that for Her suppliants which, according to the doctrine

of all Catholics, she can only obtain for them by Her
prayers; as in the instance quoted by Dr. Jeune from
the late Pope's encyclical letter, wherein Gregory XVI.
prays ''the Most Holy Virgin,"

"
ut ipsa mentem nos-

tram coolesti afiiatu suo in ea inducat consilia," <fec.*; and
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in very many other instances. Dr. Wiseman has shown

clearly how very commonly similar language was in the

fourth century, addressed to Saints ; and no expression can
be more natural and beautiful from Catholic lips. We
will venture to say the humblest and most ignorant Ca-
thohc was never misled by them for one moment.
So as to another kindred subject—considering all that

has been said by Protestants, about the language of some
Catholics in begging the Holy Virgin to command Jesus
as Her Son, there is something almost affecting in the

simplicity with which St. Alphonsus, who if any was a most
devoted servant of Mary, expresses himself on the subject.

*' There is no doubt," he says,
" that figures, like hyperboles,

cannot be taxed with falsehood, when by the context of the discourse

the exaggeration is evident ; as, for example, when St. Peter Dami-
auus says, that Mary comes to Her Son, commanding not beseech-

ing So then figures are permitted wherever there cannot he

any mistake on the subject."
—

(Vol. vi. French Edition, p. 324.)

Such is his testimony to the general orthodoxy around
him:

"
there cannot be any mistake on the subject.'' And

it must be observed that the especial words which would

unmistakeably designate n Divine Being, such as
*^
Eter-

nally pre-existent,"
'^

Creator,''
**

Omniscient," and the

like, are never by any accident to be found in invocations ;

a circumstance which deserves especial weight, from the

very overflowing and (as it might have appeared,) unmea-
sured tenderness, with which many of Her suppliants have

poured themselves out in addressing Her.
Dr. Jeune says,

—
*'

Say to an unsophisticated Christian
;
—There is a being who

was the object of the thoughts and complacencies of God from all

eternity,
—who was seen before, desired, hailed by the prophets,

—the
deliverer of the human race,—one who was born without sin,

—
who now reigns omnipotent in heaven and earth,—the dispenser of

all favours in the order of nature and in the order of grace,
—

the refuge of the most abandoned sinners, the [channel]
of inspiration,

—our mediator,- our advocate, our intercessor,—
to whose worship Europe owes her noblest fabrics, her churches,
her monasteries, her hospitals. Say this ; and ask. Who is

that being ? Will not an unsophisticated Christian reply at

once ; The enigma is easily solved, it admits of one answer only.
You mean Christ, Who is all in all,

—the Lord Jesus, God and
man,—our Hope and our Salvation ; to Him alone such attributes

belong ? But join the Church of Rome, and you must say. No ; that
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being is Marj, our Lady of Peace, our Lady of Pity, our Lady of

Deliverance, our Lady of Consolation. Or, at least, you will hesitate

between the mother and the Son."*—(p. 27, 28.)

The question is, what is meant by an
'^

unsophisticated
Christian?" A Socinian certainly would say that Jesus
Christ was meant by such a description as that here given.
But a Trinitarian would reply: *'No; this cannot mean
Jesus Christ : He was not

*

the object of the thoughts and

complacencies of God from all eternity/ because He was
God from all eternity : it would be hardly said of Him that

He was *

born without sin/ because the idea of sin in con-

nection with Him is self-contradictory : He is not the dis-

penser of favours but the giver.
^' We are sorry to see

that Dr. Jeune sides with the Socinian.

But if the Trinitarian should also know, that there is one
Human

Being;,
the most perfect Creature that God could

have made ;
Who was preserved by especial grace, (pur-

chased for Her by the foreseen merits of Her Son,) from all

taint of original sin, and much more from all spot of actual

sin ; Who was the instrument of deliverance to mankind,
seeing that Her faith was the necessary condition of the
Incarnation ; and if he should also appreciate the won-

drously high and glowing promises of glory which have
been given, even to Christians incomparably less gifted
with the Holy Ghost than was most Holy Mary ;

—it will

only appear to him a natural consequence, that She should
now be omnipotent by prayer in heaven and eailh, and that
as all graces flow/j^om God, so it should be ordained that

they flow through Her. Dr. Jeune should remember that

the judgment of a well-instructed Christian is more valu-
able than that of an

"
unsophisticated'^ one.

Further, we must again and again beg our Protestant
readers to bear in mind the very simple principle, that to

understand the view of religion as a whole taken by an
ardent writer, it is necessary to read his tvritings as a
whole.

^

The number of writers is extremely small, and
Christians of warm religious feelings are least of all likely
to be in the number, who can write heartily and earnestly
on one subject, without appearing by their language to

* In this quotation we have left out a clause referring to the passage about
soemg the Blessed Virgin in Heaven, which we discussed a page or two back: and
we have left out one word and altered anotlier, that the true force may be given
to the passages cited by Dr. Jeune. No other chanq;e has been made.
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give imdao weight to that subject : one sees what they
write in a different connection, and the misapprehension is

corrected. Open the pages of an ascetic treatise on prayer,
it will perhaps ahiiost appear to be implied, that so one is

but diligent in prayer, eternal salvation is secured : read

what tiie same author may have written in another place,

you will find the most exact directions and the most earnest

exhortations to the duty of fulfilling rightly the obligations
of your condition in life. Exactly in a similar manner, if a

person reads only one of St. Alphonso's works, and that

one the
''

Glories of Mary/' he will have a most utterly
mistaken idea as to the place held in the Saint's life by de-

votions to Her. So also, thoueh we have not the advan-

tage of being acquainted with M. Gaume's work, we have
no doubt at all that, read as a whole, it will give a most

utterly different impression from that conveyed by Dr.
Jeune's extracts ; a different impression not on matters of

doctrine or opinion, but on the relative pro'ininence prac-
tically given to certain doctrines and opinions. Nay,
Dr. Jeune has himself quoted one passage, (p. 29,) where
M. Gaume has expressly stated, that, in earlier times,
actual idolatry might have ensued had the Church of that

day fully developed the doctrines on the Blessed Virgin.
Such is not the language of one deficient in sensitiveness

to the evil effects of such a result.

And in addition to all this, the English reader is bound
to a very necessary, but ver^^ difficult duty ; the duty,
namely, of making sufficient allowance for the difference

of natural feelings as to ardour of expression. If language
does not please him which he falls in with on the subject
of our Lady, let him read the language used by the same
author about our Lord, and see if it please him better. If

not, then it is probably to some other cause, rather than to

any comparative neglect of the Higher object of Devotion
in favour of the Lower, that his annoyance will have to be
traced. No doubt the exuberant, unreserved, impassioned,
affectionateness of language, characteristic of foreigners, is

extremely distasteful to many Englishmen, even where
the feelings are equally real. And far more is this the

case, when, (as almost always happens,) the Protestant
critic has himself neither any real love, nor even any real

apprehension, of very many doctrines which he does fancy
himself to hold.
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But it win be not unnaturally asked,—granting the faith

of holy men and of approved writers to be sound and
irreproachable, will not their language and their senti-

ments have a very dangerous tendency? Will they not

encourage the mass of men to rest in devotions to the
Saints and to their Queen, without rousing themselves to

the exertion and the elevation of mind necessary for

prayer to God? Not an unnatural question, as we have

said, from a Protestant ; yet one which shows forge tful-

ness of the pressure of authority in the Catholic system.
The mass of men are not left to choose and portion out
their own devotions ; but the Church incurs that respon-
sibility in their place. Hear Dr. Wiseman's account of
"
the religious exercises which are enjoined on an Italian

peasant, or which he regularly attends."

"
First, the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass every Sunday and holiday,

and pretty generally every morning before going to work. He
knows, as well as you would, what the Mass is, and that it cannot
be offered up to any save to God. 2dly, The Holy Communion at

least several times a year ;
often much more frequently. 3dly, As

a preparation, confession of his sins, penitently and contritely.

4thly, The Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament, generally in the

evening of all festivals, and often on other days. To this we may
add the forty hours' prayer, or exposition of the Blessed#Sacrament
for that space of time, watched by adorers day and night. Among
the prayers most frequently inculcated and publicly recited, are

acts of faith, hope, chanty, and contrition, which are always re-

peated by the children after catechism, and well known by the most
illiterate. These leading exercises of worship and devotion all

belong to God : the principal one that is referable to the Blessed

Virgin is the Rosary. This generally forms a part of family

evening devotions, and is moreover occasionally said in public."*

And Mr. Heathcote confesses, (p. 20, 21,) that this latter

devotion, when rightly performed, is directly to our Lord's
honour.
The case stands thus. Any CathoUc who should be

drawn to a stricter life, would at once display this by a
more frequent approach to the Sacraments. Now this

naturally and inevitably will make directio7i hold a more

prominent place in the tribunal of penance; because he
will be led to far greater particularity of detail as to

his daily habits, when his confession extends over so

* Letter to Mr. Newman, p. 22, 23.
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h\x shorter a period of time. Now St. Alphoiiso will

be accused by no one of sluggishness in devotion to

our Lady; and yet observe how directors, trained on

his model, would teach their penitents to divide the day.

We allude to his compendium of rules for the Christian

life.

**I. Rising in the morning make the following acts : 1. my
God, I adore Thee, &c. 2. I offer to Thee, &c. 3. I purpose, Lord,

&c. Most Holy Mary, take me under thy protection. Then say.

Our Father, Hail Mary, and the Belief ; with three Hail Maries

to obtain the virtue of chastity.
*'

II. As soon as possible make half an hour's meditation.
" III. Fail not to hear Mass every day, &c.
" IV. Make every day half or at least a quarter of an hour's

spiritual reading, &c.
*' V. Make every day a visit to the Blessed Sacrament, during

which use the following acts, &c. Make also a visit to the Blessed

Virgin.
" VI. In the evening make an examination of conscience, and say

the acts of faith, hope, and charity.
*' VII. Go to confession and communion every week, and oftener

if possible, &c.

•'VIII. Choose an approved confessor, &c.
*• IX. Fly idleness, wicked company, &c.

"X. In tftne of temptation trust not yourself, but put your confi-

dence in the divine assistance; and /or this have immediate recourse

to God and to the Blessed Virgin, &c.
*' XI. When you commit any sin, if it be venial, make an act of

the love of God, &c.
" XII. Attend sermons ; every year make a retreat, &c.
" XIII. Be careful in all adverse circumstances to be conformed

to the Divine Will, &c.
* XIV. Be particularly attentive to cherish a tender and special

devotion to the Most Holy Mary. Never omit the three Hail Maries
mentioned in the beginning, at your morning and evening prayers,

beseeching her to preserve you by her powerful intercession from
all kinds of sin. Read every day some pious book that treats of

her, and say her litany and the rosary, meditating on the mys-
teries."*

Which mysteries, as Mr. Heathcote allows and as is quite
evident to all who know the facts of the case, refer princi-

pally to our Blessed Lord.
^

We have materially abridged
many parts of this compendium for the sake of room ; but

* «
Spirit of Lipfuori," p. 239—246.
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have not omitted a single reference to the Blessed Vir-

gin, except the details under the 10th head. So that in

iPact the predominance given to exercises exclusively
directed to God is even much greater than here appears.

It is probably quite true, it is what one would expect
from human nature, that many Catholics who lead irre-

ligious lives, preserve the habit of frequent invocation to

the Virgin, when from a sense of their presumptuous sin

they cannot bring themselves to enter directly into com-
munion with God. But all Catholics are most fully aware
that mortal sin, unrepented, leads inevitably to eternal

ruin, however frequent^ the sinner's addresses to our
Blessed Lady. There is no room then whatever for self-

deception. And surely it is a great blessing that they retain

any impressions, which keep up in their mind the re-

membrance of the invisible world; for such impres-
sions may be the natural cause of leading them, at some
favourable time, to a life of consistent piety. Over and
above which, we do not see where can lie the difficulty of

believing, as Catholic books continually assert and as we
fully believe, that in many cases the Most Holy Mother of

God repays their homage, by obtaining for them, through
Her all-powerful intercession, the grace of repentance and
amendment of life. »

We have been engaged, as will be evident, not in any
methodical treatise on the subject under discussion, but in

throwing out such discursive remarks, as may in part ob-
viate the impression caused by the facts and arguments
contained in Dr. Jeune's and Mr. Heathcote's sennons.
And since we have been led to make use of Mr. Penny's
treatise with the view of showing the real controversial

position of Mr. Heathcote and his friends, it will perhaps
be no inappropriate conclusion if we cite some very beau-
tiful sentiments from that work. These sentiments are epi-
sodical to the author's general design, but will show, as far

as one example can show, how little the new converts are

likely to fulfil the gloomy vaticinations made in their be-

half; how little they find to stumble at in the ''Mariolatry,"
of which it has so confidently been expected that it woidd
startle and repel them.

** Who is this, that so far excels all others, that whereas it is

said of other saints that they shall shine as the stars, of Iler it is
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said that the stars are but Her crown, the moon Her footstool, and

the sun Her garment?. . .There is reason for believing most firmly that

this blessed and most highly favoured being... is at this present mo-

ment, in some remarkable manner, the channel through which the

Truth even now is brought home to men ; as if the present great
movement that is going on, were in a great measure Herwork. She is

tlie angel that is giving light to the earth. She whose garment is

the sun, cannot but shed light....My hope and my sincere wish is, to

promote in any way that I may be able the praise and reverence of

the Blessed Virgin ;
and sorry should I be to say anything that

might cause any one to blaspheme, though haply She might be be-

yond the reach of hearing the impure and blasphemous speech. All

such speeches as these may, for what we know, be kept away from

Her hearing, just as we know that pious invocations are conveyed to

Her. The Almighty surrounds the earth in all directions ; in Him
we live and move and have our being ; He is, if I might venture to

say so without irreverence, as it were a living atmosphere. And
just as when we speak a word into the ordinary atmosphere that

surrounds us, the air conveys the sound of it to a person at a dis-.

tance
;
so will the omnipresence of the Almighty, like an atmos-

phere, convey even to the uttermost parts of the earth, if need be,
the addresses which we make to His Saints."—p. 176, 9.

Art. III.—Oliver Cromwell's Letteis and Speeches, ivUh
elucidations. By Thomas Carlyle. In two Volumes.
London : Chapman and Hall, 1845.

AN excellent friend of ours hearing that a young man,
who had been in his service some time previously,

had fallen sick, went to visit him. He at once perceived
that the disease was typhus fever, and that the poor suf-

ferer was in a fair way of being killed by the kindness of
his friends, who were .doing all in their power to force him
to eat fat beef and other strong food. The family had
great confidence in this gentleman, and were sensibly
touched with his present kindness, so that he found httle

difficulty in persuading them not to worry the patient by
pressing him to eat contrary to his inclination, and that if

he should express a desire for food they should give him
VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 5
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a little flummery. As soon as he returned to town he
called upon a physician, and desired him to visit this young
man, and to attend him until he should recover. The
doctor, as the place was some distance in the country,

kindly took some medicine with him which he knew would
be very useful to the patient, and as soon as he had exa-

mined him, desired the attendants to administer it. But
they peremptorily refused, declaring", that Mr. H. had pre-
scribed flummery, and no other medicine shoidd he get.

In vain did the choleric disciple of ^sculapius remind
them that he was sent there by Mr. H. himself, and that it

was on his report he had procured this very medicine ; it

was all a waste of rhetoric, and Mr. H. himself, who had
dined in the country, found on his return to town about
eleven o'clock at night, two messengers waiting at his

door to know whether they might administer the drugs.
There is no doubt that this family was influenced by gi-ati-

tude, as well as by extreme simplicity and absurdity, and
we are willing to believe that Mr. Carlyle has been actuated

by all these motives in prescribing the volumes before us
for the public. He is naturally grateful for the patience
with which his former flummery has been swallowed, and
so simple and absurd as to imagine, that because small

quantities of this very insipid commodity were .relished on
account of their novelty, or the diseased state of the public

palate, he can now force his patients to live upon flummery
alone.

Mr. Carlyle admits thathis is "'one other dull book added to

the thousand, dull everyone of them which have been issued
on this subject, and that the very sound of Puritanism has
become tedious as a tale of past stupidities.'' He may have

merely uttered this in the excess of his modesty, but we
can assure him that it is a sober truth, at least as far as his

own book is concerned. That he has been able to strip
the most eventful period of our history of all interest, is a
wonderful and original triumph of the genius of Carlylism.
His two great volumes are in fact an interminable sermon,
written in the most approved cant of methodism, and ad-
dressed—nay, stare not gentle reader, for we use Mr. Car-

lyle 's own words—addressed, we 'say, to serious readers.
Take the following as a very favourable specimen of the

style, manner, and matter of the book.

" These authentic utterances of the man Oliver himself, I have
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gathered them far and near ; fished them up from the foul Lethean

quagmires where they lay buried ; I have washed or endeavoured

to wash them clean from foreign stupidities, (such a job of brick-

washing as I do not long to repeat,) and the world shall now see

them in their own shape. Working for long years in those unspeak-
able historic provinces of which the reader has already had account, it

becomes more apparent to one that this man Oliver Cromwell was,

as the popular fancy represents him, the soul of the Puritanic Re-

volt, without whom it had never been a revolt transcendently memo-

rable, and an epoch in the world's History ; that, in fact, he, more
than is common in such cases, does deserve to give his name to tho

period in question, and have the Puritan revolt considered as a

OrowweZZiaci, which issue is very visible for it... ..May it prosper
with a few serious readers,''

We have had heretofore the Luciad, the Henriad, and
the DuNCiAD, and now, to draw up the rear of all the ads,
we have got the Cromwelliad. It is not written like the

other "ads" in heroics, but in plain though by no means
unassuming prose, and is indeed as prosy a book^ as ever
was penned even by Mr. Carlyle. The style of this author
is extravagant, but by no means original. It first appeared
in Germany, where it had its day among the mock hero-

worshippers. It has been, however, long since ignominiously
kicked out of that noble country. Its popularity is still

great amongst the infidels of France, who are ready to

worship all foreign monsters ; but we have a strong belief

that it will be smothered in England under the weight of
the Cromwelliad. The characteristics of this style are
affectation and paradox. There was a very barbarous

practice to which the ancient inhabitants of Ireland, and
we believe of many other countries, were obstinately
attached, of yoking their horses by the tails. Suppose
some person were to revive this custom now, he would un-

doubtedly collect a mighty crowd, and create a vast sensa-

tion, and we are really astonished that some of our young
snobs do not try it. This is the very best illustration we
can give of Mr. Carlyle 's style, as far as its first characte-
ristic of affectation is concerned. He yokes all his sen-
tences by the tails, and though God knows they are but

lightly burthened with matter, still they get on but very
clumsily. There is scarcely a page in the book in
which he does not tax his reader's faith to believe some
absurd paradox, which, according to Mr. Carlyle, con-
stitutes a part of the eternal soul of things. We get no
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more information from him about this very untangible
commodity, the eternal soul of things, than that the ran-

ters, persecutors, murderers and hypocrites of the seven-

teenth century, formed a part of it. He talks of God-

worship which, saving your presence, is Puritanism, and
of Devil-worship which is the gentle name he gives to

the faith of all the rest of the world in the seventeenth cen-

tury, and of all the world at present without any exception
whatever. If you reply that you see in this people nothing
but bigotry, hypocrisy, fanaticism, and cruelty, he pities

you because you do not understand the eternal harmonies
and the eternal laws which governed the Puritans. When
a man gets into his gas balloon, and talks to us from the

clouds about eternal laws and everlasting haraionies, we
wait quietly until he descends, and then we ask him what
he thinks of the practice of cutting throats and picking

pockets. Carlyle's style is, in fact, in literature, what
Puritanism was in religion

—a madness, an imposture, or

at best a senseless fanaticism; and hence it is scarcely
wonderful that he should commit the extravagance of

making the Roundheads heroes, and the idolatry of wor-

shipping Cromwell. He .laments most pathetically that

all heroism has left the earth; but if the Covenanters and
Puritans were heroes, the

" want of a hero is certainly a
most uncommon want." He could surely supply himself
with a real live hero in the Rotundo or Exeter Hall.

What would he think of a new prose epic called the

M^Neilliad or Plumptreiad ? They have all the essential

characteristics of his heroes ; they are bigoted, intolerant,
and quote the Old Testament instead of the Gospel. We
can recommend to Mr. Carlyle any of these Old Testa-
ment saints, who calling their little conventicle the Church
of God, and the members of the evangelical alliance God's

only people, would wish to apply the ceremonial laws of

the Jews to all their neighbours, and exterminate them.
Those gentry have by some misfortune been bom a
testament too late, for they might have made tolerable

Jews, but they certainly make most intolerable as well as
intolerant Clu-istians. Heroes of this kind have unfortu-

nately been very common in the world; there are vast
numbers of them still to be found amongst the eveangelical

Bwaddlers, methodists, and covenanters, and Mr. Carlyle
need not fear that the species shall become extinct so long
as hatred of truth, hypocrisy, and avarice, reign in the
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hearts of men. Our chief complaint is, not that he ap-

plauds the miserable and detestable cant of the Puritans,
that he idolizes Cromwell, who, if he be a hypocrite

—and
what reasonable man can doubt it—must have been the

most detestable of mankind, and if he were sincere must
have been possessed by the devil ; it is not that he praises
the covenanters so long as they assist Oliver, but^ when

perceiving his designs of usurpation they oppose him, he

can afford them no better names than red-nosed preshyte-
riaiis full of brandy and preshyterian texts of scripture ;

but that he sighs for the return of those times whose faith

was the most abominable hypocrisy and the most diabo-

lical bigotry, and whose works were the wholesale robbery,

plunder, and murder of their neighbours.
We have not time to enter into the general subject of

Cromwell, Puritans, and Covenanters. The character of

all three will be manifest by the discussion of that part of

the subject which relates to Ireland, and to which we are

now about to turn our attention. We are sure, however,^
that these volumes will do no more for the memory of

their heroes than for the fame of their author. It is all

very well to say,
" You don't understand these people.'^

It is easy to attempt to mystify: but the bloody perse-

cuting spirit of the Puritans and Covenanters is intel-

ligible enough, and whatever differences may have been
between them, it is quite clear that the only essential

creed of either was intolerance, and that the practice of

both was persecution. Mr. Carlyle admits, that their

leaders really did resemble firebrands of the devil if you
looked at them through spectacles of a certain colour,
or rather we should say if you did not look at them
through his spectacles. Cromwell himself, after all the

fulsome flattery bestowed on him in these volumes, appears
just such as we always believed him to be, a brave and
successful commander, whose sole object was the aggran-
dizement of himself and of his family. For this purpose
he made his whole life one act of hypocrisy ; for this pur-
pose he betrayed every private friend and public party with
which he was ever associated ; for this purpose he made
his way to a throne by causing his sovereign to be put to

death, and by murdering more innocent persons in cold
blood than any of those cruel monsters whose very exist-

ence is a stain upon humanity. He commenced his career
as a wild republican, and ended it as a despotic and tyran-
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nical usurper; he commenced by swearing allegiance to

king Christy and ended by transferring the diadem to king
Oliver.

With regard to Cromwell's small portion of this great

work, Mr. Carlyle admits, that each "letter" looks dim
and has little light after all study. "I called these

Letters/' he says, (vol. i. p. 115, 116,) "good—but withal

only good of their kind. No eloquence, elegance, not

even clearness of expression is to be looked for in them.
There is in these letters, as I have said above, a

silence still more significant of Oliver to us than any
speech they have. Dimly we discover features of an intel-

ligence and soul of a man greater than any speech. The
intelligence that can with full satisfaction to itself come
out in eloquent speaking, in musical singing, is after all a
small intelligence. He that works and does some poem,
not he that merely says one, is worthy of the name of poet.

Cromwell, emblem of Dumb English, is interesting to me
by the very inadequacy of his speech."

This is all mighty fine, and almost as good as the old

story about the
"
beauty without skin," or the compliment

which nurse is apt to pay to a naughty boy, that he is very
good when sleeping. When a man raves after this fashion,
and proceeds to dilate in true bedlamite style about God-
consecrated surplices of unfortunate mortals, who during
the majority of ages not being heroic Puritans were a set

of mimetic creatures rather than men, whose whole exist-

ence was a grimace, because they had not a heart-insight
into this Universe and its Heights and its Abysses, we
can only imitate good Burchell and cry *^fudge" at the end
of each paragraph. The editor is worthy of the collection,

and^ the collection worthy of the editor. Such a dunghill
of dirt was never before exposed to the view of the public ;

it "must stink in the nostrils of all honest men." We
meet nothing but

"
weeping for cursed carnal conferences

with the king and his party;" the Great and Merciful
God thanked as if he was the author of the most wicked
and cold-blooded murders, the madness of praise-God
Barebones's and Seekers, Weak Persuasions mounted on

cavalry horses with guns in their hands, the exterminating
Covenanters, those "mistaken saints of God," or, as Oli-

ver calls another portion of them,
"
those specious pre-

tenders to piety and justice," and in a word, selfishness.
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falsehood, and wickedness on the part of all. Their lip-

piety was a great aggravation of their crimes,

** A mere disguise in which the devil lurks.

And yet betrays his secret by his works."

In the year of grace 1647, two years before Cromwell
came to Ireland, Lord Inchiquin stormed the cathedral

which was built on the rock of Cashel.
^

'Tis passing

strange that Hudibras should have any thing to do with

this ; but incongruous as it may appear, he has every thing
to do with it, for to the couplet—

tails by nature sure were meant.
As well as beards for ornament ;

is appended in Nash's edition the following note : ''At

Cashel, in the county Tipperary, in Carrick Patrick

church, (the cathedral on the rock of Cashel,) stormed by
Lord Inchiquin in the civil wars, there were 'near 700

put to the sword, and none saved hut the mayor s wife
and his son. Among the slain of the Irish were found,
luhen stripped, divei^s that had tails near a quarter of a

yard long. Forty soldiers, who were eye-witnesses, tes-

tified this same upon their oaths.'''''- At this particular

period, Inchiquin was allied with the English Parliament,
and certainly his butcheries are not unworthy of one of

Carlyle's "serious saints.'' : Lelandf tells us, "that about

twenty ecclesiastics (priests) had fallen in the indiscri-

minate slaughter." This (with the exception of the part
which relates to the mayor's wife and his son) perfectly

agrees with the ideas which our author expresses with

regard to the true method of carrying on war in Ireland,
and sure we are that he cannot distrust the oaths of forty

pious soldiers who were fighting against
"
Devil-worship"

and for
"
king Christ." He knows that the "mere Irish"

had tails during the "great rebellion," perhaps that they
have tails still of a brimstone colour, if they were stripped
and examined, and consequently that with a proper license

from Parliament, it was as lawful to shoot them during
the sporting season as wolves, badgers, or any other wild
caudated animals. It is only by adopting this view of the
matter that we can conceive it possible that any human

* Hai-diman's Bardic Remains, p. 151.

t Vol. 3. p. 316. We always quote MoncriefF's edition of Leland, 1774.
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bes&g, much less any person calling himself a christian,

could applaud the most diabolical wholesale murders, and

gloat over the extermination of half a million of human
beings. The predetermination of justifying all Crom-
well's butchery, is the only qualification which Mr. Car-

lyle has thought necessary for editing the part of his work
which relates to Ireland ; he evidently knows nothing of

the topography, history, or people of that long oppressed

country. The man who sits down to write about the

'"great rebellion of 1641,'' without any thhig to recommend
him but Cromwell-worship, appears as ridiculous as the

Marquesas chief, who sat down to dinner with a great hel-

met and feathers which literally covered him to the chin,
whilst all the rest of his body was in a state of absolute

nudity. Here is his account of the breaking out of the

Irish rebellion. "November 1st. (1641.) News came to

London, to the reassembled Parliament, that an Irish

rebellion already grown to be an Irish massacre, had
broken out. An Irish Catholic imitation

^

of the late

Scotch achievements in the way of
*

religious liberty.'
One of the best models and one of the worst imitations
ever seen in this world. Nov. 22nd. The Irish rebellion

blazing up more and more into an Irish massacre, to the

terror of all Anti-papist men." And again, p. 452, he

says,
**
Their claim we can now all see, was just : essen-

tially just, though full of intricacy; difficult to render clear

and concessible ; nay, at that date ofthe world's history, it

was scarcely recognisable to any Protestant man for
just ; and these frightful niassacreings and sanguinary
blusterings have"^rendered it for the present entirely im-

recognisahle. A just though very intricate claim; hut
entered upon and prosecuted by such methods as were
never yet available for asserting any claim in this world !

Treachery and massacre." We have here dished up
anew all the error, ignorance, and bigotry, which has
served the true protestant writers from the days of Tem-
ple to those of Carlyle. We shall, with the blessing of

God, tell Mr. Carlyle *"a thing or two" which will aston-

ish him if he should ever cast his eyes on this article.

It is necessary, in order to refute the assertions of this

writer and the whole flock of the servile transcribers of

fictitious Irish massacres, to state as briefly as possible
the causes which led to the insurrection of 1641, after

which we shall examine the massacres which did un-
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doubtcdly take place in 1641 and the following years. fj'Ve

may not hope to change Mr. Carlyle's opinions; but we do

expect to convince every candid man, that since the crea-

tion of the world no people ever had a more just, a more
clear right to have recourse to arms in self-defence, than

the Irish had at that period, and that instead of the Ca-

tholics it is Cromwell and the Puritans who should be

called
*' men of massacres." We shall therefore consider

the condition of the Catholics previous to the msurrection

of 1641, first with regard to the rights of property and

civil liberty; secondly, with regard to freedom ot con-

science ; and thirdly, with regard to what are called the

"royal graces," which were dearly purchased and

treacherously refused.

I. The security of property and civil liberty previous to

1641. The seventeenth century was the great epoch of

sham plots, ghosts, and witchcraft, with some genuine

puritanical specimens of which we shall hereafter regale
the reader. A sham-plot was discovered against the

powerful northern E^irls of Tyrone and Tyrconnell, con-

cerning which King James, of base and pedantic memory,
published a proclamation Nov. 15, 1607, ''to clear up the

matter in the eyes of foreign princes."""' He says, that it
*'

is clear as the sun, by evident proofs, that the earls were

guilty of treason ;" because
"
such was their condition and

profession, as to think murder nofault, 'marriage of no use,

nor any man worthy to he esteemed valiant, that did not

glory in rapine and oppression,^' Yet absurd in them-

selves and impertinent to the point at issue (proof of trea-

son) as these allegations are, they are exceeded in both

respects by the evidences which Sir John Davies the at-

torney-general brought forward, to prove that because the
two earls did not choose to stop to be hanged for nothing,
all the landed proprietors of six counties had forfeited their

inheritance. His arguments were, 1 . that they (the Irish)
did not esteem mar^^iage laiufid to the end that they might
have lawful heirs; 2. that they never did huildany houses,
nor plant orchai^ds or gardens, nor take any care of their

j7osterities.\ A man who would make such a speech now,
would be put into Bedlam ; but it was good enough in the

* This letter is given entire bj' Lelancl, vol, 2, p. 425.

t See the speech at length,
" Vmdiciae llibernice," p. ] 73.
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earlypart of the seventeenth century, to confiscate the comi-
ties of Donnegal, Tyrone, Deny, Fermanagh, Cavan, and

Armagh, and to rob their innocent inhabitants of their

homes and their inheritance. No Cathohc could even be
a tenant on all this property unless he renounced his reli-

gion, and the
'^
undertakers their heirs and assigns/' were

bound by the seventh article,
**
not to alien or demise their

portions or any part thereof to the mere Irish, or to such

persons as shall not take the oath of supremacy/' that

is, to any Catholic whatever.
The king, elated with his success in Ulster, determined

to extend his paternal spoliation to the other parts of the

kingdom. On this occasion it was not considered desirable

to forge a plot. The new and more **

ingenious device" of

pleading the king's title to all the land in the kingdom was
resorted to. We shall allow a witness very partial to

the king, to give evidence on this matter.
*^ But in the

pursuit of his favourite object," says Leland, vol. 2. p. 466,
and following,

^'
he (King James) had sometimes recourse

to
^
claims, which the old natives deemed obsolete and

unjust. The seizure of those lands whose possessors had
lately meditated rebellion, produced little clamour or

murmuring. But when he recurred to the concessions
7nade to Henri/ the Second, to invalidate the titles derived

from a possession of some centuries, the apparent severity
had its full effect on those who were not acquainted with
the refinements of law, and not prepossessed in favour of
the equity of such refinements, when employed to divest
them of their ancient property. Nor was it even in those

days acknowledged as a jicst and necessary severity, that

juries luho refused to find a title in the crown, tvere fre-

quently censured andfined in the castle chamber,'' What
an unreasonable set of people the Irish must have been in

those days !

^

This author proceeds, p. 467.
*' The inte-

rested assiduity of the king's creatures in scrutinizing the

titles to those lands which had not yet been found or

acknowledged to belong to the crown, was, if possible, still

more detestable....Where no grant appeared or no descent
or conveyance in pursuance of it could be proved, the land
was immediately adjudged to belong to the crown. All

grants of the crown from the first year of Edward the

Second, (1307,) to the tenth of Henry the^ Seventh, (1495,)

embracing a period of nearly two centuries, had been re-
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Slimed by parliament, and the lands of 0,11 absentees and

of all that had been expelled by the Irish, were by various

acts again vested in the crown, which impeached almost

every grant of lands antecedent to that period. Nor did

later gTaiits (that is from' the time of Henry the Seventh)
afford a full security. If any former grant subsisted at the

time they were made, if the patents passed in Ireland were

not exactly agreeable to the fiant, if both did not accurately

correspond with the original warrant transmitted from

England, if any defect appeared in expressing the tenure,

any mistake in point of form, any advantage to be taken
from general savings in the patents, or any exceptions to

bo made in law which is sufliciently fruitful in affording

them, there was an end of the grant and of the estate which
it conveyed. Thus was every man's enjoyment of his pos-
sessions precarious and disputable, at a time when com-
missioners were awarded ts) enquire by what title he enjoyed
them.'* The reasons for taking an Irishman's estate, were
about as extensive^as those contained in the far-famed

recipe for drinking.

" There are five reasons to drink wine :

Your friend has gone, or come to dine ;

The wine is good, or you are dry.
Or any other reason why."

*'

They," says Leland, p. 469,
" who were too poor or too

spiritless to engage in distant adventures, courted fortune
in Ircland, under pretence of improving the king's revenue
m a country where it was for less than the charge of

government, they obtained commissions of inquiry into
defective titles and grants of concealed land and rents be-

longing to the crown, the great benefit of which was gene-
rally to accrue to the projector, wdiilst the king was con-
tented with an inconsiderable proportion of the conceal-
ment or small advance of rent. Discoverers were every-
ivhere busily employed in finding out flaws in men's
titles to their estates. The old pipe-rolls were searched to
find the original rents with which they had been charged ;

the patent rolls in the tower of London were ransacked for
the ancient grant; no means of industry or devices of
craft were left untried to force the possessors to accept of
new grants at an advanced rent. In general, men were
either conscious of the defects of their titles, (no man
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knowing what might not be called a defect,) or alarmed at
the trouble and expense of a contest with the crown, or
fearful of the issue of such a contest at a time and in a

country where prerogative was highly strained and strenu-

ously supported by the judges.,.. Yet there are not luant-

ing instances ofthe most iniquitous practices, of hardened

cruelty, of vile perjury and scandalous subornation

employed to despoil the fair and unoffending proprietor

of his inheritance.^' In 1614 James issued a special com-
mission to Lord Deputy Sir A. Chichester, to inquire into

his title in the King and Queen's counties, and in those
of Leitrim, Longford, and Westmeath, the result of which
was the seizure of three hundred and eighty-five thousand
acres. This confiscation was carried on with such inhu-

manity that in the small county of Longford alone
*'

twenty-five of one sept were all deprived of their estates

without any compensation whatever, or any "means of
subsistence assigned them.'' The ruffianly adventurer.
Sir William Parsons, afterwards in 1641 one of the Lord
Justices, with some others, wished to seize the lands of
the Byrne's, in Wicklow, which liad been passed to them
by the letters patent of both James and Elizabeth. But
Parsons' Bill having been dismissed by the Exchequer,
the Byrnes were committed close prisoners to Dublin
Castle in 1625, upon the information of Thomas Archer,
*•'

luho did not so readily submit to be an evidence. He
ivas first miserably tortured, put naked on a burning
gridiron, then on a brand iron and burned ivith gun-
powder under the buttocks and flanks, and at last suf-

fered the strapods till he luas forced to accuse the two
brothers and then obtain his pardon. It is almost in-

credible what a number of persons they took up and de-

tained in close prisons for weeks and months together,

soliciting them all the while with promises of reward
and threats of hardships, even of death

itself,
to accuse

the gentlemen whose estates they tvanted to seize. Some
they put to the rack, others they tried and condemned by
Qnartial law at a time when the courts of justice were

sitting. Some of the latter who luere executed at Dub-
lin, as Shane O' Toole, Laghlin O'Clune, Cahin
Glasse and his brother, declared that they luere executed
because they would not accuse Phelim (jByrne) and his
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sons, and the like declarations wer'e made hy others who
suffered in the country.

''''

From Ulster and Leinster, James extended his care to

Connaught, for the benevolent purpose of confiscating the

entire province. The lords and gentlemen of Connaught
had first made a composition with Sir John Perrot in the

reign of Elizabeth, but had neglected to take^ out their

letters patent. This defect was remedied by king James

reconveying their estates by new patents to them and their

heirs.
"
Their surrenders were

^
made/' says Leland,

(vol. ii. p. 477,) "their patents received the great seal, but

by neglect of the officers neither was enrolled in the Court
of Chancery, although three thousand pounds had been
disbursed for the enrolments."

*'

James," to use the lan-

guage of those whom he so basely wished to plunder by
taking advantage of a trick of the Court of Chancery,

"
by

a mere nicety of law, in derogation of the faith and tenor
of the king's broad seal, and without any fault on their part,

cruelly and unjustly determined to deprive a great many
of his peaceable and loyal subjects of their estates." His
death, however, put an end to this project for the present.
Such a wanton spoliation of a kingdom in a period of

profound peace was never before attempted in the world.
It was the most extensive and abominable scheme of rob-

bery which has ever been recorded in the annals of history ;

a scheme by which all the absurd claims set up by Henry
the Second, who had scarcely any real sovereignty in the

kingdom, were held to be good over property which the
crown never possessed and against the prescription of four
centuries and a half. A swarm of informei's infested the

country, to whom a fourth or fifth of every gentleman's
estate was offered as a bribe for inventing some excuse for

seizing on the whole. No notice was given, no counsel
allowed to those whose title was assailed. A jury of
estated gentlemen was generally empanelled to adjudicate
between the claims of the crown and the rights of the sub-

ject, and if they did not find for the former they were
instantly cited to the castle chamber and ruined. The
object of these proceedings, so agreeable to Thomas Car-
lyle, Oliver Cromwell, and the devil, was the very laudable
one of robbing of their estates all the mere Irish and all

the old English settlers who were CathoHcs, which two

* See the whole story from Carte, 1. 27. in the Vindiciae, p. 207, and following.
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classes at the accession of James constituted the landed

proprietory of the kingdom.
Charles the First succeeded to the throne on the 27th of

March, 1625, and as he was then involved in foreign wars
and embarrassed by domestic factions, he agreed to grant
a few of their just claims to the Catholics and others

of his Irish subjects under the name of graces, which were

purchased in 1628 by a very large sum of money chiefly
contributed by the recusants. By one of these, the spies
and informers—the Dermody's of those times—were to be

discontinued, and the English law regulating property was
to be introduced into Ireland, at least so far as that the

king's title could not be pleaded against a possession of

sixty-one years. But this act which justice required, and
which was now moreover a compact fulfilled on one part,
was most scandalously violated on the other by the king
and his ministers. Lord Deputy Wentworth arrived in

Ireland in July 1633, and learning that by inquiring into

defective titles, one of his predecessors (Sir A. Chichester)
had acquired lands to the amount of ten thousand per
annum, (equal to sixty thousand per annum of our money)
and another. Lord Falkland, ten thousand in one free

gift, he resolved, contrary to justice, honour, and the

king's plighted faith, to pursue the same lucrative employ-
ment. He determined to seize upon Ormond, Limerick,
and Clare, and the whole province of Connaught. He set

about this great work in 1635, and although he admits

(Strafford, vol. i. p. 342) that he does not know what claim
to set up for them, yet as he is strong enough to rob, he
tells his majesty

**
that he trusts singly to work through all

these difficulties." ''For this you may be sure," he says,

writing to the king, (vol. i. p. 353,) "that all the Protes-
tants are for plantations, all the others against them ; so
as those (the Protestants) being the greater number, (in

parliament by his management) you can want no help they
may give you therein. Nay, in case there be no title to be
made good to these counties for the crown, yet should I

not despair for tiie reason of state and for the strength and

security of the kingdom, to have them passed to the king
by an immediate act of parliament."
By the assistance of Lord Ormond, now Wentwortli's

fast friend, who surrendered his county, for which sendee
he was made a privy counsellor, the Lord Deputy obtained

possession first of Ormond and afterwards of Limerick and
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Clare. He then passed into Oonuaught and adopted very
effectual means for securing verdicts. It is a model so

perfect in its kind, that it may be equalled but can never

be exceeded. He commenced by bribing the judges.
*' Your majesty," he says,''" ''was graciously pleased on

my humble advice to bestow four shillings in the pound on

your Lord Chief Justice and Lord Chief Baron of this

kingdom, forth of the first year's rent raised upon the

commission of defective titles, which upon observation I

hud to be the best given that ever was : for now they do
intend it with a care and diligence such as it were their

own private. And most certain the gaining to themselves

every four shillings once paid, shall better your reverence for

ever after at least five pounds." So zealous do judges be-

come in iniquity when they are bribed by a per centage.
After the judges, the Deputy's next care was naturally
directed to the jury. Here again are his own words—
*'
Before" (Strafford, vol. i. p. 442) "my coming from Dub-

lin I had given orders that the gentlemen of the best es-

tates and understanding should be returned, which was
done accordingly, as you will find by their names. My
reason was, that this being a leading case for the whole

province, it would set a great value in their estimation

upon the goodness of the king's title being found by per-
sons of their qualities and as much concerned in their own
particulars as any other. Again, finding the evidence so

strong as unless they went against it the}^ must pass for

the king, I resolved to have persons of such means as

might answer the king a round fine in the castle chamber
in case they should prevaricate." This means simply that
he would put the jurors in gaol and ruin them if their ver-

dict should be displeasing. An act of parhament which
Wentworth said had been made 140 years before, but
which could not be found, was pleaded as conclusive evi-

dence. All the letters patent were voided, even those of

king James, because the Court of Chancery had not regis-
tered them, although it had received £3000 for that pur-
pose. Resistance .save by the sword was madness. Lei-

trim, Roscommon, Mayo, and Sligo, quickly found the

king's title.
^

The jury of the county of Galway resisted
the royal claim, ''which," says Carte, (vol. i. p. 82,) "the
the Deputy conceiving would be of ill example to the rest

* Strafford's Letters, vol. 2. p. 41.
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of the kingdom, and would retard if not defeat the execu-
tion of his project, caused the jurors to be prosecuted for a
combination with the sheriff who empanelled them to de-
feat the king of his right. They were tried on the 27th of

May, 1636, lined four thousand (equal in our own money
to twenty-four thousand pounds) a man, sentenced to im-

prisonment till it was paid, and to an acknowledgment
upon their knees in court and at the assizes of their

offence, in refusing to find what they ought to have found

upon the evidence produced, and which their neighbours
had actually found upon the same.''

^

II. We get a glimpse here of the kind of personal liberty
which was enjoyed in Ireland during the years imme-
diately preceding 1641. We have also got other occa-
sional glimpses of the same matter, such as trying persons
by martial law whilst the ordinary courts were sitting, put-

ting them to the rack and^ hanging them because they
would not give perjured evidence against innocent men.
During the entire forty years which preceded the Irish in-

isurrection, profound peace existed in Ireland, and yetduring
all that period martial law was exercised with the utmost

rigour. When Strafford (Wentworth) was accused at his trial

of exercising martial law in Ireland, he answered, that such
law was always in force in Ireland as well in time of peace
as of war, and by way of showing that this law was in very
active operation—indeed the only law that was adminis-
tered to the natives—^lie coolly declared that the deputies
had always granted game license to catch and hang the

Irish.
'^
I dare appeal,'' he said,

*'
to those that know the

country, whether in former times many men have not been
committed and executed by the deputies' warrant that

were not thieves and rebels, but such as went up and down
the country. If they could not give a good account of

themselves, the provost marshall, by direction of the depu-
ties, using in such cases to hang them up. I dare say
there are hundreds of examples in this kind."''"

Strafford being accused by the 4th article of his im-

peachment of declaring
"
that acts of state (proclamations)

there made or to be made should be as binding on the sub-

jects of that kingdom as acts of parliament, made answer,
'^
that if proportionable obedience were not due as well to

acts of state as acts of parliament, in vain did councils sit ;

*
Nalson, vol. 2. p. 60.
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that he had clone no more than former depnties, and he

proved by the Lord Dillon that m Chichester's aiid Gran-
dison's time acts of state were by the judges reputed as

the laws of the land for the present, and proceeded by
arrest, imprisonment, and fines, upon contempt/'"'^" By
virtue of this tremendous power the lords justices created

monopolies, imposed taxes, robbed in fact every man
whom they pleased, and if he*did not at once submit, they
sent down a company of soldiers to eat out all he had, and
then most probably to hang him for their amusement.
The 15th article of Strafford's impeachment was, that

"without any warrant or colour of law, he did tax and

impose great sums of money upon various places, (some of

which are mentioned) and cause the same to be levied

with troops of soldiers by force and arms, and in a warlike

manner, and did cause numbers of soldiers to lie on the
lands and houses of such as would not conform to his

orders." He replied, that to this day nothing was more
usual in Ireland, than for the governors to appoint soldiers

to put all manner of sentences in execution, which he

proved plainly to have been done frequently, and familiarly
exercised in all preceding deputies' times. Sir Arthur

Tyrringham, who was cited in Strafford's defence, deposed,
*'
that in Falkland's time he knew twenty soldiers assessed

upon one man for refusing to pay sixteen shillings ster-

ling." The privy council assumed and exercised the

power of deciding causes determinable by common law, and
even of reversing the decision of the judges. In order to

prevent appeals to England, a proclamation was issued in

1635 preventing any landed proprietor from leaving the

kingdom without the license of the deputy. A suit was
instituted by Sir James Carey against Dermot M'Carthy,
which was twice dismissed from the courts of law as

unjust. The plaintiff appealed from the judge to the

deputy, who issued a decree against the defendant for five

thousand, four hundred, and ninety-six pounds, and on
this decree an order was issued to dispossess him of all

his father's estate, and that he should be banished into a
foreign part. The young man was afraid to come in, but
humbly asked leave to go to England, which the deputy
refused in a letter dated 28th June, 1637,

''
for reasons

best known to ourselves," and at the same time he

*
Nalson, 2. 58. See «

Vindicise," 266.
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charged tlie petitioner to observe this decree at his peril :

that is, on pain of being hanged.
Such was the glorious liberty of the subject and security

of property in Ireland at the breaking out of the insui-rec-

tion of 1641. Trial by jury was a mockery, a delusion,
and a snare. Sheriffs, witnesses even in private cases,
and jurors, were all bound over to the castle chamber, and
if the verdict, the evidence, or the packing did not satisfy
the rapacity and injustice of the governors, they were all

robbed, imprisoned, and ruined. Spies and informers
were so busy, that Carte declares there was not a gentle-
man in the kingdom

" who was not at one time or other
disturbed in the possession of his property." Soldiers

lived upon or hanged their neighbours as suited their

humour. Fortunes were made more rapidly in Ireland
than they have ever been in India. Part of the natives
were already robbed, on the most flimsy pretext, of property
which had been in their family for nearly five centuries ; all

the titles granted even by English kings for 200 3 ears, were
annulled by Act of Parliament, and those granted even by
Elizabeth and James, and which had been purchased at a
dear rate, were voided by a trick of the Court of Chancer^^
Every mere Irishman, every Catholic, was morally certain

of being robbed. The fable of the wolf and lamb was out-

done ; for whilst this gentleman, whose proceeding has been
considered rather unamiable and his arguments inconclu-

sive, only went back a few generations, the plunderers of

Ireland went back a great many centuries to assign rea-

sons for dining on their neighbours. If they submitted in

silence to be starved, they were sometimes graciously
allowed to die by that process ; but if ever they ventured
to express a murmur, they were hanged out of the way
without ceremony.

III. All these intolerable tyrannies being levelled against
the native Irish and the old English Catholic settlers, were
in fact so many religious persecutions. Besides, the detail of

the sufferings of the natives, who were such staunch Catho-
lics that King James swore

"
he believed the verj' horses

in Ireland were papists," will necessarily illustrate this

part of the subject, so that we shall here merely cast a

hasty glance at the direct religious persecutions of the

early portion of the seventeenth century.
*^

King James,"
says Leland, (2, 421,) ''having published a proclamation
in England, commanding all Jesuits and other priests
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having orders from any foreign power, (that is, who ac-

knowledged the Pope's spiritual jurisdiction, which every
Cathohc must do.) to depart from the kingdom ; so, by a
hke proclamation, were the popish clergy of Ireland com-
manded to depai-t within a limited time, unless they con-

sented to conform to the laws of the land.'' These '^
laws

of the land" commanded them to renounce their religion
on their oaths ; and as they could not do this, and would
not desert their flocks, they were pronounced game by the

lords-deputies, the license for killing which was to take the
oath of supremacy. Connor O'Duanha, bishop of Down,
was apprehended for being a priest, in 1612, and com-
mitted to the Castle of Dublin, where he lived for several

years ; but having made his escape, and being afterwards

apprehended, he was hanged, drawn, and quartered. His
chaplain and several other priests were hanged, but whether
their butchers took the trouble of quartering them we have
not been able to learn. The cry of

'^

priest" during the
time of the puritanic plague, (which was far worse than the
vermin plague of Egypt,) was as exciting as that of

'" mad
dog" was some years ago, when one could scarcely go
abroad without meeting a crowd, with all sorts of anus,
hunting to death some innocent but unfortunate animal
of the canine species.
The laity were scarcely less cruelly deah by than the

clergy, for strict orders were issued for administering the
oath of allegiance to all Catholic lawyers and magistrates,
and for putting the laws in force against recusants. Ac-
cordingly twelve-pence fine was exacted from the

" common
sort" for every Sunday they were absent from church, and
in case they could not pay this they were thrust into gaol ;

hanged sometimes to save trouble. The fine was equal to

six shillings of our money, which probably exceeded the
entire amount of the week's earning. As a specimen of how
the richer sort fared, take the following (from Harris, 322.)" The lord deputy Chichester convened before him the
aldermen and some of the principal citizens of Dublin,
* and strove to persuade them to conform

' But these

gentle niethods failing to have any effect, sixteen of the
most eminent of the city were convened into the Court of
Castle Chamber, of whom nine of the chief were censured,
and six of the aldermen fined each £100, and the other
three £oO a-piece, and they were all committed prisoners
to the castle during the pleasure of the court ; and it was
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ordered that none of the citizens should bear office till they
conformed. The week following the rest were censured in

the same manner, except Alderman Archer, who con-

formed/'
No heir could succeed to his property without taking the

oath of supremacy ; and a bribe of the fourth part of his

estate was given to any infomier who could discover that in

his property any such succession had ever taken place. No
Catholic lawyer could practice without taking this oath.

The Protestant clergy, whose lives Leland himself admits

to have been
**

scandalously profligate,^' were so intolerable,

that in the year 1640, just on the eve of the insurrection,

the Irish House of Commons, the majority of which was

Protestant, unanimously voted that the exactions of the

Protestant clergy were
"
very great and enormous griev-

ances."
'^ That sixpence per annum was charged for

holy water clerk; that of every man that died n,muttiie was
demanded by way of aiiointing money: that from a poor
man that had but one cow, they took that by way of

mortuary; a gallon of drink from every brewery by way of

mary-gallons; for every beef that was killed for a funeral,
the hide and tallov/, and they challenged a quarter besides ;

fourpence or sixpence per annum from every parishioner
for soul-money ; a ridge of winter com, and a ridge of oats,
for every plough, by the name of St. Patrick's ridges; for

portion canons, the tenth part of the goods after debts paid,
and that great sums for commutation ofpenance were received

by several bishops, which they turned to their private

profit.''"'^' They thus charged the Catholics for the practice
of a religion which they would not tolerate, and for those

very particular practices which they swore to be damnable
and idolatrous. Burnet says. Life of Bedell,' p. 89, that
^'
the officers of the Ecclesiastical Court made it their busi-

ness to draw people into trouble by vexatious suits, and to

hold them so long in, that for threepence worth of the tithe

of turf they would be put to five pounds charge The
officers of the court thought they had a sort of right to

oppress the natives, and that all was well got that was
wrung from them.'' They had even private prisons of
their own, into which they thrust every person who did not

satisfy their demands, however exorbitant.
But perhaps the most abominable grievance was the

* Commons' Journal, vol. 1, 258—260, 2G1. Apud "
Vindiciae," p. 46.
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Court of Wards. Herod's conduct towards the Bethle-
hemite children was mercy compared to this. The heirs

of the Cathohc famiUes were seized in order to be brought

up in the Protestant religion. The guardianship was bought
or bestowed on some court favourite. The heir was plun-
dered of his property, brought up in gross ignorance, and
at length put to auction and actually knocked down to the

highest bidder, whose daughter or sister he must marry,
however mean, low-born, or profligate. Lord Orrery,'-'"

though the bitter enemy of the Catholics, says, that
"
no

man could labour for a child, who for aught he knows may
be sold like cattle in the market even to those who will give

most; for such abuses have been too often committed."
Carte says, vol. 2, p. 248,

"' The wardship and marriage of

the heir were likewise reserved to the crown. These lands
and wardships were usually granted to favourites who
destroyed the wood and committed horrible waste upon the
lands ; brought up the heir in ignorance and in a manner
unworthy of his quality ; and selling his person to the best

bidder, matched him unequally in point of birth and for-

tune, as well as disagreeably with regard to the charac-

ter, qualities, and figure of the person who was picked
out to be the companion of his life.''

To be delivered from these grievances was the claim

put forward by the Catholics, both before the insurrection
of 1641 and after; they were forced to rise in self-

defence or submit to be massacred: and if out of hell

Carlyle can discover any one iniquity that was not re-

sorted to, any one oppression that was not practised
toAvard them, we will allow this puritanical donkey to say
that their claim was unrecognizable by Protestant men in

1641, and that it is still difficult to render it clear and
concessible. In the year 1627 the Irish sent deputies to

the king, and he entered into a solemn contract with
them to remove their grievances, which were specifically
laid before him, upon which they promised to remit

c£l50,000 already borrowed from them, and to pay £120,000
more in three subsidies. This entire sum, which is equal
to a million and a half of our money, was punctually
paid; but by a base trick the parliament, which assem-
bled in 1628 to grant the graces, was illegally convened,
because hcense was not obtained by the deputy Falk-

Orrery, 1, 59. Apud «
Vindicises," p. 213.
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land from the king under the great seal of England.
This could have been remedied instantly, but no new
parliament was convened for six years afterwards. When
it did assemble, Deputy Wentworth substantially refused

the entire of the graces. Instead of those which were
to secure the rights of property aild the toleration of the

Catholic religion, they got renewed persecutions and con-

fiscations. In 1629, the year after the graces were to have
been granted, the Catholics thought that as the king's
honour was pledged to grant them toleration, they might
practise their religion, and

^
accordingly they had the

assurance to celebrate mass in Cook Street, but the lords

justices sent a file of soldiers to apprehend them, which

they did, taking away the crucifixes and paraments of the

altar, the soldiers hewing down the image of St. Francis.

The priests and Mars were delivered into the hands of the

pursuivants, at whom the people threw stones and rescued
them ; the lords justices being informed of this, sent a

guard and .delivered them, and clapped eight popish alder-

men by the heels for not assisting the mayor. ^^ On this

occasion fifteen houses, by direction of the lords of the

council in England, were seized to the king's use, and the

priests and friars were so persecuted that two of them
hanged themselves in their own defence.*-' On the 1st of

April in the same year, the lord deputy Falkland issued a

proclamation, ordering
'^
that all priests whatever do hence-

forth cease to preach, teach, or celebrate their service in

any church, chapel, or other public oratory or place, or to

teach any school in any place or places whatsoever within
the said kingdom." So much for toleration of religion ;

and we have seen already how Wentworth respected the

security of property which was purchased by the natives
and guaranteed by the king. In compliance, indeed, with
a remonstrance of the Irish parliament then assembled, and
a petition from the Catholics in 1640, the false king, whose
difficulties were increasing, now began to think that it

would be for his interest to concede the "graces," and

accordingly sent instructions to that effect to the lords

justices Parsons and Borlase.
** Both houses of the

Irish parliament had most earnestly besought them,"
says Carte,

''
that they might be allowed to remain to-

gether for a little to pass these bills, as their agents

*
Listrange in the Vindicise, 35. Baker, 469.
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were at the water-side." But the lords justices, who
wished for a rebellion, caused the parliament to be ad-

journed for three months, which adjournment both the

Catholics and the king afterwards declared to have been a

chief cause of the insurrection. The lords justices even

refused to let the people know that the king had at length
conceded the graces. The next meeting of parliament was
on the 16th of November, 1641. The proclamation for

convening it was only issued two days before that on

which it should assemble, so that only a few of the Lords
and Commons appeared in the house, and these, at the

castle bridge and gate, and within the castle yard, were

environed with a great number of armed men, with matches

lighted and muskets presented even to the breasts of the

members of both houses. Yet^ they besought the lords

justices that they might remain together until the rest

would assemble, when the graces promised by his majesty
could be passed.

" But to these requests,'' says W^^^^®^

apud Curry, (p. 196.)
*'

conducing so much to his majesty's
service and the settlement of the kingdom, a flat denial

was given by their lordships, who dismissed the houses
after only two days' sitting, without saying a word of the

graces from the king, or giving them any assurance or even
a faint glimmering hope that they should be passed in

another session."

Yet all these multiplied sufferings and iniquities, which,
perhaps, exceed those ever endured for so long a time by any
other nation, were insufficient to drive the people into resis-

tance. We have indisputable evidence that, even in June,
1641, there was no general conspiracy ; for at that time the

army, which had been enlisted by Strafford to assist the

king, and which consisted of eight thousand foot and one
thousand horse, (seven-eighths of which was Koman Ca-
tholic,) was dissolved without a murmur. Even some
months after the commencement of the insurrection, the
Earl of Ormond declared that the insurgents appeared to

him,
*'
rather to be a tumultuous rabble than anything like

an army;" and that ''there were as many arms, within a

few, in the hands of six hundred of the king's forces, as
there were among all the rebels then in the kingdom."
To talk, as the English writers, and the Irish who wish to

impose upon the EngUsh, do, of grand
**

premeditated
schemes,"—of

*'
the rebeUion breaking out like a volcano,

and at once spreading over the kingdom,"—of
''
wholesale
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massacres/'—^has ceased to be absurd since it has become
so absolutely silly. This rebellion was created, spread,
and perpetuated by the Puritans for the double purpose of

exterminating the^ Catholics and of seizing their estates.

Rory 'Moore, who was the first to think of I'esistance,

''was," says Leland, (vol. iii. p. 93.) ''the head of a once

powerful family in Leinster. His ancestors, in the reign
of Mary, had been expelled from their princely possessions

by violence and fraud, and their sept harassed, and almost

extirpated, by military execution. He naturally turned
towards Ulster, where the natives of six counties had been

similarly plundered." Yet it is quite certain, from the

total unpreparedness of the Northerns at the breaking out

of the insurrection, that he did not make any very conside-

rable progress. Only four or five chiefs of any note are

mentioned as having joined him ; and the most considera-

ble of these, Phelim O'Neill, only immediately before the

rising took place. Moreover, the lords justices. Sir Wil-
liam Parsons and Sir John Borlase, were fully acquainted
with these proceedings, and might at once have suppressed
them.

" The first," says^ Leland, (vol. iii. p. 107.)
" was

vigilant only to increase his fortune and consequence ; the

latter, an aged soldier, indolent and ignorant, except in the

business of his profession. The temper and principles of

Parsons, the progress of his foitune, and the measures he
had already taken to advance it, made it by no means
incredible that he might artfully connive at a wild scheme
of rebellion, to enrich his coffers by new forfeitures. His
known attachment to the popular party of England might
have also given him some degree of secret satisfaction in a

public commotion which would prove embarrassing to the

crown. However this may be, both the lords justices were

equally deficient in their vigilance and their affection to

the king. They owed their stations to the English com-

mons, and their partisans in the privy council ; and their

attention and attachment were confined wholly to the pre-

vailing power. Confident of support, they disobeyed the

orders, and despised the instructions of the king. The
caution [about the practices in the North] transmitted by
Sir Henry Vane seems to have been received with total

disregard. On the eleventh day of October, (the insurrec-

tion broke out on the twenty-third,) an express from Sir

Wiliam Cole, a gentleman of Enniskillen, informed them
of an unusual suspicious resort to the house of Sir Phelim
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O'Neill ; ofmany privatejourneys made by Lord Macguire;
of dispatches sent to their different friends, &c. On the

twenty-first, Cole despajtched a full account of the conspi-

racy. Yet this instance of his zeal proved equally inefFec-

tual.'' Again, after the insurrection actually broke out

in Ulster, we have the unsuspected testimony of the same
writer that they did not want to put it down in the begin-

ning.
''

Irish insurrections,'' he says, (p. 131.) '*had been

frequently suppressed by such numbers as Ormond now

proposed to employ, when the danger was encountered

with spirit and alacrity. But the present chief governors
were determined against every spirited nieasure. They
pleaded a want of arms to furnish the soldiery—a pretence
so false and frivolous, that every military man stood

astonished at their supineness They who looked
more nearly into their characters and principles conceived,
and not without reason, that they by no means wished to

crush the rebellion in its beginnings, but were secretly
desirous that the madness of the Irish might take its free

course, so as to gratify their hopes of gain by new and
extensive forfeitures."

The fact is, that the lords justices and their puritanic
friends—those diabolical angels who people Carlyle's Pan-
demonium—-being determined to have a rebellion, a con-

fiscation, and we firmly believe, an extermination of the

Catholics of Ireland, and finding that the cruelties under
which they groaned were insufficient to make the Catho-
lics take up arms, they industriously circulated that the

complete extirpation of themselves and of their religion
had been determined on.

"
There goes a wild story,"

quoth he of the Cromwelliad, (vol. i. p. 520.)
"
due first of

all to Clarendon, I think, who is the author of many such,
how the parliament at one time had decided to extermi-
nate all the Irish population ; and then finding this would
not quite answer, had contented itself with packing them
all off into the province of Connaught, there to live upon
the moorlands; and so had pacified the sister island."
The latter part of this

''
wild story" requires no evidence—it is a fact; and the other is first of all due, not to

Clarendon, but to the English parliament. On the 8th of

December, 1641—when, as we shall prove, no part of Lein-
ster, Connaught, or Munster had rebelled—it was resolved

by the lords and commons in the parhament of England,
*'
that they would never give consent to any toleration to
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the popish religion in Ireland, or any other of his majesty's
dominions. Which vote hath been since adjudged/' con-
tinues Borlase, (p. 52.) "a main motive [by the insurgents]
for making the war a cause of reUgion.""'^" This was fol-

lowed by the proposition of the
"
adventurers," in Feb.

1642, who calculated that, exclusive of bogs and unprofi-
table lands, ten millions of acres would be confiscated.

They begged that two millions and a half of these lands,
to be taken equally out of the four provinces, might be

given to those who would advance money for the Irish

war. Whereupon the English commons resolved :

*' Whereas divers worthy and well-affected persons, per-

ceiving that many millions of acres of the rebels' lands of

that kingdom, which go under the name of profitable lands,
will be confiscate and to be disposed of, and that in that

case two millions and a half of those acres, to be equally
taken out of the four provinces of that kingdom, may be
allotted for the satisfaction of such persons as shall dis-

burse any sums of money for reducing of the rebels there,
which would effectually accomplish the same, have made
these propositions ensuing," &c. The parliament imme-
diately passed an act for carrying this scheme into effect.

Now if all their lands were to be taken from the Catholics,
and if no toleration was to be granted to their religion, we
should like to know what alternative was left but extermi-
nation?

**

Every possibility of retreat," says Leland,
(vol. iii. p. 166.) *%as rendered desperate by the treatment
of those who had already surrendered. [They were made
prisoners, put to the rack, and sometimes hanged.] The
favourite object, both of the Irish governors and of the

English parliament, was the utter extermination of all the
Catholic inhabitants of Ireland. Their estates were

already marked out, and allotted to their conquerors : so

that tliey and their posterity were consigned to inevitable

ruin." It was the threats of extermination which made
the Catholics of Ulster take up arms to defend themselves.
'^ The spirits of the malecontents," says the same author,

(recounting from Nalson the causes which led to the insur-

rection,)
"
even of those not actually engaged in the con-

spiracy, were still further inflamed by new intelligence
received about this time of terrible proclamations issued

against the Catholics of England, and the denunciations

*
Curry, 227.
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of the Scots against all of their communion." And cer-

tainly they could expect nothing but extermination from
the fanatic fury of the Covenanters and Puritans. In

1639, the solemn league and covenant for the extirpation
of popery was adopted in Scotland, transmitted to Ireland,
and taken by almost all the Scots. This covenant, which
does no discredit to its author the devil, was received, savs

Nalson, (i. 29.) *'by papists with infinite joy, in hopes it

might oblige his majesty to detest that religion whose
zealots had been authors of such an intolerable covenant.

By (foreign) Protestants with most offensive scan-

dal and grief.'' In the English house of commons, it was
ordered on the 10th of October, 1643,

"
that such mem-

bers of the house as had not yet taken the solemn league
and covenant, do take and subscribe the same on Thurs-

day next, which
daj^

is appointed a peremptory day for the

taking and subscribing the same by such members
August 9th, 1644. Ordered that Mr. White do give orders

for the public burning of one Williams his books entitled

'Concerning the tolerating of all sects of Christians'

Concerning religion, we have expressed the desires of the

kingdom of Scotland, and given a testimony against
toleration."''' In 1640, in compliance with a petition of

parliament, the king had ordered all Catholics to quit his

court, to be expelled from the army, and all priests to be
banished within thirty days. The queen's confessor,

Phillips, was seized and cast into prison. The queen
earnestly entreated that, being bailed, he might be allowed
to see her. The lords assented, but the commons refused.

Six priests being seized and condemned, the king reprieved
them ; on which the commons (1642) presented an humble
petition to his majesty, *^that the said reprieve may be
taken off, and the priests executed according to the law."

Every one knows the famous case of Goodman, who
petitioned the king that he might die rather than create

dissensions between him and his parliament. There was
a conference between the committees of the two houses

concerning this case on the 26th of January, 1640, which
is reported by Rushworth,f (iv. 158.) : ''Mr. Glynn gives
this account of the free conference about Goodman,

'

that
their lordships had considered of the motives and desires
of the commons, and do agree with them in every particu-

*
Vindiciae, p. 28. f See Vindiciae, 31.
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lar, both for the execution of this particular priest, and the

putting the laws in due execution against all other priests
and Jesuits/' In 1642 (April) the commons petitioned,
*^
that such popish priests as are already condemned, may

be forthwith executed; and such as shall hereafter be

condemned, may likewise be executed according to

law.'' These be thy heroes, Cromwelliad! The par-
liament not only preached, but practised, extermination in

the true spirit of Judge Scroggs, of whom this charge to

the jury is recorded:"'^"" "Gentlemen," said he,
'^

I must
leave it to you whether or not you believe the testimony of

this real positive witness, and the circumstantial evidence
of the other man ; for yon see in what danger we are. I

leave it to your consciences whether you will let priests

escape, who are the very pests and danger of church and
state. You had better be rid of one priest than three

felons; so, gentlemen, I leave it to you." The priest, of

course, was hanged, drawn, and quartered. Granger (Apud
Curry, 152.) says, if a Turkish dervise had preached Maho-
met in England, he would have met much better treatment
than a popish priest,

"
towards the end of Charles's reign,

when religious zeal against popery was heightened and
inflamed with all the rage of faction." Charles himself

said,
''

it was thought by many wise men that the prepos-
terous rigour and unreasonable severity, which some men
carried before them in England, was not the least incentive

that kindled and blew into those horrid flames the sparks
of discontent, which wanted not predisposed fuel for rebel-

lion in Ireland ; where despair being added to their former

discontents, and the fears of utter extirpation to their

w^onted oppressions, it was easy to provoke them to open
rebellion, "t
The Irish Catholics knew full well that the lords jus-

tices would be delighted to execute on them any vengeance
to which they might be incited by the bloody, persecuting,
and tyrannical parliament with which they were in league.
A Protestant clergyman, Warner, (p. 176.) says: "It
is evident from their (the lords justices') last letter to

the lieutenant, that they hoped for an extirpation, not of

the
' mere Irish' only, but of all the old English families

that were Roman Catholics."
"
There is too much reason

* state Trials, 7, 726. Apud Carey, 301.

t Curry, 151.
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to think," says Carte, (i. 263.) ''that as the lords justices

really wished the rebellion to spread, and more gentlemen
of estates to be involved in it, that the forfeitm^es might be

the greater, and a general plantation be carried on by a

new set of English Protestants all over the kingdom, to

the ruin and expulsion of all the old English and natives

that were Iloman Catholics; so to promote what they
wished they gave out speeches upon occasions insinuative

of such a design, and that in a short time there would not

be a Catholic left in the kingdom. It is no small confir-

mation of this notion, that the Earl of Ormonde, in hjs
letters of January 27tli and February 25th, 1642, to Sir

W. St. Leger, imputes the general revolt of the nation,

then far advanced, to the publication of the lords justices'
determination of exterminating the Catholics." Carte

continues, in the same place, that the case must have been

very notorious when Ormonde expresses such an opinion ;

and he adds that, though he does not know whether copies
of these letters have been preserved, yet the original of St.

Leger 's has, in which he says :

" The undue promulgation
of that severe determination to extirpate the Irish and

papacy out of this kingdom, your lordship rightly appre-
hends to be too unseasonably published." The same
writer, who is certainly no friend of the Catholics, tells us,

(vol. i. p. 160.) that
"
a letter was intercepted coming from

Scotland to one Freeman of Antrim, giving an account
that a covenanting army was ready to come for Ireland,
under the command of general Leslie, to extirpate the
Roman Catholics of Ulster, and leave the Scots sole pos-
sessors of that province ; and that to this end a resolution
had been agreed to in their private meetings and councils,
to lay heavy fines upon such as would not appear at their

kirk for the first or second Sunday; and on failure on the

third, to hang without mercy all such as were obstinate at
their own doors." There never, perhaps, before was such a
universal concurrence of hostile writers in establishing any
one fact as this of the intended massacre of the Irish Catho-
lics ; and it is to be observed, that not one of them quotes
Clarendon, but that they all rely on the resolutions of the

parliament, the acts of the lords justices, or original docu-
ments. Lord Clarendon, however, does concur with all

the others as to this fact.
*' The parliamentary party,"

he says, (Hist, of the Rebellion, &c., in Ireland, p. 115.)
"who had heaped so many reproaches and calumnies upon
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tlie king for his clemency to the Irish, (which, God knows,
he did not deserve,) who had grounded their own authority
upon such foundations as were inconsistent with any tole-

ration of the Roman Catholic religion, and even with any
humanity to the Irish nation, and more especially to those
of the old native extraction, the whole race whereof they
had upon the matter sworn to extirpate." The Catholics
of Ireland, and more especially of the north, feared most

justly and truly that an attempt would be made to exter-

minate them. The evidence we have already adduced

proves, that, unless they were such fools as to repose more
confidence in the Puritans and Covenanters than the Pro-
testants reposed in them, they must have dreaded exter-

mination. Their words proved the existence of the design—their actions showed that they were determined to put it

into execution. We have, moreover, the direct evidence
of a multitude of Protestant depositions, taken before Dr.

Henry Jones and other commissioners appointed by the
lords justices, to prove that the dread of extirpation pre-
vailed universally amongst the Catholics, and that this

was the chief cause of their taking up arms. Shortly
after the breaking out of the insurrection. Bedel, a Pro-
testant bishop in Ireland, whose life has been written by
Bishop Burnet, and whom Borlase calls one of the bright-
est lights of the Irish Church, drew up the remonstrance
of grievances which was presented from Cavan. In this

^

remonstrance he says, speaking for the petitioners :

" We
find ourselves of late threatened with far greater and more
grievous vexations, either with captivity of our consciences,
or utter expulsion from our native seats of all which
we find great cause to fear in the proceedings of our

neighbour nations ; and do see it already attempted by
certain petitioners in this kingdom, so as rumours have
caused fears of invasion fi'om other parts, (Scotland,)'^ <fec.

This petition of the northern Puritans and Covenanters
for the extirpation of their Catholic neighbours, is more
distinctly alluded to in the petition of the Ulster nobility
and gentry to the king.

" There was a petition,'^ they
say, "framed by the Puritans of this kingdom of Ireland,
subscribed by the hands of many hundreds of them, and
preferred to the house of commons of the now parliament
of England, for suppressing our religion and us the profes-
sors thereof, residing within the kingdom of Ireland;

which, as we are credibly informed, was condescended
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uuto by both houses of parliament there, and undertaken
to be accomplished to their full desires, and that without

the privity or allowance of your majesty/'
^
Dr. Ander-

son, a Protestant writer, (Royal Genealogies, p. 876.)

says :

" The native Irish being well informed as they

thought (in 1641) that they now must either turn Protes-

tants, or depart the kingdom, or be hanged at their own
doors, they betook themselves to arms in their own defence,

especially in Ulster, where the six counties had been for-

feited." We have only room for one more extract: "Some
time,'* says Carte,

*^
before the rebellion broke out, it was

confidently reported that Sir John Clotworthy, (the master
of 0' Connolly, who revealed the plot about the intended

Irish massacre,) who well knew the designs of the faction

that governed the house of commons in England, declared
there in a speech, that the conversion of the papists in

Ireland was only to be effected by the Bible in one hand
and the sword in the other ; and Mr. Pym gave out that

they would not leave a priest in Ireland. To the like

effect Sir William Parsons, out of a strange weakness or

detestable policy, positively asserted, before many wit-

nesses at a public entertainment, that within a twelve-
month no Catholic should be seen in Ireland. He had
sense enough to know the consequences that would

naturally arise from such a declaration : which, however
it might contribute to his own selfish views, he would
hardly have ventured to make so openly, and without dis-

guise, if it had not been agreeable to the politics and
measures of the English faction, whose party he espoused,
and whose directions were the general rule of his con-
duct." (vol, i. p. 285.) The truth is, that the Catholics gf
Ulster believed that they had no choice between being
massacred like wild beasts, and having a chance for

their lives and properties by taking up arms. The sole

primary object of the insurrection of the 23rd of October,
1641, was to secure the strong places in Ulster, in order
that they might, in case of emergency, have a retreat for

themselves and their property. Being in arms, it was
just, natural, and reasonable that they should insist upon
some toleration for their religion, and some security for
their lives and property—in a word, for the fulfilment of
those graces for which they had paid so much, and of
which they had been so basely and cruelly defrauded.
The *'

rising" on the 23rd of October did not in the end
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make any substantial difference, for Clarendon, Warner,
Carte, Leland—every man who knows anything of the his-

tory of the period, acknowledges that Parsons and Borlase
were determined on having a rebellion ; and if the threats

of extermination had not terrified the Ulster chiefs into it,

they would by 0' Connolly's plot, or some other diabolical

device, have forced them into arms. This assertion is not

proved, for it requires no proof : but it is exemplified and
illustrated by the mode in which the other provinces, which
had not the courage and patriotism to join the gallant
O 'Moore, when he roused the men of Ulster to save them-
selves from massacre, and their religion from extermina-

tion, were driven into rebellion.'-'"

Carl^de calls the Irish
*' men of massacre

"
and '^men

of many massacres." If they had entered into a plot for

exterminating their invaders about this time, it would not
have been very wonderful. We should like to know the
difference between a pack of hungry wolves and blood-

thirsty tigers, and the puritans and covenanters who deli-

berately planned and diabolically executed, as far as prac-

ticable, the robbery and extermination of the natives of an
entire country. Let us, however, examine this old story
of

'^
the massacre," which every man less ignorant of Irish

history than Carlyle (to be more so is impossible) knows
to be one of the most base and groundless assertions in all

history. 0' Connolly's plot, the depositions consisting of

thirty-two folio volumes, in the library of Trinity College,
Dublin, and Temple's history, constitute the evidence
on which all Protestant writers have founded their very
affecting tales of the Irish massacres of 1641. To begin
with O'Connolly.t This 0' Connolly, though of a ^'mere
Irish" family, was one, says Temple, ^^that had long lived

among the English, and been trained up in the true Pro-
testant religion." He was the servant of Sir John Clot-

worthy, a *^most envenomed enemy" of the Catholics, and
of whose ^^barbarous and inhuman expressions in the Eng-
lish House of Commons against the Catholique religion and
the professors thereof," the Catholics complain in the

remonstrance to the king drawn up at Trim, 17th March,

* Our evidence conceminfir the massacre is perfectly conclusive, but if any one
wishes to see more on the subject, he can consult Cambrensis Eversus, Curry, and
the Vindiciao Hibernige.

f See Viadicia?, p. 310, and following. ,
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1642. This Clotworthy got for his services, Lord An-
trim's estate, containing 107,611 acres. The following is

the snbstance of this plot to massacre all the Protestants

in the kingdom, as sworn by O'Connolly and narrated by

Temple and Borlase. O'Connolly being duly sworn some
time between eleven and twelve at night, on the 22nd Oc-

tober, 1641—that is on the very night on which the univer-

sal massacre was to take place—saith, that
*'

being at

]Moneymore, in the county of Londonderry, on Tuesday
last, he received a letter from Colonel M'Mahon, desiring
him to come to Connaught in the county of Monaghan,
and to be with him on Wednesday or Thursday. Where-

upon he came to Connaught on Wednesday night last,

but finding M*Mahon had come to Dublin, he followed

him hither and arrived about six o'clock this evening,
Oct. 22, 1641." He does not tell us how it happened that

a Catholic colonel, the grandson of the Earl of Tyrone, a
**

gentleman" (as Parsons remarks in his letter to the

Lord Lieutenant Leicester)
"
of good fortune," should

write to a sei-vant like Owen O'Connolly in any circum-
stances. But the thing becomes totally absurd when we-

recollect that the object Colonel M^Mahon had in view
was to disclose to a person who was himself a Protestant
and the servant of one of the most violent puritans in the

English Commons,
"
a plot for murdering all the Protes-

tants in the kingdom who would not join the Catholics in

the massacre of their Protestant brethren." O'Connolly
swears that he arrived in Dublin about six o'clock on the

evening of the 22nd of October, that by some miracle,

though an utter stranger and on a dark night, he found
out the lodgings of M*Mahon, which were outside the city
*'

in the suburbs." Altogether this is one of the most ex-

traordinary journeys on record, for at a time when men
used to write home to their wives from the different stages
of their journey from Londonderry to Dublin, this won-
derful man going in directions where there certainly were
no coaches, and which he must have walked—first,'because
it is ridiculous to suppose that a servant had a horse at
that time, and secondly, because it must have been a
steeple chase "over bank, bush, and scar," from Money-
more to Connaught—starts on Tuesday the 19th, and
after travelling one hundred and ten miles, arrives in Dub-
lin on Friday the 22nd at six o'clock in the evening. TJjis
is still more prodigious when we reflect that he "did not

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 7
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know what M'Malion wanted with him, and that he had

already broken his promise by leaving home before the

time at which he had appointed 0' Connolly to meet him.

Perhaps after these wonders we should not be astonished

that though an utter stranger, he found M^Mahon alone

in his lodgings, which were in the suburbs, within one

half-hour of his arrival in Dublin. M'Mahon, without

putting any questions to 0' Connolly, took him back into

the city to Lord Maguire's lodgings, where they took a

cup of beer, but not finding the lord within,"-^"
"
the said

Hugh (M'Mahon) told him that there were and would be

great numbers of the noblemen and gentlemen of the Irish

Papists in town this night from all parts of the kingdom,
who with himself had determined to take the castle of

Dublin and all the ammunition there on to-morrow morn-

ing ; and that they intended first to batter the chimneys of

the said town, and if the city would not yield, theli to bat-

ter down the houses, and so cut off all the Protestants that

would not join them. He further saith, that the said Hugh
then told him that the Irish had prepared men in all parts
of the kingdom, to destroy all the English inhabiting there
to-morrow morning by ten of the clock ; and that in all the

sea-ports and other towns in the kingdom, all the Protes-
tants should be killed this night, and that all the posts
that could be could not prevent it. That then this exami-
nate feigned some necessity to come into the yard, where
M'Mahon's man attended him, but that he leapt over a
wall and two pales and so came to the lords justices."
Was ever such a story framed since the days of Mun-
chausen ? a Catholic Colonel, without any possible motive.

* Borlase gives O'Connolly's evidence distinctly, stating that he did not see
Lord Maguire, p. 27; whilst Leland, vol, 3. p. 100. relying on Temple says, that
M'Mahoii introduced O'Connolly to Lord Maguire, and that it was in his presence
he detailed this plot. Borlase says, p. 26, that Sir Phelim O'Neill's servant and
Paul O'Neill an active priest, were brought before the Lords Justices, but found
means to get away; and p. 137, he tells us that Lord Maguire fled on the detection
of the plot, and that he was found in Cook Street, whereas the Lords justices, in
their letter to the lord-lieutenant, say that they had a watch on his house during
the night, and that they took hira, when they gathered from M'Mahon's exami-
nation and Cole's letter, that he was to be an actor in taking the castle. It would
be endless to point out the contradiction of these authors, but there is an instruc-
tive fact recorded by Borlase in this same page. Lord ^laguire being put on his
trial 10th and 11th of February 1644, in the King's Bench in England, required
to be tried by his peers: this was refused on the ground that an Irish baron teas

triable by a jury in England ; he then desired respite for the summoning of his

wit^sses, whicli, in consideration that his lordship had had long time to expect
his^ial, and that no toitnesses could say any thing against what the witnesses oji the

king^s side could prove, was denied.
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deliberately informs a bitter Protestant, the serv&lt of

a persecuting Roundhead, that on that night all the Pro-
testants in the towns were to be killed, and on to-morrow

morning, both in town and country, a second edition of the

former killing being gone through to mcrease the sport.
M'Mahon seems to suspect 0' Connolly, for he tells him
that all the posts in the world could not prevent the mas-

sacre, and 0' Connolly, though blind drunk as we shall

see, leaps a wall and two pales and so comes to the lords

justices. Though he was so drunk that he was taken up
by the watch, and of course could not run very fast,

M'Mahon's sei-vant, who was sent to the yard with him to

prevent his attempting to run away^ does not pursue him,
and M'Mahon himself remains in his lodgings from about

eight o'clock in the evening, at which time this flight
—the

O' Connolly hegira—must have occurred, and the object
of whichVas evident, until five o'clock the next morning,
the hour at which he was arrested by order of the lords

justices. At this hour he was found alone ; so here were
a set of conspirators who had not the least concert on the

very night, or rather on the very morning, on which the re-

bellion was to break out ! M'Mahon did not even take the
trouble of telhng Maguire about 0' Connolly's flight. A
private watch was set on Maguire's house, but although
involved by 0' Connolly with M'Mahon, he was not
arrested until after "a conference with M'Mahon and
others, and calling to mind a letter received the week be-
fore from Sir William Cole, they gathered, that he was to

be an actor in surprising the castle of Dublin. ""''' It does
not appear at what hour Lord Maguire was arrested, but

considering that M'Mahon, who lived in the suburbs, was
not taken before five, that he had to be brought into the

city and examined at length before the lords justices, it

could not have been much earlier than eight o'clock.

During all this time there was a watch upon Lord Ma-
guire's house, and though he was not arrested until pro-
bably within two hours of the time fixed upon for the
seizure of Dublin castle, nay, perhaps not until after the

appointed hour, which was ten, or as the lords justices
wrote to the lord lieutenant, nine o'clock. Yet there
does not appear to have been a single soul in the house
but Lord Maguire and his servant, nor that a single mes-

#-—
*
Temple, p. 28.
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senger came to or went from the house during the enth-e

night. Besides, though 0' Connolly gave the names of

the chief conspirators who were then in Dublin, no others,
besides M'Mahon and Maguire, were attemjjted to be
arrested.

0' Connolly, after making his escape from M'Mahon's,
came to the lord justice Parsons about 9 o'clock in the

evening, and told him of the horrid conspiracy which had
been just disclosed to him. Temple tells us, (p. 18.) that
'^

this was the first certain knowledge which the lords jus-
tices received of the general conspiracy of the Irish, in the

very evening before the day appointed for the surprise of

the castle and city of Dublin."' Yet in page 28 the same
author says, that it was not until after they recollected the
letter of Sir William Cole received the week before, they
gathered that Lord Maguire was to be an actor in sur-

prising the Castle of Dublin. The same writ^, p. 20,
records the very answer of the lords justices to Cole,

*'
that

he must be very vigilant in inquiring into the occasions of

those meetings." Both Temple and Borlase state that
O^ Connolly was drunk when he gave this certain intelli-

gence to Parsons. The lord justice, who knew from Cole
that a plot was hatching, sent back Connolly, after his

frightful disclosures of the plot and the conspirators, to one
of these, M'Mahon, from whom he had just fled. 0' Con-
nolly was too far gone to get back ; he was a case, and was
taken up by the watch, but rescued by Parsons's servants.

Parsons did not send for the lord justice Borlase, but went
out of town to him, where

'"

having sent for Sir Thomas
Rotheram and Sir Robert Meredeth, they remained the
whole night in consultation." 0' Connolly was brought
back to them about 10 o'clock, ^''but," (says Dr. Borlase,)"''"
''
the effects of drink being still upon him, he had the con-

veniency of a bed."
"
In the interim the lords justices

secured the gates of the city, (the rebels being within and
the lords justices without,) and strengthened the warders of

the castle, which were a few inconsiderable men, with
the foot-guard usually attending their persons." This
force is thus described by Leland, v. iii. p. Ill:

"
They"

(Parsons and Borlase)
*' had quartered no soldiers in Dub-

lin. The castle, in which was deposited fifteen hundred

*%orlase the historian, is not the same, but a relation of the lord justice of the
same name.
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barrels of powder, with proportional quantity of match and

bullet, arms for ten thousand men, thirty-five pieces of

artillery, with all their equipage, was defended by eight
infirm warders and forty halbediers, the usual guard of the

chief governors on all occasions of parade/'
^

To crown
this story, of which it has been truly said that it would do
honour to Baron Munchausen, M'Mahon is made to con-

fess to the lords justices that the force which was to take

the castle was to consist of twenty men from each of the

thirty-two counties of Ireland,
^^
some of whom would have

to march more than one hundred and fifty miles, to execute

a plot, the success of which depended on its secrecy/''^"

0' Connolly's depositions were signed by Parsons, Rothe-

ram, Meredeth, and Owen 0' Connolly, but the other lord

justice, Borlase, at whose house and in whose presence
they were taken, had so much shame left as prevented him
from signing them.

" How it came to pass,'' says Borlase,

(p. 21)
**
that the other lord justice attested not the exami-

nation, (it being topkin his house, he present,) hath begot
some doubts, evidencing how counsels swerved into

cabals." The account of this conspiracy was not sent to

the lord-lieutenant until the 25th of October, just two days
after all the Protestants in the kingdom should have been
murdered ! On that day the lords justices despatched
0' Connolly himself to the Earl of Leicester, the lord-

lieutenant, who was in London, with a letter detailing his

plot for murdering all the Protestants, which they say was
to have exploded on the 23d at nine o'clock in the morning,
but which had not exploded ; for in this letter, written two

days afterwards, though they minutely detail the proceed-
ings of the insurgents, they do not mention one solitary
murder.

" Owen 0' Connolly," says Leland, (v. iii. p. 132,)
'* had delivered his despatches to the Earl of Leicester on
the last day of October: they were communicated (Nov. 1)
with great solemnity to the Commons ; and received with
an affectation of teiTor and astonishment." Now it is of
this 0^ Connolly and his plot that Carlyle says, vol. i. p.
160—''

Nov. 1st.—^News came to London to the re-assem-
bled parliament, that an Irish Rebellion, already grown to
be an Irish massacre, had broken out."

" The lord-

lieutenant communicated the letters and papers," says
Warner,

*'
sent by the lords justices, and told the Com-

*
Vindiciae, 315.
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mons that he had information (not contained in the papers
or letters) of shedding much blood of the Protestants in

Ireland, and that some of the rebels confessed that all the
Protestants were to be cut off; that the time for putting
the bloody design in execution was Saturday the 23d of

October, a day dedicated to St. Ignatius, the founder of

the Jesuits, and, in short, that their design was to kill the

lords justices and all the king's privy council." Straws
show how the wind blows, and so does this statement
about the Jesuits indicate clearly enough what we are
to think of the puritan lords justices, and English parlia-
ments and earls at that time. It would have been only
necessary to look into any Catholic calendar, missal,

breviary, or prayer-book, which frequently even then
contained a list of saints' days, to discover the gross
falsehood of this statement about St. Ignatius's day,
which was written to the lord-lieutenant by the lords

justices, and communicated by him to the house. St.

Ignatius's day does not occur at this season of the year
at all, but on the 31st of July; but the lords justices
and the lord-lieutenant knew that they need not be at
the trouble of avoiding the most palpable falsehoods.
Leicester told the House of Commons that he had in-

formation of the shedding of much Protestant blood. This
must have been either a pure invention of his own, or
another of 0^ Connolly's plots, for we have the lords

justices' letters to him before us, in which they expressly
state that no murder was as yet committed. We shall

allow a Protestant historian to demonstrate this fact.

"Both the lord-keeper" (says Warner apud Curry 156) *'in

the House of Lords, and the lord-lieutenant in the House
of Commons, did exceed the informations that had been
given either in the letters or in the examinations trans-
mitted over The lord keeper hath said that the rebels
had committed divers murders ; and the lord-lieutenant,
besides affirming that he had information of shedding
much blood of the Protestants there, added moreover that
the design of the rebels w^as to kill the lords justices and
all the king's privy council ; whereas neither in the letters

nor the examinations is there a single word of any murder
being committed ; nor was there the least thought among
the conspirators, from anything that appears, of killing,

particularly the lords justices and the king's privy council.
And the council in their letters, after having given an ac-
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count of several robberies, burning of houses and villages,

and seizing some forts and castles, expressly say that

this, though too much, is all that we yet hear is done by
them/' The same author. Hist. Irish Rebelhon, p. 47,

says,
" whatever cruelties may be charged on the Irish in

the prosecution of this war, their first intention went no
farther than to strip the English and the Protestants of

their power and possessions, and unless forced to it by op-

position, not to shed any blood." This is a clear enough
refutation of the 0' Connollys' and Carlyles', but it is not

a fair representation of the intentions of the insurgents,
which were constantly stated by the Catholics to be nothing
more than to obtain protection for their lives and proper-

ties, and toleration for their religion. This is also ex-

pressed by the Protestant bishop Bedel, in the Cavan
remonstrance of grievances, wherein the causes of their

taking up arms are enumerated.
" For preventing, there-

fore, oi such evils (their extermination) growing upon us in

this kingdom, we have, for the preservation of his majesty's
honour and our own liberties, thought fit to take into our
hands for his highness's use and service, such forts and
other places of strength as coming into the possession of

others might prove disadvantageous, and tend to the utter

undoing of the kingdom ; and we do hereby declare that

herein we harbour not the least thought of disloyalty
towards his majesty, or purpose any hurt to his highness's
subjects in their possessions, goods, or liberty As for the
mischiefs and inconveniences that have already happened
through the disorder of the common sort of people against
the English inhabitants or any others, we with the nobility
and gentlemen and such others of the several counties of
this kingdom, are most willing and ready to use our and
their best endeavours in causing restitution and satisfac-

tion to be made, as in part we have already done." Here
is the testimony of a Protestant bishop, that the object of
the insurgents was merely to seize on the strong places as
a refuge against the threats of the puritans, and that after

those had been actually seized, the only mischief done was
the taking of some plunder by the common sort, which had
been already partly restored by the leaders, who also ex-

press their determination of doing all in their power to
cause the remainder to be given up. Leland (v. iii. p. 103.)
says,

*'
it was determined (by the Irish) that the enterprise

should be conducted in every quarter with as little blood-
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shed as possible." After stating (p. 117, 118,) that
''
within

the space of eight days the rebels were absolute masters of
the entire counties of Tyrone, Monaghan, Longford, Lei-

trim, Fermanagh, Cavan, Donegal, and Derry, (except of
the places already mentioned and some inferior castles,)

together with some parts of the counties of Armagh and
Down;'' he adds, *^that so far was the original scheme
of the conspiracy at first pursued, that few fell by the
sword except in open war and assault ; no indiscriminate

massacre was as yet committed.'' Temple also confesses,

(p. 34,) that before the end of October, 1641, the rebels had
got possession of all the towns, forts, castles, and gentle-
men's houses within the counties of Tyrone, Donegal,
Fermanagh, Armagh, Cavan, Londonderry, Monaghan,
and half the county of Down, except the cities of Lon-
donderry and Coleraine, the town and Castle of Ennis-

killen, and some other
^
places and castles. And that,

besides the above-mentioned, these rebels had ta^en a
multitude of other castles, houses of strength, towns, and
villages, all abundantly peopled with British inhabitants.

Surel}^ here was a good opportunity for massacre, yet the
same Temple says, mentioning what mischiefs were done
in the beginning of the insurrection,

''

Certainly that
which these rebels mainly intended at first, and most
busily employed themselves about, was the driving awny
the Englishmen's cattle and possessing themselves of their

goods." In a manuscript journal of an officer in the

king's sei-vice, quoted by Carte, (vol. i.) in which there
is a minute account of every thing that happened in the
North of Ireland during the first weeks of this insur-

rection, there is not even an insinuation of any cruelties

committed by the insurgents on the English Protestants,

although he says,
"
that the Protestants had killed near

a thousand of the rebels during the first week or two
of the rebellion."'^" The various proclamations of the
lords justices prove that no massacre took place in the

beginning of the insurrection. We have seen that on
the 25th of October, in their letters to the lord-lieute-

nant, they do not mention a single murder ; on the 29th

they issued a proclamation to "all his majesty's good
subjects," in which there is no accusation of murder
against the insurgents. The first mention made of

*
Curry, 1G6.
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slaying, not of murder or massacre, occurs in their pro-
clamation of the 30th of October, 1641, in which they

say, that
''
those wicked malefactors haye surprised some

of his majesty's forts and garrisons in the North of Ire-

land : slain divers of his majesty's good subjects, impri-
soned some, robbed and spoiled very many others, and
continue yet in those rebellious courses.'' When we con-

sider that the framers of this proclamation are those who
created and wished to spread and continue the insurrec-

tion ; that they are the abettors, if not the concoctors of

0' Connolly's plot, and that it states that very many were

robbed, and that only divers were slain, we cannot doubt
that but few, if any, Protestants had as yet fallen, and
those in open war. Had there been either massacre or

murder, they would not have been slow to call it by its

true name. This fully justifies what Temple himself ad-

mits, (p. Q^,)
'^
that it was resolved not to kill any but

whera of necessity they should be forced thereunto by
opposition." There is not, we confidently assert, to be
found in any history or document of this period, a single
instance of

killing, except in open war, on the part of the

insurgents, previous to the 15th of November, 1641.

Carte is of this opinion, in an extract which shall be quoted
hereafter, li is therefore absolutely disgraceful for igno-
rant persons, like Carlyle, to utter such gross calumnies

as, that
"
the Irish rebellion had already grown to be an

Irish massacre on the 1st of November, 1641."
Massacres however there were in abundance, and it

therefore^ becomes our duty to ascertain who commenced
and continued them. To pass over then at once all the

lying declamation about Irish massacres in general, which
had

**
no local habitation," and which could not have

existed, we submit the following narrative from Carte.
'' On the 15th of November, the rebels, after a fortnight's

siege, reduced the castle of Lurgan ; Sir William Brown-
low, after a stout defence, surrendering it on the terms of

marching out with his family and goods. But such was
the unworthy disposition of the rebels, that they kept him
his lady and children prisoners, rifled his house, plundered,
stripped, and killed most of his servants, and treated all

the townsmen in the same manner. This was the first

breach of faith which the rebels were guilty of in these

parts, (we shall show soon that no other parts had yet
gained the insurrection,) in regard of articles of capitula-
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tion ; for when Mr. Conway on Nov. 5tli, suiTendered his

castle of Ballyaghie in the county of Derry to them, they

kept the terms for which he stipulated, and allowed him to

march out with his men, and to carry away trunks with

plate and mone}^ in them. Whether the slaughter made
by a party from Carrickfergus in the territory of Magee, a

long narrow island, in which it is affirmed that nearly three

thousand harmless Irish men, women, and children were

cruelly massacred, happened before the surrender of Lur-

gan, is hard to be determined ; the relations published of

facts in those times being very indistinct and uncertain

with regard to the time they were committed, though it is

confidently asserted that this massacre happened in this

month of November.'' There is certainly no comparison
between the atrocity of the two acts, for the Irish are not
accused of killing all, much less of massacreing the women
and children. It is objected to the truth of the numbers,
(for the fact of the massacre itself has never been ques-
tioned,) said to have been murdered on Island Magee, that

it could not contain them. This island contains 70361
statute acres, and 2610 inhabitants at present. It is not*

pretended that there were 3000 regular inhabitants on the

island in 1641, but that they took refuge there as in a

place of safety. Carrickfergus, which is within a few miles
of Island Magee, was then, as Carte tells us, the place of

the greatest strength in the North. It was in the hands of

Sir Arthur Tyringham and Colonel Chichester, ''who,''

says the same author,
''
invited several of the most eminent

of the Irish thereabouts who remained quiet in their houses,
to come to Carrickfergus for security,

but were made
prisoners on their arrival.^

^

Besides, it appears from the

postscript of a letter from the lords justices to the Earl of

Clanrickarde, dated 5th November, that
''

they have had

intelligence of 5000 Scots having risen in arms against the

rebels, who now lie near Newry, where , they have slain

many of the rebels. Under these circumstances it was
quite natural for the Irish Catholics who lived near this

fortress of Carrickfergus, to take refuge in Island Magee.
That they were slaughtered man, woman, and child, has
never been denied.

'*
In one fatal night," says Leland,

*'

they (the Scottish soldiers) issued from Carrickfergus into

an adjacent district called Island Magee, where a number
of the poorer Irish resided, unoffending and untainted with
the rebellion. If we may believe one of the leaders of this
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party, thirty families were assailed by them in their beds,
and massacred with calm and deliberate cruelty.

' ' The ter-

rified wretches who were awakened fled naked before their

murderers, and such as escaped the sword, were precipi-

tated into the sea over the fearful rocks called the gobbins.
Another question regards the time when this horrid massa-
cre was perpetrated. Leland admits that Carte inclines

to the opinion that it was before the 1 5th of November ;

that it was, therefore, the cause of whatever want of faith

or cruelty was exhibited by Sir Phelim O'Neill at Lurgan.
This is rendered certain by various circumstances, for first,

on the 13th November, Parsons writes to the Earl of

Clanrickarde,
''
that the Scots did hold the Northern Irish

hard to it, having killed some of them." And Sir William
St. Leger, grudging the Scots the honour of that action,
told the Earl of Ormonde on the 14th,

''
that had it pleased

God that his Lordship had been there with his hundred
)iorsQ»and himself to wait upon him, the Scots should never
have had the honour to put such an obhgation on Ireland."
We know of no other exploit of the Scots up to this time,
which could have excited the envy of St. Leger, except
the Island Magee massacre ; for Lord Ossory wTites to the
Earl of Ormonde about this time, *^that he (St. Leger)
was so cruel and merciless, that he caused men and women
to be most execrably executed ; and that he ordered among
others a woman great with child to be ript up, from whose
womb three babes were taken out, through every of whose
bodies his soldiers thrust their, weapons, which puts many
into a sort of desperation." The garrison and inhabitants
of Lurgan were almost all Scots, and it is certain that

policy alone would have protected them, unless some
dreadful provocation had been given. Again, we cannot
otherwise account for the conduct of O'Neill, who, as Carte
observes, was so honourable and humane on the 5th, and
so savage and cruel on the 15th of November. O'Neill's
conduct at Lurgan was a solitary act of retaliation, and it

is expressly admitted that he did not commit any other
until after his flight, which did not occur until the end of

March, 1642. Indeed, this Lurgan massacre must have
been very inconsiderable, for Captain Perkins deposed,**

that Sir Phelim began his massacres after his flight from
Dimdalk; and Tichbourne, Carte and most other adverse
writers agree, that it was Sir Phelim commenced these
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imputed massacres.'"' Besides, the lords justices Parsons
and Borlase issued a commission, dated December 23rd,
1641, to several gentlemen in Ulster, to call upon all those

that had suffered in the rebellion, and all the witnesses of

these sufferings, to give in examinations of the nature of

them, and of every minute circumstance concerning them,
expressly and particularly specifying plunder, robbery, and
even traitorous words and speeches, yet there is not one
word said about murder. In February 1642, a proclama-
tion of pardon was published by the lords justices, in which

they promise mercy to all insurgents not freeholders, who
will come in, submit and make restitution of the goods
taken by them. Murderers would have undoubtedly been

excepted if there had been many such, and we must
therefore conclude that whatever took place at .Lurgan,
was a solitary act, either of Sir Phelim O^NeilFs, or more

probably of his soldiers, that very few were slain, and that

it was provoked by such wickedness that the lord^ jus-
tices were ashamed to mention it. Jones, Bishop of

Meath, in a letter to Dr. Borlase in 1679, says,
'^
the re-

port that his majesty's Protestant subjects first fell upon
and murdered the Roman Catholics, got credit and repu-
tation, and was openly and frequentfy asserted;'' and Sir

A. Mervin, the Speaker of the /'no popery" House of

Commons of 1662, confesses that
''
several pamphlets then

swarmed to fasten the rise of this rebellion on the Protes-

tants, and that they drew the first blood. "f
Sir Phelim O'Neill, according even to the Puritans, did

not commence his imputed massacres until after his flight
from Dundalk, about the end of March, 1642. Now after

some research, we have not been able to discover the dates

of these massacres and the places where they occurred,
and we shall prove that the general testimony about mas-
sacres is utterly worthless. But if he did commit massa-

cres, he had received ample provocation. Tichbourne, who
had the chief command in driving O'Neill from Dundalk,
boasts that in consequence of his own ravages,

"
there was

neither man nor beast to be found in sixteen miles between

* See Curry, 169.

+ Borlase, in his address to the reader, assigns as his reason for writing his

history, that the pamphlets which the Roman Catholics had dispersed through
Europe, that his majesty's Protestant subjects first fell upon and murdered
the Catholics, get credit and reputation; and that this was openly and frequently
asserted even onjhe very place where those dire tragedies were acted.
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the two towns of Drogheda and Dandalk; nor on the other

side of Dundalk in the county of Monaghan, nearer than

Oarrickniacross.""'^"
'*

By the death of
so^ many men about

us/' says Bernard, (p. 109,) ''havmg theh^ houses and all

their provisions either burnt or drawn hither, the dogs only

surviving, are found very usually (like that judgment of

Jezebel for the murder of Naboth) feeding upon their mas-
ters ; which taste of man's flesh made it very dangerous for

the passengers in the roads, who have been often set upon
by those mastives till we were careful to kill them also."

This is the language of a Protestant Dean, and if in con-

sequence of the conduct of these monsters O'Neill did re-

taliate after this period, who can deny the justice or even
the necessity of such retaliation to put an end to massacres
of which .even cannibals would be ashamed.
Oh ! but we have the testimon^^ of history, and the sworn

evidence of Protestants, real puritanical and covenanting
heroes, establishing the frightful massacres committed by
the Catholics. Well, first as to the historians; and on
this point we shall be very concise,

j
After the plain and

indisputable statement of facts which we have just made,
it will a little astonish the reader to hear Lord Clarendon

say,
*'
that the insurrection spread itself so rapidly over the

whole country and in such an inhuman and barbarous man-
ner, that there w^ere forty or fifty thousand of the English
Protestants murdered before they suspected themselves to be
in any danger.'' Temple (p.^ 6,) says, that besides

*'
those

few which fell in the heat of fight during the war, there
were in less than two years from the breaking out of the

rebellion, three hundred thousand British and Protestants

cruelly murdered in cold blood, according to the most
moderate computation." Rapin (History of England,
vol. ix. p. 343,) declares that

''
from the 23rd of October to

the 1st of March following, above one hundred and fifty-
four thousand Protestants were massacred." Hume re-

duces the entire number to forty thousand, and even this
he suspects of being somewhat exaggerated. Rapin's
154,000 massacres, being confined to that period during
which we have proved by the indisputable evidence of Pro-

*
Ciin-y 169. Vindicise 417.

t See tlie ViudicijB, p. 375, and folIoAving:. We have freely used the iraterials
collected by the author of this book, in which unfortunately he has observed no
order and giveu few dates. He is, however, "a useful scavenger."
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testants, that no massacres except the affair at Lurgan, if

that must be so called, took place, may at once be set

down as the creation of his own fertile brain. There are
not yet 3,000 inhabitants in Lurgan, and according to
Lewis' Topographical Dictionary, it contained just forty-
two houses in 1619. Temple, who is the only original his-

torian of these massacres, says, that in less than two years
they exceeded 300,000. Borlase asserts (p. 26.) about
another matter in which by the way Temple contradicts

himself, that *'his (Sir John Temple's) integrity over-

weighs all assertions to the contrary." Hence this bas-

tard offspring of his, called
*'
Irish massacres," has been

adopted by all the ignorant and bigoted writers on Ire-

land, from Borlase to Carlyle, with whatever modifications
their own fancy suggests. Sir WilHam Petty, a contem-

porary witness, who profited largely by the Irish rebellion,
states in his Political Anatomy of Ireland, (p. 18,) that the

whole number of Protestants who perished during the
eleven JQdiV?> of the war, amounted to 112,000, of whom
two-thirds were cut oW hj war, plague, and famine; so

that by an eye-witness, who certainly had no partiality to

the Irish, we have the 300,000 who were massacred in two

years reduced to 37,000, that is less than one-eighth, in
'eleven years. However, even this estimate is ridiculously

exaggerated, for Petty himself says, that the population of

Ireland amounted in 1641 to one million four hundred and

sixty-six thousand, and that the Catholics were to the

Protestants as eleven to two, whence it follows, even on
this statement, which is by no means correct, for they were
at least as seven to one, that the whole number of Protes-

tants did not exceed 265,000. To believe Temple's account
to be true, we must admit that in less than two years there

were 35,000 more Protestants murdered than there were

men, women, and children of that profession in the king-
dom ; and that there were still as many of them left able to

bear arms, as enabled them vigorously to prosecute the

war. The same reflections prove the absurdity of Potty's
own estimate, that 112,000 were destroyed out of 265,000.
But see how this massacre grows

^'
small by degrees and

beautifully less." Garte says, (vol. i.^ p. 177-8,)
''

It is

certain that the great body of the English were settled in

Munster and Leinster, where very few murders were com-
mitted It cannot, therefore, reasonably be presumed
that there were at most above twenty thousand English
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souls of all ages and sexes in Ulster at that time ; and of

these it appears by the lordsf justices' letter, there were
several thousands got safe to Dublin, and were subsisted

there for many months afterwards ; besides six thousand
women and children which Captain Mervyn saved in Fer-

managh, and others that got safe to Derry, Coleraine, and

Carrickfergus. If six thousand, and several thousand, and
the garrisons of the forts, and all those who took refuge and
were saved in them, were subtracted from twenty thousand,
how many would remain? ''It is easy enough,'' says

Warner, (p. 296,)
"

to demonstrate the falsehood of every
Protestant historian of this rebellion." And p. 771, 7 to

any one who considers how thinly Ireland was at that time

peopled by Protestants, and the province of Ulster parti-

cularly, where was the chief scene of the massacre, those
relations upon the face of them appear incredible.

'' The
number of people," says this Protestant minister, ''killed

upon positive evidence (about which we shall say a word
presently) collected in two years after the insurrection

broke out, adding them all together, amounts to only two
thousand one hundred and nine ; on the reports of other

Protestants one thousand six hundred and nineteen more;
and on the reports of some of the rebels themselves, a fur-

ther number of three hundred, the whole making four

thousand and twenty-eight. Besides these murders, there

is evidence on the report of others of eight thousand killed

by ill-usage : and if we should allow that the cruelties of

the Irish out of war extended to these numbers, which,

considering the nature of several of the depositions, Ithink
in my conscience cannot, yet to be impartial we must allow

that there is no pretence for laying a greater number to

their charge. This account is also corroborated by a letter

which I copied out of the council books at Dublin, written

on the 5th of May, sixteen hundred and fifty-two, ten years
after the beginning of the rebellion, from the parliament
commissioners in Ireland to the English parliament. After

exciting them to further severity against the Irish, as being
afraid

'

their behaviour towards this people may never suf-

ficiently avenge their murders and massacres, and lest the

parliament might shortly be in pursuance of a speedy set-

tlement, and thereby some tender consciences might be
concluded,' the commissioners tell them that it appears,
besides eight hundred and forty-eight families, there were

killed, hanged, burned, and drowned, six thousand and
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sixty-two." The parliamentaiy commissioners regarding
the Irish rebellion as totally mijustifiable, considered most
certainly every Protestant who fell in it, even in open war,
as a murdered man. Allowing five to each family, accord-

ing to themselves, the whole number of Protestants killed

during the eleven years of war, amounted to only 10,302.
There is not the least doubt but that the commissioners

exaggerated, and considering that 2000 of Cromwell's

troops were killed during one assault upon Clonmel, we
have no hesitation in asserting, that with the exception of

very few, perhaps not a hundred in all, who, as occurred at

Lurgan, may have been put to the sword by way of reta-

liation from some dreadful massacre, all who perished died
in open war. Indeed, setting aside the hearsay evidence
which was sworn on the report of others, the whole num-
ber of killed, upon positive evidence, during the two first

3^ears of the rebellion amounted, according to the unex-

ceptionable testimony of Warner, not to 300,000, but to

2,109, which is not the one hundred and fortieth part of

those said by Temple to be murdered during the same
period, without at all deducting those (say the 2000)
who must have fallen in open war, which wdll leave

just 109 to be partitioned amongst all the massacres. In

fact. Temple himself proves that the Irish massacre
is a pure fiction, for he says, (p. 103.) that "the depo-
pulations in this province of Munster do well near equal
those of the whole kingdom.'' Yfe have already adduced
the concurrent testimony of Protestant writers, that there

was scarcely any massacre in Munster. Leland (vol. iii.

p. 393, 394.) thus gives reluctant evidence in favour of both
these assertions :

"
They (the Irish) were to abide a trial

if accused of any murders committed in the beginning of

the war ; if convicted, they were to be incapable of pardon,
and their estates entirely confiscated; those who had' only
assisted in the war were to forfeit two-thirds of their

estates, and to be banished from Ireland In the

northern provinces, which had been the great scene of

barbarity, not one was brought to justice but Sir Phelim
O'Neill." The Catholic nobility and gentry of Ireland,

indeed, were so conscious that no general massacre had
been committed by their body, that they presented a petition

by their agents to his majesty at Oxford, in 1643—a period

posterior to that in which the massacres are said to have taken

Ijlace— the prayer of which was,
"
that all the murders com-
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mitted on both sides during this war might be examined
into by a future parhament, and the actors of them ex-

empted out of all acts of oblivion and indemnity/' But
the Protestant agents who were present, also attending
the king, prudently declined this proposal. The inference
—which we shall hereafter further develope—is evident,
that the Protestants were accusing the Catholics of crimes

of which they were themselves alone guilty.
But what can we say to the real Protestant oaths of the

heroes of puritanism and the covenant? who, as Temple {^^)

and May (86) bear witness, fled from their enemies—not on
their feet, but on their knees ; some of them, according to

the former (88) having their guts about their heels; whilst,

according to the latter, who would not allow himself to be

eclipsed, they died in so great numbers that all the church-

yards of Dublin could not contain them. One can

scarcely quarrel with lying of this sort, it is so very
straightforward. You might as well lecture the American
who said he had to use a step-ladder to get up to shave
himself. But about the Protestant swearing. '^The bulk
of this immense collection,^' says Warner, *^is parole
evidence, and upon report of common fame ; and what
sort of evidence that is may easily be learnt by those who
are conversant with the common people of any country.'*"
There is no credit,'' says the same author (146) to be

given to anything that was said by those people, which
had not other evidence to confirm it ; and the reason why so

many idle silly tales were registered of what this body heard
another body say, to swell the collection to two-and-thirty
thick volumes in folio (of depositions), it is easier to con-

jecture than it is to commend...So many of their sayings,
which are recorded in the manuscript collection of deposi-
tions in my custody, are so ridiculous, or incredible, or

contradictory to one another, as show plainly that they
spoke what their own or the different passions and senti-

ments of their leaders prompted; sometimes what came
uppermost, or they thought would best serve or vindicate
their cause." Be it remembered, that Warner's copy
consisted of choice selections from the whole ; and if these
were so absurd, what are we to think of the cart-load of
oaths contained in the thirty-two folio volumes ? It must
have been these fellows that Sir William Petty had in his

eye when he boasted that
"
he had witnesses who would

swear through a three-inch board." Take the following
VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 8
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specimens, which have been collected by the author of the
''
Yindicise/' ''George Creighton, minister of Virginia in

the county of Cavan, deposeth, among other particulars in

his examination, that divers women brought into his house
a young woman almost naked, to whom a rogue came up
on the way, these women being present, and required her

to give him her money or else he would kill her, and so

drew his sword; her answer was, ''You cannot kill me
unless God give you leave, and His will be done ;'' where-

upon the rogue thrust three times at her naked body with

his drawn sword, and yet never pierced her skin, whereat he,

being as it seems much confounded, went away and left

her ; and that he saw this woman, and heard this particu-
lar related by divers women who were by, and saw what

they reported/
'

James Geare (Temple, 88.) "deposeth
that the rebels at Clownes (Clones) diversely wounded
James Netterville, proctor to the minister, ripped up his

belly, took out his entrails, and laid them a yard from

him, and yet he bled not at all ; of which this deponent
was an eye-witness." Elizabeth, wife of Captain Wm.
Price, of Armagh,

"
deposeth"-'' that she and other women,

whose husbands were murdered, hearing of divers appari-
tions and visions which were seen near Portnedown (Porta-

down) bridge, since the drowning of her children and the

rest of the Protestants there, went unto the bridge afore-

said about twilight in the evening ; then and there appeared
to them a vision or spirit assuming the shape of a woman,
waist high upright in the water, naked, with elevated and
closed hands, her hair hanging down, very white, her eyes
seemed to twinkle, and her skin as white as snow : which

spirit seemed straight up in the water, often repeating the

words, 'Revenge! revenge! revenge!'" Catharine
Cooke deposetht (Feb. 24th, 1643.)

"
that about the 20th

of December, 1641, a great number of rebels in that county
did most barbarously drown at that time one hundred and

eighty Protestants ; and that about nine days afterwards

she saw a vision or spirit in the shape of a man, as she

apprehended, that appeared in that river in the place of

the drowning, bolt upright, breast high, with hands lifted

up, and stood in that posture there until the latter end of

lent next following." These persons did not see the mur-
der of the living Protestants; this last lady witness did

*
Temple, 122. f Idem. 121.
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not go to Portadown until nine days after it occurred—in

her own invention, for if she had thought that it had any
real existence, she would not have dared to go there at

all. They only heard that—^but what they really swear to

having seen are the ghosts of the dead ; and here we are

called upon to believe all they swear on hearsay, and to

disbelieve all they swear to having beheld with their own
eyes. If Catholics had given such evidence, what a cry of

superstition and perjury would be raised ! It served its

object, however, of getting the Catholics robbed and mur-
dered ; for it would be a crying sin to show any mercy to

those on whom the very ghosts of the Protestants, still

true Puritans, called out for revenge. The language of

those spirits, as well as their predilection for standing in

cold water during the winter, would indicate that they had
got a hot berth in the other world. We cannot doubt that

they departed according to the approved form of leave-

taking, which Sir Walter says has been observed by all

ghosts from time immemorial—^^Vith a sulphureous odour
and a melodious twang !"

But the things which are sworn to have occurred in this

sublunary world are scarcely less wonderful than those
which are reported from the world of spirits. Captain
Anthony Stratford"'^'

^'

deposeth, that he was credibly in-

formed by his own servants, who were among the rebels,
and that he verily believeth them, (and, of course, as he
did not see what he swears, following the rule laid down
above, we are bound to believe him,) that Patrick Mac-
crew of Dungannon murdered thirty-one Protestants in

one morning; that two young rebels murdered in the

county Tyrone one hundred and forty poor women and
children that could make no resistance ; that the wife of

Ryan Kelly did, with her own hands, murder forty-five ;

that the rebels murdered a young fat Scottish man, and
made candles of his grease ; and that they took another
Scottish man, and ripped up his belly that they might
come at his small guts, the one end whereof they tied to a
tree, and made him go round until he had drawn them out
of his body.'^ It would appear that the Protestants were

generally converted to the purposes of chandlery; for

Elizabeth Baskerville depose thf that she heard the wife of
Florence Fitzpatrick find fault with her husband's soldiers

Temple, ] 10. f Idem. 92.
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because they did not bring along with them the grease of

Mrs. Nicholson, whom they had slain, for her to make
candles withal." What a mercy she did not think of

Miss Baskerville, whose fat would have served as well as

Mrs. Nicholson's ! Elizabeth Champion saith,""
"
that

she heard the rebels say that they had killed so many
Englishmen that the grease or fat which remained on
their swords and skins might well serve to make an Irish

candle/' Magdalen Redman deposeth,t ''that she, with

twenty-two other Protestant widows, were stripped stark

naked and driven into the wild woods, from Tuesday until

Saturday, in frost and snow, so as the snow unmelted lay

long upon some of their skins." Margaret Fermey de-

poseth,!
"
that being sevent^^-five years old, she was strip-

ped seven times in one day on her road to Dublin." It

must have been the Protestant ghosts who supplied her

with clothes each time after she was stripped and robbed.

Mary Barlow deposeth§
''

that she and six children were

stripped stark naked, and turned out begging in frost and

snow, by means whereof they were almost starved, having
nothing to eat in three weeks but two old calf-skins, which

they beat with stones, and so eat them hair and all."

Arthur Culm, Esquire, (Temple, 122.) deposeth ''that he
was credibly informed by those that were present, that there

were thirty women and young children and seven men
flung into the river of Belturbet (the Erne); and those

who were present also affirmed that the bodies of those

thirty persons drowned did not appear upon the water till

about six weeks after past, as Brien O'Rely came to

the town, all the bodies came floating up to the very
bridge." Thus it appears that whilst the souls of the

deceased Protestants appeared on the Ban, their bodies

appeared on the Erne ; but the souls and the bodies were

equally desirous of revenge, and equally fond of cold

water. Whatever may have been their habits during life,

it is clear that they were all post tnortem teetotallers.

But the chief witness is Dr. Robert Maxwell, dean and
afterwards bishop of Kilmore. The "divines of the Eng-
lish assembly" presented a petition to the English house of

commons, July 19th, 1663, which contains the following

passage : "In this (Irish) rebellion, so barbarous and

*
Temple, ^1. f Idem. 81. t Idem. 88.

§ Idem. 90.
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bloody, 154,000 Protestants—men, women, and children,
Scotch and English—were massacred in that kingdom
between October 23rd, when the rebellion broke forth, and
the 1st of March following, by the computation of the

priests themselves, who were present and principal actors

in all these tragedies, and were directed by some chief

rebels of Ireland to take this computation, lest they should

be reported to be more bloody than in truth there was
cause. All which appears by the examination of Arch-
deacon Maxwell, who lived a long time a prisoner with Sir

Phelim CNeilFs mother, and was there when this compu-
tation was brought in." On the 25th of the same month,
the following order was made by the English house of com-
mons: *'

It is this day ordered by the house of commons,
that the ministers of every parish within this kingdom
shall read this declaration in their several churches and

chapels, on the next fast day after the same shall come to

their hands, after the end of the first sermon and before the

beginning of the next.''""" Maxwell himself swearsf that
**
the rebels, lest they should hereafter be charged with

more murders than they had committed, commanded their

priests to bring in a true account of them ; and that the

persons so slaughtered, whether in Ulster or the whole

kingdom the deponent durst not enquire, in March last,
four months from the breaking out of the insurrection,
aniounted to one hundred and fifty-four thousand. He
might add to these many thousands more ; but the list

which deponent wrote among the rebels being burned with
his house, books, and all his papers, he referreth himself
to the numbers in gross which the rebels themselves have
upon enquiry found out and acknowledged ; which, not-

withstanding, will come short of all that have been mur-
dered in Ireland, there being above one hundred fifty and
four thousand now wanting of the British within the very
precinct of Ulster.'' The priests are represented (Tem-
ple, 79.) as having preached that this work would be most
acceptable to God, and then as having taken an account
of the massacres, lest they should be charged with more
than they really committed. Such absurdity! And
Dean Maxwell's evidence of the numbers murdered is

merely hearsay evidence—'Vhat he was credibly informed

* See this whole matter, Rushworth, v. p. 355—6.

f See the appendix to Borlase.
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of by the rebels themselves." This is a most convenient
kind of thing, as no such testimony of the rebels them-
selves ever existed. Let us examine what kind of ocular and

hearsay evidence this Dean Maxwell gave ; for by this

means we shall be able to decide to what amount of credi-

bility he is entitled.
'' The deponent (Maxwell) further

saith, that the three first days and nights of the present
rebellion it was generally observed that no cock crew, nor

any dog was heard to bark—no, not when the rebels came
in great multitudes unto the Protestants' houses by night,
to rob and murder them ; and about three or four nights
before the six-and-fifty persons were taken out of the depo-
nent's house and drowned, and amongst them the depo-
nent's brother, lieutenant Maxwell, in the dark of the

moon, about one of the clock at night, a light was observed
in manner of a long pillar to shine for a long way through
the air, and refracted upon the north gable of the house.

It gave so great a light about an hour together, that divers

of the watch read both letters and books of a very small
character thereby. The former (about the cocks and

dogs) the deponent knoweth to be most true by his own
experience ; the latter was seen by all those of the depo-
nent's family, and by all those of the Irish guard." So
much for what Dean Maxwell saw with his own eyes, and
with those of his family. As to his hearsay evidence, here
is a specimen :

^' The deponent further saith, that it was
common table-talk among the rebels, that the ghosts of

Wm. Fullarton, Tim. Jeffrey, and most of those [accord-

ing to him about 180] who were thrown over Portadown
bridge, were daily and nightly seen to walk upon the river,
sometimes singing of psalms, sometimes brandishing of

naked swords, and sometimes screeching in the most
hideous and fearful manner Their own priests and
friars could not deny the truth thereof; but as oft as it

was b}^ deponent objected unto them, they said it was but
a cunning sleight of the devil to hinder this great work of

propagating the Catholic religion, and of killing of here-

tics, or that it was wrought by witchcraft. The deponent
lived within thirteen miles of the bridge, and never heard

any man so much as doubt thereof; however, the depo-
nent obligeth no man's faith, in regard he saw it not with
his own eyes, otherwise he had as much certainty as could

morally be required of such a matter." Now, as the dean
did not see the massacres any more than the ghosts, and
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as he liad for the latter as much evidence as could morally
be required, whilst for the former he only alleges some

intuitively absurd calculations, said to be made by the

priests in general, it is quite clear that we cannot believe

his testimony about the massacres without also believing
in the ghosts, the preponderating evidence being decidedly
in favour of the latter. Besides, we must not doubt his

own direct testimony, that before the insurrection puritan
cocks would not crow, and covenanting dogs ceased to

bark ;
and certainly we have no such hearsay evidence

for any other fact as for the pillar of light, which was seen

by fifty-six persons, who then constituted his family, and

by divers of the watch, who read by it both letters and
books of a very small character during the dark of the

moon at one o'clock at night, on the 19th or 20th of Octo-

ber. It is scarcely necessary to remind the reader of

Warner's declaration, who was a Protestant minister, and
seems to have carefully perused all the depositions, that

*'the whole nmmber of persons killed in two years after

the insurrection broke out, upon positive evidence,
amount to only two thousand one hundred and nine.

Carte (p. 177.) computes the entire English settled in

Ulster at 20,000, and all the Scots at 100,000 ; so that had
all the English and Scotch—man, woman, and child—•

been killed, they would not have amounted to within

34,000 of those sworn by Maxwell to have been murdered
in four months. Besides, of the 20,000, several thousands,
and six thousand, and others were saved: so that the

remnant must be very inconsiderable. Of the 100,000
Scots we are certain that, for the first four months, not

very many could have been slain in open war, and it does
not appear by any credible evidence that even one fell in

any other way. Carte says, that at the commencement of

the insurrection
"
the Irish"'*' published a proclamation

that, on pain of death, no Scotchman should be molested
in body, goods, or lands.

"^ Temple acknowledges that

this proclamation was for a time observed. Besides,
^'
the

Scots were 40,000 well armed men at the time the rebel-

lion commenced, whilst the rebels were at least by half less

numerous, and armed with few better weapons," says
Temple, (p. 79.) "than scythes, staves, and pitchforks."
Welbank and others report to the house of commons that,

* Carte 1. 177.
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in the beginning, the rebels were unsuccessful." We have

already proved, on the testimony of Protestants, that mas-
sacre formed no part at least in the early stages of the
insurrection ; and the report of the parliamentary commis-

sioners, who, with all their ingenuity and powers of exag-
geration, could not swell the total number of killed in

eleven years beyond ten thousand three hundred and two,
is decisive evidence of the base and barefaced perjury of

this Dean Maxwell.
In the beginning of the insurrection we have shown,

from the concurrent testimony of Protestant writers, that

the Irish contemplated no massacre ; and when the rebel-

lion spread from Ulster through the other parts of the

kingdom, so far was any such project from being enter-

tained by the Catholics, and especially by the clergy, who,
as may have been observed in the extracts which we gave
from the evidence of the massacre, have been particularly

charged with it, that in a congregation of the archbishops,

bishops, and inferior clergy, held at Kilkenny, in May,
1642, excommunication was denounced against all of their

communion ''who either had from the beginning of the

war, or should afterwards in the course of it, murder, dis-

member, or grievously strike ; all thieves, unlawful spoilers
of any goods, and all such as should invade the possessions
or goods, spiritual or temporpal of any Irish Protestant,
not being their adversary.

^^
So conscious were they

that their body were guilty of no general massacre,
that in the following year, 1643, they petitioned the king
that all murders of both sides should be examined into, and
the actors in them should be exempted from all acts of

indemnity. Curry has proved, by the evidence of Protes-
tant writers, (p. 184 and following) that the actions of the

Catholics, clergy as well as laity, con-esponded witlrtheir

professions, and that the war was conducted on their

part, notwithstanding the violent provocation which they
received, with the greatest forbearance and humanity.!

* Borlase (112) says that Sir William Cole was successful in the counties

Fermanagh, Tyrone, Monaghan, Cavan, Leitrim, Siigo, and Donegal, and that
from October 164 J to some time in 1642, he killed of the rebels above two thousand
four hundred swordsmen, and seven thousand of the ^^llgar sort. After tips rate
he says, p. 113, the English in all parts fought.

+ Sir Phelim O'Neill is almost the only Irish chief accused of barbarity. He is

charged with ha\ing given orders for killing Lord Caulfield on seizing his estate
of Charlemont, although he was so highly provoked at that villainy, that dis-

covering six of its authors, February 1642, he ordered them to be hanged and
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It is now necessary that we should direct attention to the

lords justices Parsons and Borlase, to Cromwell, and the

other principal agents of the Puritans. We have already
seen hy what iniquitous means Parsons and Borlase kindled

the insurrection in Ulster ; and we must now briefly state

by what ingenuity they managed to spread the flame

through the other provinces. On the 23rd of October, the

very day on which the insurrection broke out, they issued a

proclamation ordering all persons who were not dwellers in

the city to leave it within one hour, under pain of death to

be presently executed upon them. The lords and gentry of

the pale being thus, as it were, driven into the hands of the

rebels, demanded of the lords justices arms to defend
themselves. They ordered only three hundred stand to

the county of Louth, which was by far the most exposed to

danger ; and even this order was remanded before they were

given, and five hundred stand more were retaken within
one week of their delivery. They were thus left without any
means of defence to the mercy of the insurgents, and the lords

justices, so late as the middle of November, forbade them to

seek security in Dublin under pain of death. Yet, on the
3rd of December they issued a summons for the lords and
gentry of the pale to attend in Dublin on the 8th—within
a fortnight of the time when they had prohibited them to

go there under pain of death, and within three weeks of
that in which they had declared their total distrust of them
by withdrawing their arms. But lest these circumstances
should not be sufficient to prevent the lords of the pale
from coming to DubHn, whose hatred of the native Irish
the lords justices well knew, "Sir Charles Coote," says
Carte, (i. 258.) "immediately after his inhuman executions
and promiscuous murders of people in Wicklow, was made
governor of Dublin at the very time of sending out the
summons to the lords of the pale.'' Moreover, on the 7th
of December, (the day before that appointed for the assem-
bly) the same author informs us that "a party of foot being

afterwards belieaded. Finding the royal seal in Charlemont, he caused it to be
tixeu to a forged commission from the king. Carlyle is charitable enough to
charge all the Catholics with this forgery, although it is never again alluded to
either in the declaration of the Ulster Catholic, nor in the remonstrance from Ca-
van,publishedin this very year (1041,) nor in the manifestos published at Tyrone
and Kilkenny. It is Sir Phelim's own act, which proves his opinions of the
devoted loyalty of the Irish in spite of persecution, and whatever crime he may
have committed by the original fraud, was atoned for by his noble conduct in
16.V2, for he then refused to accuse his majesty, although that would have saved
his life.
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sent out into the neighbourhood of Dublin in quest of some
robbers that had plundered a house at Buskin, came to the

village at Santry, and murdered an innocent husbandman
and other innocent persons, (whose heads they brought
into the city in triumph, and among which were one or
two Protestants,) under pretence that they harboured and
relieved the rebels. Hard was the case of the country
people at this time, when, not being able to prevent parties
of robbers and rebels breaking into their houses, and
taking refreshments there, this should be decreed a trea-

sonable act, and sufficient to authorize a massacre. Only
three of the lords attended on the 8th, the remainder send-

ing a letter on the 10th that they could not trust their per-
sons in Dublin, on account of the threats held out against
them, and the massacre at Santry. On the 14th another
summons was issued for them to assemble on the 17th,
and assuring them of safet}^ : but on the very same day a

party of soldiers under Coote was sent out,
**

who,'' says
Carte, (i. 246.) fell upon Clontarf, which belonged to Mr.

King, (who was all this while absent from thence at

Swords,) and burnt his tenants' houses and goods, not

sparing even his mansion-house, under pretence that some
of the goods taken by robbery out of the (wrecked) bark
had been carried thither in his absence." This Mr. King
was one of the gentlemen kindly invited to Dublin, whither,
if he retained any regard for his neck, it is clear he would
not go. At length the lords justices succeeded ;

'*
their

violent measures," proceeds Carte,
'* and threats of extir-

pation terrifying and making the nobility and gentry of

English race desperate, hurried them, in spite of their

animosity against the old Irish, into insurrection."
''

It was the middle of December," Carte informs us, (i.

264.) "before anyone gentleman in the province of Munster

appeared to favour the rebellion ; many of them had shown
themselves zealous to oppose it, and had tendered their

services to that end. Lord Muskery, who had married a
sister of the Earl of Ormonde's, offered to raise 1000 men
at his own charge ; and if the state could not supply them
with arms, he was ready to raise money upon his estate to

buy them." These offers were, of course, all rejected.
Sir W. St. Leger and Captain Paisley marched through
Tipperary and Waterford, according to the same author,

robbing, killing, and hanging innocent persons by whole-
sale. Several of the chief nobility and gentry waited on
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the president, St. Leger, and '*
observed how generally

the people were exasperated by those inconsiderate crnel-

ties, running distractedly from house to house ; and that

they were on the point of gathering together in great num-

bers, not knowing what they had to trust to, or what was

likely to be their fate ; and they declared that they were

ready to secure the peace of the county. The president
answered in a hasty and furious manner, that they were

all rebels, and that he thought it more prudent to hang
the best of them.'' He proceeded with his massacres;
and the people having no alternative between taking up
arms and submitting to be hanged, chose the former on
the last day of December, 1641.

The insurrection did not commence in Connaught until

the middle of December. In May the Earl of Clanrickarde

(a Catholic) succeeded in bringing back Galway to sub-

mission ; and as his influence was very great, he would
doubtless have succeeded in the same way with the whole

province. This would spoil sport ; and so
'"
the lords jus-

tices would not hear of any cessation with the rebels : they
absolutely disliked his lordship's receiving the submission,
and granting his protection to the town of Galway, and
sent him express orders to receive no more submissions
from any persons whatever, but to prosecute the rebels

and all their adherents, harbourers, and relievers, with
fire and sword. To prevent the like submissions and pro-

tections, they issued out a general order to the commanders
of all garrisons, not to presume to hold any correspon-
dence, treaty, intelligence, or intercourse with any of the
Irish papists dwelling or residing in any place near or
about their garrisons, or to give protection, immunity, or

dispensation from spoil, burning, or other prosecution of
war to any of them ; but to prosecute all such rebels, har-

bourers, or relievers of rebels from place to place, with fire

and sword, according to former commands and proclama-
tions in that behalf." If this be not an order for extermi-

nation, we know not what the word means.
A scheme was presented to the English parliament so

early as the 1st of February, 1642, by *'the adventurers''
of London, in which they offer to raise money for the war,
provided two milhons and a half acres out of the ten mil-
lions of profitable lands which they calculate will be confis-

cated at the end of the war, be given to them. As there
are only nineteen millions of acres in all Ireland, and as.
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according to Sir William Petty, not more than two-thirds
of these were then called profitable lands, it is evident
that this scheme embraced the confiscation of every acre
in the kingdom except what was held by Protestants. We
are glad to see the name of Oliver Cromwell among the
*'
adventurers," and that the lords justices. Parsons and

Borlase, wrote privately to the speaker that their claims

might be considered, and that they might get a competent
grant of the rebels' lands. The parliament immediately
acquiesced in the proposal of the undertakers ; and thus
all the lands of the Catholics were confiscated at the very
first outbreak in Ireland, although Sir W. Petty admits that

not one-seventh of the landed proprietors ever joined in the

rebellion. The lords justices commenced immediately,
and pursued vigorously, these two great works of confisca-

tion and extermination. Indictments were found against
Lord Dunsaney, Sir John Netterville, and above 07ie thou-
sand others, by a grand jury, in the space of two days.
The Catholics complained that some jurors were me-
naced, that parts of the forfeited estates were promised
to others. There is a memorandum by the Marquis of

Ormonde, dated April 23rd, 1643, to this efibct :

"
There

was then a letter read at the board from a person who
claimed great merit to himself in getting some hundreds
of gentlemen indicted, and the rather for that he had laid

out sums of money to procure witnesses to give evidence
to a jury for the finding those indictments. This was an
intimate friend of Sir William Parsons, and might very well

know that such methods would be approved by him."
(Carte, i. 423.) This was finding verdicts by steam.

*'

Sup-
pose," says the author of the Vindicise, "thejury sate twelve
hours each day, from^ six in the morning till six in the

evening, without obeying any of the calls of hunger, it

was at the rate offori i/-
two bills in an hour, or two everj/

three minutes,'' It was thus they disposed of the lives

and fortunes of the principal nobility and gentry of Ire-

land.

We have seen that, so early as the 8th of December,
1641, and before the rebellion was at all general, the Eng-
lish parliament had passed an act never to tolerate the

Catholic religion in Ireland. The lords justices not only
commanded all priests to be killed wherever they were

found, which was accordingly done : but, together with
the council, they issued the following order to the Gene-
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ral, Lord Oniioncle, on the 23r(l of February, 1642 : /' It is

resolved, that it is fit his lordship do endeavour with his

majesty's forces to wound, kill, slay, and destroy all the

said rebels and their adherents and relievers, by all the

ways and means he may ; and burn, destroy, spoil, waste,

consume, and demolish all the places, towns, and houses

where the said rebels are or have been relieved and har-

boured, and all the hay and corn there, and kill and

destroy all the men there inhabiting able to bear arms."
The order for burning and destroying is universal—that

for kilhng is confined to men able to bear arms ; but, as

was to be expected, the executioners of this satanic order

did not spare the women or children. This surely satis-

fied the cravings for revenge of the Ban ghosts. Octo-

ber 24th, 1644, the Lords and Commons assembled in the

parliament of England ''do declare that no quarter shall be

given to any Irishman, or to any papist born in Ireland,
which shall be taken in hostility against the parliament,
either upon the sea, or within the kingdom or dominion of

Wales ; and therefore do order and ordain that the lord

general, lord admiral, and all other officers and com-
manders both by sea and land, shall except all Irishmen
and all papists born in Ireland out of all capitulations,

agreements, and compositions hereafter to be made with
the enemy, and shall, upon the taking of every such Irish-

man or papist born in Ireland as aforesaid, forthwith put
every such person to death.'' Kecollect, this ordinance is

not against rebels, but Irishmen who shall dare to fight
for the king against the puritanic (or satanic ?) parliament.
A curious gloss to this parliamentary text is supplied by
the conduct of the Puritans after the battle of JSTaseby,
where

*'

they slew above one hundred Irishwomen, some
of them the wives of officers of quality, on the ground that

they were Irishm^Ti in arms. Will it be behoved that

Carlyle justifies the order of parliament, and excuses the
cold-blooded slaughter of the women?""' The puritan
sailors vied with^ the soldiers in their cruelty to the Irish ;

for when Captain Willoughby was bringing to the king
150 men from the Marquis of Ormonde, the ship was taken

* Prince Rupert thought differently, for wlien the Irish prisoners taken at
Shrewsbury were murdered after quarter given, he immediately ordered an
equal number of his prisoners to be put to death, and he wrote to the scoundrels
who wished to justify themselves by the ordinance of parliament, that he would
act in the same manner on every similar provocation.
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by Captain Swanley, and seventy of the soldiers were
thrown overboard because they were Irish. In the com-
mons' journals (iii. 517.) occurs this entry:

'^

June, 1644,

Captain Swanley was called into the house of commons,
and had thanks given him for his good service and a chain
of gold of £200. value, and Captain Smith, his vice-admi-

ral, another chain of £100. value.''
" The Earl of War-

wick," says Clarendon, (ii. 478.) and the officers under him
at sea, as soon as they made any Irish prisoners bound
them back to back, and threw them overboard ;" and he

adds, that in this manner very man^^ perished daily.
But who shall be able to paint the atrocities which were

perpetrated in Ireland ? Leland acknowledges that, in

executing the lords justices' orders,
''
the justices them-

selves declare that the soldiers slew all persons promis-
cuously, not sparing the women, and sometimes not the

children."
*^

I have heard," says Dr. Nalson, (ii. Intro-

duction, vii.) ''a relative of my own, who was captain in

that service, relate that no manner of compassion or dis^

crimination was shown either to age or sex, but that the

little children were promiscuously sufferers with the guilty ;

and that if any who had some grains of compassion repre-
hended the soldiers for their unchristian inhumanity, they
would scoffingly reply,

*

Why, nits will be lice;' and so

would despatch them." Lord Ossory—the bitter enemy
of the Catholics—says, in a letter to the Earl of Ormonde,
that

^'
the lord president of Munster, St. Leger, causes

honest men and women to be most execrably executed ;

and amongst the rest caused a woman great with child to

be ripped up, and three babes to be taken out of her

womb, and then thrust every one of the babes with weapons
through their little bodies." Whitelock (412) says:
*'
Their friars and priests were knocked on the head pro-

miscuously." "'.Such indeed," says Warner, *'was the

tenor of all their (the lords justices') orders—for they own
it in their letters—that the soldiers, in executing these

orders, murdered all persons that came in their way pro-

miscuously, not sparing the women, and sometimes not

the children."

The Catholics, being forced into the war, carried it on
with such spirit and success, that on the 8th of May, 1643,
the lords justices confessed that they "then found the

royal army suffering under unspeakable extremities of

want of all things necessary to the support of their persons.
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or maintenance of a war; and that they had no visible

prospect by sea or land of being able to preserve the king-
dom for his majesty, from ntter destruction of the remnant
of his good subjects there/' Yet the Catholics were so

far from retaliating their cruelties on their enemies, that

they foolishly and wickedly allowed them time to recruit

by signing a cessation on the 15th of September, 1642, by
which they gained nothing, and lost not only the present

glorious opportunity of terminating the war, but sent many
thousands of their best men to reinforce his majesty's
army. Nothing could equal the uproar which was raised

on this occasion by the undertakers, the Puritans and the

Covenanters. Was the confiscation and extermination,
after all, not to take place ?

^' As soon as Monroe had
received an account of the cessation being concluded, he
fell upon the Irish peasants who were getting in their har-

vest in great security, as no longer thinking of an enemy,
and made a great slaughter among them.'' (Vindicise,

419.) Inchiquin revolted to the parliament in Munster ;

and "
having drawn together an army (at Cashel), and

hearing that many priests and gentry thereabouts had
retired with their goods into the church of that city, he
stormed it, and put three thousand of them to the sword,
taking the priests even from under the altar." The Catho-
lics however, notwithstanding that they were now far more
powerful than their enemies, bore these violations in the

hopes of obtaining liberty of conscience. Ormonde was
all this time carrying on his intrigues with the Scots and
Puritans ; and in 1647 basely and treacherously delivered

up Dublin to the parliament. His own letter, which is

given by Curr^^, (334—5.) proves that he not only was not

privately, as Carlyle says, urged by the king to surrender
Dublin to the rebels of the parliament, but that he knew
—what was indeed obvious enough— that his majesty
would regard this as an act of treachery ; and he therefore

begs him to suspend his judgment until he should be able

to explain the matter to him. For delivering up Dublin
and all the king's garrisons, his ordinance, ammvmition,
and stores, Ormonde was to receive the sum of thirteen

thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven pounds. But
for this treacherous act of his, the Parliamentarians never
could have recovered themselves in Ireland ; for, in the

preceding year, the peerless Irish chief, Owen Roe O'Neill—the soul of valour and of honour—had^ with a far inferior
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force, annihilated the army of Monroe at Benbhurb, where
more than three thousand of the Scots were left dead
on the ground, with the loss of only seventy on the part of

the Irish. Had this officer been able to take the field with
his veteran and victorious army when Cromwell came to

Ireland in 1649, history would now record the glorious
Irish revolution instead of the execrable Irish rebellion of

1641. Alas ! he was then ill of the disease of which he

shortly after died—whether by poison or otherwise is un-
certain. His troops, though deploring the absence of their

favourite general, demanded Ormonde to lead them from

Kilkenny against Cromwell ; but that monster had retreat-

ed, and thus eluded them. The only place they ever mea-
sured swords with him was at Clonmel, where there were

only twelve hundred of them under Hugh O'Neill, and
there Cromwell lost two thousand men in the first assault,
which taught him never to make another; nor did he
take the place until after a blockade of two months, when
the garrison withdrew, their ammunition and provisions

being totally exhausted. It was not by force of arms, but

by treachery—b}^ dissensions, especially of the nuncio and
the southern Catholics—by the defection of the Protestant

army of Munster, and the base surrender of all its chief

garrisons, that Cromweirs army was saved from ruin.

Poor unhappy Ireland has always been the victim of

the mutual animosity of her own children.

We shall not stoop to argue with the miserable author of

the Cromwelliad, who justifies all Oliver's Irish butcher}'.
*'

Oliver Cromwell," he says, (vol. i. p. 453,)
^'
did believe

in God's judgment ; and did not believe in the rose-water

plan of surgery ; which in fact is this editor's case too."

And p. 454, he calls Cromwell ''
an armed soldier terribly

conscious tvO himself that he is the soldier of God the Just

. . . doing God's judgment on the enemies of God." Such

blasphemy ! It is only equalled by Cromwell himself, who
wishes that the glory of his Drogheda massacre may be

given to God alone. There is no new light thrown on
Cromwell's bloody career in Ireland, either in his own let-

ters or Carlyle's notes. We shall only give one instance

of the conduct of this soldier of God the Just, and then we
shall dismiss the Cromwelliad and its author with (to bor-

row an expression from his own farewell sentence) a slight
kick

**
a jt?05^emH." The instance we have selected is

the terrible one of Drogheda, and we can truly say to the
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reader ex uno disce omnes.
*' The assault was given/^ says

Carte, (ii. 84) "and his (Cromwell's) men twice repulsed;
but in the third attack Colonel Wall being unhappily killed

at the head of his regiment, his men were so dismayed
thereby, as to listen, before they had any need, to the enemy
offering them quarter; admitting them upon those terms, and

thereby betraying themselves and their fellow citizens to

slaughter." All the officers and soldiers of Cromwell's army
promised quarter to such as would lay down their arms, and

performed it as long as any place held out, which encou-

raged others to yield. But when they had once all in their

power and feared no hurt that could be done them, Crom-
well gave orders that no quarter should be given, so that

his soldiers were forced, many of them against their will, to

kill their prisoners. The brave governor Sir A. Aston, Sir

E. Veniey, the colonels Warren, Fleming, and Byrne,
were killed in cold blood, and indeed all the officers except
some few of least consideration that escaped by miracle.

The Marquis of Ormonde, in his letters to the king and
Lord Byron, says,

"
that on this occasion Cromwell ex-

ceeded himself, and anything he had ever heard of, in

breach of faith and bloody inhumanity; and that the

cruelties exercised there for five days after the town was
taken, would make as many several pictures of inhumanity
as are to be found in the book of martyrs, or in the relation

of Amboyna." Leland (vol. iii. 350) adds to the above,
*' For five days the hideous execution was continued with

every circumstance of horror. A number of ecclesiastics

was found within the walls ; and Cromwell, as if imme-
diately commissioned to execute divine vengeance on these
ministers of idolatry, ordered his soldiers to plunge their

weapons into the helpless wretches. Some few of the gar-
rison contrived to escape in disguise. Thirty persons only .

remained unslaughtered by an enemy glutted and op-
pressed by carnage ; and these were instantly transported
as slaves to Barbadoes." This man was not the minister
of a just God, but he was evidently ambassador to Ireland
from the court of his highness the devil. His immediate
successors were almost as treacherous, crafty, and cruel as
their masters—^Cromwell and Satan. About 1652-3, Lau-
rence (quoted in the Vindicia), 129) declares that *'the plague
and famine had so swept away whole countries, that a man
might travel twenty or thirty miles without seeing a living-
creature—man, beast, or bird Our soldiers would tell

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 9
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stories of tlie place where they saw a smoke I have seen
those miserable creatures plucking stinking carrion out of a

ditch, black and rotten, and have been credibly infomied
that they digged corpses out of the grave to eat an officer

commanding a party of horse, who hunting for tories in a
dark night, saw a light which they discovered to be a
ruined cabin, and peeping at the window saw a fire of wood
and a company of miserable old women and children sitting
round about it, and betwixt them and the fire a dead corpse

lay broiling, which as the fire roasted they cut off coUops
and eat.'' The whole nation was not extirpated, because
that was found impossible. According to Petty there

were only one half million destroyed out of a popula-
tion of a million two hundred thousand Roman Catholics.

The seven hundred thousand who remained alive were

disposed of thus: (Clarendon's Life, vol. ii. p. 116)
'^
There was a large tract of land, even to the half of the

province of Connaught, that was separated from the rest

by a long and a large river, and which, by the plague and

many massacres, remained almost desolate. Into this space
and circuit of land they required all the Irish to retire

by such a day, under penalty of death; and all who
should after that time be found in any other part of the

kingdom—man, woman, or child—should be killed by any
one who saw them. The land within this circuit, the

most barren in the kingdom, was, out of the grace and
mercy of the conquerors, assigned to those of the nation
who were inclosed in such proportions as might with

great industry preserve their lives. In this same year,
1652, the parliament commissioners, Fleetwood, Ludlow,
and Jones, published the 27th Elizabeth by public procla-
mation in Ireland, ^Svhereby eveiy Homish priest so

found was deemed guilty of rebellion, and sentenced to be

hanged until he was half dead, then to have his head taken
off and his body cut in quarters ; his bowels to be drawn out
and burnt ; and his head fixed upon a pole in some public

place. "^ By the same act, the punishment of those who
entertained a priest was to be hanged, together with the

confiscation of all their goods and chattels. Even the

private exercise of the Catholic religion w\as made a

capital crime; and in 1557 the punishment of
^'
confiscation

and death was denounced against all those, who knowing
where a priest was hid, did not make discovery to the

government." It is surely a matter for which the Catholics
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of Ireland ought to be grateful to God, that they
^'
have

increased and multiplied in spite of persecutions, and that

within less than two centuries from the period we have

described, they have grown from seven hundred thousand
to nearly seven millions.

We shall borrow the concluding sentences of this long
nrticle from Doctor Samuel Johnson. The unnatural state

of Ireland, where the minority prevailed over the majority,
of which he so feelingly complained in 1773, is still perpe-
tuated in almost every thing, but more especially in the

Church establishment of 1846. His opinion of the purita-
nical and covenanting governments of Ireland is widely
different from that of the author of the Cromwelliad,''" and
yet in our poor opinion, Sam Johnson was as great a man,
as learned an historian, and as sound a philosopher, as ever
Thomas Carlyle is likely to be.

" The Irish are in a most
unnatural state, for we see there the minority prevailing-
over the majority. There is no such instance, even in the
ten persecutions, as that which the Protestants of Ireland
have exercised against the Catholics. Did we tell them
we conquered them it would be above-board; to punish
them by confiscations and other penalties was monstrous
injustice." Boswell ad annum, 1773.

Art. TV.—Sessio qiiarta Concilii Tndentini Vindicata, sou

Introductio in Scriptural deutero-Canonicas veteris Testa-

mentis in ires partes divisa perSacerdotem A/oijsium Vincenzi,
in Romano Archigifmnasio literarum Hebraicarum Pro-

fessoreni. Romae : 1842—4. Octavo.

THE work before us was written (we have been told)
with a special view to the English : whether, there-

* It hfis been suj^gested to us that tlie Cromwolliad must have been meant not
to contain facts but fictions, that it is a huge practical joke from beginning to
end, by which he wished to pay tlie Irish not in kind but in quantity for all the
jokes they have played off since the invasion of Henry tlie Second. If this,
which we deem not at all improbable, be the true solution, may Ave beg that
Mr. Carlyle will imitate the artist who when he painted an ass wrote under it,*•
this be a donkey."
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fore, it be looked upon as an appeal to those who are

aliens from the Catholic Church, or as a help to those

who would win these aliens to her, it has in either case

some claim upon the attention of the English public. The
whole structure of the book, as well as the reference it

makes to certain Anglican divines, bears testimony to

the truth of the aforesaid report. We niay hope then

that our estranged brethren will be well disposed towards
the work of a learned priest, who has thus directed his

labours towards the achievement of a great blessing to

themselves, especially when that priest is an Italian, and
not bound to them by the ties which might operate with

an Englishman, but influenced only by charitable feeling
in the work he has undertaken.
We shall attempt (with a view to recommending the

work to the perusal of English readers) to give some
account of its contents, to state the argument in favour
of the deutero-canonical books, whether from our own
ideas or from the professor's, to point out some of the
chief arguments against them, and the successful answer
to some of them made by the professor, and lastly to

offer some few remarks upon the importance of having
such studies prosecuted by Catholics.

Professor Vincenzi divides his book into three parts : the
first of these treats of the argument to be drawn from indi-

vidual fathers, from councils, and from encyclical epistles :

the second discusses the proofs to be drawn from the opi-
nions of Jews and from coins and other antiques illus-

trating the history contained in these Scriptures : the third

treats of the deutero-canonical books one by one, and off*ers

observations in proof of the genuineness of each, from
historical, theological, or other grounds. The objections
which occur in the pursuit of any of these lines of argu-
ment are answered as the author advances, which is per-

haps the most satisfactory mode of procedure in a work of

this nature. But we who are writing a review, and not a
book, mean to throw the objections against these Scrip-
tures together, and to keep the arguments in favour of them
together likewise : we shall set to work, with the professor's

leave, in our own w^ay ; availing ourselves of his valuable
materials as we need them. As a preliminary, however,
to so doing, we shall say a few words more about the
contents of the work before us, finding specks and blemishes

egregio in corpore where we fancy we see them.
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The argument from the holy fathers is treated upon a

phin which is, we believe^ entirely new, and available we

imagine, since Mr. Newman's book upon developments,
for other theological discussions. The plan is this: the

fathers are examined, not in ages, but in Churches ; and
thus the witness of each Church is put before us, its early
tendencies and its subsequent fuller development, in favour

of the books in question, or against them if such is the

case. This furnishes a ready answer to a fallacy which

might otherwise entrap people ; it might be said, for in-

stance, that a witness against the deutero-canonical books
could be found in this, that, and the other early age ; but
when it appears that this witness comes almost exclusively
from Palestine, the case is altered : it is plain that the line

to which Christians were driven in fighting with Jews, is

not a fair sample of their real belief They opposed the
Jews with the Jewish canon, and so we presume the most
determined ultramontane in the world would do novv-a-

da^^s : but when you want to know what his own belief on
the subject is, you must look to his controversial writings
(say) with Jansenists, who admit the canonicity of the

Scriptures in question, just as the Arians did when St.
Athanasius or St. Basil entered into controversy with them.
You must consider what Catholics of old did when they
spoke naturallyupon any subject, and not what they did when
they were precluded from so speaking. Now the method
adopted by the professor enables you to see the influence of
the moral atmosphere, in which some of the holy fathers

lived, upon their language touching these books—enables

you to contrast it with that of others who spoke and wrote
in an unconstrained way on the subject. But to this we
must revert by and by.

There is, we think, one fault in regard to the Signer
Vincenzi's quotations, which we shall do well to notice

here, and that is, that he does not classify them sufficiently.
What we mean is, that there are passages, and those very
numerous, in which the fathers cite these Scriptures in
direct proof of doctrine, while there are other passages in
which they have no such direct bearing, but are used
rather as illustrations. Now it is plain to every fair mind
that the former kind of passages give a colour to the latter
kind. If an author used twenty texts from the book of
Ecclesiasticus as illustrations, and one only as a proof of

<loctrine, the latter case would show how he came to be
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SO familiar witli tlie book as to quote it so often in the
former case. We are no great readers of Mr. Gerard
Noel's tracts, but we fancy he would not quote any of the
deutero-canonical books in this way, which is very natural,

seeing he does not account them canonical. But when
St. Athanasius quotes Baruch"''" along with St. John and St.

Paul, and presently adds,
'^

if they agree with us that the

sayings of Scripture are divinely inspired,'^ and then recurs

to Baruch again,—such a passage, even if it were the

only one m St. Athanasius of the same kind, would throw
a light upon all the rest of his quotations from the Scrip-
tures before us. We imagine then that some discrimina-

tion between passages of this and of any other kind, would
have increased the weight of the whole amount of quota-
tions. Were we to specify the division of passages which
would have pleased us, we perhaps should have fixed upon
a fourfold one into passages, 1. Where these books are

simply quoted: 2. Where they are styled Holy Writ:
3. Where they are quoted as somewhat which requires to

be reconciled with passages out of the proto-canonical
books : and 4. Where they are alleged either alone, or in

conjunction with other Scriptures in direct proof of doc-

trine. This procedure would be, we think, ftiirer in the

eyes of a Protestant, while it would give Catholics a bet-

ter notion of what their weapons are, and how they were to

handle them. They would then have found the texts of

the fathers, like the armour in some ancient hall, not only

grouped together in their own respective circles and de-

vices, but arranged so as to enable them to see at once
which was best fitted for inflicting a mortal wound, and
which for finishing the struggle of the enemy.
But to return to our more peaceful warfare, which

aims at the life not the death of its adversary,—the

professor goes through the different Churches one by
one, beginning with the Roman, as that which early took

the lead of all others. We do not mean to go through
them all with him, but shall content ourselves with spe-

cifying things of interest here and there, in order to have
more room for our main objects. Suffice it to say of

them all, that the inquiry is pursued to the end of the

fifth century. Perhaps out of all the Churches whose

testimony is examined, the African affords the most use-

* De Deer. 815. Oxf. Trans, p. 24—5.
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fill specimen of our purpose here. There is good reason

to think that the early Latin, or Italic version as it is

called, took its rise in Africa, as Dr. Wiseman has endea-

voured to show, (quoted p. QQ, note.) The very tenacity

with which St. Augustin held to it is a kind of proof of

this: it is written in a quaint provincial kind of style; it

makes its appearance at a very early period in Tertullian,

whose own style is by no means discordant with it, but

seems clearly to be the produce of the same soil. In the

copies of this version there in circulation, the deutero-

canonical books were included: it is quoted, and these

books as part of it, by all African writers ; the respect for

these last did not diminish as that for apocryphal works

did, (eg. the book of Enoch,) but increased as time went
on. If it were possible to evade the testimonies of Tertul-

lian or St. Cyprian, or St. Optatus, it would be wholly im-

possible to make St. Augustine, in one sense, the greatest
doctor the Church ever had, appear to favour the Protes-

tant view of the canon. [Several testimonies from him will

be found in pp. 73—7.]

After going through the holy fathers. Professor Yin-
cenzi treats of the councils of the five first centuries, then
of the later doctors and councils considered as witnesses in

favour of the Tridentine canon. From this portion of his

work we shall make some selections by and by. Nor need

any more be done here in the way of index ; it will be bet-

ter to advance towards the more general statement of the

evidence which we proposed to make in the first place.
Now it will appear from what has been already said,

that the work before us deals with the subject chiefly

upon historical evidence. We doubt whether this kind of

evidence is practically the most conclusive that may be

had, assuming, that is, that the book was meant to influ-

ence Protestants or others out of the Catholic Church.
If one tells a man, who knows something of natural his-

tory, an odd fact respecting a beast, bird, plant, or

stone, and urges the testimony of ever so many writers
in favour of the truth of our statement ; we doubt if this

procedure w^ould tell upon him, if disinclined to believe,
half so much, as explaining the fact and showing its con-
formableness to his actually existing knowledge and ad-
mitted principles. Now every body thinks he knows
somewhat of theology, at least as far as concerns his own
eternal welfare—or every one at all events with whom we
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are likely to have to do. What we doubt then, is, whether
testimonies will prove a new point to him, prove it practi-

cally we mean, half as much as what may be called a

priori arguments in its favour ; arguments drawn not from

history, but from what our adversaries themselves already
hold. Let us see then whether we can do anything to

supply the deficiencies of what Signer Vincenzi has said

upon this subject which he has only touched upon.
We presume that all will allow that one man may be in

a better mood (to use the lowest word) for believing than
another. Let us imagine that the seventh chapter of St.

Paul's Epistle to the Corinthians was suspected of not

being canonical, and that an Anglican clergyman on the
eve of being married, and a Catholic priest, each equally
satisfied with his own Church, were discussing its canoni-

city. Of course the former could hardly fail to feel that if

he had been St. Paul he would have written differently ;

it would be an awkward lesson for him to read out in

church, if he had just published his own banns, (a possible
case we presume,) or still more if the lady was there, what-
ever aid emphasis upon one or two words might give him.
The latter would have no untoward feelings of this kind to

get over, but would commence with a prejudice in favour
of the doctrine as it stands, would think it very sufficiently

guarded, and feel that internal evidence was in its favour.

Now we defy any one to deny that a feeling of this sort

would not practically influence his view of the external
evidence also. It would make him more open to small
circumstantial evidences whose weight lies in their collec-

tive force ; more apt to see and catch at confirmative facts;

more immoveable by apparent though isolated difficulties;
this feeling, if we may put it so, would be behind the scenes

prompting him at every embarrassment which occurred.

in short, it may perhaps be allowable to say, that this

feeling would have given birth to St. Paul's language,
had it but the same inspiration to guide it ; whereas we
should be surprised exceedingly if we found the clergyman
on the eve of mamage writing in the way St. Paul does.

Everybody would exclaim,
" How inconsistent !"

Allowance, then, must be made for prejudices of this

kind, or rather prse-judicia, which will operate upon all

post-judicia deducible from matter of fact and historical

argument. It is every thing to get a man at starting to be

prejudiced in favour of the doctrine of a book, if possible.
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and then the proofs from history will strike hini.
^
They

oi^^A^ to strike him before: it is not rational in him not

to be struck with them: but do they, as matter of fact,

strike him while his prejudices are on the wrong side ?

Mj; jiioi
Til Kofiyjr',

aW icv 7r6\ei Act: give me not fine the-

ories, but what will tell with men in practice !

Now, we contend, that if a man will try to get himself

into that tone of mind, in which he shall not even in his

secret heart wish this or any other doctrine of the New
Testament otherwise stated than it is, he will be in a fair

way for believing the canonicity of the Scriptures before

ns. Although one system has a tendency to make a man
dislike portions of the New Testament, and another (the

Cathohc) to make him like them, yet we will allow that some
men may admire more than they practice, even out of the

Church; all we contend is, that when they do once fairly

admire and reverence the higher rule of the New Testa-

ment, the deutero-canonical books will become more ac~

ceptable to them. For the fact is (and this brings ns to

our point) that these books approximate to the New Tes«
tanient in several points ungrateful to men, in proportion
as they are Protestants. Celibacy, almsgiving, and ange-
lical ministration, shall be selected in order to furnish

some illustrations of such approximation to the New Tes-
tament in the books before us.

We take celibacy as a culminating point towards which
several other excellencies, as it were, set their faces. In
ancient times, the prevalence of it was often made a great
note of the divinity of Christ^ s religion ; the scattered

cases of it among the heathen rather bore witness to the

principle, than afforded a sufficient and practical illustration

of it on a large scale. Out of the Church it is generally

unpopular, probably from the entire absence of the grace
which enables men to seek and keep to it. And in the

same way widowhood and conjugal chastity which point in

the direction of celibacy, and are naturally encouraged by
those who encourage the latter, are less thought of and
less prized out of the Church than within her. Never-

theless, both of these are highly commended in the New
Testament ; and so they are also in the deutero-canonical
books. We may be wrong, but confess we cannot imagine
a person who gives his unconstrained consent and admira-
tion to the doctrines of the New Testament upon these

points, not being in a fair way to admit the evidence for
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the canonicity of the Scriptures before us. A few quota-
tions from the latter shall be here put in juxtaposition with
some from the former.

Tob. vi. 17.
" Hi namque qui conjugium ita suscipiunt, utDeum

a se et a sua mente excludant, et sua3 libidini ita vacent, sicut

equus et mulusquibas non esfcintellectus, habeut potestatem dsemo-
nium super eos. Tu autem cum acceperis earn, per tres dies conti-

nens esto ab ea, et nihil aliud nisi orationibus vacabis cum ea

Transacta autem tertia nocte accipies virginem cum timore Domini,
amore filiorum magis quam libidine ductus, ut iu semine Abralite

benedictionem iu filiis consequaris."

We will not urge that we have here St. Austin's doc-
trine of conjugal chastity, nor press upon our readers how
much the whole book centres upon this passage : what we
would rather contend is, that the angel from heaven, who
here speaks to Tobias, does not teach any other doctrine

than St. Paul when he says :

1 Cor. vii. 4, 5.
" Vir sui corporis potestatem non habet sed

mulier. Nolite fraudare invicem, nisi forte ex consensu ad tempus,
ut vacetis orationi et iterum revertimini in idipsum, ne tentet vos

Satanas propter incoutinentiam vestram."

It is plain that, with whatever differences, there is the

same current of thought in these two passages—the same
danger of being under Satan's dominion by unrestrained

indulgence—and the same remedy of prayer is adverted
to. In Judith we find also the doctrine of St. Paul and
the practice of Anna in regard to widowhood fully anti-

cipated. The bewailing of virginity, practised over

Jephtha's daughter, may be taken as a type of the more
ancient spirit (even if condemnation to perpetual virginity
cannot be shown to be the punishment inflicted on her, as

has been thought ere now) ; but this, so far from being a

punishment to Judith, is mentioned as the very ground of

her victory, (cap. xv. 11.) in spite of all the law says of the

duty of the surviving kinsman to marry the widow and
raise up seed to his brother. But to proceed with the

comparison of texts—in Judith viii. 4. we read as follows :

" Erat autem Judith relicta ejus vidua jam annis tribus et men-
sibus sex. Et in superioribus doraus suae fecit sibi secretum cubicu-

lum in quo cum puellis suis clausa morabatur; et habens super
lumbos suos cilicium jejunabat omnibus diebus vit?e su;e pneter
Sabbata et ueomenias et fosta domus Israel. 1 Tim. v. 5. Quaj
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autera vere vidua est et desolata, speret in Deura et instct obse-

crationibus et orationibus nocte ac die" and of those not trulj

widows, he says v. 13,
" otiosoe discunt circuire domes, &c.," the

very opposite this of Judith's " secretum cubiculum." The many-
ino- of these false widows also contrasts forcibly with the account of

Judith in xvi. 2Q :

" Erat autem virtuti castitas adjuncta ita ut

nou cognosceret virum omnibus diebus vitaj suce, ex quo defunctus

est Manasses vir ejus."

We miglit add other passages, or even the whole history

of Susanna, but we shall content ourselves with observing,
that the books of Judith and Esther have a more recon-

dite reference to the glories of virginity, if we look upon
them as typical of the dignity of Mary. Why either one
or the other should be in the canon, must, we have
sometimes fancied, be a puzzle to Protestants : the Catho-
lic Church presents us with a glorious being, whom they
shadow out as clearly as Jonah does Christ. Deny the

allegorical principle, and what business has the history of

Jonah among the prophets ? Admit it, and what can be
clearer types of Mary than those who subdued the enemies
of God's poople, though women ?^

Each, in their way, is a
shadow of the

*'

Virgo prudentissima'" vanquishing the seed
of the serpent.
With respect to almsgiving, it is hard not to say either

too much or too little. The very great stress laid upon
it in the book of Tobias would furnish room for endless

comments ; yet only imagine how sinful such passages
would have seemed to certain persons, not altogether aliens

to Luther's doctrines, if our Lord had not said,
" Date

eleemosynam, et ecce omnia munda sunt vobis;" yet how
naturally does this fall in with the following passages:"
Eleemosyna ab omni peccato et a morte liberat, et non

patiatur animam ire in tenebras." Tob. iv. 11. (Compare
Ecclus. iii. 33, iv. 11, xiv. 13, xvii. 18, xxix. 15.) xii. 9:
**

Eleemosyna a morte liberat, et ipsa est qua3 purgat pec-
cata et facit invenire misericordiam et vitam ^eternam."

Again, in iv. 10, it is said, as a reason for almsgiving,
** Pra)mium bonum tibi thesaurizas in die necessitatis:"
words which remind one of St. Paul's

'^
facile tribuere,

communicare, thesaurizare sibi fundamentum bonum in

futurum, ut apprehendant veram vitam." On the whole a
power is attributed, particularly in the book of Tobias, to
works of mercy of all kinds, much as in the New Testa-

ment; the belief in which power gave birth to many
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immense works of architecture in Catholic times, and has
been expelled by the invasion of such Lutheran principles
as pervade the very core of all forms of Protestantism in

this country. Yet we insist that if the New Testament
doctrine on works of mercy were reinstated fully in men's

minds, it would prejudice them very strongly in favour of

the books before us. We sometimes hope they are pro-

gressing towards such a reinstatement ; but are afraid the

spirit in which an eminent Anglican divine has builded a
fine church at Leeds, is no proof that the belief common
amongst Catholics in regard to almsgiving pervades any
large number out of the Church. In other words, these

last do not realize the New Testament teaching upon the

point, and so feel an insuperable prejudice against the

deutero-canonical books, which preach the doctrine of good
works in a way not to be eluded or mistaken. How many
out of the Church would, of their own accord, have written

(what would flow so naturally from Catholic lips) :

"Verum-
tamen quod 'superest, date eleemosynam et ecce omnia
mnnda sunt vobis?" May they prove more numerous
than we suppose !

In regard to angelical ministration, again we find the

belief and practice of the Church in all ages is such as to

put the mind in a right mood for behoving books, which

uphold it, to be from God. We cannot find that the belief

in guardian angels is at all a commonly received belief out
of the Catholic Church in this country. It is not a staple

part of the people's religion. How can it be, when they
may not be invoked ? when, in fact, the belief has no
channel whatever to flow in ? As well might you expect
the doctrine of patron saints to be commonl}^ received, as

that of guardian angels ! It is true, that such a doctrine

would be recurred to as the key to certain passages in the

New Testament: but that is quite a different thing from

embodying it in daily invocations, and thus practically

convincing the heart of it day by day. In the one case, a

problem occasionally occurring is solved ; in the other,
laith is stayed up while evermore producing its daily
fruit.

^

This being so, it is not to be expected that a book which
treats so fully of angelical ministration as the book of

Tobias, should commend itself a priori to the minds of

Protestants and others as canonical. Yet it is certain

that the New Testament savs: *'Nonneomn^5 sunt ad-
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ministratorii spiritus in ministerium niissi propter eos qni
hsereditatem capient salutis?'* (Heb. i. 14.) not to mention
what onr Lord says. Matt, xviii. 10; or other passages in the

Apocalypse in particular. A person who fairly threw him-
self into the spirit of these passages, could hardly fail to be

willing to receive the book of Tobias. And what we
would assert is, that the Catholic Church teaches her
children doctrines and practices which cannot fail to give
them this wiUingness, the scope for which is to be found in

many instances besides the few we have quoted. Prayers
for the dead have been made an argument against the
second book of Maccabees by those out of the Church ;

but the Church has always taught her children to use

them, and so has put them in a fairer way for believing
the canonicity of that book.*'^"

Now, let it not be said—-" This is all of a piece with the
well-known cunning of vour Church, to habituate people
from their childhood to notions she can work up and turn
to account afterwards. You teach them the* doctrines of
the Apocrypha from early youth, in order to make them
believe those works canonical afterwards.'^ This, though
very proper, if we believe the doctrines ourselves, is not
what we are here fighting for. What we urge is, that the
Church turns the doctrines of the New Testament into a
practical channel, and gives her children vehicles to keep

* The proof of these from the New Testament is not so obviou?, though we
think very satisfactory. We have no room to draw it out here, but the following
outline will show that there are at least as many things Avhich implicitly coun-
tenance the Church's teaching upon this subject, as upon infant baptism. ( 1 .) It is

quite clear from the New Testament, that the state of the dead admits of change
for the better, not indeed a reverse of the state of repi'obation into that of elec-

tion, but an improvement in the state of the elect, an increase of their joy. If
this were not so, Christ would not have preached to the spirits in prison, (for a
strained interpretation of this by St. Austin in one passage is of no weight against
the Church's teaching. See Petav. de Inc. xiii. 18. § 14.) nor would the martyrs,
(Apoc. vi. 10.) pray for "gladios ancipites ad faciendam vindictam in nationi-

bns," (Ps. cxlix. 6.) if their state admitted of no improvement, or their joy of no
increase. And it ought to be added, that the Fathers urged continually that a
capacity for change in this sense of advance, was a characteristic of all creatures
liowever high, and so distinguished them from God the Son. (2.) It is plainly
supposed everywhere in the New Testament, tliat prayer may bring about the
conversion of sinnere. But the conversion of sinners increases the joy of angels;
therefore prayer may increase the joy of the higher spiritual beings, and conse-

quently a portion of the lower, who not having yet paid the utte)-niost farthintr,
may be in the same prison in which the spirits were to whom our Lord preached.
If the Ciuirch shmdd think ever so badly of this argument, those who go by the
Bible only cannot well object to it, as it is no more " a forced interpretatian"
or " an over-refinement," than the pi-oofs alleged commonly for infant baptism.
As for those Avho go by tlie tradition of early ages, (if there really aie any
such,) let tlieni put the teaching of all the Liturgies an<l holy Fathers into

practice every day, and we shall believe them—and they Avill soon believe us.
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tliem alive in ; and by so doing incidentally prejudices
them—to nse the word in its Latin sense, as above—in

fiivonr of the deutero-canonical Scriptures ; makes them,
in fact, beings of such a nature as to be able to receive

her testimony about them when it comes to be put before

them. If other bodies had the grace to work the doctrines
of the New Testament into men's life and practice, as
she does, then they would have the faith to receive these

books.
And here let it be observed, that we have been dealing

with matters of practice rather than of doctrine, properly
so called. St. Jerome is often quoted as an authority for

regarding the books before us as incapable of proving any
doctrine, as useful merely for instruction in life and man-
ners. Of St. Jerome more will be said by and bye ; but
of this opinion let us ask, what it does come to ? Instruc-

tion in life and manners is either authoritative or not : in

either case it is idle to say, this irffci right rule for you to

act by, but .^u shall not be at liberty to reflect upon your
action, and cast the rules you go by into a systematic
form. As well might you say, you shall use the Lord's

prayer if you please, but not argue from it for forgiveness
of injuries. If, then, the rules of life deducible from the

deutero-canonical Scriptures admit of a systematic state-

ment, they involve doctrine upon practical matter. The
Church wants a canon upon these points, as much as upon
points of (what, for distinction's sake, we will call) specu-
lative theology. The Lutheran doctrine of justification

by faith is quite as conscious of the presence of an enemy
when these Scriptures approach it, as the Catholic doc-
trines upon cognate subjects are of the presence of a
friend. It 'is absolute nonsense, then, to contend, in

the sense now-a-days contended for, that these Scriptures
are a rule of life but not of doctrine ; unless you are pre-

pared to say, that they contain instruction on life in no
other sense than a legend or pious novel might do.

^

It is

only eluding the question, whether they are authoritative

instructors or no, which must be decided by appeal to the

Church's teaching, and not by the opinion of a single doc-

tor, even though as eminent as St. Jerome. Granting
that they contain instruction in practical matters only, it

will onl}^ establish an analogy between the structure of the

canon and the growth of a body of doctrine in the Church.
The earlier Scriptures and earlier doctors of the Church
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«Hre concerned mainly with questions on the Godhead;
subsequent Scriptures and subsequent doctors deal more
witli the Incarnation and questions flowing from it ; later

still, both are concerned mainly with moral theology.
Christ "pours out doctrine" in His Church, as He did

prophecy of old—'" Adhuc doctrinam quasi prophetiani

efFundam, et relinquam illam quserentibus sapientiam, et

non desinam in progenies illorum usque in eevum sanc-

tum." Ecclus. xxiv. 46.

But we will go further, and assert that there is much
doctrine upon speculative points contained in these books.

Indeed, we suspect
*

the instruction in life' they give would
not always be very acceptable out of the Church. When
an untoward widow set up a prayer for the dead on a
tombstone in the Isle of Wight, some years back, why
might she not have read the book of Maccabees ^

for in-

struction,' and followed it out? Simply because every

Anglican felt a doctrine was involved—the Church of

England was surprised, as a whole, to find there was no
law against it. That body never taught it, and was
surprised to find it might hold it. Like the proof men-
tioned in Aristotle, that a man knew a thing once because
he has forgotten it now, so was Sir Herbert Jenner's

judgment. No one can pray long for the dead, without

feeling that purgatory is credible ; and so the Church of

England does not recommend praying at all. It feels

that a doctrine uncongenial to its articles is involved in

this practice, and so does not teach the poor to do it,

wdiile it tolerates learned disquisitions about it. But to

illustrate the position that these Scriptures do contain

doctrine, St. Paul says :

**'

Fide Henoch translatus est ne
videret mortem, et non inveniebatur quia transtulit euni
Deus ; ante translationem enim testimonium habuit pla-
cuisse Deo." Ecclus. xliv. 16. '^Henoch placuit Deo et

translatus est in Paradisum," which seems almost quoted
by St. Paul, who argues from the word placuit/' which
does not appear in Genesis. Again, in Heb. i. 3, we have
a plain allusion to Wisdom vii. 26 ;

*

'especially if we com-
pare the Greek texts together, in which (as Professor
Vincenzi remarks, i. 22.) the same Greek words, taken

* This indeed occurs in the Septua;?iiit, if tliat will mend mattors for oui"

opponents, and not rather coniniit them more hopelessly to their old enemy
Tradition.
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from the deuterocanonical Scriptures^ are seen to be used
in the New Testament." So, also, the opening of the
book of Ecclesiasticus throws a Hght upon the passage of
Proverbs viii. 22 :

'' Dominus creavit me in initio viaruni

suarum," (as it used to stand,) upon which the Arian con-

troversy so much hinged ;

*'
Prior omnium creata est

sapientia," &c. all which favours that interpretation of the

passage in Proverbs, which understood it of created wis-

dom, upon which much will be found in Petavius de Trin,
ii. 2. Baruch iii. 36—8*, was cited by almost every writer

against the Arians. The notion of martyrdom as

brought out in the books of Maccabees, might evidently
be urged here as something new, and as paving the way
for christianit^^ But these instances will suffice to show
that doctrine upon speculative theology does occur in the
deutero-canonical books: we give them merely as samples,
and must leave it to those acquainted with the New Tes-
tament to read these books w^ith honest intentions, and
find fresh instances for which we have not room here. All
we hope is, that we have given instances enough to show
that, to a mind thoroughly imbued with New Testament
doctrines, there will be, a priori, a probability that these
books are from God, and a willingness to listen to the evi-

dence for them. We may just add, that the language of
some early Fathers—e. g., St. Justin Martyr, and St.

Clement of Alexandria—seems to us to be drawn from
the books of Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus. This is saying,
in other words, that the Church's earliest essays at scien-

tific language corresponded to the language of what we
have tacitly assumed to be the ultimate preparation for

the Gospel.
Let us now proceed to draw out the historical proof for

the canonicity of these Scriptures, presuming that we have
said enough to make it quite clear that there is such a

thing as a right and a wrong mood for receiving that

evidence.

We find, then, the same kiiid of evidence for these

books as for the rest of Scripture : they are quoted by
almost every Father of every Church in illustration and in

proof of practical and of doctrinal matters, unless some
disturbing cause, hereafter to be specified, interferes to

prevent their beiuGr so quoted. There are not, otherwise,
more occasional passages in the Fathers which tell against
them than against other canonical books : they are more
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quoted than some proto-canonical books, less quoted than

others; e. ^r., Wisdom is more quoted than Esther, less

than the Psalms, Ecclesiasticus is more quoted than

Judges, less than Genesis. If there are no commentaries
on these books by early writers, neither are there upon
Proverbs ; while St. Ambrose wrote, not exactly a com-

mentary but, a treatise upon Tobias. They were trans-

lated as part of the Bible into Greek; and are found, as

Walton notices in his Prolegomena, (cap. ix. § 29,

p. 409, Dathe,) not collected together as in Protestant

JBibles, but mixed with the other books of Scripture, as

in Catholic, in all the oldest manuscripts. Hence, there

is the highest probability that they at one time formed
a portion of the Jewish canon, as they could not else have
been thus incorporated with the Septuagint, unless we
admit the monstrous assumption that some deutero-cano-

nizing (sit verbo venia) Christian corrupted all the copies
of the Septuagint, Jewish and Christian. But upon this

subject we shall do well to quote from Professor Vincenzi,
part ii. p. 29 :

" If the authors of the deutero-canonical books were men of piety
and sincerity, and clinging firmly to the laws of the Hebrews, (on
which Signer V. had been speaking,) why deny to them divine

revelation? Moses says to Joshua, when he asked him to repress
the two elders who prophesied in the camp,

' Why art thou envious

for me? would that all the people prophesied, and that the Lord
would give them His Spirit.' The same answer would I make to

my opponents. Singleness of mind, the honour due to God, the

love of virtue make up, as I have observed, the substance of these

Scriptures. Therein the unity of God is taught, charity to brethren

everywhere commended, therein guiley deceit, and lying are repu-
diated, and in particular, every species of heathen practices, sacri-

fices to their gods, and idolatry are treated with utter scorn.

Therefore we ought to confess that the writers of the same, embued
as they were with this holy doctrine, were divinely inspired, in the
same way as the writers of proto-canonical Scriptures are said to

have been."

We hear much of ^Hhe sublime morality" of the New
Testament, as a proof of its inspiration ; but fear those the

professor is writing for will not allow us to urge this as he
does—yet where does '^the golden rule,

"^
'omnia qusecunque

yultis ut faciunt vobis homines, et facite illis," first occur
in Scripture ? In Tobias we read,

*'
Quod ab alio oderis

fieri tibi, vide ne tu aliquando alteri facias." iv. 16. But,
TOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 10
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not to turn away from our more immediate purpose here,
of course the chances are, that a writer would not use the
subUme morahty against lying and deceit which pervades
these books, if he were palming off a fraud upon the Alex-
andrine Jews. And, by the way, it seems probable"-" that
these Jews had a college in Jerusalem, which would sei've to

keep them in the orthodox path, somewhat as the CoUegio
Inglese might English Catholics, if disposed to err from it.

But there was another safeguard, which our author notices

soon after our last quotation :

" The Egyptian Hebrews had the proto-canonical Scriptures trans-

lated into Greek for their use, and there was in them sufficient

information about their constitution and discipline. Now those

writers would not have done their brethren any service by forging-
other books and doctrines, just the same as those daily read in the

Synagogues It would have been rasher still to defile and corrupt

by fictions and superadded falsehoods the divine proto-canonical

Scriptures. Yet we find this was done [forsooth] by the Alexan-
drine writers, seeing that Barucli goes for one book with the prophet
Jeremiah, and this is proved from the copies of the seventy, on the

testimony of all the ancient fathers ; the same may be said of the

additions to Esther and Daniel, which Jerome allows were found in

his time, inserted in the MSS. of the Septuagint in every part of

the Church."

After some other observations upon the subject, Signer
V. sums up in words we must not omit (p. 34.) :

** From all these considerations, what farther inference are we to

make ? Surely that when the Greek Bible of the Septuagint was m
received and read in the synagogues of the Jews, that the deutero- i

canonical Scriptures were also inserted therein and read by them,
and received and approved as divinely inspired like the proto-
canonical books. For this must certainly be supposed in

regard to those additions which are made to the diverse chapters of

the book of Esther, in the same language and phrase and with per-
fect propriety; in regard to Barucli the Song of three Chil-

dren, &c."

These additions are found in Theodotion, who made his

version at the beginning of the second century, as the pro-
fessor adds^ and also in sundry early Fathers in east and
west.

But, to pursue our statement: the Septuagint was

* See Landau, Geist. u. Sprache der Hebr. fUugte Vorlesung.
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translated very early into Latin; large fragments of

the early version remain, and they include those of

these books which were early cited as Scripture by the

African fathers, in which part of the world this version

])robably was made. Greek and Latin takes in a large

part of the Church "in its purest ages:'' was she then

suffered to be deluded everywhere by the idea that these

books were canonical? Africa unfortunately committed
itself in a council to a strong opinion on the subject, of

which more presently. Let us flee to a remote corner, and
see whether we cannot find some ancient Waldenses pure
and undefiled by this sad and debasing opinion. Will

Syria help us, wherein is Antioch, where Christians were
first so called ? We will hear what the professor has to

say on this subject also. (Vol. i. p. 112.)

" We must now discuss whether the interpreter who made the

Pechito, [or
'

simple Sjriac version'] was a Hebrew, originally a

Jew, who had left Judaism and put on Christ, or a stiff-necked

Israelite persisting in the laws of Moses. There are several argu-
ments which go to prove that it was a Jew yet persevering in his

hard-heartedness, who made the Syriac translation of the Old
Testament. First, if the author of the Pechito had been a Chris-

tian, as the Syrian interpreter of the Gospels was, it is not at all

likely that he would have neglected in this translation, the phra-
seology and idioms which characterize the Syriac language, without
the meaning being thereby altered, the very thing which is found
in the translation of the New Testament, inasmuch as it does com-
bine all the proprieties of the Syriac language, without the arrange-
ment or perspicuity of the inspired sentences being disturbed. A
difference of this kind plainly existing between the Syrian interpre-
ter of the Old and New Testament, is no slight evidence of a differ-

ence in their faith and doctrine. Besides it is certain that this

doctrine of the authoritativeness of the Septuagint version, wliich

was the received doctrine for three centuries in the Church of

Christ, and defended by men the most versed in holy writ of the

day, would have prevented any Christian from putting forward a
new version of the Bible made from the Hebrew."

The professor also notices the universal prevalence of

Greek, brought in (he might have added) by the Macedo-
nians, the very clan in whose dialect we may almost say
the Septuagint is written. St. Luke, St. Ignatius,
Tatian, St. Chrysostome, Theodoret, and his master Theo-
dorus, all wrote in Greek. From the latter our author
cites a statement, that ''receiving from the Apostles this
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translation of the Seventy, all of us who from among the

Gentiles have believed, have it and read it in the churches,
and study it at home/' Yet in this version the deutero-

canonical books occur, and are quoted by most of the

aforesaid authors. We will cite one of the professor's

quotations from St. Ephrem rather more ftdly than he has

given it, which we think Protestants will find to fall in a
little more with our doctrines than with their views. It is

printed at the end of vol. ii. of the Opera Grseca, p. 401, in

Syriac, and runs as follows :

*' Be thou patient and I will bring thee Scripture texts if thou

wilt. For at the third generation Moses quickened Reuben with

his blessings, (Deut. 33.) If the dead are not holpen, how came
the son of Amram to bless them ? But if the departed have no

feeling, hear the Apostle what he said :
* If the dead rise not, whj

are they baptized for them ?' If the men of the house of Mattathias,
who in mysteries kept to the established order of things, did, as ye
have read, remit by their offerings the sins of those who fell in

battle, and were heathenish in their deeds, how much more will the

priests of the Son remit the sins of the dead by their offerings and
the prayers of their mouths."

St. Augustine's words, in his De Cura Mortuorum, may
be fitly appended to this passage, to show that East and
West agree in their application of the books of Macca-
bees:

*' We read in the books of Maccabees, that a sacrifice was offered

for the dead. But even if it were nowhere read of at all in the
ancient Scriptures, the authority of the Universal Church, which is

clearly in favour of this custom, is not small ; and in the prayers of

the priest, which are poured forth to the Lord God at his altar, the

commendation of the dead to Ilim hath also its place."

We wonder that here, and in vol. iii. p. 160, Signor V.
should have omitted the words Ksroi ja

'^
ab eo quod

est Scriptura," or
"
Scripture texts," as we have rendered

it, as they cast a most important light upon the whole

passage. The meaning of the first quotation may be
made clearer by the following words of St. Epiphanius,
(vol. i. pi 26. a.) who is arguing against the Samaritan
disbelief in a future state :

'' Moses also, in blessing

Reuben, {rom Ttepl Vov^lfx) says. Let Reuben live and not

die, thus blessing him who had died ever so long ago,
that he might show that there is life after death, and the

judgment of a second death unto condemnation. And on
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this ground he lays two. blessings upon him, meaning,
'

let

him live' in the resurrection, and
'

let him not die' in the

judgment, not speaking of death by liberation from the

body, but of that by [final] condemnation." This, which is

suggested by the Chaldee Paraphrase,
'' Let Reuben live

in the life everlasting, and let him not die the second

death," will explain St. Ephrem's meaning. The next

quotation seems to mean, if the dead have no perception,
are really no more, how comes the Apostle to speak of

something which we can do, as done for them, and telU

ing to their advantage ? Of the drift of the last quota-
tion there can be no doubt : all that we need call attention

to is, its being quoted along with other proto-canonical

Scriptures, in proof of a doctrine against which the
heretic Aerius had raised doubts.

In vain, then, shall we expect to find in the Syrian
Churches any countenance for the rejection of the deutero-
canonical Scriptures. If men would keep to broad facts,
and not fritter away their time (not to say their con-

sciences) over minute objections, we have no hesitation in

saying, that the testimony of the Church, as a whole, sets

very strongly and decidedly in one direction from the first,

nnd that direction is in favour of the Tridentine canon of

Scripture. Much in the same way as the tendency of God's

government, even in this world, is to favour virtue, and
make the vicious miserable—notwithstanding some facts,
which those who disrelish the idea of a superintending Pro-
vidence, may magnify and distort, in order to distract those
of a right mind from a belief therein—so is the tendency of
the early Church, to say nothing of the later, to favour the

Scriptures before us, whatever becomes of a few awkward
appearances to the contrary. And it is a thing which
cannot be too much insisted upon, that the evidence in
favour of these books is upon the increase, while the awk-
ward facts just mentioned are upon the decrease. The
work we are reviewing offers some most remarkable addi-
tions to our resources upon either of these points, which
we shall mention presently. Meantime, let us just sum
up the evidence in favour of them already adduced, before
we notice the increment to it with which our author sup-
plies us, and before we go on to consider the evidence

against them.
We have stated' that they are quoted by almost all the

Fathers—that they were, in all probability, a part of the
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Jewish canon, till the Jews perceived that they were

paving the way for Christianity, and dropped them—that

they have not the evidence of single Fathers only, but of

versions made for whole Churches, which (as Walton''^' veiy

properly observed) is tantamount to the evidence of whole
Churches in their favour ; we have distinct evidence of their

existence in Latin and Greek Bibles, from the first and

strong probable evidence oftheir existence in aJewish Syriac
version, (the whole air of which version is not such as a
Christian translator would have given to a version, either in

regard to the idiom or the turn of certain phrases and^ ex-

pressions, these being such as no Christian would have given
them,) we have the same mtenial evidence in their favour

as for the other books, subject to the same drawbacks from

a^jparent contradictions to previous or subsequent Scri|>-

tures ; \ve have an mcredible number of passages in which

they anticipate, state at length, or pave the way for New
Testament doctrines, or in which they involve and develope
the statements of the other books of the Old Testament,
or in which they are alluded to by the New Testament.
And it might be added here, (though the professor meets the

difficulty in another way, v. iii. p. 60.) that to object to these

Scriptures as platonizing, is much the same thing as to

object to the use of human language altogether. Some
vehicle of revelation there must be : and therefore platonic

language may as well be adopted as any other. If platon-
ism be not Christianity, neither is Judaism ; and yet the

modes of expression, and even of thought, common to the

latter, are made the vehicle of Christian revelation. In
neither case will occasional resemblance prove an identity of

system : such occasional resemblances of thought weigh
for very little indeed, and those of language for far less.

For this would only be to argue an identity of essence from
a similarity of accidents.

* Prol. 196. His words are so remarkable as to be worth citing:. (" Sensiim
verbi Dei) nemo melius explicare potest qiiam Ecclesia vera: cui sacrum hoc de-

positum Christus commisit: qiite per versiones varias genuinum ejus seusuni
quasi per mauus traditiim ab Apostolis, et ab Ecclesiarum rectoribus acceptnm,
tideliter posteris traiismittit. Unde ejus vocem omnes sub poena gravi audire

tenentur, ut et ipsa sponso suo iu omnibus auscultare debet. Si eniin Commen-
taria virorum doctorum mul-conferunt ad Scriptura? intelligentiam, qure idcirco
in locis obscuris et dubiis omnes solent consulere: quanto magis confeiiint' Ver-
siones antiqujD ubique receptse, et ab Ecclesia approbatre, quno non imins vel

l)lurium privatorum hominum, sed totius Ecclesia; sensum et judiciimi nobis ex-
hibent: praesertim cum multaj nonmidse sint versiones, sed in locis multis insbir

Paraphnisium, qun3 loci sensum clarius explicant, ita ut pro piui'ibus comnien-
tariis versio unica inservire possit ?"
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But this evidence has, as we have said, a tendency to

increase. It is well known that a council in Carthage
under St. Augustine's influence, A.D. 397, sanctioned

most, and probably all the books before
us.^

This seems
rather an important decision for a provincial council^ to

come to. In those days men wanted one evidence, which
we have, of the trustworthiness of the Church's decisions ;

and that evidence is the evidence afforded by a long series

of successful conflicts and wise decisions against errors.

Hence, if possible, they would be even more jealous than
we are of the canon of Scripture, and more unwilling to

make decisions about it without full authority to do so.

Their reverence for the Church, on the other hand, was

very great, which would produce a forwardness in resanc-

tioning its former decisions, and actually did produce an

unwillingness to receive anything which looked like an
addition to them, even when made by general councils.

How then, it may be asked, does a provincial council,
under a Father eminent for his reverence for Scripture and
for tradition, come to have added to the Church's decrees
a decision upon a point so very important ? St. Augus-
tine, surely, was no advocate for the rights of national

Churches ; nor was the African Church without domestic
foes ready to carp at innovations. Professor Vincenzi has
furnished us with a solution of these difficulties, by render-

ing it highly probable that this decree was a mere republi-
cation of a canon of the council of Nicsea. If this is so,
there will be no difficulty in the matter : the whole Chris-
tian world reverenced that council; an African Church
might safely republish its decrees without being suspected
either of improving the canon of Scripture, or teaching the
Church at large what to believe by a private tradition of
its own. The words of the council are quoted by Signer
Vincenzi (i. p. 176—8) :

*'

Furthermore, it hath seemed
good, that beside the canonical Scriptures nothing be read
in Church under the name of divine Scriptures. But the
canonical Scriptures are Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, Deuteronomy, Jesus son of Nave, the books of

Judges and Ruth, the four books of Kings, the two books
of Chronicles, Job, the Psalms of David, the Ave books of

Solomon, the books of the twelve prophets, Isaias, Jere-

mias, Ezechiel, Daniel, Tobias, Judith, Esther, the two
books of Esdras, the two books of the Maccabees." Then
follow the books of the New Testament; at the end is
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added :

'' Now let this be known unto our brother and fel-

low in the priesthood, Boniface, [not pope till A.D. 419.]
and the other bishops in those parts, in confirmation of this

canon, seeing we have received from our [or the] Fathers

[a patribus] these as what are to be read in Churches."
This canon, then, would be a repetition of that of another
council in the time of Pope Siricius, A.D. 397 ; the 38th
canon of which is upon the canonical Scriptures.

In the next page the professor notices a number of things
which induce one to think that the Nicene council left

more than the twenty canons now remaining, in the Greek

copies of it. St. Jerome says, that he would put the book
of Judith into his version, because the Council of Nicsea in-

serted it ; therefore he knew of canons which are not in the

present Greek. (Prsef ad lib. Judith.) St. Ambrose (Epist. ad
Vercellens. I. No. Ixiii. § 64.) mentions a canon of this same
council against admitting to holy orders those who had
been married twice, not contained in the present Greek
text. The 48th canon of the council under Siricius, refers

to the same authority as forbidding mass to be said after

eating (pi andium). Photius speaks of the acts of the coun-
cil as consisting of three parts (Cod. 88.) Arabic autho-
rities cited from Abraham Echellensis speak of forty
books or canons. Bianchini"''" found in a MS. (B. thinks of

the eighth century) at Rome a prohibition to read any but
canonical Scripture in church, cited from Canon XXIY. of
the Nicene Council (Vindic. Can. Script, p. ccclxi.) The
same Council of Carthage, as Bianchini noticed, in cap. iv.

had declared its intention of beseeching Pope Boniface to

let them have copies of the Nicene Council, and pro-

ceeding for the present with such copies as it had. In

cap. V. Aurelius the bishop (St. Augustine) expresses his

conviction of the necessity of sending the pope a full ac-

count of their proceedings. Cap. vii. expresses the assent

* Bianchini intended it seems to have discussed this question more fully. As
it is, the note at the end of Can. 47, just quoted, is a plain anachronism, inasmuch
as Boniface did not sit till after that time. Yet it attests a certain fact, viz. that

tliey suspended their decree about the canon, till that of Nica?a was known.
Harduin, Coucil. 1. p. 968. aj?rees with Bianchini, in thinking this Canon belonged
to A. D. 419; perhaps was a repetition of it as our author suggests. See also
Labbe ii. p. 11 77. It is clear not only from the anachronism, but also from the
next Canon 48, which speaks of Siricius as Pope, that there is some mistake: we
have not access to Mansi. To the proofs of the existence of more Canons of Nica3;i
than we now have, should be added, the citation of one of its Canons, not in the
Greek but in the Arabic, &c. Hard. 1. c. p. 469; in the Codex Can. Eccles. Afric.
can. xviii. This is a curious fact, even if that Codex may be of ever so little

value.
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of the council to all the decrees of the Council of Nicsea.

Cap. ix. sets forth, that the council had guided its de-

cisions by copies of the Nicene Council brought to them

by Coecilian their then bishop, who was at the Council of

Nic»a, and yet declares their willingness to abide by the

pope's copies, and reconsider matters on their arrival.

Hence Bianchini thinks it pretty certain, upon putting

together these statements with that of his MS., that the

council only repeated, or rather defined more fvdly, the

twenty-fourth canon of the first general council. Let it be
observed how the evidence in this direction has kept in-

creasing ; it has a tendency to become demonstrative. It

may be also observed, that a writer in the
*'

Quarterly
Review,'' (No. cliii. p. 64, upon Syriac MSS.) expects to

find variations from the present Greek text of the councils,
inasmuch as he hopes that the Syriac copies will

give
the

Syrian account of what was said and done there. Whether
this is a mere guess, from the fact that Abraham Echel-
lensis published an Arabian account of the Council of

Nicsea, or whether it rests on any (hitherto) slight inspec-
tion of the Syriac MS. we do not know : we shall see.

Meanwhile, we mean to believe the Church whichever way
these Syrians try to draw us, as they do not happen to be
a **columna et firmamentum veritatis."

Of course it is quite possible that the external evidence
for the Church's teaching on this point may seem to sway
to and fro, just as that from science or chronology has
done with regard to the Scriptures ; but it is also pos-
sible that new facts may come to light tending to show that
the Council of Nicsea agreed precisely with the Council of
Trent upon this point : hitherto the tendency has been in

this direction, and that is what w^e wish to draw notice to.

Our author mentions other councils which confirm the de-
cree of that of Carthage.—p. 184-5.

But it will be said,
'^

in spite of all this arguing, there
are some awkward facts which are not to be forgotten.
No less a pope than St. Gregory the Great calls the books
of Maccabees *non canonicos,' (Mor. xix. [% 34.) and
though we are not so ignorant as to suppose that every
word a pope ever says is held infallible, [this was written
before he was pope,] still you must feel this an untoward
passage. There was also a Council of Laodicea"'*' in the

*
This, we have been told, is quoted as proof in the Cambridge work, which

illustrates the 39 articles from ancient sources.
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fourth century, the canons whereof were confirmed by the
sixth oecumenical council, of which canons the 60th con-
tains a list of the books of Scripture, truly Protestant, un-
encumbered by your deutero-canonical books. Further-

more, St. Jerome, a favourite doctor of yours, and no
friend to the venerable Vigilantius or Jovinian, &c., other
founders of what you are pleased to style Protestant

errors, an Italian by birth, and in favour with a pope,
in correspondence with St. Austin, yet living in Palestine,
so that all parts of the Christian world may be said to be

represented by him, evinces an evident shyness for your
popish canon, not to mention some stubborn expressions in

your later ecclesiastical writers. What have you to say to

all this?/'
AVe w^ill say boldly, that this evidence against these Scrip-

tures (which is really nothing when weighed with the evi-

dence for them,) has itself a tendency to vanish. Let us
see then, like Joannes Gigantophontes in the ancient stor\%
what we can make of these terrific monsters which threaten

us with destruction. If we cannot slay them all, we will

do our best at all events. Now St. Gregory was a gi'eat

quoter of the rest of these Scriptures, and therefore his tes-

timony will not prove enough for Protestant wants. We
know also that St. Austin spoke of the books of Maccabees
as books quos non Judeei, sed Ecclesia pro canonicis habet.

(de CD. xviii, 36.) St. Gregory then has to be reconciled

with a preceding doctor whom he followed in many things,

(see his Epistle to Eulogius, x. 39,) if he does not here

agree with that doctor, and if in fact he has not the same
distinction before his mind. Yet after all, we freely confess

it is an awkward passage, but it is more awkward for Pro-
testants to reconcile with St. Gregory^s use of the other

deutero-canonical Scriptures than for us to reconcile,
isolated as it is, with the Church's usual teaching on the

subject.
But the decree of a council is a more serious matter

than a single passage in an author, even of the greatest
estimation. The authority of the Council of Laodicea has
been made to rest upon that of TruUo, which cannot be

shown to be a general council, nor consequently shown to

add much weight to that of Laodicea, the sixtieth canon of

which omits the deutero-canonical books except Baruch.
But it unfortunately happens that this sixtieth canon has

every appearance of being a forgery. Professor Vincenzi
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has done a great service in showing the strong evidence

there is for assuming this to be so ; which, be it observed,
will be a very marked case of the tendency such objections,
as we are considering, have to vanish. They are like

those quantities in algebraical geometry which approxi-
mate so closely to zero, that we may consider them as

such for all practical purposes.
We shall not trouble our readers with a minute detail of

the evidence, but content ourselves with a sketch of it, re-

ferring those who may wish for more accurate information

to the book before us.—pp. 190—97.

Dionysius Exiguus, who lived at the close of the fifth

century, and translated the councils into Latin, makes no
mention of a sixtieth canon. In the next century, Martin,
a Portuguese, who made a collection of councils, omits it

also ; as also does John of Antioch who lived in the sixth

century, and Isidorus Mercator in the eighth century, and
Fhotius in the ninth, in their respective collections. Cer-
tain Syriac and Arabic MSS. collections in the Vatican,
consulted by our author, equally ignore this canon. Besides
other authorities leaning the same way, three ancient MSS.
of councils omit the sixtieth canon. How then come Zo-
naras and Balsamon, collectors of the twelfth century, to

put this canon in ? It contributes no little to the confirma-
tion of the truth, (as was said of old,) to see clearly the

origin of the error. The sixtieth canon occurs first in

Zonaras according to our author (p. 195) ; and it is curious

enough, that in another place Zonaras himself cites the

fifty-ninth as deciding what books are to be read in

churches, along with other authorities who give lists, e. g.
the Pseudo-Athanasius. Here then is some reason for

suspecting that Zonaras forged the list which is wanted in

the aforesaid earlier authorities. Balsamon deserts Pho-
tius his usual guide here, and so one may suspect that he
borrowed from Zonaras, the last editor of the councils
before himself. They were both enemies of the Latin
Church, which would be some kind of antecedent probabi-
lity that they generated that, whereof there is no a posteriori
proof of the existence of before their own time.

''
Vixere

fortes ante Agamemnona," is not a mode of arguing
which will apply to times when written documents had
long been common. We find something done at a cer-
tain time, and do not find it done before : we see two
persons standing by, just the persons to have done it, and
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from want of better evidence conclude that they did it.

This, indeed, is not evidence enough to hang a man upon ;

but it would be enough for private individuals to rule their

own conduct by. We might not like to hang a man for for-

gery upon such evidence if we were living in the times when
that was the law ; but, for all that, the deed he had forged
would not be a very pleasant guarantee to us that we were
entitled to such and such property. It had no proveable
existence before, and if we were honest men, we should look
on it as if it had no existence now. But men are not as

wise and as honest, we are afraid, about things of the
Church as about things of the world. The penalties for

neglecting the right path in the one case are close at

hand, while those for neglecting it in the other are far

off: still these last are eternal.

The last broad fact we have to deal with, (and we wish
most honestly to state that we do not consider every
objection against, or every argument for, the Scriptures
before us,) is the opposition made by St. Jerome to the

reception of these books. Putting this opposition at its

highest, all it will come to is this : that a single father,
in spite of all the Church, and in spite of a decree of the

Council of Nicsea, apparently known to him, from some
cause or other, set his face against them, though he ad-

mitted that the Church everywhere^ used them. Now
this, when put so, suggests two questions : 1. Why is St.

Jerome, when giving an opinion against the rest of the

Church, to go for so very much? 2. Is there really no

way of explaining such a strange fact as this contempt
for the Nicene decree and the practice of the whole
Church ? Rather than build an article of faith on such
a strange fact, we should be prepared to admit a pretty

torturing theory. If St. Jerome did not know the whole
of the Nicene decree, then his opposition to the canon is

of no more value than his opposition to the word Hypos-
tasis (Epist. lib. i. 15.) as now applied to the Person of the

Blessed Trinity ; either objection was admissible enough
before the Church had formed a definite opinion, either

equally unimportant afterwards. But Professor Vincenzi
has treated this subject as satisfactorily, we think, as he has
that of the sixtieth canon of the Council of Laodicea ; so we
shall betake ourselves to him presently, after again remind-

ing our readers that this will be another instance of the ten-

dency of objections to vanish. As they vanish, of course
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they do not leave things where they were, but add a posi-

tive testimony to the view the Church has taken of the

matter : they go to strengthen our conviction of her super-
natural wisdom, the substantial nature of what she rests on,

and the unsubstantial character of what seems to oppose
itself to her decisions.

Now, it so happens that there is a parallel and cognate
case in which St. Jerome, if we go by isolated passages,
seems to bid defiance to the whole Church. He seems as

if he would throw the Septuagint entirely aside, what-

ever apostles, saints, and doctors choose to say. How
much those who differ from the Church mightj^make of

this, if by any chance passages of the saint which led quite
the other way had perished ! It might have been said :

** As for your proof of the canonicity^ of the Apocrypha
from its being in the Septuagint, it is worth nothing.
Jerome could not have been prepared to throw overboard
with the Apocrypha, the Septuagint and every thing which
bolstered it up, if the Church was your way of thinking in

his day.'' But it happens that St. Jerome has defended
himself against the charge of despising the Septuagint.

(c. Ruff, p. 224ed. Erasm.) and has inserted it along with
his own translation in his commentaries, and is perpetually

referring to it with the greatest deference. Yet his unguarded
statements about it will almost cease to deserve being called

unguarded, if we suppose him to be speaking with a defi-

nite object in view, viz. that of showing against the Jews
that the doctrines of the New Testament admitted of

proof from the Hebrew Scriptures. The New Testament
itself addressed, as it was primarily, to Jews or those

living amongst Jews, quotes directly from the Hebrew
Scriptures in a majority of cases perhaps, which would be
an authority for St. Jerome to go by, though it would
not have sanctioned him had he rejected Ruth, Esther,
the Canticles, or Nahum, which do not happen to be

quoted in the New Testament.
The same theory (of St. Jerome having this definite ob-

ject) which explains apparently unguarded statements in
one case, will go a good way towards explaining them in
the other, with which we are more immfdiately concerned.
Professor Vincenzi indeed, however disinclined as all Ca-
tholics would be, to

''
accuse the Saint of any rashness,"

p. 38, yet cannot disguise from one that he feels these ex-

pressions rather unguarded : nor can we help allowing that
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we feel with him; nor do we think ourselves obliged to

keep from such admissions any more than to keep from

smiUng at some of St. Jerome's attempts at Hebrew ana-

lysis. Human virtue, as well as human knowledge, has

points, in which it fails even with saints. St. Jerome's

failings, as well as his extraordinary virtues and penances,
may teach us humility : our knowledge of the hitter will

make us value his intercession, of which our consciousness

of the former will not, we trust, at all tend to deprive us.

Still we cannot but feel glad to be able to produce state-

ments which qualify the harsher sounding passages to be

found, ^ suppose, not only in our author, p. 35—8, but in

most apologists for the Protestant Canon.
But to return to the former: after giving several pas-

sages, p. 38—40, in which St. Jerome speaks of the

deutero-canonical Scriptures in the same terms of respect
usual with most other Fathers, (which passages, however,
are unclassified in the way we complained of above,) the

Professor proceeds to contrast some passages, which a
Protestant might have written, with their context, which a
Protestant would not have written.

"With the Hebrews the book of Judith is read amongst the apocry-

pha,* and is looked upon as of less authority in confirming disputed

points. This language the celebrated Doctor uses, not as express-

ing his own opinion, but that of the Jews, who rejected that book
from their canon, and therefore he considers the task [of translating

it] as beside his own purposes, and not satisfying his own object.
He then proceeds as follows,— * But inasmuch as we have read that

the Nicene Council reckoned this book to be in the number of the

holy Scriptures, I have acceded to what you demand, not to say in-

sist upon.' Then, after complaining of the interruption it would be
to his studies, and stating that he should give the sense from the

Chaldee text, St. Jerome proceeds,
' Take Judith, a widow, a pat-

tern of chastity, and with praise beseeming a triumph set forth

her glories evermore. For it was not by women only but by men
that He made this chastity capable of being imitated, who being
the rewarder of chastity, gave her such virtue as should con-

quer one unconquered by all men, and overcome one hitherto in-

superable.' Of Tobias he says,
— ' You insist on my translating

into Latin a book written in Chaldee, which the Hebrews prune
away from the catalogue of the divine Scriptures, and hand over to

what they call hagiographa or apocrypha. I have satisfied
'

your
wish, but not what I am zealous of for myself. Arguments are also

* Others read hagiograplia: see presently.
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plied against us bj tlie zeal of the Hebrews, and they charge us with

making over to the ears of Latins a book not in their canon. But

liolding it better to put myself out of the good opinions of the

Pharisees, and to be obedient, to the commands of bishops, I have

gone on as I have been able.' And again, (Ep. 120.)
* When we

oppose to them, Benedicit spiritus et anima? justorum Domino, they
do not admit it as Scripture, and say, It is not in the Hebrew.'

"

Here St. Jerome is with the Catholic Church, and Pro-
testants with his adversaries. Again, p. 43, Professor

Vincenzi mentions that his objection to the history of Su-
sanna seems based upon the fact that the words '^rpu'ov

and (Txivov names of two trees, sound alike in Greek,
whereas no words for these trees of similar sound, can be
adduced from the Hebrew: and from the fact, that the

etymology of the Greek words also is alluded to. All St.

Jerome says, is,
"
If this etymology could stand in the He-

brew, then we might admit the book as Scripture."^ This,
which would be a strong objection in the eyes of Jews,
if St. Jerome is contemplating them as we suppose, really
deserves no better epithet than futile in the eyes of Chris-
tians. Imagine St. Jerome coolly giving up a book of the

Canon, simply and solely because he coidd not see his

way through a paronomasia,""' which the Greek translator

might have made to suit the Greek names he had given
the trees as easily as not ! However, in regard to the whole

book, St. Jerome himself speaks of Africanus, who wrote
on the Jewish side, as having had a learned epistle written

against him by Origen ; and complains of Ruffinus
'

as a

silly sycophant,' for accusing himself on account of his not

answering what the Hebrews are wont to say against the
stories of Susanna, and Bel and the Dragon.

** For Idid
not setforth, (he adds,) my own sentiments, hut what they

*
Butler, (Analogy cap. 7.) has compared the difficulties in prophecy from our

ignorance of history, to the difficulties in satirical wi-itings from tlie same cause;
in neither case do such difficulties prevent our seeing the general drift of the
jmssage. To pursue this comparison: Voss's translation of Aiistophanes, makes
German paronomasia), which are correlative to the Greek; so n.ight the Gi-eek
trandator of Susanna's history coTitrive to keep up the play on the words, by
slightly alterhig the original idea, till it became correlative to tlie Greek words
(rx'^t; and T?/vfl,-, which are cognate with z'>i'-> and

-r^/i<^

" saw" and "
slit." The

professor gives some ingenious Chaldee parallels iu*\'ol. 3. p. 100. We would
suggest that the Greek M'ords which occur in Darnel, (rvix(fm!a. and -^^avf^.^i '^aXTy,ptovy
show that intercourse with Greeks Avas begun before that time. But we must
leave this thought to others to follow out, and only add that we cannot think much
of a mind which Avould settle now-a-days, rvithont reference to Jetvs, that a book
Avas not canonical by a trifling objection of this sort, to which, if we knew the
whole of the case, there might be a most ample answer.
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are in the hahit of myhig against us and inasmuch
as I asserted that Porphyry had said much against this

prophet he might as well ficcuse me for not having
written in that short preface against the books of Por-

phyry."—p. 44, 45.

This last passage throws a hght upon all the rest which
cannot be fairly quoted, unless it is also quoted. St.

Jerome, when pressed for his real reason, gives the very
one which the other passages forcibly suggest, viz. that
he wrote with reference to the Jews and with a desire to

meet and refute them upon their own ground. Protes-

tants, therefore, should admit either that St. Jerome is

inconsistent and so of no great value to them in the con-

troversy, or that he repented of his former language and
wished to conform to the received opinions on the subject,
or that he held throughout the same sentiments though at

times he refrained from putting them forward from pru-
dential motives. At all events, let them reflect what they
would have felt if a single doctor had spoken in favour, say,
of the Pope's supremacy, and all the others against it: let

them do with Catholics, as (in this hypothetical case) they
would be done by, and not make so much of this one or

any other one doctor, when the leaning of the whole
Church is plainly the other way.
We must quote one more passage from the work before

us, and that will be from one which contains the con-

cluding remarks upon St. Jerome.

" These Scriptures, though cut away by the Hebrews from their

Canon, were read in all the Churches of Christ along with the other

books, and that before his time, as the saint confesses, neither did

any of the writers of his day nor of those who wrote just after his

death, depreciate the divine authority of our books, or make the dif-

ference Jerome makes between the proto and deutero-canonical Scrip-

tures, which our adversaries would have and actually state. And
even if Jerome's bishops admitted his new version from the Hebrew,
still they did not change the received list of divine books, or

the ancient order in which they used to be read in the version of

the seventy and the Latin, nor did they count any part of

these as of less authority. And this we have good grounds for

deciding from the letters of his friend Chromatins ; from Augustine,
who with the greatest veneration for his knowledge of the divine

Scriptures and for his age, yet most stoutly maintained the divinity
of these books before Jerome, and the heretics ; from the council of

Carthage, which received the whole of these Scriptures, with the

suffrages of all and every of the bishops of Mauretania ; from Pope
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Innocent the first, who on this foot wrote to Exuperius of Toulouse,
and settled the same canon of Scripture ;

from the bishops of the

Spanish church, who seem to have been the first to receive the said

Jerome's version, jet without making any revision (animadversio)
of the Scriptures All this too happened in Jerome's life-time.

From this then it is fair to conclude, that the saint formed a just

opinion of the deutero-canonical books, and squared his sentiments

on the subject to those of the Universal Church."

We might have indulged in many more quotations from
the learned volumes before us, if we consulted our own
fancy rather than our reader's patience. All we fear is,

that we have not done them justice. Of the whole portion
which treats of the evidence from authors after the five

first centuries we have said hardly a syllable, although a

great deal of much value is brought out in this chapter
which treats of this evidence, pp. 198—226. So again
the treatment of the parallelisms in the scriptures before

us, in part ii. prop. 5, is a subject of no common interest.

It is one among the many things which bear indirect wit-

ness to the Professor's wish to meet the difficulties of An-
glicans : for the whole notion of parallelisms was, we be-

lieve, first and mainly worked out by two of their body,
Drs. Louth and Jebb. But we must think of drawing this

article to a close, and so refrain from panegyrizing many
other parts of the work which struck us, and from com-
menting on the observations critical, historical, and theo-

logical, which are presented to us, upon the individual

books of these scriptures.
We shall have fulfilled our promise at starting, as far as

we are able at present to do so, if we add a few remarks

upon the importance of having critical studies pursued by
Catholics. In the greatest majority of cases, (we are afraid

we must say it,) ignorance of such subjects in those who
have really had fair opportunities, proceeds fi'om the want
of that anxiety for souls, which anxiety is often hinted at if

not directly urged, as the excuse for neglecting all studies
not absolutely enforced. Yet assuredly it must be allowed
that there are a number of persons, who are capable of

being, in some degree, influenced by arguments of a criti-

cal kind. You must know and enter into their system,
in order to be able to answer their arguments directly:
and indirectly, the possession of kindred knowledge always
forms a point of attraction between those who possess it.

Contemptible as knowledge is without goodness, and still

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 11
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more in comparison of goodness, the sheer indolence
which often prevents people from obtaining knowledge at

a time when it is open to them to do so, cannot by any
cleverness be shown to flow from goodness. The acqui-
sition of solid critical knowledge really does require a

great deal of irksome labour and consequent mental disci-

pline, and though it is infinitely better to be able to pray
well than to read with observation, there are people we
fear who, with considerable opportunities, neglect the

latter without thereby improving in the former. Diligence
in study and an earnest desire to acquire all knowledge
which may any way to contribute to attract or convert any
class of men, are quite as imperative duties, it seems to

us, in some states of life, as pains-taking exhortation, or

unwearied ministration to penitents are to others.

If, moreover, a solid acquaintance with critical studies

is necessary in order to combat those who either pursue
them or are likely to be influenced by them ; such know-

ledge is likely to be peculiarly useful in the hands of Ca-
tholics. Paradoxical as it will sound to some, we will hazard
the assertion, thatwhat is often called the spirit ofdogmatism
is absolutely necessary in order to make really solid ad-
vances in any branch of moral, metaphysical, or quasi-

theological learning ; such learning, for instance, as we are

here speaking upon. Yet, surely, none but a Catholic can

dogmatize with anything like consistency. He can stand
and smile, so far as himself is concerned, at the fluc-

tuations of the restless and ever-varying schools of criti-

cism, because his faith is not dependant upon them, but

upon the teaching of the Church. Yet this very indepen-
dence may give him a greater power of handling critical

questions with calmness, and sifting difficulties which can-
not shake him, as they might a Protestant. He is bound
in an age when criticism is in vogue among the learned,
and through them influences the ignorant and even the

poor, to arm himself against the misuse of it for the

sake of others, provided he has time and opportunity
for doing so.^

Nor can it be said with truth that it is of

no good to himself : for while habits of accuracy and ob-

servation are more or less sure to follow upon such

studies, the insight into the detail of scripture, (so to

speak,) which they give, will be just as beneficial to a Ca-
tholic as it often is mischievous to a mere critic. The
habits of reverence which the Catholic religion inspires.
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alone enable the mind to
inspect^ details without danger

of becoming forgetful whose word is before it.

It may indeed be said that ecclesiastics in England have
no time for such pursuits, and that therefore these observa-

tions are unmeanmg. If it is true (as in most cases it perhaps
is) that they have no time, or are occupied in other studies

when they have, we of course can have no wish to quarrel
Avith them. But we humbly suggest that where there is

time for them, there must be also heart for them, and
this must be acquired by diligence in early life, and a de-

termination to get all knowledge then, which may turn to

account afteiyards. And who shall say what calls may be
made upon him in after life in the present stirring of hearts

towards^ the
^

Church ? Who shall say that the industry
wdiich diminished the number of the sins of a man's Col-

lege life, might not also be the means of saving those souls

by bringing them under the influence of the Sacraments
and so of blotting out the remaining sins of his own which
else would have been recorded against himself?

Art. V.— 1. AusgewdJilte Werke von Heinrich Conscience,
nnter Mitwirkimq der Verfasser,dentsc7i,vo?i Johann Wilhelm

Wolf. 12ino. I—IV. Bonn: 1846.

2.—Flcimische Still-lehen ; von Heinrich Conscience ; aus dem
Fldmischen ilhersetzt, von Melchior Diepenhrock. Mit Holz-
scliniiten. 8vo. Regensburg : 1846.

3.—Das Wanderjalir, (1566.) Historische Gemalde aus dem
Sechszehnten Jahrhunderte. Vo7i Hendrik Conscience. Aus
dem Fldmischen treu ilbersetzt. Regensburg : 1846.

4.—Sketches from Flemish Life, in Three Tales, translated

from the Flemish of Hendrik Conscience, and illustrated with
one hundred and thirty engravings on wood, from designs by
Flemish artists. London : 1846.

THE title prefixed to these pages, we make no doubt,
will be a novelty to many of our readers, who are un-
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prepared even for the existence of such a thing as an inde-

pendent Flemish literature. We are so habituated to

regard the Belgians as a purely practical people ; to think

of them as mere weavers or lace-makers ; as carvers of

wood or forgers of iron ;
—in a word, to identify them with

manufactures and mechanical arts ; that we find it difficult

to imagine them rising above the concerns of every-day
life, and deserting its active and engrossing duties for the

dreamy speculations of literature, especially its more

imaginative departments. In truth, little is known of

them beyond the fact of their possessing a distinct and inde-

pendent language, which is struggling to hold its ground
among the people; but whether this language is repre-
sented in a distinct and independent national literature,

few, we fancy, have taken the pains to reflect, much less to

enquire.
At all events, the long list of works cited above, indi-

cates a degree of literary activity in Belgium for which

English readers generally are not likely to have been pre-

pared. And yet these are but a few out of many works by
a single writer, and that a very young man, only three

or four years before the public.
The Flemish language is one of five dialects of German ori-

gin, which are spoken in the Netherlands. It is the prevail-

ing language of the southern provinces, and is second in im-

portance only to the Dutch, properly so called, from which it

differs chiefly in its being more overlaid with words of a fo-

reign origin, and in the substitution of nasal sounds for the

guttural ones which characterize the Dutch dialect. Travel-
lers in Belgium are apt to suppose that Flemish is the

language universally spoken throughout that countr}^
But the fact is, that Flemish is hardly found southward of

Brussels ; and it must be carefully distinguished from the

Walloon, a spurious offshoot of French, which is spoken in

Hennegau, Namur, Liege, and a part of Limburg. These

rival^ dialects, though they are both found in the same
province, and even in the same city, have never amalga-
mated in the slightest degree : the same antagonism ex-

isting between them which has subsisted from time imme-
morial between the two races which they represent.'^*

* It is remarkable too, that even in those parts of Belgium which were so long
subject to forei£?n rule, both these dialects have equally maintained their ground.
Thus the Flemish is still the language of the people, even to the very frontier of
France, while the Walloon has held its place in Brabant, Hennegau, and
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Few of the existing branches of the old Teutonic

language can boast a higher antiquity than the Flemish.
The songs of the prince-minstrel, Henry of Brabant,
written about the middle of the thirteenth century, will

bear a comparison with any of the existing remains of the

minstrelsy of that age ; and so well has the written dialect

withstood the corrupting influence of time, that the very
earliest fragments of the language which have been pre-

served, will be found easily intelligible at the present day.
A war-song, written on the defeat of the Normans in 885,'^"

is substantially the same language which may be heard to

this day in the street ballads of the southern cities and
towns of Belgium.

But, although the Flemish writers are among the most
ancient we possess, still many causes have combined to

prevent Belgium from attaining to any considerable
eminence in the literature of Europe. The literati of the

Netherlands, in Holland, as well as in Belgium, retained
for a longer period than their neighbours that prejudice in

favour of the learned languages, and that distrust of the
national dialect as a fitting medium for literary communi-
cation, which was the besetting sin of the northern nations

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The
example of Erasmus, Lipsius, Grotius, and even Wytten-
bach, who all selected Latin as the language of their

writings, was too generally imitated by writers of inferior

note ; and the number of foreigners resident in the univer-
sities of the Low Countries—as, for example, Vossius,
Gronovius, Scaliger, Luzac, and Vorst—^(for whom, of

course, this was a matter of necessity) contributed to con-
firm and perpetuate the custom of writing in Latin, rather
than in the native dialects.

The rapid advance, however, which took place in the lan-

guage and literature of the Germans during the latter half
of the last century, was not without its influence upon their

neighbours in the Low Countries; and since the commence-
ment of the present century, a new impulse has been given
to the national spirit by the reaction consequent upon the

subjection to the French domination. The most remarka-

especially in Liege, notwithstanding the close and intimate connection with
Germany, and the influence of the German language and literature.

* A few verses of tliis interesting old relic, will be found in Roscoe's Belgium,
p. 142.
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ble leader of this national movement was one who is now a
veteran in the cause, the learned and patriotic M. Wil-
lems. He commenced his career as a poet, and in the

year 1811 obtained the prize at the national literary con-

gress of Ghent. But
his^ great merit in the eyes of his

countrymen arises from his valuable contributions to the

philology and the literary history of Belgium, both in itself,

and in its relation to the kindred literature of Holland.

Indeed, Willems is by some regarded as a martyr of his

devotion to the cause of the Flemish language and litera-

ture. After the revolution of 1830, he was deprived for

some 3^ears of an official appointment which he had pre-

viously held ; and his removal was attributed by public

report to the influence of a member of the government,
with whom, before the revolution, he had maintained an
animated controversy on the subject of the rights of the

national language. His retirement, however, has not been
without its advantages.^ He devoted his privacy to the

publication of a most interesting collection of ancient

popular ballads, accompanied by dissertations illustra-

tive of their history, and since the year 1837 he has edited

a quarterl^^ journal devoted exclusively to subjects con-
nected with the language, history, and antiquities of Bel-

gium.
In his various efforts for the revival of the national litera-

ture, he has been warmly seconded by the Abbe David,
professor of Flemish literature in the Catholic university
of Louvain. This learned and zealous priest has collected

around him a number of the young and enthusiastic mem-
bers of the university, and has founded a national society,

very analogous in its objects to om' own Archaeological and
Celtic societies. He has also established, with the co-

operation of his friend and pupil, the Abbe Bogaerts, a

popular journal, similar in its object, though more varied

in the subjects which it embraces, to the quarterly publica-
tion already referred to. It is upon the influence of a few

journals such as these, and of a series of popular treatises,
such as the History of Belgium, in which the Abbe David
is also engaged, that the friends of native Belgian litera-

ture mainly rely for strengthening the feeling in favour
of the national language, which had long ceased to be uni-

versal, especially among the younger generation.
But among all those who have joined hands for the

restoration of the national language and the elevation of
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the native literature, there is not one whose success can
for a moment stand in comparison with that of the young
but distinguished writer whose name stands at the head
of this article—Hendrik Conscience. This remarkable

young man, who, in the commencement of his career,
served some years in the Belgian army as a volunteer, has
devoted himself, since his return to private life, exclusively
to literary pursuits. His earliest publication was a collec-

tion of poems (Tafereeleu"), which at once drew upon him
the ffxvourable notice of the public ; but he seems not to have
availed himself for several years of the popularity thus ac-

quired, having applied himself for a considerable time to the

pursuit of botany and horticulture, though he does not seem
to have published anything upon the subject. Through the

recommendation of an influential friend, he obtained the

place of secretary to the Academy of Arts at Antwerp, and
the time thus placed at his disposal has enabled him to

give himself up without restraint to the course which

talent, as well as disposition, seems to have marked out
for him. It is upon his national tales and romances that

his fame must rest.

Whatever may be the absolute value of these perform-
ances,—and it would not be generous to criticise too rigidly
an infant literature—they at least entitle him to the credit

not only of having founded a peculiar school, but even of

having originated this species of composition among his

countrymen. Before his time, historical
^

romance was
known in Belgium only through the medium of foreign

publications ; and the only pictures of life and manners
accessible to the Flemish public, were those produced by
the gross and seductive artists of France or of German}^
Above all, there was nothing, whether of native or of foreign
manufacture, which would deserve the name of a national
school of fiction. That school, so indispensable (at least,
in these days of light^reading) for the very existence of a
national literature, and for the formation of a national

taste, it was reserved for Hendrik Conscience to establish.

Indeed, his first historical romance,
'' The Year of Won-

ders,'
'

(1566.) has but little beyond a strong and ardent

spirit of nationality and a vigorous descriptive style to

* Of this collfction we can only speak by report, not havinp: been able to pro-
cure a cojjy. The other works of the author are known mainly through the
German translation.
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recommend it. To delicate delineation of character, to

profound philosophy, to tenderness, or pathos, or sentiment,
it makes no pretension. The tale is founded upon the storj^ of

the national struggle against Spanish domination, the well

known poetry of Les Gueux ; and except a few scenes,
which are overlaid rather than inwrought in the narrative,
and one or two characters, palpably introduced for the

purpose of effect, it is little more than a history of the

popular uprise against the wanton cruelty and indigni-

ties, under which the hardy Flemings had for years been

groaning. But there is a warmth and vigour in the

style, a straightforward earnestness in the expression, a

brilliancy in the description, and a fervid and indignant
spirit of nationality pervading all, which went straight
to the hearts of his countrymen, and in which all alike,
and without exception, the illiterate and the learned,
were capable of sympathizing. And although the general
arrangement of the plot is defective, and the parts are

loosely and imperfectly put together, yet there are indivi-

dual sketches and descriptions which gave promise of powers
fully equal to the reputation which he has since attained.

The struggle between patriotism and religion in the

character of young Lodewyk is depicted with great truth-

fulness and skill ; the ruffian Valdez, though not an origi-

nal, is yet a bold and vigorous conception ; and we have
seldom met a more charming picture than the aged and
venerable Father Francis.

The Wunderjahr was followed by a more voluminous,
and, in every way, more elaborate tale,

" The Lion of

Flanders." Like its predecessor, it is a purely historical

romance, and, as the title will indicate, a romance illus-

trative of Flemish history. The story is founded upon the

memorable war in the close of the thirteenth century, in

which the cities of Flanders overthrew the armies of Philip
the Fair, and shook off the oppressive yoke of France.
The principal hero, from whom the story takes its name,
is Robert, surnamed

'^ The Lion of Flanders,'' son of the

ill-fated Count Guy of Flanders. But the main interest

of the tale rests partly upon the fortunes of (3ount Robert's

daughter and her lover, Adolphus van Nieuwland ; partly

upop two humble heroes, Deconinck and Breydel, the

great leaders of the citizen soldiery of Bruges, and the

representatives of the Flemish burgher-class in the middle

age. Upon these—especially the former—the author has
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exerted all his skill ; and it is not hard to see that his

S3^mpathies went hand in hand with his imagination in the

execution of the sketch. Nothing could be more opposite
than the two characters : one all impetuosity and ardour,
the mere creature of impulse, in whom patriotism is an

instinct, or, at all events, an engrossing and absorbing

passion ; the other, an impersonation of counsel and calm-

ness—cold, calculating, and passionless, yet equally de-

voted to his country, and equally forgetful of self in this

sacred cause. With these pictures before our eyes, we can
well understand the enthusiasm with which this work
was received by a people in whose mind the idea of

nationality is so boldly and so deeply impressed, but who
for years had found no voice to express, and no painter to

clothe, it in the forms of life and reality.

But a still surer source of Conscience's popularity, a still

more powerful instrument in the great literary revival

which he seeks to effect, are the
"
Sketches of Flemish

Life," to which of later years he has devoted his prolific

pen. With some of these the charming little volume of

translations published by the Messrs. Longman, has, per-

haps, made our readers already familiar ; but the volume
contains only a few out of a large collection, if not all

equal in merit, yet all in a greater or less degree charac-

teristic both of the writer and of the people.

Demoralizing and every way prejudicial, as indiscrimi-

nate or excessive indulgence in what is technically called
**

light reading" unquestionably must be, yet we believe

that the department of fiction is one which not even the

severest moralist would venture to proscribe without mercy,
and hand over to the exclusive use of those who would

employ it for no higher purpose than the mere amusement
of an idle hour, or even for more questionable and dan-

gerous excitement. Among all the various classes of

novels upon which, if treated by a skilful hand, we should
be disposed to rely as instruments of good and as organs of

useful and practical instruction, by far the most important
is the Domestic Novel, whose interest scarcely extends

beyond the quiet circle of the home fireside. To take our
own novels as an example ; we are sure there are few who
will not agree with us in regarding our countrywoman.
Miss Edgeworth, as among the most poweifully instructive

writers of the day; and though we never take up her
works without deploring the utter avoidance of religious
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teaching which she has seemingly prescribed to herself as
a rule, yet we feel that it would be difficult to inculcate

mere abstract morality, such as she does profess to teach,
in a manner at once so interesting and so attractive. This
class of novel is almost unknown outside of our own litera-

ture. If we except Madame Guizot's delightful little

sketches, (which, however, are open to the same objection
as those of Miss Edgeworth,) we know absolutely nothing
in French literature of this character ; German literature

is almost equally barren; and the secret of Miss Bremer's
success in her popular Swedish Tales, is the spirit and skill

with which she has taken possession of this new and un-
tried sphere, and the truthfulness with which she has

depicted the quiet every-day life of her native land.

The Flemish novelist has wisely followed in the same
track ; though, at least in the works hitherto published,
his pretensions are much less aspiring. None of the tales

now before us aims at anything higher than a light and
desultory sketch ; but they exhibit a degree of vigour and
truth which give promise of complete success, even in the

highest departments of fiction. We shall give a few speci-
mens of the author's style and manner.
The first of the three tales comprised in the pretty

volume before us is entitled
"
Siska van Hoosemael." It

is a thoroughly Flemish story ; and besides a great many
excellent moral lessons incidentally conve^^ed, is intended
to hold up to contempt that silly affectation of French
manners and French frivolity which is fast undermining
the good old habits of genuine Flemish life.

We shall commence with the opening paragraph, (which
is unmistakeably of native manufactm-e,) and allow the

story to develope itself:

*' Not many years ago, you might have seen in one of the streets

behind the green church-yard of Antwerp, a famous old grocer's

shop, which through many generations had descended from father to

son, aiid always been conspicuous for good wares and low prices.
The last proprietor of the shop was James Van Rooseraael, son of

Frank, son of Charles, son of Gaspard Van Rooseraael, and had
married Siska Pot, a descendant of the famous Peter Pot, whose
name is still to be met in the two Peter-Pot-Streets.

This wedded pair, trained from early youth to a life of industry,
and now unremittingly busied with their small trade, had never
found time to take part in the progress of modern civilization ; or

in other words, to Frenchify themselves. Their dress, made of stout
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cloth, \vas plain, and hardly ever changed its cut : they merely dis-

tinguished working dress, Sunday dress, and Easter dress. The
latter was never taken from the cupboard, but on the great holi-

days, and when the Van Roosemaels took the Holy Communion, or

were invited by friends as god-parents or marriage-guests. It was

easily to be seen that the simple people of the old Flemish world

in their quaint though valuable dress, looked rather strangely if

compared with many a beau, who for a few francs had decked him-

self out in a fine showy dress, and would, in passing, regard the

Van Roosemaels with disdain. But they did not mind it, and

thought,
'

Every man has his own point to gain
—you the shadow, we

the substance.' They were sufficiently uneducated not to know that

gentlefolks do not dine at noon ; and they therefore were vulgar

enough to sit down to dinner when the clock struck twelve ; yea,
more, they never forgot to say grace both before and after dinner.

But there were other imperfections with which they ought to be

charged ;
for instance, they did not understand a word of French,

and had never felt the want of this accomplishment ; they were

religious, industrious, humble, and above all peaceable. But the

height of their stupidity was, that they in their Flemish simplicity
considered it better every day to lay by an honest stiver, than by
lies and fraud to amass such riches in a few years, that all the

world should exclaim in astonishment,
* In what hole did tlie rat

find it V In a word, they were Flemish burghers of the old

school."—pp. 1—4.

The object, then, of the tale is to tell, '[
how it is that the

famous shop of a hundred years' standing is now closed.

What mishap befel Van Roosemaers vats, boxes, flasks,

pots, and pitchers, and transferred them to the broker's

shop?"
All this, reader, and more, occmred through the blighting

influence of the Gallo-mania—a silly desire to affect
"
the

apish tricks of French politesse.''

«' The old Van Roosemael had a young daughter called Siska,
after her mother, of the age of fifteen, tall and slender for her

years, with handsome figure and features, fair hair and blue eyes—
a genuine, charming Brabantish child. She had been educated at

a common town school, knew her native language, besides arith-

metic, and all that sort of work which a good burgher's wife ought
to understand, if it be only to know something more about domestic

management than her servant. Like her parents she was simple,

pious, obedient, affectionate ;
not boisterous, idle, or self-willed, but

in every way calculated to maintain, with the man she should marry,
the honour and renown of the house of her ancestors, and to carry
on the famous grocery shop."

—
pp. 4—5.
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This daughter is, of course, the pride and the idol of her
mother's heart ; and, unhappily for the peace of all the

parties, this motherly pride takes a wrong direction. The
Roosemaels' near neighbour, a master shoemaker, named
Spinael, is induced by the hope of making a rapid fortune to

give up his quiet old-world shop, and to open a splendid new
French magazin; and carrying out the change through all

the details of life, he adopts the extreme of the French
mode, appearing *\in a paletot of chequered cloth, drab-
coloured trousers, and white waistcoat, with a mosaic gold
chain, to which a watch or eye-glass was supposed to be
attached.'' His son, John, is metamorphosed into Mon-
sieur Jules, and Theresa, his daughter, becomes Made-
moiselle Hortense ; both being sent abroad to acquire the

''French polish," Jules to a rarisian etahlissement , and
Hortense to a fashionable French pension. As for Spi-
nael himself, he has his red whiskers died a beautiful

black ; his hair is artificially dressed like the wax figures in

barbers' windows ; he withdraws his name from the ''con-

fraternity of our Blessed Lady;" and pleads that it is "not
to be expected of a man like him to follow the procession,

taper in hand !"

. Mademoiselle Hortense returns from the pension, all

grace, and fashion, and elegance ; and it soon becomes

apparent to poor Dame Roosemael that, thanks to those

French advantages, "her own Siska makes little show be-

side the dashing shoemaker's daughter." She resolves,
and persuades her husband into the same resolution, to

send Siska to the pension, first, however, asking the appro-
val of the confidential ,

friend and adviser of the family.
Doctor Pelkmans, a genuine Fleming, but yet free from all

unreasonable prejudice. The doctor remonstrates against
the project of the pension, but, as might be supposed, with-

out convincing the worthy dame.

" She did not give way, but exclaimed :
* You are exaggerating,

doctor ; 1 know well that jou bear a great hatred to every thing
French ; but we are of the old world, friend. It wont do

now-a-dajs.'
***Mrs. Van Roosemael,' said the doctor,

'

you wont understand

me. It is not my intention to hinder any body from acquiring

foreign languages : this you may see in the case of my own son

Lewis, who is now at the university. Does he not understand

French ? I should say so
; and a good deal better than the young

ignoramuses who turn Therese Spinael's head, and dazzle yourejes
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so very much. Do not look at me, madam, with such an air of de-

fiance. Yes, they are ignoramuses ; for what does their knowledge
consist in ? Some French sentences picked up in the street, which

thej often bungle lamentably enough. Thej do not know their

native language ; and they are ignorant of the very names of the

most useful sciences. All their learning consists in French wind ;

in words and phrases which they now and then pick up in news-

papers and novels. These they concoct into empty idle talk, and

palm it on the uninformed for French cultivation. But you really
make me quite angry ; wo are wandering from the point. Let u3

come to an understanding. I will tell you, and mark my words !

There are no doubt good educational establishments, but there are

far more bad than good ones. The good ones are those conducted

by ladies, who, conscious of the holiness of their calling, have a bet-

ter end in view, than to give to their charges a shining worldly
varnish, at the expense of their piety and morals; where the teachers

assiduously co-operate and watch incessantly to guard against the

poison of temptation, and to combat vanity and frivolity ; where
there is a due appreciation of the good qualities that have their

root in a patriotic sentiment, and a perception of the danger of

giving up this pure ground to foreign influence ;
in a word, where

they do not wish to form fashionable ladies, but good and useful

housewives. If you should now propose to send your Siska to such

an establishment, I should be the last to object ;
on the contrary, I

should be very glad of it.'"

The father joins the doctor, but in the end, of course,
the lady prevails, and Siska is sent to the French pension.
And lo! here is the result. Mrs. Van Roosemael goes to

the railway station to meet her daughter on her return.

" Ha ! there the roaring train is coming up : from all sides the
officials rush forward out of corners, nooks, and warehouses. The
iron voice of the monster engine changed the silent station into a

bustling field, and amid shouts and cries, the machine stops. Now
that the happy moment of meeting approaches, the maternal heart
beats louder. The old lady stands at the entrance of the terminus
and scrutinizes the features of all the females as they pass by.
Already the carriages are driving to the town ; one after the other
the heavy omnibuses join them, and in less than a few minutes the
iron horse is stabled, the servants returned into their dens, the tra-

vellers vanished, and the silence of death restored. Mother Van
Roosemael sees the gates close ; deep sorrow is swelling her heart ;

a painful sigh escapes from her bosom ; she has not seen her dear
Siska : still she remains, as if a secret power fixed her to the gate ;

and long would she perhaps have remained there, lost in sad medi-
tation, if she had not seen at a little distance a young lady standing
near a cab, in the attitude of one who was waiting for somebody.
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*' Could she be her Siska ? Impossible ! She is a young lady of

quality ; her splendid silk gown leaves bare a great part of her

neck ; a gauze shawl, to be sure, seems intended to cover, but does

not conceal it ; at each movement long ringlets are dancing round
her cheeks ;

from her costly bonnet a grand plume of feathers is

waving ;
her hand holds a pretty little parasol ; a score of boxes of

various shapes and sizes, and two large trunks, are piled at her

feet. That is not Siska !

** Such are the observations which Mother Van Roosemael is

making, and the thought that creeps into her afflicted mind. Sud-

denly the young lady makes a sign of impatience in the direc-

tion of the matron, and, in doing so, shows her features more

distinctly. Yes, it is Siska : and look ! the old stiff motherjumps
towards her like a young girl ;

tears gush from her eyes, a smile

brightens her features, she opens her arms, and ejaculates with

touching joy, *0h, Siska, my child!'
"

" But it seems that the young lady is ashamed of the name Siska,

[she had become Mademoiselle Eudoxie at the pension, she blushes.]
But the blush soon passes over, and she takes two steps up to her

mother, who tries to throw both arms round the neck of her child.

But see I the Frenchified daughter will not make a scene for the

spectators ; she seizes the hands of her mother, holds them, and by
this means prevents the embrace. Then she says,

'

Good-day,
mamma ; how do you do ? and how is papa ? Take care, you will

tread upon my boxes. I have been waiting here for you the last

half hour.'
" Under different circumstances, such frigid, heartless words

might have passed unnoticed : but in the present moment they

pierced like so many daggers, the loving heart of the mother. And
was this, in truth, the language she was entitled to expect from her

Siska after a separation of a whole year ? Not a single kiss, not one

pressure of the hand for her who, to comply with Si ska's will, had
for three long years lived in discord with her good husband ?—for

her who had founded all her hopes on the love of her only child ?

How must this formal behaviour have pained her ! The poor old

lady with both hands covered her eyes, and burst into bitter

tears!"—pp. 58—61.

The poor girl's heart, however, is not yet quite dead.

She could not bear the sight of her mother's tears. She
throws her arms around her neck, and makes her once
more happy by a warm and cordial embrace. But, alas !

her better feelhigs are not proof against the petty vanity
which every step in her French training had tended to fos-

ter. She was evidently ashamed of her unfasliionable

companion, though that companion was her mother.

**At the milkmarket, a young gentleman accosted her with
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smiling face, and with such an air of intimacy, that one might have

thought they were brother and sister. Mrs. Van Roosemael opened
her eyes as wide as possible, to see if she could recognise the young
man ; in vain—she never had seen him before. But he was not at

all disconcerted by the piercing glance of the mother, but stepped
close up to Siska, and said, with pinched lips, in French, *Ah! bon

jour, Mademoiselle Eudoxie! So you have left the pension? Ant-

werp will now have the felicity of possessing so bewitching a crea-

ture within its walls ! Verily, a precious gain for us poor young
men, who are bemoaning the scarcity of such a union of attractions !'

On this, Siska, casting a loving glance upon him from beneath her

eyelashes, and at the same time assuming an appearance of confu-

sion, replied,
* You are in jest, Mr. George! But how is your sister

Clotilda?' *

Oh, very well indeed,' said the young gentleman with a

great deal of indifference ; then, with an ironical expression in his

features, and pointing to the old lady, he said, 'Is this your
servant?'

" This question made Siska colour all over. She was ashamed
of her good mother, the Frenchified doll! Her confusion lasted

some time ;
and at last, with great embarrassment and unwilling-

ness, she replied,
* No ; she is my mother !

'

" * Ah! indeed!' the young man exclaimed ! and, turning to the

mother, he bowed stiffly, and said,
* Will you permit me to make

you my compliments, Madame Van Rosmal! You have got a

charming daughter !

'

" The old lady did not understand him, but she saw clearly

enough what was going on, and that she was the subject of his

impudent mockery. She nevertheless returned his bow by a move-
ment of her head. The young man took his leave, with these words
to Siska,

' Poor woman ! she is quite right in sheltering you under
her wide cloak. There are so many of us who have a great mind
to steal you. Au revow, Mademoiselle Eudoxie.""—^p. ()5—67.

From the moment of her retm'ii, the young lady sets

about a thorough reform of the old-fashioned Flemish
household ; and it will hardly he matter of surprise that

she succeeds. What could be better than the following ?

** How could she dine before three o'clock? Had she the stomach
of a peasant ? At this declaration the father grew angry, the mother

grieved, because all their lifetime they had dined at this their

wonted hour, and were afraid of a change which would entirely

upset their arrangements for the day. Siska became sulky, and
looked sour

;
but there was no help for it. Her father showed himself

inexorable on this matter. Siska wept until her eyes were red ;

this, too, was of no avail, although the fond mother, from mere

pity, now supported her. Then Siska began to swoon ; she fell into

violent hysterics, and behaved as though about to leave the world.
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A Frenchified physician, expert in the capricious maladies of highly-
educated ladies, knew how to narrate so many horrors, caused by
exciting the weak nerves of the female sex, that the frightened

parents at last resolved to change their hour of dining. Often did

they now endure craving hunger, as, regularly rising at four or five

o'clock in the morning, they had to pass so many hours, whilst the

lazy, comfort-loving Siska, never made her appearance before nine
o'clock.

*' And then the kitchen—what miserable cookery ! Nothing but

potatoes, and cabbage, and beef boiled or roast: always the same.

Siska, of late, feels so very weak, so very poorly ! She must have
a pigeon or a roast fowl

;
such things will be a relish, and agree

better with her. Her pockets are always full of peppermint and
lemon lozenges ;

and not without reason, for the poor child has got
so many different aches—stomach-ache, heart-ache, head-ache, ner-

vous-ache, ache everywhere. Alas, poor Siska !"—pp, 75, 7Q.

The six o'clock morning niass then became too much
for her delicate nerves ; the high mass was too tedious, and
caused her cold feet upon the stone pavement ; till, at last,

her devotions are restricted to the mid-day mass, where
she has full opportunity of studying the toilette of her

neiofhbours, and of displaying her own.
The next step in the reform is to make her mother pre-

sentable to her genteel acquaintances.

*' And see! she has forced her mother to exchange her laced cap
for a silk bonnet, and to wear lace-boots, otherwise she must decline

showing herself anywhere with her in public. But how unhappy
Mother Van Roosemael looks in her new head-dress ! It frets her

ears perpetually, for she is not accustomed to the rustling of the

stiff bonnet lining ;
and more than this, she can scarce advance

three steps without making movements with her lace-boots like one

entangled in a noose, so averse are the laces to make acquaintance
with her feet. Poor woman! her neighbours laugh while she is

perspiring from vexation, and for very shame could sink into the

earth. But forget not the beautiful source of her patience ; it is

the mother's love enduring all things for her child."—pp. 77, 78.

But the great stronghold of old-world ideas is still to be
stormed: the old shop is as old and as old-fashioned as

ever. How can the fine lady endure such an odious con-
cern ? She assails it in every way ; but the old man is

proof against all her efforts. The old place had too many-
holds upon his affections to be abandoned even for the sake
of his darling daughter. Who will not enter into these

simple feehngs ?
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** Behind the counter Van Roosemael had grown up ; yonder the

chair stood upon which his mother had nursed him ; that gailj-

painted jar, and that japanned box, he had smiled at before ho
could speak. There was no crack, no mark, which did not awaken
some fond juvenile recollections. With regard to that broken china

pot, his father had given it to hiitr a day before his death, with so

striking an admonition on economy, that it was even now indelibly

impressed on his memory. The black spots on that green cask

yonder came from his own little hands, because that was the cask

from which his mother had frequently given him a piece of sugar ;

and the child, therefore, had been in the habit of patting and

caressing it. Yonder, on that table, the initials 'J. S.' are cut;

they mean John and Siska, and are in commemoration of his first

and only love. In short, this shop was the place of his birth—his

world ; everything in it was a part of himself, of his very life."—
pp. 79, 80.

But the well-known proverb was doomed to fulfilment.

After a long series of attacks and resistance, the point was
carried at last. The fatal permission was uttered by the

brave-hearted old man ; but the sacrifice of all his cherished
associations cost him dearly. He began

"
to pine away ;

became pale and weak, and was apparently tottering into

his grave under some unknown disease. Siska often shook
like a willow when the flashing eye of her old father caught
her own, but he did not speak, the broken-hearted man ;

he stared motionless at the workmen who were busy
knocking the old shop down. All his dearest recollections

he saw destroyed ; and in proportion as they were vanish-

ing under the breath of the painter, his breath and his life

grew shorter. The simple shop was very soon transformed
into a magnificent warehouse : everything glittered with

golden ornaments ; the counter was ornamented with little

angels that ground coflee, smoked cigars, or weighed
tobacco ; the window-panes were as large as mirrors, and
covered with French inscriptions, lighted with gas lamps.
A Shopman and an assistant stood behind the counter with
folded arms ; and Siska, or rather Mademoiselle Eudoxie
van R,osmal, was sitting on a little elevation near the win-
dow, and read French novels.''

Meanwhile, the afi^airs of their neighbours, the Spinaels,
had been utterly destroyed. The old man had been ruined,
insulted, and at last deserted by his French-trained chil-

dren ; and, in the end, had been driven to seek the charita-
ble assistance of his old friend Van Roosemael, whom he
had despised in the days of his new-fledged splendour.

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI.
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The recollection of all this misery, occasioned by the very
course which he now saw taken by his infatuated daughter,
was constantly present to his mind; he sickened, and

pined away ; and at last the wretched girl is startled from
her dream of vanity and extravagance by the fearful

announcement, "Your father is dying, degenerate child,
and you have murdered him/'
The conclusion of the

tale^may be readily imagined ; but
it would not be easy to do justice to the simple pathos of

the author's narrative—-Siska's despairing grief, her self-

reproaches, her self-torturings-—the father's tenderness, and
sorrow, and gentle pity for his erring but repentant child.

We can only make room for the closing paragraphs.

*' The shop of a hundred years standing is now shut up. Mother
and daughter lead a life of solitude and repentance ; with

horror they think of the cause of their misery, and to the litany

they add the significant prayer 'from the French degeneracy,
deliver us Lord.*

" '
I venture to hope, indulgent reader,' adds Hendrik Conscience

in conclusion,
' that this true narrative may have engaged your

attention ; and you are perhaps anxious to see Siska V
•'
Well, then, if such be your desire, go on a Friday morning, at

about six o'clock, or perhaps a little later, to the church of the

Dominicans ; open the door on the right, and walk through the old

churchyard as far as the Mount Calvary and the vaults where are

represented the torments of the souls in purgatory. There you will

see a young woman kneeling, wrapped in a dark cloak,, and her face

covered by a veil. If you look attentively, you will observe the

beads of a rosary gliding through her fingers, and now and then
hear a sigh rising from under the veil as from a contrite spirit.

She kneels, however, motionless, and, in the twilight of the chapel,
will appear to you like a statue.

"
If, then, you see her rising and pressing a fervent kiss upon the

hand of the beseeching image of a tormented sinner that is placed
there, and slowly leaving the vaults without having observed you,
then you may boldly assert that you saw Siska Van Roosemael.*"

Another of the sketches,
" A Painter's Progress," dis-

plays perhaps still more clearly the versatility of the

author's powers. The story is so extremely slight, that

we scarcely think it necessary to detail it ; but it is made
the thread on which to hang an infinite variety of pathos,
humour, and philosophy ; and it possesses an entirely inde-

pendent interest as being founded upon the actual history
of an eminent Bekian artist still livincf. To enable the
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reader to understand the following extract, it will bo

enough to say that Frank, the young aspirant after fame,
is the child of humble parents, who, by a series of lucky
adventures, described with great cleverness and humour,
have contrived to place him at the Academy ; and after his

successful career in that institution, have made an effort, at

almost incredible personal sacrifices, to establish him as a

painter in his native city. For a time, the generosity of a
kind patron enables him to struggle on against poverty
and the thousand difficulties which beset the opening of a

young artist's career; but unhappily he is prevailed upon,
against his better judgment, to send an imperfect and ill-

executed picture to the exhibition, and his first failure

becomes almost an insuperable obstacle to his after success
with the public. He struggles on, nevertheless; but,
while fortune is still adverse, his father by an unlucky
accident is so disabled as to be incapacitated from follow-

ing his trade, and to complete his misery, his patron, Baron
de Pret, suddenly dies. At this point we shall allow the

author to tell his own story ; and though the extract must
be a long one, we are sure it will need no apology.

"At the funeral of tlie Baron, an humbla vehicle followed the

procession afar off. Arrived at the burial ground, three persons
alighted from the poor conveyance. They turned into a by-lane
near the cemetery, and did not show themselves during the cere-

mony. But when all was over, and the splendid carriages were

returning in speed with all the mourners to the town, three persons
were seen entering the churchyard with slow steps. It was Frank,
his aged grandmother leaning on his arm, and supported by his

mother on the other side. Nobody saw them, all was still in the

cemetery, and the greatest silence prevailed around.
" Do you mark them all three ; their eyes red with tears, their

breath choked by the agony of grief, approaching a mound of newly
dug up earth. There rests the man who did good by stealth. Oh,
saj» not that virtue is not rewarded, not honoured! The tears

of these people weigh thousands in the scales of the heavenly
Judge.

" Look ! the women arc kneeling on the mound. They clasp their

hands and bend their heads over the grave—their lips move. Is theirs

a set speech, are their words studied, measured, written down, in

order that they may remember them? Oh! no! They know only
one prayer, which the Lord himself has taught them : they say the
Lord's Prayer over and over again. Their voices become clearer
whilst they pray

— '

Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors !

Holy Mary, Mother of the Lord, pray for us miserable sinners, now
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and in the hour of death. Amen.' Their sobs, their tears, their

sighs tell the rest:—'Sleep in peace, kind-hearted friend! We
plant no flowers on thy grave ; they are not everlasting as the

memory of thy countless charities. May thy soul receive in the

bosom of thy Maker a reward which the world cannot give !'

"And why does not Frank also kneel on the ground? Why? He
is absorbed in grief, he feels no life in him, he has forgotten where
he is. Look! there he stands like a statue, his head dropping on

his breast, and his hand pressed to his forehead. How the stream-

ing tears sparkle which burst from his eyes I Unfortunate youth !

who could describe the mortal despair which weighs on thy
bursting heart !

" Awake ! seest thou not that the cold ground will injure the

health of thy grandmother ? Remove her from the grave, else the

evening will perhaps still find her kneeling and weeping here. Take

courage ! return to your home.
*' On the following day, Frank said, in a sorrowful tone to his

parents,
' We are unfortunate and poor

—I am the cause of your
sorrow, I know I am ! But let me now put a question to you, and
answer it candidly ! Can we still hold out for three months without

earning any money?'
" This question remained long unanswered. The mother went

up to the invalid husband, and after a long serious conversation

with him, said,
' Three months with the utmost stretch, but no

longer!' #
*' ' Well then,' replied Frank,

' I shall make a last attempt. One

picture I will paint still, only one, and if I do not sell it soon, then

I shall turn sign painter i'

**
It gave him evident pain to utter this last word ; there was a

spasm in his throat, yet he soon composed himself, and asked once

more whether they would let him work for three montlis without

trouble or molestation. This his parents again readily promised
him. Frank then went to Mr. Wrappers, and received the last

twenty-five francs which his generous patron had still left for him.

With part of this money he purchased colours, and on the following

day he shut himself up in the loft where he used to work, and
sketched the first outline of the picture which he intended to

execute. •
"It was the churchyard of Hemixem, with a newly thrown-up

grave, on which two females were kneeling in prayer ; behind them
stood a young man weeping and absorbed in the deepest grief, on
the side were the walls of the chapel, and in the back-ground a
rich landscape. During two months and a half Frank worked with-

out intermission ; he went out to the churchyard in order to draw
from nature, and made his mother and grandmother sit to him
for models.

*'
Never, perhaps, had an artist worked with more enthusiasm,

with more love and industry at a picture. His soul was fuU of his
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subject, and during all the time lie was emplojed in his work, his

head burnt feverishly. Could this picture turn out ill? No; it

must necessarily bear the stamp of inspiration. And so it was.
" Frank got on credit an appropriate frame for the exhibition.

But this time another thought struck him
;
he sent his picture to

Germany to the exhibition at Cologne. Will he be more successful

there ? Yet the picture was gone, and staid away without any
news of it whatever.

"
Poverty, greater than they had ever felt, now broke in upon the

longing^ family. They ate black bread, and were as if crushed by
the awaking to the dreadful reality. The good old grandmother
showed the greatest courage ; she carried quietly her best habili-

ments and her few little trinkets to the pawnbroker's, and consoled
the others. But matters could not thus last long. The clothes of

Frank and of the mother must at last also be pawned ; even the

prize medals and other honourable decorations went to the baker as

pledges for a little bread.
*'

They had already run up an account with the butcher and the

grocer—the baker would let them have no more—none would trust

the wretched artist, as Frank was nicknamed in the neighbourhood ;

the weekly house-rent was unpaid during a whole month, and the

landlord had even thrice sent the bailiff to exact payment.
" One afternoon, in the month of September, the destitution of

these people had reached its height. None of them had tasted a
morsel since the preceding evening. The bailiff had just left them,
with the warning that he would return at six o'clock, and that if

they did not then pay their rent, they would be turned into the
street.

" Grandmother held Frank's hand in hers, and sought to console

him
; the mother shed silent tears ; the father, who still wore his

arm in a sling, sat at the chimney, and stared gloomily into the

chamber. All at once he burst into a flood of tears, and sobbed
aloud.

" Frank had never seen his father weep ; this was the first time
in his life : it struck him like a thunderbolt

; a shriek of terror

burst from him, and he fell on his knees before his father: '

Father,'
he cried,

'

father, you weep ! You ! Oh ! be at ease
; to-morrow I

shafl turn sign-painter, then I shall at least earn sixpence a-day.'
" The workman raised his son from the floor, and pressed him

with his left arm to his heart. '

Frank, my boy,' he said,
* I don't

lay any blame on you ;
but we are so wretched. I weep, because I

am in despair that I cannot work. We are starving, and craving

hunger is gnawing at our hearts. Who will give us to eat before

night falls in ? Where shall we go to when they turn us out to-

morrow ? Is it not sufiicient to turn my brain, or to make me— '

*' Frank pressed him forcibly to his bosom, and cut short his

awful speech by a tender embrace.
" Whilst father and son were thus clasped in each other's arms
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the door opened, and a man with a leather bag strapped over his

shoulder, stretched out his haud with a letter in it. With a sudden

start, Frank disengaged himself from the arms of his father, and

attempted to seize the letter ;
but the postman drew it back, and

said drilj,
* A letter from Germany, two francs.'

*' Two francs ! Where is such a treasure secreted in this poor

dwelling ? Two francs from people who are starving ! Who could

describe the sorrows and the tortures of this family ? The letter

contains perhaps what may put an end to their distress ; perhaps it

would dry up their tears, satisfy their hunger, and protect them
from ejectment. And alas ! whilst they are staring with beating
heart at the letter, and long so ardently to open it, the postman is

turning to go off with it and to rob them of all their hopes. It is as

if the ground was burning beneath their feet ; they stamp the

floor from impatience, and tear their hair.
" Now the mother kneels down before the postman ; she raises

imploringly her hands ! Ha I he weeps, his heart is not of stone.
* Here ! (he hands the letter to Frank) take it, I am a poor man too,

but I can't stand this any longer.' Frank opens the letter slowly
with a trembling hand, cautiously undoing each and every fold : but

scarcely had he cast his eyes upon the contents, when the muscles

of his face began to tremble convulsively, he grows deadly pale, and
a strange scream escapes his breast. He supports himself on the

table, and the letter drops from his hands on the floor. The room

rings with lamentations
; the grandmother raises her hands to

heaven
;
the mother sinks backward from her chair, as if paralyzed.

Frank was struggling to speak. It was evident he wanted to say

something, but he could not make it pass his trembling lips. At last

his speech burst forth—' Grandmother, mother, father, / am a

painter ! Five hundred francs for my picture !

'

" The four happy beings lay in one another's arms, amid mutual

kissing, hugging, and patting, and the room was filled with con-

fused cries of joy. After the first outbursts of delight, the two
women expressed some curiosity to know the contents of the letter.

Frank, who knew French pretty well, interpreted the letter to

them."—pp. 158—168.

This letter (from the Secretary of the Ai't-Uuion
'

of

Cologne) was to the effect that Frank's picture had been

universally admired and commended at the exhibition, and
had been purchased at the artist's own price, five hundred
francs, by a Cologne comioisseur, who wished to order a
second to match the first, at the same price already paid.

(( ( Hurrah !

'

cried Frank a second time. * Now I am a painter,

grandmother ; now I am a painter.'
" *

Yes, my child,' replied she, with a look of pride.
* Did I not

tell it to you. Now we are so rich, that there will be no end to our
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money ; let them say now, as long as they like,
' The wretched

Artist.' You see after all the Lord is kind to us, and wo had

already endured enough. I shall go nine days more to pray before

our Blessed Lady, to thank her for her intercession. And now,
Frank, my boy, let us merrily take our share of what the Lord lias

sent us. I dare say we shall now get a can of strong ale, and a

pound or two of spare-rib. Yes, let us feast now ; The postman,
bless him as a good fellow, shall also have his share in our jollifica-

tion.'"—̂
j;?.

169—170.

It is pleasing to perceive in this and the other tales, that

the author is not ashamed to introduce scenes and inci-

dents illustrative of the profoundly religious habits of the

people of Belgium. To those who know that delightful

country, it is hardly necessary to say that any pictures of

Flemish life omitting this strongly characteristic feature,
would be unfaithful and imperfect; but there is some-

thing in the manner in which Hendrik Conscience intro-

duces this interesting national trait which shows that he

fully understands and sympathises with the feelings which
he describes. His allusions to the sacraments, the public
offices of the Church, the pious or charitable confraterni-

ties, the processions, the prayers before the image of our
Blessed Lady, and the thousand other little practices of

devotion familiar among a Catholic people, are always
made, not only reverently and respectfully, but in a manly
and cordial spirit which proclaims that he is not ashamed
of the simple piety of his people, and that he scorns to

insult their sincerity by that deprecatory tone of explana-
tion and apology which even our sternest Catholics do not
deem it beneath them to adopt. His tales cannot, in any
ordinary sense of the word, be called religious,'^' but their

general effect is to produce a religious impression. His
religious allusions are neither fi-equent nor obtrusive, but
where they come, they come as a matter of course. The
daily attendance at mass, the habitual frequentation of the

sacraments, are perfectly natural in the characters among
whom he deals. If a mother be overtaken by soitow or by
danger, she goes, as a matter of course, to pray before the

image of the Mater Dolorosa; if her prayer be heard, she
offers a Novena in thanksgiving for the successful media-
tion. And, even in an artistic point of view, is he not

right in this ? How would it be possible to devise a more

* Indeed a few of them ai*e perhaps deficient in this particular.
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touching conclusion than that which we have already quoted
from his tale of Siska van Roosemael ? And we wish it

were in our power to make room for the concluding para-
graphs of

*' The Modern Niobe" [Das Neue Niobe], which
breathe a spirit equally tender and impressive."'*'

May we ever hope to welcome tales like these in our
own neglected language ? The "Sketches ofFlemish Life'"

have had a double charm for us from the strong analogy
which subsists between the condition of the language and
literature of our own country and those of Belgium; and
we have willingly overlooked, for the sake of this associa-

tion, many a minor point of exception, to which in rigid
criticism we should have adverted. With how much
more of affectionate indulgence should we regard a similar

effort, could we find some Irish Hendrik Conscience with

coura.Q:e and skill to undertake it !

'—"^"--^ "'^""

Art. VI.—Pictures from Italy. By Charles Dickens.
London: 1846.

WE have experienced more unmia^d pain in the perusal
of this little volume than of any other, large or small,

that has fallen into our hands for many years—with the

exception perhaps of the fourth volume of Moore's History
of Ireland. We have met with books more flippant, more
insolent, more blasphemous ; with as much false colouring
and childish reasoning. We knew their authors, however,
and from them hoped for nothing better : from the buffoon
we expected only a broad grin, a bark from the dog, a stench
from the common sewer. But that a production like this,

exhibiting, from beginning to end, such extreme narrow-

ness, littleness, one-sidedness of mind ; so much cockney

* See the Ausgewiihlte Werke, vol- i. Abendstunden, p. 124. We are very-

sorry also to pas3 by a most charming storj'-, called by the odd name of Ricke-

ticketack, but overflowing with simple and natural beauty.
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trifling and sneerini? on topics regarded by a hundred and

fifty millions of Cliristians as of a solemn and sacred

character—that such a production should have come to

us, under the sanction of a name so honoured by us, and,
as we fondly thought, so deserving of honour, has con-

founded and shocked us more than we can express.
We did not expect from Mr. Dickens the opinions and

the language of a zealous and well-informed Catholic.

Nursed as he has been in an uncatholic land, among
imcatholic people, in the hot atmosphere of an anti-

Catholic literature, himself a Protestant of the liberal

school in politics
—that is of the school whose religious

creed and sentiments are farthest removed from ours—we
did not expect that he would entertain, and not entertain-

ing, that he would express the feelings of awe and veneration

with which a devout Catholic would contemplate the tombs,
and the relics, and the shrines of a thousand martyrs and
saints ; would behold the spiritual ruler, and father, and

pastor, and bishop of the whole Catholic world; would

linger upon the associations awakened by the sight of that

man in whom Catholic unity is centered, and whence its

mysterious all-pervading, all-subduing influence emanates.
But we did expect, at least we had a right to expect, that

if Mr. Dickens's taste had been oflended by the cere-

monies, the institutions, the aspect of religious edifices, or
the deportment of persons clothed with high ecclesiastical

authority in Italy ; and if his deliberate judgment led him
to adopt a tone of large and sweeping censure—we had a

right to expect that topics so grave in the eyes of the great
majority of Christian men, should have been handled in a

grave manner ; that appeals should^have been made to the

reasoning rather than to the risible faculty ; that what was
really praiseworthy should have been praised, and that in

what was thought deserving of censure, the reader's mind
should not have been left altogether without the materials
of sober judgment and rational conviction.

The first thing that would strike an impartial reader of
this book—a reader fully prepared to adopt whatever views,
favourable or unfavourable, might be borne out by unex-

ceptionable testimony—is, that it is the work of a light-

headed, giggling person, rambling about in quest of mere
amusement and excitement, accustomed to view and capa-
ble of understanding only a certain ridiculous aspect which
his own fancy creates in every thing about him ; to whom
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laughing is living, and to tickle and be tickled by wit's

feather the highest enjoyment of human existence. Mr.
Dickens may have been blessed with a reasoning faculty
not contemptible. We are quite sure that nature had
bestowed upon him a kind heart and a disposition that

did not incline him to utter offensive things for the mere
pleasure of offending. But as a man living always among
frivolous people becomes himself frivolous ; and as long and
close confinement weakens strong minds and turns strong
heads ; so have the pursuits in which his genius has hitherto

developed itself, utterly absorbed his faculties and rendered
them impotent for vigorous exertion in anj^ other walk.
From early manhood he has grown up among strange and
out of the way sort of beings—seraphs, devils, and odd
fellows. Mrs. Gamp and Mrs. Prigg, Pinch, Pecksniff,
Pickwick, Old Weller, and Old Wardle, and old Chuzzle-

wit, and old Nickleby, and old Arthur Gride, and the old

rogue Fagin—these are the people with whom his whole
life has passed ; with whom he has laughed and wept, and
eaten and drank, and talked the winter night and the live-

long summer day. With life or language beyond theirs

he was little familiar. It was all a world of fanc}'-
—^loud

laughter and" loud weeping, agony and rapture, love and
murder, wreathed roses and knotted scorpions, Hebe and

Beelzebub, now Satan astride on earth, and now groups of

ethereal beings sprinkling its surface with ambrosia. This
is the sort of world in which he has lived so long, in which
his mind and heart have been educated. Of the influences

of such a training his Pictures of Italy exhibit abundant
evidences in every pa^e. We have said that we did not

expect such a book frSbi his pen—-for we thought that so

good and kind-hearted a person, as we took him to be
from his previous writings, would have felt the necessity of

approaching his new theme in a spirit very different from
that in which his works of fiction were composed.^ Our ex-

pectations have been utterly disappointed. He is still the

novelist, the satirist, the caricaturist ; and the Pictures of

Italy are a little fragment of a novel—a very poor and
third-rate novel—a small Cruikshank, like the rest, and

nothing more.
It is no excuse to say, as Mr. Dickens says, that in treat-

mg of the ceremonies of the Holy Week, *'he merely treats

of their effect, and does not challenge the good and learned

Dr. Wiseman's interpretation of them." Their effect on
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whom ? On the mind of an Irish or English Catholic—of

an Italian Catholic—of an Oxford Protestant—of any Pro-
testant with an ordinary Christian feeling ? No, but their

effect on the fancy of a single English Protestant satirist

whose whole life has been consumed in making out gro-

tesque analogies and comparisons, and i)icking out from
all things, great and small, under the sun, something to

Xjlay with and compress or expand into the most ludicrous

proportions—until his soul has become a mere fairy trickster,
a little laughing echo ! He may tell us that he has a right
to indulge his own humour, and to view things in the light
that affords himself most amusement. Be it so. But he
has no right to publish his little rambling nonsense and
call it a picture. He has no right to publish in the face

of Christendom the puerile and contemptible mad-cap
freaks of his own goblin imagination, in contemplating
sights and scenes which all Christendom has agreed to

admire, if not to reverence. Dean Swift had a right to

publish his
'^
Tale of a Tub," but he could not have

seriously called it a History of England.
Mr. Dickens^ s book is, in truth, no more a picture of

Italy than the atrabilious malignities of Junius are a history
of his own times—no more than the lives of Cromwell or

Marat are pictures of the life of a true Christian—no more
than a description of the character of Saint Paul by a
Turkish eunuch would fully lay open the heart and soul of

the great apostle. And then the miserable catchpenny on
the title-page

—•" The vignette illustrations on wood by
Samuel Palmer;" that is, three paltry wood-cuts at the

beginning of the book and one at the end ! These sketches
should have been published in Punch, "by Punch's dog,"
and should never have appeared under the sanction of any
other name than that of the puppy with the feather in his

cap. They bring to our minds the image of a nautilus

crossing the Atlantic, Tom Thumb on the Alps, a mouse
in the Coliseum, a gnat on the Pyramids.

Mr. Dickens, in his preface, expresses a hope that he
will not be

"
misunderstood by professors of the Roman

Catholic faith (or Romish, as he politely i)hrases it farther

on) on account of anything contained in these pages. He
has done his best, in one of his former productions, to do
justice to them, and he trusts, in this, they will do justice
to him." That is to say, in his story of Barnaby Kudge,
he gives a vivid sketch of the Gordon riots, putting in pro-
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miiient places the character of a sturdy, highmmded Catho-
lic gentleman, and that of a mean, vindictive Protestant
villain. The theme was interesting and untrodden ground,
capable of furnishing excellent materials for a new novel ;

and having undertaken to write upon it, he conformed to

the growing spirit of the age, and told a great deal of

warning and unpalatable truth. His narrative is much
more like history, in the first and most important ingre-
dient thereof, than Fox's Book of Martyrs, or Robertson's
View of Europe, or many portions of Hume's England ;

and therefore, notwithstanding certain important— and,
considering the nature of his work, perhaps unavoidable—
omissions, we thank him for

it.^
For his recent libel on

the Catholic religion we thank him not.

The time was when a liberal in politics, an advocate for

Catholic emancipation, might have ricliculed and reviled

the Catholic religion in the most offensive style, with impu-
nity. In the brave men wlio risked place, the good will of

their co-religionists, and the friendship of the titled and
powerful, in defence of a prostrate people from whom no
substantial return could be expected, everything was over-

looked or pardoned. As the hedge-schoolmaster of the day
for his learning, so the emancipator for his zeal in the cause
of emancipation, became a

*

'chartered libertine" in the eyes
of the poor and persecuted people of Ireland. But, to

borrow the phrase of one of the ablest men of this class,
''the lapse of time and O'Connell" has wrought mighty
changes. The Catholic body is no longer an object of

mere pity, to be legislated upon or written upon like a
small herd of uninstructed slaves, too much inured to the

lash to heed harsh words, possessing everything at the

mercy of their masters, and breathing the air of heaven

only by sufferance. We remember the time, when, if the

orange squire spoke kindly to the parish priest only once
in the quarter of a year, or invited him to dine only once
in six years, it v/as looked upon by the Catholic peasant as

a miracle of generosity and condescension, the fire-side

mystery of many a winter's night. Hence, the tone of so

many Catholic apologists of that period—so deprecating,
so submissive, so whining. Being now no longer slaves,
we have outgrown the vices of slavery, and disused its

language. One civil word will be no longer accepted by
us as a license or an atonement for twenty words of slan-

der. We let much pass of old because we could not help
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it. We dared not speak out, or, speaking out, we could
not obtain a hearing, or, being heard, we were sure to be

misrepresented, and thereby to witness our efforts only ag-
gravating the evils we meant to remedy. But gone', and for

ever, is the dark time when the Protestant bishop ofN orwich
detained Alban Butler's library because it consisted chiefly
of Catholic books; or when Father O'Leary found it

necessary to obtain permission from the Protestant bishop
of Cork to publish a defence of the divinity of Christ and
of the immortality of the soul, against an infidel work of

the day. We are anxious, sincerely and heartily anxious,
that old wounds should be healed, old wrongs forgiven,
old social enmities should give way to social kindness.
From the commencement of our career as journalists, we
have laboured in our little sphere to popularize the language
of charity and meekness, as one of the most effective

means of diffusing their spirit in the hearts of men. But
religious questions are the most momentous in which the
iiuman mind or heart can be engaged. They bear upon
our state of being after we have passed from the present
scene, and for ever. Therefore it is that, rightly and
justly, by them are kindled the most ardent zeal, the

deepest and most enduring emotions. We cannot have it

otherwise, and, if v/e could, we ought not. We desire
not to see the stream of Catholic feeling more bitter,
but we dare not wish it less strong. We desire not that
the fire of zeal should send forth a malignant glare, but we
dare not wish its heat less glowing, its light less intense.
When kind words are said of us, when kind deeds are
done towards us, we are glad, not so much for our own
sake as for the sake of those from whom the kindness
comes.

All this we have said elsewhere and often. It sounds
flat and common-place in our ears. But the generation is

not yet passed away of those who thuik they confer a spe-
cial favour upon us by treating us with occasional civility
and common justice ; and that they are thereby entitled to

violate the rules of decency and of truth in our regard on
all other occasions. We are not sorry that the little

volume before us has presented an occasion of again
repeating that the day when this might have been is past ;

that we scorn the liar and his lie, though he speak some
truth ; that we reject the gift of the gilt horns, followed by
the tainted carcass.
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Everything Catholic, everything connected with the

Cathohc rehgion, is unpleasant to Mr. Dickens's eyes, is

held up by him to ridicule, or contempt, or abomination.
The secular clergy—the friars—the monks—the Jesuits—
the cardinals—-the pope at High Mass in St. Peter's—
the pope washing the feet of the twelve pilgrims—^the pope
carried in solemn procession—^the pope imparting his solemn
benediction— their head-dress— their vestments— their

every-day clothing— their walking— their sitting
— their

standing—their silence—their speaking—their gestures—
their looks— their chanting of the sacred service, and
their performance of the sacred ceremonies ; the churches
—the altars—the shrines—the relics— the oblations of the

faithful— the charitable institutions— the confraternities

for burying the dead and for other works of godlike mercy
and charity ; the posture of the faithful at their devotions—the time of their devotions—their mingling of prac-
tices of Christian piety with their ordinary occupations—•

their manner of kneeling, and the order in which they
kneel ; the pictures and statues of saints in the highway,
in churches, and in streets—the tombs of the martyrs—•

monasteries and nunneries, with all that belongs to them—the confessional—the signing^ with the cross—represen-
tations of the instruments and circumstances of the passion,
of our Lord—the alms boxes for the poor or for the sup-

port of divine worship: he ridicules them all, and spits

on them. Whenever he speaks of any of these things, his

mouth stretches from ear to ear. He finds nothing to

praise, nothing to say one kind word of, nothing to kindle

a generous enthusiasm. There is not a single noble senti-

ment in his book, from the first catchpenny wood cut to

the last, on any Catholic theme whatever; cold, little,

heartless throughout, a bombastic proser or a humourless

jester, he resembles nothing so much as a beardless vig-«

nette of Momus carved on a block of dirty ice.

On the images and statues of the ever blessed and holy
Mother of God, and on the devotion of the Italian people
to her, he is in a special degree blasphemously and freez-

ingly sportive. He begins with what he calls
"
the centre

puppet of the Virgin Mary," in the Lyons Cathedral.

Then he has a picture at Avignon of people on their knees,,
*^
with their legs sticking out behind them like hoot trees,

^'

round a sick person whom the picture is designed to repre-
sent as being cured by the Blessed Virgin, who is painted
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above
'^
on a kind of bine divan." At Genoa he witnessed

"
a festa day in honour of the Virgin's Mother, when the

young men of the neighbourhood, having worn green
wreaths of the vine in some procession or other, bathed in

them, by scores. It looked very odd and pretty. Though
he is bound to confess (not knowing of the festa at that

time) that he thought and was quite satisfied, they wore
them as horses do—to keep the flies off." He elsewhere

informs us of a custom of making
*^
a vow to the Madonna

to wear nothing but blue for a year or two. Which is

supposed to give great delight above ; blue being (as is

well known) the Madonna's favourite colour." In ano-

ther place he tells us of
*'
a shabby postillion who pauses

for a moment in his animated conversation, to touch his

hat" [God bless him for doing so]
"

to a blunt-nosed little

Fzr^m hardly less shabby than himself, enshrined in a

plaster Punch's shoiv outside the town." One time he
saw a good old lady

*' who crossed herself very devoutly
and went down at full length on her face before a figure in

a fancy petticoat and a gilt crown." God bless the good
old lady also, and God bless all who so honour the Mother
of God even in their own simple style, and God will bless

them—for who ever honoured or loved her as He honours
and loves her ?

Now we should never dream of censuring Mr. Dickens
for expressing his condemnation of any picture or statue

calculated to excite ludicrous ideas in the minds of those

for whom they ivere intended. But it is not as works of

art, as specimens of sculpture or painting or en^jraving
that these images are set up, but as helps to devotion—as

speaking expositions of sacred truths or mementos of holy
persons—as books which all may understand without an

alphabet and which are specially needful to those who can
read no other. They are not designed for the eye or the

heart of travelling connoisseurs or London Calvinists, but
for those of the uneducated peasant of Italy. If they
teach and move and edify him, their end is attained, and
this is enough. The beauty of sounds, forms, colours, in a

word, of every object of sense called beautiful, is, in very
many if not in most cases, relative and variable, because,
according to the now generally admitted theory, depend-
ing on association of ideas, which of course varies accord-

ing to class, country or age. The little Madonnas with

gaudy drapery and tinsel crowns and rudely chiseled fea-
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tures, are beautiful to the simple people on whose untutored
sense the delicate lines and hues and proportions of more
exquisite workmanship would produce a cold and feeble

effect. No doubt it would be desirable that things were
so managed as in satisfying the wants of the uninstructed

to leave nothing to offend the taste of the fastidious. But,
in God's name, how is this possible where there is not, as

there is in England, a plethory of wealth ? How is this pos-
sible in a country where the images of the Redeemer and his

Saints, the symbols of man's redemption and the memo-
rials of God's merciful works in past or later times, are on

every hill, valley, and highway, on every wall and in every
closet ? Good or even tolerable pictures and statues are

not gathered like berries from the hedge rows—they cost

money. The Italian peasants cannot afford to purchase
costly statues, and if they could afford, perhaps would not

prefer them. But, as matters stand, we are glad that

they so generally possess such incentives to devotion

as are within their reach to procure, and within the

range of their sympathies to appreciate. Mr. Dickens
would, we suppose, have all the books that are used
in the humbler sort of schools banished with their (to

him) uncouth engravings, and discoloured paper, and
coarse type, and have substituted, in their stead, the glossy
foolscap, and gilt lettering, and cerulean cloth cover of his

own volume. Has he not sense enough to see that, as
there must be inequality of wealth and rank in society,
that as the lower classes use clothing and food of an infe-

rior description, and can have no better and are content;
so they will have shrines and pictures and statues of lesser

value, and be content with them too ^

But, granting that Mr. Dickens's censures were merited—^we cannot grant, even for argument's sake, that the

manner in which he expresses his opinions is justifiable on

any ground—still did he not find, in his long ramble

through a land, by universal admission, so rich in all the

forms of sculptured and pictured beauty, something to

dwell upon with satisfaction, to remember with pleasure,
to mention with praise—even modified praise

—faint praise—English praise
—cockney praise—Protestant praise—any

kind of praise ! Was every picture a daub, every statue a
distortion? Was there nothing else to be met with but
bits of tin, brass, and gold leaf?

Mr. Dickens pursues the clerical and religious bodies
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everywhere with the most vindictive feeling. His utter

hatred and loathing of them breaks out on all occasions.
He vilifies and rails at them with the fury of an excited
maniac.

Their countenances are to him indicative of
"

sloth, de-

ceit, and intellectual torpor."
—

(p. 56.)
Their "face, eyes, forehead, behaviour, discourse/' are

an abomination to him.—(57.)

They
"'
skulk through the streets or drone away their

lives."—(lb.)
^

They
"
pry into the secrets of families /or the purpose of

establishing a baleful ascendancy over their weaker
members."—(lb.)

They
*^
are influenced by a fierce desire to make con-

verts, and once made, to let them ao to ruin soul and
body."~{lh.) ^*' The Jesuits go slinking about, in pairs, like black

cats,''—ilh.)

They chaunt the divine office everjnvhere "in a low,
dull, drawling, melancholy tone."—(93.)

On his way to JSice he falls in with a good friar, whose

every word and action he turns into ridicule. He travels

with another to Parma, whom he ridicules in the same
way. (78,85.)
The friars, whom he saw in S. Peter's at Rome, had

^'coarse, heavy faces, with a half miserable, half ridiculous,

dogged, stupid, monotonous stare at all the glory and

splendour around them." (171.)

Defects in painting he ascribes to the painters having
been so much in the hands^ of priests and monks. He
'*
settled with himself" that, in certain pictures, it was the

"vanity and ignorance" of the monks who employed the

artists, and who would be Apostles on canvass, at all

events," that caused the defects of which he complains.

(210.)
The friar whom he met on his way to Nice, is on another

occasion recognized by him in a procession,
" and looked

his part to admiration." (80.)

In another procession, in Rome, he saw "the good-look-
ing priests carrying their lighted tapers, so as to throw the

light with a good effect upon their faces,'' (220.)
The members of* the pious confraternity for burying the

dead, "mingle something of pride with their humility;"
for they

"
are dressed in a loose garment covering their

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 13
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whole person, and wear a hood concealing the face, with

breathing holes and apertures for the eyes. They are very
ugly customers, and look like Ghoules or Demons, bear-

ing off the body for themselves." (56.)

Now we appeal to our readers, we care not of what sect

or sect of a sect, whether this mode of forming at first sight,
and without any apparent evidence whatever, most injurious
and debasing impresssions of such influential bodies of

men, and then the publication in the most offensive lan-

guage of these impressions
^

— we appeal to our readers
whether such conduct is consistent with the lowest feelings
of Christian charity, with the common principles of morals,
with the common decencies of life, by which men are
bound towards their fellow men, in other countries and
other creeds as well as to those of their own. Sneers, and
sarcasms, and gross insinuations glance out from every
page ; yet not one fact, not a single particle of evidence of

any kind, is brought forward, or alluded to as producible,
to justify this tirade of invective. Mr. Dickens lived

among the people, and conversed with the people, with
whom the priests and the monks and the rest constantly
mingled, to whom their conduct and their character must
have been familiarly known. His book shows that he is

no friend to the priestly order. He had ample means of

collecting the local scandal against the clergy and the

monks, and he was evidently nothing loath to collect it.

Yet he does not record one fact, nor does he state that he
had one fact to record, to the dishonour of a single priest,

or monk, or friar, or Jesuit, or nun, in all Italy. Of those
who watch by the sick bed, who inhale every day the
breath of pestilence ; of those who live among the poor,
who teach them, who console them, who watch over their

footsteps, who are loved by them, and deserve to be loved

by them, as true Christian pastors ; of the spotless lives

that are consumed in works of mercy ; of the charitable

institutions where ignorance is instructed, and the suffer-

ings of the body, as well as the miseries of the soul, are

relieved ;"'^'
of the monuments of faith and love that are

scattered everywhere ; of the deeds of faith and love that
are performed everywhere, he saw nothing, or if he saw a

little, it was but to make that little the butt of his cold.

* See the articles on " The Charitable Institutions of Italy," Dublin Review
vol. vi. p. 111. vol. xiv. p. 97. vol. xv. p. 29,

*
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harsh, dry laughter, his httle jibes, and his low buffoonery.
The evil which he utters of them is the evil of his own
fancy. If he sees a clergyman walking in a grave man-
ner, as became him, in a public procession, straightway he
accuses him of

' *

looking his part/' If he sees a young priest

holding his taper as he ought to hold it in a procession, he
at once concludes that it is for the purpose of showing to

advantage the beauty of his face ! He accuses that most
Christian institution, the confraternity for the burial of the

dead, of pride ; and has no other earthly ground for so

grave an imputation except that they wear a long dress

which conceals their whole person. Good God ! if every
man were to judge his neighbour thus, and to publish his

opinions to the world, society would not hold together for

a single week ; men of ordinary delicacy of feeling would
be compelled to fly from their fellows^ and hide themselves
in lonely places, where no human eye could see and scan
them ;

there could be no community except of hardened

profligates, in whom all shame was lost.
"
John came

neither eating nor drinking, and they say. He hath a devil.

The Son of Man came eating and drinking, and they say.
Behold a man that is a glutton and a wine-drinker, a
friend of publicans and sinners. And wisdom is justified

by her children."

To call to mind from time to time, and meditate on the

passion of our Lord, has been always recommended in

every Christian community as a powerful means of kindling
divine love in the soul, of drawing away the heart from an
excess of worldly aftections, of impressing upon it a deep
and practical feeling of the guilt of mortal sin and the

punishment it deserves. As close attention is the most
difficult of mental operations, especially if the objects
thereof be distant, and can be made present only by the

help of imagination, and do not affect our present interests,
and are not favourable to the indulgence of our passions ;

hence the CathoHc Church has ever sanctioned and
encouraged among the faithful the use of those symbols of

our Redeemer's sufferings, which, according to a universal
and admitted law of our nature, are calculated to recall

and rivet our attention to this subject. In Catholic coun-
tries these symbols are not confined to books, or to private

houses, or churches, but are constantly presented to the

traveller's eye on the public highways. Hear now the
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flippant, mocking, heartless tone in which Mr. Dickens

speaks of this practice :

" The roadside crosses in this part of Italy are numerous and
curious. There is seldom a figure on the cross, though there is

sometimes a face ; but they are remarkable for being garnished
with little models in wood, of every possible object that can be con-

nected with the Saviour's death. The cock that crowed when
Peter had denied his master thrice, is usually perched on the tip-top ;

and an ornithological phenomenon he generally is. Under him, is

the inscription. Then, hung on the cross-beam, are the spear, the

reed with the sponge of vinegar and water at the end, the coat with-

out seam for which the soldiers cast lots, the dice-box with which

they threw for it, the hammer that drove in the nails, the pincers
that pulled them out, the ladder which was set against the cross,

the crown of thorns, the instrument of flagellation, the lantern with
which Mary went to the tomb, I suppose, and the sword with which
Peter smote the servant of the high priest

—a perfect toy-sliop of
little objects, repeated at every four or five miles along the high-

way." (156.)

Hear, again, how in the same tone he speaks of the

paintings in one of the churches of Rome which represent
the sufferings of the early martyrs :

** These paintings represent the martyrdoms of Saints and early
Christians, and such a panorama of horror and butchery, no man
could imagine in his sleep, though he were to eat a whole pig raw for
supper. Grey-bearded men being boiled, fried, grilled, crimped,
singed, eaten by wild beasts, worried by dogs, burned alive, torn

asunder by horses, chopped up small with hatchets ; women having
their breasts torn with iron pincers, their tongues cut out, their

ears screwed off, their jaws broken, their bodies stretched upon the

rack, or skinned upon the stake, or crackled up and melted in the

fire ; these are among the mildest subjects. So insisted on and
laboured at besides, that every sufferer gives you the same occasion for
wonder, as poor old Duncan awoke in Lady Mackbeth, when she marvelled

at his having so much blood in him.'' (195.)

Through the catacombs where the relics of these mar-

tyrs lie, he passes on in nearly the same heartless and
snarling mood. Of the friar who conducted him through
these still monuments of the glory of the name of Christ,
he had no kindlier thought than a horrible conjecturing of

what would become of him,
''

if, in a sudden fit of mad-
ness, he (the friar) should dash the torches out, or if he
should be seized with a fit." (108.)
The spirit in which Mr. Dickens was prepared to feel
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and judge of everything, may be seen from the inconceiva-

bly mean and frigid images which the sight of some of the

most striking works of nature or art constantly suggested.
The expulsion from paradise, the deluge, the last judg-
ment itself, apart from the feeling of personal dread,
could hardly impress an elevated sentiment on such a
mind.
The dome of Saint Peter's seemed during the illu-

mination on Easter Sunday
'^

transparent as an egg^
shell."—iix 230.)
Persons walking up the sides of Mount Vesuvius looked

'^
as if they were toiling to the summit of an antediluvian

twelfth cake!"—(^. 249.)
In his visit to the monastery of the Benedictines on

Monte Cassino—possessing one of the richest and most
beautiful churches in all Italy ; its name hallowed in the

minds of learned men of every creed from its association

with the names of the mighty giants of patristic, historical,
and classical literature, the Maurist monks ; with an organ
famous for the curiosity of its mechanism ; with a magni-
ficent library ; with every thing to excite the enthusiasm of

the Christian and the scholar—in his visit to this classic

ground, all that he sees with a friendly eye is an old croaking
raven which had been taught to utter some articulate

sounds in Tuscan.

" How like a Jesuit the raven looks,'* writes Mr. Dickens. "There
never was a slj and stealthy fellow so at home as is this raven,

standing now at the refectory door, with his head on one side, and

pretending to glance another way, while he is scrutinizing the

visitors keenly, and listening with fixed attention. What a dull-

headed monk the porter becomes in comparison." (261.)

He then proceeds to ridicule the poor friars, and says that

the
**

peasants have a miserable appearance, and (as usual)
are densely ignorant, and all beg."

^

As to their begging,
be sure they found a different reception in Monte Cassino
from what Oliver Twist met with, "when he asked for

more," in one of the charitable institutions of golden
England. As to their ignorance, Mr. Dickens, we take it,

formed his opinion (as usual) from their faces
—he mani-

festly took no further trouble, and understood no more of

the state of knowledge or ignorance of the poor people than
did the raven, who, we doubt not, knew them better and
bore towards them a more human feeling than the great
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London Satirist. But we are forgetting that we com-
menced to exhibit a few specimens of Mr. Dickens's

imagery.
Of pictures of the seven dolours of the Mother of God, in

which, according to the Scripture image, (" And thy own
soul a sword shall pierce, that out of many hearts thoughts

may be revealed," Luke ii. 35.) the dolours are repre-
sented under the type of swords piercing her heart ; he says
that *'the breasts are stuck full of swords, arranged in a
half circle like a modern fan!''

—
(p. 200.)

The interior of Saint Peter's during a high mass '"looked

in his eyes like a stupendous bon-bon!'' and the singers
who assisted at the sacred ceremonies

'"
were in a crib of

wire-work like a large meat-safe !—{p. 170.)

The church of the Annunciata in Genoa, the splendour
of which, according to himself, can hardly be exaggerated,
was to him "

like a great enamelled
snii^-box,"

—
(p. 64.)^

The great Roman amphitheatre at v erona was, in his

eyes,
*"

like the inside of a prodigious hat of plaited

straw, with an enormously broad brim and plaited
crown."—(p. 123.)

Students from seminaries in Rome who go to Saint

Peter's,
"
kneel down in single file, one behind the other,

with a tall grim master in a black gown, bringing up the
rear ; like apack of cards arranged to be tumbled down at

a touch, with a disproportionately large knave of clubs at
the end,"—iv. 192.)
But the most extraordinary, the most incredible and in-

explicable part of the volume, is that in which the picture
of the ceremonies of Holy Week and Easter Day is given.
It far surpasses any thing of the sort we ever heard or read.

The antediluvian twelfth cake volcano, the snuff-box

church, the straw hat amphitheatre, are tolerable when
placed beside

^

the descriptions, and impressions, and

imagery of this section of the book. We caii give no
conception of it by abridging or picking out extracts. Let
it suffice to say, that if you can conceive a combination
of the mean, the tawdry, the dull, the profane, the hypo-
critical, the little, the ludicrous, you will have Mr.
Dickens's idea of that series of ceremonies which one of

the greatest of living writers, a Calvinist, (as we infer

from his works,) and having as little sympathy as Mr.
Dickens himself with

''

Romanism," has characterized as
"
the most august and affecting which is known among
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men/'""' The eloquent essayist speaks, and we wish to

be understood as speaking, of the ceremonies themselves
and not of the scenes which take place among the spec-
tators of them. For the gross and scandalous conduct
of those who frequent the churches as they would a pan-
tomime, who go there as if to desecrate the place, who
stare and loll, and laugh, and grin and talk—^for all this

we have no other account to offer than what is at once sug-

gested by the simple fact which Mr. Dickens himself

states, namely, that
*'
three-fourths of the great crowd in

the Sistine chapel were English," and that
''
the restless-

ness of the youth ofEngland was extreme.]' (171, 219.) We
have it on the authority of several eye witnesses, some of

whom have resided for many years in Rome, and all of

whom are above all suspicion of deceiving, or being de-

ceived, that the profanities which occur in Saint Peter's
and elsewhere during the ceremonies, exist exclusively

among the strangers from England, France, and Germany.
Mr. Dickens, though he describes the abuses to which we
allude, and mentions, as we have seen, the preponderance
of English among the crowds, cautiously abstains from put-

ting these two facts in juxta-position.j
In running over the pages of Mr. Dickens's book to

verify the two last references, our eye lit upon the follow-

ing sentence. Speaking of the closing amusements of the
carnival in Rome, he says, that it was ''

no less remarka-
ble for the unbroken good humour of all concerned, down

* Mr. Macaulay, (as we judge from internal evidence,) in a beautiful article on
the " Life and Writings of Addison," in the Edinburgh Review, Number 157,

July 1843.

f We extract the following specimen, (which, we are assured, is by no means
an exaggeration,) for our untravelled readers. Mr. Dickens is describing that

part oY the ceremony where the pope serves at table, in person, thirteen pilgrims." The body of the room was full of male strangere, the crowd immense, the
heat very great, and the pressure sometimes frightful. It was at its height, when
the stream came pouring in from the feet-washing, and then there were such
shrieks and outcries, &c. The ladies were particularly ferocious in their

struggles for places. One lady of my acquaintance, was seized round the waist
in the ladies' box, by a strong matron, and hoisted out her of place; and there
was another lady in a back row of the same box, who improved her position by
sticking a large pin into the ladies before her.
" Tiie gentlemen about me were remarkably anxious to see what was on the

table; and one Englishman seemed to have embarked the whole energy of his

nature, in the determination to discover whether there was any mustard. *

Bj'
Jupiter there's vinegar!' I heard him say to his friend after he had stood on
tiptoe for an immense time, and had been crushed and beaten on all sides,

* And
there's oil ! I saw them distinctly in cruets.' Can any gentleman in front there,
see mustard on the table 1 Sir, will you oblige me. Do you see a Mustard
pot?" (222.)
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to the very lowest, (and among those who scaled the car-

riages were many of the commonest men and boys,) than
for its innocent vivacity. For, odd [what a term

!] as it

may seem to say so of a sport so full of thoughtlessness
and personal display, it is as free from any taint of
IMMODESTY AS ANY GENERAL MINGLING OF THE TWO SEXES
CAN POSSIBLY BE ; and there seems to prevail during its

progress a feeling of general, almost childish, simplicity
and confidence." (108.)

We leave this statement—^it is the testimony of an enemy—to speak for itself.

A great deal yet occurs to us to say. Our sole design
has been to exhibit to readers of ordinary common sense,
and taste, and Christian feeling, and moral principle, the

spirit and style of this book. For such readers, anything
in the form of elaborate refutation would be quite super-
fluous ; and from this therefore, we have intentionall;^ ab-

stained. Nevertheless we had, before commencing the.

present article, proposed to introduce at the close of it

eight or ten pages of dissertation on certain topics, on

which, it occurred to us during the perusal of Mr. Dickens's

work, a few remarks would be just now neither unseasona-
ble nor unacceptable. But we cannot proceed farther.

We beg that our readers will understand us as speaking

literally and without exaggeration when we say that, as
we advanced in our reviewal, we became gradually more
and more stupified. We tried every means to shake off

the sensation of drowsiness and mental inanition which we
found creeping on us. We broke off in the middle of sen-

tences—walked out in the open air—spent an hour in

learned reading, an hour in light reading. Every effort

has proved unavailing. The weight deadened, and the

mist thickened. It is only after having formed a prompt
and decided resolution to break off, that we feel our natural

elasticity returning. Had we been aware of this effect of

a close revision of Mr. Dickens's book, and could we have
calculated on a similar effect of a more hasty perusal on
the general reader, a great deal of sterile and disagreeable
labour would have been saved to us. In any case, we
should never have thought of commencing even this short

article but for the extraordinary and, we believe, merited

celebrity of Mr. Dickens as a writer of fiction. An^^thing
from the pen of an author, one of whose works passed
through twenty editions in a year or two, would, we doubted
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not, find numerous readers, who, having been deceived by
dull and clumsy impostors, would not be likely to resist

the lures of their own popular magician.

Art. VII.— 1. A Manual of Instruction on Plain Chant, or

Gregorian Music, icith the Chants as used in Rome, for High
Mass, Vespers, ^c. By the Rev. James Jones. London,
Dolman, 1845.

2.—A Choir-Manual, in three parts, containing, Part 1. A
Grammar of Modern and Gregorian Music. Part 2. Psalms,

Hymns, and Antiphons, for Vespers of all the Holidays,
Festivals, Common of iSaints, and Sundays. Part 'd. Masses,

Lamefitaiio?is, 4*6'., in Gregorian Music. Dublin : 1844.

3.—Graduate Romanum, l2mo. Leodii, Kersten, 1842.

4.— Vesperale, sive Antiphonale Romanum, 12mo. Leodii,

Kersten, 1842.

THESE publications, the product of foreign as well as
of native soil, are sufficiently indicative of the taste

which is springing up both abroad and at home for the

older and simpler style of Church-music. The Belgian
contributions to this important cause are mere reprints,
on a small and convenient scale, of the large graduals and
antiphonals which are in use in some of our churches. The
work of Mr. Jones is of a more original kind ; and when
we say that it appears under the sanction of the whole
Catholic episcopate of England, some members of which
are so well qualified by personal knowledge and expe-
rience to speak to its merits, we shall be at once dis-

pensed from offering a farther word in its commendation.
The *'

Choir-Manuar* is one of the most valuable com-
pendiums of Gregorian Music with which we are ac-

quainted. It contains not only a Grammar of Music, sim-

ple, practical, and solid, but also a compendious Gradual
and Vesperal ;

—that is, a collection of Music for High
Mass, Vespers, the Lenten Offices, and other Church Ser-
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vices, which, though not extending literally to all the days
of the year, yet leaves comparatively little to be supplied,
and is as nearly complete in both departments as it would
be possible for the work to be made, without placing it, both
in size and in price, beyond the reach of those for whom
it was intended. The preliminary instructions are ex-

tremely clear, methodical, and comprehensive, and be-

speak an orderly and philosophical mind ; and what pleases
us most of all—there breathes throughout, a love of the
noble old music of the Church, and a cordial appreciation
of its simple and majestic beauty, which it is cheering to

meet among those who, like the reputed author of this

excellent manual, are now in a position to propagate
and diffuse such sentiments among the youthful clergy
of Ireland. The fact is, that, both in the English and
Irish, as well as Belgian, branches of the Church, simul-

taneous movements have arisen in behalf of the more
Catholic style of music. More than one of our bishops
is known to desire the restoration of the older and

simpler mode, with such occasional diversification only as

the recurrence of festive seasons may legitimately suggest
and will properly warrant ; while in Belgium the venerable

archbishop of Malines, ever alive to the best interests of

the Church in which he holds so high a position, has
made the reformation of the chant the subject of a recent

charge to his diocess, and, as any one who has lately
visited Belgium can testify, has already effected very
striking improvements in this part of the external worship
of the Church. We hope it will be considered no disre-

spect to so favoured a country to add, that these improve-
ments do not come before they were needed. We are not

disposed, as the sequel will show, to exact more in this

department than may reasonably be required, or to make
light of the difficulties by which the pious wishes of eccle-

siastical superiors are often met, and even thwarted ; yet

say we must, that the ordinary Church-music of Belgium
three or four years ago certainly appeared, even to those

who were not inclined to be censorious, to have reached the

ultimate point of levity and secularity. It is the fashion,

we know, in certain quarters to institute comparisons be-

tween English and foreign Catholicism, to the clear dis-

advantage of the former ; and among other results of the

present Catholic system in England, to inveigh especially

against the actual state of our Church-music. We are far
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from denying that there is much ground for these unfavour-

able observations; rather, it will enter into our present

plan to justify not a few of them. But this we will say,—
that the lightest strains by which the ear was ever offended

in the chapels of London (and this is saying a great deal)

were even severe when compared with what in 1841 might
be heard any evening of the week at the

"
Salut'^ in the

churches of Belgium. Not airs from the opera were they,
but souvenirs of the ballet; variations upon quadrilles,

polkas, or **galopes;" relieved, we acknowledge, of the

very grave objection, which lies even yet against the music
of some of the London churches, on account of the pre-
sence of hired females ; yet, still, in themselves even more

exceptionable than the ordinaiy run of modern composi-
tions. This light and voluptuous style has been happily
for the most part superseded ; though there is still vast

room for improvement, yet much has been actually done ;

and both in the episcopal seminaries of the metropo-
litan see of Malines, and in the university of Louvain, a
school of chanting is in process of rapid formation, the

influence of which cannot but be powerfully felt as time
advances.

It is far from our desire, even were it within the compass
of our ability, to discuss either scientifically or technically
the respective merits of the plain and figured music of the

Church. Our object rather is to make a few general
observations upon the subject, and those quite as much of

an ethical as of an artistical kind. We hold that there are

certain broad and obvious principles of taste, as well as of

moral and religious propriety, in respect of this question of
ecclesiastical music, which do not require, either towards
their comprehension, or their elucidation, any veiy exten-
sive research or recondite knowledge ; but only such

powers of judgment as are implied in the union of a keenly
sensitive and personal appreciation of the use of music as a
vehicle of the language, and adjunct of the ceremonial, ofthe

Church, with that amount of ecclesiastical feeling and ex-

perience which every devoted and moderately informed
Catholic may be supposed to bring with him to the consi-

deration of such a subject. To undertake the work of a
critic without these requisites would be the real presump-
tion, not to lay claim to them as a preliminary step to such
an undertaking.
The great advantages of the simpler and more ecclesias^
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tical style of music seem to be these : First, it is the best

possible safeguard against vain-glorious display, and its

host of attendant evils. We are far from wishing to deny
the possibility of uniting even pre-eminent genius and skill

m the execution of the more artificial music with modesty,
gentleness, and simplicity of character ; but we must,
with equal decision, avow our belief of an all but necessary
connexion between exhibitory singing and the temptations ,

at least, to an unchristian state of mind, sinful everywhere,
but in that Adorable Presence, which the service of the

Mass presupposes, absolutely sacrilegious. We speak with
a degree of strength which to many a reader will assume,ias
we fear, the semblance of exaggeration. And yet, if

serious and thoughtful ]>ersons will but turn their mind for

an instant to profanations of God's house and worship,

which, up to a late period, were familiar to the attendants

at many of the London chapels, we can hardly suppose
that such language will seem overstrained. It is within

the memory even of the younger amongst us, that the

Church has been the scene, and the celebration of the

blessed Eucharist the occasion, of the performances of

opera-singers, fresh iVom the excitements, and the vulgari-

ties, and the indecencies of the stage and the green-room.
Catholics they might be, or not, as it happened ; but, at

any rate, they were Catholics of a profession which the

Church all but anathematizes, and whose loose and irreli-

gious ways and demeanour were often matter of public

notoriety. Such were the persons from whose
^'
unclean

lips"
—-those lips which, but a few hours before, had given

utterance to the language, it might be, of profanity,
and certainly of voluptuousness—devout Christians were

doomed, Sunday after Sunday, to hear the most holy of

Names minced with the insinuating effeminac}^ or trilled

out with the tutored grace, of the theatre or the concert-

room. What wonder that, under such circumstances,

congregations should have mistaken themselves for

audiences—that eyes, averted from the altar, should have
been fastened on the orchestra— that the sight of some

public favourite should have provoked the almost audible

murmur of expectation, and the conclusion of some familiar

piece have been followed by every token of applause which
did not flagrantly violate the sanctity of the place ? In fact,

almost shocking as is the mere juxtaposition of such ideas,
it is notorious that by many a lounger and connoisseur, the
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High Mass at certain places was looked upon as a kind of

^Sunday opera.
Exhibitions of this outrageous kind have, through the

zeal of the respected prelate who now administers the Lon-
don district, become comparatively rare : in their fullest

extent, we may even say, have been wholly checked.""' But
the evil, it is evident, will never "be completely eradicated

till hired (especially female) singers and solo pieces are

rigidly excluded from the service of the Church. The former
of these drawbacks upon a reverent and edifying celebration

of divine worship is, as we are well aware, less easy of

removal than the latter. We trust the time is coming
when every church and chapel will have its regular, and,
if it be possible, stationary choir. From such an estab-

lishment females should be strictly debarred, and their

place supplied by boys from the church or chapel school. t

The choral body should obviously consist, not merely of

Catholics, but of Catholics regular at their duties. That
office, which in cathedrals and collegiate establishments is

commonly discharged by ecclesiastics or those who are

destined to be such, should by no means, where things are

necessarily done with less strict propriety, be entrusted to

any except devout and well-conducted persons. But, in

sketching this picture of a more perfect state of things, we
do not wish to underrate the hindrances in the way of its

speedy accomplishment— hindrances of which we may
hereafter speak more in detail. As to the music in use,
there need certainly be no strict and scrupulous limitation

to the plain chant ; but, at least, there should be a deter-

mined and undeviating exclusion of all such pieces as give
scope for theatrical display, or undue prominence to indi-

viduals. And in this province of the choral arrangements
we can really see no difficulties whatever in the way of an
immediate and complete reformation. Authorities are

known to desire it, and as to the prejudices of the public,
we should be for making short work with them, in a mat-
ter like that before us, of plain Christian propriety.

* It is now about four months since we saw with ^reat satisfaction in the public
papers, tliat a performance wliich the friends of a deceased musician were pre-
pared to get up at his funeral, was prevented by authority.

+ This point is urged with great force and judgment, by the author of the
Choir-Manual, in his excellent Preface, pp. xix, xx.
An intermediate arrangement is that which obtains in some chapels with

good effect, of a choir formed out of the regular members of the congregation,
btill we own to a strong personal dislike of female voices in a choir.
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^
Another and rather obvious argument in favour of the

simpler music is, the opportunity which it gives for

embracing the greatest number in the direct act of choral

worship. There are, we are well aware, two different and
naturally conflicting, though not necessarily contradictory,
schools of opinion on the subject of ecclesiastical music,
with one of which the observation we have just made may
appear directly to clash. That we may not seem unfair

towards the one of these theories, we shall attempt to state

it to the best advantage, and that not merely out of can-

dour, but under the influence of a real sympathy. It is

said then, and with much truth, that musical power and
skill are gifts of God, which we are bound, in the very first

place, to employ in His service, and in framing, as it were,
a glorious and graceful coronet to His honour. The same
piety, it is said, which forbids us to offer Him the blind
and the lame in sacrifice, should dispose us to render Him
this peculiar homage of the voice, which He has given us
to praise Him withal, and of the spirit of song which He
has infused within us, in the utmost perfection of which
both the one and the other are capable : for it were a
shame and a sin to waste upon the corrupt and thankless
world those gifts of nature and accomplishments of art

which Holy Scripture itself, in the example of Beseleel,
warrants us in regarding as the fruits, with all else

that is glorious, beautiful, and of good report, of God's mu-
nificent and all-creative Spirit.

"''" And does not the Church
herself bear us out in this view of our great Benefactor's
claims upon us ? Does she not, by the multiplicity and
exactness of her ceremonial provisions, do all which lies in

her power to secure the perfection of that offering of devo-
tion which she asks at our hands ? Does she not demand
of us our richest and our best, nor dispense with such
costlier sacrifices except on the plea of necessity, or in

favour of some paramount obligation ? Does she not even
seem harsh towards natural and unavoidable defects and
infirmities, that so she may secure the excellence of the

offering which she claims of us ; providing that the very
persons of her priests shall be not merely sound and whole,
but even beautiful, the rather to remind us of the faultless

integrity and consummate grace which befit each conco-
mitant and appurtenance of God's all-glorious House?

* Vid. Exod. xxxi.
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A view so religious and so just shall meet, we can assure

its advocates, with nothing but favour and acceptance
from us. We will not only bear with it, but embrace it ;

we desire to give it a place, and an important one, in the

question with which we are now dealing. It is, in fact,

the very ground on which we avow ourselves intolerant of

antiquarian theories and exclusive predilections. It seems

quite undeniable that music has such an use in the Church
as this account presupposes. And it is also certain that

here, as in other instances of the same kind, the view taken
of such questions in the patristic or the middle ages can be
no fair guide for us who are called on to deal with a diffe-

rent state of circumstances, for the very reason that the

science of music has been steadily and rapidly on the
advance since those times ; and the very perfection at

which God has willed that it should arrive, is a token of

the claim which He prefers for the first fruits of the
harvest.

These are extensive admissions ; but not more extensive
than we can fully and freely afford.

So far, then, as this particular estimate of the use of

music in the Church may be quoted in objection to the

more indiscriminate admission of voices, for which we are

disposed to plead, our answer is a ready and obvious one.
What the demands

of^ religion oblige, is not an absolute,
hut an actually attainable perfection. In the larger
number of religious establishments, elaborate and scientific

music is evidently impracticable ; there are not funds for

it, and if there were, it would not be their most natural
and legitimate subject of application. The question, then,
arises—shall we, in such circumstances, propose a different

aim, or abandon the use of music in the service of the
Church altogether? Now, were the question proposed
between a simple low mass and such performances as in

past time^ have brought so much scandal upon our Catho-
lic worship, we should have no difficulty, as a matter of pri-
vate feeling, in closing with the former of these alternatives.

But it is because this does not appear to be the only
question, that we are desirous of hazarding such sugges-
tions on the matter, as, whether available or not, at any
rate do not either, on the one hand, presume the necessity
of falling back upon the simplest mode of divine worship,
nor, on the other, interfere with the carrying out, under
favourable circumstances, of a more artificial idea of
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Church music than can ordhiarily find the proper scope for

exercise.

We repeat, therefore, that, in the actual state at least of
the Church in England what we need, as a general rule,
are the means, not of fine singing, but of full singing.
Trained choirs, of course, there must be; but, as well for

convenience sake as for those moral and religious reasons
to which we have recently adverted, it is surely desirable

that the staple of the music which is used should be of the

simpler and easier kind. And though, as we have all

along said, we are not for rigidly confining the limits of

Church-music within the somewhat scanty range of plain

chant, yet that traditional medium of the Church's sacred
words does undoubtedly seem to present the most obvious

opportunity of giving solemnity to the offices of divine

worship, where the means and appliances of a more ornate

style are not easily at command.
We have, besides, a very strong opinion that the sort of

Church-music which is popular in Italy, is by no means
adapted to the genius of our own country. We are a sim-

ple and homely people, who like plain things in a plain
manner. It is part, too, of our downright and business-
like character to wish for a share in what we feel to be

public property. To such an extent, nay, and to such a

fault, does this active and encroaching turn carry us,

especially in sacred matters, that we verily believe it will

be some time before a religious service of pure contempla-
tion like the Mass, will gain a firm hold upon the afibctions

of the great body of Englishmen (which, by the way, is one
of the many reasons for rejoicing that what is called '^the

Catholic movement," is gradual rather than abrupt).
There are excellent persons around, who, when they be-

come Catholics, (as they will,) may be sensible at times,
and for a time, of a personal loss in the want of those

joyous hymns, united responses, and other social acts of

worship, for which the service of the Church of England,
radical as are its defects, and miserable as its ordinary
exhibition, undoubtedly provides, and in a still greater

degree, of course, the religious observances of the dissenters.

Now, it is as palpable a mistake as can well be committed,
to suppose that the Catholic worship is otherwise than, iu

its place and measure, social and congregational. Who
can acquiesce even for an instant in such a notion of it,

who has shared (for instance, at some of our colleges)
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in its fervent litanies and in its exulting hymns? But
the tendency of the Italian taste is, doubtless, towards

refinement rather than fulness in the musical depart-
ment of religious worship ; it proceeds upon what we
must call a one-sided view of the object of Church cere-

monial ; it is sensitive, as appears to us, to a fault, on the

score of correctness, and is apt to purchase this advantage
at the cost of that heartiness which is surely the first of all

requisites in every religious act. ''Credidi; propter quod
locutus sum." Out of the abundance of the heart, the

mouth must needs speak. When the psalmist
^'

kept
silence from good words," his

''
sorrow was renewed."

It will be said, and we grant it, that the plain chant

requires a certain knowledge of music, and so must needs
be confined almost entirely to the official part of the choral
establishment. The question, we know, is one of degree ;

and all music, however simple, presupposes certain requi-
sites in a congregation, which are, as a matter of course,
not universal. But the plain chant is actually the easiest

of all music ; being properly sung in unison and not in

parts, it involves the least possible trial of ear, and requires
the least possible compass or flexibility of voice. Hence it

admits of being performed by a choir which would be quite

unequal to the execution of figured or concerted pieces.
""

But we have not exhausted our list of the advantages
to which, as it seems to us, the pure ecclesiastical music is

so directly subservient. Alone does it render due honour
to the sacred subject with which it has to deal. Ordinary
music uses the language with which it is engaged, as the
mere tool of its purposes, playing with it in the way best
fitted to give effect to itself ; but the tones of the Church
almost seem to withdraw themselves before the words

upon which they are employed, as if conscious of their own
feebleness, and only intent on throwing out their unspeak-
ably wondrous and awful theme into the greatest possible
prominence. We have heard it objected to the Ecclesias-
tical Chant that it is monotonous and inexpressive ; this.

* One {?reat reason (besides, of course, the direction of the Council of Trent)
for cultivating the Plain Chant as a part of the necessary education at diocesan

seminaries, is, that no other music can be so serviceable on the mission. And
therefore, even though the abundant resources of musical talent in a college
should allow the occasional execution of other styles, the plain chant is rightly
made the basis and more ordinary rule of the choral service, as Avell for in-

trinsic reasons as from the importance of giving an interest and impulse to the
study.

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 14
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as we apprehend, is the result of its very principle ; it is

modest and reverent, as knowing the poverty of human
instruments in divine works, and so does not attempt what
it cannot accomplish. Of those tremendous words with
which it has to deal, (to use the somewhat paradoxical
eulogy,)

""
none but themselves can be the parallel.

'^ How
can their meaning be illustrated, or their force heightened
by the compositions of a sinner ? So seem to have felt the
Saints of old, and to have concluded accordingly that the

simplest vehicle of sacred words must needs be the most
suitable, and that, in one sense, the most inexpressive
notes are the most touchingly expressive. They feared

to make the sound a foil to the sense. And, disposed
as we are under actual circumstances, to allow for some
encroachment upon the severest rule of ecclesiastical

music, we cannot but apprehend that in the degree in

which it suffers violation will be the danger, (we do not

say the effect,) of overlaying those sterling treasures with
tinsel ornament, or at any rate, of doing them injustice by
a paltry however beautiful setting. Or, as we have entered
on a train of similes, we will follow it up. We suppose
then that the ancients may have been deterred from invest-

ing the solemn words of the Church in too artificial a
dress by somewhat of the feeling which prevails against
the decoration of the exterior of ecclesiastical buildings
with masses of ivy. Fair is that green mantle to look

upon ; originating perhaps in a harmless fancy, or even in

a reverent intention ; but its subject speedily becomes its

victim ; it clasps till it hugs, and hugs till it annihilates ;

not concealing only but corroding the sacred materials

to which it is applied, by its well-meant but misplaced
caresses.

Indeed, the liberties which some modem composers feel

themselves able to take with the very formulae of the Faith

itself, are proof positive of the thoroughly inadequate
notions of reverence with which they seem to approach
their sacred and most responsible task. We have heard of

compositions in use at Rome, (we think Alfieri refers to

them,) in which the solemn words of the Nicene Creed,
'^genitum non factum,'^ were so shuffled about between
the different parts, that at length it seemed an equal chance
whether they conveyed Catholicism or Ai'ianism to the
mind even of an attentive listener. The German com-

posers too require much looking after ; it is by no means
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uncommon with them to make the words of the Credo or

Gloria square with the conveniences of their composition,
and should it suit the occasion, even to omit without scru-

ple single words and sometimes whole passages ; for what
care they about the labours of councils, the struggles of

theologians, or the testimony of martyrs? We have no
wish to charge these gentlemen with intentional disrespect
to the Church, but the facts show the great danger of

entering upon works in the Church's service, otherwise

than in a devotional spirit, and illustrate the difference

between the use of music as a handmaid to religion, and
its abuse as a tyrant over it. It may indeed be said,
that since every word of the mass must be said by
the celebrant, such omissions are in fact of secondary im-

portance. And so far we will grant, that our holy Faith
is happily proof against such losses or such liberties. But
since the people, especially those of them who make
use of the Missal, are not ignorant of what goes on at

solemn functions, it is a thing pessimi exempli, that

their ears should be familiarized to mutilated forms of

those portions of the office of the Church, which they are

rightly taught to regard as inviolable. There are petty
offences in the same department, which do not call for

such serious animadversion, but which, looking to the

importance of accuracy in the use of church words, can

hardly be felt as inconsiderable ; such, we mean, as the
method adopted in some of the chants for our Blessed

Lady's Litany, of bracketting together^ three invocations
so as to make them fit in with one petition ; or again, of

repeating the second
'"

Agnus Dei," in order to suit the
measure of a double chant. It is doubtful whether some
of these variations do not go the length of forfeiting the

indulgence attached to the right use of such devotions ;

but an objection more serious in our eyes, is the precedent
which they create for infringing forms of prayer, whose
very structure, for aught we know, may have something
sacred about it. At all events it can never be well to

depart from the exact line of the Church, without obvious
necessity or formal dispensation. As a matter of taste too,
we believe that the simplest and most beautiful chants to
which this Litany is set, are those which require the least
deviation from the letter, or to speak more correctly, none
at all.

As we have here accidentally dropped the word "taste,''
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we shall make a slight digression on the meanmg of that
much abused and much misunderstood term.
We hold taste to be the instinct or habit, or more truly

the instinct following upon habit, whereby we are enabled
to discern and detect what is most proper and congruous
in each province of art. We say this, because it is some-
times objected, very superficially, to certain older styles of

ecclesiastical music, that they are defective in "taste.''

Inconsistent with the more modern and artificial notions of

music they may be, yet none the less for this reason in the

truest taste, because founded in the greatest possible con-

gruity between the subject to be illustrated and the mode
of illustration. Our antiquaries and ecclesiologists go
much further, and would repudiate any other standard of

taste than that to which the older modes are conformed.

Fearful, however, even to excess, of any approach to

pedantry, and jealous upon principle of all rigorous and
inflexible systems whether in art or in things more im-

portant, we can afford to allow far more to the moderns,
than some of those with whom we cordially share the dis-

like of all trickery in art, while venturing however to

dissent in some important particulars from their acknow-

ledged principles ; we can, as we say, allow ourselves to

sympathise far more than they with the modern school, even
so far as to admit that certain of its notions of taste may in

their way and in their place be perfectly correct. But when
it is attempted to apply these notions to inappropriate sub-

jects then indeed we must protest against any such tyranny,
and fall back, as we have done, upon a definition of taste,
which none will dispute except in defence of a paradox.
Perfectly secure in these convictions, we take on ourselves

to say, that the music which dates and derives its name
from St. Gregory the Great, is not only the best in moral
and religious tendency, but the finest in taste ; taking,
that is into account, the subject to which it is applied and
the idea upon which it is founded. And here we will

enunciate an axiom on the same subject, the force of which
we sincerely wish that all Catholics may come to appreciate,
and that is, that good taste is a thing more closely allied to

good morals and true religion than every man is at first

aware. The practice indeed of divorcing taste from ethics

and religion is perhaps one of the most fatal, from which
our age, prolific as it is in false notions, has suffered ;

indeed it is hard to know which loses most by the separa-
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tion, religion and morals, which are deprived of all their

gi'ace and sweetness ; or art and literature, which are

relegated to the base and miserable world from which the

Church has reclaimed them. Let Catholics then never for

one moment abandon to the world the empire of taste ; it

is their own of right and by long possession, and such por-
tions of that territory as the world enjoys, she holds as a

tenant and not as a lord of the soil. To apply this princi-

ple to the case before us. The reason of employing music
in the service of the Church, is either a religious reason or

it is none. Except the sound subserve the meaning, it is

better away. If our view be a correct one, that style of

music will be the most religious which deals most reve -

rently with its subject, and gives the least scope for the

play of irreligious dispositions. Being the most suitable

to its subject, it will also be in the truest taste, according
to the only view of taste which a Christian can recognize,
and according to a view of it in which all enlightened

philosophers from Aristotle and Cicero downwards have
ever agreed."

It is not unlikely, however, that popular opinion may be

brought in to the settlement of the question ; and it will be

attempted to scare us not only from Plain Chant, but from
all music except that of the style of Haydn and Mozart, by
the vision of forsaken benches and a dissatisfied laity. We
yield to none in respect for the lay people, and in the

anxiety for crowded churches and sympathizing congrega-
tions. Moreover, as the tenour of our remarks will have

shewn, we are disposed to carry the principles of concilia-

tion and concession to an extent which many excellent

Catholics of the present time are disposed to brand with
the name of truckling to the world. VYe avow ourselves

* It is quite possible, however, that the older music may have imdergone serious

chanopes ia its descent to our own time, and that some oc that which now goes
by the nama of Plain Chant may even be vicious, or defective, as music. The
differences which actually prevail in the tones to whicii portions of the Mass or

Vespers are set in different editions of the Gradual and Antiphonal are evi-

dently in favour of this suspicion. Musicians tell us that the rises and falls in
soma of these pieces are flagrantly irregular; certainly they are even to untutored,
alttiough correct ears, remarkably displeasing. These are niceties with which
it does not fall under our design to meddle. Our present observations are
grounded upon sucl'i pieces of plain chant as the Proper Preftxces, the Pater Nos-
ter, the Veni Creator, or that most exquisite work, the authorized music of the
*' Exultei" or " Benediction of the Paschal Candle" on Holy Saturday. This
last appears to us almost as like a direct gift from heaven as the words them-
selves to which it is applied. The Psalm tones, again, we earnestly hope will
never be invaded or put aside for any of the mawkish substitutes which pre-
vail in the Protestant cathedrals.
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in principle thorough-going Jesuits; disposed with them
and with the great Apostle who lives among us in their

Order more than in any single society upon earth, (though,
of course, in their Order only as it exemplifies what may
be called the concentrated essence of Catholicism,) to

be, in the fullest sense of that highly unpopular phrase,
*'all things to all men that we may save all/' And
as in all other instances, so among the rest in this of

music, we certainly regard it as the bounden duty of ever^^

wise and charitable priest on whom devolves the charge of

a church or chapel, to consider well within himself, how
much he may safely and properly yield with the view of

sweetening to the taste of children—for weak Christians

are but children at best—that chalice of discipline which is

painful to flesh and blood at best, by so ordering the wor-

ship of Almighty God as that the Church shall be to every
one, what it is surely meant to be, the most blessed of

retreats from the stormy and feverish world, and the cere-

monies of our holy rehgion the climax of all that on earth

is the most soothing to the mind and transporting to the

imagination. And if good and wise priests there be, men
of strictness, of prayer, and of meditation, austere with
themselves while most gentle to all others, of unworldly
hearts, though for their wisdom branded as worldly by the

ignorant or narrow-minded, models of patience and assi-

duity in the Cohfessional, though trained by early habits

of devotion and obedience to undergo even gigantic labours
of charity without prejudice to the cultivation of their own
interior life; if priests like these there be, who, in the exer-

cise of their conscientious judgment, shall see fit to mete
out in the public services of religion the acknowledged
treasures of the musical art with a less grudging hand
than might seem to us desirable, who are we that we
should bind their hberty ?""

* Catholic England, indeed we may say Christendom, is looking forward with

lively interest to the opening, in due time, of noble ecclesiastical structures,
which are promised us in London and elsewhere, such as tlie church of St. Georges
in the Fields, and that which is disclosing its beauteous form, emblem of Her un-
der whose patronage it will be dedicated, among the habitations of the brute cat-

tle, "because there was no room for it" in the broad street, and among the lordly

palaces of that all but heathen city, which God grant! it may help to reclaim—
the Church of the Immaculate Conception in Farm Street. We earnestly hope
that in every new church and chapel, good use may be made of the advanta-

geous position of afresh establishment, towards guarding agamst evils which are

always much more easily anticipated than checked.
Wliile we are on the subject of the church in Farm Street, which, with all

other similar imdertakings, has our best wishes and fervent prayers, we will veu-
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But with the feelings of a congregation as a sole or ulti-

mate rule of action, a priest of God has nothing whatever
to do. He is the guide of his people in the church, not
their tool or their slave ; their slave though indeed he be,
for Clu-ist's sake, in point of devotion to their interests and

accessibility to their approaches. But should he take our
own view of the intimate connexion, if not between certain

styles of music, at least between certain points in the

ordering of the musical department of religious worship, on
the one hand, and the very foundation of religion and mo-
rality on the other, he will see his church deserted before

he will yield one iota of principle with the view of filling it.

As well might he submit to the dictation, or supposed pre-

judice, of his flock, as to the subjects of his preaching, or

the regulation of the public functions of the Church, as in

the essential character of the choral arrangements. Let
him be well assured that they who will withdraw from his

ministrations through dissatisfaction on points like these,
are not worth his care to retain. If disorderly and rebel-

lious subjects choose to excommunicate themselves instead
of leaving the Church to do it, it is no aftair of hers ; they
are the sufferers ; she even the gainer. We devoutly hope
that the days are passing away when Catholics will allow
themselves to consult the humours, expressed or sup-
posed, of the most clamorous portion of the community,
to the great discouragement of the meek and obedient;
when the worse members of the Church, or, more mon-
strous still ! those who are not its members at all, shall be
suffered to give, or to change, the tone and conduct of

religion in its public manifestations. Such things there
must have been in times gone by, or we should never,
surely, have heard of choirs turned into orchestras, or
masses into operas ; we should never have heard of the

gratification of Protestants! (and they, of course, the
least religious portion) being made the object of eccle-

siastical arrangements, or the criterion of their success.
We do not hazard the opinion as the mere random shot

of conjecture, but pronounce it as the result of a sufficient

experience, when we say, that the Church, like other

governments, is ever in the end most loved where she is at

ture to express a hope that the altar will be kept clear of all collateral or super-
impending accommoclations for lay people, be they who they may. We aye not
aware of the necessity Avhich can possibly justify any breach of ecclesiastical
decorum in this respect.
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the beginning most firm. The transient popularity which
is procured by unbecoming concession, is a poor substitute

indeed for the deep reverence and affection which follow

upon steadiness and consistency; as is the talkative ap-
plause of the noisy many for the heartfelt loyalty of the
devoted few. It is remarkable that St. Paul, (exempli-
fying one of those paradoxes which are ever rife in a mys-
terious and divine economy,) while he could say that he
made himself all to all, could also say that he did all

**
for

the sake o^the elect." The Church has never prospered
where, in any of her departments, or local manifestations,
she has sacrificed the feelings of the devout few to the
clamours of the forward many. This is but in other words
to say that she has failed of her ends wherever she has

neglected her characteristic principles ; and made the
favour of men her motive which is in truth but the acci-

dental and purely occasional accompaniment of her faithful

administration of those unchangeable gifts which are en-
trusted to her keeping. That human favour is no criterion

to her disadvantage, we know as well from her own mar-
vellous history, as, yet more, from the example of Him
whose growth in all goodness it attended, and in some sort,
as a voice from heaven, attested ; but as He passed from
the retreat of His boyhood and youth, the scene, be it said

with all reverence, of His sacred noviciate, into the con-
flict with the world which He came to subdue. His divine

mission was stripped of this fleeting and precarious token,
and v/hen His humiliation and sorrow were consummated,
the world and the worldly had gone from Him, leaving it

to a few obscure friends to bathe in their tears the foot of
His cross, and to lay Him with duteous solicitude in

the tomb.'-'"

* We have been anxious all the while to keep out of sight considerations of ex-

pediency in what we regard as a simple question of right and wrong. But it is

strictly in keeping with these few last observations to draw attention to the cer-

tain fact, that among minor causes which have operated to the prejudice of the

English Catholic Church in quarters to which it looks with interest at the present
crisis, none has been more powerful in the way of scandal, than the abuses (rather
of past than present time) to which we have adverted in this article. In desiring
the removal of all such just causes of offence, we shall not be supposed to recog-
nise the extremely shallow reasoning of the persons who argue and act as if cr/i//

such subjects of objection could be more than pure accidents, utteily in-elevant
to the great question with which they have to deal; or even to admit that such
pleas are, in many cases, more than the pretexts, or popular explanations,
of conduct, the true reasons of which lie deeper. But this is the affair of the par-
ties tfiemselves; our business as Catholics, is to remove, as fVir as may be, even
pleas for schism, quite insufficient though they be, as indeed what plea can be
otherwise I towards the justification of the act.
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Art. VII.—Histoire do D. Mahillon et de la congregation de

Saint-Maur, par M. Emile Chavin de Malan. Paris: 1843.

WHO has not heard of the Benedictines of St. Maur ?

What scholar has not benefited by their labours ?

Pass we into any public library we will, from the Bodleian
to the Vatican, the fruits of their industry and learning
are piled up on every side around us, and from their

honoured resting places command our reverence and admi-
ration. Amid the countless works of minor worth and
varied excellence which the teeming intellect of later

times has produced, their majestic tomes stand forth, like

the monuments of Roman or Egyptian greatness, the evi-

dence of a zeal and intelligence which later times may
envy or admire, but can scarcely hope to imitate—the fruit

of that spirit of patient labour and persevering industry to

which Europe was before indebted for the preservation
of whatever is most valuable in its literature, whether
sacred or profane—the parting gift of the monastic institu-

tions of the middle ages ere they made way for the innova-

ting and encroaching spirit of these in which we live at

present. Surely the labours of such men, and the benefits

they have conferred upon the literary world, as well as on
the Church of which they were such distinguished mem-
bers, require some more deserving tribute than the memory
of an honoured name. It is fit that the recollection of
what they did and of the singleness of heart, and disinter-

estedness of purpose, and indefatigable perseverance of ex-
ertion with which they worked in the vineyard of the Lord,
should be preserved, were it but to urge some fainting
labourer in the same field to the imitation of their exam-
ple. It is fortunate that this duty, in the present instance,
has devolved on one, whose learning and piety, and kin-
dred spirit are a sufficient guarantee for its adequate fulfil-

ment. M. De Malan, though a layman, has already
proved how carefully he appreciates, and how worthily he
estimates the services of those whose virtues he has re-
corded in the pages that are open before us.

The great Benedictine Order, that for so many genera-
tions of men, and in so many various forms of society,
had flourished with such honour and usefulness, was re-
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duced in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to a state of
lamentable inefficiency and decay. After a long and glo-
rious career of a thousand years, and after having produced
some of the greatest men that ever adorned our nature, it

was only natural, perhaps, to expect some symptoms of
exhaustion and old age. Yet it was not age alone that
contributed to its weakness and decline. The venerable
institute had in it elements of strength that would have
ensured its continued and vigorous existence for many an
age to come, if it had not been assailed by violence from
without, and undermined by insidious and mercenary chil-

dren from within. In France and Germany the abbeys of
the Benedictine, and indeed of almost all other orders, suf-

fered considerably from the disorders of the so-called Re-
formation; but they suffered much more from the abuse
which was so general in those times of giving away the

abbeys as it was technically called *'in Commendam."
By this system the revenues of the monasteries were

squandered in worldliness, and often in dissipation, by the
titular abbots, who not only did not reside in, but very
frequently were not even acquainted with the monastery
whose spiritual guidance was entrusted to them. Whether
the buildings were in a condition of sufficient repair;
whether the duties prescribed by rule were obsei-ved;
whether monastic discipline was practised, were points
about which, generally speaking, they gave themselves

very little trouble. It was their interest to get as much
out of their abbacy as was possible. They left the few
half-starved members of the community to find their way
to perfection and to heaven in the best manner they could.

In France this evil prevailed to a most enormous extent.

The very prelates of the Council of Trent touched it with
but a gentle hand, fearing lest the too speedy and violent

correction might endanger the very existence of the mo-
nastic institute. Many holy and zealous men of the Bene-
dictine Order itself, conscious of the discredit and danger
to the institute, from this cause, made several efforts to

rescue it from the one, and guard against the probability
of the other ; and the reforms of Bursfeld in Germany,
of Yalladolid in Spain, of Monte Cassino in Italy, and the

Congregation of Feuillans in France, were specially
undertaken for this purpose. Of this nature also was the

Congregation to which principally our observations are

intended to refer—the reformed Benedictine monastery of
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St. Maur. This reformation was commenced by Dom.
Benard, who died in 1620, and was completed by his suc-

cessor, D. Gregory Tarisse. It was approved by Gregory
XV. in a solemn brief dated the 17th of May, 1621 ; and
was intended by him and by its authors to include, besides

the revival of rehgioas fervour, the more dihgent and pro-
found study of all departments of ecclesiastical learning,

especially that of histor;y . It was sought to niake its mem-
bers, not only men of prayer but also men of learning, and
to render the followers of St. Benedict in the 16th and

17th, what they were in the 8th and 9th, the guides and
teachers of the world. With what success they laboured,
and how well and signally they realized these noble aspira-

tions, may be seen by contemplating the character of one
individual alone. That individual is Mabillon.

Saint-Pierre-Mont, a small and insignificant village
about two leagues from Mouson on the Meuse,was the birth-

place of Mabillon, on the 23rd of November, 1632. From
his very birth, the monuments of monastic splendour an d
the practices of the monastic life were familiar to him, for

his native village had the abbey of Belleval on one side,

and the celebrated Chartreuse of Mont-Dieu on the other;
and was not very distant from either. His father, Stephen
Mabillon, was of humble extraction and humbler circum-

stances. He lived long enough to see the celebrity of his

son, for his life was prolonged to the unusual and patriar-
chal term of 116 years. The first principles of his reli-

gious instruction he derived from the lips of his kind and
affectionate mother, and in his old age was frequently
heard to express his most grateful recollection of them.
He learnt his rudiments from an uncle, who was the priest
of a neighbouring parish, and who when he had made
some progress, sent him to continue his studies in the

public schools of Reims. Here he had the good fortune,

owing probably to his uncle's introduction, to find a sin-

cere and efficient friend in the person of M. Boucher, who
held some office in the city, and who consented to receive
him as a boarder in his house during the progress of his

studies. He spent some years, attending the lectures that
were given at the college, and turning to good account the

opportunities of acquiring knowledge that were afforded
him. His masters liked him for his attention and intelli-

gence; and he was a favourite with his schoolfellows on
account of his obliging and affectionate disposition.
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Though but in the third class, he was chosen to present a

complimentary address to the Archbishop of Nemours on
his first visit to Reims, and the discourse he delivered

upon this occasion, was very generally applauded. But
many a boy, who made fine speeches, and created quite as

great a sensation, during his school or his college course,
has made but a poor figure in the world afterwards. And
he had too much good sense and solid piety to be puffed

up with his own intellectual superiority, or to trust too

much to that opinion of his abilities, by which so much of

precocious genius has been destroyed. The oak in the

first stage of its growth, may seem in vain to rival the

luxuriance of the osier, or to hope for a destiny as honour-
able. But while a basket is the humble destination of the

one, the other in the fulness of time, becomes the pride
and beauty of the ocean. We are far indeed from under-

valuing or despising the promise of future intellectual dis-

tinction, but we should beware of estimating it at more
than its true value. At best, it is but a fair ground of

hope, and an honourable incentive to exertion.

The talents and piety of the young Mabillon attracted,
as we have said above, the attention of his superiors, and his

own inclinations leading him to the sacred ministry, the
ecclesiastical authorities of Reims wished to secure his

future services for their own diocese. He received the ton-

sure in January, 1651, and shortly after was admitted into

the clerical seminary, founded at Reims by the Cardinal
of Lorrain, after his return from the Council of Trent,
on the model of that which St. Charles Borromeo had

just recently established in Milan. The after life of the

subject of our notice, proves how deeply and fully he im-
bibed the spirit of study and of prayer which such esta-

blishments were intended to infuse. Reims is an interest-

ing and venerable city even at this day. It was still more
so in the days of Mabillon. It was full of old historical

monuments, connected with the former condition of the

country, of fine architectural remains of the gothic archi-

tecture of the middle ages. The surrounding neighbour-
hood also possessed many objects of attraction to the chris-

tian and religious visitor. Thither on the days of recrea-

tion was he accustomed to repair, and spend many hours,
and derive much gratification from the contemplation of

these venerable memorials of other times. One subject of

interest in the city deserves especial mention because it
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was to decide the character of his after life. This was the

Benedictine abbey of Saint llemy. As a specimen of ar-

chitecture it is inferior to several in the city, but its dark

aisles, and time-honoured windows, possessed a great
charm for him. There was there also the tomb that con-

tained within it the mortal relics of him whose hand poured
the waters of baptism on the head of Olovis, and whose
virtues won to the Church of God those mailed war-

riors that would have spurned any mere human influence.

There too was kept with scrupulous care, the cruet of con-

secrated oil, that in the days of their regal inauguration,
was poured upon the successors of Clovis. There too, as

the evening sun darted its rays through the stained win-

dows and poured its flood of many coloured radiance upon
the pavement, he heard the solemn words of the liturgy

chanted, not as he was wont to hear them, by a few aged
monks, whose faltering voices were but faintly heard be-

yond the choir, and whose hurried repetition showed that

though their lips were occupied in God's work, their hearts

and their aflections often were elsewhere; but he heard
them chanted by a full and earnest band of holy men,
whose full voices blending in harmonious unison, and eyes
directed with holy fervour heavenward, and faces beaming
with rapturous zeal, indicated, if any exterior expres-
sion could indicate, that from the fulness of the heart the

mouth was speaking. These were the new monks of the

Reform of St. Maur, that had been recently introduced,
and had resumed the ancient observances of the institute.

Their piety and fervour, their mode of life and spiritual

advantages, made a deep impression upon the heart of
Mabillon. Each time he visited the old abbey of St.

Remy, he felt that there alone he could be happy. There
was the place of his rest, and there was to be his habita-
tion for ever. Feeling this strong inclination to enter the
lleformed Benedictine Institute, he made application to

the proper authorities, and after some delay was admitted
a postulant of the order on the 29th of August, 1653. He
received the habit in the September following, and after

the lapse and probation of a year, was admitted to his
solemn religious profession. His conduct during his novi-
ciate was so edifying, that, contrary to the usual practice,
it was resolved to leave him for some time at the abbey of
Saint Remy, to be for the other novices an example and
an encouragement. But his zeal was near leading: him
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too far. So great and incessant were his exertions, that
his health began to give way. He became subject to vio-

lent headaches, which prevented him from using any appli-

cation, and almost from reading the divine office. Fears
were even entertained that 'his health was irrecoverably

gone, and as a last resource after many others had failed,

he was recommended a total cessation from business of

every kind, and a long continued residence in the country.
It was hoped that the repose, pure air, and tranquiUity of

some retired country district, would once more restore

him to his health, and secure his services for religion.
With low spirits and desponding heart Mabillon took his

leave of the old abbey church of St. Remy, and of those •

dear friends whose home was there ; and set out upon his

journey to the monastery of Notre-Dame de Nogent, near

Coucy. It was situated in a retired country place, and

though once a monastery of some note, little more than the

ruins of its former splendour now remained. Great part of

the buildings had fallen down, and a few old monks were
the only surviving representatives of a once numerous com-

munity. But it was situated in the midst of a delightful

country, on the banks of a charming river, as most of our
old monasteries are. The pure air and agreeable relaxa-

tion soon began to exercise a visible and salutary influence

on his health. He spent a
^
considerable portion of each

day in making excursions in the environs, whenever an

object or a locality possessed a religious or an historical

interest. The walls of the old abbey in which he resided,

possessed too for him an interest the most fascinating.
With all the zeal of a poet and an antiquary, he made him-
self acquainted with the legendary chronicles of the neigh-
bourhood ; and every niche and window, every crumbling
pillar and ruined aisle, became for him the scene of some
historical reminiscence. It is recorded of him that he

spent almost an entire night making excavations in the

church to discover the tomb of a certain abbot Gilbert,
with whose chronicles he had made acquaintance in the

course of his researches.

In the year 1657, his health being sufficiently restored,
he was called to Soissons for the purpose of receiving Holy
Orders, and was ordained a deacon in the following year.
His thirst for study being well known, it was deemed pru-
dent to gratify his inclinations in that respect, and he was
ordered by his superiors to repair to the celebrated abbey of
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Corbie in the diocese of Amiens. To one of his tastes no
residence conld be more agreeable. Though shorn of

much of its former splendour, it was still a place of consi-

derable learning and renown, and possessed a library, the

scattered fragments of which are at present amongst the

choicest treasures of several of the public libraries of

Europe. Mabillon had here many opportunities of gratify-

ing his ardour for study, and ample and valuable materials

for the prosecution of his historical researches. With a
considerate solicitude lest his studies should again affect

his health, he was entrusted with the office of Bursar of

the community. This, however irksome it may have been
to his literary ardour, was an effectual preventive of ex-

cessive application. Even with this drawback he was con-
tented and happy. He was promoted to the order of priest-
hood in'1660, and had no other desire than to spend the
remainder of his days in quiet tranquillity, and devote
himself uninterruptedly to the exercises of study and

prayer. But God had other objects in view for him, and
in Midsummer 1663, he was removed to the equally cele-

brated abbey of St. Denis, to assist Dom. Claude Chantelou
in the new edition of the works of St. Bernard, which he
was preparing for the press. The prior of the monastery
knowing his taste for ecclesiastical and historical antiqui-
ties, entrusted him with the care of the museum, which at

that period contained some exceedingly interesting and
valuable memorials of the Church and monarchy of France,
which have since been unfortunately dispersed. It will be

perceived that every incident of his life was ordained by
providence to nourish and develope, and mature, those
tastes and pursuits which were to be subsequently produc-
tive of such advantages to the Church. After a residence
of one year at Saint Denis, he removed by the advice of
his superiors to that with which his name is indissolubly

connected, and which was the scene of his long and well-

merited celebrity, the monastery of Saint Germain-des
Pres, in the city of Paris.

The abbey of Saint Germain-des-Pres, was the principal
house of the Maurist reformed institute. Dom. Tarisse,
the superior, was directing his most unremitting zeal and
attention to the revival of ecclesiastical studies. The
C3lebrated Dom. D'Achery was already engaged in the pub-
lication of his collection of original and unpublished docu-
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ments, known by the name of tlie Spicilegium/"" when
Mabillon became an mmate of the community. The
enlightened and judicious discernment of Tarisse wished to

collect in the capital, all those whose talents promised to

forward the object he had in view, and he appointed Ma-
billon to assist D'Achery in the arrangement of his

documents.

" He discharged himself of this duty," says M. De Malan, "with
zeal, and always treated his master with the utmost respect and
attention. Poor old D'Achery was feeble and infirm, and his assist-

ant wished to leave him all the honour, and take upon himself all

the labour. It was a similar feeling that made him, upon a later

occasion, put D'Achery's name before his own in the title-page of

all the volumes of his great work, the * Acta.' He never did any-

thing of consequence without taking his advice, and seldom passed
a day without going several times to see him. He said mass for

him every morning in the infirmary, to which D'Achery was con-

fined for a long time by his infirmities, wrote his letters, and
executed his commissions with all the simplicity and docility of

a child. He continued at the same time to assist Claude Chantelou
in his edition of the Works of St. Bernard, and published, almost
without interruption, three editions of this Father. They will be
for years to come models of learning and critical skill.t The
learned Bona, at that period General of the Reformed Institute of

Citeaux, wrote to Mabillon to encourage him to a continuation of

those literary labours, which promised to be of such service to

the Church. "—Pa^e 266.

From the very commencement of their literary exer-

tions, the superiors' contemplated a new and comprehen-
sive history of the Benedictine order. This was a work,
that to be properly executed, required great research, and
^reat resources. It was to be in reality a history of

Europe for a thousand years ; and a history, not of that

busy bustling life which men lead in camps, in courts, in

crowded cities ; not a record of blood shed and empires
overthrown, and sceptres lost and won, as the world's
histories have so often been, but a record of that inward

private life which the busy world takes no heed of, which is

hidden with Christ in God ; which has its own trials and—«

* Veterum Scriptorum Spicilegium; Paris, 1655 to 1667. 13 vols, in 4to.

t Sancta Bernard! abbat's primi Clarevallensis opera omnia post Horstiura
denuo recoirnita; Paris 1667, 2 vols, folio. Mabillon gave two editions of St.

Bernard. The second in 2 vols, folio, Paris 1690, is the best of the two. The
best edition of this father, is that of Paris 1835, in 2 vols. 4to.
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combats, and long-continued struggles, but which although
confined to the secrecy of the individual heart, are not
therefore the less desperately contested, and sometimes not
the less hardly won

:^

a record of what generous men, in

dark and perilous times, did to advance the interests of

religion, and the salvation of others, when barefaced vice

and savage power were enthroned in the high places of the
world ; yes, and a record too, of those other but less spi-
ritual achievements, which the followers of Benedict ac-

complished for knowledge, for civilization, for the social

interests of humanity. An undertaking of this character,
so minute, so comprehensive, required much and most per-
severing industry. It was one which only the most cordial

co-operation of the several houses and members could pos-
sibly bring to a successful issue ; but it was one, however,
for which the very constitution of

^

the Benedictine order
afforded peculiar facilities. Materials were to be collected
in every part of Europe. The dusty shelves of old convent
libraries were to be examined, and whatever original and
valuable documents they contained, to be transcribed and
transmitted to Paris. A great mass of valuable materials
had in this manner, and after some time been collected,
and Mabillon was appointed to reduce them to order, and
prepare them for the purpose for which they were intended.
No duty could be more agreeable to his tastes, or more in

harmony with his previous studies, and he devoted himself
to his appointed task with the most self-devoted energy,
and the most unflinching resolution. Hi« application was
prodigious, and his industry almost incredible. Though
his health was delicate, he rose every morning at two
o'clock, and with the exception of the time he spent at mass
and prayer, allowed himself no cessation until dinner. The
afternoon was also thus employed, and his studies were often

prolonged to a late hour at night. The result of his labours
appeared in due time. The first volume in 1668, the last in
1701. The entire work contains nine large folio volumes,
and forms perhaps one of the most splendid historical col-
lections ever made by the zeal and perseverance of one
single individual.""'

* " Acta Sanctorum Ordinis S. Benedicti, in Saeculorurn classes distributa,'*
in folio, Paris, 1668—1701. Nine Volumes. This work, although reprinted in
Venice some time afterwards, is not easily to be met with. It is most valuable
for those who devote themselves to scientific historical investigation. The
prefaces of the several volumes, have been printed separately in one vol. 4to.
Eouen, 1732.

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 15
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In the execution of this work, Mabillon felt himself
bound to omit from the list of the saints of the Benedictine

order, some names that had been inserted therein by the

traditionary veneration of particular places or communities,
but which did not seem to him on examination deserving
of that honour. Some he supposed had no claim to be
considered members of the Benedictine family ; others per-

haps in his opinion never had an existence. This exclusion
raised up, as may be imagined, many enemies for the

author, and much opposition to his work. A formal com-
plaint was laid before the general Chapter of the Order,
on the appearance of the first volume, and the author was
exposed to much annoyance, and put to considerable
trouble in the vindication of his opinions. Each con-
tested point required a long dissertation for its elucida-

tion or defence. His meekness and forbearance presented
a striking contrast to the bitterness which some of his op-

ponents infused into the discussion of the subject, and not
less perhaps than the solidity of his arguments, inclined the
scales ofjudgment in his favour. After some short delay
he was directed by his superiors, to resume and continue
without interruption the labours which he had interrupted
for a moment.
The abbey of St. Germain was at this time the centre

of intellectual activity in Paris. The most distinguished
men in some of the highest walks of literature, were wont
to assemble occasionally within its walls, and encourage
each other to nevtand renewed exertions. Their periodical

meetings were held in the room of D'Achery, and were by
no means confined to members of the Benedictine order,
nor even to individuals of the clerical profession. Any one
who had achieved a name in the history of intellectual

exertion, or who could bring with him any contribution to

increase the literary resources of his country, was ever sure

of welcome. There of an afternoon were to be met engaged
in friendly conversation, or discussing some point of inte-

rest to the scholar or the philosopher, Du Cange, Baluze,
D'Herbelot, Boileau, and others of similar taste, and per-

haps not inferior reputation. Fleury too would find bis

way betimes to the abbey of St. Germain, to confer on the

subjects of his history, with heads more learned than his

own ; and Bossuet often came to compare notes, and to

employ the services of Mabillon in the examination of

questions of ancient discipline, that had a reference to the
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controversies of the day. He wished to have him by his

side during the meetings of the clergy, in which he took so

conspicuous a position ; but Mabillon had no rehsh for the

tumult and turmoil of a popular assembly. He went there

but seldom, and stayed but a short time, for his heart was
in his books and in his cloister, and he loved to be back

again among them. He had also the honour of reckoning
the great archbishop of Cambray among the number of his

friends. In fact, there was scarce an individual of any
celebrity in France that did not solicit the honour of his

acquaintance, or the favour of his correspondence ; for in

an age when great literary undertakings were matters of

not unfrequent occurrence, his labours were a subject of

general admiration.

The superiors of the Maurists were of opinion that, after

all their enquiries and researches, many valuable docu-
ments lay unknown in the several continental monasteries,
and it was resolved to send Mabillon on a journey of dis-

covery to the convents of the Low Countries. He took

leave of his friends of St. Germain, and set out on foot

with one companion, Dom. Claude Estiennot, a young
religious inflamed with a kindred spirit to his own. When
he got outside the walls of Paris, he began the service

which the Church recommends for the commencement of

a journey. Each day he adhered as far as he possibly
could to the canonical hours of office, made his spiritual

lecture in the Holy Scripture or the Imitation, and during
the heat and sultry oppressiveness of noon the two way-
farers may often have been seen, under the shade of some

spreading tree, discoursing on subjects of religious or

literary interest. In the convents, especially of his own
order, along his route he was received with the utmost

politeness and attention. Hospitality has ever been an
honourable characteristic of the members of the cloister :

who could have claimed it with more justice than the illus-

trious visitor who now presented himself for admittance ?

During his stay in any content he endeavoured, as far as

the object of his journey would permit, to conform himself

to the common exercises of the community. When cir-

cumstances compelled him to lodge in inns or hotels, he
endeavoured by his regularity and deportment to edify
those who happened to be in his company. He went to

the nearest church to pray and read his office, and always
had d kind word and religious present for the little chil-r
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dren with whom he came in contact. In this manner the

travellers sanctified their journey ; and after an absence of

some months returned to their cells and studies again.
The fruits of their researches made their appearance in

due time in the shape of four volumes octavo, and con-

tained a collection of documents-" of every kind, and all of

considerable importance.
The Benedictines were very desirous that the works of

the Fathers of the Church should be made known to the

world. For more than a century, and in many an angry
contest on religious subjects, it was usual to make a refe-

rence to their words and an appeal to their authority,

very often by those who had never looked into their pages.
Even for those who had done their best to discover the

truth, there were many difficulties. Many of the editions

of the Fathers were imperfect, many of little authority,

many full of typographical, and often of editorial blunders.

A new and correct edition, at least of the principal Fathers,
was a work of the utmost value and importance. The
Maurists had begun with St. Bernard. They now deter-

mined to continue the undertaking, and commenced with-

out delay, undeterred by the magnitude of the labour, the
works of St. Augustine. If this was a work of great neces-

sity and of great magnitude, it was also, from the peculiar
circumstances of the Church of France, one of great diffi-

culty. It was no easy matter so to give the text of an
author, on which the eyes of all were directed, and in

which all had so great and absorbing an interest, without

giving offence to some. The Jansenist controversy was
then in its most violent crisis, and men's minds were

agitated with various and contradictory opinions. A par-
ticular reading of a text, or the partial wording of a com-
mentary, or the one-sided suggestion of a note, may give
the learned Bishop of Hippo a meaning decisive of the

point at issue, and raise up for the unlucky editor a host
of bitter enemies. But the Maurists, though aware of

these difficulties, were not deterred from their under-

taking. The origin of their great edition of St. Augustine
is related in the following passage of our author :

" Dora. Claude Martin, who was elected assistant superior gene-
ral in 1668, proved himself the great promoter of the studies of the

* Vetera Analects. Paris, 1675 to 1685. 4 vols. 8vo. A second edition waa
published in 1723, by the Academician La Barre, in one volume folio.
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congregation. The several monasteries in which he lived before his

election, and in which he filled several ofiices, were indebted to. him
for many valuable accessions to their libraries. Conversing one

day in a friendly way with Dom. Luke D'Achery, the latter casually
mentioned a plan which five or six persons of his acquaintance had
formed of editing the works of St. Augustine. In pursuit of that

object they had come very often to compare and examine the MSS.
of the library of St. Grermain-des-Pres, which the generous librarian

had placed with all his heart at their disposal. But, whether afraid

of the magnitude of the undertaking, or engaged in other and more

pressing duties, they had, after six months of study, abandoned it

altogether. Dom. Claude Martin, whose mind was naturally led to

great enterprises, saw at once the value of such a project, and its

utility to the Church. He asked D'Achery whether their own con-

gregation did not possess sufficient resources to enable it to do
what these had left undone. * It is a work of great labour and fear-

ful enterprise,' said the other, 'but still it may be done by com-

paring the MSS. of this Father which are in our libraries, and

entrusting the management of it to some learned religious, who will

not be dismayed by the difficulties he has to encounter.* This was

enough to determine Claude Martin, who never shrunk from any
toil in the service of God and his holy Church. The affair was

proposed in chapter and approved, and Martin was charged with its

execution. Wherever manuscripts were found, they were compared
and forwarded to Paris, and M. Delfau was called to superintend
the progress of publication. To Dom. Peter Constant the critical

analysis of the writings ascribed to the saint was allotted. D.

Guenie drew up the general table, which is a master-piece of its

kind
;
and D. Nicholas Goysot inspected the printing, and corrected

the proofs. The work was going on prosperously until Delfau

was banished from Paris by a '
lettre de cachet,' and died suddenly

at Landavenec in Lower Brittany, whither he had been ordered to

repair. D. T. Blampin, who was appointed in his place, had been

previously professor of theology at St. Germain."—Page 313.

The publication of the first volume was the occasion of

a loud and intemperate storm of opposition. Pamphlets
with names, and pamphlets without names, issued week
after week from the press, finding fault with the labours of

the Maurists, accusing them of unfaithfulness and incor-

rectness in the rendering of the text, and often of some-

thing worse in the substance of the doctrinal dissertations.

We are far from saying that, in a work of such magnitude,
errors and faults may not be occasionally found, and where
so man^ individuals were employed, occasional diversities

of opinion ; but this was in the ordinary course of things
to be expected. Taking it as a whole, it was creditable to
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their industry, zeal, leariiini?, piety, and indomitable per-
severance. It was only a high sense of religious duty that

could have enabled them to persevere, and sustained them

against every opposition. Notwithstanding the voice of

faction, and the murmur of interested opposition, public

opinion and the most enlightened of the clergy were in

their favour. The work was carried on with vigour, and
in the course of nine years from the commencement of the

work, the eleventh and concluding volume made its appear-

ance, with a beautiful preliminary dissertation from the

pen of Mabillon. Well may the Maurist monks be proud
of such a magnificent contribution to the patristic litera-

ture of the Church, as this edition of the writings of one of

its greatest and most eloquent Fathers—the incomparable
Augustine.

'''^

A few days after its publication, Mabillon,
dressed in his best clothes, set out for Versailles, to present
to his majesty the concluding volumes of the work. He
was presented to the king by Le Tellier, archbishop of

Reims and premier peer of France. On arriving at the

hall of audience, they found his majesty in conversation

with Bossuet.
"
I have the honour," said Le Tellier, **of

presenting to your majesty the most learned man in your
dominions." The bishop of Meaux, who knew the worth

* S. Augustini Opera. Paris 1687. Eleven volumes folio. Mabillon had pre-
pared the public for this edition, by his " Preface dedicatoire des GEuvres de Saiut

Au.i^ustin," in 4to. 1679.

The following list will give some idea of the prodigious activity and zeal of the

Maurists, in the department of Patristic literature, without taking into account
the numerous other works in History and Theology, in which they were at the
tame time engaged. We give here the dates and editors of the principal editions.

It is not necessary to say that all the editors were Maurists.

1675 Anselm, one v(

1 679 Aurelius Cassiodorus,
1686 Ambrose, ...

1693 Hilary,
1693 Jerom,
1698 Athanasius, ...

1699 Gregory of Tours,
1 705 Gregory the Great,
1 706 CoUectio Patruni Graec,
1710 Ireneus of Lyons,
1710 Lactantius,
1713 Hexapla of Origen,
1718 Chrysostom,
1720 Cyril of Jerusalem, ...

1721 Basil,
1733 Origen,

[This list is taken from M. Maran; but it is not to be taken as complete. It
omits the works of St. Cyprian, St. Leo the Great, the EpistoljB Romanomm
Pontificum by Dom. Coustant, and several other edinous. Ed. D. R.J

)1. folio.
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of Mabillon, and had for him the most sincere regard and

affection, added, "Sire, the archbishop should also have

said,—and the most humble/
'

Never was the compliment
more richly deserved, or more elegantly applied. With all

the learning that he unquestionably possessed, no one could

have a more humble opinion of his own abilities or acquire-

ments, or was more willing to do justice to the abilities of

others. A stranger one day waited on Du Gauge, of

whom we have already made mention. The latter, not

able to give him the information he required, referred him
to MabiUon. The latter, on learning the object of his

visit, said,
"
I recommend you to apply to Du Cange. No

one is more competent to give you the information you
require.''

*'

Why,'' replied the gentleman, ''it is M. Du
Cange that has referred me to you."

"
Well," said Ma-

billon,
*' Du Cange is certainly competent to be my mas-

ter. But, if you wish to honour me with your visits, I

shall feel much pleasure in communicating to you the little

knowledge I possess."
In the prosecution of his researches, Mabillon had occa-

sion to consult a vast number of original documents. He
wished not to take his knowledge at second-hand from

any previous writer, but to see and examine for himself.

Among the ancient documents that came under his inspec-
tion, the most trustworthy, and consequently the most
valuable, were the charters that had from time to time
been granted by kings and other persons in authority.
From their very character they were deserving of the most
implicit reliance, to a greater degree than even medals or

historians ; for medals may be coined from vanity or osten-

tation, and historians, however well-disposed, may be led

astray by rumour, or not possess sufficient opportunities of

information. The only difficulty to be encountered by the
historical enquirer is to ascertain if the charter be genuine.
Its authenticity once established, its testimony may be
without hesitation relied on. The oldest charter known to

be in existence, is one of the Emperor Galba. The oldest

of the French kings is one of the first Childebert, given in

558 to the monastery of St. Germain-des-Pres. It was
only in the seventh century that the custom of issuing
charters was adopted by the sovereigns of England. The
greater part of the deeds of those early times, and down
even to the 10th and 11th centuries, were deposited for

greater security in the archives of some neighbouring
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chmxh or monastery. Frequently, three or four authentic

copies were distributed in various places of those whose
contents were of a more than usually important nature.

Thus, several copies were made and signed of the cele-

brated charter by which Charlemagne invested the pope
with the temporal sovereignty of the Roman territory.
Two of these copies were left in Italy. The others were

brought to France. But, unfortunately, in those times
when detection was not so easy as it would be in our days,
vanity or self-interest led persons to forge new or alter

those already existing. Hence, it was not in every case

easy to find out at first sight, and without the application
of some fixed standard, whether the document exhibited

was genuine. To the discovery of this standard, and the

elucidation of the principles by which it was to be regu-
lated, the subject of our notice applied himself. Some-
thing had already been done in this department by the

Jesuit Papebroch. But from the experience which he had,
and from the extent of his mediaeval information, no one
then living was so capable of executing it with success as
the individual to whom it was now committed ; and the great
work which contains the result of his labours is generally
considered a masterpiece of its kind, and the foundation
of modern historical science. It was published in 1681
under the auspices of Colbert,'''" and consists of six books.
The first treats of the antiquity and form of charters.

They were usually written on two or three sheets of parch-
ment, sewed together ; sometimes, however, on one. The
more voluminous ones were written on Egyptian papyrus.
Black ink was commonly used. But kings often used to

give charters in letters of gold. Purple ink was employed
by the Greek emperors in their signatures. The characters
were Roman until the eleventh century. The charters of

the two first dynasties of France were written in a charac-

ter different from that which was used in books ; but, sub-

sequently, they were the same. In his second book, he

goes into minute details relating to the bad spelling and
barbarous diction, that is almost always found in them, in

the forms of speech and technical expressions, the style of

sealing, and subscribing, and witnessing, by which the

* De re Diplomatica Libri Sex. Paris 1681. In Folio Majori. A supplement
was published in Paris in 1704. The best edition is that of Naples, 2 vols,

folio, maj.
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ages of the several documents may be almost confidently
ascertained. The other books are devoted to proofs and
illustrations of the principles he has laid down, and of the

manner in which they are to be applied. In the examina-

tion of his subject, Mabillon had occasion to make frequent
reference to Papebroch, and refute the opinions on which

he so confidently relied. The following letter of the Jesuit

to Mabillon will show how successfully and completely the

refutation was accomphshed. It is not less creditable to

him by whom it was written than to him to whom it was
directed.

" I have to tell jou, that the only pleasure I now feel in having
written on this subject, is that, by so doing, I have given occasion

to the composition of so valuable a work. At first indeed, on read-

ing your book, it gave me some pain to see myself so refuted, as

that I had nothing to say in reply ; but, by degrees, the utility and

beauty of your valuable work completely got tlie better of my infir-

mity. Rejoiced to see the truth in so clear a light, I called my
companion, who was near me, to share in my admiration, which I

could scarcely contain. On this account have no dilficulty in say-

ing, on every occasion that you may find it necessary to do so, and

publicly, that I am perfectly of your opinion."
—

Page 342.

This work, like the others, was the occasion of some
angry controversy. The Jesuit Germon took up the gaunt-
let for his brother, and impugned several of the j)rinciples
of interpretation in the treatise of Mabillon. But the
author said nothing. His friends replied to the attack;
not that they attached much importance to the literary
character of Germon, but because they deemed his princi-

ples, if fully carried out, subversive of the truth of
other and more important books than the charters of the
middle ages.

Having done so much for the cause of sacred and pro-
fane literature in the journeys which he had already made,
it was deemed advisable by his superiors to send him forth

again. In those days the original materials from which
history should ever be written were not so convenient to
the writer's hand, as, generally speaking, they have be-
come in our own. There are few documents of any value
that have not been collected into some of the museums
with which the capitals of most of the European kingdoms
have been enriched. The establishments and convents, to
the industry of whose inhabitants they were in most
instances indebted for existence, still flourished, and the
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libraries to which they belonged had not yet been dispersed.
But the greater portion of the literary wealth which these
establishments contained, was known to the proprietors
alone ; and the scholar who sought to make them available

to his purpose, or conducive to the public good, had not

only to become master of their contents, but previously to

discover their existence. If we take mto account the dif-

ficulty of communication between one place and another,
and the unwillingness on the part of those who had the
care of the several archives to permit their contents to be
thus thoroughly explored, we may have some idea of the
nature and number of the obstacles that arrested the pro-

gress of knowledge. No one could be found whose learn-

ing, character, and well-merited reputation, were better

calculated to surmount this barrier and secure admission
to the very sanctuary of information than the learned
Benedictine ; and both in his journey to Burgundy and

Germany in the summer of 1682, and in that to Italy
in 1685, he was everywhere received with the utmost
kindness and attention. Every library and archive was
thrown open to him, and all vied with one another as to

who would place the most valuable and the most numerous
monuments at his command. It was no vulgar curiosity
that led Mabillon to visit the wonders of other lands. If

he had consulted his own tastes, he never would have left

his monastery of Grermain-des-Pres, for beyond his

study and his stall he sought no object of curiosity. He
was twenty years in Paris before he went to see Versailles ;

and a capitulary of Charlemagne, or an old worm-eaten
charter of the Merovingian kings, had more interest and
attraction in his eyes than the splendour of Versailles or

the beauty of the Trianon. He was a bookworm of

the most perfect genus ; one that combined with the de-

voted passion of an antiquary the high intelligence and

power of combination, that made him see the real value

of each production, and make it available for the proper

purpose. If anything could bring him without a murmur
or repugnance from the study, where his books were piled
around him, it was the humble stall in the abbey church,
where, at the ordinary hours of office, he came to take his

place among his brethren.
^

,

On his return from Germany in 1682, he had the afflic-

tion to learn that his munificent patron and kind friend,

the great Colbert, had died in his absence. But he had
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still a kind and zealous friend in Le Tellier, the archbishop
of Reims. At his suggestion Mabillon was sent to Italy,

and while making researches in the department of eccle-

siastical history, he was empowered to purchase any work
he might think worthy of a place in the Royal Library of

Paris. He commenced his journey in company with Dom.
Michael Germain in the beginning of April 1685. Lyons,
Milan, Venice, Loretto, afforded him abundant subjects
of literary and religious interest ; and crossing the Appen-
nines, he entered Rome on the morning of Friday the 15th

of June. He travelled all night, in order by his early
arrival to disconcert the arrangements of his friends, who
were prepared to give him a public reception.

^

It is not

necjessary
for us here to say what objects of curiosity were

likely to obtain or to merit his attention. The libraries,

public and private, in that great city, were able to repay
him amply for his trouble and labour. He made the usual
tour of Italy, and after an absence of a year, returned to

his monastery in July, 1686. The fruit of his researches
was soon presented to the world by the publication of the

Museum Italicum,""' the first volume of which made its

appearance in the beginning of the following year ; and the

second some time after. The most valuable document in

this collection was the ancient Sacramentary, written in

the seventh century, and taken from the monastery of

Bobbio.
But the homage of the learned, and the respect of the

literary world, were not to be his only reward. A more

j)ublic mark of respect was paid to him about this time ;

for Louis XIV. by a special mark of his royal favour,
named him an honorary member of the Academy of

Inscriptions and Belles Lettres. He had already done
enough to merit that honour ; but at the first public assem-
bly of the members that was held after his nomination, he
contributed a paper, equally valuable and interesting, on
the ancient sepultures of the French monarchs. He some-
times attended the meetings, and gave to its proceedings
the sanction of his name and the encouragement of his

example. A stranger, on seeing a shy, modest, and very
unpretending individual, on whom the eyes of all were
directed, while his own were for the most part fixed upon

* Museum Italicum. Pai*is 1687—1689. 2 vols. 4to. Reprinted in 4to. in
1724.
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the ground, would be often tempted to inquire who he was,
and give a start of pleasure and surprise on being told that
that unpretending and humble man was Mabillon.
We have already, in a former number of this Review,

made mention of his controversy with the Trappist De
Ranee, on the subject of monastic studies, and do not find

it necessary to add any thing to the observations we made
upon that occasion. A more serious discussion, was that
which followed his letter of

"
Eusebius the Roman," in

which in the character of a third person he criticised the

practices of some of the functionaries of the eternal city,
with respect to the bodies dug up from time to time in the

catacombs, and generally^ ascribed to the martyrs."'^' It is

the generally received opinion, that these catacombs y^re
the burial-places of the early Christians ; and were conse-
crated by the remains of many of the first champions of the

faith, as often as the sanguinary and persevering cruelty of

their persecutors permitted these remains to be collected

from the place of execution. In some cases the names of

the illustrious sufferers were inscribed upon the slab which
closed up the place of sepulture, and have been discovered
there in after times, when the attention of the Christian
world was directed to the subterranean recesses. It is thus
that the bodily remains of many an individual whose name
and undaunted witnessing of the faith of Christ, were men-
tioned with honour in the chronicles of the Church, have
been identified, and proposed for the veneration of the

faithful. Several of these bodies are found undistinguished

by any other mark, than the palm branch or olive wreath,
fit emblem of the victory they have won ; or the fish, the

conventional type of their Christian profession. In some
cases, instruments of torture and small vases that once
contained blood, have been discovered with the bones, and
leave but little, if any doubt, as to the kind of death the

individual endured. But whatever certainty there may be

in many instances, as to the sanctity of the deceased, it is

probable that in some cases the proofs may not be alto-

gether satisfactory, in others be altogether wanting ; what-
ever was the fervour of the primitive believers^

it may
be very legitimately assumed, that all were not saints, and
therefore that all were not entitled to veneration. In the

* Eusebii Romani ad Theophilum Galium Epistola de Culta3 Sauctorum igno-
torum. Paris 1698, 4to, one vol.
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classification of their remains, as well as in their discovery,
it is evident that ^reat caution must be observed. During
his residence in Rome, Mabillon had occasion to notice,

what he considered, an over eagerness to admit the authen-

ticity of certain relics without sufficient examination ; and
to reprehend and point out for correction what he

^

consi-

dered to be an abuse, he wrote his book of Eusebius the

Roman. His motive was good. Some abuses there may
have been among the agents employed in the exploration,
and great care and caution were absolutely necessary. But
in dealing with these abuses, Mabillon touched them with
too rough a hand. Some of his expressions were consi-

dered personal, and a formal complaint was made to the

authorities. It was even proposed to have his book placed
on the Roman Index. However, his friends in Rome were
not inactive; the objectionable passages being explained,
and altered in a second edition, the supreme Pontiffex-

pressed himself satisfied.

It is strange that the sanie individual who could thus

boldly question the authenticity of the Roman relics, was
induced some short time after to employ his pen in defence
of a much more disputed object of veneration, the

"
Holy

Tear ofVendome." This holy tear, the legend states,
was shed by the Saviour at the tomb of Lazarus. Col-
lected with a precious care by the industry of some minis-

tering angel, it was delivered, enclosed in a small vial, to

Magdalen, as a memorial of the ineffable love of him who
wept over her brother's tomb. A party of crusaders brought
it from the East, and deposited it in the church of Frisen-

gen, their native city. In the middle of the 11th century
it was given by Nitker, Bishop of Frisengen, to Agnes,
Countess of Anjou, on her marriage with the emperor,
Henry the 3rd of Germany, and was placed by her in her
new convent of Vendome. Lewis, Comte of Vendome,
taken prisoner at the battle of Agincourt, made a vow,
while in captivity, to the

"
Holy tear,'' and was liberated.

In gratitude for his deliverence, he was wont to liberate

each Palm Sunday one prisoner of those that were confined
in the dungeons of the city ; and this custom was preserved
even to the time of the French Revolution. The Bene-
dictines of Yendome, to whose guardianship this relic was
entrusted, ever strenuously maintained its genuineness and
authenticity. These were formally attacked by Thiers, a
celebrated polemical writer of the 17th century, and were
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defended by Mabillon in a work published in 1700."''" The
latter professes his belief in the truth of the tradition which
his order preserved concerning the origin and supernatural
transmission of this object of veneration.

About the period of the publication of this letter, he had
the misfortune and affliction of being made the victim of

calumny, and calumny of a kind the most injurious to his

reputation. Some evil-minded persons spread a report
that he had repaired to Holland, and abandoned the Ca-
tholic faith. This report originated in Germany, and was
thence carried to England. It is scarcely necessary to say,
with what rejoicing the news of such an event was hailed

by one party, and with what heart-rending affliction it was
heard by those few, who in these kingdoms, remained
faithful to that creed of which he was so distinguished a

member. The manner in which the intelligence, after

travelling from Germany to England, reached at length the

ears of him whom it most concerned, is affectingly related

in the following extract of the letter which in his own de-

fence, and for their information, he wrote to the Catholics

of England.
" I feel myself called upon, my very dear brethren, to undeceive

you with respect to a horrible calumny, designed by the father of

lies to blacken mj reputation araono^ you, and with the object of

disturbing and shaking your faith, if such a thing were possible.
It was only yesterday I heard the news, through some of our English
Benedictine fathers, who arrived late in the evening at our abbey of

St. Germain-des-Pres, and asked with much eagerness to see me on
some business, they said, of the greatest possible importance. I

went to them immediately; and they said at once, that it was quite

enough for them to see me, and that they were now satisfied. There
seemed to be some mystery which I did not understand ; but at length
they made known this mystery of iniquity, and informed me that are-

port, most hurtful to my reputation, was circulated all over England,
and published in all the newspapers—namely, that I had retired to

Holland, and had renounced (I shudder to speak of it) the Catholic

Church ;
that the Catholics of this country were extremely alarmed

thereat, and that on every possible occasion it was thrown in their

teeth by their opponents. I leave you to think, my dear brethren,
how horror-struck I must have been at so shocking a calumny, and
how affected I was at the trouble and solicitude which you felt and

expressed thereat."

* Lettre d'un Benedictin a M. I'eveque de Blois touchant le discernement dea
aiiciennes Reliques, an sujet d'une dissertation de Tiiiers coutre la Saiute Larme
de Vendome. Paris 1700, 1 vol. 12mo.
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Mabillon always felt the kindest interest in the Catho-

lics of England, and watched with a most unremitting
attention the struggles of religion against the tyranny of

the civil power. He was on terms of friendly intimacy
with several of the missionaries, and preserved their letters

with a species of holy reverence. After the Revolution of

1688, he expressed the warmest S3^mpathy in the reverses

and misfortunes of the unfortunate house" of Stuart, and
had the honour of a personal acquaintance with the de-

throned monarch.
At the present day when so many salutary and important

reformations have been effected in the prison discipline, to

which criminals are subjected, and when a more humane
spirit is abroad, than that which in former times darkly
bit)oded over the felon's hapless cell, we contemplate with

pleasure any indication of its coming. The mild and com-

passionate heart of the subject of our notice, was drawn to

the consideration of this subject, more especially with

respect to the prisons connected with the ecclesiastical

tribunals. He felt that much of the severity that was there

universally practised, not only was unnecessary, but was
even calculated to defeat its own object ; that terror may
arrest the progress of crime for a moment, but never could
become the principle of effectual and sincere conversion ;

and that the principle of a new life was to be excited in the

heart by a far different influence than that of the dread of

punishment. The following extract from his work"'^* on
Prison Reformation, contains the clear and distinct deve-

lopment of the mode of correction which has been of late so

generally adopted. It is the concluding paragraph, and
shows the humane and Christian view which he took of the

subject.

" To return to the subject of the prison of St. John Climacus, of

which I have already spoken, a similar institution could without

difficulty be established for the correction of penitents. It should
contain a number of cells like those of the Chartreux, with a work-

shop attached, in which the person could practise some useful

labour. There may be also attached to each cell a small garden, to

which they were to get admittance at certain hours for the purposes
of air and exercise. They should also assist at divine service : at

first in a closed tribune, separated from the others, but, after some
time, and after having given some marks of repentance and conver-

* Reflections sur les Prisons des Ordres Reli;?ienx.
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slon, tliej could be admitted to the choir in common with the
others. Their food also should be coarse in qualitj, and limited in

quantity, and their fasts be pretty frequent in number. They
should frequently get religious instruction

; and the superior
of the institution, or his deputy, should take care to see and speak
to each individual in private, and console and encourage him from
time to time. Strangers should never be admitted, and perfect
seclusion should be preserved. If such an institution were once
established, so far from its being horrible and insupportable, I am
convinced that the most of the inmates would suffer little from
their confinement, even though it should be for life. I have no
doubt but that all that I have said will seem to many a plan of a
* new world' But let them say and think what they will, it will be

very easy for persons, if they be so disposed, to make the prison

system more endurable and more useful than it is at the present."

However Utopian such a change may have seemed in

the beginning of the last century, it has been reserved for

us to see it in great measure adopted. The prison life of

this country has not received as much of a religious cha-
racter as would be desirable, but still with all its disadvan-

tages, it is a vast and salutary improvement of that which
Mabillon found so defective. Let us hope that the more
Christian spirit of modera criminal jurisprudence, may
supply what is still wanting, and enable religion to take
its victims under her protecting care.

At the close of the century Mabillon felt himself getting
old. His celebrated controversy with De Ranee, and the

many literary labours in which he had been engaged, had
exhausted his strength considerably, and in his increasing
infirmities, he thought he felt a warning from above to

put his house in order, and prepare for his dread account-

ing-day. He wished to retire altogether from literary exer-

tion, and devote himself to the exercises of the religious
life. But Bossuet and several other distinguished pre-
lates would not suffer that such talents should be lost to

the world. They proposed to him to undertake an edition

of the works of St. Cyprian, but this purpose he abandoned
on finding that it was already occupied by another. His
friends recommended him to undertake the history of the

Order of St. Benedict, and complete his services to reli-

gion by such a splendid tribute of zeal and erudition. In
ins ^'^j^cta Sanctorum" he had collected many of the mate-'

rials and treated much of the subject matter of such a pro-

duction, ])ut much still remained to be done; and the
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work was still to be treated in a regular and historical

manner. Mabillon, accustomed as he was to great pro-

ductions, and inured to severe and unintermitting labour,
was frightened by the magnitude of the proposal. He was
then an old man, and in the ordinary course of things
could not possibly live to finish it. But his friends con-

tinued to urge him to the task. No man living was more

qualified for the performance. If he refused, or delayed,
it never would be adequately done. Renaudot and Baluze
added the weight of their entreaty and recommendation,
and on the 14th of July, 1693, and in the 61st year of his

age, Mabillon undertook a labour which in other and ordi-

nary cases, would require a life for its performance.
Accompanied by Ruinart, he made several excursions

to the great monasteries of France, to examine, as was his

wont, the original documents of the Order; among the

rest he passed several days at Clairvaux. Many of his

hours of relaxation from study he spent in prayer at the

shrine of St. Bernard. He told his companion that one

great object which he earnestly sought of God through the

intercession of the holy Doctor was, that his life and
strength might be spared him for the completion of the
work upon which he was engaged. What he could not

accomplish by personal inspection, he sought to attain by
an extensive correspondence; and after a delay of ten

years, the first volume appeared in 1703, and its appear-
ance only increased the public anxiety for more. Clement
XI. requested him to continue his great design, and com-
municated his approbation. Four volumes appeared suc-

cessively. The last from the pen of Mabillon, terminated
at the death of St. Bernard."'' Was it that the strenocth

* Annales ordinis Sancti Benedict!. Paris 1703—1739. 6 vols, folio. Mabillon
wrote but four. The two last are by D. Massuet and D. Martene. The annals
have been reprinted at Lucca with considerable additions and improvements.
Besides the works already mentioned, Mabillon was also the author of the

following;

1. Galliae ad Hispaniam lugubre nuntium ab mortem Reginse Galliarum Annas
Austriacse, 1. vol. 4to.

2. Dissertatio de pane Eticharistico Azymo et fermentato, 1674.
3. Aniraadversiones in Vindicias Rempenses, one vol. 8vo. 1677.
4. Methode pour apprendre I'histoire.

5. De Liturgia Gallicana libri 3. 1 685.
6. Reponse des Religieux Benedictins a un ecrit des Chanoines Reguliers tou-

chant la preseance dans les etats, 1687., with a defence of same published in the
same year.

7. Traite 6u Ton refute la nouvelle explication que quelques auteurs donnent
aux mots de Messe et de Communion qui se trouvent dans la regie de St. Benoit,
1689.

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLI. 16
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that enabled him to continue it even thus far, was the
fruit of that humble and fervent prayer which he uttered
in the church of Clairvaux, before the shrine of Bernard ?

We have been occupied hitherto almost exclusively with
the literary character of Mabillon. However edifying and
instructive this may be, it may not be uninteresting, and it

will be equally instructive, to sketch a few traits of his pri-
vate character. He never lost a friend; and though he
had to differ from many on important subjects, and even

express these differences in book and pamphlet before the

public, he never made an enemy. Those members of the

community with whom he was engaged for many years, in

the composition and publication of his several works, loved
and revered him with a more than filial love ; and outside

the walls of his convent, those who had the honour of

his friendship, and among these were Colbert, Bos-
suet, Thomassin, Le Tellier, continued faithful to the

end. From the silly contests for precedence, and rival

claims of excellence, and bitter and often implacable
jealousies of one another, which so often darken the

character of literary men, and whatever their merit may
be, often render them objects ,,of ridicule to the world,
it is pleasing to turn to the contemplation of the Christian

and the scholar, who filled Europe with the fame of his

erudition, and still thought himself the least of his humble
brethren. In the majestic simplicity of the great Bene-

dictine, the reader will seek in vain for any traces of that

lurking vanity, which seeks compliments while it seems to

repel them, and caters for praise which it professes to dis-

regard. If a word were spoken in praise of his writings or

his exertions, he would say with one of his sweet smiles,
'^ God only can tell what they are worth. You are very

probably prejudiced in my favour, but you can at least

pray to God, that he may render me in reality what you
think I already am.^^ So far from making any display of

what he knew, he was most anxious to conceal it; and
often was known to listen for a considerable time together
to persons who thought they were giving him information.

As a religious he had the highest esteem for the virtue of

holy poverty. Colbert would have placed his name upon

8. Traits des Etudes Monastiques, 1691, one vol. 4to., with defence'of same one
vol. 1691.

9. La Mort Chr^tienne, one vol. 12mo. 1702.
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the list of Royal Pensioners for an annuity of 2,000 livres,

but he declined the honour, and only asked that the kind-

ness which was intended for him, should be extended to

his congregation. On another occasion, a nobleman who
wished to show his sense for the labours in which he was

engaged, offered to settle a pension on him and his asso-

ciate Ruinart. Mabillon gave the letter that contained

the offer to his companion saying,
" What do you think of

this ? You may act as you think proper, but you know
already what I am disposed to do/'

"
It would be strange

indeed," he would often repeat in the w^ords of Saint Au-

gustine,
**'

if I who am a poor man, and the son of parents
still poorer, should hope to find in religion what I should

never have expected in the world." His life was one con-

tinued unbroken course of mortification and self-denial.

Whatever his zeal for study was, or his taste for the

labours to which his life was devoted, he must have had
his moments of natural despondency and dejection ; but
whatever his feelings at the moment maybe, he never dis-

continued these labours for an instant. He endeavoured
to make atonements for his daily failings and imperfections

by some self-imposed penalty, and he never omitted any
of those little practices of humiliation and penance which
his rule prescribed. Towards the close of his life, the

delicacy of his health, his advanced age, and the severity
of his labours, induced the superiors to grant him several

indulgences, such as to have a fire in his room and to dis-

continue his fasting; but he submitted with much diffi-

culty, for fear, he would say, of disedifying his brethren.

He always read something in the Holy Scriptures or the

Fathers every day, and was accustomed to make extracts

in a small note book for his more attentive perusal, of any
passage that particularly struck him. He preserved
through life the same fresh and simple-minded devotion
which he had imbibed during his noviciate. He went each

morning after getting up, to make his rounds at the seve-

ral altars in the convent church, and never went to study
without having previously committed himself and the ob-

ject of his study to God in prayer. It was his Spirit, thus

humbly and sincerely invoked, that sustained him through
many an hour of trial, and gave a blessing, aye, even an
hundred-fold, to his exertions.

^

In the year 1707, Mabillon had reached the 75th year of
his age. On the first of December in that year, he got up
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very early in the morning, as he was accustomed to do,
and after his usual devotions, said mass in the convent
church. It was the last time that he was ever to officiate

at an altar, where for forty years, he had so frequently
offered the holy sacrifice. After breakfast he went to take
a walk and pay a visit to the abbey of Chelles, but had
not gone far when he felt himself ill and was obliged to

return. His disease was an internal one, of a most pain-
ful and excruciating nature, but he bore all his sufferings
with the meek patience and uncomplaining resignation
which distinguished him through life. If in the paroxysms
of his pain any wish escaped his lips, it was one to be dis-

solved and be with Christ.
*' Have not I been long

enough in the world ? Is it not time for me to go to God ?

I have no fear of death, for I know that I have a good and
merciful Master to deal with.^^ He had also from time to

time, sundry forebodings that his time on earth was draw-

ing to a close. Ruinart one day going into his room,
found him occupied with that part of his annals which
treated of Saint Anselm. After speaking of the know-
ledge and zeal for regular religious observance, which dis-

tinguished this great man, he said after a few moments'
silence,

''
I feel I shall die at the same age as Anselm.

Though unable to attend the divine office in the choir, he
said it as near as he could to the canonical hours. He
desired to receive the sacrament of extreme unction before

the viaticum ; but not wishing to be singular among
his brethren, he consented to receive it after. On Christ-

mas-day Ruinart said mass for him in the infirmary, and
in a few hours after the sick man was seized with a cold

shivering and a vomiting of blood. The second day after

was the feast of Saint John the Evangelist. It was that

also on which John Mabillon was to rest fi'om his labours.

About five o'clock in the afternoon, he pressed the crucifix

to his lips and died.
"
Come, Lord Jesus, come,'' were

the last words he uttered.

His remains were laid out in the church of St. Germain-
des-Pres. The religious of every order, the members of

the academy, the literai-y men of every description, and
vast numbers of the people, came to manifest their respect
for his memory, and vied with each other in doing honour
to the great and good man that was taken away from

among them. Even Rome itself was not insensible to the

loss, and deplored the calamity that in his death had be-
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fallen the Church. The Supreme Pontiff commissioned
Cardinal Colloredo to write to the community of St. Ger-

main-des-Pres, and express his desire to contribute in any
manner in his power to the erection of a monument to his

memory.
**

Strangers and men of letters will come in

crowds to Paris. If his ashes are mixed with those of

others, and they shall ask, Where did you put him ?

What answer will you be able to make?" France has
her memorials of departed greatness, royal tombs at St.

Denys, sculptured monuments at Pere la Chaise, and
mighty domes piercing the blue sky of heaven dedicated
*' Au grands hommes par leur patrie reconnaissante,'' but
when the stranger visits Paris, and in the Pontiff's pro-

phetic words demands,
"' Ubi posuistis eum?" he is con-

ducted to the church of Saint Grermain-des-Pres. There,
in one of the side aisles, is a small black marble slab,
about eighteen inches in breadth, on which is inscribed in

golden letters the word, **Mabillon." Yes, there within
those venerable aisles which he so often trod, before that
altar where for more than forty years he had been wont to

offer the unbloody sacrifice, in the neighbourhood of these
time-worn and mouldering walls within which his triumphs
were achieved and his reputation won, it is better, perhaps,
and more fitting that his remains should be deposited than
in any other sepulture. Although there be no brother of
his institute to point out their resting-place to the tra-

veller, and answer their inquiry, "Ubi posuistis eum?'*
there will not be wanting those to whom this humble mar-
ble will prove an object of interest. If any other eulogy
be required, it will be found on the honoured shelves of
the noblest libraries of Europe.
The Congregation of St. Maur produced no man so

great as Mabillon. Fertile as it was in men of great
learning and industry, his name towers above all others,
like the central pinnacle of one of those old gothic churches
which he so loved, and the records of which he so ably
elucidated. But the spirit that animated the society did
not die with him. Ruinart, his friend and fellow-labourer,
survived him. Denis De Sainte-Marthe produced his

great work,
''
Galha Christiana.'' Maxtene and Lamy

are also honoured names. The Maurists were the first to
conceive and the first to undertake that great and labo-
rious achievement,

^'
the literary history of France," of

which they published twelve volumes. The very enume-
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ration of the books they wrote and edited, would be enough
to fill a good sized volume. They contiuued their literary
labours with unremitting industry, but with varied talent,
until the French Revolution involved them in one common
destruction with all that was good or virtuous in their

country. But the memory of their names and their ser-

vices will long continue to animate the church at large,
and be an example and a model for years to come of what
may be achieved by zeal, and piety, and perseverance.

Art. IX.—The Histortf and Fate of Sacrilege. By Sir Hen rv
Spelman. Edited in part from two MSS., revised and cor-

"
reded, with a continuation^ large additionSi and an Intro-

ductory Essay. By two Priests of the Church of England.
London: Masters, 1846.

WE have long been looking out for this republication
of Sir H. Spelman's posthumous work, and it

appears at a moment which seems to us most propitious.
It is not indeed likely that the holders of old Catholic
Church property will become alarmed, and restore their

ill-gotten possession to us again : for as we shall see, but
few descendants of the original granters of Church property
now hold it; and it would be difficult to expect such
a sacrifice from those who have gained it through pur-
chase or other indirect modes.'-'" It is not, therefore, from

any idea that Sir Henry Spelman's fearful tale of judg-
ments upon Church despoilers, will awaken slumbering
consciences to restitution, that we are glad to see his work
rinted in a popular form, and with such valuable additions.

f we calculate upon any gain from it, it is rather from the

hope that sensible and religious minds will reason thus : if

God by such visible judgments punishes those who destroy,

* We have, however, known several instances lately, where property has come
into Catholic hands by purchase or inheritance, where a portion of it consisting
of impropriation of tithes, has been settled, or spent, upon religious objects. The
former is however the only true way of dealing with it with security.

I
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plunder, or profane places, things, or persons once conse-

crated to Him and His poor, is it not reasonable to hope
that He will bless those who repair such sacrilegious

violence, and repair, restore, or newly give what is needful

for religious and charitable purposes ?

But independently of such considerations, we think that

the republication of this work will necessarily prove useful.

It will disgust people more and more with that terrible

event in English history, the horrors of which have been

gilded by the name of Reformation ; and some will ask

themselves, can that have been God's work, which was
conducted by the wholesale conimission of a crime, which
till then had been rare in Christendom? Can that have
been His work, which throughout, was a systematic plun-

dering of whatever had been dedicated to Him ? Can that

have been His work, which brought down vengeance from
heaven upon all who shared it ? In truth, the more the

public mind is informed on the true history and character

of that revolution and rebellion against God and His
Church, the more will it be led to abhorrence of that

ungodly event, and sympathy for all that it overthrew.

For our parts, we sometimes ask ourselves with no small

amazement, what is there now left for men to cling to in

that event, or to justify to them the name which they give
it? The antiquarian, like Mr. Paley or^ Mr. Neale,
loathes its profane and sacrilegious destruction of sacred
edifices and holy things ; the liturgist, like Mr. Maskell,
deplores the abolition of ancient offices, and the presump-
tion of abrogating the

*^

apostolic canon of the Mass;"
the ascetic sees nothing but loss in the overthrow of all

mystical devotion and feeling worship ; the friend of charity
regrets the loss of those institutions by which the poor were
succoured and instructed, and a refuge was opened to repen-
tant or afflicted spirits ; and the theologian laments over the

imperfection and deficiency of the new formularies of faith

then sanctioned, over the indefiniteness of belief which
they have introduced, the heretical doctrines which they
tolerate, and the removal of the safeguards of truth which
they have affected. In fact, what did the Reformation
change which sensible and devout men would not give
much to get back? Truly, it is hard to say; but we
believe that th^ gains, which any but very violent Protes-
tants would enumerate, would be mostly negatives. We
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would defy any one to state the smallest amount of positive

good which it brought into the English Church.
But to pursue this subject would lead us far astray ; we

will resume therefore our present matter, by repeating,
that Sir. H. Spelman's History of Sacrilege will do good
to the truth, by giving additional evidence of the frightful
amount of execrable crime which formed an essential part,
instrument, and development of the Reformation.
The editors have enlarged the original work by much

additional matter, and they have also illustrated the text

by careful collations ; but their most valuable improve-
ment on the old editions, consists in their preliminary
essay, which occupies nearly one hundred and thirty pages.
The object of this is to prove in a more systematic form,
what Spelman's work aims at doing at once by evidence.

It is as the counsel's speech premised to the calling of

witnesses. Without some such introductory dissertation,
the full force of Spelman's reasoning would not have been
felt by many readers ; and in this age of little faith, objec-
tions might and would probably have been raised against
it, which it was prudent and wise to anticipate and solve.

Yet for us, such a course must be unnecessary. Were any
one to write "the History and Fate of Murder," there

is not a single reader, we are convinced, who on taking it

up, would not be prepared to find it contain a series of

facts, all demonstrative of the wonderful pursuit of the

murderer by divine justice, and of the strange and unex-

pected ways in which it has often overtaken him. The
most astute lawyer, and the most obtuse peasant, would

equally agree how much there is that is clearly providential
in the detection and punishment of this crime ; so that the

proverb that
*'
murder will out,'^ is almost as much a legal

aphorism as a homely saying. Now they who believe

Sacrilege to be an enormous crime, (and no one who has
read Scripture or learnt his Catechism can believe other-

wise,) will be equally prepared to find it punished by God
in some signal way ; at least will easily yield to the evi-

dence of facts, that the case is so. Again, whoever believes

in Providence, and in its punishment of crime, will as

naturally expect that the chastisement will be of a peculiar
character for this offence, because experience and the

common consent of men show such an allotment of peculiar

judgments for peculiar transgressions. Some of these are

inherent in the sin, but others present no necessary
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connection with it, yet still are clearly analogous and

appropriate.
Thus a sinful addiction to mere sensual enjoyment and

the gratifying of animal appetites, will lead to the destruc-

tion of the power of indulging them—will consume the

frame, destroy vigour, form, complexion, bring an early

decrepitude and disease into the limbs and the vitals, and,
in quaint phrase, soon make '*

a wreck of the rake,'^ as a

warning to others not to run upon the same rock. What
demonstration do we require that

**

pride will have a fall,''

or in more sacred phrase, that "pride gceth before destruc-

tion, and the spirit is lifted up before a fall?" (Prov. xvi.

18.) Who would ever be surprised at being told that one^
who had been hard-hearted to the poor, a harsh ana

oppressive landlord, and an extortioner, was come himself
to want, and was brought down to humble himself to

obtain his bread ? or who thinks it other than a most

probable story, that the pirate who cut away the bell

from the Inchcape rock should himself be shipwrecked on
it ? or that a man who had amassed wealth by cheating
his clients, or by plundering his wards, or by usurious

contracts, should see it clean melt in his hands like snow,
and flow away like water in a sieve, approving the sayings
of all ages, "male parta, male dilabuntur," and "ill-gotten,

ill-spent.^'

Now, if the fate of sacrilegious men be shown through
history to be such as by natural analogy, as well as by
religious principles, seems to present an appropriate and
well-proportioned punishment of their crime, we cannot
see how any one can refuse to consider it as a punishment
from God, unless he either deny at once that there is such a
crime, or that Providence ever interferes to inflict chas-
tisement.
And now with regard to the appropriateness of the

punishment. Let it be observed, that a punishment will

be the more appropriate, in proportion as it better defeats
the objects of the crime ; and that not merely on the prin-
ciple of retributive justice, but as a warning to others, who
will be deterred from committing the sin, if they see that it

hinders, instead of promoting, what they desire by it. Thus,
as we have seen, unjust acquisition will have its righteous
retribution in poverty and want. Sacrilege may be divided
into two classes, according to the principle which suggests
and directs its commission. It may be an act of sudden
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violence, the momentary work of passion ; sacred places

may be profaned, and holy things broken, destroyed, or

carried off by a licentious soldiery in war, whether through
rage or through covetousness ; and persons consecrated
to God may be ill-treated in anger or through revenge.
To this class of sacrilege, resulting from an evil passion,
committed under its passing influence, belong most of the

sacrileges of ancient times—such, in fact, as preceded the
Reformation. But well may Spelman, on coming to this

period in his history, exclaim:
"
I am now come out of the

rivers into the ocean of iniquity and sacrilege/^ (p. 131.)
For then, for the first time, was witnessed systematic

^acrilege, sacrilege by law, by principle, coolly calculated,

unflinchingly executed, not cloaked over with excuses, but

plainly avowed, justified, boasted of as a good work ; sacri-

lege universal in its character, not allowing any one possi-
ble branch or form of the crime to be overlooked; em-
bracing saints, cardinals, bishops, priests, clerks, monks,
friars, nuns, the sick and the poor, the aged and the child ;

cathedrals, abbeys, monasteries, convents, chantries, hos-

pitals, schools; taking hold of manors, glebes, farms,

buildings, rights, rents, and every possible species of pro-

perty ; seizing, and appropriating, and turning to profane
use, everything sacred—iron-work, and stone-work, and
wood-work, roofs and bells, altars and church-furniture,

shrines, tabernacles, holy vessels, and plate of every kind ;

plundering and confiscating, breaking, burning, razing,

wresting, murdering by violence or by course of law. No
person, no place, no thing, no mode was overlooked,

through which sacrilege could be committed. But this

fully-planned, and fully-executed villainy clearly was not
the fruit of an outburst of passion : it had a purpose and an
end. The king and his counsellors wished and intended
to enrich themselves, and to leave to their children and
their families for ever the broad lands and rich treasures

accumulated through ages in the Church.
^

They fully

designed to "build up their own houses," with the stones

of the sanctuary ; to make their descendants rich with the

spoils of the temple. Now, whatever additional punish-

ment, in body or mind, in goods or reputation, it may have

pleased God to inflict on the authors of such sacrilegious

rapine, this we ought not to be surprised at finding a

general consequence—the total frustration of the hopes and

purposes of the crime. We may expect, as a natural
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chastisement of such calculatmg, covetous spoHation as

here took place, the overthrow and ruin of such famiUes,
or the loss to theni of their ill-gotten wealth, or hereditary
disturbance in their succession.

A priori, such is the punishment of the Reformation

sacrilege, which we might reasonably expect : and at any
rate, if facts lead to the observation of such results, we
shall at once see their fitness.

^
Again, looking at the posi-

tive law, as the popular and universal conviction respecting
the almost inevitable punishment of murder, (which, being
a social crime, is generally effected by providential delivery
of the perpetrator to human justice,) accords exactly with'

the divine award,
'' Whosoever shall shed man's bloody

his blood shall be shed,'' (Gen. ix. 6.) so will the expe-
rience of past ages and of the present time, that sacrilege
is a plague-spot on the family of the original criminal, and
a canker to his inheritance, be easily pronounced in har-

mony with the awful declaration of God, who adds to the

first of* His commandments, that He is
"
mighty and

jealous, visiting the sins of the fathers upon the children,
unto the third and fourth generation." (Exod. xx. 4.)

Now, it is against this commandment so guarded, that

the crime of sacrilege, whether considered as an act of

grievous covetousness,C* which is a serving of idols,") or

as a direct offence against God's honour and worship, and
a rebellious attempt to rob Him of what has once been

given Him is committed.
Nor will it sufl^ce to show that, in some particular in-

stances, this punishment has not occurred, any more than
a few, or even many, cases of unavenged murder will

weaken the conviction derived from daily experience. And
yet the very small number of exceptions in the case of

sacrilege ought rather to confirm our argument. The
active researches of the editors of Spelman's work have led

them to the conclusion that only fourteen families yet hold

abbey lands in direct succession to six hundred and
thirty original grantees ! And, even in some of those,
the curse of strange misfortunes has accompanied the
line to our days.

It was a consideration of this sort, which, in fact, led

Spelman to write his work. He lived within eighty years
of the guilty epoch, and could thus more easily trace the

history of the original acquirers of Church property.
Having himself experienced nothing but misfortune fi'om
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the possession of a sacrilegious estate, of which he was at
last glad to be rid/-" he commenced an examination on a
limited scale. He drew a circle from a house near his

own, with a radius of twelve miles. This contained twenty-
five abbey-sites, and twenty-seven gentlemen's parks. lie
found that, while not one of the latter had changed families,

every one of the former, except two, had changed them,
'*
thrice at least, and some five or six times." (p. Ixxxix.)
Here is another example given by Raynerus, in his

Apostolatus JBenedictinus, He took, in one part of

England, 260 families which had received part of the
Church spoils ; and, on the other side, twenty gentlemen,

|to whom Thomas, Duke of Norfolk, left legacies of £40.

a-year out of his own estate. Every one of the latter had
a son

*'

flourishing in his father's inheritance," while not

sixty of the king's grantees had transmitted their estates

to their children, (p. xcii.)

The editors of the work before us have taken great
pains to collect what we may call the statistics of sacrilege.

They have examined the difierent averages of possession
by individuals and by families, of lands that formerly
belonged, and of lands that have never belonged, to the

Church. The following are their results :

Church lands. Family estates.

Average possession inyears by each individual, 17 23
a family. 38t 70

The figures in the second column are purposely under-

stated.!

It is impossible to read the two appendices, in which the

fate of the families who first received grants of abbeys is de-

tailed, and not be struck with the literal fulfilment of God's
threats. Many of the original possessors died childless ; of

several we read, ^'extinct in the third generation," *'extinct

in the fourth generation," and of others we may easily com-

pute by the dates, that it was about the same period in their

descents that they received their final blow. In others,

*
Giving: the history of sacrilege in Blackborough and Wrongey Abbeys, he

thus mentions himself among the losers by it.
'* Sir H. Spelman, a great loser,

and not beholden to fortune, yet happy in this, that he is out of tlie briars; but

especially that thereby he first discerned the infelicity of meddling with conse-

crated places."
—

p. 193.

f In Warwickshire, the averages are 15 years for an individual, and 27 for a

family.
X In one hundred of Kent, the average possession of a family is 208 years.
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each generation presents a series of misfortunes and pre-
mature deaths ; while many astonish us by the total failure

of issue, wheVe, according to human probabilities, there

should have been a numerous offspring. As an awful

example, we will quote the history of Charles, Duke of

Suffolk:

•' This despoiler of tkiriy monasteries was married four times.

By his first wife he had no children. By his second, a daughter,

Mary, married to Lord Monteagle, by whom she had three sons, of

whom two died without issue ; the third left issue only a daughter,
and in him the title became extinct. By his third wife the duke
had issue one son, created Earl of Lincoln, who died at an early

age, and two daughters. Frances married Henry, Duke of
Suffolk^

who was beheaded, 1554 ; and by him she had, J. Lady Jane Grey,
beheaded; 2. Lady Catharine Grey, married Henry, Lord Herbert,
who divorced her, and then Edward, Earl of Hertford, beheaded ;

3. Lady Mary Grey, married to Martin Keys, and died without

issue. After the execution of her husband, Frances Brandon mar-
ried Adrian Stokes, and appears by him to have had no issue. The
duke's third daughter, Eleanor, married Henry, Earl of Cumber-

land, and by him had two sons, Henry and Charles, who both died

young ; and Margaret, married to Henry, Earl of Derby. By his

fourth wife the duke had two sons, who both, in turn, succeeded ;

and died of the sweating sickness in one day, July 14th, 5 Ed. VI.

A more remarkable instance could scarcely be found, wherein, ia

the next generation, a man's name has been clean put out."—A^-
pendix ii.

But not only the original seizers of Church lands have
been thus punished, but the Divine attainder seems to
attach itself to the property, and to follow it even into
hands comparatively innocent. The extraordinarily broken
and interrupted descent in families that hold it, is truly
wonderful. Thus, in the Russell family, instanced by-

Tanner, as an exception to the general rule about the
transmission of ecclesiastical lands, we find that in ten

generations the eldest son has succeeded to his father only
thrice. And in the same family there have been four
violent deaths, (not in the field of battle,) two within the
last six years.

—
p. 312.

Our readers will allow us to introduce here an illustra-

tion of
*'
the law of succession" in sacrilegious families,

because it applies to a part of England, once so rich in
noble abbeys and splendid churches, and one that has not
been much referred to by the editors of Spelman. We
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allude to Yorkshire ; and we will insert the very words of

the letter, which, at our request, conveyed the information.

We can only add, that we have every reliance on the

integrity and the accuracy of our informant.

I have a friend in this neighbourhood, and his name is

He is a magistrate, and a gentleman of very extensive reading,
and of great research in books which treat of times long gone by.
"One day, whilst I was telling him of the immense advantage

which England, in better days, had reaped from her monastic insti-

tutions, he asked me, if I were aware that families enjoying that

property, had never been able to retain it for three successive gene-
rations ;

—that is,
—father, son, and grandson. I answered, that I

Jiad never paid attention to the subject as far as succession was
concerned. '

Then,' said he,
*

let me tell you, that I myself
have paid very great attention to it : and I have never been able to

discover one single solitary instance, of any family possessing the

monasterial property for three successive generations of father, son,

and grandson ; and, I defy you,' added he,
* to produce an un-

broken line of three generations.'
"

I replied, that,
* whatever might have been the case up to the

present time, there was at this moment, every appearance of a

regular succession in father, son, and grandson, at Kirklees Hall,

near Huddersfield. Sir George Armitage, the present possessor,
has one foot in the grave. His son is ready to succeed him, and
that son has healthy male issue.' *Time will show,' said Mr. .

And time did soon show : for, the eldest son fell ill, and went to

the grave a month or two before his father ;
and thus, the regular

succession was broken.

"On a reperusal of your letter, I gather that you want information

concerning families in this immediate neighbourhood. At Nostell

Priory, possessed by Mr. Winn, there has been no regular succes-

sion from father, to son and grandson, since the monks were most

cruelly and most unjustly deprived of it.

"The present Lord Fitzwilliam, who possesses monasterial pro-

perty, and who resides about sixteen miles from this place, has lost

his eldest son.

"Sir Edward Dodsworth, (formerly Smith,) who possessed the

monasterial property of Newland, has died without lawful issue.
"
Temple Newsham, about ten miles from hence, has, I believe,

passed from family to family, without ever having a grandson."

The writer of this letter further corroborates these

statements, by the striking fact, that in our royal suc-

cession since the sacrilegious spoliation of the Church,
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no sovereign has been succeeded by a grandson on the

throne.

We must refer our readers to Spelman's work itself, for

further and more varied evidence of the visitation on
famihes of their forefathers' sacrileges. But there is one

example of a gigantic attempt to build up a house on

sacrilege in our times, so utterly brought to nought, that

we think it should not have been overlooked. We allude

to Napoleon, who started indeed on his career as the

restorer of the hierarchy and peace of the Church, and
so prospered for a time. He set his foot upon the necks of

princes, and gave their dominions to his brethren, and
even to his

"'
servants." The family of Bonaparte might

at this day, according to human calculation, have occupied
the thrones of France, Spain, Holland, Westphalia, and

Italy, and in each royal branch a family would have existed,
with nephews to spare, for a future succession. But he
stretched out his hand to forbidden spoil ; he thought to

enrich his empire by the wealth consecrated to God ; he

scrupled not to incur the indignation of Him who scared

Attila"* from his intended sacrilege, by plundering the

shrine of the Apostles ; he pillaged the yast^ treasures of

the
'^

Holy House" of Mary ; nay, he laid violent hands,
like Herod, on Peter himself in the person of his saintly
successor. From that hour, all went wrong with him ; his

imperial fortune forsook him ; his eagles were struck down ;

his treasure melted away; he became a wonder and by-word
to all the nations. But his family projects, the great aim
of his life, beyond every thing else failed him. His own
line soon became extinct ; and of his brothers, one after

the other has dropped off in banishment, almost in

obscurity, has left no sons that can make the name
known to another generation; and if what we hear be

true, of the utter wreck of all their vast fortunes, no one
can tell how, the sentence is pretty nearly carried out upon
this grand scheme of sacrilegious aggrandisement. And
what was Napoleon himself but the scourge of God, upon
those princes, who had just before set the example of

plundering the Church, and dissolving its religious estab-

lishments ? And may not he beware, who now occupies

* The fonn in which the Holy See protects its rights, is by telling their

invadei",
" SS. Apostolorum Petri et Pauli indignationem se noverit incur-

surum."
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his throne, and in some sort inherits the desire to secure
his family upon it, through many princely alHances, so

long as St. Genevieve cries out for vengeance, for altars

profaned and saints turned out, to give place to the most
worthless villains that ever pretended to mock at God ; so

long as the episcopal dwelling in his own capital is allowed
to remain a waste, and the Church is bound down in fet-

ters, and the mouth of her shepherds is gagged. One
terrible calamity, the plague of the striking of the first-

bora,"'^' has already pointed out the stain of sacrilege,
and has avenged the plucking down of the cross and the

profanation of holy temples, which marked the accession
of the dynasty.
We should be glad to see an abridgement, at least, or

the substance of Spelman's work translated into foreign

languages, especially in those countries of Europe where
the work of desecration is not yet fully perpetrated. What
gain has Spain had, or Portugal, by the spoliation of the

Church, and the sale of ecclesiastical property ? We have
elsewhere shown, how ruinous they have been to the

government of Spain ; it were well to show to purchasers
that they are equally so to them. In fact, in both coun-

tries, men are beginning to see this ; and examples are

beginning to show themselves, and to be noted. We have
been told by those who know the countries, that persons
of large wealth who have purchased freely Church-lands,
have soon come to want. One rich West-India merchant
has been particularly mentioned. And we were told of

one young man, who had purchased in Portugal a reli-

gious house and garden, and turned it into a place for

holiday amusement, who was soon found on it slain by
his own gun, whether by accident or design could not be
discovered.

Before concluding this article, we cannot refrain from

saying a few words upon one species of sacrilege, that

committed by violence against persons consecrated to God,
because the examples given by the editors all refer to Pro-
testant clergymen, whose priestly character we of course

deny ; but violence to whom would be the sin of sacrilege
in those who believed them to possess it, or intended, in

them, to insult it.f

* The first-born of Egypt were struck, because Pharaoh sacrilegiously hindered
God's people from going forth to the desert to sacrifice to Him.

+ Upon this principle we explain the punishment of sacrilege in heathen times.

Those who committed it were judged by their own law.
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We will, therefore, supply two instances of signal ven-

.£:eance upon this species of sacrilege in our own country.

Every one knows how cruelly and brutally the clergy were

treated, during the Irish Rebellion as it is called, by the

soldiery or Protestant authorities into whose hands they
fell. It is not many years since the late Sir W. B. was
canvassing for his election, and went into a shop, we believe

a bookseller's, to ask for votes. The tradesman was an old

man, and the canvasser and a friend who was with him,
asked him if he remembered the bad times, and if they
were as bad as they are represented. The old man replied,
that he remembered them well, and that they were much
more evil than they were thought;

*' and Sir W.," he

said,
"
I well remember your uncle had a priest tied up

to the triangles and severely flogged, till the blood ran on
the stones. And years after, I saw your uncle lying dead
on the same spot, having fallen out of the window, and
dashed his brains out on the same stones on which he had
shed that blood." We need not say with what feelings
the persons thus addressed rushed from the house. We
have this narrative from an eye-witness. The following is

from a gentleman of known probity and patriotism, who
has taken great pains to collect and verify the facts. We
believe he has drawn out a full narrative of the awful
occurrence.

During the same eventful period, a yeoman in the
Protestant army, shot a priest dead with a pistol. Some
time after, he blew out his own brains with the same
weapon. A brother of his secured the^ pistol, and some
years later committed self-murder with it. Their mother
now got possession of the fatal instrument of divine ven-

geance, and flung it far into a deep pond. There was still

one surviving brother, and he, as if impelled by some stern

fatality, never rested till he had fished it up again unknown
to his mother. He scoured it clean, and made it fit for

use. He kept it hj him till his hour was come, when he
inflicted on himself the same fate with it as his brothers
had done before. Perhaps modern medical jurists will

call this by some learned name, they may say it was an
''

epidemic monomania ;" we will venture to be sufficiently
old-fashioned to call it the curse of sacrilege.

Only one word more. The shop windows of London
have long been full of chalices and ciboriums, and other
sacred vessels, the sacrilegious spoils of Spain. A blessing
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will alight on those and their houses, who have rescued
them at whatever cost from further desecration, and have
restored them to their proper place and use. But as to

the rnany who have covered their side-boards with them,
and like Balthassar display them to their guests on their

days of sensual feastings, we will only say to them,
''

ipsi
viderint.''

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

I.—A Peep into Toorhisthan. By Captain Rollo Burslem. 870.

London: 1846.

The wild and romantic region which was the scene of Captain
Burslem's wanderings, is so entirely unknown in these countries,
that we are grateful to him even for this brief and hasty record of

the *'

Peep" which he was lucky enough to enjoy. Hurried and

cursory as his visit was, it is but justice to say, that his eyes were
wide open during the entire time, and that he has managed to col-

lect into his journal a number of very curious and interesting
details of the country, and of the wild tribes by which it is peopled.
It is true that the volume is wanting in the order and method of a

regular book of travel ; and that the impression which it leaves

upon the reader's mind is vague and general ;
but its modest title

prepares us to expect no more, and the deficiency is fully admitted
in the frank and soldier-like preface which introduces the pub-
lication.

To those who are unacquainted with the locality of- the district

visited by Captain Burslem, it is difficult to convey any precise
idea of its position, as the provinces by which it is bounded are,

with the exception of Affghanisthan, even less known than itself ;

it will be sufficient to say, therefore, that it lies to the north and
north-west of Affghanisthan, from which it is entered through the

pass of Akrobad. His visit was, as far as he was concerned, purely an

expedition of pleasure and adventurous enterprise. The lamented
Lieutenant Sturt, received orders in June, 1840, to survey the

passes of the Hindoo Khoosh. The object of the survey is not ex-

plained, nor does the work contain any of the results, at least in

detail. The country being perfectly undisturbed at the time, and
the necessity for active service being at an end, Captain Burslem
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found no difficulty in obtaining leave of absence, and resolved to

accompany his friend.

The party, which consisted of above a hundred, (as they con-

veyed a military treasure chest as far as Bameean) set out from
Cabul on the loth of June. After passing the river Cabul, their

entrance into the great chain of mountain which it was intended to

survey, was through the pass of Oonai, 11,400 feet above the level

of the sea. Thence they proceeded across the Elmon, (which Cap-
tain Burslem calls the Etymander of the ancients,) to the still more
arduous pass of Hadjekuk, which is 12,400 feet high. And some
idea of their love of this species of adventure may be formed from
the fact of their leaving the direct route in order to ascend the

Koh-i-baba mountain, which is no less than 15,000 feet high. Captain
Burslem's description of the view from the summit of this magnifi-
cent height, is extremely striking. On their arrival at Bameean,

they remained several days with Dr. Lord, the political agent of

the English government ;
and the author thus enjoyed the oppor-

tunity of examining the gigantic images which are found there ;

and also the ancient city of Goolgoolla.

Having traversed the pass of Akrobad, the party was now within

the province of Toorkisthan. They proceeded with greater caution,
as their escort was now diminished by the withdrawal of the troops
sent to convey the treasure-chest. Through the difficult and dan-

gerous pass of Dundun-Shukkun-Kotul, (literally the Tooth-hrealcing

[Jaw-breaking] pass) they proceeded northwards as far as Koollum,

visiting upon their route the Ice-caverns of Xeermalik, which are

described with very considerable power. Their intention was to

advance as far as Balkh; but the jealous opposition with which their

project was received by Meer Waddi at Koollum, compelled them
to abandon the idea, and they returned, leaving Koollum on the

22d of July, and varying their route so as to take in the Pass of

Dushti-Suifaed, as far as Oorgundee, whence Lieutenant Sturt

proceeded direct to Cabul ; while the author, in company with Cap-
tain Westmacott, remained behind in order to explore the lovely

valley of Charikar, the garden of Cabul.

This, together with a military expedition under Sir Robert Sale,
to quell the insurrectionary movements of some chiefs in the north
of Kohistan, forms the outline of the travel described in Captain
Burslem's volume.

If space permitted, we should transcribe the description of the

caves at Yeermalik ; but it is entirely too long. The following is

more curious, as illustrating the character of military service in

these remote kingdoms.
" The Affghan soldiers of our escort did not much relish the discipline I

enforced. A complaint was made to me in the course of the day by a peasant,
that these warriors had most unceremoniously broken down hedges, and entering
liis apricot orchard, had commenced appropriating^ the fruit, responding to his
remonstrances with threats and oaths. I thought this a fine opportunity to read
my savages a lecture on the advantages of discipline and regular pay. I asked
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them whether they were not now much better off than when employed by their
own countrymen, and whether they expected to be treated as regular soldiers,
and still be allowed to plunder the inoffensive inhabitants? One of the men, who
was evidently an orator, listened to me with more attention than the rest, but
with a look of evident impatience for the conclusion of my harangue, that he too

might show how well he could reason. * My Lord,' said the man, putting himself
into an attitude worthy of the Conciliation-Hall, to say nothing of St. Stephen's,
*my Lord, on the whole your speech is very excellent: your pay is good—the

best, no doubt, and very regular; we have not hitherto been accustomed to such
treatment; though you brought the evil, the remedy has come with it; your
arrival in Cabul has so raised the price of provisions that we could not live on
Affghan pay; we have, therefore, entered the service of the foreigner; but had
we received the same wages we now get from you, we should in our own service
have been gentlemen.' Here the orator made a pause; but soon imagining from
my silence that his speech was unobjectionable, he boldly continued;

' but there
is one powerful argument in favour of the Ameer's service, he always allowed us
on the line of march to plunder from every one; we have been brought up in

this principle (!) since we were children, and we find it very difficult to refrain
from what has so long been an established practice amongst us: we are soldiers,

sir, and it is not much each man takes ; but the Britisii are so strict, that they
will protect a villager or even a stranger:' this last sentence was evidently pro-
nounced under a deep sense of unmerited oppression.

'

But,' continued he,
*look at that apricot orchard on the right, how ripe and tempting is the fruit; if

we were not under your orders, those trees would in a moment be as bare as the

palm of my hand.' '
But,' I remarked,

* would not the owners turn out and have
a fight; is it not better to go through a strange country peaceably and making
friends?' TAey fight.' answered my hero; *oh! they are Uzbegs and no men—
more like women; one Affghan can beat three Uzbegs.—pp. 90—93.

We cannot pass bj the following addition to our stock of Natural

History.

" The Jerboa is a native of this country as well as of the Steppes of Tartary,
where it is most commonly found on the shrubless plains. In form, it is a
miniature of the kangaroo, to which, from what we saw of its peculiarities, it

bears a close resemblance, though in size it is vei-y little lai-ger than a common
English rat. The name of the *

Vaulting Rat,' by which it is known among natiiral-

ists, is very applicable. These little animals burrow deeply in the ground, and the
method of dislodging them adopted by us, was the pouring a quantity of water
into their holes, which causes them to rush out at another aperture, where they
commence leaping about in a surprising manner, until they observe another bur-
row and instantly disappear. If chased, they spring from the hind-quarter staring
about here and there, and affording great amusement to their pursuei-s. It is diffi-

cult to hold them, as they are rarely grasped without losing a portion of their lon^
and beautiful tails; the fore legs are much shorter than the hind ones, the ears
are very long and silky, and the eye surpassingly black and brilliant. It is a
harmless animal, and no doubt when tamed would be perfectly domestic."—'

pp. 120, 121.

The work is illustrated by several drawings, and by a map exe-

cuted after the survey made by Lieutenant Sturt ; but the ortho-

graphy of the names is widely different from that adopted in the

book ;* although not so different but that by a little attention it is

easy to follow the course of the author's wanderings.
A portion of the journal had been published in the " Asiatic

Journal,'' but we are sure there are few who will not be glad to see

it republished in a full and complete form.
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II.—John Bull and the Papists ; or, Passages in the Life of an

Anglican Hector. By A, H. Edgar. 8vo. London, Dublin, and

Derbj.

This Is the age of Religious Novels. We believe it is hardly an

exaggeration to say, that at least one-third of the novels published
since January 1845, have been either directly religious, or at all

events possessed more of religious character than would have been

sufficient, ten years ago, to damn any novel, no matter how spirited
and how successful in every other particular.

It is hardly necessary to say, that in this, as in all other depart-
ments of literature, the activity is mainly on the anti-catholic side ;

and it is therefore gratifying to find the challenge met by so able

and so loyal a respondent as the author of the volume before us.

"John Bull and the Papists," however, can hardly be called a
novel at all. The story is extremely slight. In fact, it is little more
than a pleasant medium of communicating a great variety of most
solid polemical and historical information upon almost every sub-

ject connected with the Catholic religion.

The ''

Anglican Rector" is the Rev. Edward Feversham. He was
the younger son of an ancient Catholic family, and in his youth had
been educated in the Catholic religion by Father Lefevre, a French

emigrant abbe. But unhappily, this exemplary clergyman returned

to France, and after the death of Edward's parents, his education,
and that of his elder brother, fell unto the management of his

guardians, one of whom was a Protestant, and the other a careless

and indifferent Catholic. In this way he grew up indifferent upon
the subject of religion, and when upon his entering the army, he
found how much his profession of Catholic principles stood in his

way, he was easily induced to conform to the fashionable and
favoured creed. This obstacle to success once removed, Mr. Fever-
sham rose rapidly to distinction, and at last obtained the colonelcy
of his regiment. Returning to England after the peace, he married

Lady Harriet Malvern, and, like many a hero of real life at that

period, exchanged the epaulette for the cassock, settling down com-

fortably for life in the enjoyment of a rich living, which was in the

gift of his brother-in-law Lord Hillsdale.

His clerical career for a time was far from exemplary ; field-

sports and similar gaieties forming the repl business of his life. But
about three years before the commencement of the story, he had
received a fall from his horse from which he never fully recovered,
and by which his general health suffered severely. The effect of

the delicacy thus created, had imparted to his mind a serious and
reflective character ; religious inquiry naturally followed

; and a
visit to the continent induced him to compare the religion of his

youth, which he had abandoned, with that whicli his worldliness and
indifference induced him to embrace, and of which he had become a
minister. The result had feeen a conviction of his error, and of
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the gulltj motives which impelled him to it
;
and he had returned

to England a Catholic in heart, and only restrained from embracing
the Catholic religion openly, by the consideration of the conse-

quences of such a step, which would reduce his wife and his only

daughter (who had been betrothed to a young Anglican clergyman,
Mr, Harvey) to absolute and utter destitution. Such is the princi-

pal actor in the tale.

There is another who takes a very prominent part
—his humble

neighbour and follower from early youth, Farmer Blount. This

plain, hlmit Englishman, attached to Mr. Feversham's fortunes by
the circumstance of having saved him from drowning when a boy,
had (though born a Protestant) been educated a Catholic along with

his young master, but, like him, had abandoned the Catholic religion
while in the army, chiefly influenced by his master's example.
Feversham, as soon as he has made up his mind to return to his early

faith, feels himself bound to undo the evil which he had done by
persuading Blount to abandon it ; and the controversial part of the

volume mainly consists of Blount's conversations with the Rector

upon the one side, and with a violent evangelical and anti-papist,
the Rev. Mr. Sharpies, on the other.

Difiiculties, however, arise in the way of Mr. Feversham's return.

His intended son-in-law, Mr. Harvey, is a clergyman of the new school

of Anglo-Catholics, and by involving Feversham in a correspondence
with his Oxford friends, induces him to suspend his intended proceed-

ings and to remain in the Anglican Church for the purpose of spread-

ing Catholic principles within her pale, and of bringing her into com-
munion with Rome. The Rector is induced to accede to this

specious, though for himself, perilous theory ; he is seized with
sudden illness ; his son-in-law brings one of his Oxford friends,

Mr. Camden, to confess and absolve him ; Feversham rejects his

ministry, and demands the Catholic priest, who, nevertheless, is ex-

cluded by the agency of Lady Harriet, the Rector's wife ; and the

unhappy man, abandoned almost to despair, is only consoled in his

last moments by the providential arrival of a foreign ecclesiastic,

who had been instrumental, during his visit to the continent, in re-

calling him to a sense of religion, and restoring him to the Church
which he had left.

Such is the main outline of the story, and it will be seen that it

affords the author an opportunity of introducing both the lines of

controversy suited to the present day ;
—the discussions of Farmer

Blount being all on the topics agitated between Catholics and Pro-

testants, i. e. evangelical Protestants, while the conversations with

Air. Harvey bring out all the new points which have arisen in the

new Anglo-Catholic theories of the Oxford school.

There are, of course, many episodical characters upon which we
have not space to dwell ; and there is a good deal of that indirect

controversy which we fear never does much real good—we mean
that exposure of the follies and the fr^iudsj and hypocrisy, of those
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whose opinions we seek to combat. The book would have told better

had the portraits of the methodistical coterie been less highly
coloured.

We shall try to find space for one or two extracts illustrative of

the general style of the controversial portion of the work, premising
that it runs through the whole circle of popular controversy, and
discusses each question with very considerable minuteness and

solidity.
To understand the following extracts, it is necessary to know that

Mr. Harvey is the young Anglican curate already referred to, Mrs.

Egremond a zealous evangelical, and Miss Beauclerk, a merry,
clever, light-hearted, but rather indij9ferent young lady.

"* You use strong language, Mr. Harvey,' said Mrs. Egremond; *to hear you
speak with such contempt of Protestant historians, one would think that you were
not a Protestant yourself.'

* " And neither am I,' replied Hai-vey ;

*
I consider the term Protestant, as one

only fit for heretics; and I grieve to hear it appUed to the Anglican Catholic
Church.'
" * Bless me,' cried Miss Beauclerk, *if you are no Protestant, what are you ?

You don't mean to call yourself a nondescript.'
" * I am a Catholic,' replied Harvey gravely,

* not a Roman Catholic, but an
Anglican Catholic; I belong to a branch of that Church which exists throughout
the whole world; were I to term myself Protestant, it would be restricting
myself to communion with a narrow sect or party.'
" ' What a pity I am such a stupid creature,' exclaimed Miss Beauclerk,

* these
distinctions are far above my limited comprehension. However, there is one
thing I like, the originality of the idea, for a clergymen of the Church of England
to declare he is no Protestant.'

*' Miss Beauclerk laughed, and Mrs. Egremond looked very grave, while Mary
hastened to change the subject, which she feared might become disagreeable.
* Even allowing, Mr. Harvey,' she began, 'that the middle ages are unjustly
accused of ignorance in some respects, on Avhat plea can you extenuate their

neglect of the Scriptures ? the account which Milner gives of Luther discovering
the Bible is very striking.'
" '

Yes,' said Mrs. Egremond Avith a sigh,
'
I too have just been reading a very

beautiful book, D'Aubigne's Reformation, which gives the whole account of it.

The great reformer had been studying hard several years, and was twenty years
of age, when one day turning over volumes in the library, he happened to find a
Bible; this precious book was new to him, for he had hitherto always believed,
that the small portions of the epistles and gospels read occasionally in the
Church, formed the whole of God's word; imagine then his sensations!'
" ' Excuse me interrupting you, Mrs. Egremond,' said Harvey,

' but pray read
what Maitland says on this very subject. He proves your author's information
to be most incorrect. The assertion that Luther discovered the Bible after
several years' study, bears the stamp of falsehood. No less than twenty editions
of the Latin Bible had been printed in Germany before Luther was born. Nay,
previous to his birth, it had been printed at Rome, Florence, and Placenza, not
to speak of Venice, where it had passsed through eleven editions. Now how
absurd to say that a young man who had received a liberal education, and by all

accounts made very great progress in his studies at Magdeburg, Eisenach, and
Erfurt, actually did not know what a Bible was, because, as it is mentioned Avith

great simplicity,
" the Bible was unknown in these days." It is really extraordi-

nary with what monstrous lies the English public are gulled.'" Mrs. Egremond looked exceedingly ill-pleased, and Mary hastened to start a
new topic."—pp. 316, 317.

Here is another scrap of a similar description.

« (
Oh, Mr. Harvey,' exclaimed Miss Beauclerk,

*
I beg of you to stop Mr.

Fevershara. Come forward like a ti-iie knight, and defend the reformers.'
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" ' I beg your pardon, Miss Beauclerk,' replied Harvey;
*
I wish to have nothing^

to do with the reformers. The longer I live the worse I think of them. As
Froude said,

" The Reformation is a limb badly set; it must be broken again in
order to be righted."

'

" * As to the foreign reformers,' said Mary,
* thank heaven, we may let them

stand or fall, having our own glorious English Reformation of which to feel

proud.'" * On the contrary,' said Harvey,
'
to use the words of Mr. Ward, in his " Ideal

of a Christian Church,"
" I know no single movement in tlie Churcli, except

Arianism in the fourth century, which seems to so wholly destitute of all claims
on our sympathy and regard as the English Reformation." '

" ' If you think so,' said Miss Beauclerk, bluntly,
' I ask you again, as I once

did before, why do you stay in the English Church V
" * Your question,' replied Harvey,

' has nothing to do with Avhat we are dis-

cussing, for the Churcli of England has retained her excellencies derived from
antiquity, in spite of the desolating havoc wrought by the reformers.'
"'I very much dislike,' said Mrs. Egremond,

'

to hear the reformers, to whom
we owe so much, abused. However, I am glad to find that Mr. Harvey allows
the excellency of the Church of England, though I Avould rather he had not
ascribed it to antiquity, since it is the duty of Christians to hold by the Bible,
and nothing but the Bible.'
" '

I beg your pardon,' said Harvey,
* Paul did not recommend that to Timothy.

(2 Tim. i. 14.) Besides, we all know that tradition preceded Scripture, and
attested its canon.'*
" '

I myself have heard English clergymen say,' interrupted Miss Beauclerk,
* that the Bible was the only rule of faith.'

' *' * It is certainly an opinion in the Church,' replied Harvey ;

' but by no means
universally received, much less a principle.'-f

'* '
I am sorry to find,' said Mrs. Egremond,

' that there are Protestants willing
to give up the good old motto,

" the Bible and nothing but the Bible."
'

" ^Doubtless Protestants keep the old watch-cry still,' said Harvey.
'

I, how-
ever, am no Protestant, but an Anglican Catholic, and a member of that Church,
which, in her twentieth article, claims "

authority in controversies of faith."
'

*' '

Yes,' interposed the rector,
* and the same article forbids the Church to

enforce anything besides what is contained in Scripture. Now, as we are all at

liberty to judge whether the Church in her decrees coincides with Scripture or

not, it follows that the Church may decree what we cannot reconcile with the

Bible, and therefore be in the ridiculous position of decreeing what she has not

power to enforce.'
*' * At any rate,' said Miss Beauclerk,

*
if the English Church, as Mr. Harvey

and the 20th article say, really has "
authority in controversies of faith," why

does she not decide between Evangelicals like Mrs. Egremond and Anglican
Catholics such as Mr. Harvey? Who can respect an authority that the possessors
are too timid or too indolent to use?'
" ' She will one day pronounce decision, I trust in God,' replied Harvey

sadly." ' And now,' said Mrs. Egremond,
' excuse me for changing the subject so

abruptly, but I should like much to ask ]\Ir. Harvey how he can call himself a

Catholic, when the word means universal, and our Church only exists in a very
small portion of the world?'
" ' Because the Anglican is a part of the Catholic Church,' replied Harvey,

' a
national independent branch of it. Though individually she may err, yet
through her we belong to that Avhole Church all over the world, which will never

agree in teaching and enforcing what is not true.':J:
" '

I never liked the term Catholic even in the creed,' said Mrs. Egremond ;

*
it

is so apt to mislead ignorant people, and make them think of the Church of

Rome. And I do not think it any advantage to fraternize with foreign chm-ches,
some of which we know to be idolatrous, by way of making up that whole which

you fondly assert cannot err.'
" ' God forbid,' said Harvey,' 'that we should be separated and cut off, as you

* Sermon by Rev. John Keble, M.A., entitled " Primitive Tradition recognized
in Holy Scripture."

t See No. 40. British Critic, p. 384.

:;:
See No. 40. British Critic, p. 380.
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seem to wish, from the great body of Christians throtighout the world! Then,
indeed, we should be schismatics in the full sense of the word.'

" ' Do you know,' said Miss Beauclerk,
'
it strikes me there is a want of proper

spirit in tlie Oxford party. They claim kindred with the Catholic Church,
although the Catholic Church (I mean the Church which all the world calls

Catholic) will have nothing to do with them.'
" '

Foreign Catholics,' said Harvey,
' I have reason to hope, feel and act very

differently on this subject from English Ones. Besides, what need we care for

the opinions of English Roman Catholics, knowing, as we do, that they
" are very

justly charged with schism;" since the Church of England claims the spiritual

allegiance of the people, to the exclusion of all rival claims.'*

"'Then do you mean that foreign Catholics are not schismatics?' asked

Mary." '

Certainly I do,' replied Harvey;
* but the French Protestants may be termed

so, because they do not join with the branch of the Catholic Church established
in their country.'
"'

Then, if you were settling on the continent, Mr. Harvey,' said Miss Beau-

clerk,
' do you think yon ought to join the Roman Catholics abroad, though you

repudiate them at homel'
*' ' Your question is just, Miss Beauclerk,' replied Harvey,

* and would at least

furnish matter for grave consideration.'
" ' You are charmingly original, Mr. Harvey,' said the young lady.

*
I delight

in questioning you. What do you think of celibacy? Does it not throw a mys-
terious grandeur round the Catholic clergy ? And would you become a monk if

you lived at Munich, for example ?'

"
Harvey made no reply, and Miss Beauclerk rattled on. * I saw the Beguines

at Ghent, (talking of celibacy,) they did look so comfortable. I half thought of

joining them. Indeed, perhaps I may when I come to their age—that is to say,
if I don't make a good match beforehand. They were most of them so fat and
fair, it was a pleasure to look at them. Between ourselves, I hate a skinny old

maid; that is my great objection to celibacy.'
" * And pray, Miss Beauclerk,' said the rector, entering into her humour,

though he could scarcely keep from laughing, 'if that is your only objection,
I)erhaps you would kindly point out its advantages.'
*"

VVhy, I would make all the "detrimentals"—the younger sons, J mean-
take priest's orders; and then the mothers of England would be delivered from
them, and have their minds kept easy; and all unmarried women past the age of
five and twenty should take the veil. A nun's dress, too, is so becoming! The
band across the forehead hides all wrinkles. I saw one at a fancy ball. She
looked so pensive

—wrapped in adoration! Fancy free! Pale Luna's meekest
votary!'
" * You do not quote very correctly, IMiss Beauclerk,' said Harvey, laughing."*

Well, at any rate,' replied the young lady,
'
I am glad to have made you

laugh, which was what I wished to do.'
"

There is an episode in the storj
—Powell, the blind Welsh harper—which we would gladly introduce if space permitted ; but we can

only refer to the work, with a general assurance, that though there
are some few drawbacks on the satisfaction with which we have
examined it, yet it will repay a careful and attentive perusal.

Ill—1. The Life of Jesus critically 'Examined. By Dr. David
Friedrich Strauss. Translated from the German. 3 vols. 8vo.

London: 1846.

2.— The Mission of the German Catholics. By G. G. Gervinus. Trans-
lated from the German. London : 1846.

We have coupled these works together, though it is hardly possi-

See No. 40. British Critic, p. 435.
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ble to conceive two books more dissimilar in their cliaracter,
because thej have come to the public from the same quarter, and
with many others of a like tendency appear to form part of a gene-
ral plan. As we shall have occasion, before long, to refer to this

subject at some length, we content ourselves for the present with a

simple acknowledgment of the receipt of the volumes.

IV.—D'Auhignes History of the Great Reformation in Germany and

Switzerland, Reviewed and Refuted ; or the Reformation in Germany
examined in its Instruments, Causes, Manner, and its Influences on

Religion, Government, Literature, and General Civilization. Bj
Rev. M. J. SpALBiNy, D.D. Second edition, considerably enlarged
and revised. Dublin : 1846.

This enlarged reprint of a transatlantic publication, will be wel-

comed cordially by all who are aware of the immense circulation

which D'Aubigne's work has had in this country. The number of

editions, and the. variety of forms in which it has appeared, will

hardly enable us to form an idea of the number of copies actually

put into circulation
;
for some of the impressions, being printed by

Protestant Societies for cheap or gratuitous distribution, have far

exceeded the ordinary amount of copies. If we could hope, there-

fore, that the refutation would follow in the wake of the original

work, we should anticipate much benefit from the republication of

Dr. Spalding's able volume. Unfortunately, the class among whom
D'Aubigne has obtained the highest popularity, are those who are

most deaf to the invitation audi alteram partem.
We have already dwelt at some length upon this popular History

of the Great Reformation, but' only under one point of view,

namely, its bearing upon general history ; and we have shown how

carelessly and superficially this champion of Protestantism has exe-

cuted his work as a mere historian. The volume before us under-

takes to examine the religious bearings of D'Aubigne's work; and
follows out the history of the Reformation through all its phases.
It is executed with great care ;

and the author and editor have

turned to good account the previous labours of Audin and Menzel,
and the more questionable services of Michelet in his life of Luther,

particularly in the first part, on the character of the Reformers. The
title of the work will sufficiently explain its plan ;

and while we
feel bound to express our warm approval of the entire volume, we

especially recommend the second part,
*' On the Influence of the

Reformation on Religion."

V.— The Church of England cleared of the charge of Schism upon the

testimonies of Councils and Fathers of the first Six Centuries. .By
Thomas William Allies, Rector of Launton, Oxon. London :

Burns, 1846.

This work appears to be intended as an answer to Mr. Newman's
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Essay on Development. It is characterized by a fairness very un-

common in the controversy to which it relates, we might even say, in

controversy generally. Mr. Allies admits, or rather maintains, that

the primatial and patriarchal dignity was freely and universally
conceded in early times to the Roman See ;

but he denies, what
Mr. Newman had undertaken to establish, that the actual claims of

that See, so far as they are more extensive or more definite than

such a description implies, are to be accounted a legitimate
" deve-

lopment" of those pretensions. Something more than this, how-

ever, would seem to have been necessary for Mr. Allies' purpose,
and for the fulfilment of the somewhat large promise of his title-

page. One does not see how the Anglican Church is
" cleared of

schism" by proving the Roman Pontiff a primate and a patriarch ;

or how, even though it were true that the present Roman system is

no natural result of the primitive, the present Anglican system is

any more such. A patriarchate may no doubt stop short of a mo-

narchy ; but it is not evident how it could **

develope" into a
rebellion. If the papal power be not the actual and proper repre-
sentative of that which St. Leo asserted, and all Christendom

acknowledged, still less, surely, is the royal supremacy that repre-
sentative. Again ; Mr. Allies blinks the very important fact, that

the separated Greek Church disowns his communion as resolutely
as the Catholic. We need scarcely remind him of the ansAver

which a distinguished member of his own university, well known
for his sympathy with the Greek (schismatical) body, received from
some principal members of that body to whom he made overtures

of amity.
*'
Go," they said to him,

" and get reconciled to your oivn

patriarch, and then we will talk to you." We find nothing in Mr.
Allies' book which is to the point of this very obvious suggestion.
The work labours, too, under another serious deficiency. The

author, as we consider, was bound to show from sources authorized

by the Catholic Church, what precisely are those rights and privi-

leges which she claims in behalf of her chief bishop. He assumes,
where he should prove. Whence, for example, but from popular
opinion, does he derive that notion of *'

delegacy" (passim) which
he supposes to represent the character of episcopal power in the

churches of the Roman obedience ? We suspect that he confounds

bishops with vicars apostolic. Again, what does Mr. Allies intend

by loose expressions such as the following ?

" The real point is, that during the .000 years between 596 and 1534, the power
of the Pope and his relation to the bisliops in his communion had essentially
altered. That from being first bishop of the Church, and patriarch originally of
the ten provinces under the Prsefectus Praetorii of Italy, then of France, Spain,
Africa, and the west generally," (a material development this) "he had claimed to
be the source and channel ofgrace to all bishops, the fountain-head of jurisdiction
to the whole world, east as well as west ;

in fact, the ' Solus Sacerdosy the * Universus
Episcoptxs' contemplated by St. Gregory."—p. 172.

What does Mr. Allies mean by **the source and channel of

grace ?" He must refer, of course, all along to jurisdiction ; for he
well knows that communion with Rome is not, in fact, indispen-
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sable to the validity of Orders ; otherwise would the Church re-or-

dain schismatical Greek priests who submit to her, as she does not.

Such popular and oratorical modes of expression do not suit the
strictness of a theological treatise. Mr. Allies should also have
noticed that the dependance even of episcopal jurisdiction upon
the Holj See, though a certain theological opinion, is not a formal
article of faith ; otherwise the Gallican Church had been cut off

from apostolic communion.
As to the question between St. Gregory the Great and the patri-

arch of Constantinople upon the claim which the latter had set up
to the title of Universal Bishop, we are sorry to notice in Mr. Al-

lies, an instance of that very unfairness which he so justly charges

upon other writers. St. Gregory, it will be remembered, distinctly
asserts the right of the Holy See to that very title against which he
contends as an usurpation in the case of one of the other patriarchs,
and especially one of a later date. Mr. Allies, we are obliged to

say it, was bound very directly to confront the following passages of

undoubted authenticity in the Epistles of St. Gregory.
" Numquid non, sicut Vestra Fratemitas novit, per venerandum Chalcedonetise

concilium hnjus Apostolicce Sedis Antistites (cui Deo disponente deserrio) Uni-
versales, oblato honore, vocati stint? Sed tamen nullus unquam tali vocabulo
appellari voluit, nullus sibi hoc temerarium nomen an-ipuit, ne si sibi in Pontifi-
catus gradu gloriam singularitatis aniperet, banc omnibus fratribus denegasse
videretur." (Lib. v. Ep. xviii. Tom. ii. col. 743. Ed. Bened.)

Again ;

" Certe pro heati Petri Apostolorum principis honore, per venerandam Chalce-
donensem Si/nodum Romano Pontifici oblatum est. Sed nullus eorum umquam
hoc singularitatis nomine uti cousensit, ne, dum privatum aliquid daretur uni,
honore debito sacerdotes privarentur universi. Quid est ergo quod noshujus
vocabuli gloriam et oblatam non quserimus, et alter sibi banc arripere et non obla-
tarn prajsumit ?" (lb. Ep. xx. col. 749. Ed. Ben.)

Surely, after all this, it is somewhat unfair to cite St. Gregory the

Great as a witness against the claims of the Holy See.

Neithet does Mr. Allies produce any evidence whatever to the

point that these obnoxious titles (one of which, by the way, is ap-

plied to the Bishop of Rome by so early a writer as Tertullian,*)
have ever been actually used by the successors of St. Peter. He
may reply, that it is the fact with which he is engaged, and not the

name. But we must remind him that it is especially the name,
and not the fact, against which St. Gregory is contending. As to

the fact, Mr. Allies has left the main part of his task unfinished ;

which is to reconcile with the strain in which St. Gregory the

Great addresses bishops both of the east and west, the estimate of

the Papal power upon which the Anglican Church was remodelled

by its Reformers in the 16th century, and is actually at this day
maintained by its authorities and the great body of its members.
He has in short to prove that the Roman Patriarchate may be dis-

owned by a branch of the Western Church, (as he regards it,)

without formal schism ; that St. Gregory the Great, for instance,

* Vide Do Pudicitia, sub initio.
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would have borne out the subjects even of the Patriarch of Con-

stantinople, (to say nothing of the Roman Patriarch) in breaking

unity, or in not returning to it, on the score of an alleged usurpa-
tion. The only remaining alternative, viz. that the Anglican
Church, as a Church, is actually a living member of the great

family of the west, we hardly suppose that any one will maintain—
6*

fiTj
0eaiv ^ia(/)v\aTTu:u ; considering that there is not a Catholic

country in Europe in which it is acknowledged.
Under these restrictions, we think Mr. Allies book will do good

service to the Catholic Church. We have heard of more than one

member of the Anglican body who has been struck by the amount
of testimony which it collects from remote antiquity to the claims

of the Holy See ; while its utter insufficiency, at least as a defensive

argument, (which it claims to be,) must be apparent to all but very

superficial, or very prejudiced minds. It is, at any rate, a great
and surprising advance upon such theology as that of Bramhall,
Barrow, or Beveridge. We sincerely hope that Mr. Allies, who
seems an earnest and able man, will find the reward of his candour
in an accession of light on the great question to which he is ad-

dressing himself. As to his readers, we really think that, taken
one with another, they are likely in the end to derive more benefit

from the facts which he, as an antagonist of Rome, brings before

them, than mischief from the inferences which, for the time being,
he is disposed to build upon those facts.

VI.—1. TJie Ancient Liturgy of the Church of England, according to

the uses of Sarum, Bangor, York, and Hereford, and the Modern
Boman Liturgy, arranged in parallel columns. It^j the Rev. William

Maskell, M.A. 1 vol. 8vo. 2nd edition. Pickering, 1846.

2.—Monumenta Bitualia Ecclesice Anglicance ; or Occasional Offices of
the Church of England, according to the ancient use of Salisbury, <&c.

By the Rev. W. Maskell, M,A. In two volumes, 8vo. Picker-
'

ing, 1846.

We regret that these two most interesting works have reached us
too late for anything but a short notice. We must reserve them for

a more extended article, in which alone we can do full justice to

their important contents. At present we must content ourselves
with saying, that great care has been taken both in editing and

publishing very valuable materials : so that substance and form
should be in perfect accordance. No liturgical scholar will be able
to dispense with Mr. Maskell's publications.

VII.— Tlie Faith of Catholics on certain points of Controversy, con-

frmed by Scripture, and attested by the Fathers of the first fine centu-

ries. Compiled by the Rev. Jos. Berington and the Rev. John
Kirk. Third edition, revised and greatly enlarged by the Rev.
James Waterwortii, vol. iii. Dolman, 1846.

It is not easy to review a work of this character, even though
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ample space were given for it ; because it embraces so many topics,
and is so entirely made up of quotations, that it is difficult to make
its merits known through either of the modes usually pursued by
reviewers—either by analysis or by extracts. Still it will be unjust,
both to the learned editor, who has enlarged this valuable work
from the compass of one to three goodly volumes—to the zealous

publisher, who has undertaken and completed so extensive a work—>

and to the Catholic Church, of which it presents so powerful a de-

fence, to pass it over without due notice. We have waited till the
entire work was in our hands ; but the third volume only reached
us after the materials for our present number were ready. We
must, therefore, content ourselves with making known to our readers '

its appearance, and reserve to a future opportunity a more ample
and satisfactory notice. In the meantime it deserves, and has, our

hearty commendation.

VIII.—Li'oes of the Queens of England. By Agnes Strickland. Vol ix.

Colburn, 1846.

This volume contains the life of Mary Beatrice of Modena, the

faithful consort of James II. We believe that most readers will

find this volume in no way inferior to those that have preceded it.

It contains the life of one who occupies but a small part in general

history, as commonly written ; but whose character will in future

be more highly prized, as it will be better known through this her
first biography. It is the life of one who in early life would have

given herself to God, but was instead wedded to royalty ; who,

upon the throne and in banishment, preserved the purity of her
feminine mind unsoiled ; who, in prosperity, took the woman's

place of quiet and domestic virtue ; but in adversity developed
those noble and powerful qualities for action, which often lie deli-

cately enfolded in the female breast, till her own proper claims, as

a wife and a parent, bring them into play. We venture to predict
that this life will be a favourite with Miss Strickland's readers.

IX.— 1. A Course of Lectures on Dramatic Art and Literature. By
Augustus William Schlegel. Translated by John Black, Esq.

(Bohn's Standard Library.) London : 1846.

2.—Memoirs of the Court of Charles II. By Count Grammont. Also

the Personal History of Charles, including the King^s own account of
his Escape and Preservation after the Battle of Worcester, as dictated

to Pepys, and the Boscdbel Tracts, or contemporary Narratives of his

Majesty's adventures, from the Murder of his Father till the Mestora-

tion. (Bohn's Extra Volume.) London : 1846.

The selection of such works as Schlegel's Lectures on the Drama,
(No. 1,) is the best security that Mr. Bohn's projected Library will

prove a profitable speculation. The original edition of this admira-
ble (though somewhat too German) work had long been exhausted,
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and a cheaper edition published a few years back also met so ready
a sale, that we hardly hoped to find the work introduced, at least

for some years, into this wonderfully cheap collection, We take

its publication, therefore, as an evidence that the proprietor has

entered into his project with a determination that it shall succeed.

Of a work so well known and so long in the hands of every edu-

cated reader, as Schlegel's, it would be impertinence to offer any
thing in the way of criticism. But we are sorry we cannot pass
over the second upon our list—the disgusting and disgraceful
*' Memoirs of Count Grammont." We are glad to see that Mr.
Bohn has not included it in his regular series ; but it is a book of a

class which we are sorry to see published upon any terms. Like

the infamous memoirs of the reign of Lewis XV., it is essentially

corrupt and debasing in its tendency, and though a very equivocal
defence is set up for the publication of such books on the score

that they form an integral part of the history of their time, and
therefore should be accessible to the student of general history,

yet this, even if its validity be admitted, cannot be offered as a jus-
tification of a cheap and popular edition like the present, which is

intended for the indiscriminate perusal of the motley thousands

into whose hands it must fall.

These observations do not apply to the really historical portions
of the volume ;

—for we cannot bring ourselves to believe that

Count Grammont's Memoirs have even the poor excuse of history
to palliate their grossness ;

—and if it had been confined to the Bos-

cobel Tracts, and the Personal Narrative, it would have been like

all the other works which preceded it, a real boon to the public.

X.— The Lives of the Saints. By the Rev. Albax Butler. 12 vols.

London, Dublin, and Derby : 1845—6.

Among the numberless benefits which the Derby Catholic Book

Society has conferred on the public, none can be compared with
the weighty and arduous publication which, we perceive from the
volumes now upon our table, has at length been brought to a close.

We are old enough to recollect when Butler's invaluable work could
not be procured except at an enormous expense ; and when the Ca-
tholic family which was fortunate enough to possess a copy, was an

object of pious envy to the entire circle in which it moved. We
recollect when the possession of a mere abridgment was a blessing
to which the poor man dared not so much as raise his pious as-

pirings, and when the purchase of a complete copy for the use of a

parochial circulating library was considered an expenditure not

rashly to be incurred, but demanding long and serious consi-

deration.

But now, thanks to the enlightened enterprise of this meritorious

body, the work is within the reach of the very poorest and most

unaspiring class. It may be procured complete and uncurtailed for

about what would have been the price of a single volume ; and it
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will henceforth be the fault of their over- negligence or indifference,
if it do not prove, what it is so well calculated to be, the solace of

the very humblest homesteads in the land under the poverty and

privations to which they are doomed, and which its lessons are so

well fitted to enable them to bear with resignation.
We have always advocated the principle of cheap editions, even

on the ground of commercial advantage to the publisher ;
but we

must confess we hardly expected that the principle could be carried

out to the extent which we see realized here, and which undertakes
to supply the Lives of the Saints in twelve neat and substantially
bound volumes, for as many shillings.

Among the advantages which we anticipate from the facility
thus afforded for the circulation of this invaluable book, not the
least important, in our eyes, is the prospect which it seems to

afford of the work making its way among those of our separated
brethren who are not so impressed with horror of every thing bear-

ing the name of Catholic, as to reject even works not professedly
controversial, upon the sole ground of their being from a Catholic

hand. For the student even of profane history, we know no book
so indispensable as that of Alban Butler ; and it is no equivocal
evidence of its merits, that it drew forth the reluctant praise of him
who was by principle as well as by pursuits the author's inveterate

antagonist—the historian of the Roman Empire. Indeed, strange
as it may appear, we seldom open either work without being struck

by the evidence of a certain similarity of mind which appears to

pervade both—the same profound and almost universal erudition,

the same varied reading, the same familiarity with almost every

subject, and the same facility of turning all to the purposes of illus-

tratiou ; but, alas ! if the intellect of both writers was distinguished

by the same characteristics, how different were the uses to which
those common gifts were turned by both ! We feel certain, there-

fore, that the facility presented by the publication of so cheap an

edition, will bring the Lives of the Saints much more into the

hands of general readers than it has hitherto been ; and we need

hardly say that we believe the most powerful means of bringing
sincere enquirers into the bosom of our Holy Mother, is to place
before their eyes those pictures of holiness and of faith with which
the Lives of the Saints abound.
We perceive with some degree of regret that the twelfth volume

does not contain the valuable indexes and summaries which are

published in the 8vo. edition, and which are almost indispensable
for the purposes of study. It is true that for the vast majority of

readers the omission is of little importance, but if the publishers
wish to make their edition at all suited to the requirements of

a library, they should not hesitate even still to supply the

deficiency.

RICIIARDSOX AND SON, PRINTERS, DERBY.
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Art. I.—BAnnee Liturgique. Sections 1 et 2. Par le R. P. Bom
Prosper Gueranger. Abbe de Solesmes. Le Mans, chez Fleuriot,

1841 et 1845.

THE Abbe Gueranger is well known in the Church as

the author of the valuable
''

Institutions Liturgiques."
In the two volumes which are named above, he turns to a
devotional use those treasures of liturgical knowledge,'^and
that high and refined ecclesiastical taste, of which his

former and larger work displays the fruits in a more criti-

cal and historical form.
The Abbe feels that there isa certain'desideratuni in the

province of liturgical and devotional literature ; and it is

the object of the series of which we are presented with the

opening portion in the above volumes, to supply that defi-

ciency. The more private and personal devotions of the
Catholic Church are actually, he observes, divided into

the recitation of the canonical Hours as a matter of obli-

gation on the part of those in sacred orders ; the use of

approved, but less formally authorized, forms of prayer ;

and the practice of meditation. Without desiring to super-
sede either of the two latter kinds of religious exercise, he
owm to a strong personal predilection in favour of the
Divine Office, as the ancient, universally, and fully accre-
dited devotion of the Church. He desires, accordingly,
if we rightly understand him, to see it extensively intro-

duced among ecclesiastics and even laity, as well as those
of the clergy who are bound to it ; not, of course, in its

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 1
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integrity, or as matter of regular use, but in some of its

portions, and in its place with other acts of worship.
It is not our intention to discuss the views of the Abbe

Gueranger in a critical spiiit, or to bring them into con-
trast with those which are more usually received by Catho-
lics at large. We may perhaps feel of the Abbe, that he
is somewhat of an enthusiast in his own particular line of

reading and thought, and hardly docs full justice to the
benefits which are actually derived from the constant and
extensive practice of mental prayer. But we regard it as
almost a duty to put from us any .

such thoughts as might
clash with our real admiration of his services, and our cor-

dial sympathy, in the main, with his principles ; and more-
over, we are too well satisfied that good was never in this

world effected without enthusiasm, to be ourselves very
intolerant of that element in the composition of a theory,
so religious and ecclesiastical as that upon which the re-

commendations of the Abbe Gueranger are grounded.
Especially do we feel with him, and very strongly, that

there are certain purposes of devotion to which the public
offices of the Church might easily be made subservient,
but which in actual practice are treated as foreign to its

particular object. Whether indeed by a great part of those
into the number of whose obligations it enters to recite the

Breviary, that recitation is commonly considered in any
other light than as a mere act of obedience to the law of

the Church, is a question which we hardly like to answer
in the affirmative, without the means of a larger induction
than we actually possess, but which facts undoubtedly pre-
clude us from determining at once in the negative. Nor
even, taking it for granted that such a sentiment exten-

sively prevails, is it any part of our business, or of our

desire, to animadvert upon it. There is something to our
minds so venerable in the spirit of simple obedience, that

(allowing especially for the rarity of those gifts of imagina-
tion which a more entirely devotional and meditative use
of the Breviary presupposes,) we are thankful in falling
back upon the conviction, that in by far the larger number
of cases, the precept by which the Church binds her

ministers, is obeyed in that purity of intention, which,
while it is a sine qua non towards the benefit of the prac-

tice, is the no less certain condition of blessing, wherever it

exists.

Yet we aorree with the Abbe Gueranger, that if there
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be possibly a higher idea of the office of the Church, and
of the Church's mtention in prescribing the use of it, than
that which commonly obtains, there is every reason in

duty for proposing it as the object of pursuit to those who
are desirous, not only of complying with the Church's

rule, but of deriving from such their act of compliance, the

utmost spiritual advantage of which the act can be made in

any way productive. ^

Now the Abbe is of opinion, that the

ends even of meditation are capable of being in no slight
measure promoted by the thoughtful and pious use of the

Daily Office. Such a hint seems at any rate worth fol-

lowing up ; the more so, when it is remembered that the

secular clergy are actually precluded by the immense
amount of their charitable obligations, from cultivating the

habit of direct mental prayer to the extent which is evi-

dently desirable. For our own parts, so convinced are we of

the imperative necessity of that practice towards even the

due fulfilment of the law of charity, not to speak of its

intimate bearing upon the spiritual life of the individual,
that we must by no means be understood to admit the

possibility, under any circumstances, or in whatever emer-

gency, (not rendering the act physically impossible,) of dis-

pensing with it altogether. Still, there is this plain fact;

that, while [the recitation of the Divine Office is a part of

the priest's necessary duty, the exercise of mental prayer
is (except to those who are bound by the rules of certain

religious orders,) a merely discretionary act. It seems,
therefore, undoubtedly worthy of inquiry, whether some-

thing like courses of meditation might not be grafted upon
the regular use of the Divine Office

,*
not by way of super-

ceding the more direct practice of it, but in supply of the
almost unavoidable deficiencies in the performance of that

duty which the circumstances of a missionary country are

apt to entail. If, for example, the hour's meditation of

the morning must needs be reduced to half, or on some
occasions even to a quarter, of the full time, it would surely
be a great gain if the loss could be in some sort made up
during the hour or two of vocal devotion which the obli-

gations of the sacerdotal state, as a general rule, involve.

Even, however, should the labours of the Abbe Gueran-
ger fail of securing the entire object which he has at heart,
they can hardly be otherwise than most serviceable in

drawing attention to the exquisite and truly divine beauty
of that work of centuries, to the elucidation of which
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they are directed—the Breviary of our Holy Church.
We do not mean, of course, that they have gone even near
to exhaust their great subject, (that truly were an impos-
sible work,) or indeed that they aim at much more than
the illustration, in certain particulars, of a view which
admits of almost indefinite expansion and exemplification.
But it is the first attempt which, as far as we know, has
been made (in a popular shape) towards bringing out and
illustrating the devotional character of the Breviary, as

distinguished from its history and composition.
•

So far as we understand the Abbe's plan, it is this : "You
are in danger,'

'

he seems to say to his disciples,
"
of being

bewildered by the multiplicity of claims upon your regard
in the shape of pious books, which meet you at every turn,
and exhibit the great verities of the Gospel under every
variety of aspect. I find no fault with these valuable and
well-intentioned manuals, nor with you who draw from
them the words of your prayers or the subjects of your
contemplation. But I will show you a more obvious, and

perhaps a more excellent way. I propose to you a standard,
and even a form, of meditative devotion, and withal a

sovereign directress of your holy exercises. Whom can

you follow so fitly as the Church herself? Under what

patronage can you so safely steer your course as that of

the Saints, whose names illuminate her calendar, and
whose glorious deeds are emblazoned on the pages of her
ritual ? Where shall you find such lessons of instruction

as in the Scriptures, which she appropriates, and the sacred

biographies which she authorizes ? Where such rich and
wholesome food of meditation as in those graceful chaplets
which she has strung, whether fi'om Scripture or the Holy
Fathers ; her sweet and varied antiphons ; where such
vents of holy joy as in the hymns which celebrate the mys-
teries of our religion and the triumphs of sanctity, or in the

Psalms which through the veil of an earlier dispensation,
foreshadow the actual glories of the Christian Church ^^
The plan of the Abbe, as here sketched in outline, will

be found to differ from previous essays of the same kind in

embracing the Ordinary, as well as the Proper, of the dif-

ferent seasons. Valuable treatises have long ago been
wi'itten upon what may be called the dramatic power of

the Church offices, even of that which least obviously par-
takes of the character of representation—the Breviary ;

but we are not aware of any former attempt to bring ?out
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the moaning of snch portions of the Divine office, as do not

change (the Psalter for instance) in their apphcation to the

different recurring periods of the ecclesiastical year. The
scarcity of such attempts may perhaps be explained by
their intrinsic difficulty, by the very peculiar nature of the

qualifications needed for them, and by the dangers in the

way of fancifulness and extravagance to which this species
of commentary is exposed. The latter impediment, indeed,
is one which even the Abbe Gueranger does not appear to

us to have wholly surmounted. But we are convinced

that the theological current of the present age sets far too

much and far too perilously in the direction of rationalism,
to entertain any great fears of excess on the opposite side;

and are, for" our own parts, infinitely more suspicious of the

depreciation, than the exaggeration, of the mystic and

symbolic principle in the critical and devotional study of

Scripture and Antiquity.
It is no part of our present object to enter upon a

detailed examination of the Abbe Gueranger' s work, so

far as it has already proceeded. Our concern is with the

Roman Breviary alone ; whereas the Abbe's plan leads

him into the Missal also, and into a comparison of the

Roman rite with others, (more especially the Pa-
risian,) which in our own country have no other than a

merely antiquarian or literary interest belonging to them.
But we shall thankfully accept the Abbe as our guide in

the brief survey which we propose to take of the Advent
and Christmas offices, with the view of illustrating the

devotional uses of the Breviary as a whole.

The Church has, besides her days of penitence and
humiliation, two several seasons, in which she drops, or

lowers, her tones of customary joy. These solemn periods,

however, differ characteristically from one another. The
sorrow of Advent is that of privation ; that of Lent is the

sorrow of burdensome affliction : in the first, we mourn
because our Lord seems for the moment withdrawn fi'om

our loving and adoring gaze ; in the second, because we
are drawing every day nearer to the time of His ignominy
and anguish. And as what may be called the objective
ideas of the two seasons are thus different; so, in like

manner, their subjective impressions also. Lent is simple,

absorbing penitence, unrelieved by any gleams of joy and
hope, but such as fall upon our ordinary Christian path,
to illumine and cheer it always ; such indeed as are the
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solace even of the souls in purgatory ; the memory of God's

mercies, and the consciousness of his ever-wakeful love.

But Advent has its own special and running consolation

as a season ; its dominant note, so to say, is promise ; and
that note has its response in the Christian heart, in a set-

tled and a continually growing hope. Advent, accordingly,
is brighter at its end. Lent at its beginning. Twilight is

the characteristic hue of both ; but Advent is the twilight
of morning, which terminates in sunrise. Lent of the

evening, which deepens into shadows, and ultimately into

darkness.
The resemblances and differences of the two periods are

symbolized in their ecclesiastical and liturgical accom-

paniments. ^

Li Advent as in Lent, solemn mamages are

forbidden ; in both, that^ the service of our Lord may be
followed up without distraction, in the former more espe-

cially, (as the Abbe Gueranger beautifully observes,) that

the
*'

friends of the Bridegroom may cherish," without
rival or alloy,

"
the hope, so dear to them, of a speedy

conduct to the marriage-supper of the Lamb.'' (p. 15.) In

Advent, as in Lent, the Church suspends (except on festi-

vals) the angelic hymn in the Mass, and the
'' Te Deum"

at Matins ; the former is with a more especial propriety
withdrawn during Advent, as if to throw out into distinc-

tive prominence its glorious prototype and heavenly ori-

ginal on the morning of the Nativity ; and when does the

latter more aptly fulfil its office as a canticle of praise to
'^ God our Saviour," than when the Church employs it as

a hymn of salutation to her new-born King ;

'* Te Deum
laudamus, Te Dominuni confitemur."

^

Li Advent, again, as in Lent, the faithful are no longer
dismissed in a jubilant strain, with the words

*'
Ite missa

est ;" but the priest, or his assistant, substitutes the hum-
bler invitation,

'^ Benedicamus Domino." And, to come
next to ceremonial arrangements, a certain identity between
the two seasons is denoted by the wearing on the days

proper to them, of vestments of the penitential colour, and

by the disuse of the dalmatic and tunic, the joyous em-
blems of the diaconal and subdiaconal rank.

Such are the points of similarity ; but the discre-

pancies which we have already attempted to point out,

are also marked by significant distinctions in the cere-

monial and practice of the respective seasons. To begin
with an obvious difference in the periods themselves;
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Advent is at most but four weeks, while Lent is always

fully six. In Advent, two days of each week only are set

apart for fasting ; in Lent the fast is uninterrupted except

by the Sunday. The latter days of Advent are days of

eager, and almost of buoyant expectation ; but on Passion

Sunday the Church enters a cloud from which she does

not emerge till her Lord is risen in glory.
^
The last

week of Lent is dedicated to the contemplation of one

liarrowing subject; saints and apostles disappear from
the sacred calendar, and even she, who having partici-

pated in the Passion, might seem worthy, if any one, of

a prominent place in the memory of the sorrowing bride,
at last retires from the neighbourhood of the Cross, that

so we miij fix an undistracted eye on Him who is her

Lord as lie is ours. But with the immediate prospect
of Christmas is blended the thought of a glorious apos-

tle, while of our dear and^ blessed Mother, queen of

apostles and of all saints, it may even be said, that

just before the Nativity of our Divine Redeemer, she

engrosses (as again on the day following that of the

Adorable Passion of her Son,) the almost exclusive

regards of the faithful. Just one week before our Lord's

Nativity, is that sweet festival which forms one of the

later accessions to the English Calendar, the
"
Expectatio

Partus ;" and on that and the following days, when the

Spouse lifts up her voice in the greater antiphons, and with
all but impatient love invites the Bridegroom to appear,
how should not She rivet on herself our chief interest and
our longing regard, whom it pleased the Eternal Father
to elect out of all creation as the channel of His unspeak-
able mercies to mankind ?

Moreover, the respective characters of the two seasons

are strongly impressed upon the language and form of the

Divine office in each case. Lent, as merely penitential, is

shorn of the accustomed Alleluia, while, from Passion

Sunday, even the Doxology to the Holy Trinity, is drop-
ped in the Mass, along with the psalm Judica, because
the "harp"'"" of the Church is hung up during the days of
her mourning. But, in these respects. Advent is like

other seasons, because, though delay is grievous, hope
is sweet; and because, even on the great and dreadful

Confitebor Tibi in cithara, Deus mens.
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Day, believers shall behold with joy Him from whose pre-
sence sinners will desire to be covered.
We have been led to speak of Lent, but our immediate

concern is with the seasons which M. Gueranger has
ilhistrated in the volumes under review— Advent and
Christmas.
No period of the year has a more marked character of

its own in the offices of the Church than Advent. On all

the Sundays and ferias proper antiphons, as well as respon-
sories, are appointed ;

and even when the special office of

the time gives way to other celebrations, it is regularly
commemorated by an antiphon at the Benedictus and
Magnificat. The lections of the First Nocturn are taken

entirely from the Scriptures of the Evangelical prophet ;

those of the Second bear specially upon the duties of the
season ; while the Gospels, and their appropriate com-
mentaryin the three Lections of the Third Nocturn, relate

to the mission of the Baptist, the signs of Judgment, and,
at last, the sacred preliminaries of the Nativity. The
character of the Collects is sufficiently indicated by some
leading word, supplying, as it were, the key to their inten-

tion, "excita,'' "veni,'' "illustra." And these or kindred
ideas pervade all those portions of the offi.ce which take
the form of addresses to our Lord.

" Veni ad liberan-

dum ;"
''
Ostende faciem tuam ;"

"
Visita nos in salutari

tuo ;'* "Redime me, Domine, et miserere ;" such are the
forms of pious entreaty which the Church reiterates and
alternates. The invitatories and ''capitula" are notes of

alarm or calls to vigilance ; at first, *^Regem venturum
venite adoremus,'* and later, ^'Prope est,^' *'Hora est

jam surgere,"
"
Yenite ascendamus,'' and at length,

**
Gaudete.^' The tone of the office is not, as at other

times, simply calm, or simply penitential, or simply joy-
ful ; in contrast to all these characters, it is eager and
alive, as of watchmen in the night. More, perhaps, than
at any other season does it give occasion to remark the
distinctive feature of the Catholic Church as a represen-
tative, and not a merely declaratory agent in the economy
of grace. This peculiarity, indeed, is one great explana-
tion of the Church's amazing hold upon its subjects.
Faith came at first, in the words of St. Paul, by

'*
hear-

ing ;'' but it is sustained by sight— not mere bodily
sight, of course, but the sight of the inward eye as well.

Almighty God, of His mercy, has gifted us with wondrous
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powers of mental representation ;
and it is evidently the

pictures formed on what is even familiarly termed the

''mind's eye/' which are the pabulum of faith and the

stimulants of all enterprise, be it for good or for evil. It

is not more true that all
,poets are enthusiasts, than that

all enthusiasts are poets. Never, then, did men comniit

a more ruinous mistake than they who, three centuries

ago, dethroned the Church from her high station as a

living witness and agent, and would have lowered her into

a mere preacher or chronicler. It was this act which
struck the death-blow at the peace and happiness of such

portions of Christendom as formed the theatre of that

melancholy exhibition. All heretics, indeed, from the

beginning, have, in greater or less degree, tampered with

the high poetical character of the Church ; but it was
reserved for times nearer our own to attack the principle at

the root, and to substitute, for the bright associations and
heroic results of which it was the fruitful parent, that

heavy intellectual idea of religion, which enfolds, alas ! so

many noble minds and ardent hearts in its withering,

petrify ing grasp.
The Anglican Prayer-book, in contrast to the Breviary,

supplies a very principal example of the effects of that

transformation. Preserving, as it does, not a little of

the form, and not few of the materials, of the offices from
which it was constructed, its great defect, as compared
with them, is in the type and elementary idea of worship
which it presupposes and exemplifies. It teaches, rea-

sons, records, and in a certain sense even commemorates,
and all this, of course, in language of great purity, and
with an immeasurable superiority over ordinary Protes-
tant forms or modes of prayer. But, unlike our own
matchless offices, it does not paint, recal, light up a train

of associations by means of some word of fire ; but is,

with all its beauty and all its excellence, of the ''earth,

earthly," not like an echo of angehc minstrelsies, an
image of the court of heaven, a vision of past or future

realities,—in short, a living Gospel. Being, indeed, in

many respects a translation of the Breviary, the Anglican

Prayer-book cannot be otherwise than in parts poetical ;

but it is as little so as its origin will permit. Its compilers
would almost seem to have eschewed the province of

imagination, as if it were a portion of the territory of Anti-
christ. They lead us up to it, and then they start asunder
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like a broken bow, or as at the sight of a flaming sword.
Our hmits will not permit us to proceed with the illustra-

tion of this remark, neither have we any special inclination
for controversial writing ; but any one who is familiar at
once with the Breviary and the Book of Common Prayer,
will feel the force of our observation by directing his

thoughts for an instant to the respective commemorations
which they contain of such seasons as Advent, or Epi-
phany, or Ascension. For example, in what but this

deficiency of religious poetry (unless, indeed, in something
worse) could have originated that marvellous transmutation
of the Collect for the Fourth Sunday in Advent, by which
the Church's call to her divine Redeemer (so especially

appropriate at that moment) to *'come and help'' is gratui-

tously altered by the Anglican reformers into a prayer to

the First Person of the blessed Trinity, with a closing
reference to the mediatorial office of our Lord and
Saviour ?""' Precisely the same anomaly has, with no better

reason, been introduced by the same compilers on Ascen-

sion-day, the collect for which in the Anglican ritual is a
translation of our own beautiful antiphon at the Magnifi-
cat for the Second Vespers of Ascension-day, with the

change of the words, *'Qui triumphator hodie super omnes
coelos ascendisti," into

'^ Who hast exalted thine only
Son/' &c. By this alteration not only is the force of the

prayer, as an address to our Lord Himself, entirely lost,

but His especial title, *^llex glori^e," is transferred,

through a most culpable oversight, or by a most resolute

perversion, to the First of the Three Divine Persons. Did
not the Anglican Prayer-book actually contain addresses
to our blessed Lord, (such as the Collect for the Third

Sunday in Advent, or the prayer of St. Chrysostom,) we
should have been inclined to suspect the compilers of a
latent Arianism.

This, then, will serve to explain our meaning where we
speak of the Church as emhody'mg ap^aphic principle; set-

ting religious truths, as Aristotle says it is the excellence of

all representative description to do, tt/jo uiijauTwu. Or, rather, let

us away with the language of human criticism, and recog-
nize in the Church of Christ that perennial image of Him,
who is "the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever;" whose

* This change is first observed in Dr. Wiseman's Four Lectures on the Cere-
motiies of Holy Week ; a work of which we hope to avail ourselves in a future
article. »
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mercies are not mere matter of history, but are "'new

every morning ;"who works over and over again, year after

year, His miracles of power and love ; who is yearly born,

yearly suffers, rises, ascends, and gives, as we may say.

His great pontifical benediction from His throne on high,
at the close of the marvellous series. Holy Church, in her

breathing offices, acts and re-enacts, step by step, scene

after scene, the circumstances of that august and benefi-

cent progress. Yet not, surely, as a mere artist does she

paint, or as a dramatist exhibit them ; or at least, if so,

she is as one of those fond and flattering painters who
invest their subject with the hues of their own bright

remembrance, or illustrate it by the comment of their own
overflowing devotion. And this is the true answer to

those objections which are sometimes raised against por-
tions of our ceremonial, as though it were at variance with
what is sometimes called the simplicity of the Gospel, or

with the character of the facts which it is designed
to commemorate. The truth is, that it puts upon those

facts the interpretation of piety and love. What,
for instance, though Mary were indeed the poor maiden, or

the retired housewife of Nazareth, shall not %v'e, her clients,
rather deem of her as of

^

the peerless Lady and the glo-
rious Queen ? What is it to us that, when our Lord was
born, the world thrust Him into a shed, and slept through
the night of His blessed Nativity, as though it had been
some other night ? We are not the world, but the Church;
and now that He^ is born among us year after year, we
will give Him a right royal reception, as if to repair the

injury of that first neglect.
^
We will take part with the

angels who greeted Him with songs of joy, or with the

kings who spread before Him the treasures of the east,
and not with the base and worthless multitude who passed
Him by unheeded.^ The altar at our "Midnight Mass"
shall be adorned with vessels of gold, inlaid with jewels ;

priests, richly vested, shall be there to display Him ; loving
multitudes to adore Him ; white-robed choirs to celebrate
Him ; clouds of incense to ascend to Him. The manger
and the stable, the swaddhng-bands, and the brute cattle,—these were for once : and how full of profit in the recol-
lection !

^
But what it was condescension in Him to

endure, it would be disloyalty in His Church to offer ; in
our closets, when we would deepen our humiliation, or

quicken our love, then we will think of the indignities
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which were put upon Hhn by the world ; but when acting
in the name of His Church, we will not merely cast these

indignities from our thoughts, but strive in some sort to
make amends for them.

It is in this same principle of loyal reparation to our
Lord for the outrages put on Him during His sojourn in

the flesh, that one of the most beautiful of the ceremonies
in Holy Week is founded : the custom, namely, prescribed

by the rubric, of doing marked honour to the blessed
Sacrament on the immediate days of the Passion. But
we must not anticipate our subject.

. The Abbe Gueranger will have it, that even the calen-

dar of the Church has been providentially overruled into

somewhat of harmony with the different ecclesiastical

seaipns ; as though the Saints themselves had died at the

very time when their commemorations would be most per-
tinent and most impressive ! The Abbe, as we have said,
is an enthusiast; but, without going every length with

him, we cordially accept his principles of interpretation as

a guide to devotion, where we might demur to them in a

merely critical point of view. We take up our
*'

Ordo,"
for example, and there we find that, as a fact, certain

saints' days occur at certain times ; our business, then, is

not to enquire how, or wh}^ they are there, but to take

them as we find them, and turn them to the best use we
can. We hold it to be a certain and a very important
truth, that the limits of religious probability may be legi-

timately stretched to the very utmost, where high and

pure devotion is at stake. For this reason we would have
men prone to belief, or, as the world would say, credulous,
rather than otherwise, on all such subjects as alleged
miracles and revelations ; first, as a matter of philosophy,
because the temper of scepticism is in truth as shallow as

it is vicious, and, we will add, ruinous to all true happi-
ness ; and next, as a duty of devotion, because it is, after

all, of far greater consequence that subjects of meditation,
even where they relate to matters of fact, should be edify-

ing than that the facts in question should be indisputable.
Hence we accept with thankfulness such books as St.

Buonaventure's Life of Christ, and others of the same
class. Hence, again, we consider it a very dangerous
thing indeed for religious men to speak slightingly of the

mystical interpretation of Scripture, (in which saints have

found such help and comfort,) or of the symbolical princi-
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pie in ceremonial and in the ecclesiastical arts, because,
even though many of the actual applications of those prin-

ciples should be mistaken, yet their deductions are on the

whole, and in the highest possible degree, ministrative to

the trnest devotion ; and, unless false altogether, (which
few will venture to affirm,) are deserving, at all events, of

consideration at the hands of those who, from the effects

of early education or the peculiar bias of their minds, may
not be qualified to appreciate them.

Far, then, from wishing to dwell upon the fact that

«ome of the Abbe Gueranger's conclusions may be far-

fetched, we wish rather to bear in mind that they are

undeniably correct in general principle, and purely reli-

gious in effect. It is pleasant, then, to us to regard, under
his guidance, the very Saints whose days occur in Advent
as so many helpers towards the contemplations of the

season. Thus St. Andrew, who is especially the Apostle
of the Cross, and whose day falls either just before, or

just after, the opening of Advent, the Abbe would take
with him as in some sort the patron of the season.

"0 blessed Andrew," he says,
**

you it is who first greet us on
onr mystic way through Advent ; we are in quest of our Divine

Saviour, and God, in His mercy, has given us you as our guide.
When He first came on earth, you had been prepared by His great
Precursor to receive Him, and were among the earliest to acknow-

ledge Him. Yet would you not keep to yourself the marvellous
secret ; you told it to Peter, your brother, and you brought Him to

Jesus.
*'

Holy Apostle, we also long for Him, and since you have found
Him, deign to bring us also to the desire of our hearts It was
the baptism of penance which purified your eyes to behold Him
obtain us the grace to purify our hearts likewise, that we may see
Him who said,

* Blessed are the clean in heart, for they shall see
God.'

" Powerful are you, blessed Andrew, to conduct souls to Christ,
since you it was ivho made Him Jcnoicn to Peter, our captain. What
then is the way along which you will lead us ? Your own way, the
faithful way, the way of the Gross Yet precious, great Apostle,
as are the lessons of the Cross, the Cross is still the consummation
and not the beginning. It is the Infant whom we would see, the
Lamb, whom the Baptist bid you behold This is the time of the
Advent, not of the Passion

; fortify our hearts with the emotions of

tenderness, that so we may bear up in the day of conflict."—
j)p. 205, 296.

And then follows a touching prayer for the Church of St.
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Peter, and for poor desolate Scotland, which still, as if in

mockery, owns blessed Andrew for her tutelary saint.

In pursuin,^ his meditations through the calendar for

December, the Abbe finds (what, if not design, is certainly
a most happy accident) that the first of that month is

always either a feria or the First Sunday in Advent : as if

to give undisturbed leisure for reflection upon the purpose
and duties of the coming season. Other appropriate coin-

cidences in the arrangement of the calendar are noticed

by the same writer ; for instance, there are just five vir-

gins"'^' whose days fall in Advent : to the poetical eye of our
author they appear like those five in the parable, who
trimmed their lamps to meet the Bridegroom. One of

them, too, is St. l^ucy, whose very name is significant of

light. In Advent, too, each most conspicuous order of

sanctity has its powerful representation : apostles, martyrs,
virgins, doctors of the Church, and confessor-bishops. Of
simple confessors, remarkably enough, there is but one in

the whole series of Saints who introduce us to the Nati-

vity. On the other hand, of apostles there are two, or
rather three—St. Andrew at the opening, St. Thomas at

the close, and in the middle, the great apostle of later

days, St. Francis Xavier. The martyr's estate is symbo-
lized in each of the several virgins whose days fall in

Advent: St. Bibiana, and her sister St. Demetria, St.

Barbara, St. Eulalia, and St. Lucy. St. Melchiades,
also, is a martyr as well as a bishop. There are likewise

two doctors of the Church, St. Peter Chrysologus and St.

Ambrose ; both, as the Abbe notices, champions of the

great cardinal verity of the Incarnation; the one against
Arius, the other against Eutyches. But the preponde-
rating commemorations in Advent are of confessor-bishops.
It is, remarks the Abbe, as if our Lord were to be ushered
in by a stately train of attendant pontiff's. First, there is

St. Peter Chrysologus, next St. Nicholas, next St. Am-
brose, next St. Melchiades, next

^ St.^
Damasus (another

champion of the Faith), and the list is closed by another

y theologian, St. Eusebius. There is certainly no other
^ month of the year which would present so remarkable and

appropriate a combination of festivals. But our enumera-
tion is not yet complete. The centre of the picture is

occupied, as is meet, by Her who is Queen of apostles, of

* The fifth is St. Eulalia, honoured in the Church of Spain.
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virgins, of martyrs, of confessors, and of all saints. Her

snpcrior Jifrnity is marked by the distinction of an octave,

sprcadin.cc, as it were, her mild radiance over a large tract

of sky, and comprehending more than one bright, thongh
lesser orb within the bonndaries of its Incid range. Yes,

Mary, who is the pole-star in every voyage, and the moon
of every month, is the light of onr path in Advent as in

other seasons. We celebrate not onr Lord's Nativitv till

we have first done honour to her Immaculate Conception,

through whom He was given to us. This festival, then,

is not merely a commemoration of our Lord's blessed

Mother, but, as it were, of the perfection of His own
human nature, which it pleased the divine goodness to

secure through the miraculous preservation from every
sinful taint of her from whom it was derived. The Abbe
thus eloquently discourses on the Feast of the Concep-
tion. (We do not however forget, nor wish our readers to

for.aet, that he is French, and writes in the manner of his

nation.)

" At length the dawn of the sun much desired, begins to brighten
at the extremities of the sky, soft and radiant. The blessed Mother
of the Messiah, must be born ere the Messiah Himself can appear,
and this is the day of her Conception. Already does the world

possess the first pledge of the heavenly mercies
; the Son of Man is

at the door. Two Israelites in very deed, Joachim and Anna, noble

scions of the house of David, behold their union after a long terra

of expectation, blessed with increase bj the power of the Divine

goodness. All glory to the Lord who is mindful of His promises,
and deigns from the height of heaven, to proclaim that the deluge
of iniquity is past, by sending down to earth that white and gentle
dove, who is the bearer of the message of peace."

—P. 372.

The Octave of the Conception over, we enter upon the
direct prospect of the great Nativity, with the intervention
of but^ one festival, the 16th of December, sacred to St.

Eusebius. He, too, is a witness to the Licarnation against
the blasphemies of Arius ; and it is meet that when we are
about to behold the Lifant of Bethlehem, so despised and
rejected of men even from His birth, we should first

strengthen ourselves in the faith of His divinity nnder the

jjatronage of the saints who fought for the orthodox truth.

But, peace ! He is at hand ; we will fall on our faces at
the notice of His approach, and entreat Him to hasten it.

Such seems to be
the^

attitude of the Church in those

greater antiphons in which, for seven consecutive days, she
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calls upon her Redeemer by the titles under which pro-
phecy has foreshadowed Him. From this solemn invoca-
tion we turn aside but twice ; first, on the 18th of Decem-
ber, to rejoice in the blessed

''

Expectation" of Mary ;

next, on the 21st, to remember the Apostle who doubted
once that we might the more confidently believe. On the
former of these days, with the usual antiphon to our Lord,
the Church blends the following magnificent apostrophe to

His blessed Mother:
'' O Virgin of virgins, how shall this

thing be ? For none that went before hath seemed thy
peer, neither any that shall follow. Daughters of Jeru-

salem, why marvel ye at me ? Of God is this mystery
which you behold."

Again two days of calm watching, and then St. Thomas.
He is the last of the Saints in the great procession which
ushers our Lord into His Church, and, as the greatest in

dignity, occupies the place of honour next the Bridegroom.
It was Andrew, meek and faithful, who first conducted us
to Christ: but now, lest the mystery overwhelm us as
we draw near, we seem to need some yet more compas-
sionate guidance. Where is he, once weak, now glorious,

by temptation subdued to feel, by victory fortified to suc-

cour, by dignity privileged to plead ; he, whose misgivings
won plenitude of assurance for us, in whose reproach is

conveyed our benediction ; even the promise to them who
should believe though they saw not V' Other saints have

already passed along the glorious line, who fought and
bled for the Faith ; but where is he, their predecessor in

confessorship, their associate in martyrdom, fitter even
than they, because out of weakness made strong, to

strengthen feeble souls, for the announcement of God
^''attenuating Himself," (in St. Bernard's strong lan-

guage,t) within the compass of ^^this mortal?" He, as

once before, is a defaulter from the first banquet, that he

may become a more conspicuous witness at the second.

And here we come upon one of those exquisite touches
of affection and tenderness with which the Breviary
abounds. The Church throughout Advent preserves us

* This promise is the subject of the Antiphon for the two Magnificats and the
Benedictinus on St. Thomas's day. It is remarkable that the Catholic Church
makes no direct reference in her offices to St. Thomas's defect of faith, a^ if de-

siring to cover it, and to remember his glorious testimonj'- alone. The compilers
of the Anglican Prayer-Book have altered the Collect so as to escape this

especial delicacy.

t Verbum abbreviatum.
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iiniiitermittiiigly in the memory of the season, by a^pwtit-'

iiig an Antiphon relating to it, on all days in which the

proper office is superseded by a festival. On St. Thomas's

day, which is the fifth (inclusive) before the Nativity, the

Church offers a sweet solace under the trial of deferred'

hope, in the Antiphon at the Benedictus. The rather,

perhaps, on this day, because it is necessarily dedicated to

somewhat alien contemplations. Thus then speaks she in

her commemoration of the season: ''Fear not; five days
hence, and our Lord will come to you." Words as of a
friend laying his hand upon us in some moment of loneli-

ness or dismay. One feels keenly, indeed, how the power
of such sweet passages must evaporate under the cold

hand of criticism ; but let this pass.
December 22, is always a feria. On the 23rd, the day

preceding the Vigil, the Church winds up her note of pre-

paration. "Behold,'' she says in the Antiphon at the

Benedictus,
'*

all things are fulfilled, which were spoken
by the angel concerning the Virgin Mary." At the Mag-
nificat in the evening, she sings the last of the gjeater
Antiphons. On the following day, which is the Vigil, and
a strict fast, she begins to assume the tone of jubilation in

her offices. We fast on that day, the better to encounter
the joy of the Nativity ; but our bodily abstinence is unac-

companied by any tokens of mourning in the public cele-

brations of the Church. Matins having been sung accord-

ing to the ferial rule, the rite is suddenly ''doubled" at
Lauds ; the antiphons are no longer shorn of their glorious

proportions, but are expanded, like banners, to catch the

light of the rising sun. How unlike the scanty measure in

which the Church deals out her anticipations of joy on
Holy Saturday ! Then she spreads her wings for a mo-
ment in the "Exultet," but soon falls back on the Pro-

phecies. But when her countenance brightens on the eve
of Christmas, it never droops again.

"
To-morrow," is

the burden of her chant; her measure of joy is all but full.

How beautiful are the antiphons of that eve !

"
Judsea

and Jerusalem, fear not; to-morrow you shall go forth,
and our Lord shall be with you. Alleluia."

"
This day

shall you know that our Lord shall come ; and in the

morning you shall behold His glory."
"
To-morrow, the

iniquity of the earth shall be blotted out, and the Saviour
of the world shall reign over us."

" Our Lord shall come;
go forth to meet Him, saying, Great is His principality,

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 2
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and of His kingdom shall be no end: the Mighty God, the

Rnler, the Prince of Peace. Alleluia.''
''
To-morrow

shall be salvation to you, saith the Lord God of Hosts."
.And this word "to-morrow" is reiterated through the

office of the whole day.
The antiphons at the Psalms of First Vespers, are not

,

materially different in tone from those of the morning ;

but when we reach the Magnificat, the promise of joy
becomes more definite and more instant. The antiphon
thus embodies it: "When the sun shall have risen from

heaven, you shall behold the King of kings going forth

from the Father like a bridegroom from his chamber."

Perhaps the intention of the Church in these magnificent

presages is to fill her weak children with majestic thoughts
of Him whose humihation might else prove a scandal to

them. Certainly there is a marked difference between the

strain of the First Vespers and of the Lauds on the following

morning. The Vespers are in the tone of Isaiah, vivid

and magnificent; the Lauds, in that of St. Luke, sweet
and pastoral. O how lovely is that opening antiphon of

the Lauds on Christmas morning ; calm and mild as sweet
music on waking.

^

The poetry of this world has nothing
to compete with it.

" Whom saw ye, shepherds ? tell,

declare to us, who hath appeared on earth ? He is born ;

we have seen Him, and the companies of angels joining
in praise of our Lord. Alleluia, Alleluia." And again,
the transition from the fourth to the fifth in the same series

of antiphons;
''

Glory to God in the highest, &c A
little one, and a Son is born to us to-day, and He shall be
called the Mighty God. Alleluia."

The Octave of Christmas differs very strikingly from
those of Easter, and, again,- Pentecost, in admitting a

.great variety of distinct, though kindred subjects of con-

templation into the field of view, which, in the case of

other great festivals, is kept clear of all objects but that of

the leading commemoration itself. The reason of this dif-

ference is obvious. It is not till ten days after the Nati-

vity, that the Divine Infant is presented to the simple,
undivided adoration of the faithful. The Church worships
Him indeed with the Shepherds of Bethlehem, but she
does not feel herself quite in her proper attitude towards
Him till, with the more instructed Magians, she can open
her treasures before Him, and recognize Him as her King.
In her earliest thoughts of Him, joy is to no slight extent
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modified by compassion ; the tokens of the Cross are not

indistinctly descried even from the moment of the blessed

Nativity ; there is a ba]:)tism of blood to be passed throngh
even at the very threshold of His earthly course. Remem-
brances like these are not indeed enough to mar the joy of

^ Christmas, but they are enough^ to mellow it. Under
some such impression as this it is, that the Saints are

accustomed to speak of Ascension-day, as the most simply
joyous of all festivals, because then only is the contempla-
tion of our blessed Lord undimmed by any shade of sor-

row, whether present, or in retrospect.
^

At Christmas,
however, we feel it no jar to the associations of the time;
that, on its very morrow, we are called off from the holy
crib to the place of martyrdom ; and the antiphon which
the Church sings all that eventful week,

'^

Sepelierunt
Stephanum viri timorati, et fecerunt planctum magnum
super eum,'^ does not seem to clash inharmoniously with
its associate,

"
Gloria in excelsis Deo et in terra pax homi-

nibus.'' And as little inappropriate seems it to remember,
at the same happy season, blessed John the Evangelist,
the loving and beloved ; for in truth it is a season of which

charity seems the leading idea and characteristic lesson.

And where again but in this Octave, should we expect to

meet that exquisite festival, so sternly sweet, so painful,

yet so glorious, in which, as on the Nativity itself, or

rather because first, in the Nativity, weakness is made
strong, and infancy is invested with the nobleness of

mature age? Truly, though the path of our new-born

King had been prepared with flowers, yet His first steps
shall be traced in blood. For lo, among the watchers at

his cradle is found yet one other witness to His cross, even
our own, our English Saint,"' the avenger of the King of

kings against one of those modern Herods, who behold
with rage the ensigns of His sovereign power, and, foiled

in their search for Him, make martyrs of His little ones.

We must pass over the beauties of the Breviary during
Christmas time, and hasten on to the Epiphany. It is

well known how the commemorations of the week, (each
honoured with an Octave of its own.) gradually agglome-
rate, and cluster around its principal subject, until at last,

* St. Thomas of Canterbury. This feeling is no modern nor foreiprn one. In
the beautiful inedited prayers for the feasts of St. Thomas, composed by Arch-
bitsliop Peclcham, communicated to us by the truly learned Dr. Oliver of Exeter,
it is thus expressed:

" Deus qui gloriosi Antistitis Thomce martyrium specialiter
Nalivitalis 7'uce gaudiis miscuisti,'" &.c.
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on one particular day of the 3^ear, (in which we are writing)
the office presents the hturgical phenomenon of no less

than six commemorations.""' How magnificent the idea of
that for the Sunday within the Octave of the Nativity I

" While deep silence held all, and the night in her course
was travelling along the midst of her way. Thine Al-

mighty Word, Lord, proceeded from the royal dwell-

ing-places. Alleluia." Then follows that of the Nativity ;"
To-day is Christ bohi ; to-day hath our Saviour ap-

peared; to-day angels sing on earth and archangels rejoice,

to-day the just exult and say. Glory to God in the highest.
Alleluia." Then of St. Stephen; "And Stephen, full of

grace and fortitude, wrought mighty signs among the peo-
ple." Then of St. John ;

*'
This is that John who leaned

on the Lord's breast at supper ; blessed Apostle, to whom
were revealed the heavenly secrets." Then of the Holy
Innocents ;

" Lmocent children were slain for the love of
Christ ; sucklings were put to death by command of the
ruthless king ; they follow the Lamb Himself whitherso-
ever He goeth, and say evermore. Glory be to Thee, O
Lord." And lastly of St. Thomas;

'' Whoso will come
after Me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and
follow Me.*\^ Offices hke these do indeed bring with them
the '^realization" of those Articles of the Creed, "I believe
in the holy Catholic Church, the Communion of Saints."
The Feast of the Circumcision restores us to a contem-

plation which for the last few days has been somewhat
postponed to another yet more absorbing; it re- introduces
us directly to the blessed Virgin-Mother. The antiphons
for this festival, which we regret that we have not space to

quote, are filled with her praises, and the Collect asks that
*'we may be sensible of (sentiamus) her intercession,
through whom we have been judged meet to receive the
Author of our life."

The Office of the Epipham^, with which we shall con-
clude this portion of our remarks, is evidently constructed
on the view of our blessed Lord's regal dignity, as acknow-
ledged, even amid the humiliation of His infancy, by the
illustrious band of worshippers from the East. His nati-

vity, it has been somewhere observed, drew out the kingly
temper in two opposite aspects of relation to the Church ;

in Herod it appears in the form of persecution, in the

* Dec. 30. 1846.
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Magians in that of reverent and loving submission. This
contrast is perhaps intimated in the opening of the Office

for the Epiphany, where at the First Vespers, the hymn
commences with an address to Herod, and then goes off

abruptly on the visit of the Eastern kings ;

**

Why, cruel Herod, vaiuly fear

A rival in thy God to see ?

He claims no bauble empire here,

Who comes to grant the heavenly.

** True to the star which points the way,
The pilgrim kings in faith have oone ;

By light they learn to trace the Day,
And God with duteous off'rings own."*

On this morning, there is a significant exception to the

usual order of the service, in the substitution of the

psalm Afferte Domino for the Venite exultemus. The
second verse of this psalm,

"
Afferte Domino gloriam et

honorem adorate Dominum in atrio sancto Ejus,"
furnishes a clue to the intention of the Church in all the
offices of the Epiphany season. The stable of Bethlehem
is now converted into a glorious court ; the King of heaven
and earth is seen in the form of the tender Babe, and She,
who hereafter is to take her place at His right hand,

"
in

gilded clothing surrounded with variety,^' is here the

happy Mother who presents Him to our adoring eyes.
And the Church is at the feet of Mother and Son, with
those royal worshippers, who seem to lead the way of the
faithful in offering that sweet petition,

*' Benedictum fruc-

tum ventris tui nobis post hoc exilium ostende.'' St.

Buonaventure, in his vision of that scene, saw the blessed

Infant, as if by an act of premature intelligence, extending
His little arms to give benediction to His subjects. Such
seems to be the picture on which Holy Church would have
us feed in all the devotions of this holy season ; more espe-
cially in those which are called out by the elevation and
exposition of the Blessed Sacrament. Listen to her invi-

* Crudelis Herodes Deum
Regeni venire quid times?
Noil eripit mortalia,
Qui regna dat coelestia.

Ibant Magi, qnam viderant,
Stellam seqiientis praeviam ;

Lumen requirunt lumine,
Deum fatentur munere.
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tations ; see with what glowhig sympathy she depicts the

homage of the kings and rejoices in the fulfihiient of those

prophecies which pointed to it.
** The kings of Tharsis

and of the isle shall offer presents ; the kings of the Arabs
and of Saba shall bring gifts. Alleluia, Alleluia. Adore
Him, all ye angels of His ; adore our Lord, in his holy ^

court." These invitations are kept up during the whole

Octave, which, like those of Easter and Pentecost, is

dedicated exclusively to the subject of the season. Epi-
phany is in fact the complement of Christmas, in which
its great mystery is brought out in all its fulness as an

object of intense awe and love. It is true that Christmas-
tide does not wholly end till the Feast of the Purification ;

but Epiphany is the full developement of its subject, and
the rest of the time but a prolongation of the Feast of

Epiphany. Sweetness is the temper of Christmas ; awe,
of Epiphany ; but love is never perfect till awe super\^ene.

Having now completed this scanty and defective ana-

lysis of one part of the Breviary, we shall proceed to make
a very few observations upon a question which we have
reason for believing is not without its interest to devout

Catholics; the use of the Psalms of David in their bearing
upon the divine office. We ought, indeed, to apologize
at starting, and we do it with great sincerity, for attempt-
ing to comprise the subject of a volume within the com-

pass of a few concluding pages; but all, of course,
which we can be supposed to intend, is the offer of a few

hints, such as the piety of each will suggest to him the

best means of following up. We have lived long enough
to know the impossibility oifonning a devotional mind by
means of books; of all subjects in the world, private devo-
tion is that on which individuals are the most impatient of

dictation ; and all which books can do, (nor will this be

little,) is to throw out materials which, though they may
be cast aside as hay and straw by the ninety and nino, will

feed the flame of profitable meditation in the case of the

hundredth.
The Psalms of David, as used in the Christian Church,

are subject to the advantages and disadvantages of all

parabolical and symbolical instruction; they are an

enigma to many, while others will find in them the food,

perhaps of the purest and most delightful contemplation of

which our nature is capable. We use this word, enigma,
not casually or rhetorically, but in truth as the very fittest
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which could be selected. The Psalms are to the Christian

Dispensation, what the Church on earth altogether is to

the Church in heaven ; they reveal darkly (cV aivl^nnari)

what it is our blessedness, as Christians, to see with our

eyes and hear with our ears. It is sometimes asked

whether holy David intended such and such meanings
of his language which the Church has put upon it? But
such interrogations are beside the purpose. David, like

other holy men of old,
''

spake as he was moved," and it

is remarkable that Catholic writers describe him com-

monly not as the psalmist, but as the "prophet*;'' in his

relation, that is, not to the old, but to the new dispen-
sation. And we who believe that the Holy Ghost is the

Author of all good works in the Church, and in a very
especial manner of all her liturgical offices, and other

accredited forms, whether of faith or of worship, may be

morally certain, therefore, that the meanings which the

Church authoritatively puts upon the divine Scriptures
which she adopts into her public offices, are really coinci-

dent with the intentions (not necessarily of their human,
but at least) of their divine Author. That the Church
then understands such and such a psalm, in such and such
a way, by employing it, for instance, upon some particular

festival, will to the devout Christian be proof positive, that
such is, to all intents and purposes, the real christian im-

port of that psalm.
Now, in many cases, the application of certain psalms

to certain subjects in the Christian Church, is all but self-

evident. Who, for example, can doubt why the 1st psalm,
Beatus vir, or the 14th, Domine quis hahitabit, are em-
ployed on all days consecrated to the memory of saints ?

Or why, again, the 44th (Eructavit) is specially applied
to our Blessed Lady, and through her to all the

"
virgins

that bear her company?" Less, and yet hardly less,

apparent, is the intention with which Psalm 18, Coeli

enarrant, is said on Christmas, or Psalm 2, Qiiare fremu-
erunt, on Easter morning ; the verse of the former,

"
In

sole posuit tabernaculum suum et Ipse, tanquam sponsus,
procedit de thalamo suo," will be a sufficient clue in the
former case; and again,

"
Astiterunt reges terr£e," &c.,in

the latter. But, indeed, for the most part, this clue is

actually given in the appropriate Antiphon.
Again, how deeply tranquil and sweetly soothing, the

Psahns of Compline ; one of which is also, for like rea-
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sons, a proper Psalm of Holy Saturday. Who has the
heart to ask whether David had the evening office of the

Church distinctly in his eye ? or, again, the sabbatical

rest of our Divine Redeemer, when he indited those words
of peaceful confidence ;

*^
In pace in idipsum dormiam et

requiescam, quoniam Tu, Domine, singulariter in spe,
constituisti me;" or, "In manus Tuas commendo spiri-

tum meum, redemisti me, Domine, Deus veritatis?"

Their christian signification has been immoveably deter-

mined by tlie^a^ of the Church who so employs them.
And h^e we are led to another conclusion, viz. : as it is

clear, on the one hand, that there is a christian sense of

the Psalms ; so, on the other, the obviousness of the appli-
cation in some cases leads us to infer it in others, and to

apply in the less clear instances, the principles of interpre-
tation which we have gathered from the more evident.

We shall proceed to give one or two illustrations of this

rule.

It is certain, for example, that if the Psalms ofLauds and
Compline have a sense in harmony with the time of day at

which they occur, so also must have the Psalms of Tierce,

Sext, and None, which, like those of Compline, and unlike

the rest, are invariable. What then is the
"
intention,"

or ''spirit," of the Psalms in these three Lesser Hours?

They consist, it is well known, of consecutive portions of

the 118th, that longest and (if we may use the expression
without indecorum) most ''business-like" of all the Psalms
of David. Now it is not hard to see that, as the tenour of

Lauds is jubilant, and of Compline soothing, so that of

the Little Hours, in contradistinction to both, is simply

practical. This spirit begins indeed at Prime, with the

opening of the psalm in question,
^'
J3eati immaculati ;"

but let us observe it here especially in Tierce, Sext, and
None. Who has failed to remark the manifold repetitions
in the Psalms for these Hours, of the words

"
mandata,"

"
testimonia," "leges," "justificationes ?" In fact,

tautology (say what the Puritans may) is of the very
essence of all real prayer. And (although this is by the

way) how completely are the rules of rhetoric set at defi-

ance in this and other parts of Holy Scripture ! Many a

man of taste would call this 118th Psalm tiresome—if he
dared. However this may be, the Church appears to feel

that such downright and homely conversing with Almighty
God as the 118th Psalm exemplifies, is what a plain
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Christian man requires at nine, twelve, and three o'clock

in the day."""

iJut we are disposed to go yet farther, and throw out for

the consideration of thoughtful minds, whether, as the

Psalms for the Day Hours altogether are thus characteris-

tically different from those of the other times, so those of

one of these Hours are not characteristically different from
those of another ? If this be so, certainly the fact is very
remarkable, since they consist of one and the same psalm,
broken up into portions, and those portions consecutive.

But we should not be much surprised to find that these

several sections are each expressive of a particular and
distinct idea; for instance, at Tierce, the need indicated

seems to be principally that of preventing grace ; at Sext,
of assistance ; at None, of encouragement—as summed up
in the respective antiphons of each Hour; *'Deduc,"
**

adjuva,''
''

aspice." At Tierce, when the Christian is

entering on the da}^, what prayers can be more suitable to

his circumstances than those which the proper Psalm for

that Hour supplies to his hand? For instance: "grant
me understanding;''

*^
incline my heart;" "turn away

mine eyes from vanity," &c. But at Sext, when he has now
made some progress in the day, and learned his weakness

by experience, he opens his prayer in a tone of depression:"
My soul hath fainted mine eyes have failed for I

am become like a bottle in the smoke," (fee. Now too,
there is much more reference than at first to impediments
in the way of salvation.

" The wicked have waited for

me to destroy me Depart from me ye malignant, and I

will search the commandments of God," (fee. Later in

the day, the drooping spirit has somewhat revived, and it

throws off, for a moment, its load of affliction in a burst of
admiration at the Divine goodness :

"
Thy testimonies are

wonderful Thou art just, Lord, and Thy judgment

* Some pious and humble minds have doubted how they could with a safe

conscience, appropriate to themselves such expressions as are frequent in the
118th Psalm: viz.

" Anima mea in manibus meis semper et legem tuam non sum
obUtus;"

" Dilexi mandata tua super aurum et topazium," and many others. We
would suggest, whether tlie use of these very passages may not be made a means
of self-abasement, as the mind passes rapidly from contemplating the standard
of holiness which they imply, to a mournful self-introspection. The Church
would have her children put themselves for the time into the position of saints,
in order the better to remind them at once of their high calling and their actual
deficiencies. Another way in which the same Psalm might be used, especially
at certain times of the year, is as a prediction of our Blessed Lord, and in His
person^ as the Saint of Saints.
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is right Thy word is powerful as fire
;"'''

and thy servant
hath loved it/' Yet, because the day though far-spent is

not yet ended, these tones of rapture are subdued by many
a prayer for light and encouragement ; and since, after we
have done all, we are still unprofitable, the Psalm which

begins with prayer, ends with humiliation :

'*
I have gone

astray like a sheep that is
lost/'^

All this, we are aware,
may seem fanciful and overstrained, and yet we doubt if

many serious people will go so far as to say that there is

absolutely no force at all in it.

Our next illustration shall be drawn from the Psalms
proper to the Office of our Blessed Lady, and through Her
to all holy virgins. Here we have not, as in the last case,
to surmise an application, but to comment on one which
is acknowledged. We find then, that after the Dixit
DominuSf (which, as a kind of commemoration of the
whole Mystery of our Redemption, is the appropriate

opening of all Festal Vespers,) "JLaudate pueri JDomi-
mmi/' comes next in succession on days sacred to the
Blessed Virgin. Why then does the Church make this

psalm especially prominent at these times ? We think it

is not hard to discover. This psalm strikingly resembles
the Magnificat itself. How plain, for instance, is the
allusion to our Blessed Lady, in the verses,

'' Who is as

the Lord our God who dwelleth on high, and looketh down
on the low things hi heaven and on earth ? Raising up
the needy from the ground, and lifting up the poor out

of the dunghilli that He may place hini ivith princes,
luith the princes of His people.' '\ Or, if there be any
doubt as to the propriety of this psalm on such occasions,
it must be removed by the last verse of all: '"Who maketh
the hai^ren to dwell in the house, the joyful Mother of
children.'

' The application of the three following

psalms,
'"

Lsetatussum/'
*'
Nisi Dominus," and *' Lauda

Jerusalem,'
'

is less obvious, but will be illustrated by con-

sidering that Jerusalem, the *'Domus Domini," is a type
at once of our Blessed Lady and of the Church ; for both

She and It are Tabernacles of our Lord's Bodily Pre-

sence. This high analogy has no doubt been intimately

* "
Ignitum ;" or, as in the Doiiay,

" refined."

t The Blessed Virgin presiding at the Council of the Apostles on the day of

Pentecost, as represented m Overbeck's beautiful design, seems the precise ful-

filment of this latter promise.
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connected with the place which the Most Holy Virgin

occupied in the estimate of the Christian Fathers, and
which later ages have defined, and are probably still de-

fining, with more and more of dogmatic precision, and with

ever increasing prominence to the claims of that fairest and

most exalted of the works of creation.

The psalms at the vespers of Sundays and all festivals,

(excepting those of virgins, the second vespers of an Apos-
tle, and one or two of the^ greater solemnities,) are, as is

well known, invariable, with the substitution only, at the

second vespers of a martyr, or confessor-bishop, of Me-
rnento or Credidi for the last. Their general application
to festive occasions is sufficiently evident. The first,
*'
Dixit Dominus,^'. we have called above, a kind of his-

tory, in epitome, of the Mystery of our Redemption ; and
if this account be correct, we need not seek far to discover

the reason of its introduction at the opening and close of

festive offices in general.
"-'' Let us observe, therefore, that

this psalm begins with commemorating the eternal pre-
existence of our Divine Redeemer, and ends with a signi-
ficant allusion to His Passionf and Resurrection, noticing
very distinctly in the interval, His kingly ,j priestly,§ and

judicial II
functions. As to the psalms which immediately

follow, it may be said that they are adopted, because they
succeed in order in the Psalter—^as they do ; they are also

appropriate in themselves; the second (Confitebor) is a

psalm
'^
of praise in the congregration;" the third (Beatus

vir) is a commemoration of the attributes and privileges of

sanctity ; of the fourth we have spoken as relating to the
Blessed Virgin, and it is perhaps under this aspect that it

enters into the regular office of Sundays and festivals.

But it is also true of all Saints, nay, of all Christians, that
in them our Lord has especially magnified His power by
choosing the weak things of the world to confound the

strong ; so that the application of this psalm is universal.
Moreover the last verse of this exquisite canticle may be
applied to the fecundity of the Church, as well as to the pri-

vilege of the Blessed Virgin. The psalm. In exitit, is a

*
i. e, at the First and Second Vespers.

+
'* De torrente in via bibet," finds its exact fulfilment in the well authenti-

cated tradition of our blessed Saviour's fall at the brook Cedron.

t Ver. 2. § Ver. 3.
i| Ver. 7.
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commemoration of the release from Egyptian bondage, and,
as such, it is symbolically appropriate to the deliverance

which Christ wrought for us from the power of sin and
death. Easter-day is, of course, its most suitable occasion ;

but, because all Sundays are reflections and miniatures of

Easter, it forms part of their ordinary office throughout the

year. On the Feasts of Martyrs it is exchanged for

JPsalm 115 (Credidi), evidently on account of the verse,
'*
Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of His

saints ;'' on the Feasts of confessor-bishops, its substitute

is found in Psalm 131, Memento , in which are the very
seasonable words,

" Let thy priests be clothed with

justice,^' &c., and again, "1 will clothe her pW^^^^ with

salvation, and her saints shall rejoice with exceeding great

Here the devout ecclesiastic may^ interpose ;

"
These

Sunday Vespers, like many other portions of the Breviar;>%
recur again and again, and even at times the most
various ; at Lent as well as Easter, at Christmas as well

as Advent ; in short, all the year through. How can

they be made suitable to all these various seasons alike?"

This is a question which will be answered differently by
different advisers. Some we can imagine saying :

*' Dear
children, say your office becaus(} it is the precept of the

Church, and do not trouble yourselves, as you would avoid

X^erplexity, about its recondite meanings, or possible appli-
cations.'' Which, when the question is proposed by very
stupid, or again, by very scrupulous persons, may be an
excellent reply; because it is probable that both these

classes might lose the real fruit of the act as the fulfilment

ofan obligation of their state, by puzzling, or troubling, them-
selves to find out meanings and allusions as they go along.
But what might be a good answer for one class, would be
a shallow and inconsiderate one for others ; it being cer-

tain, that minds of the more imaginative cast cannot

go through a long course of devotion comfortably, without

something to sustain their interest in it. Meditate about

something, as they proceed, they must and will ; and ifwe
refuse to provide them with due materials, they will be in

danger of acquiescing in voluntaiy distraction as unavoid-
able. Divines, accordingly, warn us that, although a
material attention, (which in fact amounts to no more
than a correct and careful recitation of the words,) may
suffice, yet that devout persons will aim at making a spi-
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ritual act of that which is in itself but a professional

obligation.
M. Gueranger suggests what appears to us an excellent

method of obviating the difficulty which is apt to be felt

in the use of the same psalms at very different seasons.

He advises that they should be recited in what may be
called the ''intention'' of the time. Some spiritual wi'iters

have recommended a similar plan in the use of the rosary;
so that, in thought at least, if not in word, the same Ave
should be varied according to the subject of the mystery in

connexion with which it is being used: e. g., that after the

Holy Name we should insert, mentally at least, ''Quem pe-

peristi,'' or^'Quemin temploprsesentasti," &c. The same
method might,we think, be profitablyextended to the recital

of the divine Office. Take, for instance, the invitatory psalm,
Venite exultemus. Why may we not regard this psalm in

the light of an invitation (as the season may require) to

worship at the crib, at the cross, at the sepulchre, at the
mount of Ascension, &c. ? So, again, with the Benedicite,
or the Te Deum laudamus. As to the ordinary psalms,
it is to be remembered that, wherever they are clearly

inappropriate to the time, they are changed ; as, for exam-
ple, in the Holy Week. Where they are not changed, it

is plain that, in the judgment of the Church, they are

capable of being converted to the purpose of the season.
M. Gueranger, has illustrated this by the example of the
Dixit Dominus. This psalm contains manifest allusions

to the Advent, (w. 2, 7.) to the Passion, (v. 8.) to the

Resurrection, (ib.) to the Ascension, (v. 1.) to the eternal

Priesthood, and therefore to the blessed Sacrament, and
to the priestly office in general, (v. 5.) Here, then, are at
once some score of holy days, with their octaves and
seasons, to which this single psalm may be made directly

appropriate, over and above its use, in common with all

psalms, as an expression of Christian joy. What an inter-

esting and profitable study would be that of the psalms in

general, especially of such as come into the divine office,
with a view of ascertaining their various Christian signifi-

cations, and thus of providing the mind with a stock of

pious reflections upon which to draw at pleasure ! We are
convinced that what the Abbe Gueranger has shown in
the case of one psalm, (a very favourable specimen, it is

true,) might be extended, in various measures, to all the
rest.
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It will be urged, that this is to open the door to all sorts

of fancifulness and extravagance. With a brief notice of
this objection, we shall bring our remarks, for the present,
to a close.

The kind of answer we shall give to this objection will

already, perhaps, have been gathered by the attentive

reader from hints dropped in the course of the preceding
observations. Is it, then, the principle of employing the

psalms in a Christian sense, and in different Christian

senses, which is questioned ; or, on the other hand, is it

any particular application of that principle ? If the for-

mer, we answer by observing, that the principle is directly
sanctioned and enforced by the Church herself; who, by
selecting certain verses of different psalms as their proper
antiphons, furnishes us with a clue to the meaning which
she would have us^ put upon them ; and, what is much
more, gives us a significant token of her own intention

with regard to the use of the Psalms in general. We cer-

tainly cannot err, therefore, in extending to portions of the
office upon which the Church has expressed no particular
comment, a rule with which she herself has directly sup-

plied us in other instances. Children learn their mother's
mind from her casual words.

The only remaining question is as to the mode of apply-

ing the principle. Here, then, the reverent and affectionate

observer will find little difficulty in gathering so much of

the Church's spirit as will lead him very probably to cor-

rect, but, at any rate, to perfectly safe conclusions. We
hold it for a certainty, that they who are sufficiently inter-

ested in this line of meditation to pursue it at all, will

be infallibly secured against all^ dangerous mistake, if not

guided into the very interpretations of saintly science. It

has been said on a kindred subject, and we see no reason,
after much thought, to dissent from the observation:
" The same' devotion which is real enough to pursue
such trains ofthought at all, is for the most part instructed

enough to pursue them aright. ''"'^
The line of devotional

study to which we are referring, is of such a nature as to

be either thoroughly congenial to the mind, or altogether

foreign to its character and habits. Where it is the latter,

it will lead to no evil consequences, simply because it will

* Preface to a new translation of St. Bonaventure's Life of Christ. London:

Toovey, 1844. p. xiii.
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lead to none at all ; where it is the former, its very con-

geniality will be not merely a protection against all dan-

gerous excess, but even a guarantee for the most wholesome
fruits. We are far from wishing to disparage piety of the

nlore unimaginative sort, though we feel that such as

depends less on processes of the intellect than on the play
of the affections, and the exercise of the creative power, is

by many degrees the most in harmony with the mind of

the Church, so far as her mind may be collected from the

tone of her offices, and the writings of her most illustrious

saints and doctors.""" In fact, when we are in the Catholic

Church, such diversities of taste and disposition are of the

less moment. Many a man would be a rationalist out of

the Church, who is an excellent Christian within it. Our
holy religion is such high and divine poetry in itself, that

it makes us poets even against our will. We are always
sorry to hear Catholics, as we sometimes hear even them,
talking against mystical and sj^mbolical interpretations
and usages ; because we are sure that they know not the full

import of their words : but let us be satisfied only that they
are devout to the blessed Virgin, that they communicate
at the Holy Table of the Lord frequently and fervently,
that they recognize the duty of meditation—in short, that

they are good Catholics ; and we can well bear with

opinions which must, under these circumstances, be more
or less abstract and speculative. God be praised : wdiat is

fatal error in a Protestant, is among ourselves often but a
mere mistake of judgment.
The more entirely, then, a mind shall be imbued with

the spirit of the Church, especially as it breathes in her
solemn offices of prayer and praise, the more certain will

such mindbe to attain essential accuracy in all its devotional
comments and excursions. But neither can we see, upon
the supposition of a different result, that mistakes, even
should they occur, are of any very serious moment. The
substratum of all our religious ideas, as Catholics, is cer-

tain and inviolable—the great facts of Inspired Scripture,
and the dogmatical decisions of the Church. Other
things are certain, but not alike of necessary faith, such as
the miracles of Saints, and many ecclesiastical traditions.

* How precious a fact, in the argument with those who would represent the
keen perception of the mystic sense of Holy Writ as inconsistent with intel-
lectual depth, is that of the composition of such offices as those for the Feast of
Corpus Chrisli, by such a doctor as St. Thomas!
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But these do not comprise the only source of our rehgious
impressions. There is still an ample range of subjects

short, in various degrees, of certainty, yet at once so pro-
bable as to form the basis of reasonable devotion, and so

edifying as to be simply eligible, inasmuch as they are not

surely false. In this department will be included all such

mystical and symbolical interpretations of Scripture as

have at various times commended themselves upon trial to

devout, reverent, and humble minds, more especially, of

course, to those upon which the Church has impressed the

signet of sanctit}^ yet not to the exclusion of others in

which the same conditions are really, though less per-

fectly, accomplished. It is then the height of extravagance
to argue from perversions of the imaginative faculty in reli-

gion, which have existed in states external to the Catholic

Church, to the probability of similar abuses or excesses
within her pale. As well might we conclude, that because
some precious fruit-tree runs wild, and yields no produce,
or produce of quite inferior quality, in the orchard or on
the hedge-row, therefore we should expect a like result in

the garden, where skilful hands will prune its useless

luxuriance,.and provide with watchful care that the winds
of heaven visit "it not too roughly. The Church is that

garden of Eden, where fruit-trees are under the Master's

gentle dominion, ta ''dress them and to keep them ;" that

Paradise of the Christian soul, within whose peaceful

enclosure, and by the aid of whose beneficent culture,

generous and aspiring natures are trained into patient sub-

jection, and regulated in even courses, and held within

prescribed limits. For such, surely, must we esteem the

limitation imposed by an exact theology and an orderly
rule ; principles of action which admit of no infringement,
and guidance from which there is no appeal. Protected

by safeguards like these, the ardent and affectionate mind
may well be left to the free exercise of its own devotion ;

from each unholy, irreverent, undutiful train of imagery, it

will recoil with instinctive aversion : surely, then, it may
expatiate without mistrust in the province which remains ;

rest in each soothing hope, bask in each glorious light,

follow out each apt similitude—for, whence but from the

Spirit of Truth, can flow the inspirations of a mind like

this ? Stern, unloving step-mothers are they who fetter

their little charge with restraints at every turn ; our true

and tender parent can afford to enlarge her childrens' liber-.
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ties without misgiving and alarm, for she knows them

loyal. She loads not the storehouse of their tender minds
with accumulated precepts ; she clogs not the freedom of

their confiding natures with multipUed restrictions; she

freezes not the current of their generous humour by un-

timely checks ; with eye serene and sweet approving smile

she can see them range at pleasure throughout the

bounded meadow, and pluck each fragrant flower, and sip

each sparkling dewdrop, and chase each painted insect:

for they are ever under the guidance of her eye, and within

hearing of her voice ; and there, where froward and mala;-

droit children would contrive, with luckless ingenuity, to

find the means of ill, or the occasion of damage, she knows
that her little ones will reap but joy and health. For,
between holy Church and A^r children, love and confidence

are reciprocal. She trusts and is trusted : but out of her

fold all is disorder, because confidence there is none. *'Mer-

cenarius fugit, quia mercenarius est, et non pertinet ad eum
de ovibus. EGO sum Pastor bonus : et cognosce meas,
et cognoscunt ME meee.^'

Art. II.— I. The Fourfold DlfUculty af Anglicanism, or the Church of
England tested hif the Nicene Creed. By J. S. Northcote, M. A.,
late Scholar of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Richardson and
Son. London: 1846.

2.— Remarks on certain Anglican Theories of Unity. By Edward
Healy Thompson, M. A. Dolman's, IS-IG.

3.—A Letter to the Rev. Cecil Wray, M. A , upon his recent address to

the Congregation of St. Martin s Liverpool ; entitled,
"

the Scandal

of permitted Heresy and violated Discipline.'^ By T. W. Marshall,
London: Dolman's.

IT
may seem a strange thing for us to say, but we will

say, that there is one point in which, as far as their

general tone and wording goes, these pamphlets are too
kind to converts and not kind enough to those out of the
Church. When we say this, we do not forget what con-
verts have had to forego in becoming Catholics—loss of

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 3
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comforts with every variety of incapacity for doing without

them, whether from physical health or from other causes,
the forfeiture of places of respect in some instances, the

disruption of the tenderest ties of brotherhood or other

relationships, and many other things which might be
added. Neither do we forget what they have to look back
upon—friends, relations, and others who held the same
opinions as themselves, but who will not follow them out
to the same results—all which must raise painful anxieties
at times even in the most hopeful minds, and only serves
to enhance the misery of the separation at such times as
it comes forcibly upon the minds of those who, (to apply
St. Cyprian's words,) "Jam de sua incolumitate securi,
adhuc de eorum salute solliciti sunt." And when we say
that the pamphlets before us are not considerate enough to

those out of the Church, we are not unmindful of cases
that have come to our knowledge of persons of competent
reasoning powers absolutely and positively refusing, with
what would seem to be a most cowardly want of principle,
to consider the question which the very existence of con-
verts forces upon them, of persons who enjoin silence upon
religious subjects as the only condition upon which they
will tolerate the intercourse of brothers

^

and sisters or

nearest friends, who appear to act as if they thought
Catholics had some irresistible spell by which they will

bind, to a certainty, all that come in contact with them,
or as if themselves, continuing as they do in the enjoyment
of every comfort which wealth can supply, were not ante-

cedently likely to be mistaken upon the question. Which
religion is most like that which accounted riches a snare
and a temptation in the early ages ? Now if there are any
persons who feel convictions in their minds which they
think they cannot, would not, part with for any considera-

tion, but of which they have an indistinct dread also, lest

when fairly followed out they should lead them whither

they would not; if there are any persons who are like

Jonas, flying from the presence which they cannot escape,
we do not wish to apologize for these, all we would say to

them is, in the words of St. Austin,
"
Vis fugere a Deo,

fuge ad Deum." Flee to the altar where He is, ^eefrom
the churches from which that true Shecinah is habitually
absent.

It is not then for the sake of these (if such there be) that

we wish somewhat said which these pamphlets almost
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entirely pretermit, although indeed these also will come in

for their share in what we have to say—it is rather for the
sake of some as yet unconverted, who seem to be without

any obscure glimpses of what their duty is—glimpses we
mean of such a kind, as would lead them home if fairly
meditated upon and confronted. For we do think that
there are people who have all the premises, of Catholicism,
but somehow or other do not see their way to the conclu-

sion, and that not from any moral fault of theirs, but from
some other cause. This is the position which we want to

make good and to illustrate, as we think it is one of the

greatest importance to bear in mind. And when we speak
of the absence of moral fault, we do not use the word
*

'moral" absolutely but relatively : thus a subtle pride which
escapes the detection of the person who has it, is not in
common parlance what would be called a moral fault,

though in good truth it is a spiritual sin of no small mag-
nitude. A mote is enough to irritate the eye and prevent
vision; much more may an unobserved sin hinder spiritual
vision : and let it be observed that it is the beam and not
the mote of which our Lord speaks, as that which escapes
the observation of them that have it. Still we repeat that it

is not this which men mean by a moral fault, in ordinary
language, but a grosser and more palpable dereliction of

duty.
The reasons why it is important to bear in mind the posi-

tion we have just mentioned, are perhaps sufficiently obvi-

ous. Yet as it will serve the cause of distinctness to

dwell upon them, we shall not scruple to run the risk of

saying some things which to many of our readers may
appear old and hackneyed truths. First and foremost of

these reasons is, that it is far easier to pray for those we
think well of morally than for those we think ill of. If then
we can really bring home to people that there may be such
a thing as holding principles which ought to lead to a cer-

tain conclusion, and yet refusing in practice to draw that

conclusion without their being thereby dishonest, we shall,
it is conceived, have done a great deal towards facilitating

prayers for England. Surely there is nothing which can
be more fitted to excite in us the tenderest pity, the most
ardent prayer, or the most humiliating communions, than
the thought that there are people who hold principles
which should lead them to enjoy the presence of Christ,
and the patronage of His Blessed Mother, and yet are not
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allowed to see the conclusion from those principles. To
apply the touching language of the wise king to things

spiritual: ''Est et aliud rnalum quod vidi sub sole, et

quidem frequens apud homines : vir, cui dedit Deus divi-

tias et substantiam et honorem et nihil deest animse suse

ex omnibus qua3 desideret ; nee tribuit ei potestatem Deus,
nt comedat ex eo.'^ Eccles. vi. 1. If it is a duty to pray
for all men, it is a duty to pray for those in particular in

whom the seed of grace has already taken root, although
at present something checks its growth. Of .course we
may seem to be begging the question in speaking of the

seed as having taken root: indeed, it is plain that we
actually are begging the question; but what we wish

immediately to show is, not that this is the case, but the

importance of proving that this may be the case by show-

ing what good would follow upon it assuming to be so. It

fosters hope, which surely is of no mean use towards pray-

ing aright.
Nor are we unmindfid here of what is exceedingly fear-

ful to all who reflect upon it, that grace may be thrown

away. Innumerable are the instances in the animal and

vegetable world, of cases in which life is given with every
capacity for further growth, and for coming to perfection,
which cases after all never go beyond a tendency, and
seem as it were a kind of mute orators stationed indeed in

the irrational creation, but commissioned to warn the

rational, that God may in some cases deal with it also as

He plainly does deal with itself. Yet this observation, if

it goes some little way towards depressing hope for those

who are prayed for, tends most materially to increase

humility in those who pray. No one is safe till this life is

over, and the thought that we Catholics are capable of

being lost, should make us humble supplicants for those

who have a seed the powers of which we see, while they do
not. As beings of a superior order have been thought
capable of discerning in the germs of organized life its

future capabilities either of further life or of death, so

ought we to discern by faith such capabilities in many who
are out of the Church : as some of the former have fallen

through pride, so may we also, if not humble. The author of

the Commentary on Isaiah, given to St. Basil, (^ 136,) well

notices that the Psalms speak of some already m the book
of life, being blotted out of it. (Ps. Ixviii. 28.) We have
the saints to help us to keep in it, let us imitate them, and
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use a prayer wliicli so many of them have used before now :

*' Deus cui soK cognitus numerus electorum m superna
fehcitate locandus, tribue qusesumus, ut intercedentibus

omnibus Sanctis tuis, universorum quos in oratione com-
mendatos suscepimus, et omnium fideUum nomina beatse

prsedestinationis Hber adscripta retineat.'^

It may be added to this, that such is our frailty that it is

hardly possible that we should all escape rash judging of

those out of the Church. People see men who really are in,

or are generally thought to be in such stations in the estab-

lishment, as confer in some cases a good deal of wealth,
who yet hold opinions wliicli those in the Church, whether
converts or not, see distinctly ought to lead them also into

the Church. We wish to state the aspect of these people
as strongly as we can, in the way in which it presents itself

to those who are in the Church, in order that these last

may see that it is not from want of knowing their grounds
forjudging, that we wish them to modify their judgments,
and therefore we will put the case as we suppose it occurs
to many, if, that is, we go by things which we have actu-

ally heard said. Now we have heard remarks the sum of

which is as follows :

*'

By far the most learned and able of all the converts,
Mr. Newman, changed his opinions in some few respects,

completely, before he ceased to be a Protestant : it is no

pleasant task to eat one's own words, but this Mr. New-
man did most manfully, and in so doing, certainly showed
no inconsiderable amount of humility : he had been, as we
have heard the late Pope expressed it,

'

the leader of a fac-

tion of the Puseyites in the sect of the Anglicans,' he

changed his mind, and without caring one whit what his

followers might think of it, or how his influence might be

diminished, he recanted a certain number of errors before

he left their Church. But this is not the case with some
people ; Dr. Pusey, for instance, recently published a ser-

mon about confession, which if it may be forced into har-

mony with a long note upon the subject to his edition of

Tertullian in the mere words, in the whole tone and tem-
per of it is diametrically opposite to this note : in one work
he would make out Catholics to be idolaters for worship-
ping the Blessed Virgin, and in another he recommends
the use of the Rosary,—to say nothing of many other

changes implied in his later works in regard to the dread-
ful

*

Scriptural views of holy baptism:' and all this with no
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manful eating of words, none of that distressing humiliation
which Mr. Newman went through. Now we only take Dr.

Pusey's case as a sample, and must say there is great
want of evidence for the absence of pride here, and there-

fore, Mr. Reviewer, we have no need to look for that

subtle spiritual pride which you were just talking about.
If there is any thing of this sort in any number of cases,
if men fancy they are raised up to reform the Establish-

ment, and therefore expect God to make an exception to

his ordinary rules, and let them offwithout final ruin though
they do keep out of the Church, to pursue an idle hobby of

their own, why, we may be very uncharitable, but all we
can say is, that we do not want any recherche theoiy to

account for these gentlemen having principles and not

acting upon them.'^

This is a sort of rude summary of the surmises we have
some reason to think go through the heads of some Ca-
tholics, which it is especially to our purpose to notice, both
as it shows the want of some theory to expliin a phenome-
non which cannot but attract attention, and also as giving
us the opportunity of saying, that if all this were quite
true, it would be no business of ours to comment upon it,

except so far as it is done with a direct intention of leading
people to pray for those who were the victims of such mise-
rable pride. So far then as any of us have judged harshly
of others, so far as we have set down to pride what really

may come from a man's low estimate of his own impor-
tance, so far we are to blame; we have not only their

errors to pray against, but also a sin of our own to do

penance for. And oh that the penance may take the form
of industrious prayer for others ! For as St. Gregory the
Great well observes, (Mor. xx. § 71.)

** Commissa quse-
que perfecte diluit propria, qui pure plangit aliena."
But our readers will begin to say to themselves that, "I

took up this book to enjoy a review, but here I am wearied
with a sermon. If it was not profane to say it, I should

say that I felt towards this writer something as Balak did
towards Balaam, when all he could get him to do was to

bless his enemies." Gentle reader, this is just what it is

the christian thing to do, and what we want to help you to

do, and therefore if we are somewhat prosy, you really
must forgive us. The subject is one v,^hicli must run us
into a sermonizing style more or less, but still for the Ca-

tholicizing of England, it is of the utmost importance that
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we should be as charitable as orthodoxy will allow us to

be ; and therefore we do "hope you will give us a patient

hearing, and not say we are too serious for you, or too

philosophical, or too charitable. After this chat together,
we hoi3e you will walk on gravely with us, and allow us,

not indeed to soliloquize, but to have all the talk to our-

selves. With this modest request, we shall proceed as we
best may, to try and show you that there is need to aim at

proving the position that men may honestly hold premises
without acting them out in conclusions. Hithert(> we
have aimed at showing the desirableness of proving it :

next we attempt to show the need of it.

Now, whoever reads the pamphlets before us, will think

that the following summary of them is not untrue, though
taken alone it would be very unjust and severe. All they
amount to is this : you Protestants want to know my rea-

sons for joining the Church ; here they are : if you would

only leave off talking nonsense, and just reflect upon these

reasons, I am sure that you, as a reasonable being, holding
as you do, the need of being in a Church, must do as

I have done." Now this way of talking upon the part of

converts, must tend to make other Catholics believe that

those to whom such arguments are addressed only need to

put aside that dishonesty towards oneself to which human
nature is so prone, in order to their becoming Catholics

also. It is, however, unjust to give this as the summary
of what the writers before us advance, though not altoge-
ther untrue, if it is not paradoxical to sa}^ so. The reason
of this is because, although their direct statements do
amount to something of the kind, their tone and several

incidental expressions imply that they feel a good deal
which these statements do not seem to us to express. At
all events the main thought which they obtrude upon us is

not so much this—a mighty grace has enlightened me, and
now I am able to draw conclusions which once 1 could
not : but rather this—I am quite sure if you will but listen

to nit;, you must see that my conduct is reasonable. This
we repeat is rather the main thought obtruded upon one,
than the former. They seem to do what of course they
would not be else than most forward to deny, namely, to

assume that all may have an ear for their arguments who
will: they say rather, you have ears and therefore hear,
than (what they mean) he that hath ears, let him hear.

What they say is perfectly true, if they mean that all will
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have grace given them who seek for it; but then they keep
out of sight the fact that men must seek for grace in order
to come to the Church, and that nature, without grace,
would rather close their ears to such arguments than

give them an ear for them.
Of the three writers we think this is most the case with

Mr. Marshall, less so with Mr. Northcote, and by far the
least with Mr. Thompson, who indeed has express state-

ments to the contrary, though they do not make up the

staple of his pamphlet. Yet even in Mr. Thompson, gen-
tle aud amiable as the whole tone of his pamphlet is, there

occurs a passage which will serve to illustrate our mean-
ing, which we shall extract at length, to see if we can per-
suade our readers to take our view of it—namely, that on
the main it views the question as one of reason rather than
of faith, if it is not harsh to say so, as a case where the
removal of wrong premises or arguing from admitted true

premises would bring a man right. The fact is, that these
writers are not writing, de omnibus rebus et quibusdam
aliis, but on certain points to which they address them-

selves, and therefore if we wish to state certain qualifying

points, we hope they will forgive us. IN or do we forget
that a writer may reasonably feel a delicacy in speaking
too much about the grace which has been shown to him-
self: it might seem to some minds like putting their own
name into the book of life. Perhaps also we should add
that there is something inexpressibly natural and simple-
hearted in the idea, that all we have to do is to put reasons
before people and they are quite sure to see the thing as

we do. No one would do so who did not entertain a vivid

hope that all was right at bottom, and that the only defect

was that such and such truths have never struck people
out of the Church, that they were matter of intuition to

honest minds as soon as they were put before them, and
that w^ith such minds it matters next to nothing in what

language they were addressed. The gaiety and happiness
of a convert leads him to act in this simple-hearted way,
and to say things to the public at large, which it might be

quite right to urge upon private friends where he knows
more of the case. He sees men in imminent danger, and
like the bricklayer who saw the painter walking backwards
to the very edge of a scaffold to look at his fresco, he
daubs eagerly over the creations of the man's fancy with
the first implement that comes to hand, in hopes thereby
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to induce him to make his escape from the brink of ruin.

However, to proceed with the passage of Mr. Thompson,
which occurs in a note, p. QQ—^9.

*' And here the writer would remark upon an obvious unreality
in the use of Catholic phraseology by modern high churchmen,

tending to foster, both in themselves and others, a dangerous self-

deception, as serving to blind their ejes to the absence of the

realities signified by the holy and heart-stirring words which they

employ. Thus they speak of ' Our holy Mother's love and care for

her children,'
' her impressive ritual, her solemn services, her salu-

tary guidance,' as if the object of their adulation had proceeded in

the work of reformation on some definite principles, or had followed

some ascertainable rule, or were endued with a personality, or

actuated by a mind from within, instead of being in reality the

creature of circumstances, the accidental product of diverse, suc-

cessive, nay, mutually adverse influences from without. They
make large use of terms, not only unrecognized, but positively
discarded from the English liturgy. They speak of '

altar,' and
*

sacrifice,' and '

oblation,' as if they were the words most common
in the mouth of their Church, and as if the ideas embodied in

them were her most cherished doctrines.
" A passage selected almost at random from an article in the

Christian Remembrancer for the present quarter, (page 397.) will

exemplify what is intended :
* How difi'erent is the Church's teach-

ing. Every detail of His sacred life she dwells upon with the most
minute particularity, rehearses it day by day and season by
season, accompanies Him from the Annunciation to the Nativity ;

recalls Him, as her only living Guide and Master and Example,
in feast and fast ; actually dramatizes, as it were, His life in Pas-

sion-tide and Easter ; pictures Him, paints Him, symbolizes Him,
hymns Him, cherishes the visible image of His sacred Passion,' &c.

What can be the meaning of such a passage from one belonging to

the Anglican communion ? Is it not astonishing to think that any
one could use such words, and believe them to be a description of

the teaching and practice of that Church ? Do they not rather

suggest a distressing and humiliating contrast ? What possible truth

can there be in saying that the Church 'actually dj-amatizes' the life

of her Redeemer ' in Passion-tide and Easter ;' that she pictures

Him, paints Him, symbolizes Him ?' How can it be said that that

Church 'cherishes the visible image of His sacred Passion,' whose pre-
lates will not permit even a building destined for Christian worship
to be dedicated to its holy name ; upon whose altars seldom indeed
is it to be found, and then only to be the object of animadversion
and reproach ;

and whose book of Common Prayer apologizes for

its use in the administration of baptism ? How can it be said that
that Church cherishes the visible image of her Saviour's Passion,
who never teaches her children to arm themselves with its sacred
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sign ? nay, so little sanctions its pious use, that were any one to be
observed adopting it, need it be asked what conclusion would be
drawn concerning him ? Would he not be supposed to belong to

that Church, that one only Church, which does indeed cherish and

glory in the symbol of her redemption ?

*' Such passages as the above, which might be' indefinitely mul-

tiplied, suggest very serious reflections, when it is considered not

only that, applied to the Anglican Church, they cannot possibly
amount to anything more than a poetical figure, but that, from the

manner in which they are propounded, their only effect can be to

cheat those who employ them, and those to whom they are ad-

dressed, into the belief that they represent corresponding realities

in their practical system, and that the members of the English
Church actually possess the blessings which the imagery of the

Catholic Church is designed to denote.
"
Strange, indeed, it is that language so unreal should be

acquiesced in by men so earnest as those who employ it, but it is

the result of the false theories on which their position is based. In
the first place, Anglicans invariably speak of their Church, not as

she is, but as she might be under circumstances—as she would be,
did she carry out what they consider her principles. In the

second place, associating themselves in imagination with the Catho-
lic Church of former ages, and even with that of present times, so

far, and in so many things, as such fellowship suits their argu-
ments and views, they are able, by a kind of electicism, to select

and appropriate what they please from the Catholic system, and to

talk of it, and consider it as their own. They first lay it down as a

certainty, that the Anglican communion is part of the Catholic

Church, and next proceed to speak of everything in that Church
which they approve as common property. That which they do not

approve, they rank under the head of a corruption, something ex-

traneous, which should be rejected, although the whole Catholic

Church (with the exception of their own, so-called, branch) have
retained it. And that which they are willing to allow as lacking in

their own Church, they consider, nevertheless, to be their own by
virtue of its (supposed) union with the rest.

*' In order to be able to indulge in these theories, there are two
circumstances to which they are obliged to shut their eyes : first,

to the fact .that they impute to their Church a system and inten-

tion, which, as far as she has either a living voice or a practical

character, she utterly repudiates ; and, secondly, to a fact still

more evident, that the companionship into which they would thus,
in theory, obtrude themselves, as well as being incompatible with

their position, has a merely imaginary existence,—the indisputable
voice of the whole Catholic Church, of which they would fain

believe their own to be a part, denying her pretensions, and reject-

ing the supposed association."
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We have selected a passage as unobjectionable as we
could, and yet the mysteriousness^ of the process of con-

viction is lost sight of here. It is quite true that such

language as that just commented upon, is unreal and even

ridiculous to Mr. Thompson now ; but, then, he does not

bring out what he feels (as we shall see presently) ; that he

did not come quite of himself to see it to be unreal ; it

was not a mere natural process by which he arrived at

this conclusion : at least we think not.

It will be right here to put in a caution or two by the

way, which may seiTe to prevent our meaning being mis-

taken. When we say that it was not a mere natural pro-

cess, we can conceive some persons out of the Church say-

ing:
** We see, then, that these people claim a sort of

inspiration for themselves, while they are so severe upon
us for pretending that it is against our consciences to leave

the church of our baptism.^' Now, the full answer to this

need not be given here : it is quite enough to reply that

we are the last people in the world to dream of denying
that religious faith is rational. If you once have faith, it

is possible to analyze the objects of it, and reduce them to

a reasonable system, which we may fairly defy Anglican
Protestants to do. The difference between us and them
is something like the difference between a man looking
through a telescope and a man looking through a kalei-

doscope : the one by faith gets a clear view of objects dis-

tant from him, their proportions, and relative dimensions
and importance ; the other keeps turning a set of disunited
truths which he finds close at hand round and round and
round, and cannot get them to make any systematic whole,
twist them how he will : they are pretty bits of glass, not
a mirror of heavenly truth. The question here is not how
this faith comes into the mind, but whether, when it is

there, it at all obliges a man to act without reason. Faith
is to the mind what a miracle is to the external world—it

does not overturn the whole course of nature, but uses that
course of nature while it enlarges its sphere. A convert,
then, does not act irrationally and by impulse, or, if by the
latter in some cases, yet not in all, and never irrationally.
To this we must add another caution. We have no

intention to disparage attempts to put before those who.
are not Catholics the reasons of the change converts have
made. It is quite true that arguments will do very little

where the heart is wrong; but even this little is more
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than notliing. And there may be very many persons who
do not like to go by a mere insthictive feehng that the
Church is right, and only want to have reasons put before

them, and to be able to get the step before their own minds
in a rational shape, before they will take it. Others,
again, are not impressed perhaps at all sensibly by reasons
at the time they meet with them ; but afterwards they
find, upon consideration, that there is weight in them ; that

they are, as rational creatures, intended to use their rea-

son, not indeed to supersede feeling and impulse, but still

to guide and test these before we act upon them.

Moreover, it should be remembered that reasoning admits
of being put into a shape calculated to work upon the
affections as well as to convince the intellect ; indeed, this

is so much the case with all reasoning upon moral and
spiritual I matters, that it is generally felt that those who
cannot get people either to love or to fear, will do mighty
little by the most acute arguments or the most learned
ratiocinations. We are very unwilling to say it, lest we
should seem to discourage so able a writer, but we ought
fairly to confess that a feeling that we wished to see more
than learned proofs urged on Protestants stole over us as
we read Mr. Marshall's very clever pamphlet : as we tried

to put ourselves into the place of those, in whose welfare

we give him full credit for an earnest concern, we felt there

was something wanting in the way of persuasiveness
—a

want of a certain tone throughout it, which seems to us to

form an under-current in Mr. Newman's work on Deve-

lopments, for instance, or, to come nearer to our present

purpose, in Mr. Northcote's pamphlet, to say nothing of

Mr. Thompson's. But perhaps Mr. Marshall admires
the tone of St, Jerome, as we do that of St. Athanasius or

St. Hilary. With saints on either side, we trust he will

forgive us for venturing to differ.
'' Who shall decide

when doctors disagree ?'' It would be impossible to state,

and invidious to attempt, the contrast between individual

passages in these two writers, yet, as we have felt it a duty
to state our own impression, we shall do right to quote a

passage or two from either. Mr. N. seems to us to wish to

persuade, and Mr. Marshall to convince or confute j the

latter treats his opponent in the main, and as far as his

general tone goes, as an ecclesiastic in an inconsistent

position : the former as a soul in peril of damnation. We
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may take the followin^i? passages from Mr. Northcote as

specimens. In page 98 he writes as follows :

"If we carried on our examination through all the details of

doctrine in which the Church of England differs from the Church
of Rome, I am persuaded that the result would be the same : wo
should find in the Roman system, at most, the expansion, in the

Anglican, the absolute contradiction, of the primitive idea. Thus,

prayers for the dead, we know, have been universal in the Church
from the very beginning ;

these the Church of England has utterly
abolished : therefore, even if her assertion were true, that the

interpretation of the purpose of these prayers, in the form of the

doctrine of purgatory, was not given till a later age, still one cannot

doubt which would be most in harmony with the mind of the early

Church, to believe in purgatory, or to discontinue prayers for the

dead. Auricular confession, you say, was not systematically
enforced for the first few centuries ;

but you cannot doubt but that

the absolving power of the priest was then universally believed as

fully as it now is in the Roman Church, nor that, in all cases of

heavy sin, confession and satisfaction were required of the penitent
as the condition of being restored by absolution to the communion
of the faithful. In the English Church all this is practically disbe-

lieved ; for, though she asserts something of it in her prayer-book,

yet she suffers her thousands and tens of thousands to go to their

graves laden with the guilt of mortal sin, unconfessing and unab-

solved. So, too, with respect to the invocation of saints, and vene-

ration of relics : one fact, such as the order given by St. Ambrose
to dig for the bodies of martyrs, that he might have their relics to

place under the altars of his church
;
one story, such as that told

by St. Gregory Nyssen of a prisoner delivered from death by the

intercession of St. Ephrem, is indication sufficient of the mind of

the ancient Church. Consider, too, the following narrative, taken

at random from many told by St. Augustine in one of his most cele-

brated works :*
' There was a certain old man in this our town of

Hippo, called Florentius, a religious man and poor, maintaining
himself as a tailor. He lost his garment, and had not wherewithal

to buy himself another ; wherefore he prayed with a loud voice to

the twenty martyrs (whose memory is much honoured among us)
that he might be clothed. Some mocking youths, who happened to

be present, laughed at him As he walked on in silence, he
saw a great fish cast on the shore, which he took and sold for 300

pence (foUibus) to a certain cook named Catosus, a good Christian,

telling him what had happened. The said cook, cutting up the

fish, found inside it a gold ring, and straightway, melted with com-

passion and struck with awe, he restored it to the man, saying,
* See how the twenty martyrs have clothed you.' He gives also

* De Civ. Dei, lib. xxii. c. 8. s. 9.
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many Instances of miracles wrought at the intercession or by the

relics of St, Stephen ; one of which was the conversion of a man of

rank named Martial, whose daugliter and son-in-law were Christians,
but who was himself hostile to the faith. After many vain attempts
to convince him, once, when he was sick, his son-in-law repaired to

the shrine (memoriam) of St. Stephen, and there, after having

prayed for his conversion with great fervour, took one of the flowers

from the altar, and laid it on his pillow while he slept. Before

dawn, he awaked suddenly, and called for baptism.' These are only

specimens from a great number of similar narratives, which he gives
at length ; but I think they are enough to show us where the sym-
pathies of that ancient father would find a home on earth : not,

surely, with those who, while they read with interest of the '

glorious
cloud of witnesses' belonging to the old covenant, sever themselves

utterly in spirit from the saints, martyrs, and confessors of the new ;

thus, looking back on that long space of eighteen centuries which
lies between us and our Lord's Ascension as one unpeopled waste ;

but rather with those whom I have lately seen lying prostrate before

the altars, while the choir, in plaintive litanies, called on our

glorified brethren to pray for us to their Lord and ours."—pp.
98-lOL

And again, page 51 :

" You remember the great movement made a few years ago, by
some excellent individuals. In the National Education Society ; one

object of which was the establishment of schools for the training of

parochial schoolmasters ; you must often have heard it prophesied,
that the scheme would fail after all, because young men educated

on the scale proposed, would be able to obtain much more lucrative

situations in other departments than they could as schoolmasters,

and therefore It would not be ' worth their while' to adhere to their

original destination. How this difficulty has been met, I do not

know ; but its having been so generally felt is an exemplification of

what I mean. When a parallel movement took place in the Roman
Catholic Church, tovrards the end of the 17th century, to meet the

need then felt of more extended machinery for Christian education,
it Issued in the founding of a new religious order, the * Freres des

Ecoles Chretiennes,' which at the time of the French Revolution

numbered 121 houses, and continues in vigorous operation to the

present day. And thus it has ever been : besides the great Orders

so well known throughout Christendom, whose services to the cause

of literature and science, and indeed of Improvement generally,

during the middle ages, are now universally recognized,
—those of

St. Francis, St. Dominic, St. Augustine, and the most ancient and
fruitful of them all, the noble order of St. Benedict, there were

almost countless associations, all formed on the same basis of self-

devotion, called into being by the passing exigencies of the times ;

some of which, therefore, have passed away, now that their work is
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done, while others still remain. You cannot glance ever so super-

ficially at the history of the mediaeval Church, without finding, that

as one want rose after another in that age of struggle and progres-
sive civilization, it was thus met. For instance

;
when that dread-

ful disease, called St. Anthony's fire, first broke out in Europe in

the 11th century, a nobleman of Dauphine, whose son had been

attacked by it, and, as he believed, miraculously restored to health,

founded the Order of St. Anthony, for the purpose of tending those

who were suffering under it. The ravages of leprosy, in like manner,
called into birth the Knights of St. Lazarus : from the persecutions
endured by the Christians in the East, arose the Military Orders. A
noble pilgrim, returning one day from the shrine of St. James in

Gallicia, fell among bandits, on the height of a desolate mountain
in Auvergne ; he escaped from them unhurt, and in fulfilment of a

vow made in the hour of peril, instituted an association for the

protection of future pilgrims ; built a religious house on the spot,
with a church dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, and established

there a community, consisting of knights, sworn to drive the robbers

from the neighbouring forests, and to escort travellers on their way,
of priests, of lay-brothers, and other servants, and of a sisterhood of

religious ladles, devoted to attendance on the pilgrims, and on the

sick poor. The Order of our Lady of Mercy was founded for the

redemption of captives from the infidels ; and it was one of the

vows taken, and in many instances actually fulfilled by its members,
that, if money should fail them for this purpose, the'y should sell

themselves into slavery as a ransom. You know what well-deserved

praise has been lately bestowed on one of your clergy, for having
caused prayer to be made in his church for a poor criminal about
to be executed : now, there has existed in Rome, ever since the

year 1488, a brotherhood called the *

Archi-Confraternita di S.

Giovanni Decollate,' whose duty it is, not only to pray for such

persons continually both in life and death, but also to visit them in

their prison, to administer to them all the consolation which their

condition admits, to prepare them for death, to accompany them to

execution, to give them Christian burial within their own cemetery,
and to take care of their widows and orphans. Madness too, that
most dreadful of all calamities, has been remembered by the charity
of the Church. At the time of the Reformation, perhaps in conse-

quence of the great excitement which then prevailed, this malady
seems suddenly to have increased to a fearful degree ; and at that

very time, St. John of God founded an Order especially destined
for its relief, the success of which was wonderful, for the Christian
love of those devoted brethren anticipated the discovery of modern
science as to the efiicacy of a soothing treatment. Thus, their

hospitals were surrounded by extensive grounds, and care was taken
to provide all possible variety of gentle recreation for the sufferers.

A touching story is told of a visit paid by the Superior of the Order
to a wretched maniac, who was kept chained in one of the under-
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ground dungeons, used at that time for such purposes by the civil

power, and who was said to be unapproachable. The holj brother
insisted on being let into his den, and immediatelj embracing him,
and stroking him gently with his hand, contrived to let him know
that he was come in love. The poor maniac, melted in a moment
at the voice of kindness, became passive as a child

; allowed himself

to be clothed, and, to the astonishment of all, walked away, leaning
on the arm of his deliverer

; and in a year that man was restored

to his family in health and peace. These are only a very few

specimens from an almost countless number ;* but they are sufEcient

to illustrate what I have said, that the Roman Catholic Church may
safely reckon on finding among her children self-devotion sufiicient

to carry out her designs of mercy. And as her pious institutions

are based on a higher principle than parallel ones elsewhere, they
are, in consequence, much more efficient in their operation.
*

Catholicity,' says a Protestant writer,!
* has made more eager

and systematic aggression upon the moral and physical ills of

poverty,
—has shown more sympathy with poverty,

—has given away
more, and done more for charity's sake, in each successive year of

its existence, than some wealthy Protestant establishments in each
successive century of theirs : with its brotherhoods and sisterhoods

of mercy, it gives a basis of permanent institution and uniform

religious principle to beneficent impulses, which by Protestants are

commonly left to the energy of each passing generation and the

necessities of the hour, and often die out for lack of an efficient

organization.' Compare, for instance, the working of your District

Visiting Societies, which, as you know, are often found to be so

unmanageable, that clergyman (especially of the school to which you
belong) have judged it expedient to let them die away,—with the

orderly, quiet and efficient co-operation afforded to the Catholic

Parochial Clergy by the Soeurs de la Charite, or Sisters of Mercy.
Indeed, you little know what is being wrought in our own day, and
in this very country, by Catholic self-devotion. You have no idea
how much has been done by a few nuns of the third order of St.

Dominic in the town of Coventry ;
—by a religious sisterhood in

Birmingham ;
—and by another, working in the very depths of

London poverty ;
—nor how much more effectually the objects aimed

at by your Curate's Fund and Pastoral Aid Sooiety, are accom-

plished by the Missions of Passionists, Redemptorists, and Ros-
minians."—p'p. 51-55.

From Mr. Marshall we shall extract the following pas-

sages, prefacing them only with this remark, that we by-
no means deny that there are many particular expressions

* Catechisme de Perseverance, par 1' Abb§ Gaume, torn. vi. pp. 154, 164, 192,
236, 332, &c.

t London and Westminster Review, vol. 34.
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and statements, which, if taken from either author, would

quahfy the view these specimens are intended to give : still,

they seem to us to be fair representations of the general
tone of the two pamphlets. In page 77 Mr. Marshall has
the following tart passage, for such it would seem to those

he wishes to win :

" And when you have got over these preliminary difficulties, and

proved that all the Popes were usurpers, and that all the Saints

consented to their usurpation—they who were humble and lowly as

little children, so long as they were only bishops of Constantinople
or Alexandria, of Aries or Ravenna, became proud and ambitious

as soon as they breathed the poisoned atmosphere of Rome, and
that whilst there was always one man in Christendom impious

enough to claim a jurisdiction which did not belong to him, the rest

,

of the world was also at all times so compliant as to yield it to him ;

in a word, when you have proved that the very men, as St. Leo and
St .Augustine, St Innocent and St. Damasus, St. Jerome and St.

Ambrose, who did singly for the glory of God and the propagation
of the faith, more than whole generations have been able to effect

since, were after all no better than sordid tyrants on the one hand,
and pusillanimous traitors on the other ; when you have succeeded in

proving facts so advantageous to religion and so conducive to the divine

honour, theij you will perhaps undertake to show that all those

passages in Holy Scripture, wherein the supremacy of St. Peter is

not less clearly manifested than by the testimony of the saints in

all ages, are as little worthy of our attention as the other evidence
which you so unceremoniously reject. You will show, for example,
that when our blessed Lord bestowed upon Simon a new name, the
Fathers were quite mistaken in supposing that this implied a
new dispensation ; that when the Evangelists, who mention the
other apostles without any rule or order, always put S. Peter first,

this was only an accident ; and when our Saviour said to him with
allusion to his mysterious namey

*

upon this rock I will build my
church,' there was no particular signification in the words ; when
He gave to him singly

' the keys of the kingdom of heaven,' He
conferred no peculiar dignity upon him ; and when He commanded
him to pay tribute 'for me and tliee,' this was not designed to dis-

tinguish him from his brethren ; and lastly, when he thrice com-
mitted to him alone the care of all His sheep. He gave him no other
commission than that with which he charged every bishop and
apostle throughout the world."

This, which is intellectually a most able passage, is not,
we think, put in as winning a way as it might have been
done without diminishing its effect upon the reason. And
in page 96 we find the following:

•' In the following passage [of St. Augustine] is a more full reply
VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 4
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to the error, and a more minute and scientific statement of the doc-

trine of which it was a perversion.
' The time which intervenes

between the death of man, the final resurrection detains the souls

in hidden receptacles, according as each is worthy of rest or suffering,

by reason of that which it has obtained whilst living in the flesh.

Nor is it to be denied that the souls of the dead are assisted bj the

piety of their surviving friends, when the sacrifice of the Mediator
is offered or alms are presented in the Church. But these things
are profitable to those, who whilst living, deserved that they should

afterwards be beneficial to them.' He then proceeds to observe,
that there are some men who lead such a manner of life as not to

need these helps, such as saints and martyrs ; while others are so

evil as that they are not available for them, and others again are

neither so good as not to require them, nor so bad as to forfeit the

benefits to be derived from them. '

Wherefore,' he continues,
'
all

which shall be done tJien in respect of these aids and consolations,

depends entirely upon what has been done here. Let no one trust

that he will obtain from God after death, what he has here neg-
lected When, therefore, the sacrifices either of the altar or of

any works of mercy are ofi'ered for all the dead' who have received

baptism, for the very good they are acts of thanksgiving, for such

as are not very evil, they are propitiatory ;
for the very bad, though

they be no helps to the dead, they are a kind of consolation to the

living. But to whomsoever they profit, they avail to this end, either

for a plenary remission, or at least that their judgment itself

becomes more tolerable.' Now it is very possible that Protestant

ingenuity, more solicitous to maintain a perverse opposition than

meekly to acquiesce in the assurance of faith, may detect in these

words of the saint, something upon which a plausible cavil may be

founded; but at all events it must, I suppose, be allowed on all

hands, that the doctrine of St. Augustine belongs to a wholly
different form of religion, from Anglicanism, and that the language
of the 22nd article would have appeared to Christians of his age,
no better than a very exaggerated specimen of heretical audacity
and presumption."

—Enchir ad Lau. cap. 109, 110.

We assure our readers that, after reading these pamph-
lets through, we have selected these passages at a hazard,
and we do think they serve our immediate purpose, which
is to show that arguments may be stated in a wa;^ to work
upon the affections and convince the intellect, or in a way
to attempt the latter without appearing to care for the

former. Argumentative statements, however, have their

place, as we have said above, and may tell for a good deal
with some minds, especially as it is highly probable that
which gives an author's reasoning cogency in persuading
others is, in the vast majority of cases, not so much his
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outward verbal statements, as the blessing which attends

upon his interior hfe.

We have, then, said enough to make it credible that

there is some need of what seems on many grounds expe-

dient and desirable: viz., of a theoiy to account for the

apparent dishonesty of holding principles and not acting

upon conclusions which flow from them. We shall, there-

fore, attempt to reduce this strange phenomenon to some-

what like consistency with our experience in other cases,

which, we presume, is the only theory which the matter

admits of: a strange phenomenon is one which either does

not, or is supposed not to come under ordinary laws, and
this is one which we think may be shown to come under

them, in spite of appearances to the contrary. And if any
thing more is wanting to show that this phenomenon is

worth taking pains to account for, it will be found in the

fact that it is one of such extensive compass as to take in

many actual converts as well as many possible ones. If

we would ask almost any one of the recent converts now

why he did not join the Church long ago, we are persuaded
he would not say, *'Why, I saw that I ought to do so, but

I thought I would try and inoculate the Estabhshment
before I left it with Catholic principles ;" but, ''Really, it is

quite as great a mystery to me as it was to you old Catho-

lics, before I was received into the Church.^' Mr. Faber,
if we recollect right, said something of this sort in a letter

which he wrote to Archdeacon Robinson soon after he

joined the Church. And we happen to have heard similar

admissions from several converts to whom we have spoken
upon the subject. Of the writers before us, Mr. Thomp-
son seems by far the most distinctly conscious that it was
not a mere intellectual process by which he was led out of

the heresy of denying the oneness of the visible Church.
He puts so well before us both the use of argumentative
statements, and the insufficiency of these alone, that his

words seem made for our pin-pose :

[The author]
" takes this opportunity of expressing his gratitude

to those who by their writings have helped first to unsettle and then
to satisfy his mind. And now that he has been brought hy a most

merciful Providence to the perception of truths, which in his previous

ignorance he had implicitly denied, he would fain make others

partakers of the benefits which he has himself received. Different

minds are very differently affected, and that which seems an
insufficient reason or an inconclusive argument to one person.
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makes a deep impression on another ; nay, the same mind is very
differently affected by the same thing at different stages of its pro-

gress. Such indeed has been the writer's own case, and it would be
a matter of wonder to him—^did he not know his own sinful igno-
rance and weakness—why his reason and conscience were not con-

vinced long ago, hy arguments which his intellect apprehended at the timCy

and which now he feels to he irresistible.^^*—p. 3, 4.

The idea here is that it was some imphcit fault conceived
of as

'

sinful ignorance which hindered' the modest author
from seeing the cogency of certain arguments, and not any
explicit dishonesty which kept him hack so long. This sen-

timent, though nowhere (we think) clearly expressed, is

doubtless strongly felt hy Mr. Marshall and Mr. North-

cote, as indeed it must be by all converts capable of reflec-

tion upon the processes of their own minds. The pheno-
menon, then, is one so extensive as to be worth attempting
to explain ; what was the case of actual converts may be
the case of many not as yet converts. This is what the
converts who have written do not, as we think, seem to

feel sufficiently, and what we wish especially to insist

upon.
Now if we were to begin gemino ah ovo, we might easily

show how the same means of making things and discover-

ing laws had exiated for centuries, before they were actually-
made or discovered. Romulus may have had brick-bats,
but it does not follow that he had a clear idea of a

chimney, and still less, that he was tyrannical for not

furnishing the meanest of his subjects with them. But
though it is true, even in matters of art and science,
that principles are seen long before their results are

realized, yet it is matter of fact, that Aristotle applied
this observation to matters of a practical kind. ''Pretty-
well all forms of government,'

'

he says,
''
have been

discovered, but some have never been blended together,
and as for others, though men know them, yet they do not
use them.'* This is getting nearer to the point: it is

* Since writing the above, we have been shown a letter of a convert, who
expresses similar sentiments. " It really is only to these means, (the prayers of

friends, &c.) that I can ascribe my conversion, which seems to me most mar-
vellous; it seems to m6 like a dream, as if I had been carried from one (church)
to the other, there is such a remarkable absence* of human causes although
now I wonder that my eyes could have been so long blinded to the vast difference
between Anglicanism and Catholicism." From circumstances we need not

mention, we feel at liberty to quote thus much, which indeed is amply sufficient

for our purpose.
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plain that in many cases men do not use means which they
know : this all the world is aware of, but what we have to

show is, that this may take place without anything one can
call moral guilt.

Now any body may convince himself that he takes in

things with his intellect often a long while before he appre-
hends them morally : if we could put into practice things
as fast as we understood them, we should be saints in a

very little while. Yet all rules of action involve farther

conclusions from themselves, which farther conclusions

those who have practised the rules see,- and those who have
not practised them do not see. It is quite plain to many
persons that they ought to make satisfaction for their sins :

but it is not plain to them, that certain particular acts are

necessar}' parts of such satisfaction, e. g. that rich sinners

ought to give abundant alms, although if they go on

attempting to repent they will practice this in time, and
then, and not till then, be fair judges how much they
ought to do in this way. Such acts are, as it were, in-

volved in the original determination to make whatever
satisfaction for their sins they may be able. And a person
who has lived a longer time in a course of repentance, will

see the propriety of them, and see that they follow from
that original determination. A person habitually indus-

trious, again, cannot make the mere beginner in industry
see the positive duty of retrenching all expenditure of time,
not absolutely necessary, in amusements, or even in exer-
cises of ingenuity which do not sei've God and His Church;
although the general determination to pass an industrious

life involves a condemnation of all those idlenesses so

generally palliated and excused, and that condemnation is

often seen to be involved in the original determination, as
a matter of intellectual deduction from it, although in

practice it does not commend itself to the beginner. Now
though of course there is plenty of room for self-deceit

here, it does not seem unreasonable to say, that the course
of nature is what it is, and not another thing ; and that as
God has so made us that we should, under that course of

nature, get out of bad habits into good ones not all at
once but by degrees, therefore he withholds from us at
first the full consciousness of the consequences of a deter-
mination to be actively employed in his service. We have
no answer to make when it is put to us that we ought to
do such and such things over and above what we actually
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do, but still by a kind of dim intuition we know that we
are weakened by past neglect, and must not attempt to

do every thing at once. Hence perhaps it is that we do
not feel led towards many things, which we have an intel-

lectual approbation of; we hold back awhile from a kind
of implicit and half-conscious prudence, which though it

governs many men, is only vividly recognised by a few as

the ground of what else might seem tepidity or self-

deceit.

Or, if this illustration of our meaning should not hap-
pen to commend itself to some minds, what can be

plainer than the fact that Judaism involved Christianity ;

a belief in the Old Testament, a belief in the New;
obedience to Moses, obedience to the Prophet he foretold ?

Judaism was, so to put it, the major and minor premise of

Christianity : a man could not be a Jew, a consistently
earnest Jew, without giving up that consistency as soon
as he rejected Christianity. Yet St. Paul bears witness
that the Jews had a zeal for God, and Christianity seemed
to them at first to upset all their pre-conceived notions,
and subvert the very law which it came to fulfil, until, in

certain cases, the same Divine light which enabled them to

hold firmly the premises, did also, by a further infusion of

itself, enabled them to see the conclusions. Judaism be-
came a heresy because it refused to accept the authorized
conclusions from what it held, which conclusions it, of

course, would have called unauthorized, just as Anglicans
call those which the sixth and following centuries drew from
the teaching of the preceding centuries. Yet it does not

appear that the mere possession of these premises would
have enabled a Jew to draw the legitimate conclusions
from them : to do this a further and a separate act of

Divine mercy was required. Although there is every pro-

bability that there was the greatest moral guilt in many
Jews, who neglected to test Christianity by what they
already held, and to examine whether or no the plain
reason of the case would not have led them to see that

Christianity was a legitimate conclusion fi'om what they so

held ; although many doubtless were locally and uncon-

sciously influenced by comfortable homes and famil}^ asso-

ciations, and many others felt themselves so supported by
their Jewish privileges that they thought this furnished an
internal proof that all was right, and that they had enough
for salvation ; yet doubtless, there were those who with no
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such culpable cowardice in facing the matter as reasonable

beings should face it, yet from some mysterious cause had
the light either for a time or even finally withheld from
them. Some came to the truth at once, some would be a

longer time, some would not come at all ; some would
seem to break off old connections with an unwarrantable

haste, others to be cool and gay about
it,^

others to be

reckless of their fellow Jews, others to consider how they
could most benefit these by ''taking the step;" yet all

would find that when they had once taken it, it certainly
was not their own unassisted logic which led them to it,

but some mysterious working of grace, which made things
so plain then, that it was wholly unintelligible to them how
they came to have staid so long out of the true grace of

God, in a false grace if we may so call it, wherein they
kept falling although they tried to stand.

Exactly parallel to this is the Anglican form of Protes-

tantism, so far as it really holds to the earlier centuries, be-

cause the doctrine taught by these, like that of Moses, is

from God: so far as it is a schism or a heresy, or whatever it

may be, it is of course not from God : yet so far as it contains

many who are innocently ignorant, ignorant that is, neither

through negligence nor through any worldly attachment,
so far as it forms a parallel to Judaism antecedent to the

time when the evidences of Christianity had come home
to it, or might have so done. In neither case is it per-
mitted to man to know what God is about, in which hearts
he is working the conversion necessary in order to the

participation of Gospel grace, and in which he is refused

entrance; in which a cowardly refusal to consider the argu-
ments in the Church's favour is paving the way to eternal

ruin, and in which it is only laying up a ground for

deep repentance at not having come sooner to the sacra-

ments, the genuine, unquestionable channels of the true

grace of God. It is our business, therefore, not to be

hasty in judging, but to be humbled by the presence of the

mystery which we cannot fathom, and to persist in prayer.
The words of our Lord to St. Bridget maj^ be instructive
to both parties :

'' Cum mihi orationem facis conclude

semper sic orationem tuam, ut scilicet velis fieri semper
voluntatem meam non tuam; quia cum pro damnatis
exoras, non exaudio te.'' Rev. i. 14.

Here, by the way, it will be useful to explain an ex-

pression used above, which may possibly give scandal : we
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have spoken of the false grace of God ; and we did so

because, as any one may learn from several expressions in

the writings of converts, especially from ]\lr. Faber's

pamphlet, those out of the Church imagine they have the

grace of God, and think that the questionableness of their

orders is removed by the experience they have of the effects

worked through them in their communions and so forth.

Of course God can do all things, and for people not cul-

pably ignorant we may charitably hope that He Avill do
much': but for people who are culpably ignorant, in case
there be any such, Satan can and will do much. He can
counterfeit all good, and by retiring aiuhile from the soul,
make it believe that it has grace at this or that season,
when he is only spreading his net more securely round
it. This false grace may be illustrated for the sake of

those whom it may concern, by the following story, the
main truth of which we believe ourselves, but wish to use
it merely as an illustration.

A holy young nun had not been very^ long in a con-
vent in Switzerland, before her obedience was singularly
rewarded by our Lord appearing to her at night and
communicating her Himself. She had the discretion to

mention so great a favour to her spiritual director, who
thinking the case a very extraordinary one, applied to a
Jesuit priest for further advice in the matter. The
Jesuit- with that prudent distrust in such things till

thoroughly proved, for which their Society is celebrated,
recommended that the nun^s obedience should be tried

by the abbess commanding her to refuse the Host when
offered to her. This was done : the nun went to her cell ;

night came on : the same favour as before was shown her,
but though it cost her a very great struggle, she obeyed.
To refuse the Host from the hands .of our Lord himself,
must needs have tried any one's faith in obedience. She
was threatened very severely for her presumption : she

humbly pleaded obedience to her priest: upon this the

threats were transferred to him, and the Host was left be-

hind, in case she should repent, and that she might not
doubt of the reality of the appearance. Her struggle was
over : she had obeyed, in spite of all appearances being
against her. The Jesuit came, and after hearing the cir-

cumstances ordered a censer to be brought with coals in it :

upon placing the wafer upon it, a most pestiferous stench

issued from it, and the priest perceived who it was that had
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really communicated the poor girl. Instead of the com-
munion of Christ, it was the communion of Satan.''" Had
she not determined from the first to go by authority on the

matter, from spiritual pride he might have led her to one
knows not what depth of abominable iniquity : but obe-

dience to constituted authority rescued her from what
would have else seemed a real sacrament. Whether
Satan ever exercises similar deceits upon those who think
that they also have the communion of Christ; whether

they by any possibility unconsciously do often what she

actually did once, we know not : let those who reject the

authority of the Holy See, settle whether they will run
even the least possible risk of a deceit so tremendous.

It is necessary to bring strongly before some of our
readers possibilities of this kind, (and we do not presume
to assert they are more than possibilities,) in order to

put people upon their guard against assuming themselves,
or allowing others to ^assume that some people are not
called into the Church, who possibly will urge that they
feel at peace, when they really take every precaution against
being disturbed in mind. We have no mind whatever to

run our charity into latitudinarianism, seeing it is no
charity not to remind people that they will not keep out of
ruin by shutting their eyes to it, while they pass by the
one path that can lead them securely from ^it

—the One
Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church.

^
But to return from this, which is somewhat of a digres-

sion, though we think a necessary one, in order to guard
our statements from error, if a person does not see that
a Jew might for a time have held, and held blamelessly,
the premises of Christianity without coming at once to
the conclusion, perhaps another case will put our meaning
more plainly before him. We find then in ancient eccle-

siastical writers many wonderful approximations to detailed
consectaries of doctrine which were afterward explicitly held
in the Church, and which yet it would be quite preposterous
to assert that those writers had clearly before their minds.

Why not? They had the premises, and why should they not
have seen the conclusion from them ? All we can answer is,

that the time was not yet come for those conclusions to

* A gentleman with wliom we are acquainted, was telling this story in Bel-

gium, (if our memory does not fail us,) in a mixed company, when a person
present said,

" I can vouch for the truth of that story, for I am the Jesuit
priest."
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be drawn; that as in regard to prophecy, so in regard
to doctrine, the disclosures or developments of the original

gift were proportioned to the wants of the Church of the

day ; that, as Satan raised up heretics, God raised up doc-
tors to meet them, by showing in what points the inven-

tions of Satan jarred with the logical conclusions from
doctrines already received. For Satan being intellectually
much more acute than men, readily drew these conclusions,
and therefore inspired heretics, as it should seem, with

propositions contradictory, not of what was already held in

a definite form, but of legitimate conclusions from these.

In this way, when he had once enlisted men's pride of

intellect in favour of his new inventions, he could lead

them back through the pride of consistency into the old

errors. He led them for instance not into Deism or Soci-

nianism at once, but into Lutheranism or Calvinism. To
pursue this thought further here would not be to the pur-

pose of the present article : enough has been said to show
that the triumph of Christ over Satan, through His Body
the Church, may in some way make it necessary that the

results of doctrine itself actually held, should only come to

light gradually.
When a Catholic of the present day meditates upon the

expression,
" Mother of God,'' he sees in it alone a suf-

ficient guarantee for all the reverence paid to our Lady.
St. Alphonsus, we think, has said, that it is the title in

which Mary especially delights as including all others.

Plence we might have argued, that the particular doctor
whose privilege it was to bring out and defend and illus-

trate this glorious title, would be the least likely of all

ancient doctors to have breathed a syllable in disparage-
ment of Mary. This doctor was St. Cyril of Alexandria,
the great champion and prophet of orthodoxy against the

Nestorians, as St. Athanasius had been against the Arians.

Yet, among all the passages which Petavius gives to show
that some ancient writers thought our Lady, like other

Saints, was not exempt even fi'om actual sin," there is

scarcely to be met one more distressing than one which fell

from the pen of St. Cyril. Here then is a plain case ofa mind
of prodigious acuteness not seeing the consequence of the

very doctrine for which he had been fighting. Cranmer

* De Incaniatione, book xiv. 1 § 3. We recommend this and the following
book to those who imagine that antiquity condemns the invocation of Saints.
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saw the consequence of it plainly enough, and as he had

no wish that men should reverence Mary, and did not care

for the Council of Ephesus or St. Cyril, he took the title

clean away from that curious hodge-podge, the book of

Common "Prayer. We think then, with our enemies

for judges, it is quite clear that the reverence paid to Mary
is a plain conclusion from what St. Cyril did hold, and

therefore a good instance to show that minds may hold

premises in some cases without feeling their way to the

conclusion.

Again, it is well known that St. Thomas did not hold

the Immaculate Conception, which is a pretty plain proof
that it was not a commonly received doctrine in any age
before his time ; and we find a passage long before in St.

Augustine, in which he seems to hold that the Blessed

Virgin was conceived in sin. (c. Jul. Pelag. v. 52.) Yet it

cannot be denied, that the latter doctor paved the wj^ to

our seeing how she could be secured from it by the peiietra-

tionwith which he discussed the transmission of original sin,

and the power of grace to interfere with it, although even

St, Thomas himself did not see the conclusion. Up to this

time it has not been definitely decided by the Church, that

our Lady was without original sin, although there are

several devotions sanctioned by the Holy See, which have

indulgences attached to them, and in which it is stated

most explicitly. And nobody we should imagine, would
contend that St. Augustine or St. Thomas felt anything
like that approach to absolute certainty upon the subject
which we enjoy through the aid of the very principles
which they have supplied us with.

Other instances of a similar inability to see the results

of their own principles will occur to the learned ; we have

put down what happened to strike us at the moment, and
which are enough to illustrate the position we have ad-
vanced. Now, the conclusion we would draw from this is,

that if minds of such surprising reach and acuteness as
those we have mentioned, enjoying also the full light which
the use of the sacraments was able to give them, and being
saints into the bargain—if such minds as these could fail

in some cases to see the results of their own principles,
surely there is reason to think that those who have been
taught all their lives long to reverence such a tissue of
absurdities and contradictions as the writers whose books
are before us show Anglicanism to be, may, without any
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great stretch of charity, be exempted from dishonesty
when they do not see the resuhs of then* own principles.

Again and again, however, we would assert, that we only
mean these remarks to apply to those who are in real

earnest, in spite of their inconsistency; in them, if we may
venture to guess, grace has nothing to supply but an intel-

lectual deficiency, though in others a moral change is

what is most needed. When that intellectual illumina-

tion shall once have been given, we doubt not that many
a one will be ready, after he is once converted to his

Saviour, to join in the beautiful language of Mr. Thomp-
son ; (p. 90.)

"
If he is still asked, as men will ask again

and again, whose minds are hindered by prejudice from

accepting the plainest deductions of the moral and ration-

al sense, what wrought his convictions, and impelled him
to an act which is to some a matter of wonder or blame—
wha^ influences were used, and how the change was

bro*ght about, he can only answer with the man bom
blind, when his eyes were opened :

^ One thing I know,
that, whereas I was blind, now I see.' '"''

Converts of course, who once have the light, see things
so plainly, that it would be just as reasonable for a set of

blind children to argue with a comrade whose sight had
been restored, about the disadvantages and probable bad
tendencies of light upon the eyes, as for Anglicans to

attempt to prove that it is not
^'

delightful to the eyes''
of faith "to see the light of the Sun" of Justice, to

find that there was opened to them such a place as a
Church where this Sun was continually present for them
to bask in his presence ; that, instead of their Saviour

being dishonoured in the Church, it was there that He
abode continually in His tabernacle, giving out grace all

the day long to every one who fled to Him for succour,
and ever ready to help them, and to be prayed to, as being
there as truly as in the house of Mary and St. Joseph at

Nazareth. Converts would find that where the Church
is, (not through gross negligence, but) through over-fear of

Protestant irreverence,! driven to shut up her houses of

* These words were also used in our March number, p. 100. by "a singular
coincidence," as Mr. T. adds in a note.

t We have been told that it is common abroad to have an iron lattice-work
under the tribune, so far from the door as to admit the faithful to adore, and so

strong as to keep thieves out. We do not know if this hint may be of use to
those who have the charge of churches in cities or large towns.
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sacrifice and prayer most of the day, that there Christ had
been habitually accessible, and that they, by some wonder-
ftd stupidity, had been living all along hard by their Master,
and had never come near Him, but had fancied a house of

bricks and stones would do as well for daily prayer as one
in which God Incarnate was always present, even Jesus

Christ, the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever. Oh,
wonderful and pitiable idolatry, that would choose to bow
down before wood and stone, and fill its mouth with argu-
ments against coming to the living God, who would not

have taken flesh to save them, or have vouchsafed to make
that flesh marvellously present in so many places, had
faith in the Trinity, who is equally present everywhere,
been enough to rescue him from a curse ! Oh, appalling

stupidity, (enough to humble all men with a sense of their

nothingness without grace,) which leads men from a blind

fear of saints and angels, and of our Lady herself, to dwell

where the abomination of desolation reigns, and Christ is

not, and the daily sacrifice of the Mass is taken away !

Surely men in this plight, whether by some guilt or a

delay of the divine light, inscrutable to us, are objects, not
for any censure which can be spared, but for any amount
of prayers and litanies we can offer up for them, lest

they should neglect finally that presence of God,^ which
all types and prophecies promised should be in the

Church.

People who neglect to come to this sacred presence will,

of course, have all manner of excuses for such neglect.
We have endeavoured, in the course of this article, to put
them on their guard against such excuses ; but still we are

desirous to concentrate here the whole force of any such
scattered remarks as we have made, to prevent our mean-
ing being mistaken. We have no wish, then, to hint that

we are in any way at ease about the final salvation of those

who stay out of the Church : all we have said amounts to

this, that nobody can come to the Church without divine

grace, and that the delay of some persons to come thither

does not proceed from motives so gross, or fallacies so

readily detected, as some seem to suppose. But while we
wish to assert, that it is a miracle of grace by which men
are brought into the Church, it is a duty also to remind

people out of the Church that Christ is ready to work that

miracle upon them, but He cannot do so because of their

unbelief. Grace is given to all who seek it. But when
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men get obscure glimpses of God's will, which they will

not attend to ; when they actually say (as we hav6 heard
of some saying), "I am in invincible ignorance/' and
thereby imply that they feel that all is not right, if they
would but face the question; when they refuse to weigh
the difficulties of their position like honest men, and
angrily state that they have

no^ capacities or leisure for

considering the matter, (which is no more nor less than
whether they are on the road to hell or heaven) ; when the

only reason they can give for not seeing is that it would be
so very shocking to see what sacrilege they are guilty of;
when persons of intellect and adroitness in worldly affairs

coolly allow that they cannot answer this that and the

other difficulty of their present position, and yet will not
muster courage to look boldly at the fearful chance which

they must allow they are running, in staying a single
instant out of the Church—^when all this is the case, such

people do not want to be reminded that they can do nothing
without grace, but that if they do not act speedily upon
the little grace they have, blindness will come over them ;

God will withdraw that light which all may have, and give
them over to that reprobate sense which can no longer
distinguish between good and evil.

If men feel a dread of entering upon the question, it is

a strong proof, avery strong proof indeed, that they ought
to enter upon it. ^ More light is given, not to those who
neglect weak light, but to those who follow up what they
have, who receive dim lights, as it were, with hospitality,
and entertain them till they are clearer. Plato tells

us (Rep. 1— 5.) of heathens who were writhed with

agony upon their deathbeds by those fables of men in

hell which, up to that time, they had laughed at; and
surely the same may be the fate of those Protestants who
refuse to go by evidence because it is not so plain as they
would wish, who say with the Jews of old, "How long dost
thou hold our souls in suspense ? If thou be the Christ,
tell us plainly.'' It is plain that it is 'possible the
Church may be right, and they wrong ; and it is also plain
that it is possible for any one of those we are alluding to,
to die to-night. They have a duty towards possibilities in

either case. If it is possible they may die to-night, they
are bound to live in readiness for death; if it is pos-
sible they may be damned for dying out of the Church, it

i's a duty to face the question, however dreadful the con-
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sequences of so doing may at present appear to them. If

they can only see that it is possible that they may come to

such a dreadful end, and no more, they are bound to

examine'^the matter thoroughly, since without this they can
never see'what it is probable, and still less what it is certain,
will be their case. They are bound, then, to weigh such
evidence as the writers before us or other sources will fur-

nish, and to decide upon the evidence ; only let them
reflect, in making the decision, what a fearful risk they
run of being biassed in favour of their own damnation by
wealth, station, influence, relations, dead or living, or by
idolatry to the system they have so long tried to force into

a Catholic attitude, and that without the least prospect of

success in the eyes of any one but those of their fellow-

idolaters.

Anxious, however, as we are to warn all Protestants,
and those called Puseyites in particular, we still hope that

Catholics will see that we have no right to judge indivi-

duals, and have every right to pray for all men. The
greater and the more wilful the blindness of men is, the

more reason have we to pray for them and to pity them ; and
we have reason to fear the existence of such wilful blind-

ness in some, because we know God gives light enough to

all to find them by, if they choose. The Apostles nowhere

speak of the Jews as else than very guilty for rejecting the
evidence put before them; nor would we be thought to

speak otherwise^ of those, as a body, who now reject the

evidence of Christianity in its one legitimate form. Only
we wish all to remember that we cannot be sure what is

going on in the hearts of individuals, and so ought to

pray for the illuminating grace which all need in order to

come to Christ.

A few days after the Crucifixion, two of the disciples, in

downcast mood, were journeying from Jerusalem to Em-
maus, talking and reasoning with themselves about all that

happened. A stranger joined them, who wanted to know
what they were talking about so sadly. He seemed to be
a man of their own rank of life, as they presently after

ventured to ask him to come and sleep in their cottage.
He was in humble clothes, and as they were pleased with
the interest he seemed to take in them, they answered
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him confidingly, and confessed to him the real cause of

their sadness, being at the same time not a little surprised
that he should know nothing about the recent events.

They let him so far into their secrets, that they quite
admitted that they believed it was He who should have
redeemed Israel, who had just been crucified. Moreover,
they told him there was a report, though only on the

authority of women, poor weak creatures ! that all their

Master had prophesied had come true, and that He had
come to life again. Upon this he told them, that this was
only what all the prophets had said about Him who should
redeem Israel. He talked to them about the very suffer-

ings, and the glory not to be had without them, upon
which their Master had again and again spoken to them.

Stupid and slow of heart as they were, and needing yet
some heavenl}^ illumination to make them see "the plainest
deductions" from prophecy, they yet were honest-hearted
after all. They asked this mere stranger, without letting

suspicions of any design upon them get the better of them,
to come and share their fare. He accepted their offer.

He communicated them in one kind, and they knew
immediately that, with a stupidity which astounded their

very selves, they had had the Word of life close enough
to them to have handled and seen Him ever so long,
and now felt with dismay that they had not turned His

company to any such advantage as they would have
wished.
How would Mary have looked on these poor disciples,

till they were illuminated ? How does she look now, per-

haps, on some out of the Church ? and how do we look

upon them ?
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Art. III.— Vigilantius and his Times. By W. S. Gilly, D. D. 1844.

Canon of Durham, and Vicar of Norham.

IN
the present state of religious discussion external to

the Church, we find ecclesiastical history the subject of

debate for a two-fold motive and end.
^
By one party it is

cited as an authority. By another it is contemplated as a

difficulty ; and this is the school to which the work before

us belongs. On the one side history is made to sanction

and to determine ; on the other it is simply to be accounted
for and explained. The representatives of the one take its

affirmative or positive, those of the other its negative,
evidence. It is either used as substantial proof, or it is

made an argumentum ad hominem, to disprove authority

by its very manifestation. Dr. Gilly does not pretend to

be more or less than a champion of the latter method. The
grounds of his persuasion are far i-emoved and secure from
the uncertain results of an appeal to tradition. His faith

rests upon the Bible, the present Bible, and common
sense. He is content to remove objections (where it is

supposed possible) by means of the study of history. ''We
are not satisfied,'' he says, "with any ecclesiastical anti-

quity, with any views or practices, which cannot be traced,

by analogy at least, to the writings of the New Testa-
ment.'' And a sentence of this kind, in the language of

his school, means a great deal— much more than the

grammatical sense of the words need import. On the other
hand Mr. Palmer, the representative of his own school, may
be supposed to make antiquity the rule and canon of his
belief While he essentially differs from Catholics in his

judgment of it, he will be forward, even to officiousness
and importunity, in joining hands to support its positive
evidence. Unlike Dr. Gilly, he will not take the excep-
tions of history for his standard, if, at least, he be true
to his principles. He will even require, where it is not

necessary, a consensus, fearful lest antiquity should make
against him. Over against this system, the marked con-
trast of Dr. Gilly's theory will be evident from the following
passage of

"
Vigilantius :

"

*'
I have the unthankful and invidious task of pointing out the

errors of eminent men, and of introducing a Reformer to my
VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 5
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readers, without the power of giving any of those delightful biogra-

phical sketches which render the Reformer's office and pretensions

pleasing."

We inten'upt the author to remark that it is not strange
indeed that he should have nothing to say for his Reformer,
when he purposely confines the value of history to what it

does not profess to record. He continues :

** I can only vindicate him from the aspersions of his adversaries ;

and the vindication unfortunately becomes a series of attacks on
the principles or dispositions of some of those who have been
esteemed Christian Saints. Admirable traits of many kinds, holy

sayings and doings, anecdotes and characteristics, which command
respect and win applause, may be set against the follies and faults,

which the plan of my book forces me to write up against the

Jeromes and Martins of the fourth and fifth centuries ; while I can

only gather here and there a stray flower wherewith to weave a

garland for Vigilantius. And this is not the worst of it. I lay

myself open to the suspicion, that while I expose the blemishes of

the patristical system, I hate its virtues. But it is not so. Be-
cause the mischievous part of it has been cloaked, and the attempts
of those who remonstrate against its errors, and its adaptation to

present times, have been misrepresented and descried, tlierefore

the truth of history requires a counter-statement. Such I am
attem^pting to give, fearless of, but not blind to, the misconstruc-

tion and censure to which I may be exposing myself.
* Let God be

true, but every man a liar.' Christ is the foundation laid. What
has been built upon this foundation? Gold, silver and precious
stones ; or wood, hay, stubble ? This is the enquiry. Truth and

light are what we want, and if these be found, and the clouds of

doubt and darkness be dispersed, it matters not what system shall

perish, or what hypothesis shall come to an end."

As there is no reference in the preceding passage, or in

its context, to the actual Church of Rome, we are under
no difficulty to understand what is that system to which
the words,

*'

wood, hay, and stubble,'' are applied. It is

evidently the system of the
'' Jeromes and Martins of the

fourth and fifth centuries.'' And indeed the work of Dr.

Gilly seems, in a great measure, to have been written

against a well-known little book, published by a then
member of the established rehgion, and entitled

" The
Church of the Fathers." (See pp. 271 and 459, and else-

where.) Yet the habitual, nay, almost indissoluble con-

nexion of the quotation of St. Paul with the Church of

Rome, in the language of Protestantism, indicates the
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entire syllogism which passed through the writer's mind.
When two things agree with a third, they agree with each
other. The Church of Rome, then, and the Church of

the Fathers are the same. And, in truth, this principle is

the under-current of the whole work we are reviewing, as
will be seen from its details.

It would be unjust to assert that the author and
other persons of the same opinions defend and espouse
the cause of all heretics, because we find their sympathies
strong for Vigilantius or Jovinian, and their opposition as

decided against St. Jerome
or^

St. Paulinus.
^
Unques-

tionable though it be, that their compassion will always
find excuse for the worst forms of error, when it is the

Church which attempts to suppress them; and that the

liability to persecution will qualify almost any amount of

apostacy ; yet it cannot be affirmed that they either strictly

participate in the evils which^ they would seem to tolerate,
or connect themselves ostensibly with the original promul-
gators of them. Dr. Arnold, for instance, who is a school

by him-self, and yet in some respects agrees with Dr.

Gilly's sentiments, indulgent as he was towards Unitarian
doctrines and individuals, cannot in charity be charged
with explicitly denying the Divinity of our Lord. There
are indeed in his Correspondence, w^hich is nearly all we
know of him, trains of thought of a frightful tendency ; yet
it was no doubt part of Almighty God's sparing providence,
and a natural reward for many christian virtues, that he was
not permitted to realize them, and look them in the face. In
like manner Dr. Gilly, if we j ndge him right, would shrink
with horror from the imputation of Gnosticism, Arianism,
Manicheism, Pelagianism, Nestorianism, however closely
on certain points and by implication he were found to

favour their doctrines. There is a class of heretics (as

they are deemed by the Catholic Church) to which he con-
fines his avowed alliance. This class, as might be

expected, is especially the anticipation of pure Protestant-

ism, as it has been propounded from the 10th century
downwards. Jovinian and Vigilantius are amongst its

earliest champions. The Paulicians of the 8th century,
the Iconoclasts of the 9th, the Waldenses and Albigenses
of the 12th, the Hussites and Lollards of the 15th, are the
successive witnesses to truths afterwards so largely to be
dispersed. The symbols which characterize the protest of
Reform are those which are emphatically designated by
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the name of
^' Roman Superstitions/' The end which is

consistently proposed, and is the rule of the renovation of

society and religion, is the simplicity of the Gospel. It

requires no subtleties, no learning to ascertain ; and it in-

volves no voluntary hardships. Social enjoyments are its

right and its franchise. Its reward, and at the same time
its evidence, is peace and comfort.

It is scarcely necessary to identify more precisely the
school to which Dr. Gilly belongs. Allow for the change
of circumstances, and he may be regarded as the genuine
disciple of the historian Milner. And he seems to feel a
satisfaction in the coincidence of his views with those of
that Protestant writer.

''

Oh, for one page of Vigilantius !

I would gladly give up," said Milner,
^'
the whole invec-

tives of Jerome and Rufinus for a single page of Vigi-
lantius or Jovinian.'' (p. 481.)
The preceding remarks, then, draw to a close. The

Church is assailed in her fastnesses of antiquity. While she
is casting about how to repel the attack, lo ! a second enemy
advances. The one came to occupy—the other comes
to destroy. At the sight of a competitor, the latter leaves
his design against the Church, and begins a contest with
his rival. Neither succeeds ; and their mutual destruction

is the ultimate result of their respective attempts. The
Church the while remains in quiet possession of her right-
ful property. Truly, in the language of the Apocalypse it

may be said of her and her foes,
*'Datum est ei, ut sumeret

pacem de terra, et ut invicem se interficiant ; et datus est

ei gladius magnus.''
Dr. Gilly and his school have, then, this accidental merit

in a Catholic aspect, that they fight her battle with Mr.
Palmer and the so-called Anglican theory. With his pre-

disposition to give up whatever even borders upon the

supposed peculiarities of Rome, he actually restores the

fourth and fifth centuries to their legitimate position. But
even apart from all advantage to the Catholic cause, there

are reasons why his general estimate of the facts of history
is not unlikely to be accurate and impartial, however his

deductions xnvij be erroneous. He is not hampered with

the necessity of vindicating the four first councils to the

Protestant interest, as Mr. Palmer, more faithful to the

articles and formularies of his Church, cannot fail to be.

Regardless of tradition, as such, he will, under^ parity of

circumstances) be in a proper mood to give historical testi-
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mony as lie finds it.
^

There is no period for which a parti-

cular predilection will lead him unwittingly to discolour

events and doctrines. St. Ignatius' episcopacy has com-
mitted the whole of antiquity. It is no matter with him to

>how that the present age is essentially different from the

Middle Ages, and these again from the Nicene times.
^

If

they were different, to be sure he would change his tactics.

Never would the appeal to tradition have been relinquished,
but that it could not hold. They who still prefer it in their

opposition to the Church, have the merit of retaining thus

much of the Catholic spirit ; but the ground sinks beneath
their feet. Aware of their perilous position, the party,
which Dr. Gilly represents, prudently retire to another

standing-place. They see the inexpediency of shutting
their eyes to the real character of facts. They feel that

historical truth must be brought out some time or other ;

it is their interest even to anticipate, if possible, the dis-

covery. There is a certain security under the shelter of

abstractions and the general laws of reason, which matters
of fact do not present.
Thus situated, our author may be expected to give a

tolerably correct picture of the period which he undertakes.
Ifthe Nicene and post-Nicene ages present the same broad
features, which in modern times have been associated in

Protestant minds with superstition and fanaticism, there
is nothing in his system which need oblige him to stand on
ceremony with antiquity, and observe unmeaning courte-
sies towards the St. Jeromes, St. Augustines, and St.

Ambroses. He will feel with Daille, and more openly
express the sentiment of that writer, (if we may speak
from hearsay,) that it is vain to seek the sanction of Pro-
testantism in the Fathers, that they may indeed be rightly
used, if certain generalities be extracted from them ; but
that in all matters of detail they must not, cannot, be
arbiters between Catholics and the schools of the Refor-
mation.
We are prepared then to accept, with some restrictioiis.

Dr. Gilly's account of the fourth and fifth centuries upon
his own terms. The more faithful he is to his prejudices,
the more may we depend upon his accuracy; his very
terrors are evidences of realities. And here we are
reminded of an unlooked for, yet marked, proffer of sup-
port to opinions long since advocated in the pages of this

Keview. It may, perhaps, be remembered by some readers
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that certain of the Fathers, and among others St. Panh-
nus, were cited in a former number as witnesses to Catho-
hc devotion to the Saints. And the testimony was not
adduced without considerable comment in certain Hterary

quarters ; as we have had occasion to know. It appears,
however, that the result of Dr. Gilly's researches coincides

with the belief on which that appeal was rested. He does
not mince the matter.

" It is impossible by any sophistry, or by any form of words, or

artifice of interpretation, to rescue the memory of Paulinus from
the charge of ' Saint worship ;' nay it is one of his great virtues, in

the estimation of the Roman Church, that he was a *

Saint-worship-

per' and the Romish advocates of saint and image worship
have always triumphantly pointed to the example of the holy
man of Nola."—p. 79.

In illustration of this judgment, Dr. Gilly proceeds to

give instances from the writings of St. Paulinus :

" In the seventh (of the Natales) we have a sample also of the

feeble and unsatisfactory acknowledgement, which ultimately refers

every blessing to Christ, whilst it mediately ascribes the divine

favour to the intervention of beatified spirits. In this hymn we
have supplicatory expressions addressed to St. Felix, which fully
illustrate the character of saint-worship of the fourth and fifth cen-

turies.
' Hear me ; help me ; hasten to my assistance, effect my

cure. Holy Felix, come to my aid.'
"—

p. 83.

Again,
" The ninth birth-day hymn is a valuable record, inasmuch as it

contains a complete representation of the solemnities and acts of

adoration performed in honour of departed saints in the age of Pau-
linus and Vigilantius. The reader might suppose it to be a descrip-
tion of the very scenes which he himself may have witnessed at

Rome or Naples, on patron saints' days in the nineteenth century ;

the same pageantry, the same prostrations and genuflexions, the
same invocations,

* Sancte Januarie, ora pro nobis.'
"—

p. 84.

It would be tedious, and also would exceed our limits,
to adduce all his proofs from St. Paulinus. We subjoin
one more :

" ' Oh ! Felix,' said he, in one of his prayers to that saint,
* let

me die before thy tomb, and let me be presented by thee at the

throne of the Divine Majesty. Let me obtain a place, by means
of thy intercession and of thy merits, among the saints of

Christ.' "—p. 87.
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The author's reading does not seem to have led him
much beyond the works of St. Pauhnus, St. Sulpicius, and
St. Jerome. Yet he does not confine his evidence to the

first of these authorities.

•* The impressions received in the household of Sulpicius, 'were

among the causes of the efforts which Vigilantius afterwards made,
to check the progress of hagiolatry."

—
p. 164.

And again, in a note, he ascribes a similar devotion to

St. Jerome :

"In his 'Epitaphium Paulas' his expressions approach very
near to those of adoration. * Vale Paula, et cultoris tui ultimam

senectutem orationibus juva.'
"—

p. 434.

The Catholic would not require more specific authority.
It reminds him of the conclusion of the Ave Maria,

"' Nunc
et in hora mortis nostrse." Elsewhere he observes :

" The great error of the day consisted in seeking for the inter-

vention of some created being between the soul and its Creator."

—p. 207.*

But we are concerned to extend our remarks upon this

subject of deovtion to the Saints and respect for their me-
morials beyond the particular limits to which he confines
our attention. For after all, without refusing to him the

praise of industry, ingenuity, and scholarship, it is but a
small portion of the fourth and fifth centuries which his

sketch comprises, and but a very narrow compass within
that portion which his plan embraces. And as this subject
is of no little importance in its bearings, we will not leave
it till we have noticed certain considerations respecting the

reading of the Fathers in the present day, and in this

country.
We think, then, that there are satisfactory reasons to

show that those points of Catholic doctrine which are con-
troverted by the Anglican Church are not likely to present

theniselyes with due prominence to members of that com-
munity in their study of the Fathers. The proper office,
as we conceive, of the Fathers among them is to supply a
system of dogmatic

"

theology which their own writers do
not furnish, or, at least, leave in an imperfect state. We

The reader is referred however to the Avhole work of Dr. Gilly, and more
especially to pp. 1 70. 208. 212, 213. 215.
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are contemplating serious, thoughtful, and conscientious

enquirers, for such alone are interested in the expansion of

dogmatic truth. It is natural, then, that their attention

should first be directed to the elucidation of what may be
called the fundamentals of religion, and of those points of

the original faith which their Church does not reject.

Accordingly, it is obvious that those writings ofthe Fathers
which concern the Trinity, the Incarnation, Original Sin,
the Evidences of Religion, and other similar subjects, will

be foremost in engaging their thoughts. Every one wishes
to lay a foundation of principles and rules in his mind
before he proceeds to topics which are more properly their

application and development. Knowledge which is gained
at another price is unsatisfactory and barren. It both
withers away, and is unserviceable from its hollowness for

practical purposes. Anglican students, to take an instance,
will thus learn the veneration with which the Fathers
invest both persons and things connected with our Lord's

humanity, long before they have a distinct notion of the

peculiar reverence which was entertained towards His
Blessed Mother. We do not at all deny that they occa-

sionally take side-glances at subjects to them forbidden

ground, or, indeed, that ever the comparison of Roman
doctrine with patristic theology escapes their memory.
But this circumstance itself implies no little restraint.

There is scruple in dwelling upon, or preserving the

memory of, incidental proofs of Catholic truth. The very
anxiety which such proofs might awaken, proceeding from
some inward distrust of a position of schism, is turned into

an argument against the lawfulness of giving them any
consideration. They are put aside as temptations. The
student is his own confessional. It is better to know
nothing than to know too much.—^God forbid that such
motives should be despised.

The difficulty is increased, when we bear in mind that

the doctrines, which distinguish the Catholic from the Pro-

testant, are not likely to be found in formal treatises. St.

Augustine observes, in more than one of his Pelagian
tracts, that the Church has not occasion to give a complete
account of any doctrine, until the tenets of heresy show
the expediency of counter-statements. It is not to be

wondered, then, if the Fathers do not supply us with regu-
lar dissertations

'* De Cultu Sanctorum,'' and we speak
without knowing exactly whether they do or do not. The
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Church cannot be young and old at the same time; she

was not destined to anticipate her own experience. En-
dowed with divine gifts of infaUibihty and continuity, the

laws of her progress through her life of ages have yet been
in analogy with the growth of man and other created

beings. While her Lord was with her, she stood in no
want of scrip, staff, or shoes ; but, on his departure, she

required again these human means.
Amid these obstacles which lie in the way of the Angli-

can student, (for the actual Church alone can supply an

adequate key to antiquity,) the Fathers on the other hand
do present the clearest evidence of the Catholic belie£ on
the subject to which we are referring, when circumstances
or their purpose offered it to their notice. It is true, they
do not go out of their way to prove what was not brought
into question, but they speak most unhesitatingly and
decisively when the occasion required.
We will content ourselves with the distinct testimony of

one celebrated writer, St. Gregory of Nyssa, the brother
of St. Basil. At the same time, the quotation which we
extract from his Sermon on St. Theodore, the martyred
soldier, will, by its additional testimony to the reverence
in which relics were held and Saints'-days kept, to the use
of pictures and sculpture, and even mosaics, for sacred

purposes, to ecclesiastical miracles and pilgrimages,
embrace topics which Dr. Gilly's w^ork presents also to our
consideration. St. Gregory begins thus to a promiscuous
audience :

.** Christian men, holy flock, royal priesthood, ye who from all

quarters, both from towns and from the country, have thronged
hither, what agreement of purpose has led you all to this sacred
threshold ? Who has imposed upon you this obligation of zeal in

your attendance,* yea, in a season when even war has its truce,
and the soldier casts off his armour? Is it that the

holy martyr has blown the trumpet from the midst of his military
ranks, and has aroused so many from different parts, and called

them all to this his resting-place and abode? Is it that

Saint, whom we believe indeed to have subdued in the foregoing-

year the storms of the barbarians, and stemmed the frightful irrup-
tion of the savage Scythians? His soul has gone up on high,
and dwells in its own heritage ; and severed from the body lives

with spirits of its kind
; while his body, that venerable and imma-

iur^oOiTfjCOv xyxyy^iv.
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culate instrument of his soul, which never tainted by its own infir-

mities the incorruptibility of its indwelling mistress, is here
adorned with costliness and splendour, and reposes in honour within

the sacred precincts, as a jewel of great price preserved unto the

times of regeneration. Incomparably different is it to the remains
of other bodies which have been dissolved by common and ordinary
death, although the substance of nature is the same. For other

corpses are revolting to mankind : and who is there who passes by
a grave from choice ? Nay, if a man should unexpectedly
meet with one open, he hides his eyes from the unsightliness
of its contents ; and filled with distress, groans heavily at the des-

tiny of man, and so passes on. But if he approaches a spot like

this, where to-day we are assembled in such numbers, and where
the \nemorials of the just man and his holy Relics* are pre-
served; first, his attention is attracted by the magnificence of
the spectacle, in the presence of an edifice fit for a temple of

God, admirably constructed both as to the size of the building,
and the beauty of the decorations, where the workman has given
life to the wood in the form of animated creatures, and the

sculptor has polished his block of marble to the smoothness of

silver, and the painter has displayed the colouring and the

magic of his art in the design of a picture truly calculated to

represent the great deeds of the martyr, his difficulties, his suffer-

ings, the savage visage of the tyrants, the insults, the burning fur-

nace, and the blessed consummation of the holy wrestler, together
with the image of the human form of Christ the prize-giver

—
repre-

sentations which as a book impart information through the medium
of colour, and clearly bring before our eyes the trials of the martyr,
while they give a splendour to the temple which equals the bril-

liancy of a flowery meadow. For indeed painting, though it

has no voice, yet can speak from these panels, and instruct with

effi.cacy. Again, the artist in mosaics! has rendered the very

pavement which we tread a historical drama. When the de-

vout visitor has gratified his eyes with these sensible influences

of art, he then desires to approach the reliquary itself. J He is

persuaded that the very touch of it sanctifies and blesses. And if

the dust which covers the receptacle of the saint is granted to his

request, earth though it be, it is received as a precious gift, it is

treasured up as a jewel. But as to touching the relic itself, should

any good fortune place it in a man's power, they who have had
the privilege, and have had their desire fulfilled, know what earnest

entreaty it has required, and how the permission is regarded as the

greatest of boons. As if it were a living and flourishing body the be-

holder embraces it ; his eyes, his mouth, his hearing, all his senses

are in action ; he sheds the tear of devotion and of sympathy ; and

*
A£/-4/«y«, the technical word for Relics.
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as if the martyr were sound and present, he entreats him to be his

advocate, and*^invokes him as the armour-bearer of God, and calls

upon him as one who receives gifts at his pleasure. From all these

thino-s, learn, ye devout people, that '

precious indeed in the sight

of the Lord is the death of his Saints.'
"—

(Ps. 115.)

After giving some account of the history of St. Theo-

dore, St. Gregory adds :

*' Theodore departed then on his blessed and glorious journey
to God, leaving to us the memory of his deeds as a lesson.

There reigning he assembles hither these multitudes, he instructs

the Church, he drives out devils, he brings in angels of peace, he

asks of God in our behalf what is for our good, he blesses this ^pot
for the cure of various diseases, for a harbour to the afflicted,

a treasury to the harassed poor, a slielter to the traveller, a cease-

less scene of festive concourse. For though we celebrate this day
as an anniversary feast, still never does the multitude of devout

assistants fail
;
the very public road which leads hither resembles a

swarm of ants ; some are seen going up, others retiring to give

place for new comers."

St. Gregory then concludes his discourse with a pathe-
tic address to St. Theodore :

** We therefore, blessed Saint, by the* mercy of God having
compassed the year's circle, have gathered unto thee in this

solemnity a sacred assembly of souls devoted to the Martyrs,*
who come both to adore our common Lord, and to commemorate

thy triumphant career. Do thou therefore, wherever thou art, pre-
sent thyself to us in this festival, to bo our president. Thou hast

summoned us ;
now it is we who call thee to our concourse. But if

thou dwellest in the highest heavens, or art visiting some celestial

sphere, or amid the ranks of the angelic choirs, dost stand beside

thy Lord, or together with principalities and powers as a faithful

subject dost prostrate thyself in adoration, request a short respite
from thy blessed offices, and come, our invisible protector, to

those who pay to thee their tribute of homage. Take cognizance of

these mystic rites, t that the eucharistic praise to God may thus
be doubled, inasmuch as for one death, and one pious confession.
He has returned to thee such great glory; yea, rejoice at the

blood thou didst shed and the flames thou didst endure. Thou hadst

many spectators of thy sufferings, now thou hast as many to minis-

ter to thy honour. We need, indeed, many services ; oh ! inter-

cede in behalf of this thy country with our common King. For the

f T« nxto^-v*, the sacrifice of the Mass.
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country of a martyr is really the place of his death. His fellow-

citizens and kinsmen are they who adorn his shrine, and possess
him, and honour him. We perceive already on the horizon great
afflictions, we are expecting extreme dangers. The implacable

Scythians are not far off, teeming with war against us. As a sol-

dier fight for us. As a martyr witness by thy boldness for thy fel-

low-servants. And though thyself thou didst rise above earthly
interests ; yet thou knowest the weaknesses and necessities of

human nature. Ask peace for us, that these very solemnities may
not be remitted, that the rabid and sacrilegious barbarian may not

spend his rage upon these our temples and our altars ;
and the pro-

fane not trample upon holy things. And if we have been preserved

hitl^erto untouched, we owe it to thy benevolence. We entreat

then for security in future. Yet, if need there be of further inter-

cession, join to thyself the company of thy brother-martyrs, and

pray with them all ;
let the prayers of many just, absolve the sins

of whole nations
; remind Peter, arouse Paul and John the Divine,

the beloved disciple, that they may have a care for the churches
which they themselves, instituted, for which they were loaded with

chains, and endured dangers and death ; that idolatry may not

raise its head against us, and heresies as thorns may not spring up
in the vineyard ; that the tares may not choak the wheat ; that no
arid rock may be found to our peril to want fatness from the true

dew of heaven, and show that the power of the Sacred Word is

dried up against all friritfulness. But by the power of thy inter-

cession and the prayers of thy fellow-martyrs, glorious and

incomparable Saint, may the kingdom of Christ be as a seed of

wheat enduring unto the end in the fat and fertile soil of Christian

faith, ever bearing the fruit of eternal life, which is in our Lord
Jesus Christ, to whom with the Father and the Holy Ghost be

glory, power, honour, now and for ever. Amen."*

It does not appear that the Catholic behef of the honour
due to the Saints could be more expressly and more fully

declared than in the preceding language of St. Gregbiy.
One remarkable point which he illustrates, is the efficacy

assigned to the Saints' intercession in circumstances of

danger ; and what danger could be more formidable than
an inundation of the barbarians of the fourth century?
The merits of St. Theodore were claimed by him and his

Christian congregation in behalf of their country in cir-

cumstances of peril of eveiy kind ; and the martyr received

abundant memorials from the hands of his indebted

clients. It is said : They called upon him as one who

*
Greg. Nysseu, 0pp. Ed. 1616. Paris, Tom. ii. p. 1010. Our limits will not

allow us to insert the testimony of St. Basil, though equally strong with that of

his brother. Vid. Basil. 0pp. Ed. Bened. Receus. Tom. ii. p. 218.
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received gifts at his pleasure; he was a harbour to the

afflicted, and a shelter to the traveller ; he was a cure to

the sick, and the terror of evil spirits ; though dead, he

wa^ addressed as sound and present in the body, and as

an advocate with God ; he had warded off the Huns, the

relentless Scythians, he was entreated to ward them off

still; he was to join to himself for this engrossing object
the whole army of martyrs, and to remind St. Peter, and
to arouse St. Paul and St. John for the defence of the

Church. But the commemoration of the merits and power
of the Saints interfered not (God forbid !) with that peculiar
and ultimate end of all Christian sei-vice,

''
the adoration

of our common Lord,^' or **the eucharistic thanksgiving
to God," or the Invocation {kut' e^oxrjv) of the Name of

Jesus Christ, with which St. Gregory concludes his beau-
tiful discourse.

While our object has been to add to the evidence which
Dr. Gilly supplies, we have assumed that his work is

indirectly a real boon to the Catholic cause.
^
Evidence,

which abstractedly ought to be cogent and satisfactory, (if

such abstraction can be imagined,) becomes often ineffica-

cious in the hands of an advocate ; whereas, much weaker

proof adduced by an enemy as often carries persuasion
with it. We do not say that this is as it should be ; but
we must take men as they are—we cannot make them
philosophers at pleasure ; and in the very attempt to

enlarge their views, the importance of the evidence will be
lost.

^ ^

This is a consideration from which we are disposed to

think that Dr. Gilly 's work may indirectly tend to con-

vey to the enquiring Protestant, a favourable impression of
the Catholic cause. His representation of the fourth and
fifth centuries, prejudiced as it is, will cancel of itself the

poison of his deductions and principles. These last will be

forgotten, or they will pass unheeded from their very trite-

ness. The facts will remain ; the broad and tangibla
truth of a substantial analogy between those ancient times
and the actual Church Catholic, will outlive all indivi-

dualities and niceties of opinion. Examples from
''

Yigi-
lantius" will explain our meaning. The Church of Nola,
for instance

, is thus described by Dr. Gilly from the letters
of St. Paulinus himself:

"The walls and pavement were of marble. The roof of the

principal dome was worked in mosaic and was intended to repre-
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sent the Holy Trinity and Gospel Dispensation. The Father was
denoted bywords proceeding from a cloud; the Son by a Lamb,
and the Holy Ghost by a Dove. There was also a cross issuing out

of a halo of light, and around it were twelve doves symbolizing the

twelve Apostles. A rock from which four streams gushed out,

represented Jesus Christ and the four Evangelists. All these

objects were further explained by verses inscribed on the cupola.
Under the cupola was the High Altar, enshrining the ashes of some
of the apostles, bodies of the martyrs, and a small piece of wood,
said to be a chip of the true cross. The nave of the church was

lofty and wide, and had two aisles supported by two rows of

columns. Attached to each aisle were four chapels, which served

for private prayer and meditation, or for burial places for persons
of eminent sanctity. Near the altar there were two sacristies, that

on the right hand was provided with books for those who wished to

study and read the scriptures, that on the left was set apart for the

officiating priests ; and here the sacred vestments and vessels, and
the eucharistic elements, and every thing necessary for divine ser-

vice were kept. Churches in the time of Paulinus, as they do now,

generally looked towards the east,* but Paulinus, instead of follow-

ing the usual custom, turned the chancel-end toward the tomb of

St. Felix. This mausoleum opened into the oratory of St. Felix, by
three arcades and three doors, and the new church was made to

communicate with the mausoleum by three corresponding arcades

and doors
; and these being all of trellis work, the people could not

only pass, but could see through, from one sanctuary to the other,
which had a very agreeable effect. It was some 3'ears before the

whole of the fabric was finished, but when it was completed, it

looked like a little town, surmounted by three cupolas, encompassed
with walls, and comprising within its circuit a cathedral and mo-
nastic establishment, with every suitable convenience and deco-

ration."

A picture in the Ghurcli of Nola is described

" As representing a cross, standing in the midst of a garden of

flowers. At the foot of the cross, Christ was painted under the

figure of a white lamb. The Holy Ghost hovered above him in the

form of a dove, and the Father appeared from a cloud, crowning
the Lamb. In another part of the picture, the eternal Judge was
seen sitting on a lofty rock, and before his tribunal were a flock of

goats, and a flock of lambs. The Good Shepherd rejects the goats,
and stretches forth his right arm benignantly towards the lambs.

This picture, (adds Dr. Gilly,) reminds us of the twofold action in

Raphael's celebrated Transfiguration."

* We think Dr. Gilly is mistaken, the basilicas were often heathen edifices

purified and consecrated. The clmrch of Tyre in Eusebius, looked the opposite

way.
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Specimens of private devotion occur in the following
connexion. In St. Martin's monastery we are told,

" One was prostrate before a cross, another was on his knees, and

another was standing with his arms folded and pressing a Relic to

his heart."—p. 149.

Again, the eyes of another
*' Were fixed on the holy symbol of his religion, while his left

hand rested on a scull placed upon a small table ; and his lips

seemed to be repeating the well-known words, *mea culpa, mea

culpa, mea maxima culpa."

Elsewhere :

"
Vigilantius observed that the monk (St. Jerome) scarcely

uttered a sentence, or gave him a direction without making the

sign of the cross."—p. 237.

With the feelings which such acts betoken, it is not
difficult to imagine the reverence with which the sacred

wood of the True Cross,^ discovered some time before, was
then regarded by Christians.

**
St. Paulinus had a piece of the true cross, which he averred

misrht be submitted to the flames without its being burnt."—
p. 211.

"We have devised," wrote St. Paulinus to St. Sulpicius, "a
suitable present for the consecration of the Church. The offering
is a minute particle of the wood of the divine cross Accept a

great gift in a small compass, and in the almost impalpable fragment
of a little splinter, take to yourselves a defence for your present

safety and a pledge of eternal salvation."—p. 58.

Indeed, we hardly know what characteristics of reli-

ligious feeling and doctrine, since blasphemously called by
Protestants,

"
rags of Popery," and the like, do not find

their prototype in the partial exhibition of antiquity which
Dr. Grilly places before us. Besides the Devotion to the

Saints, Pictures, Relics, and the Symbols of the Cross,
we have mention in various places of Processions, In-
cense in Churches, Lights in day-time, Ecclesiastical

Vestments, the Celibacy of the Clergy, the Tonsure,
Sacred Medals, Pilgrimages, Vigils, Fasts, Prayers for
the dead, the general principle of Esthetics, as it is now
called, and above all the Mass, the adorable Sacrifice of
Catholics.

^

" Processions were formed at Nola, the relics of the Saint were

displayed, incense smoked, and lights burned."—p. 215.
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The special reverence paid to the altar and the sacrifice

there offered, is not passed over by our author. St. Pau-
linus after his ordination as priest, thus expressed him-
self :

'• It appears to me, that I am now admitted into the holj place,
and to the contemplation of the mysteries of God, and that I am
henceforth to participate in the spirit, the body and the glory of
Christr—^. 74.

Elsewhere Dr. Gilly, if we remember aright, calls the

blessed Eucharist by the name of the Mass, in compliance
with the language of the fourth century. And that it

was a sacrifice he repeatedly shows in such quotations
as the following of St. Jerome :

" Does the Bishop of Rome act amiss when he offers to the Lord
sacrifices above the bones of those deceased men, Peter and Paul ;

and regards their tombs as the altars of Christ ?"—p. 404.

And in this connexion we cannot omit to mention that

special end of the Eucharist, intercession for the dead, to

which he gives similar evidence.

*' The reason added by Paulinus is a curious proof that prayers
for the souls of the dead were offered up at this early period as a

part of the priest's office, at the request of a benefactor to the

Church. ' I have done this that he (the intended priest) may per-
form the obsequies in memory of my parents in the Lord's house.'

"

—p. 205, and 399.

And here in passing, we may also notice, for the sake of

general readers, a very definite proof of the same practice,
which St. Augustine incidentally furnishes in one of his

Pelagian treatises. While he limits the proper applica-
tion of the divine institution to the dead who had been

baptized, which the Pelagians would have extended to

the unbaptized, he sanctions the principle of his adver-

sary, which was thus expressed by the latter :

'''

In truth

I believe that the priests of the Church ought to offer up
for the dead continual oblations and sacrifices.''

We have had a threefold object before us in our remarks

upon
"
Vigilantius and his Times." It was proposed to

certify the particular design of the author in its relation to

the views of another party, and to the sense of the Catholic

Church ;
to exhibit the result of his research into Chris-

tian antiquity; and lastly, to examine the logic and mora-
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lity of his conclusions. The two first heads have already-

been in a way considered ; the last still remains to be

treated. Hitherto we may suppose the writer under cer-

tain restrictions, to have gone along with us in our remarks ;

since we have but attempted to show his professed polemi-
cal principles and the actual result of their operation.

But be this as it may, we have now a different object in

view ; we have to determine why, upon the same data, our

inferences are opposed to those of Dr. Gilly ; or in a word,

why his are false.

Dr. Gilly 's conclusion from the survey of the fourth and
fifth centuries, of which the preceding extracts are the

land-marks, is, as we have seen, simple enough. It is

merely that that period of ecclesiastical history is no autho-

rity with Christians. It is papistical, he would say, there-

fore it is unauthoritative. Mr. Palmer^ and the high
Anglican divines reverse the formula : It is authoritative,

therefore it is not papistical. We think the latter view

is the more moral of the two ; but^ the former the more
wise and secure. We mean, that it is safer to say that

facts are not referrible to certain laws and principles which
in reason ought to influence belief and conduct, than to

say that facts are not facts, are not what they are. Our
author accordingly prudently gives to his protest against
authority its widest application.

^

He boldly and unre-

servedly espouses the cause of Vigilantius, whose singular

privilege it is, that not a word of his sentiments and tenets

is preserved but what is recorded by his opponents. We
have already characterized this method, as the substitution

of the negative for the positive evidence of history. It

requires then our first consideration.

Without entering into details, it appears to us that there

is ih\^ primafacie objection to Dr. Gilly's method, that it

implies a denial of Almighty God's Providence over the
destinies of Christianity, at least with regard to the first

fifteen centuries. And here we must explain what we
mean by Providence in this connexion. We believe then
on the authority of Christ, his prophets, and his apostles,
that to the Christian Church visible marks of an imme-
diate direction of God, and of the presence of our Lord and
the Holy Ghost, were promised and are secured, to which
no other dispensation ever was entitled. This persuasion
is founded upon such assurances as the following: Christ's

parting words to his disciples, as the representatives of his
VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 6
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Church, were,
" Behold I am with you all days, even to

the consummation of the world/' (Matt, xxviii.) It is im-

possible to restrict such a promise to the lapse of one gene-
ration. The same may be said of the solemn words,

"
I

will ask the Father, and He shall give you another Para-

clete, that he may abide with you for ever." (John xiv.)

Again, Christ declared,
''

Upon this rock I will build my
Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it."

(Matt, xvi.) In like manner St. Paul calls the Church,
"the pillar and ground of the truth." (1 Tim. iii.) The
Evangelical prophet, Isaias, is not less express.

*'
This is

my covenant with them, saith the Lord: my Spirit that

is in thee, and my words that I have put in thy mouth,
shall not depart out of thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of

thy seed, nor out of the mouth of thy seed's seed, saith the

Lord, from henceforth and for ever." (lix.) These are mere
specimens of the Gospel promises which abound in the

Scriptures. And it is the fulfilment of them which we
believe to be recorded in the history ofthe Catholic Church,
which is accordingly a continual evidence of God's Provi-
dence over the destinies of Cliristianity. But beside these

securities of continuance and soundness which are granted
to the Christian religion by its Divine Founder, a principle
of expansion was from the beginning implanted in its

essence and institution. The religion of Christ was to be
no sect or school preserved in its original entireness alone;
it was a persuasion which was destined to extend itself

necessarily and by the very virtue of its existence. It was

distinguished in this respect from the Jewish Church, of

which it was the offspring and successor. The religion
of the Jews was essentially national, it was properly-
confined to one land. Hence the Nations (Gentes) was
with them an emphatic term to denote those out of their

Church. Far otherwise was it to be with Christ's insti-

tution. The very promise of its continuance was joined to

the obligation of adopting the Nations,
" Go and teach

all nations." And St. Paul appealed to the Psalmist's

words as a proof of this principle of extension :" Their
sound hath gone forth into all the earth, and their words
unto the end of the world." (Rom. x.) Our Saviour com-

pared His kingdom
^'
to a grain of mustard-seed, which is

the least of all seeds ; but when it is grown up, it is greater
than all herbs, and be^ometh a tree, so that the birds of

the air come and dwell in the branches thereof." (Matt, xiii.)
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The fulfilment then of this promise and prediction also, we
believe to have been realized in its measure in the fortunes

of the Catbohc Church, as they are presented to us by his-

tory. And here again we have not only the fulfilment, but
the evidence also of the fulfilment.

To refuse, therefore, the testimony which history affords

of the fulfilment of the promises, and to substitute no

other, is, for aught we see, a virtual denial of Christ's pro-
vidence over His Church. At the same time we can

hardly imagine any class of Protestants, except professed

rationalists, who, apart from the application of the princi-

ple, would not concede, and even insist, that Christianity
was endowed from the beginning with an expansive power.
To state the matter nakedly, it would shock even Protes-
tant ears to affirm that the religion of Christ was not des-
tined to extend itself and embrace the world ; that it was
not essential to its existence that it should develop and con-

quer all other religions, that for many centuries it might
remain stagnant and ineffectual, nay, even shrink back into

itself and leave itself without external mark. Accordingly,
when they must needs witness to the triumphs of Christi-

anity, whether in argument with unbelievers, or for the

elementary edification of the uninstructed, they are forced

to appeal to the annals of the Church, as the exemplifica-
tion of the victory. And this is the reason also that Dr. Gilly
with others is obliged to call the Church the Church,
though he brands it with apostacy. Again, it never seems
to be disputed that St. Paul was carrying out the intentions

of his divine Master when he endeavoured so unremittingly
to establish the Faith in almost every part of the known
world. And yet by a marvellous inconsistency it is pre-

tended, that the seed which he laboured so strenuously
to disseminate should take no root, but wither away as

soon as it was sown. Surely St. Paul did not contemplate
such a result. The very expression oi sl foundation, whioh.

he often uses, implies a contrary expectation. A founda-
tion involves a superstructure ; were it intended to remain
such as it is, it were useless to lay it at all ; it is no founda-

tion, it is a mere temporary institution. So confident on
the other hand was St. Paul, that where the foundation was
laid the building would rise of necessity, that he even con-
sidered the presence of an apostle ^s needless.

'^ We are

God's coadjutors," he said, "you are God's husbandry,
you are God's building I have laid the foundation, and
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another buildeth thereon Other foundation can no man
lay, but that which is laid, which is Christ Jesus. . ... .1 have

planted, Apollo watered, but God gave the increase."

(1 Cor. iii.) And elsewhere the same apostle says, "I have
so preached this Gospel, not where Christ was named, lest

I should build upon another man's foundation ; but as it is

written, They to whom He was not spoken of, shall see,

and they that have not heard shall understand."

(Rom. XV.)
If then the object of the Christian religion was such as

we have described, and as all who call themselves Chris-

tians must allow, it is no idle imputation, we repeat it, to

charge Dr. Gilly and those of his school, with a denial, un-
intentional doubtless, of Christ's providence in the fortunes
of His divine religion. A few examples from his book will

explain the allegation.

•' To the day-break of the Reformation were permitted to shine

forth, from time to time, sparhlings and glimmerings of the light."
—

p. 481.

Vigilantius was Instrumental " in reviving the primitive doc-

trines."—Ihid.
'* The apostacy of the professing Church was in its full career at the

end of the fourth century."—p. 467.

"Bishops and Presbyters used the engine that was in their hands
to give a retrograde motion to the Church, and to carry it hack into

paganism and materialism.''—p. 433.

^

The very existence of truth was known only by occa-
sional

"
witnesses in sackcloth," such as Vigilantius,

(p. 470.) and the
*'
witnesses who have prophesied, clothed

in sacklcoth, during the ages of persecution from the earliest

times of Christianity." (p. 482.)
Such was the miserable fate of our holy religion during

fifteen centuries. Could Isaias have been inspired when
he exultingly exclaimed :

*'

Enlarge the place of thy tent,
and stretch out the skins of thy tabernacles, spare not :

lengthen thy cords, and strengthen thy stakes. For thou
shalt pass on to the right hand and to the left : and thy
seed shall inherit the Gentiles, and shall inhabit the deso-
late cities?" (Isaias liv.)

But in the most irrational theories^
reason will assert its

claims. Thanks to God, the Catholic tradition also is so

firmly rooted in the minds of men, by virtue of those same
fifteen centuries, that the nicest ingenuity cannot entirely
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reverse its decision. The Apostles' Creed is still very

generally held as the standard of religion in Protestant

countries ; and it is that creed which has ever proclaimed
the existence of a Catholic Church, as ever it has been the

profession of the Christian workL The necessity, there-

fore, of some kind of continuity in the Church of Christ

presents itself in spite of theory.
^

It comes before the dis-

putant in the shape of a misgiving. He feels that some
elucidation of so prominent a point of doctrine is required ;

some answer, however meagre, must be at hand, to dismiss

the unpleasant appeal to the past existence of Christianity.
A few words, a few examples, will go a great way ; but

they must be said, they must be mentioned. Dr. Gilly

consequently, on the track of Milner the historian, does

attempt to show the connection of Protestantism :

** If we consent to Vigilantius being enrolled among heretics,

what are we to say for ourselves ? Such as his are the tenets for

which the martyr-reformers of the English Church died at the

stake, [indeed we think Ridley would have shrunk from the com-

parison ; and Cranmer himself bows to the Fathers in the Bishops*

Book,] and which our Liturgy and Articles set forth in the plainest

language. [Yet one of the Articles seems to claim *

Hierome.']
Such as his are the tenets which have been proclaimed at various

times, and in various places, from age to age—by Claude in Italy,
in the ninth century ; by Waldo in France, in the twelfth century ;

by Wycliffe in England, in the fourteenth century ; by Huss in

Bohemia, in the fifteenth century ; by Luther in Germany, by
Calvin in Switzerland, by Cranmer in England, by Knox in Scot-

land, in the sixteenth century."
—

p. 455.

Here we have a specimen of the catena of Dr. Gilly.
But a chain, if we understand aright, consists in an
unbroken line of links ; the links of a chain to be such,
must be connected. We are not prepared then for such
leaps as are here proposed, from the fourth century to the

ninth, from Vigilantius to Claude, and again to the twelfth.

The enumeration sounds imposing, but the sole value of
an enumeration on a point of this kind, is either that it

should embrace every period, or that its very form should
exclude a contrary hypothesis. Hence the Catholic requires
and gives no enumeration, to prove the continuance of his

Church; for the stages of its progression through eighteen
centuries are imperceptible, blending all into each other,
and defying calculation ; as time itself is incalculable. No
pomp of style can conceal the defect of Dr. Gilly 's_chain
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of connexion in this its first condition. Besides, the
author himself tells us that the Protestant truth required
*^

to be proclaimed at various times and places/' And
again,

" An unbroken line of clergy and doctors of the visible Church,
avowing similar opinions from generation to generation, has not yet
been satisfactorily traced, because when power and literature were
in the hands of the dominant but erring Church, the voices of
remonstrants were silenced, and their writings suppressed."

—
p. 456.

And once he is forced to admit,
"
That the chain is still

broken.^' (p. 325.)
We have before remarked the unreasonableness of tax-

ing history to contribute what the nature of the case pre-
cludes. It is like the obligation laid upon the Israelites to
furnish bricks without straw. But to be brief, is it not

trifling with his readers' sense and feelings to talk of a con-

tinuity and chain, when upon the authority of various
historians of different opinions, he informs them that,

" The heresy of Vigilantius was jB.nally crushed by the Vandal

invasion;"
**

It had apparently no continuance;'"'

"The efforts of Vigilantius were utterly ineffective;"
" His protest, though calm and reasonable, died away;"
" The good Vigilantius deemed it right to retire from the con-

flict,
—and his heresy gained so little ground that the interference

of a council was not required to extinguish it;"
*' To all appearances, the remonstrants who argued with Vigi-

lantius were silenced ; and no wonder."—jop. 479-480.*

If secrecy of belief is all that need form the Protestant

chain, any thing may be supposed to have existed ; nor can
Catholics pretend to deny what is buried in the depths of

silence ; nay, they are wilhng to admit that there is an

* It is very remarkable, too, and shows how little echo the Protest of

Vigilantius produced in the Church of his age, that we have no trace of a single
council held against his doctrines. The clear conclusion is, that he had no followers,
and was unable to form anything like a party. Contrast this with the Arian
controversy, the Macedonian, the Nestorian, the Eutychian,— all of which,
besides innumerable local councils, Avere successively the occasion of general
councils. Even Pelagianism, though it regarded an abstruse and, so to speak,
U7ipractical point, was debated in little less than twenty recorded councils,
within a space of under thirty years. (412—440.) Is it not clear that a hetero-

doxy like that of Vigilantius, assailing, not one point, but the whole system, would
have thrown the Avhole Church into a ferment, had it found anything like a

party to support it ? It is plain that^he stood alone.
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a priori reason for believing that sceptics and cavillers, in

a word, bad men, have always existed ; they cannot refuse

such a chain as this to Protestants.

Groundless as this theory of Protestant consent is, still

as we before observed, it bears witness to an important

principle, the providential preservation and extension of

the Church. The light in which the Bible is viewed by
communities out of her pale, is a similar acknowledgment.
We believe that it is a very general custom among them
to regard the integrity of the Bible as a providential pre-
servation ; and some will even ground its authenticity on
the necessity of a divine superintendence. If the his-

torical question concerning the human instruments of the

Divine protection is proposed, it is alleged that they contri-

buted against their will and interes*t. But the principle
remains the same. In default of individuals and the

Church, the providence of God will be chained, as it

were, to the preservation of a book. Far be it from
us to deny the divine agency in the preservation of

the Holy Scriptures; but surely it is no unfair infer-

ence, to conclude that the immortal souls for whom
the Holy Scriptures were preserved, were^ the proper
objects of God's providence. The subject, indeed, does
not in matter of fact come before Catholics in this form;
for they first assume the Spirit's direction over the

Church, and the integrity, with all other marks, of the Holy
Scriptures, are but consequences of that persuasion. Yet
in argument it is reasonable to conclude that if the Scrip-
tures were preserved in and by the Church during so many
centuries, the Church herself was the immediate object of

God's care and protection.
To sum up these considerations on the general character

of ecclesiastical history, the fortunes of the Church therein

recorded bear the same relation to us, as the vicissitudes

of the children of Israel bore to the Jews who came after

them. The sole difference, perhaps is, that the latter were
related by inspired writers, and the former have been left

to human testimony. But even here the Holy Spirit
which directed the definitions of Faith in the successive

ages of the Church, seems to give a character different, but
yet analogous, to inspiration, to parts of ecclesiastical his-

tory. We look upon our Martyrs and Confessors, as the
Jews looked upon Abel, Jeremias, David, and Elias. The
prophets and men of God in the Old Law have been suc-^
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ceeded by the Doctors and Lights of the Church. The
worldly triumphs of heresy remind us of the successes of

Baal. The oppressive hand of kings and emperors stands
out as the profane violence of Achab and Manasses. No
diminution of honour and privileges, no withdrawal of the

Divine Presence, we believe, has been the consequence of

the evangelical covenant. Rather,
*^ De plenitudine ejus

nos omnes accepimus, et gratiam pro gratia.'* A pillar
of fire went before the Israelites to conduct them through
the wilderness, and a similar beacon is raised on high
for us in the See of St. Peter, to whom it was declared,

'^
I

have prayed for thee that thy faith fail not—strengthen thy
brethren." The glory of the Shechinah filled the Holy of

Holies in the ancient Temple, unto which the High Priest

alone might approach. But we can claim the Divine

presence in a Sacrament of Mystery, which all men may
contemplate, and before which angels and men fall on their

faces exclaiming, Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus, Dominus
Deus Sabaoth. The law gave its last instruction, as the

schoolmaster to the Gospel, when the Star of the East led

the enquiring proselytes out of Jerusalem the seat of the

divine oracles, towards the angel of the New Testament in

Bethlehem ; and lo ! she who is emphatically called Stella

Matutina, is ever shedding the rays of her glory upon the

wayfaring Spouse of her Son.
We are thus led to consider in the last place those pecu-

liar signs of the Divine presence in the Church, which are

direct evidences to the spiritual nature of man. The marks
of the Church hitherto presented, may in some sense be

regarded as external, and through the produce of an inter-

nal principle, yet not the principle itself. They betoken
an inward life to Catholics, but they afford no proof to

those who reject them. But sanctity and devotion are

things in themselves, which the natural sense of man asso-

ciates with a divine influence, and the similitude even of

which raises a religion above infidelity, and indeed consti-

tutes a religion ; though the reality belongs properly to the

sole Church of Christ, which is His Body. Now it is clear

that the tenets of Dr. Gilly impose
^

on him the obligation
to refuse the marks of genuine piety to the maintainors
and representatives of that Catholic system which he en-

deavours to expose. And yet we will draw our evidence

from the pages of his own work. First, however, let us

verify the proper view of the author, whereby we shall have
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occasion also to remove an important objection which he

proposes.
The state of religion in the fifth.century is thus described

according to his prejudiced view :

" At this crisis, verj different was the conduct of various profes-
sors of Cln-istianity and ministers of the Gospel. Some of the lat-

ter, disgusted by the general depravity, desirous of flying from the

contagion of evil, or alarmed for their personal safety, had deserted

their parochial charges, and betaken themselves to the monasteries.

Others had become negligent and careless, and were absorbed in

the common vortex of iniquity. Many of the laics, who were reli-

giously disposed, but who had no spiritual guidance to keep them
in the right way, separated themselves from their domestic and
social ties, put away their wives, abandoned their children, and

professing a new kind of abstinence, occasioned great scandal ( !) to

the name of Christianity. Abandonment of some sort seemed to

be the universal infatuation. The licentious, and they who cared

nothing about religion, were given over to work all uncleanness
with greediness. The pious were not satisfied with the precepts of

the law and the Gospel, but tried to find out for themselves a more

perfect way, and sought new means of propitiating the Divine

wrath, of gaining for themselves supernatural protectors, and of

appeasing a God, ivho, as they were taught to believe, icas not satisfied
with the sacrifice of his only-begotten Son. The uncontradicted accounts
of Salvian, a priest of Aquitain, who wrote soon after the dreadful

catastrophe [he means the barbarian invasion] had taken place, of
which the distant sound of the Gallic trumpet was soon the alarum,
give a graphic picture of the lovely aspect of the country, contrasted
with the deplorable state of public morals."

Dr. Gilly then proceeds to quote from Salvian. A few
remarks therefore upon that writer's testimony are here

required; inasmuch as, if he were found to afford real
countenance to the preceding description, the exhibition of
its counterpart would be materially affected.

When the invasion of Gaul took place, after which event
Salvian wrote, scarcely a hundred years had elapsed since
the Roman Empire had espoused the cause of the Church.
Up to this last mentioned circumstance, Christianity had
been regarded as a sect, one indeed, as Eusebius tells us,
which was almost universally gaining the affections of the

people, but still a seCt in law. The Diocletian persecution
came, to thin and to sift at the same time the ranks of the
Cross. The remnant of Christians issued from the trial

purified and disciplined. Suddenly a wonderful chano-e
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occurred. The Imperial Court became Christian, and the
whole world assumed the badge of the Church, and
Paganism fell into the minority and became the proscribed
sect. The Church had never been composed of the mere
elect, from the first bad intentions had mingled with the
outward profession of faith. But, by comparison, during
the reign of persecution the Church was composed of tried

spirits and genuine children. Now when the restraints of
the legislation were at an end, men of all descriptions
thronged into the arms of the Church. Whatever were
the various characters of individuals, in this one thing
they all agreed,

''
Let us be thy sheep, let us be Christ's

people.'' At this juncture, what course was the Church to

have followed ? Ought she to have said,
"' You shall not

be mine ; your overtures have no claim upon me ; first

prove yourselves to^
be christians

^

in deed, and then

you shall become christians by adoption and sacramental

grace ; prepare all, and then I will accept you ; it is not my
office to forestall your exertions?" Was this to be the

language of the Spouse of Christ, who came to call sinners

to repentance ; who eat and drank with publicans and sin-

ners'; who suffered the despised Magdalen to wash his

feet ? Was this to be the rule of the successors of those
who were bid compel men to come in, that the house of

God might be full ; who desired that even their judges
might be even as themselves except their bonds; who
made themselves every thing unto all men, that so they
might gain some ? Was it thus that St. Francis Xavier

gathered the lost sheep of India into the fold of Jesus

Christ; he who baptized ten thousand in a day; who even

rejoiced in the wickedness of a city and people, that their

conversion might redound to the glory of the Lord ? And
St. Augustine what would he have said, if sanctification

was to be accomplished by heathenism, and the mere form
of admission bestowed by the Church, when his great task

was to dissipate the philosophical delusion that by mora-

lity and the appearance of piety, men might save them-
selves without the sacraments of the Church which give,
restore and sustain life ? And yet to this position we can-

not but think Dr. Gilly is driven ii^ parts of his book,
whatever caution he may show in the expression.

*' The prevailing want of true Christian feeling among many pro-

fessing Christians, must be attributed to the too great readiness
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which was now displayed to receive catechumens into the Church

before they had given satisfactory proof of their belief."—p. 40.

*' The apostacy was exhibited in the admission of profligate and

irreligious persons into, the ranks of the Cross, who were received

on worldly motives, because of their wealth and influence, when

they were notoriously defective in repentance and faith, and gave
no earnest of the conversion of their hearts ;

in the corruption of

the holy sacraments, by exalting the symbol at the expense of the

thing signified, and by treating the sacred rites as if they contained

charms and amulets of infallible potency, inseparable from the

outward administration."—p. 467.
" A really faithful and believing servant of Jesus Christ would

not think it desirable to admit ignorant and bigoted recruits,

whom nothing but a show of miracles could add to the Church."—
p. 444.

The Church thought very differently. While she used
due means to befit her catechumens for their solemn

admission, she rejected none. Her first corporate act was
to admit three thousand on their simple word.

It is not reasonable then to attribute to the Church the

subsequent misbehaviour of her members, to whatever
excess it may have been carried. And while we readily
admit the truth of the deplorable picture which Dr. Gilly

presents on the authority of Salvian, a picture which we
think in its real application can scarcely be exaggerated ;

yet we are certain that he altogether mistakes the drift

and foundation of Salvian's strong language. Salvian was
writing to Catholics, and describing the dark side of their

condition, without fear of being misunderstood concerning
the value of their christian profession. He was as one of
them stimulating them to repentance and religion. Dr.

^
Gilly echoes the sentiments of the author of

*'
Ancient

Christianity'' when the latter observes that '^no single
indication does Salvian furnish of the existence around
him, or anywhere within his knowledge, of domestic

spirituality and peace; nothing like that which, thank
God, adorns and blesses thousands and tens of thousands
of British homes.'' But we question whether the same
impression would be left some centuries hence by the

perusal of Mr. Bosanquet's work on the moral condition
of England, or by Lord Ashley's reports. Now Salvian's

treatise, De Gubernations Dei, different as it is in charac-

ter, is at least in this one respect somewhat similar. It is,

so to say, an ex parte statement, not disingenuous, but
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economical, to improve one aspect of society by~ the iso-

lated picture of its defects. Not that Salvian does not
also allude to the other aspect, and that in unequivocal
terms of commendation, as Dr. Gilly is forced to admit,

(p. 370,) but he dwells not upon it, that the persons whom
he addresses may not shift the charge from themselves,
or plead excuse from the virtues and holiness of others.

Again, the visible Church was composed then, as it is

now, of a few holy men, and a multitude of indifferent and
wicked. The governing powers of the Church justly
refrained from excommunicating whole nations on this

account. They exerted themselves to stem the tide of

licentiousness, and committed to the scourges of God,
then so destructive, the punishment of the reprobate. It

was better that, bad as men were, they* should remain
where they were, than add heresy, idolatry, polytheism, or

atheism to their other sins. Great as was the scandal to

the Church, while the^^ outwardly submitted to her doc-

trines, she might hope to reclaim them through the minis-

try of her priests, and virtue of her Sacraments. Such
was the burden of Salvian' s appeal. He stood with the

good in all parts of Christendom, and in their name and
with their countenance, denounced the wickedness of an

opposite class of men. His picture then is restricted to

those whom he addresses. He throws no blame on the

Church or her worthy children. He does not draw out a

philosophical comparison, or a political table of statistics.

He is not addressing enemies of the Church, for then
would his tone be different. He is preaching to sinners,
but to Catholics in the midst of their sins.

^

Once more ; for the subject is become important from
the unfair inferences to which it has been rendered ob-

noxious of late in different quarters. The promises which
were made to the Church that the Holy Spirit should ever

reside in it, that Christ Himself should be with it to the

end of time, that the faith of Peter should never fail, and
the gates of Hell not prevail against it, have never been
understood to apply to the general conduct of men within
the Church, fluctuating as that conduct has been, and
always must be. It need scarcely be observed that the

real scope of the promises was to secure to the Church a
continual fountain of grace and truth, to preserve its doc-
trines ever entire, and its constitution and hierarchy visi-

ble and complete. It seems indeed necessary for the pre-
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servation of such privileges that some few there should

always be to profit by them and to be the channels and
instruments of them ; that there should ever be the seven

thousand who bow not in heart to Baal, to carry out the

blessed dispensation ; and in matter of fact the most cor-

rupt times of ecclesiastical history have never been de-

prived of such internal notes. But that the multitude of

Christians should always present the same unvarying cha-

racters of holiness and zeal, and the practice of the Church
never need reform: this was never expected from the

intention of the evangelical promises. In a word, the

Church has never had to reform her doctrine, but the

reform of the hearts and practice of her children has been
her endeavour from the beginning, and more particularly

when^^rosperity has superinduced negligence, such as the

end of the fourth century exhibited. This is precisely the

principle and aim of Salvian. As his picture of the morals
of Gaul and Africa was not intended to preclude the genu-
ine effects of the Church's spirit upon the elect, still less

was it meant to disparage the divinity of that institution

of which he was a priest, or to throw a doubt upon the
benefits of the doctrines and sacraments with their mani-
fold developments, which were sanctioned by authority.

Salvian, who was not writing for Dr. Gilly or Mr. Taylor,
makes even use of the Catholic belief of his readers as an
argument, not forsooth to reject their orthodoxy because
of their profligacy, but to reform their lives because of
their orthodoxy. There is heretical living as well as here- .

tical doctrine. You disdain justly, he sa^^s, the latter; do
not at the risk of your souls adopt the former.

*' What
can the prerogatives of a religious name avail us, what the

profession of Catholics and Believers, and the contempt in

which we hold the heretical creed of the Goths and Van-
dals, when we ourselves live in heretical profligacy?''

(B. vii.) If such a mode of address be denied the Catholic

preacher, lest he should seem to prove that piety is not the
natural produce of the true Church, then there is an end
of expostulation. St. Francis Xavier reproached the Por-

tuguese with leading in India lives worse than those of the

Pagans themselves; did he on that account prove that

Christianity was no better than Paganism ? did he deny
another aspect of the religion of which he was so blessed
an example ? It is affirmed that the Indians at this day
are prevented from becoming proselytes to the Anglican
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Establishment from the scandalous lives of professing
members of that institution. Would it be just thence to

infer that Buddhism is better than Protestantism, or that
in India there are no zealous and sincere ministers and
disciples of the Anglican Church ? We are not so unjust.

Having removed the general imputation which the testi-

mony of Salvian was supposed to authorize, we think we
shall have proved how capable of defence is the Church of

the Fathers, if finally we can show from Dr. Gilly's own
work, that those very persons whom he considers as the

types of the errors of their time were remarkable both for

holiness and for enlightened understanding. It had been
a task beyond the power of theoretical consistency to dwell

long upon the lives of the ancient Saints and uniformly to

refuse them the tokens of real sanctity. Magnified and
extolled as are the merits of Vigilantius, yet they approach
not to the shadows of the injured St. Martin, St. Pau-
linus, St. Jerome, St. Sulpicius. There is a field of admira-
tion and praise for the latter which never seems to end ; it

expands as it is entered. New themes of wonder present
themselves at every step. The feelings are exalted by the

very associations of their presence in the world; every
thing around them becomes hallowed ; their actions have
an echo through the lapse of centuries ; each has stamped
a mark upon the destinies of the Church; the ideal of

human attainments is reached or surpassed ; the power of

grace is seen to triumph where human resolution and

energy must fail. Such impressions as these seem to

reach at times even the prejudiced heart of Dr. Gilly.
But when Vigilantius becomes the subject of panegyric,
the train of thought is ever diverting from its end and

wandering into other topics. The extent of praise is apo-

logy ; qualities are to be imagined when not recorded ;

defects are to be dignified by system and purpose, or

explained by necessity. The little that remains is at best

common-place, which adds no honour to the circum-

stances of its appearance, but pleads sufferance from the

good which was external to it.

A period of the youth of St. Martin is thus described by
the writer.

"
During the whole time that Martin continued in the army, the

beauty of Christian holiness shone forth in his life and conversa-

tion. He was kind and forbearing towards his comrades, while he

refused to join in any of their polluting amusements and customs ;
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and he secured their affections by acts of self-denial and generosity,
of which they felt the benefit, although they could not understand

the motive. His patience and humility were said to be beyond all

human imitation. By the exercise of extreme frugality, he was
able to save enough out of his pay to feed the hungry, and to

clothe the naked, and to relieve those who run into debt from their

embarrassments. When his military life was at an end, Martin took

a journey into his native country for the conversion of his parents,
and exposed himself to the resentment of the Arians by vindicating
the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. He was banished from the

land, after having been nearly scourged to death by the Arians."—
p. 18.

But St. Paulinus and St. Sulpicius, as being perhaps
the better known to Dr. Gilly, in spite of their alleged

bigotry and superstition, forcibly and irresistibly extort

from him the acknowledgment of their singular virtues

and piety.
*' It was impossible not to entertain the deepest love and venera-

tion for such men. We feel the spell ourselves, even while we are

dwelling on their faults, and tracing the unhappy consequences of

their errors," &c.—p. 192.

Had St. Sulpicius but lived to the world, he would have
been perfect.

'* Had he mixed more with men, and carried his many virtues

into public life, what a beautiful form of Christianity would he
have exhibited in his own person ! and how he would have enlarged
his own mind [!] and corrected his confined notions, while he

improved those of his associates ! Had such a man as he is de-

scribed to have been, moved occasionally from the bosom of a

peaceful and religious family into the midst of society, how he would
have rebuked vice and encouraged virtue !"—p. 50.

Nay, a laudable ambition would have improved St.

Paulinus also, who had sold all and given to the poor.
" Had Paulinus mixed with general society, and made his chari-

ties and his devotions part of the business of his life, while he was

taking his share in the public duties of the senator and the land-

oxmier, and the guardian of a great number of dependants, he might
have been liappy.'''

—
p. 209. See alsop, 141.

We think that St. Paulinus and his contemporaries
judged better of Gospel perfection. And without quoting
a letter of St. Augustine in which this Father tells us that
St. Paulinus and St. Therasia were the edification of all
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Christendom, we are content to abide by the self-evident

narrative of facts furnished by Dr. Gilly himself.

"In the year 394, Paullnus carried his long-cherished design
into execution, and bidding a final adieu to all mundane things,
established himself at Nola in Campania, with the determination of

making it his abode for the rest of his life. Therasia, his chaste

and devoted wife, accompanied him, but they had long since ceased

to think of each other except as brother and sister, and in this

relation they dwelt together, vying who should most faithfully
enact the part of a servant of the Lord in prayer and supplications,
in hospitality and almsgiving. Night and day they had their

express hours for acts of devotion, and they endeavoured to fulfil

every claim of charity to the very letter of scriptural admonitions.

They washed the feet of pilgrims, and beggars, and wayfaring men;

every traveller, whose road lay near their habitation, was at liberty
to make the hospice at Nola his resting-place and house of refresh-

ment ; they provided granaries of corn, not only for the poor of the

immediate neighbourhood, but of those also wlio were at a distance ;

they prepared decent clothing for the naked, and change of raiment

for such as required them. Besides all this, money was laid out to

enable insolvents to pay their debts, and to redeem captives from

slavery. In fact, so boundless was their generosity, that abundant
as were the means of Paulinus to meet the legitimate demands of

charity, these means failed before the lavish expenditure which he

imposed upon himself. He was so reduced at one time as to be
unable to buy salt ;

and an anecdote is told of his having no money
left to relieve a petitioner, until an unexpected supply came to the

replenishment of his coff'ers. Here, then, was the man of consular

dignity, who had lived amidst the choicest society of Rome and of

the provincial capitals ;
and his wife, who had been nursed and

educated in all the luxuries of that luxurious age, excluding them-
selves from the enjoyments to which they had been accustomed,
and ministering to the wants of the indigent and squalid with their

own hands ; and denying themselves that they might clothe the

naked, and feed the hungry, and visit those who were sick and in

prison."
—

p. 77.*

On the other hand, it is curious to observe the awkward
effect which the figure of Vigilantius produces, not\vith-

standing the art and colouring of the writer
,^
in the midst

of the Saints who are employed to give it relief. Thus we

* Our limits ai^ain will not allow us to extend these proofs of intrinsic holiness.
But we would specially refer to pp. 196 et seq. for evidences of the extraordinaiyj
indeed almost incredible, familiarity with Holy Scripture evinced by these men
whom Dr. Gilly accuses as the corrupters of Christianit}'. Their " Roman super-
stition" can liardly be regarded as the growth of ignorance of Scripture, or uofa-
miliarity with its letter as well as its spirit.
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have seen a hideous pattern of tapestry in the middle of a

rich ground-work ;
or a daub of the painter enchased in a

golden frame. The author himself feels conscious of the

contrast.

"
I can only gather here and there a stray flower, wherewith to

weave a garland for Vigilantius."
—

p. 371.

At the same time, to avoid total silence, it was neces-

sary to reveal the unfavourable aspect of the Refornier,

with the caution to attribute its ungainliness to the design
of his opponent. St. Jerome, the informer, relates that

Vigilantius was "an innkeeper of Oalagurris," a village

situated near the Pyrenees.
'*

It was in keeping," he says,
**
with his pedigree, that he who was the offspring of a rab-

ble rout of robbers, should pillage the Church of God."""'

(pp. 390, 394.)
'' From his childhood he had learned another

trade, (i. e. not theology,) he had been accustomed to

another kind of training. The same individual could not

examine both gold coins and the Scriptures ; both sip

wines and understand the Apostles and Prophets."

(p. 347.) His very appearance was against him,
"'
an ever-

rubicund face, frothy lips, and unbridled railing." (p. 410.)

An incident moreover occurred almost under^ the eyes of

St. Jerome, from which he seems to have considered Vigi-
lantius as open to the charge of inebriety, showing that

the epithets,
*'

tipsy and nodding," were not random words,

(pp. 304, 39G.) "He was moreover unskilled in speaking
and devoid of information, and so unpolished in elocution,
that he could not defend even truth itself." (p. 393.)^

And
perhaps a great proof of his ignorance was evinced in the

interpretation which he hazarded on the second chapter of

Daniel.
" The mountain," he said,

"
mentioned in

Daniel, from which the stone was cut without hands, is

the devil, and the stone is Christ, because having assumed
a body from Adam, who formerly had adhered to the

devil by sin, he was born of the Virgin, that he might sepa-
rate man from the mountain, that is, from the devil."

(p. 358.) In this connexion St. Jerome calls Vigilantius
an Origenist. Elsewhere he is likened to Jovinian, a
heretic who, some years before, had been condemned by
the Pope ; (p. 390.) and again to Basilides, a Gnostic
heresiarch of the Ante-Nicene times, (p. 406.) and also

* The translation is by Dr. Gilly.
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to Eunomius and Cain, notorious innovators, (p. 405.)
After the fashion of all originators of error, he attempted
to unite the poison of his heresy with the Cathohc faith,

(p. 390.) More than once he reminds us of Pelagius and
his disciple Julian. Pelagius was also reproached with his

sensual deportment and appearance. Julian, if any, had
his share of the Rationalism of Vigilantius ; and though
he was much more learned and much more acute, yet he
had the same abhorrence of continency, and the same

practical common sense, with as little spirituality. We
do not quarrel with Dr. Gilly for terming Vigilantius
*'
sober-minded,"

^^
the reverse of what may be called

visionary," (p. 438.) or for commending ^^his sensible way
of showing the absurdity of a (Catholic) practice." (p. 439.)
We only deu}^ that this suffices to make a perfect charac-
ter. We are willing to allow that he was *^

a premature
Protestant," (p. 462.) but do not see wdiat that proves.
And we think he would have served the Protestant cause
better by not appealing to an apociyphal book of Esdras.

(p. 400.)
The only points, then, which we can collect from Dr.

Gilly's work as tending at all to raise our estimation of

Vigilantius, (for the merits of his cause are not in ques-
tion,) are, first, that he was born in a mountainous country
under the influence of a pure air,

—a qualification which
we must admit on the author's assertion,

** A mountaineer has many advantages over the inhabitant of a
crowded city. He inhales a pure and invigorating air

; he has

magnificent and inspiring objects perpetually before him ; he is

invited to range amongst solitudes, and to commune with his own
heart amidst those majestic features of nature, which declare the

glory of God and the insignificance of man," &c.—p, 126.

In the second place he had read the Scriptures; but to
what profit we have already seen.

Lastly, ^'he sung psalms, and cultivated sacred music."
(p. 424.) But St. Jerome thought it was a profanation
*'

to hear the songs of David, and Iduthun, and Asaph,
and the sons of Chore, only in the midst of feasting."
(p. 391.) And we are too strongly reminded of the poet
Clement Marot, who wrote and sang his Protestant

psalms in the liberal and profligate court of Francis I., to

be much influenced by such evidence. Besides, Arius
also made and sang hymns.
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If the general view of Dr. Gilly's work, which has been

given in the preceding pages, be correct, the inference

which we are entitled to draw from it, is, not properly that

the school of the author is erroneous, or that his own reli-

gious tenets are unfounded, but that they find no support
in the history of Christianity, and that the whole work

itself, however able and entertaining in its structure, is at

bottom a clear proof of the impossibility of a defence, even

negative, of Lutheran Protestantism by ecclesiastical his-

tory. The original standards of appeal with Dr. Gilly,

namely, reason and the Bible, remain to a certain point, as

standards, untouched; and it does not fall within our

province to impugn him in these, although the denial of

the fulfilment of prophecy and Christ's promises, to which
we have drawn the attention of the reader, is a strong

presumption against the solidity of his Biblical proofs. His
book is an historical work, and was to be treated as

such. At the same time, if we look at things in the

abstract, so important is the argument from probability in

all moral and religious questions, that a strong antecedent

proof against the validity of the proper grounds of his tenets

is presented in the unequivocal and consentient disagree-
ment of history. Testimony and circumstantial evidence
are among the chief principles of probability ; and though
it is often expedient to remove them from consideration,

yet no one in reality ever builds his persuasion upon pure
reason alone, or individual notions of right and wrong,
true or false, for the plain reason, that man, as a social

being, is dependant in almost everything upon external

information, and that his interest is to adapt his ideas to

the belief of mankind and to the dispensation, in all its

bearings, in which by creation he has become an actor.

And in matter of fact we do not believe that any serious
Protestant could exclude an inward distrust of that creed
which he has been taught, were he assured, and could he

rightly understand, that it had had its origin in the
fifteenth century. It is something so contrary to the notion
of Christianity, that it should be taught for the first time
since Christ and his apostles, at an epoch fifteen hundred
years removed from their time, that no private interpreta-
tion of Scripture could destroy the force of an argument
so practical. And yet to this does the question ultimately
come. On the other hand, with regard to Cathohcs, who,
perhaps, are the most likely to look into these pages.
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though they are not directly addressed to them, it is doubt-
less a source of the deepest satisfaction that, in addition

to the firm principles which are built upon the doctrines of

the Holy Scriptures, exhibited in their due relation and
connexion by an ever living and visible authority, they
should be supplied with the unanimous consent of history;
and instead of being left to the internal evidences alone

of a Divine Faith, great and convincing as these are, they
should be furnished with the most triumphant external

marks of the fulfilment of those blessed promises, which
were vouchsafed to them by their Founder and Master.

Art. IV.— 1. The Motives to Industry in the Study of Medicine ; an

Address delivered at Saint Bartholomew''s Hospital, on Thursday,
Oct. 1, 1846. By James Paget, F. R. C. S. Warden of the College,
aud Lecturer on Physiology in the Hospital. London : 1846.

2.— Reports on the Progress of Human Anatomy and Physiology, for the

years 1841-2, 1842-3, 1843-4, 1844-5. Bj James Paget, Lecturer

on Physiology at Saint Bartholomew's Hospital, &c. London.

3.—Records of Harvey, in Extracts from the Journals of the Royal

Hospital of Saint BartliolomeWy with notes. By James Paget, &c.

London: 1846.

WELL were it for the Schools of Medicine in Eng-
land, if they all possessed a Warden and a Professor

such as the highly-gifted author of the address, with which
the winter session of this year was opened, as St. Bartho-
lomew's Hospital. That venerable institution owes its ori-

gin to a poor monk, Rahere, who in the time of Henry II.

was directed by the Saint whose name it bears, to under-
take the foundation of a Hospital. The altar-tomb raised

to his memory, with the recumbent figure of a monk on
the slab, may still be seen in the ancient and, alas ! dese-

crated church of St. Bartholomew the Greater. Another
of wicked memory, has claimed the credit of being its

second founder, and his arms, if we remember right, are

set side by side with those of Rahere in a window of the

church which stands within the hospital gates. But
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E-ahere is not forgotten, and it is singular that the wards
of the hospital, which are shown to strangers in preference
to any other, bear the names of the christian virtue

"Hope" and ^'Rahere/'
In the time of Abernethy, a School of Medicine was

attached to the Hospital ; and within the last few years

contiguous houses have been included within the Hospital
enclosure, and a college founded, of which Mr. Paget is

the warden. The good which has resulted from this

arrangement is incalculable : young men sent from the

country to complete their medical education in London,
find here a protection against the dangers of their new
position, over and above the professional advantage of

being within hearing of any occurrence, in the way of

accident or operation, at which it would be for their im-

provement to be present. We speak as eye-witnesses of

facts, we have seen the working of the new system at St.

Bartholomew's, and we have no hesitation in affirming
that (setting aside affectionate reminiscences) had we
again to choose a School of Medicine for ourselves or to

recommend one to others, St. Bartholomew's Hospital
and College would have the preference.
The address delivered by Mr. Paget is earnest and im-

pressive, full of the germs of high and noble thoughts,
witness his expression on the subject of Natural Theo-

logy: after remarking that it belongs to the medical
student to be daily holding converse with all that is most
beautiful in the works of God,

"
1 do not mean,'' he con-

tinues,
"
that we should always be on the look out for evi-

dences, as they are called, of this or that admitted truth,
and then by the dry and unfruitlul path of natural theo-

logy, should try to attain to an opinion, hardly to be called

belief, of that which, on far better evidence, we may be
sure of. This cannot be called a privilege to a christian

man." Sentiment most true, wherever found and by
Avhomsoever uttered, but real on\y in the mouth of a Catho-
lic : not that Mr. Paget does not hold it to be real when pro-
nounced by himself,—no one will accuse Mr. Paget of

unreality,
—but that it is in reality a sentiment consistent

only with Catholicism. For what is the
**
better evi-

dence," on which the truths, alluded to by Mr. Paget, as
held by Protestants, rest ? Precisely the evidence on
which a bygone physiology rested and which Mr. Paget
now rejects : a stunted Tradition, A man, say, is horn a
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Protestant and he continues one; this is one ground on
which his religion rests ; and the same may be said of the
Cathohc : he professes to prove his rehgion from Holy
Scripture, this is another ground, and the Cathohc has
the same, only with advantage : finally, some few Protes-

tants, appeal to Tradition, and here lies their grievous
fallacy: they appeal to an authority and then arbitrarily
define the limits of the authority to which they appeal :

"doubtless,'' they will say,
*'
Christ has promised infalli-

bility to his Church, for the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it/' and it is the pillar and (ground of the truth,]
and he has declared that he will be with it all days even to

the consum'tnation of the ivorld,''l but still then' actions

say,
"
the Church was infallible so long only as it forebore

to condemn the denial of what we deny, and when it in-

sisted upon the confession of doctrines distasteful to us, it

ceased to be the church, and so ceased to be our teacher."
Is not this to appeal to a stunted tradition? and a practi-
cal denial of the inherent life of the Church, which has
fitted it for all times and all circumstances ? And there-

fore, is it not denying to the Church the very thing
which the physiologist claims as a perfection of his own
science?

"
Study,'' says Mr. Paget, *'your profession in

a scientific spirit, and educate yourselves to that closeness

of thought and argument in it, which is encouraged by its

increasing connexion with the exact sciences." And is

this aspiration after assimilating the seen to the unseen,
the projection of truth to its prototype in the divine mind,
the connexion of the faith as given to man with the
*'
exact" and the unchangeable knowledge which has its

origin in God ; or again, the realization of the oneness of

the church on earth with the church in heaven, and the inter-

communion of its members ;
—all which points are analo-

gous to the reduction of mixed science to exact, and

wrought out by the philosophy of Catholicism, as prompted
and illuminated by the Divine Spirit; is all this to be
denied to religion, the mistress and end of all sciences?

and are its vigorous energies for growth and expansion to

be all stunted and crushed? What should we say to the

physiologist who clung to the truths known to the father

of medicine,—truths which of course by implication con-

* St. Matt. xvi. t 1 Tim. iii.

i St. Matt. ult.
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tained the latest results of modern enquiry, (reported so

admirably by Mr. Paget,)
—and rejected the accumulated

stores of physiological knowledge, deduced by rightly

appUed reason and tested by experiment ? And what is to

be said of the theologian who acts no otherwise, and

rejects the inferences of a divine logic, tested by the expe-
rience of saints ? Protestantism is guilty of this error, and
has brought obloquy on religion : and it is this very crime

of Protestantism which has exalted ''evidences of natural

theology" to the undue position they hold in Protestant

countries.

Throughout his address, Mr. Paget is speaking under
constraint: he would fain emancipate himself from the

trammels of his system, but he cannot : he is hampered on

every side : he is tongue-tied. And Protestantism does

hamper the energies of the soul and smother the utterance

of the tongue. The eagle-eye (and we are hardly using a

metaphor) would gaze on the sun of truth, but it is hood-
winked and cannot pierce the veil which a narrow religion
has interposed between it and the fount of light. Cum talis

sis, utiiiam noster esses I

It is our intention to enter somewhat at length into the

subject of physiology which we have thus connected with a
man who promises to be one

of^
its brightest ornaments.

He has already done much both in the way of oral instruc-

tion and through his invaluable ''Reports," which record
the progress of the science in successive years from 1841.

Much that we may say will have been derived from his

labours, and we hope that he will allow this general ac-

knowledgment to supersede the constant repetition which
our obligations to him would otherwise necessarily
involve.

The Church is so much occupied with the care of man
as a moral and religious being, that the study of external

nature, and of man as part of it, has been comparatively
little pursued by her most faithful children. The time
indeed once was when the whole circuit of science, moral
and physical, lay within the grasp of a single mind. Now,
however, it is a great thing for a man who seeks excel-

lence in any one study even to understand the language of

other sciences. Sciences have at once progressed and
multiplied. New instruments have been discovered, the

telescope has extended our view into space untraversed
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before by the human eye, and the microscope still more
recently has unfolded wonders, if possible, still more asto-

nishing in our nearer neighbourhood and in our own
frame. And he that has proceeded furthest in the study
which he has chosen, feels that he is only on its threshold,
and that a student of a few years hence will look back

upon his labours as the strivings of a child. And thus it

is that each science has become a world in itself: and men
live in different worlds : the knowledge of Human Physi-
ology possessed by the comparative anatomist, has not ad- .

vanced beyond the point at which it stood at the time he
heard the lectures of his pupilage, because he has been too

much engrossed with his peculiar branch of study to keep
pace with the progress of any other. And if it be so in

cognate sciences, much more in sciences whose connexion
is more remote : how many lawyers have heard of the

science of Histology? How many divines have heard
even of the names of men who are most looked up to in

natural science ? It must needs be so ; and in some
branches of knowledge the fact realizes itself more than
in others. History, for example, must, from the nature of

the case, be adding to its facts every day, both in point of

extent of territory, as civilization gradually spreads into

barren wastes, and in duration of time : the former is phy-
sically limited by the earth's surface : to the latter we see

no limit
; only, as physiology proves that to every thing that

exists a certain natural term is given, so the divine decrees

may determine the limit of extension to be the same with
the limit of duration: or, again, as pathology proves that

causes, moral or external, or both, may hasten the decay
of whatever has being, so the divine decrees n^ay coincide

with the destructive influence (if so be) of a comet, and
both the one and the other with the moment when the cup
of iniquity is full and the number of the elect shall have

equalled the number of the fallen angels and filled their

vacant places.
Is it not so with the Faith itself? What need of learned

divines when truth fell from the lips of very Truth, and the

mysteries of the kingdom were lisped by hoary age in

terms as simple as they were sung by babes and sucklings.
The rude and prying eye and the uncontrolled tongue
were checked between the Day of Pentecost and the Bap-
tism of Simon Magus : there abode a consciousness of the

unseen Divine Presence of the Holy Spirit after the visi-
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ble presence of God with man had been withdrawn, and
the faithful were happy in the doctrine and fellowship of

those who had seen the Lord, in the celebration of the

holy mysteries and in common prayers. How different

did the aspect of things soon become ! Nicolaitans,

Gnostics, Hymenseus, and Philetus, were the means per-
mitted by Divine Providence to render the Church (if one

may so speak) conscious of the treasures she possessed : she

was like a christened infant, innocent and pure, with

faith unquestioning ; like the happy ecstatica, she was
absorbed in the contemplation of God, as he had revealed

himself to her ; she did not turn her eyes upon herself or

criticise the words, which expressed imperfectly, as all

words must do, the truths she fed on, or scrutinized

their image as projected on her mind, and projected

imperfectly, because the truths were infinite and the reci-

pient was finite. This was left for unfaithful children, and as

the human body grows to perfection through contending
influences, heat and cold, light and darkness, disorgani-
zation and repair, so was the Church nurtured in its

infancy, childhood, and youth: persecution from without

contrii3uted its safeguard against declension in morality,
and heresy within, its stimulus to the elaboration of that

wonderful system of doctrine which now expresses in

words the Church's consciousness of the truths she held

from the beginning. We have spoken of the Church's

infancy, childhood, and youth, why do we not go on to

speak of her decrepitude and decay ? Does not physiology
and the world around tell of this as happening to all things?

They do ; and it may be that in all which is not essential

to her as the Spouse of Christ, the Church may share the

fate of earthly things : the human body of her Lord was
sensible of fatigue and pain, and his human soul of sor-

row even unto death, and his whole manhood was sub-

jected to the will of his enemies : is it strange then that

the wickedness or the rebellion of her children shoidd pre-
vent her from exercising in fact, the authority to which
she is by her character entitled ? that Gregory VII. should
be able to exact what Gregory XVL could not ? it is their

loss and not hers, that kingdoms once devoted to her have
now renounced their allegiance, and if the worst befall her,
it cannot be so bad as that to which her Lord submitted ;

and should the worst befall her, it will only be the signal
of her exaltation as it was of his. He died and rose
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again, and so will she : she will put off that, which in its

nature is liable to corruption, and continue for ever arrayed
in the righteousness of the saints in the vision of God. Nor
will this be, as appears at first sight, contrary to analogy
even of the physical sciences ; for in these we distinguish
between the facU as we see them, and the 'principles of
those facts: the facts are liable to corruption and con-

stantly changing, but the principles persist : this organized
body may possess life to-day, and being disintegrated, may
lose it to-morrow; but as long as organization continues,
so long will life continue independent of its existence in

this or that particular recipient, just as gravitation con-
tinues so long as the objects of physical science exist."" And
what in fact is meant by these principles ? It is not enough
to say, that facts are accounted for because they happen
according to a law; this is playing with words and a con-

cealing of ignorance, or a wilful blindness to unsavoury
truths. Law, nature, principle, necessity, are abstractions,
and abstractions can do nothing ; they are but modes of

acting, and all acts imply a personal agent. This personal

agent who rules the world, is he who made it. We adore
his power, instead of ascribing to him what is unbecoming,
when we see his immediate agency in the evolution of the

microscopic animalcule, (of which a number as gi'eat as
there are men on earth, might be contained in the space of

a single drop of water,) no less than in the creation of the

Archangel Michael. The musical note produced by the

gnat's wing in motion, proves that it strikes the air ten
or twelve thousand times in a single second, yet every con-
traction of the muscle of the insect's wing is controlled by
him who does nothing in haste, but orders all things in

number, measure, and weight. Again, it has been proved
that extensive mineral deposits are composed of the sili-

cious shells of the minutest possible animals : those, for

instance, of one species, (the Qaillonella distans,) consti-

tute the Tripoli of Bohemia, or rotten-stone, an impalpable
powder employed in the art of polishing metals, and of

these little animals, while few are visible to the naked eye,
it would require nearly a hundred and eighty-seven millions

of the smallest to weigh a single grain : each act of friction

with the rotten-stone reduces to atoms many millions of

* This idea was embodied in its application to politics in the Greek expression
eti) ^KiriXiiii, &c.

d
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entire fossils : and in some species the power of multipli-
cation is so great, that from a single living individual, a
hundred and seventy billions may be produced in four

days."' Life has existed at some time or other in every
one of these animalcules, each has possessed the faculty of

secreting the materials necessary for its flinty protection
from the food by which it was nourished, and of perpe-

tuating its species; and in each case, he supplied the

power,
" who hath measured the waters in the hollow of

his hand, and weighed the heavens with his palm: hath

poised with three fingers the bulk of the earth, and weighed
the mountains in scales, and the hills in a balance,'

'

before whom "
the Gentiles are as a drop of a bucket, and

are counted as the smallest grain of a balance, and the

islands are as a little dust, and all nations are as if they
had no being at all, and are counted by him as nothing
and vanity/ 't What then, though the visible fabric of the
world pass into its original nothing, the Being, who is its

life, endures for ever. The visible world has an external

aspect which shrouds the operations of its ever and every-
where present Author, bnt He is no less truly there. It is

so with the Church : externally, it looks, if so be, like other

religions or systems of philosophy ; one cunning sophist

may proclaim it a form of Mithraism, another of Platonism,
another of Essenism, and may reckon on its rise, its pro-
gress, and decay from the history of theirs; another, who
j3retends to the title of philosopher, may compare its

infancy, its patristic, scholastic, and philosophic periods
with the history of Buddhism and its revolutions in India ;

and yet over and above all that these would-be judges of
the Church discern in her, it is possible that they do
but see the outward form, and that the Divine agency
which works in her and through her escapes them : for,
he is a God that hideth himself.

But after all, may it not be said that our dispute with
such persons as we have referred to, is but a question of
words ? Since we insist on the immediate agency of God
in the physical world, do we deny his Presence and imme-
diate agency in the moral and intellectual ? and are not
therefore the schools of philosophy to which Christianity

Dr. Carpenter's General Physiology, § J 47.

t Isaias xl.
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has been compared, or from which it has been derived, as
much the work of God as Christianity itseh?

The answer to this objection is easier than appears at

first sight. In speaking of the immediate agency of

God in the works of nature, we have not excluded all

notion of other agency than his, either co-operating with
or setting itself in opposition to him. He that created
the landscape gave the artist the faculty of imitation,
and though his agency is immediate in enabling the

human mind to act on matter, to guide the pencil or today
on the colour, his agency in the entire act is only mediate.
Mind is something over and above the power of gravitation
or electricity in physics, and over and above life in phy-
siology y' these, as such, are properties of matter inor-

ganized or organized beings, and therefore, cannot originate

action, but need his constant and immediate agency : mind
is endowed with the power of origination, and man by pos-

sessing it is created in God's likeness. Man possesses the

forma subsistens, or that which constitutes personality, as

angels do, and both men and angels have applied to them,
in consequence of this likeness, the title of gods.f Is it

strange then, that when man found himself in a state where

good and evil are in constant conflict, where the shadows
of God's immediate agency appear in the facts of nature,
where he finds within himself, though shattered and

marred, some fragments of his original likeness to God, is

it strange that by his very power of origination he should

strive to invent what he had not, and of which he had no ex-

tant promise, the definition, namely, of his relations towards
God and his fellow man, that is, systems of religion and
morals, which after all should be to the true religion and
to true morals, as the artist's painting is to the landscape?
Nor is it strange that man's invention should often

approach in external resemblance to the Divine exemplar:
he that made man and intended his restoration, did not
confine his goodness to his ordinaiy agency: his mercy
overflowed, and wherever, even beyond the chosen people,
he found the honest and true heart, he aided man's reason-

ings with hints and glimpses of the truth, which was here-

* Intellectus noster vel ans^elicus, quia secundum naturam a materia aliqualiter
elevatus est, potest ultra suam naturam i)er gratiam ad aliquid altius elevari et

hujus sigaum est, &c. Suram. 1. \'2. 4.

, t Psalm Ixxxi. 6. Cf. S. Thorn. Summ. Th. Pars. 1. § 76.
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after to be revealed, and prepared the Gentile for the

reception of that truth, committed by him in course of time
to the keeping of the Church. Far more than this, won-
derful to say, (though for the present we forbear to insist

upon the subject,) he prepared in heathen Greece, the m-
struments by which St. Thomas and his companions raised

bulwarks round the Christian faith. Our answer then is

obvious ; God has from the beginning had his witnesses of

truth, though for 4000 years but partially revealed and sha-

dowed in type and prophecy, till Christianity brought life

and immortality to light, and in the fulness of time, the

day-spring from on high arose in the East and has shed
its benign influence over the world : this is the religion of

God's immediate creation, the body quickened by himself,
who is the life-giving Spirit : there are others, originated

by man in the sense above explained, which vary in their

resemblance to the true one, some being horrible grotesque
shadows of it, and others almost as like as a soulless body
would be to a man ;

^

not like a mere corpse, but like a

body with all its chemical and physical and vital properties
in full exercise, but still without a soul, and/orma suh-

sistens : like the creation of Prometheus, fair and beau-

tiful, but wholly imperfect without the addition of lire from
heaven for its completion.

It is not therefore difficult to account either for the

neglect of natural science by the generality of divines, nor
on the other hand for the general character of those who
have devoted themselves to its study. The former results

from the quantity which has to be learned ; the latter from
the quality or character of the study. Not that the study
is in itself other than most sublime, for it is the contem-

plation of the works of God; and well might Galen
speak of his description of the human frame as a hymn
chanted in honour of the wisdom, power, and goodness of
our Maker ; more excellent an offering than hecatombs of

bulls, an incense of sweet odour more fragrant than hun-
dreds of precious spices and aromatic gums. But its very
beauty constitutes its danger when pursued alone : are not
the heavens beautiful ? has not God set his tabernacle in
the sun, and crowned his Mother with the stars, and
figured in the moon his Church, and yet were the hosts of
heaven the first objects of idolatry ? Created beauty is a
snare so soon as men regard it as self-dependent and apart
from the imcreated, of which it is at best a shadow in dim
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outline. Did not even she, whose single beauty outshines

the united glory of angels and saints, and whose powerful
intercession is the overthrow of heresy, become the object
of idolatrous worship'' in the earliest times with those who
forgot the immeasurable distance between the Creator and
the fairest and the spotless jewel of his creation? Eve
looked on the forbidden fruit and saw that it was good to

eat, and fair to the eyes, and delightful to behold, and
created beauty captivated her and she was seduced.

''Man," says Dr. Carpenter, quoting with approbation the

expression of Burns, "is the god of the dog :'' to the brute

creation, even in its highest sagacity, the visible is all in

all, and faith in the Invisible is not possible : the noblest

faculty of man :is his capacity of faith, by it more than by
aught else he is distinguished from the beasts that perish,
and if he resign this, he forfeits his peculiar dignity, he
differs only in the degree of his organization and its conse-

quent properties from the cattle around him ; he continues
indeed the highest of animals, because his mental faculties

are higher in accordance with the development of his brain,
but still he is only the highest among the vertebrata, the
most elevated of mammals, the most intellectual among
the spini-cerebrata.
But can it be so ? Is it true that the study of physiology

can lead to infidelity, when it is the study of those very
objects which so strikingly shadow forth the Maker of all?

It is true, and most lamentably true : perhaps tres medici,
duo infideles, is below, rather than above, the average ac-
count ; and what has been already said explains the ultimate
cause of so miserable, so degrading a result : but it may be

asked, what is ijractically the cause, what are the circum-
stances of the study which lead to it ? This question too,
it is not difficult to answer.

If we look at Europe as a whole, and reflect on the dis-

astrous consequences of the events of the 16th century,
how the foundations of faith in certain countries, and in

our own among the rest, have been sapped in the minds of

individuals, though in themselves they stand as sure as
when the promise was first given to St. Peter, it is no won-
der that Protestants who begin with being critics, end with

denying the Christianity to which in the first instance they
have no rightful claim. Catholics have the faith and a

*
«/j£<r/f illu>.orret6( S. Epiph. Hsei'. 79.
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creed, but it is not an easy thing for men to bear up
against the supercihousness with which high-sounding

philosophy treats the doctrines of truth as puerile, effete,

and obsolete. Set in the midst of an unbelieving world,

there is too much cause to fear that they may forget that

the
"
foolishness of God is wiser than men,'' and may

range themselves on the side of the "Friends of Light,''

who prefer a flickering flame of their own kindling to the

sun whichGod has set in the heavens to illuminate the earth.

But it is not the place here to speak of the predisposing
causes which lay men op(^

to the ill effects of physiological

study. This will lead uy away from the peculiar dangers
we propose to define, the first of which may be stated as

follows : The young man leaves school or college with cer-

tain religious principles, and with certain ideas of the

.Being and attributes of God ; he is intended for a profes-

sion to which physiological science is preparatory, and he
finds himself at a hospital or an institution established for

the purpose. His theological knowledge is stationary : his

scientific is progressive. Life and motion he learns to

trace to secondary causes, of which, before, he had heard

nothing. He had been taught that life is a gift of God,
and that it rests with him to destro}^ it or to save ; but now
he finds that life expresses but an aggregate of properties,
attached to organization and dependent for their exercise

on the perfection of the organism and the presence of cer-

tain stimuli, as heat, and light, and electricity. His scien-

tific knowledge grows into maturity : his religion is still

that of his boyhood or his youth : he has found other causes
of the facts he sees, besides those that he knew before, and
the conceit of knowledge and superiority hides from him
the fact that these causes are themselves effects : and then
he ascribes a real power to his generalizations, personifies

abstractions, and deifies nature.

He once spoke of the Almighty power of God, but that

Almightiness received its character from his own ideas of

power; and now that those ideas of power are expanded,
his conception of it exceeds the idea he had before formed
of God, and he substitutes for God this his newly acquired
notion. And soon he learns that powers, forces, laws, not

only regulate the existence of visible things, but that they
themselves would have no existence unless embodied in

these visible things, and so law and the frame-work of the

world become correlatives; cause and effect imply each
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other, and as creation could not be without God, so neither
can his god exist without creation ; his god is an anima
mundii and Pantheism his beUef.

2. There is another danger in
the^ study of physiology :

its dependence on experiment and its uncertainty. It is

remarkable how the peculiarities, both of the pure and the
mixed sciences, are detrimental to the faith of the Chris-

tian, if they are pursued exclusively.
^
The pure sciences

have necessaiy conclusions, the mixed sciences have
facts ; the aua^/Kata and the vTrdpxovTa of Aristotle

; the

offsprings of induction and experiment. The objects of faith

partake of the character of bothT they rest on an infallible

authority, and are therefore as infallible as the conclusions
of necessary science ; but the infallibility of that authority
is not proved to man by mathematical demonstration, and
the acceptance therefore of its enunciations becomes one
branch of human probation. Theology refuses to be sub-
mitted to experiment on the one hand, and on the other

requires the mathematician to repose the same confidence
in the enunciations of the Divine mind as he does in the
abstractions of his own, while she refuses to him the sub-

jective certainty which he enjoys with regard to the latter.

We know indeed that after probation and in the state oiP

reward, evidence analogous to that of physical and of
mathematical science may be possessed in respect of the

present objects of faith, in a degree transcendently higher
than it exists on earth in respect of the objects of either one
or the other human science. Touching the one, the pure
science, the mind of the creature will be made partaker of
and like to the Divine First Mind, and will by means of
Divine light (made by participation its own) apprehend
(more distinctly than ever it did on earth its own principles
and conclusions,) the Essence of God, and therefore all

the truth of which it is capable, as though by subjective
consciousness : and, touching the other, the objects now
of faith will become the objects of sight,

*'
not as though

the acuteness of our bodily eyes were to be exalted to that
of eagles, or that which some ascribe to serpents, (since no
difference in degree alone could extend the power of vision

beyond corporeal objects,) but the eyes of the glorified

body shall (as may well be believed) so see the bodies pro-

per to that new heaven and that new earth, as to behold
God with the most clear distinctness, everywhere present,

directing as a pilot does his ship, all things, even these

I
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heavenly bodies ; shall so see, not in the way in which we
now behold the unseen things of God, understood, that is,

by the things that are made, but in such sort as we now
no sooner behold the men among whom we live, alive and
exercising vital energies, than we at once see, we do not

believe f
that they are alive.'' God is, as we have before

said, the life of all things ; but on earth when we view his

operations, we apprehend them only as the effects of

lifet
and we discern them as his workings only

'^

through
a glass darkly ;" in the state of reward, the purified vision

will convey at once to the intellect the apprehension of

God, no longer severing life, which is the secondary, from

God, who is XhQ first cause. The uncertainty of physio-
logical science is very remarkable, and it is this branch of

science with which we are specially concerned. In itself

it is of course not uncertain, but we speak of it as at present
existing: it is in its infancy, its laws are not deduced, and
the difficulties which attend their deduction are far greater
than those which accompany the deduction of the laws of

mere physical science, as of astronomy or inorganic che-

mistry. Upon this point we cannot do better than refer

our readers to the Preliminary Remarks in Dr. Carpenter's
work on General and Comparative Physiology: it is enough
by way of illustration to quote the following words :

*^
In

the mineral or inorganic world, change is the exception,
and permanence is the rule ; whilst in the animated

kingdoms, change is constant and universal, and is indeed,
essential to our idea of life.'' {% 11.) It is this uncertainty,
which accompanies the infancy of a science, that makes its

study dangerous. The mind is moulded on an inquiring,
a questioning, a sceptical type, and this is the very opposite
to the character necessary lor a Catholic: the Catholic's
mind must be that of a little child, ready to believe,
not eager to question. And this fully explains the almost
excessiv^e solicitude of the Church in warning her chil-

dren, like a tender mother, to be on their guard against
the snares of science. Take at hap-hazard any page in
the valuable work just quoted, and see whether '^probable,"
"likely," '"perhaps,"

*'

seems," ''appears," or some
equivalent phrase is not found in almost every subordinate
conclusion. This is far from being a fault in Dr. Carpen-
ter, it arises of necessity from causes independent of him,
and proves his faithfulness as a physiologist : still it is not
the model on which a Catholic mind is to be moulded.

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 8
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Is it any wonder then that the father of experimental
science, Gahleo, should have been an object of suspicion,

especially when he obtruded, or seemed to obtrude, his

physical deductions into the region of theology ? If expe-
rimental science has so many dangers now, (though
it has been proved that physical philosophers are but the

Church's unconscious ministers in discovering new and
wonderful analogies illustrative of the Church's truths,)
it might well be mistrusted when it was an untried and
novel system. To men who had been accustomed to

take the word of Holy Scripture literally, when it spoke
of physical facts, the bold, sudden admission of a con-

trary opinion though true, would practically have sub-
verted other and far more important truth. It matters
little whether the sun be more properly said to move
round the earth or the converse : but the non-invalidation

of the grounds of religion and morals, which teach us
our relation to God and our fellow-men, is of prime im-

portance. The Catholic does not now find the same diffi-

culties in the progress of science : past experience proves,

(as is it priori plain) that the word of God as read in nature,
is in harmony with the word of God as written in Scrip-
ture or delivered by tradition ; and, because it is in har-

mony, therefore illustrative of it and an additional proof of

its truth. That he is still not without fear does not arise

from a suspicion of science, ^but from the certainty that

science will be a snare to many in consequence of consi-

derations already spoken of. And in addition, it may be
admitted that physical science external to the Church is,

generally speaking, in advance of physical science within
the Church. It is antecedently probable that it should be
so. The Church has higher subjects for contemplation,
and men who have not these will naturally look for the gra-
tification of their innate love of knowledge in external

nature. But they are labouring ultimately for the Church:

they labour and the Church reaps the harvest : they are
like the beings which inhabited the earth before it put on
its present garb and became habitable by man, which
existed not for themselves but for the human race, and

through the course of ages followed each other in various

succession, all for the sake of man : they are like the beings
of the vegetable and the animal world, which gi'adually
elaborate the simple elements, and combine them into

organizable compounds and prepare food for man, while
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he, ill the meanwhile, is, if he lives as man and according
to his higher nature, occupied with higher and worthier

matters. Even so the observer of facts, if he be not also

Catholic, is the Church's unconscious slave ; whether he
be physical philosopher, or metaphysician, his extremest

ingenuity, his minutest observation, his most brilliant

generalization, his profoundest lucubrations, are unprofit-
able speculations, or, at best but external facts, till they
are illuminated by the light of Truth. And then, in the

hands of the Catholic, they become a living and a breath-

ing harmony and a canticle of praise, because they set

forth the glory of God in adding their tribute of testimony
to the truth of the Catholic faith, which is (in all respects
in which created things can bear similitude,) analogous to
'*
the constitution and course of nature.

'^ Hence it is that

in our days we find a Catholic professor at Louvain, M.
Waterkeyn, writing on the subject ofgeology, entering upon
the Neptunian and Plutonian Theories, and not only speak-
ing fearlessly on hypotheses which have temfied many a
Protestant whose doctrines rest on his own private inter-

pretation of Sacred Scripture, but entitling his book, ^'The

Principles of St. Augustine on the Philosophy of Nature,"
as carrying out the process adopted by that holy Doctor of
the Church in his Exposition of the Mosaic History of

Creation. The Church has just so far kept up with the

progress of science as to protect the intellectual who are

sincere and earnest from its dangers ; and just so far kept
short of it as to try the faith of all, whether it will stand
or no.

3. One more danger accompanying physiological as a
branch of physical science, shall be mentioned. It is

a bond of union. All men can appreciate the value of
union ; the object of the Church is that all men may be
one. And the Church teaches the manner in which God
will have all men united, namely, by union with His divine
nature ;

''
the only-begotten Son of God," says the angelic

doctor,
^Vould have us partakers of His Godhead, and to

that end, assumed our manhood, that by being made man.
He might make gods of men.

"
This is the divine economy

by which unity is to be effected ; but just as man forsook
God to worship the creature before Christianity appeared,
so (now that the grossness of idolatry is excluded among
the accidental effects of the presence of Christianity,) in
these more refined times, this divine economy is rejected.
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and man looks around for means of union, short of the

divinely appointed one. Here again the truth of God is

changed into a lie, and however one error may involve
the other, the assault, at least in appearance, is made by
the enemy, not so much on the being and attributes of
God as on his Church, which is the appointed means of
union with Him. We long for unity, man is not by nature
a solitary being, he is drawn towards his fellow by sympathy
and by necessity. And if the theory of the Church were
set before any man, he could hardly deny that the fairest

idea of unity is embodied in it. It would indeed, if fully

realized, be the kingdom of God on earth, and its law
would be the law of love. But whatever is the cause, men
have refused this unity ; nay, when in great measure it

existed, they have risen in rebellion and shivered Christian

Europe into fragments, and the tree, in which the sap still

rises, and whose fruit still comes to perfection, has lost

many a fair branch lopped off and withered; the heart
beats vigorous as ever, the head remains unscathed, but
the gangrene which could not reach the nimbler parts, has

separated off this or that extremity. Still however, man
who has fallen from grace, retains his natural desire for

unity, and so new bonds of union are sought, and not

sought in vain. It seems the very artifice of the enemy of

man, to put on the appearance of an angel of light, and
simulate as near as possible the truth. The veriest unbe-
lievers will now-a-days use Scripture language or the

language of dogmatic theology to express their own impie-
ties, and associations for this or that merely human object
assume the appearance of the church's unity and the
church's charity. It is so with free-masonry, and it is so

with physical science. What we have akeady said of the
extent to which the different sciences are carried, has shown
how entirely each science is a little world in itseff, each
constitutes an association with a common object. And in

the pursuit of this object there is no moral self-discipline

required ; impurity and vice are no obstacles to fellowship
between physical philosophers as such; no rule such as that

propounded by St. Paul for Christian communion, (1 Cor.
v. 11.) is called for in an association for science ; above all,

here is no obtrusive external authority claiming obedience,
and yet refusing to submit to chemical test or to be tried

by the microscope. No man is interfered with by his

neighbour ; here at least is common ground where religious

J
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differences may be forgotten ; here the zealot and the bigot
are regarded from a distance with philosophic indifference,
and sometimes with phikmthropic pity ; here the greatest

happiness of the greatest nmnber is the watchword, and
that happiness is such as this world gives ; here is no room
for self-denial or bodily austerities, for it is contrary to

common sense to deny the body what it needs for its most
perfect physical development; here no time is lost in

prayer, religious exercises, or meditation on the shadowy
and mystic enigmas of theology, for the physical philoso-

pher's devotion and worship is coincident with his favourite

pursuit, and he will tell you that the best adoration, the

most
''
reasonable service,'' is to trace the operations of

nature in the fair world around him ; here in fine are facts

without truth, union without unity, a body without a soul,
man without immortality, nature without God.
Such are the dangers to which the student of physical

science is exposed; so grossly may those manifestations
of God's power and goodness in the visible creation be

abused, which ought to be ever present memorials to excite

our love, to advance our knowledge of him, and to shadow
forth the life to come; so easily can the creature, which is

the object of sense, usurp the place of the Creator, who can

reign in the heart by faith alone.

What then is the proper use of physical science ? And
what its legitimate position as a study ? It is to trace the

operations of him who is unchangeable, the author of

nature, of morals, of religion, all which, as proceeding
from him, partake of his unity and are analogous to one
another. This vast system of God's creation is beyond
our comprehension, and many things appear therefore to

our limited capacities contradictory or irreconcileable with
what we might have expected. Of the three, the book of

nature lies before us and is most accessible; the laws of

morality are more recondite, and faith is the object of reve-

lation; of the three, in respect of importance, the first is

most easily dispensed with, the second is essential to man
as a mortal, the third is supreme : of the three, while we
are baffled in all, the first haf) fewest difficulties, the
second more, but against the third difficulties have been
most multiplied : of the three, the first is recognized espe-
cially by sense, the second by reason, the third by faith :

the first relates to the animate and inanimate creation and
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to man in so far as he is merely animal, the second to
man in reference to his fellow, the third to man in so far

as he is partaker of the angelic and of the divine nature :

experiment, conscience and authority prevail severally in

each. Thus then stands the question: all three proceed
from God and therefore antecedently we might expect a

parallelism ; we find in fact that there is a parallelism in

many parts and this confirms our expectation that we shall

find it in all ; and the main point is this,
—

objections are

brought against religion as containing difficulties which
cannot be surmounted; we answer. Look at physical
science, it too has the same difficulties, and notwithstand-

ing, the constitution and course of nature really exists:

the objections therefore against religion are groundless: nor
is the argument merely elenctic and defensive, it is posi-
tive also and direct ; the system of nature is laid before

our eyes and we find ourselves subject to its laws and that

we act in opposition to them at our peril; we find our-

selves again in a social condition and subjected to the laws
of society and morals, and the consequences of their trans-

gression is still more fatal : and yet neither the one system
nor the other is based on absolute demonstration,*for it can
be shown that our apprehension of both is ultimately
founded upon faith. Again, the system of external nature
is in itself insufficient for man in this life, and its defi-

ciencies are supplied by the law of morals, and in like

manner this moral law is insufficient for man as destined,
if so be, for another life as much exalted above his present
as his present life is above that of the world around him.
As well then the nature of the evidence and the imperfec-
tions of the visible systems in which man lives, afford

a probability that there is somewhere another and a per-
fect system (otherwise, he has been born with capacities
and desires never destined to be satisfied) and that the evi-

dence on which that system will rest, will be not demon-
strative but probable.
The analogy between sense, reason and faith is there-

fore the highest object of contemplation for the physical

philosopher.
Physiology is that branch of the study of nature which

regards organization. Between a mass of lead or a

stream of water and a growing plant or the body of a

living animal there is a marked difference obvious to the

eye. And the difference which appears to the eye is
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attended with an actual difference in the constitution of

the objects and in the laws to which they are subjected; or

rather, over and above the kind of constitution in the sim-

pler object, there is superadded something in the more
compound ; and over and above the laws to which the first

is subject, there are others which have reference to the

greater complexity in the constitution of the latter. We
say familiarly that the mass of lecid is inert and lifeless,

but that it has some kind of existence notwithstanding
that it has no life, that it possesses qualities such as hard-
ness and form, and that, though inert, it still obeys cer-

tain laws, as that of gravitation. It is a simple substance,
irreducible by means known to us, to more elementary
parts, and it is homogeneous throughout. Our next

example, water, is in appearance very different from the

lead : it is still lifeless and inert, and the fact of its fluidity
is merely accidental, for, absolutely, lead is as fluid as

water, since the form in which we find both is merely
dependent on the temperature to which they are exposed.
They essentially agree in the fact of being homogeneous
throughout, they essentially differ in that lead is a simple
substance and water a compound (an oxide of hydrogen):
this characteristic of water raises it above lead in the scale

of being, and its superiority is manifested in the beautiful

crystalline forms which it assumes in its solidification into

ice. Not that this manifestation of a tendency to determi-
nate form is confined to compound substances, for "^as

there is an evident tendency in particles of matter, espe-

cially when passing gradually from the gaseous or fluid to

the solid state, to arrange themselves in a regular and
conformable manner with regard to each other, so there is,

perhaps, no inorganic element which is not capable of

assuming such form, if placed in circumstances adapted to

the manifestation of this tendency among its particles,
'^*'''

but that the tendency is manifested in a higher degree in

the compound than in the simple body ; and with respect
to the existence of the tendency in simple inorganic bodies,
it may be remarked that there is nothing which will so

constantly force itself on our observation as the fact that

gradual progression in the scale of being is the rule : we
find no rude gaps, no hiatuses unconnected with interme-
diate finks. Whether the rule is without exception is

* Dr. Carpenter, ut supra, § 14,
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matter for future consideration, or whether each step in

the progression should rather be spoken of as a hiatus,

though indefinitely small, and that therefore, if exceptions

exist, they are reduced to differences only of degree, is

likewise a question of extreme interest. It is on the con-
fines of different orders of beings that the mind is most

perplexed in determining the distinctive character of each,
and it may be that the solution of its perplexities is beyond
the reach of human science.

Leaving our two first instances and proceeding to those

with which we contrasted them, the plant and the animal,
(the examples not being taken from the confines of dif-

ferent kingdoms,) we are struck at once with this remark-
able distinction from our first examples, namely that the

plant and the animal are not homogeneous throughout;
their parts differ from each other, and while in our first

cases we could predicate "lead'' and "'
water

"
either of

the entire mass or of a filing of the one or a drop of the

other, now we can no longer predicate in the same man-
ner of the whole and of its part. There is, moreover, a

greater complexity in the constitution of the parts ; simple
substances do not enter into their constitution in their

simple state, (some of the simple substances not at all,)

and indeed to a very limited extent in the simpler forms of

combination ; chemistry indeed has succeeded and is suc-

ceeding in demonstrating closer analogies between vegeta-
ble and animal compounds and inorganic compounds,
than were heretofore imagined, so that the assertion that
there is a fundamental difference between the two, is

probably incorrect; but still the extreme complexity of

organic compounds is characteristic. This variety of parts
and this greater complexity in their constitution, require
an analogously complex system of principles for their evolu-

tion. The laws of mechanics and of chemistiy are not

suspended, so that others take their place ; but there are

superadded to them, laws expressive of new operations,
which are developed, at least fully, only in beings of which
we commonly predicate life. The plant and the animal are

living structures, and from the possession of life, are con-

stantly undergoing change ; the plant is the more simple
object of the two, as becomes more evident when it is con-

sidered that it is an aggregate of different individuals, each
off-shoot being capable of maintaining a separate existence

when severed from the common stock. The more simple
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the structure, the less complex as a natural consequence
are the laws which describe its functions; hence in the

plant there is, generally speaking, continuous growth to a

certain point and then gradual decay, the latter being m
all probability a consequence of the former. This growth
is effected by the absorption of certain nutriment from the

soil and atmosphere, and by its elaboration into a part of

the living structure, by which elaboration it becomes itself

endowed with the living properties possessed by the plant,
and therefore capable of assimilating fresh nutriment as

itself has been assimilated. The pliant stem of the young
plant becomes consolidated into the solid trunk, by the

deposit of woody substance, separated by a living process
from the elaborated sap, and so the tree advances to per-
fection. But this living power does not contmue to ener-

gize, longer than its operation is required, and when the

trunk of the tree has become consolidated, it becomes
obnoxious to the hurtful influence of external agents, and
it is liable to rottenness and decay. The animal structure

is far more complex than the vegetable. The metal is a
mass of homogeneous units, each possessing an existence

wholly independent of the rest; the crystallized salt is] a
collection of similar individuals, formed out of homogeneous
units in determinate forms by the laws of crystallization,
but when once formed, independent of one another for their

existence ; the plant is an aggregate of individuals, posses-

sing life and independent of each other, if only their com-
munication be preserved with the soil by means of the

trunk, which itself differs not in reality from its branches,

any more than they do from the boughs, or the boughs
from this year's shoots, which are but the repetition of what
the massive stem was when it first sprouted from the seed ;

but the animal is an individual of which the parts are

necessary for its own perfection, and are incapable of sepa-
rate existence."' Plants are fixed in the ground, animals
have power of locomotion; plants are destitute of, but
animals possess sensation ; plants are influenced by the

atmosphere by the extended surface of their leaves ; in

* It must be remembered that, as has been before stated, we are not here
speaking of the confines of the various kingdoms of nature. For clearness' sake
our examples are taken fi-om the ordinary and obvious instances of the several

kingdoms. To introduce our subject with difficulties, which we purposely
avoid for the present, would be as perplexing to our readers, as if we began with
stich hard names as Vorticella Convaliaria, Ciliobrachiata, or Diatoma, and con-
vey neither definite ideas nor truth.
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animals the function of respiration is confined to a particu-
lar organ ; plants have not to seek their food, but animals
have ; plants absorb nutriment from without, in animals it

has to pass through a long process of mastication, insaliva-

tion, digestion, chyhfication, before it is taken up by the

absorbing vessels for the repair of the system. And when
we speak of the repair of the system, we introduce a new
characteristic of the organic world, and i^rincipally of

animals. These numerous functions are performed by an

expenditure, and that expenditure has to be replaced.

Every contraction of a muscle is accompanied by its par-
tial disintegration ; and yet if it be not constantly exer-

cised, and so constantly affected by a disintegrating

influence, it will degenerate into fat. Change, therefore,

pre-eminently is a characteristic of animals ; their physical
life is taken up with destruction and reparation. Most
complex is the- machinery by which this reparation is

effected, and far more complex its laws than those of the

vegetable world. The functions most distinctive of the

animal from the vegetable kingdom, are those of locomo-
tion and sensation ; plants have no channels of com-
munication with the world around, but animals have a

special apparatus for this purpose ; and this is the ner-

vous system. The animals inferior to man possess this

in various degrees of developnient, and by its assistance

they are enabled to direct their steps in pursuit of prey
and to shun the dangers which threaten them. It sub-

serves the same purposes in man, but not these alone :

it is the channel by which the otherwise dormant faculties

of his reason are called into exercise. Let a man be ima-

gined born without a single sense ; he would die as he was
born: because as a human being, man is part of an external

world to which his nature must be correlative, and as it

is the means of his probation, it is also the means by which
the intellectual powers of his soul are elicited and brought
into action.*'^'

If we have made ourselves understood, it will now be

plain what is meant by the science of physiology. It has
for its special object, the functions to which the name of

vital is given, and it therefore has particular reference to

* Per iiitellectum connaturale est nobis cognoscere naturas, quae qiiidem non
liabent esse nisi in materia individuali; non tamen secundum quod sunt in materia
individuali sed secundum quod abstrahuntm* ab ea per considerationem intel-

lectus.
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the vegetable and animal kingdoms. These vital fmic-

tions are exercised by certain structures, and a most

important branch of physiology is the examination of these

structures, their development, exercise, and decay. Every
inferior science ministers more or less directly to the higher:

chemistry, therefore, and physics, may not be neglected

by the physiologist; rather they form a very essential part of

his study, since the properties, whose examination is

characteristic of physiology—that is, the vital properties
•—far from excluding the physical or chemical, leave them

entire, and never trespass on their domain. That
*

^nothing

is done in vain,^' is a princi]3le as true now as when enun-

ciated by the old philosophers, andwhere there already exists

an instrument sufficient to effect a required end, that

instrument is continued even in cases of higher organiza-

tion, modified, it may be, and controlled by the peculiar
and characteristic properties of this organization, but not

superseded by them.
**

Organized being'' is the study of

the general physiologist;
**

Man, viewed as an organized

being, in the normal or healthy exercise of his functions,"

is the study of the human physiologist. There is another

point of view in which we must regard the object of physio-

logy. The more simple the body, the more free is it from
the injurious effect of external causes or internal dis-

arrangement. The units which compose an unorganized
mass retain their integrity, though the mass

_

itself be
broken to pieces. The more complex the individual, the

greater its liability to lesion. Plants, therefore, are

exposed to this in a far higher degree than animals ; and
the consideration of these lesions, their causes, and their

remedies, are a part of physiology in a more extended

signification. This
'"
morbid physiology" is distinguished

by a peculiar name, pathology, and as the^
nature of the

case would lead one to expect, it is practically confined

almost wholly to the diseases, structural or functional,

which are incident to the human frame. As an accessory
to physiology it is often of the greatest service ; for

"
cer-

tain diseased conditions occasionally lead to a disclosure

of the internal structure of parts, much more complete
than that effected by the knife and microscope of the

anatomist;"""' and, as a science by itself, there is no need
to expatiate on its value in ministering to the relief of

* Dr. Carpenter, ubi supra, § 527.
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sickness and of pain. And it may be remarked that

pathology cannot be with greater propriety separated from

physiology, than the consideration of vice can be ex-
cluded from a treatise on morals.

Twofold, then, is the objectrof physiology : one has refe-

rence to this life, and the other to the life to come. It is

the handmaid to two divine sciences, both of them hal-

lowed by being practised, after a supernatural manner, by
Him who deigned to clothe

^

Himself in the wondrous
structure which Himself designed when He made man
in His own image : it is the handmaid of medicine and the

handmaid of religion; and in its highest aspect, as the hand-
maid of religion, it belongs to us to consider it. Well
were it if they, whose names stand pre-eminent in physio-

logy, knew aright the dignity of their pursuit. Would
that the estimable author, whose works stand at the head
of the present article, whose pages delight us, and whose
science we rather admire than attempt to criticize, and
Lawrence, with his bright intellect, were conscious of their

own dignity, or rather of the dignity which would be theirs,
if they would claim it. Who knows not that physiology,
and every noble science, is incompatible with Protestant-

ism and its unrealities ? No wonder that so many physio-

logists take refuge in the facts of the natural world, when
truth is, in their Protestantism, beyond their reach: no
wonder that they seek for the reahty which eludes them in

their religion, in their science. that we might indeed

see science no longer
"
pernicious to faith, but once more

her handmaid : see her, after so many years of wandering
from theory to theory, from vision to vision, return once
more to the home where she was born, and to the altar at

which she made her first simple offerings ; no longer, as

she first went forth, a wilful, dreamy, empty-handed child,

but with a matronly dignity and priest-like step, and a
bosom full of well-earned gifts, to pile upon its sacred

hearth !""' and the Cathohc can well rejoice at finding,
even in the darkness of Protestantism, souls yearning
after truth, even though yet they are excluded from its

possession. Such an one is he who speaks to the pupils
who surround him in the following strain: ''It is a

*
Bishop Wiseman's Lectures on the Connexion between Science and Revealed

Religion ; Lect. 5. ad fin.

I
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privilege, and a lofty one, to be peculiarly instructed in

the whole nature of the last and most glorious of the

Creator's works; and then, by the combined lights of

revelation and of science, mingled, like complemental
colours, in a purer and more bright illumination, to be able

to discern in our own bodies the expressions of His still

guiding and upholding power and goodness ; to study our

relation to all other creatures, and to learn how truly we
are, by the constitution of our frames, not less than by our

mental force, adapted for dominion over all; to discern,
as far as may be, the nature and operations of our material

part ; and to trace the workings of those laws of disease

and death, by which so much of the moral government of

the world is exercised/'""* And again :

*^
If we survey the

whole or any portion of the organic world, and see nothing
there but what is formed in perfect beauty, and in perfect

adaptation to its own purpose,—no creature but has laws
ordained for its guidance and support, as good and appro-

priate as if it had been the only creature cared for, and
half the world beside had been made for it ; if, I say, we
contemplate these things, and then ourselves, we must
sometimes wonder at our own position : that, in all this

world of beings, man alone,—one creature in a myriad,—
should have knowledge of the things above himself.

Surely, those who are admitted to the more intimate dis-

cernment of the plans of Providence towards all the
creatures that have life, derive from their science a kind of
sacred ordination to give thanks for all : surely to us, as

physiologists, must peculiarly belong the office which
George Herbert has assigned to man in his exaltation
above the other creatures.

'

Man/ he says,

** Man is the world's high priest, he doth present
The sacrifice for all : while they below,
Unto the service murmur an assent,

Such as springs use that fall and winds that blow."t

Our limits do not allow us to enter distinctly on the
wide subject to which allusion has been made,—the office

of physiology in illustrating the analogy between sense,
reason, and faith. It may be that hereafter the task will
be undertaken in some of its details ; it will be enough

*
Paget's Address, p. 20.

t Ibid. p. 21.
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here to give a rapid sketch of the plan which might be pur-
sued. And, first, it is to be observed, that the estabhsh-
ment of this analogy is no new thought. As Aristotle was
raised up by Divine Providence in Greece to elaborate a

system of logic, ethics, and metaphysics, which was subse-

quently to be enlisted in the service of the Church, by
which means human reason was the means employed for

providing the armour needed against the assaults of the

same human reason in its antagonism to faith : so it may
be that in the bosom of an heretical communion has been
raised a mind, whose office it was, under the same Divine
Providence, to promulgate an idea which the new charac-

ter of the times has rendered necessary. The syllogistic

process has been attacked on many sides, and attempts
have been made to show that, notwithstanding all that can
be said to the contrary, it involves a 2^^titio principii, an

assumption of the conclusion to be proved. It is main-

tained, moreover, that the mode of argument used in H0I3'

Scripture is neither syllogistic, nor reducible to that form ;

that the Fathers of the Church do not employ it, (and,

indeed, the perusal of a treatise of St. Athanasius on the

doctrines of which he was the champion, cannot but leave

an impression on the reader's mind that the assertion is

true) ; finally, that in nature we do not find broad lines

between different classes of beings, but that they are insen-

sibly blended into one another, and that therefore few
universal propositions can be stated truly in an unmodified
manner. If this be so, and perhaps it is hardly more than

saying that the abstract rules of mathematics are not

capable of being applied by the finite mind of man to mixed
science of whatever kind, because he cannot make allow-

ance for the innumerable perturbations, the minute modi-

fications, the endless varieties introduced by the subjection
of matter to laws and its information ; if this be so, we
shall not be surprised to find that the method of analogy
may be destined to supersede the syllogistic. Analogy
was applied by one of whom no one can think without

respect, the pride and ornament of a college at Oxford,

(founded for the express purpose of doing service to God
and His Church, under the invocation of the Blessed Vir-

gin ; and whose statutes, still in force, and read year after

year in form, can be observed really by none but Catho-

lics,) one of whom the Catholic has a lingering hope that

he did not die an alien to the faith,
—^was applied 10 the

I
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vindication of those doctrines which, though in schism, he
confessed in common with the Church, by exhibiting side

by side revealed and natural rehgion, and the constitution

and course of nature. It was a long time before the

pagan Aristotle found the place preordained by God for

his labours in the system of St. Thomas ; if a St. Thomas
is raised in the nineteenth century for the Church's need,
it is possible that part of his office may be to adapt to

Catholicism the principles of the Protestant Butler. It

has ever been so; *'the preaching of the faith openly

speaks out what nature showed by anticipation ;

"* and the

poor essays of unaided human reason, when illuminated by
the Church, have found themselves invested with a beauty,
a meaning, and a dignity like that of the new-born babe
when first raised from the waters of baptism, and made
companion of angels, and entitled to a heavenly mansion.
How pregnant with unfathomed truth, for example, are

those words of the author to whom we have referred, when
taken in a Catholic sense, in which he says, that "the
whole system of Scripture is not yet understood; it is

not at all incredible that a Book which has been so long
in the possession of mankind, should contain many truths

yet undiscovered :" how entirely does it contain the Catho-
lic doctrine, according to which even now, though eighteen
centuries have passed over the history of the Church, even
now the Holy Father may define a doctrine not yet
defined, and the Immaculate Conception of our Blessed

Lady may become matter of faith, though St. Bernard and
St. Thomas knew it not.

After attempting to determine the several provinces of

sense, reason, and faith, with a view to determining the

points in which the analogy between them is to be sought,
it would be necessary to show that the whole subject, rela-

tively to us at least, does not admit of demonstrative

proof, and, consequently, that there exists no real difficulty
in the fact that the necessity of faith cannot be brought
home by demonstration to the Protestant and unbeliever ;

it might then be proved that the apprehensions of sense,

reason, and faith are in fact all reducible to the last, and
that therefore the renunciation of faith ought, by conse-

quence, to involve the renunciation of the evidence of sense
and reason, while, contrariwise, the admission of the two

* St. Chrysostom, Horn. v. in Ep. ad Rom.
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latter will render the rejection of the first unreasonable : the

analogy would be continued by showing that of the three
faculties the lower is in each case the appointed minister
of the higher, requires the higher for its own perfection, and
is required by the higher as an indispensable adjunct:
the causes of the deficiency in each might be shown to be

analogous throughout, and the mode by which such defi-

ciency is supplied. The positive evidence for faith might
be made to appear analogous to the positive evidence in

the case of sense and reason ; and, finally, the peculiar

advantage of the principle of faith might be shown as sup-

plying, in the concerns which are most deeply important to

man, an ever present and immediate guide, employing a

language intelligible to the meanest capacity, and present-

ing objects of contemplation far beyond the full comprehen-
sion of the most exalted, supplying to the most ignorant
motives of the most perfect purity, which human reason in

its highest flights has never reached, training peasants to

be saints, unveiling the unseen world, leading monarchs to

the cloister, and teaching the philosopher humility.
He that made man perfect, and devised the scheme of

his restoration, knew where lay his utmost need : it was
not that he might penetrate the secrets of nature, and
therefore, though now the world, as man's habitation, is

some six or seven thousand years old, we have physi-
carsciences still in their very infancy ; it was not that his

intellect might be cultivated, for it was the lust of know-

ledge, the knowledge of good and evil, which caused his

ruin ; but it was reunion with God which was his utmost

need, and from the first the means of this reunion were

supplied by the promise that the woman's seed should
bruise the serpent's head. Man, from the very first, has
had religion and faith to guide him; sense and reason
have too often led his steps astray, but powerful as they
are for evil, they may become no less effective ministers of

good.
And now we take leave of our subject, at least for the

present ; but, as we began with remarks on a document

expressing the sentiments of a high-minded man on the

nature and responsibilities of the physiological student,
so we v/ill conclude. The following are the words which
he addresses to the students of St. Bartholomew :

" Above all, be sure that your knowledge be not polluted bj any

J
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irreligion. Oli, shame and ^l^ernal loss, that ever a gift so noble

should be turned against the Giver ! Shame, multiplied a thou-

sand-fold, if one of us, admitted to the study of the noblest science,

should profane our knowledge in mockerj and scoffing ! Yet not

more shame than folly ;
forit is only by joining the study of

revealed truth with that of science, that our science can be perfect.

For we stand, as it were, in the centre of an area of light and

truth
;
and whichever way we move, except in one, we come too

soon to the twilight, and then to the deep darkness of that on

which the light of science has not yet shone. But, in that one

direction there is no twilight ; there,— if we follow in the line of

truth, and do not with a mad conceit refuse the proffered help, there

is tlie path of Revelation, and there the light of science is not lost,—it merges into the more glorious light of truth."*

May he who could speak thus be streugthened to fol-

low the course he has himself described: may he see

and feel that the words he uses in reference to total disbe-

lief, apply no less to misbelief; that if the one is
"
deep

darkness/' the other, in whatever form, whether Angli-
canism or Socinianism, is but the dim "

twilight," and
that if one man catches some few more scattered rays of

truth from the Church Catholic than another, his responsi-

biUty is the greater, and the account he will have to render
for his nearer approximation, but his alienation still, the
more strict.

" To whom men have committed much, of
him they will demand the more ;" and again :

^' From him
that hath not, that also which he seemeth to have shall be
taken away."

Art. V.—A Pilgrimage to the Temples and Tombs of Egypt, Nubia,
and Palestine, in 1845-6. By Mas. Romer, author of ** The
Rhone, the Darro, and the Guadalquiver," &c., 2 vols. London,
Bentley, 1816.

WITH the temples and tombs of Egypt and Palestine,
the English reader of the present day should be

tolerably well acquainted. If he be not so, the fault must

*
Address, p. 29.
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be assuredly his own ; for there^ has been, we beheve, no

subject more frequently treated of, or more elaborately and

persevermgly discussed, than they have been for the last

forty years. The bare enumeration of the names of those

who have written concerning these venerable monuments
within that .time, would occupy a considerable portion of

our space; and in whatever point of view the subject be

studied, we doubt not that in the nearest book-shop the

student will find more than one work capable of imparting
the necessary information. Until the recent discoveries of

Lepsius, we had supposed that the able work of Wilkison
had exhausted the historical and scientific novelty of the

Egyptian remains. But the recent explorations and dis-

coveries of the German Savant, have convinced us that

much light may yet be thrown upon many points of interest ;

and we expect with much anxiety the conclusion of

his labours. The present condition of Egypt and its

people, has been most ably and minutely described by
Mr. Lane in his ''Modern Egyptians." And in the

lighter treatment of the subject, what more pleasant or

agreeable could be said, than was said by that most

charming of travel writers, the American Stephens. The
other and sacred department of the subject of our author's

work has, as is well known, received an attention pro-

portioned to its importance. The historical, poetical, and

religious associations of the sacred and honoured land of

Palestine, have enlisted the services of more than one

great writer of the present day. AVhen so much has been
said and written, where the subject had been so variously
and so ably handled, it should be deemed no ordinary pre-

sumption for others to interfere, unless the value of their

information or the superior interest of their narrative, gave
them a reasonable claim upon the attention of the public.
Yet it is u remarkable fact, whether arising from the

majesty and sacredness of the subjects, or from the promi-
nent place which the events of late years and the frequency
of commercial intercourse have given to these countries, or

from both conibined, that any communication from Egypt
or Palestine, is capable of attracting notice, and obtaining
some attention. The name of either country upon the

title page, is as it were, a patent for its acceptance; it

comes to us invested with some sort of reverential charac-

ter, and we take it in our hands as if it were a testamentary
document addressed to us by Solomon or the Pharaohs.
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We need not say how often we have been offended by the

tone of several of our later tourists, who carry the silly

flippancy of conceited ignorance, to the consideration of the

most solemn subjects, and forget that the very ground on
which they stand is holy. In this respect the author, whose
work is mentioned above, is superior to many of those who
have preceded her;' and on the subject of Palestine espe-

cially, her feelings are creditable to herself, and in keeping
with the sacred and venerable character of its monuments.
Whether it was the conviction that such feelings were the
most fitting to be brought to the consideration of such a

subject, or that she wished to give her work a more attrac-

tive title, that induced her to designate it
''
a pilgrimage,"

we know not; but we confess, that in our opinion, the
tourist who would catch the spirit that since its desolation

pervades that solemn land, should be akin in heart and
soul to those earnest men, who, in the olden time, left home
and friends, and traversed many a sea, to pay the tribute

of their homage to Him who suffered for their sakes, upon
the very spot whereon he died.

The st^'le of our author's work is epistolaiy. The letters

are addressed, as far as we can discover, to no particular
individual, and it is more than hinted, that they were from
the beginning intended for publication. The epistolary

style, is that which for many years females have claimed
almost exclusively for themselves, and in which they are most
fitted to attain perfection. This is their own department,
and if some adventurous individual of the other sex has
ventured within its precincts, it has been, except in some
few instances, to acquire a very subordinate distinction.

The reason of this is obvious. Letters are only conver-
sations in writing. The same readiness of expression,
felicity of observation, and graceful play upon words and
passing incidents, which impart such a charm to the con-
versation of accomplished females, become when committed
to paper, and directed to the passing incidents of the day,
the substance of a most agreeable letter. The. male por-
tion of society, especially if occupied much w^ith books or

business, are more engaged with things than with words.

They take a firmer hold of the substance, and are compa-
ratively indifferent to the form. They have not directed
so much of their attention to the mere art of pleasing, for

they have not the same interest in doing so, and therefore

they cannot be expected to attain in that art the same
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success. To this
also^

we must add another reason.

Females are generally limited to the knowledge of the

modern languages ; in most instances to a knowledge of

their own. They are not confused in the expression of

their ideas by the capability of expressing them in several

tongues; and therefore it is to be expected that their speech
should be

^

more racy, more thoroughly idiomatic, more
pregnant with homely illustration and familiar phraseology
than if they had cultivated the learned languages, of

which the constitution is so essentially different ; and who
are thereby affected unconsciously to themselves, and to

a greater extent than they imagine.
But we find that we have deviated unconsciously from

the matter of our author to the style of her work, and
inflicted upon our readers a dissertation upon epistolary

correspondence in general, when we should be engaged in

telling them when and how she sailed from Southampton
or Marseilles, we know not which. Having lost time

upon our way, we must be content with overtaking her at

Malta, and accompanying her in the French steam-

packet TAlexandre, which sailed for Alexandria on the

27th October, 1845. After a short stay in that city she
sailed in one of the Pasha's steamers (which, by the way,
was curiously and prosaically denominated No. 4.) for

Cairo, where she arrived on the evening of the third of

November. The following lively description of her first

impressions on the morning after her arrival in this city
will give a good specimen of her powers of agreeable
narrative.

" This morning I awoke in a new world ! The sun, the bright
sunshine of Egypt, streamed in golden rays through the curtains of
the vast projecting window of my bed-chamber ; strange unwonted
noises were heard in the street below, and roused me from a dream
of home ; I jumped out of bed, not quite sure of where I was, and
throwing open the casement, my eyes were greeted with such orien-

tal groupings, as soon convinced me of my whereabouts, and
rivetted me to the spot. Early as the hour was, the space before
the hotel was already full of life, and movement, and noise (for

nothing is here done quietly). Near the door were two camels laden
with stones, and growling vehemently ; notwithstanding the blows
rained upon them by their drivers, they would not get up—they had
been overloaded, or badly loaded, and refused to rise until their

burthens should be more equitably disposed of; and this their firm

determination they conveyed to their task-masters by sounds and

gestures not to be misunderstood. It was evident from the various

A
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intonations of the cries they uttered, beginning with a low plaintive

grumble, and ending in an angry growl; that they had com-
menced by pitying themselves for being overtasked, that they then

remonstrated against the injustice of the blows that were inflicted

upon them, and ended by angrily defying their tyrants to make
them move ! And they were right, the sagacious brutes ! for the

men finding that violent measures availed them nothing in such a

dispute, decided upon lightening their loads ; and no sooner was
that done, than the camels arose and cheerfully stalked away, turn-

ing their patient heads from side to side, and meekly looking down
with half-closed eyes upon their drivers, as though they had never
been at issue with them. Here a group of old Arabs in huge white

turbans, squatted under a wall, were waving their fly-flappers over

the heaps of flat cakes, and bread, and ripe dates, that were spread
upon the ground before them for sale. There stood a serpent-
charmer with a large- living snake coiled twice round his neck,
and a bag full of lively vipers in each hand, off'ering his services to

whoever wished their premises to be cleared of such unwelcome

guests. In the centre of the place were gathered together twenty
or thirty donkeys, all ready caparisoned for hire with high-fronted
saddles covered with red morocco, and carpets spread over them
fit to carry gentleman or lady ;

and their noisy drivers standing by
vociferating as only Arabs can do, their dark slender limbs covered

merely with a blue cotton shirt, the sleeves of which are gracefully
drawn up with cords that cross the shoulders, their swarthy faces

surmounted by a voluminous white turban, scarcely one of them

possessing two eyes. Such are the ravages of ophthalmia in this

clime ! And lo ! immediately facing my window rises the tall

minaret of a neighbouring mosque, and from its upper gallery
sounded the deep-toned cry of the muezzin calling the Faithful to

prayer
—sounds long unheard by me, yet well remembered, and

bringing with them happy associations of my past wanderings in the
East ! And now rushed by a half-naked Arab, running at the top
of his speed, and loudly cracking a long whip to clear the way for

the Caireen gentleman in silken robes, who followed upon a highly
caparisoned steed all covered with velvet, and gold and tassels, his

pipe-bearer riding close behind him. And hark ! what shrieks and
shouts are those that ever and anon rise above the noise and clamour
of the scene below ? The Moristan (or public mad-house) of Cairo
is close by, and the frantic merriment and wild yells of its wretched
inmates mingle in strange discordance with the busy hum of every-

day life."—p. 35.

Mrs. Romer left Cairo after a delay of some days, and
ascended the Nile in one of those light boats which are

generally used for navigating that river. She appears to
have been perfectly contented with her servants, crew, and
company, and succeeded in reaching, without any serious
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accident, the second cataract of the Nile. She had thus
an opportunity of visiting ahiiost all the monuments that

exist at both sides of the river, and her book is replete with

descriptions of these interesting ruins. But, in this

respect, her book has nothing new to add to the informa-
tion possessed by the public, and as these subjects are

tolerably well known, we shall pass them by, and confine
ourselves to those glimpses of Egyptian society which are
afforded us in its pages, on which we purpose drawing
somewhat largely. Phe majority of tourists are not
allowed a glimpse of the interior of the harem, so we shall

follow Mrs. Romer into that of Seid Husseyn, father of
the English consular agent at Kenneh, a small town on
the opposite bank to Denderah, celebrated for the ruins of

its temple. Her account will, we are confident, have an
interest for our fair readers.

*' The early part of the day was passed by me in the harem of

Seid Husseyn, which contains four distinct families, all living toge-
ther apparently in the greatest harmony; namely, his own yoang
wife (a Circassian slave whom he has married within the last two or

three years) and her young child
; the wife of his eldest son, Seid

Mehemet, the East-India Company's Agent, and their several chil-

dren; the wife of his second son, Ali Seid, who has no family; and
the wife of Mehemet Husseyn's eldest son, a youth of eighteen, and
their child; and strange to say, the old great-grandfather, Seid

Hussejn, has the youngest and prettiest wife of them all ! I arrived

there at noon, and was received at the entrance of the house by
Seid llueseyn himself, who lifted me from my donkey, kissed me on

both cheeks, and consigned me to the care of his chief eunuch, by
whom I was handed across the court to the back part of the building,
and up stairs to the harem. At the foot of the last flight of stairs,

I was met by the Kadun, or chief lady of the harem, Seid Husseyn's

young Circassian wife, and was introduced by her into the inner-

most apartment, and placed in the corner of ceremony of the low

sofa that runs round two sides of the room. This young woman
has pretty features and a sweet countenance, but her face falls very
short of English ideas of Circassian beauty ; and her figure is

already out of all manner of shape from a commencement of

embonpoint, which bids fair to make a monster of her in the course

of a very few years. Her dress was neither becoming, nor well put

on, and partook of the fashion of Constantinople and Cairo mingled

together. It was composed of a Turkish anteree (or long dress open
at the sides,) of embroidered silk lined with crimson, a short vest

and trousers of white cotton, English cotton stockings, and red

slippers ;
which latter she kicked off at the entrance of the harem.

She wore the Egyptian Tarboosh, (or Fez cap,) bound on with an
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embroidered handkerchief ; and a second handkerchief of another
colour was pinned under her chin like a child's bib, the two
corners of the upper end being drawn up so as to cover her ears,

and the lower part falling over her bosom as low, as where the

waist ought to be, (but waists are not to be found in these masses
of flesh.) This part of the Egyptian ladies' dress is exactly like the

guimpe worn by nuns. Her hair was cut short upon her forehead,
and combed down straight to meet the eyebrows ; the back part
tressed into several plaits, and hanging over her shoulders, and over

the whole head-gear was thrown a large red Indian shawl of very
ordinary quality, which served at once for veil and mantle. When
seated by my side she looked like a shapeless bundle of clothes

thrown into a corner ; but when she arose and walked about the

room, there was something ludicrous in the way in which the pon-
derous machine rolled about ;

all the fleshy protuberances present-

ing themselves in front and quivering under the ungenial exertion.

The Kadun's two daughters-in-law, considerably her elders, and
arrived at a state of obesity that amounts to deformity, made their

appearance soon after, attended by her granddaughter-in-law, whom
I shall designate as Black-eyes, from the extraordinary darkness of

her eyes ; the only handsome pair contained in the whole harem,
and which appeared still darker and brighter from the quantity of

kohl round them, and the clear paleness of her complexion. All the

children followed their respective mammas ; some growing into

lanky girls and boys, dressed like men and women ; some toddling
about in red bournouses, and some carried in the arms of negress
slaves, but not one of them betraying a shadow of good looks. This

family party squatted themselves on the ground in a semicircle

before me. Then began a close examination of every thing I

wore ; and before it was concluded, I really feared that I should
have been completely undressed. It was evident from the curio-

sity and surprise evinced by them, and their frequent exclama-
tions of Wallah ! and Mashallah I that I was the first European
woman that had become their guest. Do not suppose, however,
that I am going to give you the remarks elicited by my toilette;

for although every body talked to me, and that I talked to all,

not one word did we mutually understand, as I had no inter-

preter with me. That trifling impediment, did not however ren-

der us less loquacious ; and at last every body spoke at once,
and no one listened, and I really fancied that I had fallen into

a nest of magpies."
—

p. 324.

A party of dancing girls are introduced for the amuse-
ment of the party. Our author, in more than one part of
her work, speaks with merited censure of the Hcentious-
ness and effrontery of these degraded women. It is a sad

proof of the degraded condition, in a social point of view,
of Egypt, that these wretched and immoral women are not
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only admitted into their domestic circle, but are actually

permitted to exhibit these licentious dances before the

female and junior branches of the family, and to join them
in the intervals of the dance on terms of almost friendly

intimacy. But while we condemn those whose melancholy
condition, social and religious, blinds them to the impro-

priety of such things, are we altogether free from censure

ourselves ? Is our opera altogether immaculate ? Are not

the representations or the performances of many a fair

danseuse deserving of censure ? Are not the immense for-

tunes made in comparatively few years, by some whose
names we could mention, a proof of the degraded condi-

tion of public taste, which, in a christian country, is

more discreditable than even the exhibition of the Bayadere
or the Ghawazee among the followers of Mahomet ? The
dinner, to which Mahometan wives are never admitted, was
announced in due course, and relieved our author from the

noise and curiosity of her female acquaintances. Turkish
dinners are no novelty, at least in the manner in which
the present is served up for us—on paper, and with it her
visit at the house of Seid Husseyn terminated.

Having penetrated with our author into the sanctuar^^ of

social life, we shall follow her into that of religion. On
her return to Cairo, she wished to visit the principal

mosques of the city, of which two, without close disguise,
are inaccessible to christians. These were precisely the

ones which the lady most wished to see, because they were

prohibited. We doubt whether, at the present day, there

is any great risk in visiting the public mosques, provided
that ordinary care be observed in adopting the costume of

the country, and practising to some extent the usual obser-

vances, so as not to hurt the religious prejudices of the

people ; and we are very much disposed to think that the

apprehension of danger is only brought in to impart addi-

tional interest to the account of her visit to the celebrated

mosque of El Azhar.

*' This mosque may be termed the university of the East
; for in

the numerous colleges attached to it, are educated all the youths
destined in this part of the world for the priesthood and the pro-
fession of the law, which are always combined in Mahomedan coun-

tries, where he who best understands the Koran, is the best lawyer.

Formerly El Azhar sent out its pupils throughout the whole of

Africa, and part of Asia, and it contains separate colleges under the

same roof for the natives of the different provinces of Egypt, or of
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other Mahometan nations who come to studj'.there, and pay nothing
for the instruction they receive. But the number of these has

greatly diminished since Mohammed Ali seized upon the cul-

tivable lands that belonged to the mosques, which in the case of

El Azhar, formed a considerable portion of its revenues. It now
contains from one to two thousand students, three hundred of whom
form a college for the blind, which is maintained by funds be-

queathed for that purpose by pious Moslems. The mosque is situated

in the very heart of the city, and in such a labyrinth of thickly

populated and narrow streets, that no good view of its exterior is

to be obtained from any side. It has five entrances, the principal
one leading into the vast court paved with marble, which we found

full of students seated upon the pavements in little groups, and

studying with their professors. I confess that I trembled as I

walked through them, and fancied that every one who looked up at

me would discover, from the colour of my eyes and the absence of

kohl around them, that I was an European and even an English-
woman ;

but nothing of the sort happened, and I got safely into the

interior of the mosque. Its great space and the innumerable quan-

tity of low slender columns by which it is supported, spreading in all

directions like a forest, reminded me of the descriptions I have read

of the Moorish mosque of Cordova ; but there is no great beauty in

El Azhar beyond that which magnitude and airiness produce. We
seated ourselves at the foot of one of these columns, and I then

made the best use I could of my eyes. The interior of the mosque
was quite as full as the great court, and the groups were highly
characteristic, and exceedingly picturesque ; the base of each

column being surrounded by a little turbaned conclave, busy in

either the study of, or dissertation on, the Koran. Some with their

eyes half closed, listened in a state of dreamy beatitude ; others

rocked themselves to and fro, or wagged their heads, as is com-
mon for Mahometans to do, when engaged in religious practices.
Several cats sat by their masters, and looked as solemn and as

orthodox as they did
;
and I am certain, could they have suspected

my identity, would have scratched my eyes out, for the fraud I was

practising on the followers of the Prophet. In the spaces between
the columns, hundreds were engaged in their solitary devotions,

and very many were stretched fast asleep upon the matting ; the

Korans, which had thus effectually transported them to the land of

dreams, lying by their sides. A very few women were in the mosque,
but just sufficient to prevent the presence of myself and my atten-

dant appearing singular. After sitting some time at the foot of my
column, while Mohammed (the servant) stationed at another one

within sight of me, said his prayers. I made the circuit of the

mosque, and then departed by the great court and the principal
entrance, where I had deposited my slippers

—
very glad to effect my

exit undiscovered, and unable to breathe freely, until I had paced
sev.eral streets between the great hot-bed of Moslem fanaticism and
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my infidel self—unable indeed even to laugh at the clever way in

which I had done the grave Ulemas and Moollahs of Cairo, under
their very beards."—Vol. ii. p. 122.

We would willingly have extracted the description of the

passage of the Cataracts, if it were not rather too long for

our purposes. Indeed, far more interesting and important
matter awaits us in that part of the work which treats of

Palestine ; for, with all its historical recollections, Egypt
must yield in importance and interest to the latter country
in the estimation of the christian. She went by sea to

Beyrout. The following extract describes her feelings on

approaching the city of Jerusalem from Jaffa.

" The hill country of Judea stretched before us to the East, and
behind that mountainous barrier lay the city of Jerusalem ! In about
an hour after starting we entered the rocky defile and commenced
our painful and difficult ascent along paths so rugged and narrow,
as to be nearly impassable. The crowds of pilgrims that we fell in

with, composed of Christians from all parts of the world, hastening
to the sepulchre of Christ, in order to witness the commemoration
of his Passion and Death on the very spot where he suffered, mate-

rially increased the difficulties of the way. The so-called road is so

narrow, that in most places it will only admit of the passage of one

loaded mule at a time ;
but although we could continue to keep our

own cavalcade en file, we had no power to prevent the mules and
camels of others from running past and jostling us, and endless was
the confusion and displacing of baggage that ensued. I had imagined
that when we had attained the summit of the chain of mountains
that form a natural rampart to the land of Judah, we should obtain

a view of the Holy City ; but my expectations were disappointed.
Arrived at the highest point, we could discern nothing before us

but ridge after ridge of hills, a series of rocky undulations separated

by gloomy valleys. The first of these is the Valley of Jeremiah,
where the Prophet of the Lamentations first saw the light

—and
which is now known among the Syrian people as the country of the

celebrated Abon Gosch, an Arab robber chieftain upon a grand
scale, a sort of Moslem Rob Roy, who formerly laid the whole

country under contribution, and enforced a black mail tribute from
all travellers and pilgrims journeying to Jerusalem. But he has

of late years settled down not only into an honest man, but a wor-

thy and hospitable member of the social community ; and has aban-

doned his vagrant life for a comfortable habitation, which looks

solid enough to pass for a Christian convent—a transformation

effected by Ibrahim Pasha, who made him understand that " two of

a trade seldom agree," and that he himself was going to carry on

business on his own account in a way that would admit of no part-

nership. We descended from the Valley of Jeremiah into another

J
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still deeper defile, the gloom and barrenness of the scene increasing
at every step. A little further on the stream is pointed out, from
whose pebblj bed David selected the stones with which he went
forth to slaj the great Goliah. Still advancing, all became desert

around us
;
the rare and stunted olive trees, the thin herbage, which

had hitherto been scattered on the hills, entirely disappeared, and

nothing but loose stones encumbering the rocky soil were to be
seen. Faint and weary with the excitement and with the difficulties

of the road, I vainly strained my eyes, as height after height was

passed by us, to obtain a distant glimpse of Jerusaleiif, and fancied

that each ascent surmounted would bring it into view ; but disap-

pointment followed disappointment so repeatedly, that I began to

think I should, like Moses, sink before reaching the Promised Land.
At last an ascent of an hour brought us to an elevated plateau, from
whence we looked over a dreary naked plain, without one spot of

verdure or vestige of cultivation, to break the utter lifelessness of

the scene. Before us on the edge of the horizon we distinguished
a few minarets—then a castellated wall flanked with towers rose

upon our view, all tinted with the same livid colouring that imparts
such an ind-escribable melancholy to the whole landscape. Our
hearts throbbed almost to suffocation, and our eyes became dim
with tears as we gazed ; for cold must be the bosom that preserves
its tranquil equanimity in the all-exciting moment of first approach-

ing the Holy City ! Onward we rode for another hour through the

desert plain, and then passing under a lofty gateway, guarded by
Turkish soldiers, entered the narrow wretched streets of Jerusalem.

Scarcely could our horses maintain their footing upon the broken
rocks with which its squalid causeways are paved.

'
Is this the city

that men called the Perfection of Beauty, the Joy of the whole
Earth V involuntarily recurred to ray recollection, as I cast my eyes
around me upon a scene of melancholy, unequalled perhaps in any
other inhabited city

—for Jerusalem does not possess the dignity of

a deserted ruin
; living misery adds to the misery of its dilapida-

tion ;
—the whole place looks like the illustration of an awful

curse !"—Vol. ii. p. 181.

Oar author arrived in the Holy City at the most favoura-

ble season, that of Lent; and after visiting the usual

places ofreverential interest in the immediate vicinity, was
present at the ceremonies of Holy Week. It is not our
intention to follow her in this excursion. The sites and
objects which it embraced are already well known ; and
Mrs. Romer has added nothing to our previous informa-
tion upon the subject. She seems to have visited them
with the feelings of a pilgrim, and, making allowance for

her rehgious opinions, in a spirit that in a great degree is

deserving of our approbation. The Holy Week is always
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a time of great excitement and bustle in Jerusalem, wliicli

is then crowded with multitudes of christians of all rites,

that come to be present at the solemn religious ceremo-

nies which are performed in honour of the Saviour's

Death and Passion on the very spot on which they were

endured. The animosity of the Greeks and Latins, which
was productive of such evil in past times, is as strong at

this day as it ever was, and frequently breaks out into

angry and violent contention. If the most sacred place
and the most solemn occasion could be a guarantee of

tranquillity, the church of the Holy Sepulchre on Good

Friday would be spared the profanation of such a sacrile-

gious contention. Yet, alas ! even the Holy Week of the

present year afforded the melancholy spectacle of one of

the most violent and sanguinary quarrels that ever afforded

the scofling Mosleni an opportunity of blaspheming the

doctrines of Christianity. Mrs. Romer was present on this

occasion ; and we shall allow her to tell in her own way
what she witnessed. It is quite manifest that tbe dispute

originated in the overbearing insolence and arrogant pre-
tensions of the Greek schismatics.

" When we reached the church, the ceremony had already com-
menced. A sermon in Latin had been preached upon the spot
where Jesus was scourged ; a second in French at the place where
he was crowned with thorns

;
and a third in German was just ter-

minating at the chapel called Impropere, where he was spat upon
and buffeted by the soldiers of Pilate ; the effigy of our Saviour,

borne aloft by a Franciscan brother, having made a station at each
of these sites while the discourses were pronounced. The proces-
sion then ascended the staircase leading to Calvary, and a fourth

station was made in the Latin chapel, to' tlie right of the place of

Crucifixion, on the spot where he was nailed to the Cross : and then
while his ef^gj was laid upon the pavement, and that the ceremony
of nailing it to the crucifix was enacted, a sermon in Greek was
most impressively pronounced. Up to this time everything had

proceeded smoothly ; no sounds were heard save the deep tones of

the several preachers, and the hushed whispers of the multitude,

mingled with the sighs and sobs of the pilgrims. The ceremony of

nailing to the Cross terminated, the procession chanting the * De

JProfundis* proceeded in the most orderly manner to take its position

upon Calvary, where a sermon in Italian was to be pronounced at

the moment when the crucifix should be afiixed to the identical

aperture in which the Cross of the Divine Sufferer was planted.
The chapel of the Crucifixion belongs to the Greeks, but they have

always been constrained to lend it to the Latins for this occasion.

4
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which has generally been a source of discord, although of a less for-

midable nature than in the present instance. The chapel was, as

you may imagine, full to suffocation ; everybody was drenched with

rose water from the censers [Quaere ?] of the priests ; the arm-chair

of the Reverendissime had been placed exactly facing the spot
where the Cross was to be planted ; a large body of monks formed

a semi-circle behind him, and I (by great good luck as I then

imagined) had obtained a place at his left-hand, and so near to him
as to support myself against the pressure of the crowd by leaning on

the arm of his chair. He was deadly pale, and I obse!^^ed a tremor

in his hands, and a quivering of his lips, which I then attributed to

the fervour of piety, and the emotion incidental to the solemn scene

then enacting. For I assure you that, although I had gone to the

ceremony contemning what I supposed would be a mummery little

less than sacrilegious in the eyes of christians of the Protestant

faith, and although when there my judgment revolted against this

coarse imaging forth of the Redeemer's agony, yet the ideas it

awakened—the time, the place, the contagion of the emotions I

witnessed, all combined to act so powerfully upon my imagination,
that I trembled and wept as I beheld the Cross reach the chapel of

the Crucifixion : and the same sensations of indignant sorrow

assailed me that in my childhood I had always experienced when

reading the account of our Lord's Passion. An altar covers the

spot where the step of the true cross rested ; upon each side of it

stood, like a sentinel, a Greek priest. This in itself was looked

upon as an offensive proceeding ; but when the Latin fathers

approached, and attempted to remove the Greek altar-cloth, which
had no business there on that occasion, the two priests interposed,
and insisted on its remaining where it was. Tlie Latins remon-

strated, and persisted in uncovering the altar ; but, instead of lis-

tening to them, aggressive measures were adopted by their oppo-
nents. They tore down one of the chandeliers, and breaking a
branch from it, began dealing blows right and left. A crowd of

Greeks, who had not before appeared, rushed in, armed with blud-

geons ; the Latin monks defended themselves as well as they could

with their enormous cierges, which they converted into weapons ;

but some of them, in anticipation of what had occurred, had brought
wooden staves concealed beneath their robes ; a number of pilgrims
rushed into the melee, and a general and bloody battle ensued."—
Vol. ii. p. 268.

We cannot continue this description. She is rescued
from the crowd by

*^ an exceeding tall and very powerful-
looking" Irish gentleman, who happened to be present,
and with

the^
characteristic gallantry of his country, prof-

fered his services. The quarrel was suppressed by a regi-
ment of Turkish soldiers, and the original cause of it

removed by the Pasha's own hand.
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The prospects of the Protestant bishopric of Jerusalem
are not obscurely hinted at in the following short para-
graph.

*'

During the whole of our stay at Jerusalem, Tre were attended

by one of the late Bishop Alexander's very few converts to Chris-

tianity, as cicerone, and he was a Druse, and not a Jew ! A fact so

conclusive as to the anti-proselytism of the Jews requires no com-
ment. The zeal and piety of the bishop led to liis appointment to

the new see f he was besides a converted Jew himself, and for that
reason was perhaps better enabled to address himself to the sympa-
thies of tile Jews than one who had always been an alien to them.
He was a man, too, of the most exemplary character, whose practice
went hand in hand with his precepts ;

and yet, during the several

years of his episcopal labours, he was unable to prevail upon the
children of Israel to do as he had done !"—Vol. ii. p. 283.

We must make room for the following description of a

locality that is second only to Jerusalem in the touching
and sacred associations connected with it.

" After riding four hours across the plain of Esdaelon, and won-

dering that in such a splendid tract of land there should be neither

villages nor detached habitations, we came to the hills among which
is situated Nazareth, the country of Joseph and Mary, the place
where almost the whole life of Jesus was passed. The little town is

so placed that a distant view of it cannot be obtained ; but, after

scrambling along a difficult road for three-quarters of an hour, we
came suddenly upon the valley on the western side of which it is

situated. Peaceful, and primitive, and unworldly it looks, resting
on the lower slope of the circular chain of grey, barren hills, that

convert into a sort of basin the green vale of Nazareth, spreading at

its feet ; an air of sanctity appears to pervade the whole place, as

though its pure and holy traditions had preserved it inviolate from
all mundane associations. We gazed with reverence and love upon
the sequestered nook where the youth of Mary had been passed ;

where the Divine Mystery which made God man had been accom-

plished, and near to which the first miracles of Christ had been

performed. We knew that the localities over which our eyes wan-

dered, had been His familiar haunts from the days of his boyhood
to those of His sinless maturity ;

and again we felt, as upon the

Mount of Olives, that we trod upon holy ground, concerning which
nor error nor fraud could possibly exist There is a Latin convent

of Franciscans at Nazareth, where travellers are hospitably received ;

and the good fathers have fitted up a house detached from the con-

vent in which women can be acconimodated, the laws of their order

forbidding the admission of our sex within their holy establishment.

This detached house is arranged not only with great comfort, but

A
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actually with an elegance which the celebrated convent of Mount
Carmel does not exhibit. The Italian taste of the monks has deco-

rated the walls with- arabasques in fresco, such as are common in

the country-houses of Italy, and the chintz hangings and sofas, as

well as the bedding, were of the nicest description. Such an 'oasis

in the desert' as this, is indeed inestimable, after five days' travel-

ling without any other accommodation than that which tents can

afford, with the fears of Bedouins from without, and the certainty
of the monstrous insects, that the soil of Syria produces, crawling
about within, perpetually before our eyes ; (and I ha^e no hesita-

tion in owning, that, of the two, the latter appeared to me by far

the most terrible visitation
!) but, putting even the physical com-

forts of the place out of the question, the cordial and hearty welcome

given by the good Franciscans would in itself alone sufiice to ren-

der four bare walls attractive. Three days is the period that

travellers are allowed to sojourn as the convent guests, and most

warmly have the fathers pressed us to complete the given time

here ;
but we have availed ourselves of the privilege for two days

—
we arrived yesterday before dinner, and we shall depart to-morrow

on our way to Damascus. Every spot that the eye rests on here

carries with it an interest, which, although of a less painful
character than that experienced at Jerusalem, is in no degree infe-

rior to it, and is besides more concentrated. The town is very
small, and from its situation never could have been larger, being in

the fork formed by two hills, which present an acute angle, so that

every spot of ground must have inevitably been trodden by the feet

of Him who for thirty years dwelt within its precincts."
—Vol. ii.

p. 305.

Slie has also, what many female travellers (aye, and
male also) have not, a kind word to say in behalf of the

poor Franciscans, who had been so kind to her.

*' A considerable portion of the population of Nazareth are chris-

tians, and the respectful affection evinced by them for the Francis-

can monks speaks volumes in favour of these latter. Whenever

they appear in the streets with us, men, women, and children run

to kiss their hands, and the good fathers seem to have something
kind and encouraging to say to all. There is a school in the con-

vent for the instruction of christian children, which is under the

superintendence of Fra Stanislao, the brother to whom is deputed
the reception of travellers ;

but he sighed heavily, and with an ex-

pression of unutterable weariness, as he described to me the ungrate-
ful task he found the tutoring of those wild Syrian children to be.

Poor fellow ! he has only been here fifteen months, and his time of

probation in Terra Santa is twelve years !
' Ma passa il tempo !'

he exclaimed with the air of a martyr, as he told me this
;

* Forse

rivedro la mia patria !' The only circumstance that seemed to
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rouse him into animation, was the account we gave him of the fray
in the church of the Holy Sepulchre on Good Friday. His face

flushed, his veins swelled, his hands involuntarily clenched, he

muttered between his teeth, 'Ahi Birbanti !' All the indications of

a fiery temper for a moment became apparent in the bearing of the

monk ; but they were quickly repressed, and he resumed his cha-

racteristic air of resignation and mortification. He listened, how-

ever, with evident interest to our recital ; and, as we are the first

travellers who have reached this place from Jerusalem since that

disgraceful affair, we have been regularly appealed to by all the

brotherhood to describe the scene."—Vol. \\. p. 315.

The following is worth preserving, it is so thoroughly
American.

" Last evening two American gentlemen arrived here who appear
to be deeply read in Biblical lore, and quaintly enough told me they
were 'spying out the Holy Land V "—Vol. ii. p. 316.

Mrs. Romer went from the Holy Land to Damascus,
where, after some unpleasant adventures and accidents,

(one of the latter had well nigh proved fatal.) she arrived in

the month of April. As we have left the precincts of that

holy and venerable land, which nought behts but deep
thought and solemn reflection, we may be permitted to

quote a passage of more every day character than those
which we have hitherto presented to our readers. We
have several before us, but shall prefer the lively descrip-
tion of Damascus shopping.

** I am never weary of rambling through the bazaars, and have
found the shops of the silk-mercers very tempting lounges. The

shopkeepers here, however, spare you very kindly the fatigue of

going to their warehouses in quest of pretty things, for the moment

they are apprized of a traveller's arrival, they hasten to the Euro-

pean hotel, followed by their servants, laden with packages of their

best merchandize, wiiich they open out, spread over all the sofas

and cushions, and insist upon leaving that you may judge of the

effect they produce by candle-light. Here has been such a con-

course of these men since our arrival, that the great open recess in

the court looks like a complete 'vanity fair :' and I never return

to the house that I do not find five or six silk merchants and their

attendants seated on the marble pavement, leaning on their bales of

goods, and looking as patient as if they had nothing in the world to

do but to wait my good will and pleasure to toss over their mer-

chandize. You can imagine nothing more picturesque than the

appearance of the court at such times ; the graceful grouping of

the men—the beautiful Syrian costume, in all its Moslem integrity
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of most ortliodox turban and loose silken robes—the glittering stuifs

spread out to catch any sunbeam that steals through the quiverino*
branches, and the lovely locality, with its fretted arches, its marble
incrustations, its splashing fountains, and its fragrant flowers. And
tlien the chaifering ! such chaffering as is only found in the East.

These merchants always commence by showing their worst goods,
and asking for them the double of what they intend taking for their

best. You may on all occasions be sure that there is at the bottom
of their bale a little select parcel of superfine articles lying perdu ;

and it is only when you have disparaged and tossed aside all that has
been previously spread out before you, that it is produced, and the

most preposterous prices put upon its contents. Then the Dragoman
is summoned to bargain for you, and the affair grows warm !

" * When Greek meets Greek, then comes the tug of war !'

*' On these occasions Mohammed shines forth in all the lustre of

Dragomanic pride, and of that rigid probity which is his never-fail-

ing characteristic. He opens and throws aside piece after piece of

silk with superb disdain ; he listens to the prices asked for them
with an incredulous smile

;
then bursts forth an Arab explosion of

indignation, in which the outraging terms,
* Yahoodi' (Jew), and

* Kelb' (dog), are prodigally applied to the unconscionable dealer.

The poor man shrinks into the half of his natural dimensions, and

expostulates ; Mohammed, as if he did not even hear him, turns

round to me, and asks me to point out the articles which I wish to

purchase ; I do so, and he then gathers them into a heap, and offers

a price for them. The dealer refuses it, and recommences his

deprecatory dialogue ;
but Mohammed, thrusting all the things

back into the bundle, flings it into the middle of the pavement,
takes their owner by the shoulder, and pushes him after it, and
then, recommending me to retire into my own chamber, disappears
himself. In about a quarter of an hour he knocks at the door of

my room with a parcel in his hand
;
the affair is terminated, he has

got the articles for something less than he himself first offered for

them."—Vol. u.p. 349.

We have given a specimen of Mohammed's commercial

ability, we must also give an instance of his skill in

cookery.
**

I never tasted a better turkey than he gave us
;
and on com-

plimenting him on its great delicacy, I learned from him the

Egyptian secret of rendering the flesh particularly tender. Half-

an-hour before the bird is killed, a glass of brandy is poured down
its throat, which produces complete intoxication, and the flesh of

the tipsy turkey acquires a tenderness superior to that which is

produced even by long keeping—a system that would be impracti-
cable in this climate. This method of condemning the unhappy

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 10
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turkeys to go out of the world in a state of Moslem reprobation is

a curious bearing out of the ' die and be d—d
'

principle."
—Vol. i.

j>. 279.

He was equally clever in the interpreting department,
as the following exquisite specimen will prove.

" I must tell jou that -whenever Mohammed is alluding to the

Sheikh-ul-Islam, or head of the Mahometan religion at Cairo, he

invariably calls him the archbishop of Canterbury, by which paral-
lel he fancies he renders the functions of that personage more intel-

ligible to us."—Vol. i. p. 218.

We can find room for but one passage more. It is a short
one : and may prove interesting to naturalists.

** This morning Monsieur D'Arnault sent me a present of some
beautiful ostrich eggs. They are found in the adjacent desert ;

and in a country where every article of food is both scarce and
bad, they are esteemed a luxury for the table

;
but I had not the

courage to make a trial of them. Monsieur D'Arnault tells me
that the hen ostrich will lay upwards of thirty eggs at a time,
which she deposits in the sand, and slightly covers up, but that it

is an error to suppose that she takes no further heed of them
; she

returns at night to sit upon them, and it is only during the day-
time that she abandons them to the fostering care of the sun."—
Vol. i. p. 221.

It is time that we bring this notice to a close. When
we say that Mrs. Romer is an agreeable and interesting
writer— that her work, though possessing no claims to

original information, yet pleases and interests the reader,
and that it is put before the public with all the advantages
of type and paper that an eminent London publisher can

give, we have said all that truth requires of us in our
critical capacity concerning

'* The Temples and Tombs of

Egypt and Palestine."'

I
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Art. VI.— The Faith of Catholics on certain points of Controversy,

confirmed hy Scripture and attested by the Fathers of the first five

centuries of the Church. Compiled by the Rev. Joseph Berington,

and the Rev. John Kirk. Third edition, revised and greatly

enlarged by the Rev. James Waterworth. 3 vols. London,

Dolman's, 1846.

WE know an instance of an Anglican minister who
has since become a Catholic, who, in obedience to

the wish of his Church, as he conceived it then to be, took
to studying the Fathers of the very centuries from which
these useful volumes have drawn their materials. After

working on for some time in this way, he began to find

that it was rather a conceited thing to try and reconcile

for himself apparently conflicting statements of the Fathers

by some tertium quid of his own inventing. He found for

instance such questions as the following present them-
selves to him : Is God the Father wise, owing to having
the Son who is very Wisdom, or from some other cause ?

if God is His own Wisdom, as some Fathers tell us

plainly, how comes it that others argue against the Arians,
as if by depriving the Father of the Son these heretics

made him unwise, or (to coin a word for the purpose) wis-

dom-less ? What becomes of the numerical oneness of sub-

stance, if one of the Three Persons has a wise substance

and the other not ? Or again, if God is one God, why is

the Holy Ghost and not the whole Trinity said to over-

shadow Mary at the Incarnation? If those joined to

Christ are one spirit, how does this union differ from the

hypostatic union? If the Son is to reign till subjected to

the Father, as stated seemingly in 1 Cor. xv., how comes
the Nicene Creed to say, Cujus regni, non erit finis? If

the Father is greater than the Son, and early fathers

ascribe this greatness to the Father because he is unorigi-

nate, how is one to be sure this is the right way of explain-

ing a passage which later fathers took in another way ? If

it was the Son who appeared to the patriarchs, as the early
fathers seem to hold, how can I make out for myself that

they did not hold the contrary of what St. Austin and the

Athanasian Creed teach on the subject of the Son's

equality to the Father ? If the attributes of God are iden-

tical with God, as some fathers teach very plainly, in what
precise way am I to keep clear of the infidel assertion that
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God is pure benevolence, and that when Scripture speaks
of his justice it is only a way of speaking exactly such as
it uses when it speaks of his wrath? If God is every-
where, how is he everywhere ? in substance or in operation
only, or how ?

Alarmed at having to settle, if not these very questions,

(of such tremendous consequence,) at least very similar

ones for himself, our Anglican friend determined to see if

he could not get introduced to some learned Anglican
writer, who should put before him, in a systematic form,
whatever statements the Fathers had made in the course
of controversy, reconcile apparently conflicting passages,
and make him feel that he had some idea of God, the

Trinity, and the Incarnation, such as he could depend
upon for its orthodoxy and consistency. He had been

taught to sigh for the times of Laud and Andrews, and
look with compassion upon the beginning of the present
century : and certainly with his aspirations after a know-
ledge only of God, the Trinity, and the Incarnation, the

Anglican system viewed as a living agent did mighty little

to teach him upon these most vital subjects or to answer the
difficulties which the Fathers had created for him. He
therefore hoped that, as the living system was so stupid as
to furnish no aid to him, at all events the Church upon
paper would give him a systematic view upon the subjects
which a christian (as he thought he was) seemed to have a

right to find a systematic view of. He enquired, but no

Anglican dogmatic treatise was forthcoming: twice had
his promised helpmate failed him ) her voice was not a

living voice : but even her paper existence would not give
him any oracle.

"
Quid faceret ? quo se bis raptd conjuge ferret ?

Quo fletu Manes, qua Numina voce moveret ?

Ilia quidem Stjgia nabat jam frigida cjmba."

The Stygian oblivion of all the simplest doctrines of

Christianity into which he had been plunged by
*'
his holy

Mother in her love and care for her children," left him
fortunately vulnerable in his heels in which he was
wounded by the immortal Petavius. This great divine

showed him how to answer all his difficulties, and taught
him a system, or rather such part of a system as he lived

to finish, upon the very points on which Anglicanism left

him in entire ignorance, viz., God, the Trinity, and the

J
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Incarnation. The heathen had had dark hints of these

truths and so had he: we are sure he does not mean
entire ignorance in an absolute sense but in a relative one.

Man's highest knowledge compared to what an angel has

naturally, from being in God's presence, may fitly be called

entire ignorance : an Anglican's highest knowledge de-

serves no better name if we consider what is furnished him

by his establishment, and not what is borrowed by him
from Catholic writers. He who steals light from the sun
with a burning-glass, might as well say he had the sun, as

Anglicanism might pretend to teach a system of theology :

it is like Sir Hudibras seeing a star through a telescope at

an infinite distance, and then fancying he had shot it.

Whoever then wishes to sap the Anglican system, as far

as it deserves the name of system at all, must attack the

victims of it as he might attack heathens, by showing that

they have got a heap, a crude undigested heap, of truths,
much as the heathen had. When God made the world, he
made all things in a wonderful harmony and order ; when
it was sunk into ignorance and sin, he took flesh to undo
the confusion which these had introduced : he brought a

system into the world which, like a complicated piece of

machinery, had a great many parts, all indeed bearing on
each other, but not all fully seen to do so, till the church
had had time to examine and state scientifically the parts
of this machine and their wonderful bearing on the whole.
At the Reformation a number of these parts were reck-

lessly thrown away : solid original parts of the system were

undeniably lopped off. When prayers for the dead were
taken away, charity for the dead ceased, and the com-
mandment to do to others as we would have others do to

us, became narrower from having been so exceeding broad
as to take in all the members of Christ's body. When men
forgot the communion of saints, they thought very little of

angels who were their fellow-citizens : when their mind was
no longer peopled with these heavenly beings, they had
nothing by contrast with which they could elevate their

ideas of God. Hence they degraded God and thought of
God the Son only as a ministering spirit, and could not
bear the doctrine of the Incarnation, and were overrun in
their lives with a Socinian chill, while their lips honoured
Christ with orthodox words. They hated the reverence
we pay to Mary, because they had lowered Christ to a
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lower place than even she who is infinitely below him
ought to hold.

People may say, this is an unfair view of things : that

Anglicans 'inay hold a great deal more : we allow it : they

may hold any thing they like, heretical or orthodox, as far

as we can find out. The actual living system does not

prevent their holding any heresy, though it makes those

inclined to orthodoxy feel exceedingly awkward when they
hear their bishops battering down all they venerate with

their triennial philippics. The fact is, that the principle of

dogmatism has only just life enough in the Anglican sys-
tem to make it lop-sided and incoherent, but not to make
it a teacher, speaking with authority, even upon the most

elementary truths of Christianity.
Such a book then as that before us does not of course go

quite to the bottom of the question. It is plainly of little

avail, or at least, with some classes of minds, it is of little

avail, to put before them passages of the fathers which

might teach a person who held the rudimental doctrines of

Christianity we have alhided to, but will not come home to

one who does not. Thus the finest passages which could
be produced about the Blessed Virgin, would not tell

much with a person who did not realize the doctrine of the

Incarnation, because it is necessary to believe in a heart-

felt way that God became flesh, before we can believe any
thing great of her from whom he took that flesh. In other

words,
*

the certain points of controversy
'

which Mr.
Waterworth treats of, do not take in what are in our opi-
nion the real points of difi'erence : the real difference be-

tween the faith of a Catholic and of a Protestant is on far

more vital points than is commonly supposed. There

really is no doctrine whatever commonly taught in the

establishment, upon God, the Trinity and the Incarnation.

Such a principle for instance as this—that the attributes

of God are identical with his substance, and only distinct

and yet necessarily so in our minds ; or as this—that what-
ever God worketh external to Himself, that the whole

Trinity worketh ; or as this—that God the Son was not

really ignorant even in his human nature ; such principles
are certainly not known or felt amongst the ordinary run
of Anglican divines, nor put before their students in the-

ology. He therefore who would set them right, must in

most cases assume an ignorance of such principles, and

%
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patiently condescend to acquaint them with these rudi-

ments of theology.
Some statement of this kind has seemed necessary, to

enable us to show what good Mr. Watenyorth's book is

likely to effect, by pointing out what it is not likely to

effect. It will not do much for minds of a somewhat
scientific cast, who have no real apprehension of the pri-

mar}^ doctrines we have mentioned. They will only
wince from passages which (they feel) contain a doctrine
for which no foundation exists in their own mind. These
will be acute enough to see that many of the passages Mr.
Waterworth has given are very hard nuts to crack, but
instead of risking any danger to their jaws, they will

quietly drop them a little while after, and walk on much as

unconcernedly as before. When then Mr. Berington,
(whose preface Mr. Waterworth has reprinted,) speaks of
*'the doctrines of original sin, the trinity of Persons, the
incarnation of the second Person and the atonement for

sin,'' as
*^

generally admitted by all societies of christians,
the followers of Socinus excepted,'' (vol. i. p. 23,) it ought
to be remembered that out of the Church the admission of
these doctrines does not go much beyond words and
wishes. The Catholic should be aware of this, as he may
otherwise waste words and ply passages drawn from the
learned collection before us to little purpose. There may
possibly also be cases where it would be desirable, before

admitting a person to the Church, to see that he has (not
of course a scientific knowledge, but) some sort of know-
ledge of these doctrines: in general however those dis-

posed to be converted would be better informed.
But the volumes before us were originally intended for

Catholics, who might find it satisfactory *'to trace by their

own inspection that body of divine truths which from hand
to hand has been brought down" (p. 6,) to us : but now-a-

days they cannot but fail to serve as a most valuable

repertory to the Catholic priest who may any day come
across inquiring Anglicans, and be able to turn the

weapons this work furnishes to great account in helping
such persons to recognize the true church. For there are

persons with no great time for acquiring exact theological
knowledge, who have been told all their lives that Popery
is something very shocking, and that amongst other sins it

is guilty of inventing a ])rodigious number of new doc-
trines. Now we think fair-minded persons who can be
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got to treat the question as one of vital concern to their

eternal welfare, ought, if the case requires it, to be put
upon reading these volumes. They may surely learn from
them that it really is idle to pretend that any system of

Protestantism is more like the church of old than the pre-
sent church. They have here, in English, a number of

passages upon the pretended novel doctrines, so that they
have no excuse upon the score of ignorance of Latin or
Greek for not making themselves acquainted with the real

state of the case. Neither can they say, with any show of

reason, that a Catholic may without intending it put a false

translation upon a passage, and still more if he does intend

it. For it would be quite impossible so to distort quota-
tions of sufficiently ample scope to occupy three volumes,
as to make them all speak Popery. Moreover, they are

arranged under heads which make it easy to refer to any
point upon which the testimonies of the fathers may be

required. It is proper to add, for the information of those

who may possess either of the former editions of this work,
that the testimonies given in the present edition are very
far more numerous than before* Mr. Waterworth has been
at the pains to read through the whole of the fathers of the

five first centuries for the purpose, and to retranslate nearly
all the extracts, besides adding several notes and illus-

trations.

As for producing specimens from these volumes, it would
be an endless task ; where to begin and where to end,

nobody could decide. But a little more may be said upon
the use the Catholic ma}^ make of them. Puseyites, every
one know^s, try to go by the fathers, and fancy the fathers

are with them and against us, in proportion as tliey do not

read them or misread them. The controversial use of

such volumes then is plain in the present day. But they

may be very useful in other ways also, upon which other

ways we should like to say a few words before we finish

this short notice of them.
Scholastic theology, although quite necessaiy in order to

the attainment of accurate definitions and precise notions, is

very dry, and tends to make those who study it exclusively,

dry and unyielding and apparently heartless, where they
should be pliant, eloquent, winning, gentle, and affectionate.

The latter qualities patristic theology is calculated to infuse,
because it is natural theology so to speak, whereas scho-

lastic theology is artificial theology. The latter reminds
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one of the work of the anatomist, the former of that of the

portrait-painter. Although painters study anatomy, they
do not move mankind to admiration by the study of

anatomy, but by the study of nature. The study of

anatomy may keep them from representing human beings
in postures incompatible with nature, but will never teach

them how to catch the most favourable aspect of a counte-

nance, the graceful mien, the ''modest stillness and

humility'' written in some people's faces, or that undefined

and undefinable beauty which we perceive in what is called

expression. Now we think that the more the fathers are

studied, the more it will be found that they teach us how
to put theological truth in an attractive form. There is a

spirit in them which we can catch, and which does not

seem either to be found or to be expected in scholastic

writers ; what these last gain in precision, they necessarily
lose in that unction which alone will move people's hearts.

The want of this unction will make preachers clumsy, even
when they do feel, in expressing their feelings ; the arti-

ficial has become a second nature to them so to say, and

they make us smile or brifig ridiculous associations into

our heads, when they intend to be touching and pathetic.
Such volumes then as those before us, by giving people a
taste of the fathers, have a tendency, to say the least, to

correct the dryness and cold formality which the scholastic

dissecting knife tends to impart to those who are habitually

handling it. A little of patristic theology is better than
none at all, though it cannot be gotten without some little

industry, even with the help of Mr. Waterworth's volumes,
nor its spirit appropriated and assimilated, without habits
of meditation and devotion.

People engaged in active ministerial duties, have very
little time for studying either fathers or schoolmen,
although early habits of industry would often have increased
this time most materially ; to save and fill up odds and
ends of time with useful reading, is a secret which few

comparatively learn, whether they are or are not blame-

worthy for such neglect. Yet if even these might get a
taste of the fathers, let us hope there are some to whom
these volumes may give a taste for them. We of course
have no wish to abridge the time given to a systematic
course of theology, but yet we think if younger persons
were taught early to acquire an active habit of mind, they
might in many cases find patristic lore a relief to severer
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Study, of such a kind as to do away the necessity for such

very^ copious doses of hght reading, as people generally
consider requisite for the vigour of their mental constitu-

tion. It would indeed be quixotical to prescribe St. Basil's

epistles, as an excellent substitute for Nicholas Nickleby,
or St. Athanasius's life of St. Antony, as more amusing
than a novel of Sir Walter Scot's. Still, without going
quite so far as this, we do think that the mind may be

cloyed and made unwieldy by the bulky diet of light

reading, when it would be braced and invigorated by a
little more work. As far as common experience goes, the
hardest workers are generally the most light-hearted.
If then in an age when cheap and moderately good editions
of the fathers are coming out, Mr. Waterworth's volumes
shall do anything to give to rising theologians a taste for

the study of them, he will in this case also have done an
important service.

One word more and we have done. There are a vast

quantity of sermons of the fathers, which might be studied
with great advantage by all those (not who do think, but)
who are capable of thinking, iProm which sermons many
extracts will be foundin the volumes we are recommending.
These sermons we may regard in a light which will make
them useful to many people of education ; they may be
considered as exhibiting specimens of that unction which
we have before spoken of as abounding in the fathers, and
here wish to recommend as so necessary in order to medi-
tation. We have sometimes fancied that a collection of

passages from the fathers arranged in the order of St.

Ignatius' Exercises, would be a very useful book, as

tending to form a good remote preparation for those who
would go through the exercises. Being written at a great
distance of time, such passages would not do the work of

meditation for us, which is not desirable, but yet would, as

being the work of our fellow Catholics, have sufficient

community of feeling to suggest thoughts far deeper than
we should find out for ourselves. If the specimens !Mr.

Waterworth has given, should induce any one to attempt
this task, we should be very glad ; here we mention it as

helping us to render intelhgible our wish that these volumes

may lead persons who have leisure for study, to see of what

great use patristic learnijig may be in helping them to

meditate without dryness and weariness. Some people

may overflow with unction as we have called it, so far as to

4
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be able to throw it into drier forms of theology, which

scholastic books put before them; but the majority of

people are likely to find meditation dry work, simply
because they have never had even a taste of those authors

whose writings would give it ease, pliancy, and graceful-

ness, without depriving it of its sinews. Mankind cannot

be moved by dry arguments, nor can arguments of a more

moving kind be supplied to the preacher without medita-

tion. Meditation again will not in ordinary cases be other

than dry, without some knowledge of those great masters

of unction, the fathers. Mr. Waterworth's book is a sort

of introduction to these venerable writers, and so it is a

useful book.

Art. VII.— 1. The Church in the Catacombs ; a Description of the

Primitive Church of Rome, Illustrated hy its Sepulchral Remains.

By Charles Maitland, M. D., 8vo. London : 1846.

2.—Monumenti delle Arti Christiane Primitive nella Metropoli del

Christianesimo, Disegnati ed Illustrati per cura di G. M. Distri-

buzioni, I—VI. 4to, Roma : 1844-5.

FROM
the very first announcement of Dr. Maitland's

work, we have awaited its appearance with a mingled
feeling of hope and of curiosity. We were curious to ob-

serve the impression produced upon the mind of a zealous

Anglican by a long, and, as we had heard, a careful study
of the monuments of the earl}^ church of Kome ; and we
hoped that in the

*' Church of the Catacombs" a subject
had at length been discovered which might be regarded as

common christian ground, and in the consideration of

which an English tourist might forget for a time the irri-

table and jealous feeling with which it has been customary
to regard every thing Roman, or bearing, no matter how
remotely, on the religion or the religious usages of Rome.
We hoped that the subject might at length be treated as

one with which the heart has to do as well as the intellect,

and, (if it be lawful to apply to ourselves what Dr. Mait-
land has used with a different application,) that

" amid the
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paintings of the catacombs, generally so pure and peaceful
in their object and intention, the Church ought to have
met with no enemies, appearing so gentle and so ready to

forgive/'

Gladly, had this hope been realized, would we have
devoted the space at our disposal to a calm and peaceful

description of the interesting monuments with which the

catacombs abound, apart from every controversial discus-

sion which they involve. How abundant, how interesting
the associations with which the very name is connected in

every christian mind,—-the infancy of our religion, its trials,

its sufferings, its abasement, its struggles and its triumphs,—the memories of our early fathers in the faith, the simple
records of their constancy and devotion, their customs,
their feelings, their affections, their hopes, their fears, their

every-day lives ! We ctyi hardly fancy a more delightful

study than this particular branch of christian archoeology—the monumental history, as it w^ere, of the Christian

Church. It is one to which we have long desired to call

the attention of our readers, and when we shall have
received the concluding Parts of Father Marchi's great
work upon the catacombs," we shall not fail to carry out
the design. But for the present the plan which Dr. Mait-
land has adopted, renders it impossible to consider the

catacombs in any other light than as a field of polemical

controversy, and compels us to forget every more conge-
nial consideration of subjects common to

^

all christian

minds, in the eternal discussion of points at issue between
the rival churches.

Nor, on reflection, should we be surprised that this

is the view of the subject which the author was led to

take. The example had been set by almost every
one who went before him. Even were it otherwise,
the controversies which have agitated the Anglican
Church during the last two years, could not fail to give
a polemical turn to the enquiry in which he was

engaged ; and the memorable secessions from the ranks of

Anglicanism which occurred a short time before the publi-

* The work which stands ia the second place at the head of these pages. It is

the fruit of many years of patient and laborious personal researches in the cata-
combs of Rome, especially that of St. Agnes, great part of which had never
been explored before. The work is published in parts. As yet we have seen
but the first six, but many more have appeared in Rome; and the engravings
introduced into this paper, are copied from the plates of one of the most recent
uumbers.
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cation of his work, naturally devoted it more immediately
towards what are regarded as the peculiarly Roman doc-

trines. However much, therefore, we should have pre-
ferred a purely antiquarian work upon the catacombs,
which is really a desideratum in English literature, yet we
are far from condemning the view which Dr. Maitland has

thought it advisable to prefer. On the contrary, it is one
to the development of w^hich, as from every enquiry into

christian antiquity, we look confidently as a means of fur-

nishing new evidence of the great truths of Catholicity.
The Church in the Catacombs, is professedly [p. 2,]

an attempt to disprove the claim which Romanist writers

make *^
to identity in discipline and doctrine with the

church that occupied the catacombs,'^ and to *^show from
these remains the more striking resemblance existing be-

tween the Reformed English Ghiych and that of primitive
Rome.'' Accordingly, the author has, in the course of his

observations, addressed himself, either professedly or inci-

dentally, to most of the leading topics of Catholic contro-

versy : although (as he is a Doctor in Medicine and not
in Divinity, we trust it is no disparagement of his powers to

say this) he has not brought to the enquiry all the prelimi-

nary information which is indispensable for its full and
satisfactory elucidation. And most unfortunately it hap-
pens that the descriptive and explanatory portion of his

work, which is, generally speaking, executed with conside-
rable judgment and taste, bears but a small proportion to

the controversial part, for which we must be pardoned if

we say he is by no means equally qualified.

Indeed, it would not be 'reasonable to expect any very
profound or minute theological erudition in a popular work
written by a layman ; and had the author abstained from

controversy altogether, we should willingly have over-

looked every deficiency in this particular. But it is

nothing more than justice to require that one who under-
takes to instruct the public in theology, should take the

trouble to inform himself therein ; and that a writer who
denounces the opinions and criticises the arguments of

Catholics, should at least be acquainted with the principles
which he condemns, and understand the arguments which
he discards with contempt.
For instance, although we should be a little siu'prised at

the blunder, yet we should not think it necessary to take Dr.
Maitland to task for translating (p. 192,) the word Levites
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(a Deacoir') a Priest; but we think it a little too much
that he should make this false translation an argument
against sacerdotal celibacy. So also, though it might be
unreasonable to require from an unprofessional writer an
explanation of every obscure historical fact, like the con-
demnation of the practice of adding the sign of the cross to

the formula of the Trisagion, yet it is hard to tolerate the

ignorance of a controversial writer who founds upon it an
argument against the use of sacred images. f (p. 164.) In
like manner, we should expect from a writer who professes
to discuss theological and historical questions, a little more
familiarity with church history than may be inferred from
his thinking it (p. 209)

"
sufficient" (on a point, be it re-

membered, on which he declares that
''
the decrees of

Councils and the opinions of the Fathers would fill a

volume,") to '"quote the Quinisextan Canons, A. D.
706 !"| and that, before he ventured to conclude (p. 186)
that because

"
St. Cyprian called together two synods and

a council at Carthas^e without the concurrence of Stephen,
the Roman bishop ;" or even because

"'
in these assemblies

resolutions were passed in direct opposition to Stephen,"
therefore

"
of the many innovations forced upon Christen-

dom by the Church of Rome, the doctrine of the supre-

macy is the most surprising and unfounded," he should at

least have taken the trouble to enquire whether any
'"modern Romanist," even of the most extreme school,
held that bishops could not call local councils, (as those of

Carthage were,) "'without the concurrence of the Pope;"

* It can hardly be necessary to prove, that this is the true meaning' of the
word. Its very etymology sufficiently establishes it. St. Laurence the deacon, is

familiarly known in the legend, as Levita Laurentius. Facciolati, (in voce) quotes
Sidonius (Lib. ix. 2.) for this signification, and also a verse from Arator, In Acta

Apostolorum.
*' Albiso antistes Proculusque Levites," v. 553. We have never

seen an instance of the contrary signification.

t This condemnation had as little to do with the veneration of sacred images,
as with the problem of the quadrature of the circle. It was, in fact, simply and
solely a condemnation of the raonophysite heresy. Peter the Fuller, \Vvct<piv;'\ for

the purpose of embodying this heresy in the public liturgy of the Church, had
added to the well known formula called the Trisagion—AV'« « Blit, i,yio; ta-x-^fo;,

ny'ioi kioLyitTOi, iXmirov kux;—[Sauctus Dous, Sauctus Fortis, Sanctus Inimortalis,
miserere nobis: J

— the words « ijnf ^,u^ irreuj^iudii;, [qui pro nobis crucifixus es,]

thereby meaning to imply the unity of nature in Christ. The addition of the

sign of the cross to the Trisagion, was a symbolical representation of the words,
qui crueifijeus es. As such it was employed by the Monophysites, and as such
alone is condemned. It is well known, that even in the fiercest days of icono-

clasm, the cross, (provided it were without a figure of Christ,) was permitted to

stand.

t This date, by the way, is incorrect. The "synod in question, called by the
Greeks a-tyflexrr, and by the Latins Quinisexta or Trullana, was held A. D. 692.
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or even whether the refusal of the bishops of a particular

country to receive a papal decree of discipline could be

regarded as a denial of the papal supremacy. To a still

more serious oversight or perversion, we shall have occa-

sion to devote the greater part of our remaining space;
but we must first offer a few observations in general criti-

cism of Dr. Maitland's performance.
From the extent of the space devoted to dogmatical dis-

cussions, the reader will be prepared not to expect much
of what is ordinarily looked for in a descriptive work.

The truth is, that except a few pages in the chapter
*' On

the Origin of the Catacombs,'' and a portion of the chap-
ter

" On the Origin of Christian Art,'' the work contains

absolutely no information as to the extent, appearance, or

present condition of the Catacombs of Rome. Even the

little which is given is so general and vague, as hardly to

serve any of the purposes of a description. The reader

will find no account of the curious and interesting objects
to be found in the several Catacombs, (of which, indeed,
he will hardly find even a complete enumeration ;) or of

the extent to which they have been explored. And, what

surprises us most of all, he will not find any account of the

recent and most important discoveries of the learned

Jesuit, Father Marchi, in the most interesting of all the

Catacombs, that of St. Agnes. There is not in the entire

volume, as far as we remember, a single allusion to his

researches, although they have been attended with most

important results, and are familiarly known by every per-
son of common information in Rome. Indeed, the vague-
ness and generality of the author's references to the sub-

ject of the Catacombs, taken along with an observation

which incidentally occurs in his work,"' lead us to suspect
that he possesses but little personal acquaintance^ strongly
with them, and that he writes from the description of

others, and these not the most profound authorities on the

subject.! His quotations are, for the most part,
second-hand; and his engravings, except those from the

Lapidarian Gallery, appear, generally speaking, to be of

the same character.

The work consists of seven chapters—the most impor-

* "-4s far as the writer has had an opportunity of examining the catacombs, there
appears to be no trace, &c. &c."—p. 40.

t His favourite authorities seem to be Raoul Rochette, and Roestell."
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tant of which are those on the Orighi of the Catacombs,
on the Symbols used therein, and on the Offices and
Customs of the Ancient Church. The chapter on the

Martyrs of the Catacombs, is a feeble and timid rifacci-
mento of Dodwell's well-known dissertation, De Pauci-
tale Martyrum ; and that upon the Origin of Chris-
tian Art, is vague and common-place in the last degree.

But^ there is, throughout the entire work, a tone of dog-
matism which will pass with the unlearned as evidence of

erudition, and there is hardly a question controverted
between Catholics and Protestants, which is not intro-

duced in some portion of the work. Thus we have con-

stantly occurring throughout the work, sometimes a dis-

cussion, sometimes a dogmatical declaration of opinion
upon such questions as those of Prayers for the Dead,
(p. 14 and 236,) of Saint-worship, (p. 152,) of Purgatory,
(236,) Relics, (14,) the Blessed Virgin Mary, (279,) Traii-

substantiation, (220,) Clerical Celibacy, (199, &c.,) Papal
Supremacy, (186 and foil.,) the withdrawal of the Chalice,

(p. 310,) not to speak of many other minor controversies,
as the use of lights in the Church, Monasticism, &c., cfec.

From this enumeration it will be sufficiently clear that to

follow him throughout, would far exceed the limits of our
article. It must be sufficient, therefore, to test his accu-

racy upon one or two of these topics, selecting those on
which he has bestowed most labour and space.
We have said that the fact of Dr. Maitland being per-

sonally familiar with the Catacombs, appears to us much
more than doubtful. Indeed, his great stronghold seems
to be the Lapidarian Gallery—that is the long range of

inscriptions which, as every visitor of the Vatican must
remember, lines the walls of the great gallery leading to

the Library and the Museum. As a specimen of his

general powers of description, we shall transcribe his

account of tliis Gallery.

" At the entrance to the Vatican Museum Is a long corridor, tho

sides of which are completely lined with inscriptions plastered
into the walls. On the right hand are arranged the epitaphs of

Pagans, votive tablets, dedications of altars, fragments of edicts,

and public documents collected from the neighbourhood of the city;

and opposite to them, classed under the heads of Greek, Latin, and

consular monuments, appear the inscriptions of the ancient Chris-

tians. These have been collected indiscriminately from the cata^

combs about Rome, and have hitherto remained unpublished.
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this gallery, from the circumstance of its containing little more
than sepulchral stones, the name of Lapidarian, or delle Lapidi, has

been given. The inscriptions, amounting to more than three thou-

sand, were arranged in their present order by Gaetano Marini.

The consular monuments, principally comprised in a compartment
at the further end of the corridor, are those containing the names of

the consuls who governed during the years in which they were

erected. Their value as chronological data is obvious ; and their

authenticity is the more to be relied upon, from their rude execu-

tion and imperfect orthography, often leaving us in doubt as to the

very names of the consuls intended to be expressed. It would

appear that the better class of Christians, especially those of the

third and fourth centuries, were more in the habit of adding dates

to their epitaphs than those of lower condition or of an earlier

period."
—

pp. 8— 10.

The contrast of the Pagan and Christian inscriptions is

interesting.
" On the walls thus loaded with inscriptions we may trace a con-

trast between the state of Pagan and that of Christian society in ,

the ancient metropolis. The funereal lamentation expressed in

neatly engraved hexameters, the tersely worded sentiments of

stoicism, and the proud titles of Roman citizenship, attest the secu-

rity and resources of the old religion. Further on, the whole heaven
of Paganism is glorilied by innumerable altars, where the epithets

unconquered, greatest, and best, are lavished upon the worthless

shadows that peopled Olympus. Here and there are traces of com-

plicated political orders ; tablets containing the names of individuals

comprising a legion or a cohort ; legal documents relating to pro-

perty, and whatever belongs to a state such as the Roman empire
in its best times is known to have been. The first glance at the

opposite wall is enough to show that, as St. Paul himself expressed
it, "not many mighty, not many noble," are numbered amongst
those whose epitaphs are there displayed ; some few indeed are

scarce to be distinguished from those of the Pagans opposite, but
the greater part betray by their execution, haste and ignorance.
An incoherent sentence, or a straggling mis-spelt scrawl, such as*
* The place of Philemon,' inscribed on a rough slab, destined to

close a niche in caverns where daylight could never penetrate, tells

of a persecuted, or at least, an oppressed community. There is

also a simplicity in many of these slight records which is not with-
out its charm, as in the annexed :

BIRGINIVS PARVM
STETIT AP. N

*

Virginius remained but a short time with us.' The slabs of stone

* See Plate for fac-simile.

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 11
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used for closing Christian graves, average from one to three feet in

length. In this they differ remarkably from the sepulchral tablets

of the Pagans, who being accustomed to burn their dead, required
a much smaller covering for their funerary urn. The letters on
Christian monuments are from half an inch to four inches in height,
and coloured in the incision with a pigment resembling Venetian
red. Whether this pigment originally belonged to all the letters is

uncertain ; many are now found without it. The custom of cutting
in the stone is alluded to by Prudentius in his hymn in honour of

the eighteen martyrs of Saragossa, in which he calls upon his

fellow-Christians to wash with pious tears the furrows in the marble
tablets erected to them :

* Nos pic fletu date, perluamus
Marmorum sulcos

'

The orthography of these epitaphs is generally faulty, the letters

irregular, and the sense not always obvious.

"Another difference between the inscriptions belonging to Pagans
and Christians of the early centuries, is too remarkable to be passed

by unnoticed. While the heathen name consisted of several essen-

*tial parts, all of which were necessary to distinguish its owner, the

Christians in general confined themselves to that which they
received in baptism. Thus the names of Felix, Sevus, Philemon,
and Agape, are found on tombs, unaccompanied by any other of the

designations which belonged to those individuals as members of a
Roman family. Occasionally we met with two, and perhaps even
three names on their monuments, as Aurelia Agapetilla, Largia,

Agape ; but these are not common. The first believers, when not

forced by the multiplicity of persons christened alike, to add a fur-

ther distinction, appear to have considered their Christian name as

the only one worthy of preservation on their sepulchres."
—

pp. 10—12.

From this interesting collection of inscriptions. Dr.
Maitland has made copious extracts,

—
partly in illustration

of the religious and social usages of the early Romano,
partly in vindication of Anglican doctrines against the
modern assumptions of popery. From what has been

already said, it is hardly necessary to add that he vehe-

mently denies the existence of any evidence of the dis-

tinctively Roman doctrines in the monuments of the

Church in the
^
Catacombs. A few short extracts will

explain his opinions.
" It may not be amiss to premise generally, that in'the inscrip-

tions contained in the Lapidarian Gallery, selected and arranged
under Papal superintendence, there are no prayers for the dead,

(unless the forms 'May you live,'
*

May God refresh you,' be so
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construed,) no addresses to the Virgin Marj, nor to the Apostles or

earlier Saints ; and with the exception of * eternal sleep,' 'eternal

home/ «fec., no expressions contrary to the plain sense of Scripture.
And if the bones of the martyrs were more honoured, and the privi-

lege of being interred near them more valued than the simplicity of

our religion would warrant, there is in this outbreak of enthu-

siastic feeling towards the heroic defenders of the faith, no prece-
dent for the adoration paid to them by a corrupt age."—p. 14.

" From these epitaphs, as well as from others scattered through-
out this work, it is evident that the modern Romish notions on
this subject, (prayers for the dead,) were entirely unknown to the

ancient Christians."—p. 235.
" In a day when the Romanist claim to primitive resemblance is

half credited by some who might be forward in furnishing a refu-

tation to the assumption, it must be consolatory to every dutiful son

of our Church, to find that most of the points on which the question
of Catholicism turns, require no subtle refinement for their mas-

tery."—pp. 308-9.
*' We have but to examine the ecclesiastical remains of Rome to

find that its past and present can in no way be identified
; that we

gain nothing in resemblance to the church of the catacombs by a
movement towards modern Rome

;
and that no tendency to apos-

tolic unity is implied in the profession.

Per varies casus, per tot discrimina rerum
Tendimus in Latium.

To the present Church of the seven-hilled city we are indebted for

nothing but excommunication and the stake."—p. 312.

This is precisely the view for the support of which Dr.
Maitland has taken up his pen. He himself admits that
it is a novel one ; that the catacombs have hitherto been
given up as hopelessly and irreclaimably papistical ; and
that from the day of the first discovery till the present,
'^Romanist writers have been suffered to claim identity in

discipline and doctrine with the church that occupied
them.'' (p. 2.) When it is remembered how abundant
have been the sources of information regarding the cata-
combs—how endless the collections of inscriptions and
engravings illustrating their condition—how universally
the works of Bosio, Boldetti, Aringhi, Bianchini, Fa-
bretti, Muratori, Mabillon, Marangoni, cfec, claimed and
received the attention of the learned of every country and
of every persuasion, the prima facie value of this admis-
sion will be strongly felt ; and however disposed the reader

may be to admire the boldness, he will hardly venture to

hope for the success, of an author who undertakes to do-
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monstrate what hardly any of the learned of his forefathers

m the anti-popish ranks had ventnred to conjecture.
It will be seen at once that Dr. Maitland's plan embraces

two points : first, a disproval of the identity of the Roman
church with that of the Catacombs; secondly, a demon-
stration of the identity of the Anglican church therewith.

The latter of the two Dr. Maitland appears to have over-

looked altogether. Perhaps he found the negative side of
the question more easy, if not more attractive, than the

positive
—the work of demolition more agreeable than that

of reconstruction. However this may be, we should have
wished to see him undertake, upon the same principles
which he here employs against popery, an apology of the

high-church doctrines against a dissenter. We fear he

might find it difficult to prove from the inscriptions of the

catacombs the doctrine of
*^

apostolical succession," of

''baptismal regeneration," or of ''church authority:" nay,
we should not wish to see him tied down to his favourite

Lapidarian Gallery, (by which he would fain test every
Roman doctrine,) and required by some sturdy Scottish

divine to establish the Anglican view of the Presbyterian
question, or even called upon by a subtle Arian to demon-
strate, exclusively from these sources, the Trinity of Persons
in its full post-Nicene acceptation.^ It is rather remarka-

ble, that among all the inscriptions produced by Dr.
Maitland, there is not a single one which will prove the

distinction of the two orders of episcopacy and priesthood,
still less the superiority of the former, and if we except the

symbols of the Dove for the Holy Spirit, and the applica-
tion of the terms Lord, Master, &c., (on which the Arian
will suffer no argument to be

^
founded,) to the Second

Person, there is absolutely nothing to establish this great
fundamental doctrine of Christianity.
What inference would Dr. Maitland, in common with

ourselves, draw from this ? That these doctrines were
unknown to the ancient christians ? Assuredly not. But
that the monumental inscriptions of the early ages not only
are not sources to be relied on exclusively as embodying the

creed of the times, but that from causes, partly sufficiently

intelligible, partly unknown to us, many doctrines were

habitually suppressed or but obscurely symbolized, not only
in these but in all other public documents of the time.

We will go farther. Even in the times when faith was
most free and untrammelled, nothing could be more absurd
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than to rely upon sepulchral inscriptions for a full exposi-
tion of the faith of the time. We should like to see Dr.

Maitland sit down to reconstruct the Thirty-nine Articles

from the monumental panegyrics of St. Paul's, or the

fulsome epigrams of Poet's Corner; and we candidly confess

that we should ourselves be very sorry to have to prove, oft

the principles which Dr. Maitland here lays down, from the

gravestones of any modern Catholic cemetery, that Roman
Catholics of the present day believe in Transubstantia-

tion. Papal Supremacy, Confession, Invocation of Saints,

Purgatory, or even Prayers for the Dead.
^

But we shall

have to say a few words more on this subject before we
close, and we shall therefore proceed to consider how Dr.

Maitland deals with these materials, such as they are, in

the enquiry which he proposes to himself.

The first thing which will strike every well-informed

reader, is the strange fact, that although, where there is

need of any classical, or critical, or artistical illustration,

he freely avails himself of the inscriptions contained in the

collections of Boldetti, Fabretti, Muratori, &c., yet, in

controversial questions, where he wishes to argue from the

silence of the inscriptions as to some
*' modern Roman"

doctrine, he confines himself (p. 14.) to the inscriptions of
the Lapidarian Gallery. This is done upon the implied

presumption that, as the inscriptions in this gallery have
been '"collected indiscriminately from all the catacombs of

Rome,'* and '"arranged under papal superintendence,"
therefore they must embody every evidence of peculiarly
Roman doctrine, which has been discovered in the cata-

combs since they first became an object of attention with
ecclesiastical antiquaries. By his proceeding on this

assumption, it would appear that Dr. Maitland does not

know, or has overlooked, the history of the formation of

this Lapidarian Gallery. It will be necessary, therefore,
to say a word regarding it.

It is perfectly true that from the first moment of the

rediscovery hi the catacombs, the historical monuments
with which they abound have been an object of the liveliest

interest with the Roman Pontiffs. Eugene IV., Callix-

tus III., Nicholas v., and Leo X. successively issued the

strongest prohibitions against the destruction or mutila-
tion of the monuments. Under the auspices of the last-

named pope, Mazochi published the first collection of

inscriptions which appeared after the invention of printing ;
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and in order the better to consult for the judicious

preservation of all the objects of interest which might be

discovered, his holiness resolved to place them under the care
of the painter RafFaelle. Clement XI. renewed the prohi-
bition issued by his predecessors. Benedict XIV., at the
instance of Maffei, formed a museum for their reception.
The celebrated antiquarian Bianchini, and afterwards

Bottari, proposed the plan, which has since been adopted,
of arranging the inscriptions along the walls of the great
gallery which leads to the museum of the Vatican ; but
the proposal was not adopted for many years afterwards,
nor was it till the pontificate of Pius VII. that the present
admirable arrangement was carried out. Meanwhile,
however, the work of disentombment had been for three
centuries carried on, and though the pontifical prohibition
had the effect of preventing to a great extent the destruc-

tion of the inscriptions, yet, as they were disoovered from
time to time, they were appropriated by different commu-
nities or individuals, and sometimes set up in the various
collections in the churches or monasteries of Rome, some-
times transferred to other cities or convents of Italy : and
it is hardly necessary to obseiye, that those inscriptions
which contained some doctrinal testimony of impor-
tance, would be the most special objects of curiosity and
of interest, and, consequently, would be most likely to be

appropriated as soon as they were discovered. It requires
but little examination of any of the numerous collections

of inscriptions, (especially of that of Marini,) to enable

one to see how signal and complete, despite all the precau-
tions which have been adopted, has been the dispersion of

the tablets discovered in the catacombs of Rome. To
each inscription, generally speaking, is prefixed a notice of

the cemetery in which it was discovered, and of the place
where it was deposited at the time of the author ; and from
this enumeration it will appear that there are few cities,

and even minor towns, which have not been enriched by
the sacred spoils of the Roman cemeteries. Even in

Rome itseK there are still in existence several independent
collections, far inferior in number, of course, but still pos-

sessing great interest for an antiquarian. Dr. Maitland
seems to have overlooked them altogether ; but those who
in visiting Rome have turned their attention at all to such

matters, can hardly fail to remember the inscriptions at

Sant' Agnese, San Paolo, San Lorenzo, San Giorgio in
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Velabro, San Clemente, S. Maria in Trastevere, Santa

Cecilia, not to speak at all of the collections in the Villa

Panfili, Villa Albani (we think), and, most of all, that of

the Roman College.
From all this it will clearly appear, that the collection of

inscriptions in the Lapidarian Gallery, far from containing,
as Dr. Maitland would have his readers conclude, all^

the

monumental evidences which '"Romanists" have it in

their power to produce, in point of fact, comprise but the

gleanings which remained within immediate reach of papal
influence at the commencement of this century, after three,
or nearer four, centuries had been spent in exploring and
selecting the most important and interesting of the contents
of the catacombs.
With this prefatory remark we shall proceed to examine

Dr. Maitland's assertion,
*'
that it is evident from the

ecclesiastical remains of Rome that its past and present
can in no way be identified" (p. 312.); but as, from what
been already stated, it would be impossible to run through
all the topics of controversy which he has introduced, we
shall confine ourselves to a few of the most prominent,
on which he dwells at greatest length.
To commence with Prayer for the Dead ; Dr. Maitland

declares that it is evident that the modern Romish notions
on this point were entirely unknown to the ancient chris-

tians, (p. 235.) ITow, if the reader will follow us through
a few observations on this point, he will understand how far

the author's prejudices have bhnded him to the real facts

of the case, and will be able to estimate the amount of
reliance to be placed upon his other statements.
For the fact is, that there is hardly a single form of

phrase in which it is possible to embody a prayer for the

dead, of which we may not discover the prototype in the

epitaphs of the catacombs. We have been at some pains
to classify a few^ of the most ordinary ones under the
several heads which occurred to us, and though they are
far from exhausting the subject, yet they will suffice for
our purpose. We shall commence with that which
modern popular use has consecrated for the purpose,
and which it is needless to say, would, in the eyes of every
AngUcan, not to say Protestant dissenter in the empire,
at once stamp as "'popish" any cemetery in which it might
occur; we mean the prayer for peace or rest to the
departed, in its several forms.
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Class I. Prayers for peace or rest to the
DEPARTED.

The reader must bear with us, if, in the necessity of

compressing within our narrow hmits as large an a: lount
of evidence as may be practicable, our page should berome
little more than a long catalogue of inscriptions, *vith

hardly a word of comment or explanation.
We begin with the most simple form of the prayers redu-

cible to the first class.

(1.) The following inscription is Trom the catacomb of

St. Priscilla. It is hardly necessary to observe upon the
rudeness of

its^ orthography. The Kt-re for icenai is not

peculiar to this inscription.

ENGAAE KITE
(/cetrat) ZQ2IM02

AIAA2KAA02 ETON NH
EIPHNH 201 HTa*

t
** Here Heth Zosimus, a teacher of fiftj-eiglit years. Peace be to

THEE !"

(2.) A very similar inscription was found accompanied by
the phial of blood,—the ordinary symbol of martyrdom.f

EZH2EN MAPTIPI02
ETH E 1X021 AYQ
EIPHNH 201 +

** Martirius lived twenty-two years. Peace to thee !"

(3.) The corrupt orthography is not confined to the
Greek inscriptions. The following was found in the cata-

comb of St. Callistus.

Gensane pax ispirto (splritui)

Tuo.§

"
Gensanus, Peace be to thy Spirit !"

* This and many of the following inscriptions are selected from Marini's col-

lection, which is published by Cardinal Mai, in the fifth vol. of his Scriptomm
Veterum Nova Collectio. We have employed this collection along with others,

partly because it is hardly known in this country, partly because it is of the very
highest authority. We shall cite it as *'

Marini," the pages being those of the fifth

vol. of Cai-dinal Mai's Scriptomm Veterum. The above is from p. 416.

•f- Nothing could be more weak than Dr. Maitland's attempt to disprove the
value of this symbol as a note of martyrdom. We must take some other occasion
to return to this and other points for the present omitted.

J Marini, p. 416.

§ Marini, p. 418.
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(4.) A similar one was discovered in the catacomb of

St. Friscilla,

Bessula, Spiritus tuus in pace.*

"Bessula, thy Spirit be in Peace I"

(5.) Sometimes the form is different.

In the same catacomb were found the following rude

lines, accompanied by the phial of blood.

MaTRONE DULCISSIME QU^
VixiT annos XVII. P. M. (post maritum)
Te in PACE.t

** To a most dear matron who lived seventeen years after her

husband. Majest thou be in Peace I"

(6.) The following gives no detail whatever regarding
the deceased, but barely the prayer. There is probably
some mistake or mutilation of the name.

Rerite ^^2^
Te in Pace. J

A similar inscription occurs at page 445 of the same
collection, and another in Boldetti, page 420.

(7.) Very frequently we meet with a prayer for Rest
instead of Peace. Thus in the following, which is from
the cemetery of St. Pretextatus. We need not observe

upon the false construction.

Maria bona femi-

-NA QU-E bene bixit (vixit)

CUM conjugem suum
annos plus minus IIII

bene cesque.§ (quiesce.)

*'

Mary, a good woman, who lived with her husband four years,
more or less. Rest thou happily 1"

(8.) Or more briefly.

Lea, bene cesquas.|| (quiescas.)
'

Lea, mayest thou rest happily I

*
Boldetti, Osservazioni Sopra i cimileri, p. 420.

t Marini, p. 441. +
Marini, p. 441.

§ Marini, p. 440.
\\ Boldetti, p. 482.
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Sometimes both prayers are combined, as in the very
form which "papists'' still preserve, Requiescat in

pace,
(9.) Thus in the following tablet found with the relics in

the cemetery of Santa Cyriaca,

Julio Filio pater doliens (dolens) fecit

Bene merenti qui bixit annos XVI.
Menses VII. dies X. anima innox

Cesquas (quiescas) bene in pace.*

" To his well-deserving son Julius, who lived sixteen years, seven

months, and ten days, his mourning father erected this. O, inno-

cent soul, Mayest thou rest happily in Peace !"

(10.) Sometimes the prayer is in the imperative, as in

the following, found in the cemetery of San Oallisto, with

a phial of blood.

Legitimus et Amantia Aubelio Urso
Filio dulcissimo qui vixit annos XVIIII.
Dies XV. Parentes fecerunt Decessit XI. Kal.
OCTOBRES QuESCE IN PaCE
ExiBiT (exivit) de seculu inbentis (probably Jwvenw.)t

*' To Aurelius Ursus their sweetest son, who lived nineteen years,
fifteen days ;

his parents, Legitimus and Amantia, erected this.

He died the eleventh of the Kalends of October. Rest tiiou in

Peace. He departed from life young."

(11.) It would be easy to multiply, almost without limit,

examples of the subjoined form, which may, at first sight,

appear to be simply future, and not optative. When
taken in connexion, however, with those which we have

produced, and with many others of the classes to be speci-
fied hereafter, we think it will be easy to believe that

cesquet is but a false orthography for cesquat, both of them
being parts of the verb quiesco in the rude form in which it

occurs in the Latinity of the early christians. Still, as

there is a doubt, we shall leave the benefit of it, whatever
it may be, to Dr. Maitland, and content ourselves with a

single specimen, found in the catacomb of S. Cyriaca, with
a phial of the martyr's blood.

*
Marini, p. 385.

t Marini, p. 366.
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AuRELio Natalio Al.

conjux fecit qui vixit

Mecu bene annos XXXII.

QuiESQUET IN Pace.*

* To Aurelius Natalius, his surviving wife erected this. Who
lived happily with me thirtj-two years. May he Rest in Peace 1"

(12.) Sometimes we find the scriptural idea of sleep

introduced, as in the following from the cemetery of St.

Hermus.
EN EIPHNH K0IMH2EI2

MOAE2TOT (rccifof.) ^^js^ t

"
Mayest thou (or thou shalt) sleep in Peace. (The tomb) of

Modestus."

(13.) Or in the following still more explicit inscription
from the cemetery of St. Callistus.

DOMINA DULCISSIMA

Stercoria filia qui (quBe)
BixiT An. II. Mens. IIII. in

Pace Domini dormias.J

"My daughter Stercoria, sweetest lady, who lived two years
four months. Mayest thou sleep in the Peace of the Lord!"

Sometimes the same prayer is found with the additional

idea, "in the company of the Saints/' or '"of the just.'"

Examples of this form may be seen in Marini, p. 362, and
in Boldetti, p. 58.

(14.) It sometimes happens, also, that both these forms are
combined in the same epitaph. A very remarkable example
may be seen in an inscription discovered in the cemetery'-
of Calepodius. It is mutilated at the commencement, but
the name appears evidently to have been ^(vpoOeoi.

[An J poeEn tt (tu) rAXKriA-

TT (ykvxuTXTu) EN EIPHNH H WTXH AT-

TOT META AIKEHN (hxcttu,) H YTXH AT
TOT ETfiN N MHNfiN TPinN§

" To dearest Dorotheus. His soul be in Peace ! His soul be with
the just ! Aged fifty years and three months."

*
Marini, p. 366. If any person should desire further examples of this form,

(sometimes varied to cesquet in pacem,) we refer him to Marini, pp. 369. 383. 437.

439, (both of which however being: in the abridged forms, quesq. in pa. may be
as well read in the optative as in the future,) also to Boldetti, pp. 397. 808,
&c. &c., and to Aringhi, ii. 260, 261, 262, &c.

t Marini, p. 415. % Boldetti, p. 418. § Boldetti, p. 420.
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But, instead of delaying farther on this class of inscrip-

tions, we shall pass to inscriptions of another form.

Glass II. — Prayers for the eternal life of the
DEPARTED.

(15.) This form would seem to be less obnoxious to Dr.
Maitland than the preceding; at least he supplies us

with several examples. As,

Faustina Dflciss Bibas (viras)

• In Deo.

" Sweet Faustina mayest tliou live in God!" (p. 234.)

(16.) The following is from a tablet in the Lapidarian
Gallery.

ZnTIKE

ZH2AI2 EN

KTpm eAPPi. (fl«??£/)

"
Zoticus, mayest thou live in the Lord ! Be of good cheer!"

(17.) The following inscription is interesting as having
been discovered in the Basilica of the SS. Apostoli at

Milan by St. Charles Borromeo.

DJ2DALIA, VIVAS IN ClIRISTO.*

*'
D.isdalia, mayest thou live in Christ !"

(18.) Sometimes we find a mixture of Greek and Latin
in the epitaph. Thus in the following from the cemetery
of St. Priscilla.

Hermiose fili^

Calliste Mater

[?^] 2112 EN eEH.

" Caliste to her daughter Hermione. M.west thou live in

God I"

Indeed, this form of prayer is perhaps more frequent of
recurrence than any other. It would be easy to accumu-
late examples. As,

(19.) Olimpiodore, vivas in Deo.I

*
Marini, p. 427. + Boldetti, p. 340.
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(20.) Stratonice vivas in Dom.*

Dep. XVII. Kal. Oct.

(21.) Regina, \lY^9

IN Domino Jesu.I

(22.) In this class of prayers, also, the imperative form
is occasionally employed. Thus, in the following tablet
from the cemetery of San Callisto.

Bondatove (probably bono atque) dulcissimo conjugi Castorino
qui vixit ANN is LII. jtENsiBus V. D. X. Benemerenti, Uxor fecit,
Vive in Deo.|

*' To Castorinus, her good and dearest well deserving husband,
who lived fifty-two years, five months, and ten days, his wife erected
this. Live thou in God."

^
(23.) Another inscription, especially interesting from the

circumstance of its having been engraved On a signet-ring,
is given by Dr. Rock in his Hierurgia. (ii. p. 460.)

A-feONA. EX. SEil

ZH2H2.

**

Aphthona, mayest thou live in God!"

(24.) In the following a new idea is introduced.

ZOSIMJE, VIVE in nomine. "^fsC^ §

"
Zosimus, live thou in the name of Christ."

(25.) Still more remarkable is the introduction of the
name ofthe apostle St. Peter into a similar formula, in which
it appears to take the place of that of Christ in the inscrip-
tion last cited. An example occurs in a tablet foiind in

the cemetery of
St.^ PrisciUa, accompanied by the i^hial

which ordinarily designates the martyr's tomb.

RUTA OMNIBUS SUBDITA ET AFFABI-

LIS, BIBET (vIVET) IN NOMINE PeTRI
IN Pace.

II

"
Ruta, obedient and affable to all. May siie live (or she shall

live) in Peace in the name of Peter."

This is the very form of expression which, when applied

* Manni,p. 449. t Boldetti, p. 266.

4: Mariui, p. 368. § Marini, p. 455.

II Marini, p. 446.
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by Catholics to the Blessed Virgin, is regarded as absolute

blasphemy—^a usurpation of the peculiar privilege of the
name of Christ. (Acts iv. 12.)

(26.) There is another
^ variety of form in this class of

which it is hardly worth particularizing. But we may as
well give an example of it before we pass to the next
class.

XjLriA VIVA SIS CUM FRATRIBUS TUIS.*

"
Ulpia, majest thou be living with thy brethren !"

Class III.—Prayers for the happiness of departed
SOULS.

Dr. Maitland unhesitatingly asserts, without, however,
attempting any proof, that

'^
the custom of adding an

ejaculatory prayer was derived from the pagans.^' (p. 233.)
We should be curious to see a pagan parallel for those
which we shall now subjoin. It is rather singular that

both should contain precisely the same strange blunder in

orthography, tus for tuus, and the same peculiar form

ispiritus for spiritus.\

(27.) The first is from the cemetery of St. Callistus.

DrESALONICE ISPIRITUS

Tus IN BOXU.J
**
Dresalonicus, may thy spirit be in happiness !"

(28.) A counterpart of this, so like that we might easily

imagine them the work of the same rude sculptor, is

given by Marini.g It is from the cemetery of St. Satur-
ninus.

ROMANE
Ispiritus

Tus in bono sit.

" Romanus, may thy spirit be in happiness !"

^
Class IV.—Prayers for acceptance or remembrance

FROM GOD.

(29) Sometimes we find a direct prayer for merciful accep-

*
Boldetti, p. 419.

+ Is this the germ of the modern peculiarity of Italian pronunciation, (which
every foreigner must have observed,) of introducing .vowel sounds- what are

commonly called tails (code)—at the end of words ? .. ::.

+
Boldetti,'p.418. , § p. 446.
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tance in the sight of God. This form is generally found in

brief epitaphs, for the most part containing little but the
name of the deceased, and the prayer. Such is a very
simple tablet found within the catacomb of S. Cyriaca^ with
the martyr's phial.

Ursula
accepta sis

In Christo.*

*'
Ursula, mayest thou be accepted In Christ !"

(30.) Still more interesting, both in a controversial and
a critical point of view, is an inscription found in 1742 in

the cemetery of St. Hermes. It is preserved by Maran-
goni in his most curious and learned work, Delle cose

Gentilesche trasportat ad uso delle Chiese.] Besides
some peculiarities of orthography, which illustrate the
correlative sounds of the Greek and Latm vowels and
diphthongs, it is further remarkable, not only as containing
a medley of both the languages, but as having both writ-

ten in the Greek character.

AHMHTPIC ET LEONTIA

CEIRIKE *EIAIE BENEMEP-

Tl NHCOHC If^yytrev (rov'\ IH. COTC (intrus)

O KTPioc TEKNON. (Demetris et Leontia, Siricae

filiae beneraerenti. Mv^irflij a-» Uns « Kv^ios nxvov)

" Demetris and Leontia to Sirica their well-deserying daughter.
The Lord Jesus Remember thee, child !

But we feel that it is a work of supererogation to mul-

tiply examples of these forrns. In order therefore to

leave more space for the most important of all the classes,
we shall be content with a single illustration of

Class Y. — Prayers for eternal light to the
departed.

(31.) If the reader will remember the '^popish" prayer,
'Lux perpetua licceateis," he will have no difficulty in

recognizing its type in the subjoined epitaph, found

*
Marini, p. 454. f p. 463.
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with the bones of the deceased in the cemetery of St. Cal-

listus.

Aeterna TiBi Lux

TiMOTHEA IN "^^sf^

Qu^ vixiT ANX. XIII. Mens Villi in pace, (dep) os. VII id. Aug.*

" Eternal light in Christ to thee Timothea ! who lived thirteen

years, nine months in peace. Buried on the seventh of the ides of

August."

We shall add one other class of monumental prayers
used very frequently by the early Christians, and possess-

ing special interest in the present enquiry as indicating
very plainly the primitive belief of a state of suffering or
discomfort after death, from which it was lawful to pray
that the soul might be released.

^
We shall dwell, there-

fore, at some length upon this topic.

Class YI.—^ Prayers for relief, refreshment, or
RELEASE FROM SUFFERING.

(32.) The following inscription is from the catacomb of
San Callisto.

Ammerinus
Rufine conjugi

Carissime benemerexti
Spiritum tuum Deus
Re. fri. geret.

" Ammerinus to Rufina, his dearest well-deserving wife. May
God refresh thy Spirit !"

Dr. Maitland, who supplies two examples of this form,of
prayer (p. 236.), indignantly rejects the idea of its convey-
ing tlie notion of release from a state of suffering. We
shall devote a few words to the enquiry.
Of the classical meaning of the phrase, we presume

there can be no question. Cicero (De Senectute, xvi.) uses
it to signify the relief obtained after excessive heat by the
bath or the shade, —- Umhris aguisve refrigei^ari. Its

natural meaning therefore, the very idea of refreshment

by being cooled after excessive heat, is a strong confirma-
tion of the notion of a purgatorial fire.

But we shall not rest exclusively upon this. Its value in

*
Marhii, p. 450.

i
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these christian inscriptions will be best ascertained by a
reference to its use in the popular christian Latinity of the

period, and especially (as the allusion is clearly a scriptural

one) in that of the old Vulgate ; and this every biblical

scholar will admit to be ''a relief from suffering or dis-

comfort."
Not to multiply examples, it is used (Eccles. xxxi. 25.)

hr the relief obtained by discharging the stomach after
excessive eating—'^

surge e medio et evome; et refrigerabit
te ;'' for a place of shelter and refreshment, after pass^
ing through fire and water—^'

transivimus per aquam et

ignem ; et eduxisti nos in refrigeriuni'fPs. xlv. 12.); for

relief after toil and fatigue {Kxod. xxiii. 12.); and gene-
rally for relief or assistance in necessity. (2 Tim. i. 16.)

But, perhaps, the most remarkable instance of all is the

prayer addressed to Abraham by the rich man, when he
was '^

tormented in this flame.
'*

(Luc. xxvi. 24.) The
word which he uses to express the release from torture for
which he prays, is no other than refrigeret. {icarayirv^rj.)

Again, if we examine the meaning of the word in tlie

Latinity of the Fathers of the second and third centuries,
we find it precisely the same. TertuUian (with whom, for

conciseness, we must be content) uses it for the relief of

those who are in distress, (Ad Scap. c. iv, p. 71.'"') indig-
entibus refrigeramus.'* In a like sense he employs it in

the Apology,'
*'

Inopes quosque refrigerio isto juvamus^'
(c. xxxix. p. 32.) ; and, in general, for the assistance,

relief, and countenance afforded by the bishop to the
widows supported at the expense of the Church,

"
cui si

quid refrigerii debuerat episcopus,'* (De Vel. Yirg. c. ix.

In truth, the etymology of the word, its scriptural

use, and its use in the remains of the Latin Fathers,
establish beyond the possibility of doubt the meaning
which Catholics recognize as implied by it ; and though
we shall not^ choose to define precisely the nature of the

suffering, relief from which it is used to express, yet no
unbiassed scholar can doubt that the word necessarily
supposes a release froyn some suffering, whatever may be
its nature or its object. The following epitaphs require no
commentary. Their rude orthography and barbarous con-

*
Paris, 1675.

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 12
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struction furnish an affecting illustration of the poverty
and lowly condition of the poor christians of those days.

(33.) AUGUSTE, IX BONO REFRIGEGERES (siC) DULCIS.*

(34.) AnTONIA ANIMA DULCIS in pace TIBI DeUS REFRIGERIT.t

(35.) NicEPHORUS Anima Dulcis in Refrigerio.J

(36.) From a long and very rude, indeed, in some parts,

scarcely intelligible inscription, found (1719) in the ceme-

tery of St. Urban, it will be enough to extract the prayer.
It is not easy to conceive anything more barbarous than
the construction of this curious epitaph, but it is full of

interest for a student of Christian archaeology.

SiLVANA REFRIGERA CUM SpIRITA SaNCTA. DeP. KaL. ApR. TiBE-

RIANO II. ET DiONE COSS.§

The above-named consulship falls on the year of our

Lord, 291.

(37.) Dr. Maitland
|| supplies us with three such inscrip-

tions. We shall be content with the following :

BoLOso Deus tibi refrigeret. Qujs yixit annos XXXI. Recessit
Die XIII. Kal. Oct.

It is not necessary, we should hope, to go farther for

the purpose of establishing to demonstration the identity
of the

*' modem" Romish notions" with those of the chris-

tians of the catacombs, on the subject of prayer for the
dead. We have enumerated no less than six different

modes of expression, each of which is the representative
of a large class of inscriptions. It would be difficult to

devise a form of prayer which is not here anticipated ; or a
modification of the idea admissible into the Greek and
Latin languages ofwhich we have not some exemplification ;

and certainly it would be impossible, in any modern ceme-

tery of the most "
popish'

'

capital in Europe, to find more
rank popery than we have produced from the catacombs.
In truth, what are these epitaphs but so many types of
the modern '^

Requiescat in pace,'* "Requiem seternam

*
Marini, p. 420. t Ibid. p. 419.

X Maitland, p. 234.

§ Boldetti, p. 87. II p. 234.
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dona eis, Domine/' "Lux perpetua luceat eis,"
'^
Defunc-

tus seculo tibi vivat,"
" Da eis refrigerii sedem,"

'* Da
eis locum refrigerii, lucis, et pacis?"
And yet, with this mass of evidence before his eyes. Dr.

Maitland has the hardihood to write that,
"' From these

epitaphs, as well as from others scattered throughout this

work, it is evident that the modern Romish notions on this

subject were entirely unknown to the Ancient Chris-
tians." (p. 235.)
In order to undo the effect of such expressions as have

been cited above, he adds—-

** The absurdity of construing such ejaculatory prayers as we
have just seen, into a support of the doctrine of Purgatory, is the
more evident, when it is known that the early Church was in the

habit of offering commemorative prayers for all the dead, apostles,

prophets, martyrs, and even for the Virgin Mary, whom no one will

affirm to have been submitted to the purifying flames. A prayer
to this effect is quoted from the so-called Liturgy of St. Chrysos-
tom by Basnage."—p. 236.

Now this is a statement which has been repeatedly put
forward in the course of the recent controversy, and which
undoubtedly, if it were true, would very much weaken the
force of the argument from this and similar commemo-
rations of the dead. But what is the fact? We willingly

acquit Dr. Maitland of all bad faith in the citation, for

it is plain that he took this, like most of the other
"
learn-

ing" of his book, at second-hand ; but we must add that it

has seldom been our fate to meet a more gross and unpar-
donable instance of dishonesty than in Basnage 's quota*
tion from the Liturgy of St. Chrysostom. He represents
(Hist, de TEglise, II. 120,) in a formal and circumstantial

quotation in which the page and column are noted, the
commemoration of the Liturgy as offered up for the

Fathers, Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, and the Blessed

Virgin herself, ''for the repose and remission of their

souls, in a place of light whence pain and grief are
driven away.'^ Will it be believed that the passage
which he thiis professes to cite, is actually the following?
We translate it literally from the very page of the Liturgy
to which he refers.''' The priest prays in secret,

—
** We also offer this reasonable service to Thee for those who are

*
Goar, Rituale Graecorum, p. 143.
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at rest in Christ, the ancients, fathers, patriarchs, prophets, apos-
tles, preachers, evangelists, martyrs, confessors, virgins, and every
spirit made perfect in the faith.

'*("/n a loud voice.) Especially for most Holy Mary, immaculate,
blessed above all, our glorious Queen, Mother of God, and ever

Virgin.
**

(The choir singeth,) It is meet that we praise thee. Mother of

God, who art ever to be glorified and exempt from every guilt ;

who art the Mother of our God, venerable beyond the cherubim,

incomparably more glorious than the seraphim, who without stain

didst bring forth God the Word. We magnify thee, who art truly
the Mother of God.

**

( The priest bowing down prayeth in secret. ) Of Holy John the

Prophet, Precursor and Baptist, of the Holy and illustrious apostles,
of Holy N. whose memory we are celebrating, and of all the saints,

BY WHOSE PRAYERS PROTECT US, Lord, and remember all those who
have fallen asleep before us in the hope of the resurrection of

eternal life. "—p. 143.

So far the Liturgy, in its relation to tlie departed saints.

It does not contain one word of prayer "/or the repose
or remissio7i of their souls/' What follows is of general
application. It goes on—•

"
(Here the priest maJceth a commemoration of those persons living

or dead for ivhom he would pray. For the living he saith,)
" For the salvation, preservation, and remission of sin of N.

"
[For the dead he saith.']

*' For the repose and remission (a^eVew?) of the soul of thy servant

N. in a place of light whence grief and mourning are removed

{^£p6a airehpa \v7r7j kui (neva^ifjios.) Grant rest to him {^avcnravGov

avTov) Lord, and grant him rest where shineth the light of Thy
countenance!"—Ibid. p. 143.

Could anything be more dishonest than the distortion

here practised by Basnage? It will be seen that the

Liturgy, (which, though interrupted apparently by the

chanting of the choir, is yet continuous in sense,) makes a
clear distinction between the two classes of commemora-
tions which it comprises. The first, that of the prophets,

apostles, martyrs, &c., is entirely distinct from the general
commemoration of the living and the dead, in which the

priest prays for whomsoever he pleases ; and not only does
the former not contain the clause "for the repose and re-

mission of their souls in a lightsome place where grief and

pining are unknown,^' but it actually contains a clause of
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the opposite import, ''by whose prayers protect us, O
Lord !'' And yet this dishonest writer not only sup-

presses the clause which explains the nature of the com-
memoration made of the departed Saints, but actually

appends to the commemoration of the Saints the clause

which contains the prayer for the remission of sin and
release from pain, and which exclusively belongs to the

general commemoration of the living and the dead!

If there could be a shadow of doubt as to the construc-

tion of the entire, it would be removed by the well-known

Eissage
of St. Cyril of Jerusalem in his xxiii (Mystagogic)

ecture. And be it remembered that these lectures con-

tain the authoritative exposition of the Liturgy, (which
they follow clause by clause,) delivered by the bishop to his

flock. How, therefore, does St. Cyril understand the

double commemoration—that of the Saints, and that of the

living and the dead ? Does he regard them both as of

precisely the same import ? both offered for the remission
of the sins and the repose of the departed ? Let us hear
him.

•' Then we commemorate also those who have fallen asleep before

us, [ena fiv7]ju,ouevo/iiev Kai r(vu
TrpoKeKo/j.rjepivv) first, patriarchs, pro-

phets, apostles, martyrs, that at their prayers and intervention, God
would receive our petition [ottws 6 Oeo^ rai^

ct;;j^at9 avjivu kui Trpea^eta

7rpoa^€^ij7ai yjntvv ttjv he?j(Tiv.'\ Afterwards, also, on behalf of \^v7rep'\

the holy fathers and bishops who have fallen asleep before us, and
in a word, of all who in past years have fallen asleep among us,

believing that it will he a very great advantage to the souls for

whom the supplication is put up while the holy and most aw^ful

sacrifice is presented."

And then to meet an objection, such as is still made
against the Catholic view of this question, he adds—

" And I wish to persuade you by an illustration. For I know that

many say. What doth it profit a soul which departs from this world
either with sins or without sins, if it be commemorated in the prayer?
Now surely, if when a king had banished certain who had given
him offence, their connexions should weave a crown and offer it to
him on behalf of those under his vengeance, would he not grant a respite
to their punishments? In the same way we, when we offer to him our

supplications for those who have fallen asleep, although they be

sinners, weave no crown, but offer up Christ sacrificed for our sins,

propitiating our merciful God for them and for ourselves."—
Cyrilli, 0pp. p. 328. [Bened. Ed.]
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And yet this is the authority on which Dr. Maitland
ventures to scout as intolerable and extravagant,

**
the

absurdity of construing the ejaculatory prayers of the

Catacombs into a support for the doctrine of Purgatory V
We have dwelt so long on this topic, that we shall be

compelled to pass very hastily over the evidences of the

practice among the Christians of the Catacombs of address-

ing prayers to the Saints. Dr. Maitland, it will be re-

membered, explicitly denies that the inscriptions of the

Lapidarian Gallery, (p. 14,) and in general *'the ecclesias-

tical remains of Rome," (p. 312,) give any sanction to this

practice. To judge from th5 impression produced by his

account of the Catacombs, their monuments are entirely
silent on the subject of the Blessed Virgin Maiy, and of

the Apostles and the earlier Saints. He does not tell us
a word of the frescoes still visible in the Catacomb of

Saint Agnese, nor of the painted sepulchral glasses pre-
served in the Gregorian Museum, the Museum of the Pro-

paganda, and the Museum of the Roman. Into these and
similar details we shall not enter at present, especially as
we shall have an early opportunity of returning to the sub-

ject, when Father Marchi's great work on the Catacombs
shall be completed. But we cannot resist the temptation
of presenting our readers with copies of a few of the illus-

trations of the recent numbers of this most interesting

work, which have come into our hands through the kind-

ness of a friend. For the present we can hardly afford

space even for a description.
The figure marked No. 1 is extremely curious.

It^
is

one of the many representations of the apostle Peter with
which the early monuments abound. That this apostle
was peculiarly, in some way, an object of the religious
veneration of the christians of the catacombs, is clear from
the inscription (No. 25.) already cited. But the plate
before us represents him in a new relation. This rude

sketch, by showing St. Peter under the figure of Moses in

the act of striking the rock, very clearly conveys that he
bore to the new christian dispensation the same relation

which Moses had held towards the old; and, as far as

symbolism can furnish materials for argument, is a very
interesting evidence of the primitive belief in the headship
of St. Peter.
The three remaining figures may serve as indications of

the feeling with which our blessed Lady was regarded ; all
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three, by representing her with uphfted hands in the atti-

tude of prayer, show that, then as now, she was looked up
'

to as an intercessor; and that her peculiar office was
believed to be that of prayer for the children of the Church.
The figures marked 2 and 4 do not seem to embody any
further idea; but figure 3, the original of which is in the

museitm of the Propaganda, is exceedingly curious and

interesting. The Blessed Virgin appears in the attitude of

prayer as before ; but she stands between the two lesser

figures of SS. Peter and Paul. Her central position, (the

place of honour,) and the greater size of her figure, would
in themselves convey the idea of superior dignity and
rank ; but Padre Marchi further suggests a very natural

and beautiful explanation of the group.
It is well known that the paintings of the catacombs

abound with Scriptural allusions, especially allusions to

the Old Testament. Thus we constantly meet Daniel in

the lions' den, the three Hebrews in the furnace, Jonas in

the sea, Noah in the ark, Tobias with the angel, the loaves

of proposition, the seven-branched candlestick, and many
other representations from the same source. In accordance
with this usage, Padre Marchi very beautifully explains
the present group as an allusion to the prayer of Moses for

Israel, described in Exodus xvii. 12. And as, in figure 1,

Peter symbolically holds the place of Moses, so here SS.
Peter and Paul are represented in the character of Aaron
and Hur ; and as the office of their prototypes, Aaron and
Hur, had been to hold up the wearied arms of Moses as he

prayed for the people, so the office of Peter and Paul is to

assist and support our blessed Lady in her work of inter-

cession for the Church.
The explanation is extremely beautiful; and though,

perhaps, to a cold and critical mind, it may wear the

appearance of being forced and overstrained, yet to those

who are acquainted with the highly symbolical character,
not only of the monuments, but even of the language of

the early Church, it will appear natural and easy of

acceptance.'"*
But we must proceed, as our present business is rather .

with the inscriptions which illustrate the practice of

* See also a very interesting and curious engraving of the blessed Virgin, the
Infant Jesus, and the three Kings, (from a fresco in the catacombs,) given in
the frontispiece of Cardinal Mai's Scriptor, Vet. Nova Coll. Another (from St.

Agnes) is given on the illustrated cover of Father Marchi's work.
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direct invocation. We shall endeavour to crowd in a few
of the most interesting.

(38.) The following is but little known. It is preserved
in the church of the Trinita at Velletri, and was first pub-
lished by Clemente Cardinali in 1820.*'*'

ANATOAIC [«?] EM4<N nP^TOnOKONT

TEKNON OCTIC HME. IN EAOeH
npoc OAiroN xponon etxot hep hm«n.

(AVttToXtOS 71/U.lVV TrpOTOTOKOV ICKVOV OffTl^ tUllU C^oOlJ TTpO^ oXfyOV

Xpot^ov. Evx^ virep yutvu )

**
Anatolius, our first born son, who was given to us but for a

brief space. Pray for usi"

(39.) From the cemetery of SS. Gordian and Epima-
chus :

—
Sabbati, dulcis anima, pete et Roga
Pro fratres et sodales tuas.I

*'
Sabbatius, sweet soul, praj for thy brethren and friends.'*

'

This inscription, (for it is hardly possible to suppose that
it is another,) is given by Boldetti, (p. 490,) without the

closing words—•

Sabbati dulcis anima, roga et pete.

(40.) The following most interesting tablet was discovered

by Father Marchi in the catacomb of Sant' Agnese. It

is preserved in the Museum of the Roman College, where
it was copied by the writer of these pages with the per-
mission of the learned father—|

AinXY2I02 NHHIGS AKAK02
EN©AAE KEITE (xurcct) META TON ATIfiN

MNH2KE20E AE HMfiN EN TAI2 ATIAI2

TMnN nPErXA12 l!T^o<nvx»t{\ TOT PATHFATOS

[yKv^^otvTo;] KAI TOT FPAYANTOZ

** Here, with the Saints, lieth Dionysius, an innocent infant.

Remember, in your holy prayers, us, the sculptor and the writer."

* See Rock's Pherurgia, II. p. 352.

f Mariui, p. 402.

J Dr. M. makes no allusion to this and many other interesting objects in this

Museum, though he had the use of a MS. account of it, drawn up by
'* a young

Italian friend.'*
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The plural form appears intended to embrace in the invo-

cation, not alone Dionysius, but '"the Saints'' with whom
he is united in happiness.

(41.) Muratori, in his Novus Thesaurus/' gives a
Latin inscription in which a similar prayer for parents is

implored of the deceased—
Attice, spiritus tuus in boxtj, ora pro parentibtjs tuis.

*'
Atticus, thy spirit is in bliss, pray for thy parents !"

(42.) Other inscriptions combine a prayer for the de-

ceased, with a petition requesting his intercession for the

supplicant. Thus,—•

JOVIAXE, VIVAS IN DeO et ROG.t
*'
Jovian, mayest thou Uve in God and pray."

(43.) Sometimes the form imitates even more closely the

modern prayer—
Anatolius filio benemerenti fecit, qui vixit annis VII. Spiritus

TUUS BENE REQUIESCAT IN DeO, PeTAS PRO SORORE TUA.j

** Anatolius erected this to his well-deserving son, who lived seven

years. May thy spirit rest well in God. Pray for thy sister!"

(44.) Or again, on the contrary, the prayer is founded on
the belief that the deceased is established in bliss.

Thus—
ROGES PRO NOBIS QUIA SCIMUS TE IN ChRISTO.§

••

Pray for us, for we know that thou art in Christ !'*

(45.) We shall add one other from a tablet discovered some
years since at Autun, which formed the subject of a spe-
cial dissertation in this Journal at the time.|| As it is

somewhat more lengthy than those which we have been

considering, we shall be content with the closing lines.

Aaxavheie Trarep rwfiw Ke-xjaptafieve Ovjuiv

2fi/ firj-rpl '^XvKeprj crv'ye Kai huKpvoLaiv c/iiotffcv

VXacrOeli vce aeo
fjivi^aeo YleKTopioio

*'
Aschandeus, my father, cherished in my soul, do thou with my

sweet mother, expiated by my tears, remember Pectorius !"

*
p. 1833. t Rock I. p. 351.

:;:
Ibid.

§ Marini, Iscrigione Albane^ p. 37.—cited by Dr, Rock.

II
Vol. ix. p. 527. We refer to this article for an enquiry into the date, autheno

ticity, &.C., of the tablet.
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It is now time, however, to draw to a close ; and we feel

the less difficulty in leaving undiscussed the other points
on which Dr. Maitland undertakes to establish the non-

identity of ancient and modern Rome, because the reader
will see from the evidence adduced on the two points which
we have considered, how strangely he has overlooked, not
to say suppressed, the real opinions of the Christians of

the Catacombs. Indeed, Dr. Maitland's arguments on
other topics, are sometimes of a character which it would
not be easy to discuss seriously. There would not be
much satisfaction in a discussion with a writer who mis-
takes the nature of the questions at issue so strangely, as to

fancy that the existence of the Aquarian heresy, is demon-
strative evidence that transubstantiation was unknown to

the ancients, (p. 220 ;) that Gregory the Great's disclaimer

of the title of (Ecumenical Patriarch, overturns the modern
pretensions of Rome, (p. 186-7 ;) and that he settles the

whole controversy on clerical celibacy, by producing (what
he represents""' as) inscriptions commemorating the wives
of two priests, (p. 191-2.)
There is one objection to our proof, which Dr. Maitland,

though not expressly, yet at least equivalently makes, and
which at all events it may be well to anticipate. The
inscriptions embodying prayers for the dead, which we have

cited, though they be tolerably numerous, yet bear no pro-

portion to the vast body of Christian inscriptions, in which
no such prayer can be traced. |

But on the other hand, it must be recollected, that

whereas the silence of the inscriptions would be at best

but a negative argument, the testimony of one single

inscription is positive, and, so far at least, decisive of the
existence of the practice. Much more, of course, is this

true, of such a mass of monumental evidence as we have

* His proof, even of this, (which would prove nothing, after all) is most
incomplete. He alleges two inscriptions.
The first is Locus Basili, Presb. el Felldtati ejus, sibi fecerunt. Now Felicitas, as

far as tliis inscription goes, may have been the mother, the sister, the aunt, or the
cousin of Basilius, as well as his wife. Not a word of uxori is found,in the tablet,
though Dr. Maitland translates it so without scruple,
The second inscription is still more fatal, inasmuch as it is the epitaph of the

wife of a deacon {LevitcB,) though Dr. Maitland finds it convenient to translate it
"

priest," (p. 182.) Can it be that Dr. Maitland ever took the trouble of reading
any Catholic writer on the question of clerical celibacy?

+ We have already explained why this should naturally be expected in the
Lapidariau Gallery particularly; this collection was not formed until long after
the most interesting and important of the inscriptions, had been appropriated
and placed elsewhere. It is hardly thirty years in existence.
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produced. How triumphantly does Dr. Maitland argue
against clerical celibacy, from his (alleged) ^t(;o inscriptions
out of a collection comprising above three thousand ! And
how unwillingly, on the other hand, would he permit a

Presbyterian to conclude anything against episcopacy from
the silence of the inscriptions on this point, although as

forming part of the title of the deceased, it is one which
would enter naturally into a,ny inscription recording the
burial of such functionaries, had they existed in the primi-
tive church !

All, therefore, which could be concluded from the fact

that very many of the epitaphs discovered in the Catacombs
contained no such prayer for the dead, is, that in those ages
of difficulty and of simplicity, there were many who thought
it enough to preserve the name of their departed friend,
and trusted that the charity of their fellow Christians
would need no invitation to pray for his soul. How many
Catholic epitaphs at the present day, are not alone without
the ordinary formula of prayer for the repose of the deceased,
but destitute of every indication of the existence of such a

practice among Catholics. And if there were any evidence

required to prove that the omission of the prayer was acci-

dental, it would be found in the fact, that in the inscrip-
tions of the fourth and fifth centuries, (a period when
there is not the slightest doubt that the practice of praying
for the dead was established,) the formula is just as fre-
quently absent as in those of the earlier ages. Indeed, it

will be remembered, that almost all the epitaphs cited

above, and certainly the most striking among them, were
found accompanied by the ordinary symbols of martyrdom,
and therefore are to be referred to the ages of persecu-
tion.

But the truth is, that the number of inscriptions con-

taining the prayer, is infinitely beyond what Dr. Maitland
would have us believe. In addition to the six classes which
we have already enumerated, there is a seventh, vastly
more numerous thai\ any of the others, and indeed almost
universal in the Catacombs. We mean those which con-
tain the simple formula, Ev

eiprivij
—Ix Pace—In Peace.

This form, (which is of course elliptical,) is clearly suscep-
tible of two constructions, (affirmatory or deprecatory.)
It is either a simple declaration that the deceased is in

peace, or it is a prayer that he
vfiay be received into peace.

That the form is frequently used in the first sense, we are
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far from denying ; and if there were not many explicit for-

mulas, which show that it was also employed in the depre-

catory sense, we should readily consent that it might be

uniformly interpreted as declaratory. But we contend that

the frequent use of the fornis
*^

Quiescat in pace,^^
'^

qui-
esce in pace,''

"
in pace sit/' «V

iipjvj] ij-ruj.

** Pax tioi/'
"Pax spiritui tiio," &c., is quite sufficient to determine
the formula (in itself elliptical and ambiguous) to the

deprecatory construction, and to show that in the num-
berless epitaphs containing these words, the intention,

generally speaking, was to embody a prayer for the de-
ceased. Indeed, as we have already suggested, it would

argue but little familiarity with the highly symbolical
and suggestive character of all the remains of the early

Christians, to limit thus by the bare logical or gram-
matical construction, the sense of the symbols or the

words which they were in the habit of employing. How
many, even of modern Catholic epitaphs, will be found
to content themselves with expressing, by even less signifi-

cant symbols, the doctrine which no one surely will deny to

be received universally among them.
It is time to draw these lengthened and we fear dry and

uninteresting obsei-vations to a conclusion.

Very different would have been the spirit in which,
had the selection been our own, we should have dis-

cussed this delightful subject. But the confident and

dogmatical, not to say contemptuous tone, in which Dr.

Maitland attempted to set aside the evidences of Catholic

doctrine, which until his time, the earlymonumental remains
of Christianity^ had been admitted to afford, left us no

choice; and the necessity of compressing into our brief

limits as great a mass of evidence as might be possible,

compelled us to eschew all the interesting historical and
critical questions which the subject involves, and to reduce

the argument almost to a bare compilation of inscriptions,
often repeating one another, and at best only embodying
some very slightly varied modifications of the same idea.

For the dulness and heaviness thus necessarily induced,
we have no apology to offer, beyond the importance of the

subject itself; but we shall take some other opportunit;>^ of

returning to it in a very different spirit, and of supplying

many omissions which have been unavoidable under present
circumstances.
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Art. VIII.— The Scandal of Permitted Heresy, and a Violated

Discipline. An address delivered to the Congregation of St. Martin'Sy

Liverpool, on Sunday before Easter, 1846. Bj the Rey. Cecil

Wray, M. a. Liverpool: 1846.

ASSUMING
that the Catholics and the AngHcans

have been, or have considered themselves, in a state

of conflict for some three centuries on matters of religion,
a curious change has certainly taken place in their relative

positions. Till the other day, it was thought by all who
chose to enter into controversy against us, a notable dis-

tinction, a real honour, to be able to put the whole heavens
between themselves and us. The wider they could show
the gulf between us and them, so that they might not
come to us, nor we go to them, the more praise they
believed they were giving to their own establishment.

They were, moreover, always the aggressors ; we were put
on the defensive.

Now, however, it is quite otherwise. By far the most

respectable of those who write in defence of Anglican doc-

trines, now plainly sail on an opposite tack. They attempt
in every way to prove how much, not how little, of Catholic

(Roman) doctrine their church retains ; they exaggerate
points of resemblance, not points of difference ; the}^ strive

to make their opinions look as Tridentine as possible ;

they catch hold of every stray expression in their formula-

ries, or prayer-book, or catechism, and build top-heavy
theories of faith upon it. In this way priestly absolution

and sacramental confession, the Ileal Presence, commu-
nion with the Church triumphant, and many other such doc-

trines are vindicated to the establishment. For it is thought
a great gain to prove merely that the English church has
not condemned certain doctrines and practices ;

and this is

even considered equivalent to sanctioning them. We
think it needless to refer to examples, or to quote direct

proofs. Every one acquainted with the recent controver-

sies, whether dogmatical or liturgical, about the articles or

the surplice, will remember many instances of the small

grounds that sufficed, for concluding that the Anglican
church had not rejected, or disapproved of, a given doc-

trine. Aud even yet, some unlucky curate is now and
then caught in spiritual trespass upon Roman ground, and
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called to task, not by the owner of the land, but by his own
master, the bishop given him by the law. Such has lately
been the misfortune, as we shall see, of the Rev. Mr.
Bittleston at Leamington.
We cannot but think, that the more such dreamy

theorists are undeceived, the better for themselves, and for

those whom they lead in their errors. And there seems to

us to be one plain and common-sense way of doing this.

The readers of this Review, and of almost everything
which recent converts have written on theology, must have
been struck by the frequent use of a word, but lately
introduced into religious discussion, in its various gram-
matical forms.
The noun is Reality ; the verb to Realise.
It is by means of these words that we intend, in this

article, to bring the question between us and the would-be

Anglo-catholics to issue. They are the talismanic formula

whereby we desire, Grod helping, to dispel their delusion.

But we are aware that these words want explanation;
and especially to Catholics, who have had no experience
of their 'contraries (their best interpreter)—of unreal doc-

trine, of unreality in religion. We trust, however, that
in explaining the terms, as we shall do by illustration

more than by definition, we shall show in what way they
may become controversial tests.

Strange as it may seem, we can with propriety apply
their negative forms to things as solid as stone, and as

palpable as a church-steeple. The stone altar set up in

the round church at Cambridge was unreal; the crosses on
the gables or spires of newly-erected Anglican churches
are unreal. One and all the Camden Society's pretti-
nesses and quaintnesses, and mediaeval restorations, with
their accompanying discussions and essays, were and are,

so far as regards Anglicans, an unreality. How ? it will

be asked. Why simply thus : That stone-work was real

enough to cost a great deal, and almost to sink the Society
which erected it, like to a mill-stone round its neck ; but as

an altar it represented nothing, it was a symbol of nothing,
it obeyed nothing ; it connected itself with noAing true in

the minds of beholders, which could at once make them
feel it right, and necessary, and full of meaning that

it should be of stone. Ten thousand Protestants may
have looked at it, and only wondered why there was a
stone communion-table: it would seem to them i^ncom/or-
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tablef cold, unsuited for its purpose, different from what
was usual. Perhaps some would Hke it because it was
pretty, others because it looked old, a few more because it

was solid and business-like : alas ! how few would enter
into the real feelings of the question ! Probably not one

Camden-man, in a hundred regular subscribers, ever got
beyond the mere archaBology of the thing. Was there one
who rejoiced to see an altar of stone, because the Church
from the beginning celebrated her mysteries upon the slab

which covered a martyr's tomb; one who therefore

bethought him of the mystical altar from beneath which
the souls of the slain for Christ cry aloud V'' [If such
a one there was, how unreal his feeUng in a church which

despises, carps at, and has destroyed such relics.] Was
there one who saw in this stone altar the reality of
which the symbol and prophetic type were in the
anointed stone of Bethel,t in the built-up altar of Moses
in the wilderness,! in the altar of hewn and unpo-
lished stones on Mount Hebal,^ and in the twelve
stones built into an altar by Elias on Carmel?|| one

who, considering the whole-burnt offerings offered on
these as typical only of the spotless Lamb immolated daily
in true sacrifice on the Church's altar, looked on this as

likewise a reality compared with those, and saw the pro-

priety of carrying out the relation between them, even in

material resemblance ? Or was there one who more simply
and catholicly held and felt, that {the altar should be of

stone because the Church of old, for the foregoing or any
other reasons, decreed, and still enforces the decree, that

sacrifice shall not be offered up on any altar save one of

stone, anointed like that of Jacob, enriched with martyr's
relics, like those of the catacombs ;!! making but one

glorious exception in favour of the wooden altar of the

Lateran basilica, as being that whereon St. Peter per-
formed the sacred rites, according to the Roman liturgy ?

In other words, a Catholic altar must be of stone ; a
Protestant communion-table should be of wood. To make
the latter of stone, because our ancient Catholics did,

without one feeling or principle which obliged them to do

Rev. vi. 9. f Gen. xxviii. 18.

X Exod. xxiv. 4. § Deut. xxvi. 5, 6.

I!
3 Re*, xviii. 31.

^ Cap xxxi. et xxiv. De Consec. Dist. i.
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so, is unreal : it is making a plaything of religion. If a
man were to make himself a crown, however costly, and
put it on his head, and think that this made him a king,
we should either pity or laugh at him ; we should tell him
that, in spite of gold, and jewels, and shape, his crown was
not a real crown ; and so, in spite of materials and work-
manship, the stone altar at Cambridge was no reality.

In like manner the practice, now becoming general, of

placing the Cross on the top of church gables and spires is

no less unreal. It has no meaning in a religion which
shows no honour to the Cross. A cross so placed speaks
nothing to the people ; the passer-by never salutes it with
uncovered head ; the clerg^aiian has no ^'0 crux, ave," as

he looks upon it : it is an ornament, a finish to a point, and
nothing more—a fleur-de-lis, a finial of any sort would do
as well, and mean as much. And the same must be said

of the entire mass of Camden restorations : sedilia on
which no one sits, piscinae into which no ablution is

poured, candlesticks which never hold a light, crosses

which dare not bear the effigy of Him who gave the

symbol its worth, screens that enclose nothing hallowed or

mystical. They are but unmeaning toys, as completely
out of place as an open kiosk would be in a Swedish
house. It is not long since we entered a Protestant church,
built according to the full rules of church restorers. We
found there all these appurtenances, and enquired of an
intelligent clerk, who showed the place, what was the

meaning of the sedilia. He did not know. Did any one
sit there ? The bishop did in one at the consecration. No
one since? No. Then what are they for? "I don't

know/' was the natural answer. This proved that, as
"
sedilia/' the three seats in the chancel wall had no

Ideality.
But this is a low standard of the meaning of this term ;

we will therefore ascend from mere material objects to reli-

gious practices ; and it will not be difficult to show that

the attempt to transplant these from the Catholic, to the

Anglican, Church, deprives them at once of reality. Let
us, by way of illustration, suppose, that a physician were to

say, according to the assertion of all his friends, that he

possessed a sure, unfailing remedy for a baneful disease—
the x\siatic cholera for instance. The disorder, in course

of time, assails the town in which he resides, and commits
fearful ravages on every side. E/ich and poor fall a prey to
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the fatal pestilence. The physician, through his friends, is

still boasted of, as holding the secret of cure. Now surely
is the time to test how far he really believes himself to have
it. Does he proclaim aloud that he possesses it? Does
he invite all who are sick to come to him if able, to send
for him if not ? Does he seek for patients, run to and fro

in search of opportunities to heal ? Does he instruct all

who apply to him, and even all who are exposed to the

infection, how to employ his medicine, so that its effects

may be secured? And do those who comply with his

prescriptions feel that they recover, and regain strength?
Let us say that he does nothing of the sort : that on the

contrary he remains with his arms folded ; that in general
his exhortations to his fellow-townsmen are confined to

such common-place instructions as any one else would

give, on the fatal character of the complaint, the necessity
of avoiding contagion, and a simple treatment by com-
mon methods ; though occasionally and very guardedly,
he does seem to intimate that he could cure, if he chose.

But when any one applies to him for this special remedy,
he only very sparingly and most cautiously and secretly

attempts it. Would any one in his senses believe, that

unless that physician was an arrant rogue, he did not in

his heart and soul think himself to possess that wonderful
secret—^in other words, that he realised his own assertions

of belief in it ?

Now let us apply this to the Anglican and to the Catho-
lic Church respectively. Either Church is the physician ;

sin is the disease. It has spread like a pestilence—it is

almost universal. Each Church says :

"
I have the power

to forgive sins/' to heal every one attacked by this plague.
Which realises, shows perfect confidence in the belief of

holding this power? The Catholic Church loudly pro-
claims it ; from the child at the font, to the dying man of

fourscore, she claims all for her patients. She tells them
that she can, and she will, forgive them in God's Name.
Every catechism, every pious book, every retreat, every
mission, almost every sermon, teaches and preaches like

John, remission of sin. Every condition is definitely stated,

every form accurately set down, eveiy circumstance

minutely detailed. Her ritual contains the full description
of the mode of acting for physician and patient: her
libraries are full of learned tomes on every case that may
present itself: her disciples are trained in schools expressly

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 13
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for the purpose of treating each with discriminating accu-

racy. Every church and chapel has a place for the admi-
nistration of this remedy, at all hours ; the confessional is

as visible and intelligible as the font. A child of seven
knows what

it^
is for ; the prince and the beggar kneel

side by side at it, (real sickness levels all ranks,) and both
leave it with equal assurance of cure.

Now for the Anglican Church we have only to put a
negative before each member of the foregoing paragraph,
and we have its claims to consciousness of a similar power.
She tells her ministers that ''whose sins they shall forgive,

they are forgiven ;" but how, when, where, heaven knows :

she does not condescend to tell them. Her friends say :

"
Oh, certainly she gives us the form of absolution in her

Visitation of the Sick, and this is meant to be our guide.
The absolution is there to follow confession, ergo, in every
other case. Therefore confession is not only pemiitted, but

enjoined, by our Church.^' Contrast this proof with the

clear, definite, universal, loud and varied proclamation of

the Catholic Church, and see which acts with real convic-

tion of possessing this heavenly power. But the best of it

is, that so soon as any of those who say this venture to act

upon it, they may expect to receive such enlightenment
upon the subject as the following, which the Bishop of

Worcester has just addressed to one of his clergy for ven-

turing to absolve after confession.

*' So with regard to Confession : our Church, in the invitation to

Communion, certainly recommends those * whose consciences are

burthened, to open themselves to some discreet and learned minis-

ter,' but it is equally certain that it discourages tho practice of

private Confessions, except in such cases of hurthened consciences.

This appears, as I before stated to you, from the omission in the

second prayer-book of Edward the Sixth, (which only is our guide
at the present day,) of those words which originally stood as part of

the rubric, immediately antecedent to the form of absolution,

directed to be used in the service for the Visitation of the Sick,
* And the same form of Absolution shall be used in all private Con-

fessions,' which words occur in the first prayer-book of Edward the

Sixth, but were designedly omitted in the second. But, besides, no
one can be acquainted with the history of the Reformation, without

being aware that the abuses of private Confession were among the

principal causes of it ; and it cannot, therefore, be supposed that

our Reformers intended to sanction a practice which, in their

estimation, had been so fruitful of baneful consequences, as to

justify such a division in the Church. When, therefore, a clergy-
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man, on the strength of the passage in the invitation to Communion,
to which I have referred, holds a sort of private confessional in his
own house, and admits thereto young females, however careful he
may himself have been distinctly to avoid any allusion that could
be a cause of offence, yet he thereby opens a door to a practice, in

, which indiscreet or ill-disposed persons might teach others evil

hitherto unknown to them, by questioning them upon those points
which have justly given such umbrage in the practice of the Roman
Catholic Church ; and in so doing, he must surely bo considered

guilty of indiscretion."

* * * . * * * ^
** So also the form of Absolution in the service for the visitation

of the sick, was probably retained with a view to the case of those
who might derive comfort on their death-beds, from the use of a
form to which they had been accustomed. That clergyman is,

however, guilty of indiscretion, who upon the authority of this form,
and by partial or overstrained statements, conveys the impression
to his hearers that he is authorized personally to absolve from sin,
instead of simply declaring and pronouncing such absolution to be

promised and conveyed through him by God, in the event of our
faith and repentance."*

' When a bishop thus chides those who act upon the

assumption of power being in his Church to forgive sins,
and even explains away the grounds, crunibhng as they
are, on which the fragile theory reposes, who will say that
this Church, as such, realises the doctrine of forgiveness

being with her ? No call no instruction for the people, no
training no teaching for the pastor, no place no time

appointed for the two to meet—surely all this is incompati-
ble with a real belief in the heart of the English Church,
that she is the depository of so marvellous a gift, so sub-
lime a ministry, so needful a medicine, so universal a
boon ; a power not given to angels, nor to angel-like men
in either dispensation, but reserved to her. It is cruel to

believe that she is conscious of such power, and does not
use it, and has not used it for three hundred years. It is

awful to think that anything calling itself a Church could
fold up such a talent in a napkin, and bury it. And yet
the only alternative to this is, putting it out to use and
interest, which clearly she has not done.

The contrast however between the conduct of the two
Churches will abundantly show which realises a belief in

* Letter to the Rev. H. Bittleston, date J Nov. 17, 1346; published by authority
in tlie Leamington Courier of Nov. 23.
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the power ministerially to forgive sins : which gives proof
of consciousness and confidence; which carries out these

feelings into perfect action, and gives them reality.
Passing over many illustrations which we might here

introduce, let us rather go on to the more important part
of our subject, that which regards more directly dogma,
or abstract belief. It is in reference to this, that the two
systems are most strongly contrasted. We see in the one
every evidence of true, thorough, brim-full, and overflow-

ing conviction of a doctrine ; a conviction which speaks not
in set phrase or on given occasions, but which betrays
itself in a thousand casual expressions, in words dropped
almost unthinkingly; in gestures, in attitudes, in dumb
signs : which comes out as it were by chance, or rather

naturally, where men cannot be supposed to be thinking of

theology ; and not only where men speak and act, but
where children, yea babes and sucklings lisp thoughts,
that seem rather instilled and inspired by baptismal faith

than taught by human agency : in fine, which has become
so completely a part of the stock of every-day thought
with all, that it comes out unawares, and in such vivid,

truth-bearing phrase as startles one of less lively apprehen-
sion and conviction, and seems to him almost profane.
This is the character of Catholic belief.

On the other side we find the same doctrine perhaps
taught, or said to be taught : but the expression of it is

equivocal, balancing between contraries, vague, hazy, and
perplexing to disciples, as well as embarrassing to teachers :

and the supposed belief in it does not pervade the system,
does not show itself in indirect words, but depends upon
certain formal (real or imaginary) declarations, perhaps on
some dubious phrase made out by ingenious inductions. It

affects only the learned ; common minds and common men
hardly know it, little care about it; no one acts upon it, or

by it, unconsciously, as if it were a first principle, a neces-

sary root of action ; it never comes out as it were by acci-

dent, never shows itself in homely ways. Such is the
character of Anglican or Anglo- Catholic doctrines.

The first is evidence of reality, the second of unreality.
Let us prove this.

As we have done before, we will illustrate this part of

our investigation by an example. A Hindoo says he
believes in the transmigration of souls of men into the

bodies of animals. Now if he really believes, the natural
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consequences of such belief must be so varied as to give us
a good test of its reality. It follows that the soul of a
friend, a relation, or an ancestor may be animating any
animal that comes in his way : he must naturally forbear
to hurt it : and this he does. But kindness towards our

fellow-beings will carry us much further; and it is the

soul, not the body, that is the object of real sympathy:
Therefore when sick or wounded, the meanest brute will

be thought worthy of tender care : for it contains the soul

of a fellow-man, perhaps of a former friend. And this is

even so. But further, this will make the taking of animal

life, even for the purpose of food, little better than murder;
and consequently the believer in this absurd doctrine is

content to live on his rice, through all his days, rather
than commit so dreadful a crime. But besides all this

consistency, which proves his belief to be so real, that it

carries him, without effort, but as by a natural principle,

through all these consequences, you cannot take him una-
wares on the subject, so as to entrap him into expressions
at variance with his creed. It is as natural to him as

if born with him ; he speaks by it, he acts on it, he lives in

it. It gives rise to a thousand incidents, rites and feelings
in his religious, civil, and domestic life. Now, on the

other hand, we once knew a German gentleman of educa-

tion, who pretended at least to believe this doctrine. We
say pretended ; for it would only be by discussion and for-

mal discourse on the subject, that one could have learnt

that he held it. At other times, he would shoot his bird,
eat his mutton, or flog his horse, like any good Christian.

Who does not see that the one has a real belief in the

doctrine, and the other only a fancy for, or an affectation

of, it?

But let us come to an example of what we have

asserted, an example that will make it good on both sides.

And we will choose no unimportant one—the doctrine of

the Eucharist, as held in the Catholic Church, and as

attributed by the High-churchman to the Anglican. To
a certain distance we may run the parallel together be-

tween them ; but after that we shall find but negatives or

silence on one side, with an ever-flowing stream of evi-

dences on the other.

I. If any one wishes to know the Catholic doctrine

respecting the Ileal Presence of our Blessed Lord in the

Eucharist, he can have no difficulty in getting at it.
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From the penny catecliism put into the child's hand, to
the ponderous Mio of theology over which the scholar

pores, and through every intermediate stage of Catholic

literature, of whatever country, in whatever language, you
find the same clear, explicit definition of our doctrine. You
are told that the sacred Body and Blood of our Divine
Lord and Saviour are truly and really p7^esent in the

Eucharist, that He is whole under each species or form,
and that the substance of the bread and wine are changed
into that Body and Blood. In other words, and more
compendiously ; where before were bread and wine, there
is in their place Christ our Lord. A presence is thus

taught as real and complete as was visible to the eyes of
the Apostles, when our Lord was on earth.

Now let us look on the other side ; and we do not hesi-

tate to say that the Catholic hymn,
*' Lauda Sion," in

spite of the trammels of very short verse and frequent
rhyme, gives a more clear dogmatic statement of our

doctrine, than Anglican Catechism, Articles, and Prayer-
Book put together, do of their's. For rather, these only
help to dilute and even neutralize each other. The Cate-
chism tells us that the '^Body and Blood oL Christ are

verily taken and received by the faithful in the Lord's Sup-
per ;" and the Articles inform us that this

''

Body of Christ
is given, taken, and eaten, in the Supper, only after an hea-

venly and spiritual manner. And the means whereby the

Body of Christ is received and eaten in the Supper is

Faith.'' Out of these two texts, the Anglican has to make
out the doctrine of his Church on this most vital doctrine,
the one on which individual holiness may be said to depend.
So beautifully balanced are the two authorities, so nicely

contradictory, that they lead to the holding in the same
Church, with perfect impunity, of exactly opposite doc-

trines. The Puseyite maintains that his Church teaches
as real a presence of our Lord in "the Supper," as the

Catholic Church "asserts in her
*'
Blessed Eucharist;"

the Evangelical on the contrary, is as positive that there

is no real presence at all, but only a symbolical and

spiritual. Now it is true that we have not to deal, at pre-

sent, with the latter, but only with the former, the easily

satisfied believer, who asserts that these two passages
blended together, produce a sufficient definition of our

Saviour's real Presence ; but yet we may ask, can any one

bring himself to think that a Church which realhj believed
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in so awful yet so sweet a mystery, in so sublime a com-
bination of might and love, would teach it to her chil-

dren in so slovenly a way, would put weights so equal
into each scale of the balance, as should give it a perfect
see-saw motion if touched, and lie quiet and level if let

alone ? Is not this the proof rather of total indifference,
a declaration that each one may take either the positive
or the negative side, and still be a good churchman ? And
is this compatible with a real belief on one, and that the

nobler side ?

But we will let a high authority in this Church speak
again ; it is a bishop instructing a curate upon the mean-
ing of the definition which forms our first quotation ; and
what Churchman, however Highy will presume to accuse
a bishop of not knowing his Catechism ? Thus then writes

the Bishop of Worcester.

"So in regard to the vexata qucestio of Transiibstantiation ;
if a

clergyman, founding his teaching upon the passage in the Catechism,
that ' the body and blood of Christ are verily and indeed taken and
received by the faithful in the Lord's Supper,' instructs his people,
without qualification or explanation, that when they eat the bread
and drink the wine, they actually eat the body and drink the blood

of their Saviour, he conveys an impression which, perhaps, he may
not have intended, but the result of which is the persuasion, on the

part of his hearers, that our doctrine upon this point is so nearly
akin to that, of Rome, that he who admits the one, may without

inconsistency admit the other. You say that you receive this doc-

trine as explained by Bishop Ridley, and if you always preached it

with the qualification and explanation which he uses in the passage
to which you refer, you would have nothing to reproach yourself
with in this respect ; but if you have been wont, (as I know is the

custom of some clergymen,) to preach the doctrine of the Bo^y and
Blood of Christ being in the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper simply
and without explanation, you have conveyed a false impression to

your hearers of the doctrine on this head entertained by our Church,
and have been guilty of the indiscretion of thereby rendering per-
version, to Rome, on the part of those among them who might be
weak and unstable, more easy to them."—Letter ut supra.

The vexata^ qucestio of Transubstantiation ! As if it

were the reading in some Greek chorus, or the mode of

solving some strange equation that was under considera-
tion ! A Catholic bishop would as soon think of apply-
ing to the Trinity or Incarnation this term expressive of
worse than mere doubt, as to the Mystery of Love.
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II. But belief in the real Presence must have its conse-
quences. Any one who on earth believed the

'* Son of
Man" to be also the Son of God, must have spoken, acted,
dealt, in regard to Him in conformity with that belief.

If we believe the same Holy One to be truly before us
in the Blessed Eucharist, can we shrink from similar con-

sequences ? The first of these is adoration: Every Catho-
lic child is taught this fearlessly and naturally. Our Divine
Redeemer is the object of adoration wherever He is : now
he is on the altar in the Blessed Eucharist, therefore he is

there to be adored.
If the Anglican Church, as her zealous friends assure

us, holds equal belief in His presence in her communion,
will that belief stand this test of reality ? Let us hear her

teaching:
** The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper was

not by Christ's ordinance reserved, carried about, lifted up,
or worshipped.'^ (Art. xxviii.) This is about as cold as

ice, a fair damper upon all devotion, but it is nothing to

the horrible but decisive warrant at the end of the Com-
munion service ; wherein apology is made for kneeling at

communion, and the following explanation given of it :

'' Yet lest the said kneeling should by any persons, either

out of ignorance, infirmity, or out of malice and obstinacy,
be misconstrued and depraved, it is hereby declared. That
thereby no adoration is intended, or ought to he done,
either unto the Sacramental bread or wine there bodily
received, or unto any corporal"^' Presence of Christ's

natural Flesh and Blood.
^

For the Sacramental bread
and wine remain still in their very natural substance, and
therefore may not be adored ; (for that were idolatry, to be
abhorred of all faithful Christians;) and the naturalJBody
and Blood of our Saviour Christ are in heaven, and not

here ; it being against the truth of Christ's natural body
to be at once in more places than one." This very busi-

ness-like declaration does away pretty completely with all

notion of the Church, which allows it to stand, without pro-
test, in her authoritative liturgy, sanctioning or counte-

nancing any adoration of the Eucharist. May we not
•

* It has been sometimes remarked, that this declaration is a modern and
unauthorized addition to the Prayer-book, dating from 1662. This is not correct.

It formed part of Edward the Sixth's second book, A. D. 155'2, with one remark-
able variation in this place. Instead of "

any corporal presence," it has *'

any
real and essential presence." (Keeling Liturgies BritanioB, p. 233.) This shows
that not only a corporal, (as has sometimes been said,) but any real presence was
rejected from the beginning by the Anglican church.
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therefore reason thus :

'' Wherever our Blessed Saviour is.

He is the direct and proper Object of adoration ; but

according to the Church of England there is nothing to be
adored in the Eucharist, therefore according to it, He is

not there/' And this we think may alone decide the mat-
ter of reality in the belief imputed to it.

But we are told that such a conclusion is not correct :

and that the Auglican Church will not warrant this adora-

tion, simply because there is no authority, "no ordinance of

Christ,'' for it. Waiving all argument from the declara-
tion quoted above, which gives as a reason for not

adoring, that ,our Lord is not in the Lord's Supper, we
must really say, that for such nice reasoners, it is well that
God has made it a commandment that we love Him. For
otherwise they might just as well have refused Him love,
on the ground of

*' want of orders." But surely it needs
no new commandment or ordinance to adore the Son of

God wherever He is, if we believe and know Him to be
there. Samaritans worshipped Him when on earth,"" and
Canaanites.t without any ordinance for it; and surely
Christians who believe him to be "very God of very God,"
cannot require any more warrant than they. We must
conclude, that those who so require, cannot or dare not
realise their belief in His Presence, if they have it. It is

so weak, indefinite, and undecided, that the fear of idolatry
is stronger

than it, and prevails.
IH. If such be the unreality of Anglican belief that it

will not face the first natural consequence of real faith, let

us try it on another ground. How does each Church

speak of this Sacrament and what it contains, when not

directly declaring doctrine, but only giving rules and^ pre-

scriptions about it, or in the actual administration of it ?

It is true that in the prayers of the Communion Service,
the Body and Blood of our Saviour are occasionally men-
tioned as about to be received, but seldom without such a

qualification as leaves it quite uncertain how they are to be

received, or if so as to constitute a real Presence. Thus :

'" Grant that we, receiving these thy creatures of bread and
wine, in remembrance of His death and passion, may be

partakers of His most blessed Body and Blood." But a
clearer instance of this wavering and anibiguity occurs in

the act of receiving, as compared with its correspondent

* Luke xvii. 16. f Matt. xv. 22.
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act in the mass. In the latter, the priest simply says :

*'The Body [or Blood] of our Lord Jesus Christ preserve
my [or thy] soul to life everlasting." This intimates at
once that what is received is the Body or Blood of our
Lord. In the Anglican liturgy, an additional clause is

subjoined, which destroys all such assurance.
'^ The Body

of Our Lord Jesus Christ, which was given for thee, pre-
serve th;^ body and soul unto everlasting life. Take and
eat this in remembrance that Christ died for thee, and feed
on Him in thy heart by faith with thanksgiving." That
which is eaten is clearly distinguished from Christ, who is

to be fed on in the heart only by faith. And tlie Body
referred to in the first clause is not necessarily that which
is eaten, but the words seem to have reference to the Pas-
sion :

"' The Body of Christ preserve thee—but eat this,
&c."
But carrying this enquiry a little further, let us see

how the rubrics or directions in the two liturgies speak,
when mentioning the sacred elements. The Anglican
prayer-book says: *'And when he delivereth the bread to

any one, he shall say," (fee.
'^

If the consecrated bread
and ivine be all spent," &c. Now, never shall we meet
with such terms in the Missal. The use of the words ^hos-

tia' (literally, of course, victim) and ^
chalice' often occurs,

but the names of the elements are never employed. But,
instead, frequently, the names of the realities contained in

the sacred mysteries are used. Thus, in the Ordinary of

Mass, the communion of the chalice is thus described :

^^Sumit totum sanguinem," "The priest receives the whole
of the Blood." And in the Good-Friday sei-vice:

"" The
deacon opens the ark in which the Body of Christ is laid

up..T He (the priest) kneels, and receives the paten
with the Body of Christ and he receives the Body
reverently." Possibly such bold and straight-forward
terms, which admit of no variety of interpretations, may
sound harsh in Protestant ears, but they are most decisive

proofs of a real belief in our Lord's Presence, and the

presence of nothing else.""'

* Our old English Liturgies present even stronger passages to the point. Thus
in the Sarum and Bangor rites we have, *'-4(/ corpus... dicat; Ave in «?ternum
sanctissima caro Christi; mihi ante oinnia et super omnia summa dulcedo. Cor-

pus D. N. J. C. sit mihi peccatori via et vita." Again in the York Missal: " Hie
sumat Corpus, cruce prius facta cum ipso Corpore ante; deinde ad Sanijuinem
dicens, &c." Maskell's Ancient Liturgy of the Church of England, 2nd Ed. p.
122. Every thing in these texts, and many others like them, proves how fully
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IV. Before we take leave of the Common Prayer, we
will notice one more distinction between the two modes of

viewing this mystery. Extending our examination beyond
the mere liturgy, to prayers and meditations, and '' Com-
panions to the Altar,'' we find on the Catholic side what is

totally absent on the Protestant, a clear and definite

view of the personal relation between our Lord and the
communicant.

"
Corpus tuum, Domine, quod sumpsi, et

Sanguis quem potavi adha3reat visceribus meis.'' Such
are the words which the priest uses ; and in all the prayers
of thanksgiving for priest or people, the thought reigns
throughout, that an awful but most sweet communion has
taken place between the Master and disciple, more inti-

mate than that of John when he leaned his head upon his
Lord's bosom, more akin to the sublime privilege of Mary
than to any other grace. Hence the Catholic who, before

communion, had ardently addressed liis Lord as upon the

altar, after it, adores, loves, and speaks to Him, as now
truly enshrined in his own breast. Hence those outbursts
of affectionate tenderness, that sense expressed of indi-

vidual favour, that conviction repeated in glowing lan-

guage, that the very Source of grace is ours, that the Body
from which virtue goes forth, and whose very touch is con-

secration, is intimately incorporated into our very being,
that the God-Man, with the fulness of His Divinity is

appropriated completely to ourselves ; and hence that close

and familiar converse with God, as no longer worshipped
from afar, but actually embraced by the heart which He
visits, that form the chief substance of Catholic thanks-

giving after communion. And are not all these evidences
that we realise our doctrine, that is, act upon it precisely
as we should do if its object came under the senses : we
act towards our Lord believed, as we should act towards
Him seen, to be present. Of these feelings we find not a
trace in Anglican authorized works."'

V. But now we can no longer follow parallels. For here
ends the power of testing the reality of the English Church's

alleged belief in the real Presence from her own state-

tlie ancient English Church agi'eed with us in our belief. The same may be
said of the Oriental Liturgies. Thus in the Liturgy of St. James, published in

Syriac by Asseraani, (Cod. Liturg. Ec. Univ. tom. v, pass.) the rubrics always call

the elements after consecration, simply
" the Body and Blood."

' * We of course do not include late works, professedly written on the assump-
tion that the Anglican Church holds the Catholic doctrine, which ai*e generally
copies or imitations of Catholic books of devotion.
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meiits. What remains must be all one side ; but the sim-

ple negation, on the other, will aftord abundant proof of

unreality. If the Body and Blood of our Lord exist after

consecration, it is clear that their presence does not depend
upon the quantity of the elements employed for it. If a
hundred communicate where ten were expected, or ten
where a hundred, no Anglican can doubt that each receives

exactly the same under either circumstance, each portion
or fragment of that bread, each draught of that cup affords

the same gift as the whole consecrated matter. A belief

in the Real Presence, therefore, implies that every crumb
and every drop of the elements is more precious and more
holy than anything on earth or in heaven. This belief, as
a corollary of the Catholic doctrine, necessarily leads to a
reverential treatment of such, even the smallest, particles—a care and anxiety lest any profanation befall them,
severity towards those who are guilty of culpable negli-

gence regarding them.
Before going into proof that the Catholic Church

realises her belief to this extent, we may ask, is it credible

that the English Church, if she does believe in the same
real Presence, can have totally overlooked the care of
these precious fragments, beyond ordering that what is

over shall be partaken of by the communicants in the
Church : that nothing should be prescribed by it in case

aught be dropped or spilt ? And yet the one seems inevitable
where ordinary bread is used, and the other to be seriously
dreaded where the old and rude partake. We have in-

deed been told that a certain Vicar of High-Church cele-

brity had adopted the plan of pouring out, on the pave-
ment, the unconsumed wine ; which, if true, must appear
horrible to every Catholic : that is on the supposition that
he who acted thus really believed that which he left to be
trodden under foot, to be the Blood of Christ.

Now let us see how fully the Catholic Church gives
proof of her sincere belief in her doctrine, by meeting all

its consequences.
1st. She not only clearly proclaims that every minutest

particle is the same as the perfect Host, and is to be

equally venerated, but she gives the same name to both ;

the word '^particle" being equally applied to the Host
given in lay-communion, and to the smallest visible frag-
ment. But in the more lively and imaginative language
of the East, the name given is still more beautiful. The
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minute fragments are familiarly called '^Pearls"— the
common scripture term for the most precious gems. W"e
will give two examples out of many. In the Coptic
Liturgy we have the following expressions—-After the
division of the Host, the priest

*'
shall take one pearl (or

particle) of the three above-named When he has done
all these things, the priest shall purify his hands within
the paten, lest by chance the smallest particle or pearl,
should adhere to them.'^"''" Here we see too the careful-

ness respecting these small fragments. The second exam-
ple shall be from a Greek source. The Archbishop of

Corinth, asked by St. Luke the Younger (tenth century)
how comniunion was to be received by solitaries, describes

minutely its being received under one kind, and thus con-

cludes,
" Then thou shalt collect all the remaining parti-

cles into a vessel, by means of a linen cloth, using all dili-

gence, lest a pearl fall and be trodden on.'^f

^

2nd. The Kubrics of the Missal give the minutest direc-

tions, what has to be done in every possible case of

accident. After the priest has been instructed in the

Ordinary of the Mass itself carefully to collect every
particle visible or discoverable on the paten or corporal,
these rubrics prescribe as follows :

"
If a consecrated

Host, or any particle of one fall on the ground, let it be

reverently received, and the place cleaned and somewhat
scraped, and the scrapings cast into the sacrariiim. If it

fall on a linen cloth, let it be carefully washed, and the

water be poured into the sacrarium. (Ruhr, gener. x. 15.)
If any of the Blood of Christ,'' (mark the simple word,)
'^

shall fall ; if on the ground or on a board, let it be licked

up with the tongue, and the place scraped as much as

shall be needful, and the scrapings burnt, and the ashes

put by into the sacrarium. If upon the altar-stone, let

the priest suck up the drop, let the place be washed, and
the water thrown into the sacrarium. If it fall on the

linen cloth of the altar, and the drop reach the second, and

* Cod. Liturg. torn. vii. p, 71.

t Vita S. Lucse Jun. ap. Combefis. Auctuar. Bib. Pat. torn. ii.p. 986. This expres-
sion was used by the Latins also, when speaking of the Blessed Eucharist. For-

tuuatus, (Lib. iii. Carm. 25.) thus applies it,

ut Corporis Agni,
Margaritum ingens aurea dona ferant.

This same phrase
"
Margaritum ingens," we find also in Prudentius, though

differently applied, (Psychom. 873.)
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the third cloth, let each be washed three times, where the

drop has fallen, a chalice being held under it, and let the
water be poured as above/

^

(lb. 12.) Now surely all this

care does show a reality of belief in the worth and holiness
of what it regards.

3rd. The Rubrics just quoted seem to have been copied
from the Canons of Theodore of Canterbury: where how-
ever the penalties are added, to be inflicted for every neg-
ligence leading to the accidents above detailed. These
penalties have been incorporated with the Canon-Law, and
are as follows. If ''a drop of our Lord's Blood" shall fall

on the ground, the priest shall do penance for forty days ;

if on the altar, for three days; and he shall undergo
a penance of four, nine, or twenty days, according as the

precious drop shall reach the second, third, or fourth
cloth.'-'*

To an Anglican accustomed to see no account taken of

the remains of his sacramental elements, or of accidents
that may happen to them, such care and anxiety, such

severity may appear excessive : and he may say that such
minuteness is of modern growth, and was unknown in the

early Church. Such however is not the case. Tertullian

testifies that in his days the Christians were grievously
pahied ("anxie patimur'O if ^^^y particle or drop of the

holy Eucharist fell on the ground.! Origen likewise says:
'^ When you receive the Body of Christ, you keep it with
all care and reverence, lest any little of it should fall. For
you consider yourselves guilty, and that rightly, if any of

it through your negligence should fidl.'^l

VI. Another natural consequence of the Catholic doc-
trine of the Eucharist is the belief in its intrinsic holiness

and power of consecration. This may be expressed in

another way, as a belief in the Presence of the Person of

our Lord. The Protestant doctrine, when it goes furthest

seems only to consider the Body and Blood as distinct

elements, without reference to the doctrine that Christ

suffers no more, and is living, and that consequently
cannot exist in parts.

1st. When we consider how all Christendom took arms

*
Cap. xxvii. De Consec. Dist. ii.

+ De Cor. mil. cap. iii.

X Honiil, iii. in Exod. See many decrees of Councils and other ancient authori-

ties on this subject, iu Martene De antiquis Ecclesiae Ritibus. torn. i. lib. i. Cap.
V. Art. V.
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to rescue and worship the ''h.o\j sepulchre*' in which His
sacred corpse was laid, because Its contact steeped in holi-

ness the very rock, we cannot wonder that Catholics
should look upon every thing that has immediate connec-
tion with the Blessed Sacrament as thereby made holy,
and deserving of reverence. Hence the sacred vessels,
which are used at the altar, and those linen cloths which
touch the sacred Body, are kept with extraordinary care,
and are not allowed to be touched by lay persons : nor are
the latter washed by them, until a subdeacon has thrice

washed them, and the water is poured into the sacrarium,
2nd. This same feeling shows itself in another way ; by

the formal blessing or consecration of whatever has to be

employed in the service of the Blessed Sacrament : so that
It may truly be considered the source and root of all

consecration in the Church. This feeling of the per-

sonality of our Lord naturally suggests the thought that
the Church is His House ; and hence the long and sub-
lime office by which this is consecrated. Then the Altar
which is His throne, as well, receives its own still more
peculiar and minute consecration. The sacred vessels

also must be similarly consecrated ; and to prepare for

these solemn dedications, of which the holy anointing is

an essential part, another beautiful service is necessary,
that of the blessing of the holy Oils on Maunday-
Thursday.

3rd. Then again this same sentiment leads us naturally
to another result—the enriching, to the utmost, whatever is

thus employed. The Church is decorated, because our
Blessed Lord dwells there ; the sanctuary is made more

splendid because it contains the Holy of Holies: the

sacred vessels are made as rich as possible; nothing but

gold or silver is properly permitted for the paten or the cup
of the chalice. The tabernacle also will be often richly

adorned, where no eye can see it, but that of Angels.
Now we know of nothing in Anglican practice or rule,

which exhibits any consciousness of the real Presence
in this sense, or a belief that our Saviour's sacred Person
communicates consecration, and is to be treated with out-

ward honour. Yet how can that faith be real which does
not lead to such results ?

YII. This
"
personal Presence," if we may use the

term, naturally implies that our Divine Lord bears with
Him all the dignity and pre-etninence which belongs to
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Him.
^
He is there King, Lord, Supreme Bishop, sole,

exclusive. Object of attention and worship. And this con-

viction, and the feelings to which it gives rise, will show
themselves in every way that they can, referably to the hum-
bled and disQcuised form in which it pleases Him to exhibit
Himself. The illustrations which we shall give of this

may appear almost trifling ; but they will even be thereby
more striking, because more natural, and the result of

simple conviction.

^
1st. Within the tabernacle in which the Blessed Eucha^

rist is placed, no other object, however sacred, is allowed
to be placed. It must be kept in a tabernacle, the Ritual

prescribes
"
ab omni alia re vacuum,'';^* Neither the holy

Oils, nor the chalice, nor any other thing, however sacred,
can be allowed to be placed within the same receptacle.

2nd. As within, so without, the tabernacle must belong
exclusively to Him who deigns to dwell within it. Hence,
while the Blessed Sacrament is there, nothing else is

allowed to be placed upon it : not even a relic of the Holy
Cross, much less the altar-crucifix. For it is clearly unbe-

coming to make the place of the Lord's own abode merely
a base or pedestal for an inferior object. The Congrega-
tion, of Rites has expressly and strongly reprobated the

contrary abuse, f

3rd. When It is exposed to public adoration, no relics

are allowed to be placed upon the altar. J For relics

have to receive veneration; but nothing is allowed to

receive any regard in the presence of our Lord, Who must
alone absorb all honour and worship.

4th. It has been doubted whether when the Blessed
Eucharist was exposed during Mass (for of other occasions
there never was a difference of opinion) the crucifix should
remain on the altar, in obedience to the general Rubrics.
The question was referred to the Congregation of Rites at

Rome ; in permitting either practice, its answer gives the

* Rit. Rom. De SS. Eucharistiae Sacram.

+ We have been often pained to see the disrej^ard sliown to this injunction in

England, especially in new churclies; for it is a most natural result and realisation
of belief in the real Presence. We do not know an instance in which Rubric
is departed from without a sacrifice of real beauty, which must consist in the out-
ward expression, to its utmost perfection, of the inward beauties of Catholic faith.

We may have soon to return to this subject; for disregard of Rubric in our
sacred buildings or other accessaries to Divine worship seems to cry out for a
check.

X Deer. S. R. C. Aquens, 2 Sept 1741. Gardellini, torn. iv. p. 278.
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opinion of the great Basilicas at Rome against its being
there, in these words,

"
Supervacaneum enim adjudicant

Imaginis exhibitionem, ubi Prototypus adoratur.'^'''^

How clearly do these words realise the belief in our
Saviour's personal presence.

5th. We should say something on the beautiful practice
of having a lamp ever burning, day and night, before the

place where the Blessed Sacrament reposes, if we had not
written concerning it in a former article.

6th. It is the rule, in all functions, that when any
thing is handed to the celebrant, the thing itself and his

hand are kissed. But if a superior is present this mark of

respect is not shown. Thus a
priest's^ hand is not kissed

in the presence of a bishop; nor a bishop's if officiating
before his archbishop, nor an archbishop's or patriarch's
before the Pope. But in the presence of the Blessed
Sacrament, no one's hand is kissed, and no mark of

respect can be paid to any one.f In whatever dignity any
one may be placed, even in that of Christ's Vicar, he then
stands in the presence of One still and infinitely greater.
Is not this a true realisation of the belief that a greater
than the greatest of men is there ; by the same form of out-

ward expression as the superiority of the sovereign above
his courtiers, however noble, would be shown, viz. by the

reservation of all marks of respect to him ?

7th. In like manner, all blessings which occur in the

service, are reserved to the highest in dignity present. A
priest does not bless the incense or anything else in the

presence of the bishop, nor a bishop before the Pope. But
when the Blessed Sacrament is exposed, no blessing can
be given to anything :t another clear recognition of the

acknowledged superiority of One present :

* Ubi sup.

f Dec. S. R. C- 31st Aug. 1793.
" Exorta controversia...super nonnullis reve-

rentiis seu capitis inclinationibus fieri solitis coram SS. Sacramento publicae vene-
rationi exposito: S. Congregatio...rescribendum censuit: Nemini deberi reveroiiiam,
el amplius,'* Gardeliini, torn. v. p. 147.

X "Episcopus.-.ponit incensum...absque benedictione, et sine osculo manus
Episcopi." Coerem, Episcop. lib. ii. c. xxiii. (On Maundy-Thursday.) "Absque
osculo cochlearis et manus... Episcopus sine benedictione imponit thus." cxxxiii.

(On Corpus Christi.) It is true that the bishop's ririo: is kissed when he erives

communion, by each one before he receives: but it must be observed, 1st. That
the hand thus reverenced, holds at the time our Lord's sacred Body, towards
which the salutation is directed: and 2nd. That this is probably the kiss of peace

fiven
to communicants. Hence the deacon and sub-deacon, at a pontifical High

lass, kiss the bishop's face just before receiving communion, with the words
"Pax tecum, &c." In the Syriac Liturgy, the expression,

" the priest gives peace
to the altar," signifies that he kisses it.

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 14
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In these two instances the reahsation of faith takes

place by the simple carrying out of a general rule or
rubric ; acting straight-forward and naturally to the recog-
nition of a real Presence of our Divine Lord.

8th. It may seem almost superfluous to give the follow-

ing example. It is usual for the clergy in foreign coun-
tries to cover the head with a small cap, (our ancient coif,)
called in French calotte, in Italian ziicchetto, and in

Spanish solideo, because taken off in honour of God alone.
It is not removed from the head even, we believe, in the

presence of the sovereign. In Italian this name is given
only to the corresponding cap worn by the sovereign Pon-
tiff, because in his presence every one else uncovers. But
before the Blessed Sacrament every one, even he, must be
bare-lieaded. Thus is plain acknowledgment made that

He who is God is there reverenced.
VIII. This feeling of the presence of our Blessed Lord,

in His real personality
''
Christus totus,^' is expressed in

ordinary language by the people in ways, which, the more
simple they are, and so sometimes almost startling, the

more they evince the full realisation of their faith. In

English, frozen not a little by a protestant atmosphere, we
are accustomed to speak, even on more formal occasions

only of the ^'Blessed Sacrament,'' or the "Blessed
Eucharist," and Its exposition and adoration. This
seems almost to wrap up our belief in mystery; as though
the disciplina arcani had not yet left us, and we feared to

convey to unprepared ears, to which the
"
JEphpheta quod

est adaperire^' of Catholic baptism has not been ad-

dressed, the full extent and meaning of our belief in this

sublime institution. But the Italian at once speaks of It,

so as to express belief in the personality of our Lord in It,

when he familiarly applies to it the term Ge&u sacramen-
tato. The Portuguese to express that the perpetual ado-

ration of the Blessed Sacrament is coming in its turn to a

church, will familiarly say
*^ Our good Father fnosso bom

Pal)
"

is coming to His house.'' The Spaniard hesitates

not to use a still stronger phrase. To express that Mass,
or any other office, or function, will take place, with the

Blessed Sacrament exposed, he will say, it has to be, con
Dios nianifiesto, "with God manifested." Another fami-

liar phrase we will illustrate by a little anecdote.

It happened to us once to be of a party waiting in

a Spanish drawing-room, for the announcement of dinner.
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In the plaza or square before the house was a parish
church. It was pouring rain, yet the bell announced that
communion was about

to^
be borne to some person. All

were busy, talking in various groups, till one of the little

children of the family suddenly exclaimed,
'*'

Sale JSu

Ifa^estad/'
^'
His Majesty is coming out/' when all was

instantly hushed, every one fell on his knees, and remained
in adoration till the sounds of the procession had died

away. What a simple expression ! yet how full of energy,
reality and life ! How fully and firmly that child had hold
of the whole Catholic doctrine, and how unwaveringly,
unflinchingly was he sure to keep it, while it remained
embodied in so brief yet so ample, so simple yet so sub-
lime a phrase ! This is not an uncommon expression
among Spaniards. In fact, the ordinary way of stating
that the Blessed Sacrament is or is not in a given altar,

is by saying,
'*^ His Divine Majesty is'' or "is not here."

We trust that our readers will now understand what we
mean by realising a doctrine ; i. e. the acting upon a doc-
trine as a man does on anything that he really knows
to be true : the naturally following it to all its practical

consequences, without effort and without restraint, quite
as a matter of course. We do not see what more a person
could do in regard to the Blessed Eucharist, who should
have the evidence of his eyes to our Lord's Presence in it,

than the Catholic naturally and almost instinctively does.

At the same time, we flatter ourselves that we have given
ample tests, in the contrasts proposed, for deciding in

which Church is really the belief of our Lord's Presence
in the holy Eucharist. With the variety of demonstrations
which we have given of reality of belief, on the Catholic

side, let the reader compare the following summary of
*^

significant ceremonies" enumerated in the pamphlet at

the head of our article, as those which clergymen alter,

and thereby, according to the Rev. Mr. Wray, grievously
interfere with

"
the highest act of Christian worship,"

"In the public service many decent ceremonies, expressly enjoined
in canons and rubrics, are omitted : such as hoiving the head at the

holy name, and "
reverently bringing" all charitable collections "to

the priest," and the "humble presenting" of these alms, and
"
placing them upon the holy table :" and then, also, and?2o< till then,

the placing of the elements on the altar, to be consecrated ;
and

after consecration, and not before, the covering what remains of them

reverently with a fair linen cloth."—p. 8.
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Really if the placing of the elements on the holy table
after the collection of the alms, and the covering their

fragments with a linen cloth after consecration, is all that

his Church has done to secm'e the reverence that a real

faith would ^suggest towards our Lord truly present ; and
if these are the vital fonns, the tolerated neglect of which
constitutes the scandal of

'*
a violated discipline and per-

mitted heresy/' the poor church of England has but little

to show in evidence of any real belief in a real Presence.
We might almost defy any unbelieving priest of the
Catholic Church, so to mutilate her service, without actu-

ally breaking it to pieces, as to remove its pervading evi-

dence of our Faith.
But we have said enough on this subject. There are

many other topics which we might select for further illus-

tration of our position. We will however briefly touch

upon only two or three.

The first is the Unity of the Church, as affirrned to be
believed in the Creed. Let any one bring the faith of the
two churches to the test of reality, and see which truly
holds a dogma, m these words. What does a Protestant
mean to say, when he pronounces the words :

"
I believe

in One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church?" Does
he profess by this, belief in the Church of England? or in

a church composed of all christian communities? and if

so, does it include the Church of Rome ? that of Russia
and Greece? the Nestorians, and Monophysites of the
East ? Does it include Dissenters ? and if so, unbaptised
Quakers, Unitarians who deny our Lord's Divinity?
Swiss Calvinists and German Lutherans, who call them-
selves Christians, but follow Strauss or Paulus into the

depths of rationalism ? Or is it in the Church not of the

present day, but of former ages, Bishop Ken's universal

Church, before the separation of East and West ? and if

so, of what period—that of Photius, or Nestorius, or

Arius ? Or does he believe in an abstract Church of all

times and places, a spiritual and invisible body ? If so,
what does he believe in? and what does he believe
about it ?

Again, what does he mean by One Church? One in

number ? or one in Unity ? If the former, which and
where is the One Church ? If the latter, let him tell us
what he means by unity. What constitutes its essence ?

Oneness of doctrine, or intercommunion, or common
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government, or union with the same centre ? If any of

these, which is the one church that has the mark, and in
which he beUeves ?

We will not trouble him to tell us what he means by ca-

tholic or apostolic, but shall be satisfied if he will tell us
what he believes in, whenhe professes beliefin "the Church."
What means he by

*'
the ChurchV Not, of course, in the

material church, he cannot mean that ; but in what else ?

in the bench of bishops ? or in them and the clergy ? or in

the houses of convocation, and in nothing till they are

restored ? or in the bishops of all Christendom ? or only in

Dr. Pusey's views, or Mr. Bennett's ? or in Mr. Simeon's,
or the Hon. Baptist Noel's ? Then what does he mean
by believing in the Church ? Merely in its existence ? or

in its teaching ? If so, how and when does she teach him ?

Does he stand close to the Thirty-nine ? or does he take
the Prayer-book and Homilies in ? or does he judge them
all by Scripture, and decide for himself? Does he take

bishops' charges for part of the Church's teaching ? If

so, what does he believe in on recent controversies ? If

not, when and how do the bishops publicly teach ? Then
we may ask him, how does the Church enforce or vindicate

her teaching ? what is heresy, and what schism ? what the

sin of either ? how punished in the Chui'ch ?

Really, these are all questions necessary to be definitely
answered before any sensible meaning can be attached to

the article of the Nicene Creed above quoted ; yet we have
no doubt that it would perplex and worry even a well-

educated Anglican to answer them; and if several were
asked them, we are sure that we should have, '*quot capita
tot sententise."

But any Catholic child, well instructed in his catechism,
would be able to answer them, if the historical names were

explained. By the ''One Church," he understands at

once the union of churches in communion at the present
time with the Holy See. This includes and excludes all

that is requisite. The Church is one, by perfect unity in

doctrine, by communion, by common headship, and indivi-

sible government. All out of union with its centre are

excluded from our belief. We believe all that she teaches,
and know how she teaches

it.^
She is an infallible guide,

and whoever refuses her obedience is cut off" from her, and
must perish if he repent not. The Cathohc realises his

faith; it is clear and definite before his mind in every
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respect ; and he at once seizes naturally on its develop-
ments, and follows them to their utmost limits. It may
be said to be restricted and exclusive ; but all faith in the
Oneness of anything is necessarily so.

Let us, secondly, take the belief in
^^
the communion of

saints." How does an Anglican realise it ? In what way
does he satisfy himself that, by these words, he gives
utterance to a definite belief in his mind, embodies an
hiiage and idea which has a clear existence there ? But,
still more, communion between persons is more than an
idea, it is a fact, an action, carried on by some intelligible

process or other. We cannot be said to be in communion
with the inhabitants of the Carribee Islands, because we
read of them, or think of them ; but the trader who gives
them glass beads in exchange for water and provisions,

(though the former are worthless, and the latter most valua-

ble,) is in communion with them, though they may nego-
ciate at a distance and by signs. How does the Anglican
then satisfy his conscience, that when he professes belief in

*^the communion of saints," he is stating a belief in some-

thing that really ^an be called by that name? He firmly

holds, certainly m practice, that he has nothing to say
to the saints, nothing to do with them. We are not, of

course, speaking of Tractarians, but of the mass of church-
christians. His prayer-book does not direct him on the

subject ; his teachers only touch on it to warn him against
its danger. He is taught to pra}^ and to act just as if there

were no saints with whom to be in communion ; nay, he

probably often hears that we do not even know where they
are till the last day. He must not address them, for

he is told they can neither hear nor help him. All

respect, or love, or confidence, or other feeling, whereby
communion with holy and beautiful beings must needs be

accompanied, are interdicted; as so much taken from

Christ, which belongs to Him exclusively. The saints,

therefore, neither give nor receive ; neither know nor are

known ; neither can hear, nor are to be addressed, accord-

ing to Anglican practical teaching. Then, where is the

reality of any communion between them and the reciter of

the creed in that establishment ? We cannot imagine how
he considers himself to declare belief in a reality; for a

reality must have an existence, and here we find no traces

of any, not even in the imagination.
But with the Catholic the whole is a truth, a substan-
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tial, consistent, r^aZ thing. In moments of danger or

anxiety, or in his ordinary prayers, he addresses them just
as if they were before him^; no more donbting that they
can hear him, than he would if they were visible. He feels

familiar with them, as though he had known them on earth ;

he communes with the martyr of the first ages, as with

holy men of his own time ; reminds him of his torments
and his crowns, as if the memory of these were still fresh
in our minds, and bids him plead on his behalf with his

and our Master. Heaven is as our common country ; the
saints of all ages and of all countries have there their

home, and with all who are there we have present and
actual communion. And in like manner does the Catho-
lic treat as a reality what they do for us. He takes it

completely for granted, that those whom he addresses,
whether individually or collectively, exert themselves for

him, and really obtain him blessings. And even farther

than this does his realisation go. He naturally considers
the blessed in heaven as carrying on the work which they
loved on earth, and interested in its safety or its comple-
tion. It never crosses his mind, that nearly two thousand

3^ears have elapsed since St. Peter mounted from his cross

to heaven ; but he considers him still seated at the helm of

his life-bark, that defies every storm, steering it with

unerring skill over every shoal, through every billow,
round every rock, letting down his ample net, just at the

right time and in the right direction, to draw in his mar-
vellous draught of entire nations. l)o the inhabitants of

Milan think that St. Charles, or even St. Ambrose, is far

away from them, and not rather ever most present,

watching over their common church, which both loved

so dearly as their spouse on earth ? This is, in fact, but
the sentiment expressed so vividly by St. Chrysostom
and other ancient Fathers, that the martyrs still hovered
over the cities whose tutelary guardians they were, and

protected their very walls against invading foes.

Surely in all this (and we omit much that might be

added"-') we have the fullest possible carrying out of a real

belief in a real communion between beings that ordinarily
communicate invisibly.

* As the belief in visions or apparitions of saints, in the miracles wrought by
their intercession or their relics. Even they who may be sceptical on sncii sub-

jects, or inclined to think that credulity prevails among Catholics, especially the

Ignorant, respecting them, must acknowledge that the existence of such an easy
belief is evidence of the reality of the faith which prompts it.
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Our next and concluding illustration will be of a more
abstract character, but one that has considerable influence

upon devotional feelings and practice in the two churches.
We had indeed wished to carry our examination, into the
belief of the sublimer mysteries of faith, so to have seen
how far the Protestant, following the teaching of the

Anglican Church, can be supposed to realise his belief in

the Trinity or the Incarnation of our Lord. But we own
that we shrink from this portion of our subject: for we
might be thought desirous of affixing a deeper stain upon
that unfaithful witness to the truth than we have till now
miputed. We therefore rather take a subject necessarily
connected with those great truths, but coming more within
the limits of familiar controversy, and less likely to wound
any one

'

s feelings .

The Church of England, in accordance with the Catho-
lic Church, teaches that the B. Virgin Mary was the
mother of our Lord, Incarnate for our salvation. Does, or

can, a Protestant realise the truth of their mutual relation-

ship ; in other words, the Motherhood of the ever-blessed

Mary ? Does he,^ or dare he, contemplate it to its full

extent? We ask the question because, again and again,
we have heard hesitation expressed about allowing her the
fulness of her awful prerogative ; we have seen Anglicans
shocked at her being called the '^Mother of God.""^ Yet
they w^ere persons who confessed Jesus Christ to be God.
But they divided His Person, because they could not
realise the idea that she could be more than the mother of

man. Now it is not this view precisely with which we
wish to deal ; for it implies what we have before hinted,

inability to realise faith in the Incarnation, the very
essence whereof is the indivisible union of the two Natures,
the Divine and Human, in only One Person. But, sup-

posing this difficulty not. to exist, what idea does the

Anglican entertain of the character of this Maternity ?

Does it come to his mind and heart with all the accompa-
nying tendernesses that bind a mother and child, or as a

dry, abstract, almost unnatural relationship ? Can he bear
to dwell upon the thought, without fearing that it is pro-

fane, of the Only-begotten of the Father before all ages being
the Infant of woman, however pure ; caressed, nursed,
borne, as if helpless, in her arms ; lulled, as if wearied, to

slumber on her breast ; fed, as if hungry, from her living
Stores ; led in His first tottering steps, as if weak, by her
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gentle hand ; taught to lisp His first accents, as if igno-
rant, by imitating the sweet sounds of her lips ; smiling
when smiled upon, weeping till soothed, swathed and
clothed,'-'" and in all things treated as another child ? And
can he bring himself to analyse, and contemplate in

detail, the emotions which such mutual relations must
have excited ; the many strong and inseparable fibres

which formed the cord that linked two such hearts as

these, w^hen feeling them ; hearts wherein could be no pre-
tence or fiction, and wherein the reality of whatever was
virtuous, holy, godly, could have no bounds short of the

perfection whereof each was capable ? And what is more
deserving of those names than the love of mother for

child, or child for mother? Between them, therefore, in

this instance there must be assumed to have existed such
mutual reliance, afiection, conformity of will and desire,
oneness of thought, identity of feeling, as could not possi-

bly exist between any two other Beings, such as may be
said necessarily to have blended their two hearts into one,
incapable of separation.
But besides this natural tie, (if one may so speak of that

which is all above nature's reach,) the title of Mother—•

which the doctrine of the Incarnation secures to Holy
Mary, takes in the eyes of a real believer the form of an
mcommunicable privilege, as regards all other creatures ;

a solitary prerogative, of which none other is capable,
which is essentially ennobling above every possible order
of Angelic dignity, necessarily and directly sanctify-

ing beyond the reach of any acquirable holiness, which

consequently separates her, and elevates her above every
other class of God's best creatures, whether preserved in

mtegrity, or redeemed from sin. It is impossible to

realise a belief in the Maternity of the Blessed Virgin,
without thus considering her.

Again, let us view this relationship through the light
thrown on it by holy writ. The Catholic will at once see

all his conceptions of it justified. Let us view it first in

dishonour. To expiate the crimes of Saul and his people,

* "
Vagit infans inter arcta
Coiiditus prassepia;
Membra pannis involuta

Virgo mater alligat:
Et Dei manus pedesque
Stricta cingit fascia."

Hymn for Passion-tide^ R. B.
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and arrest the famine which they had brought upon the

nation, it was decreed that seven of his children should be
crucified. They were accordingly crucified

''

upon a hill

before the Lord.''
Two of the victims were the sons of Respha ; let us ssctj

the mother's place at such a scene of agony and of igno-
miny.

*' And Respha, the daughter of Aja, took hair-

cloth, and spread it under her upon the rock, from the

beginning of the harvest, till water dropped upon them out
of heaven; and suffered neither the birds to tear them by
day, nor the beasts by night. And it was told to David
what Respha had done."'^' How touchingly venerable is

this picture of mate.rnal affection, of that ^yop^irj which
requires a name of its own ; that patient, calm, resigned
breast, which endures unsubdued, &hame, grief, fatigue, not
to speak of the quivering agony of a mother's heart, wit-

nessing torment in the best-beloved—all from that very
love. Now exactly such a picture does the realisation of

the Motherhood of Mary place before a true believer's

imagination and heart ; as he contemplates the closing
scene of her Son, crucified on a hill before the Lord, for

expiation of others' sins. And to what does the compari-
son lead ? Why let the Protestant first bring himself to

apprehend, by the standard of nature, the communion of

eye and heart, if not of word, which took place between

Respha on her rocky seat, and Armoni on his cross. Were
the bonds now broken or weakened, whereby his heart in

infancy had clung to her's, or did they clasp and curl

around it more tenderly and more mightily than ever?

Did he reject her rights over him, now that all else was
dark and dismal, and not feel more than ever a son,
when she could so show herself a mother? Did not
his last glance seek her there, and was it not as soft as

a child's could be ? For very humanity's sake, who could
have it otherwise. Then change the scene to Calvary,
and who will fear to realise there all that has seemed

necessarily true on the hill of Gabaa ? Surely no one will

think it less than blasphemy to imagine, that because our

Lord was more, therefore He was less, than Man : that

because He was God, He dispensed with the virtues of

humanity. On the contrary, we must intensify, to an infi-

nite degree, whatever our judgment, according to the

* 2 Reg;, xxi. 10.
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standard of nature, shall have shown to be a necessary
result m the other case.

And now let us shift the scene, from sorrow and dis-

grace to gladness and glor^^. The Word of God shall

again furnish the parallel. Solomon has just been raised
to his throne ; a petitioner, who has offended him, is afraid
to approach him. He accordingly seeks the intercession
of Bethsabee, the king's mother. Let us hear how he
addresses her.

''
I pray thee, speak to king Solomon ;

for he cannot deny thee anything And Bethsabee
said : Well : I will speak for thee to the king. Then Beth«
sabee came to king Solomon, to speak to him for Adonias :

and the king arose to meet her, and bowed to her, and sat

down upon his throne ; and a throne was set for the king's
another, and she sat upon his right hand. And she said
to him : I desire one small thing of thee, do not put me to

confusion. A.7id the king said to her : My mother ask :

for I must not turn away thy face.^'^'' This scene is

again a real one ; and the king who speaks and acts in it, is

the wisest of men, and the particular type of Christ our
Lord. It may be said to present to us the scriptural reali-

sation of the relative position of mother and son, w^hen the
latter is raised to highest honour and power ; even though
he be of right kingly birth, and she but of much humbler
origin, and taken out of low rank. It is in virtue of her
motherhood alone, that she has a throne set at her royal
son's right hand; and that he bids her ask, as he must not
turn away her face. Is a Protestant ready to realise his

notions of Mary's maternity to the extent that Scripture
here warrants us? The Catholic is to the very letter.

Which then looks upon her, as though really believing her
to be our Saviour's mother, and therefore naturally attri-

butes to her all the distinction, honour, and power of inter-

cession, which this example shows to flow naturally from
the title of Mother ? Nor should we weaken the strength
of our case, if we supposed the actors in both the scrip-
tural scenes quoted to be the same; and that the son
raised to the throne, was the same as had previously seen
his mother assert her rights at the foot of his cross.

Whatever, therefore. Catholics may say or do in regard
to our Blessed Lady,

'

it is nothing more than a simple

giving of reality to belief in her Motherhood ; nor is it

• 3 Reg. ii. 17-20.
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easy to see on what principle bars or limits can be put to

stop the flow of those feelings, towards her which this view

necessarily sets in motion. We must either not love her
at all, or we must try to love her as her Son did and does ;

for His virtues are to be our measure. Now, who can
ever reach the affection of such a Son towards such a
Mother ? Again, she must either have no influence at all,

or it must be boundless.
^

If she have a throne anywhere,
it must \>Q at her Son's right hand : and if she be allowed
to open her mouthy the Son cannot

"
turn away her

face.''

In this simple view we have at once the key to all the

affectionateness and all the confidence which devout
Catholics entertain for her. We have, moreover, the

explanation of another general rule of a devout life : that

the more holy a person is, the more warm and tender will

his feelings be towards her. Perfection consists in the

hnitation of our Lord's virtues ; the closer the imitation,
the greater the perfection. As His love for His Mother
was doubtless a virtue, and as we are bound to love all

that He loved, the nearer we come to Him in this, the

more we advance towards His perfection. And as all

growth in perfection is general, that is, cannot be in one

point and not in another, so must this virtue increase

along with every other.

'«We will only add a few words more ; words which per-

haps some Catholic experience can alone make intelligible.

The most effectual antidote to the seductions of sense is

perhaps the spiritualizing of their natural tendencies. He
who is brought to hunger after and to labour for spiritual

food, cares little for the meat that perisheth. They who
covet treasures in heaven, soon learn '^perituras calcare
divitias .

' ' And nothing will more pm'ify the affections of the

soul, and make them proof against the taint of a corrupt
and sinful nature, than the fixing of them early upon
objects which, on the one hand, brook no association with
frail and perishable beauty, and yet, on the other, can

feed, and fill, and absorb all the power of love. Blessed
indeed is the heart of him,

''

qui pascitur infer lilia !''

Now, there is no other object so able to effect this as the

affection which Catholic^ devotion
—that is, the realisation

of Catholic faith—-inspires for our Redeemer's Virgin-
Mother. It fills the mind with an image of loveliness so

pure, so chaste, so eetherial, so transcendiug all earthly
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combinations of the beautiful, that all else seems but gross
and paltry. For it is the beauty of holiness that it reflects

upon the soul, in which there is nought of worldly levity or
of remorseful pensiveness, no such mere comeliness as

painters or poets can express ; but there is that grave and
calm sweetness which tells of humility, and meekness, and

modesty, and tender-heartedness, and love for all, mingled
with that unspeakable majesty and sin-reproving earnest-

ness, which become the Mother of a God made man. It

is an image which ever comes before the soul, not sur-

rounded with the alluring accompaniments of worldly
forms, but enshrined in a soft atmosphere of light celes-

tial, warm and glowing, but too holy to be nearly
approached. No carved and gilded frame sets off its fair-

ness, but cherubs smiling from golden clouds, and gazing
in wonder at the Miracle of Grace, in which heaven and
earth first met, surround and adorn it. And then, to make
good her title of Mother, upon her bosom rests that won-
drous Babe, with arms expanded and wide-open eyes, as

though to show that every dart of holy affection from our
souls must pierce both hearts, and finds not its way to hers

except through His. Fill, we say unhesitatingly, the

youthful imagination betimes with the chaste love of

beauty such as this, and he that bears it will walk through
life in safety, treading on the asp and the basilisk of a
treacherous and a poison-breathing world. It will prove a
charm to foil every spell of this brutalizing land of Girce.

We must now take leave of our subject; though we have

by no means exhausted it. We will only remark, that

most of the instances which we have given of realisation

of faith, will serve to show how much this resembles Deve~

lopmeiits of doctrine. In fact, the two are nearly the

same, though viewed in different lights. A doctrine may
be fully realised, that is, practically exhibited in its conse-

quences, by degrees in the Church ; and the process by
which it is brought to this is called its development. But
neither for a moment supposes or allows the introduction

of a new doctrine.
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Art. IX.— The Emigrant, By Sir Francis B. Head, Bart. Murray,
1846.

THE author of this interesting vohime has contrived,
indeed, to make it up of two most heterogeneous mate-

rials, not combined nor blended together, scarcely inter-

woven. The one—^the political—element seems for a time

suspended in the other—the descriptive. The two flow on
for a while thus together, but it is clear that the lighter holds
the heavier in its current ; till gradually this precipitates,
the other washes off, and leaves a dry hard deposit behind
it. And thus the credulous reader, who on beginning
thinks that he has entered on a most delightful voyage,
after pursuing for a time a course which fully bears out his

anticipations, finds himself stranded, after partial mis-

givings, amidst official despatches, protests, and protesta-

tions, on the most unpoetical shores of Downing-Street.
The author has himself in his short Preface taken care to

warn his readers.
*^As the common crow,^^ he tells us,

*^
is

made up of a small lump of carrion, and two or three

handsful of feathers, so is this volume composed of Political

History, buoyed up by a few light sketches, solely to

make a dull subject fly." Afterthis modest announcement,
no one has a right to comi^lain of treachery. But we feel

sure, notwithstanding, that many a reader will act unfairly
towards Sir Francis, will cheerfully accept, and pleasantly

digest the bait which he has held out to them, and yet
eschew the pointed hook of crooked politics whereon it is

hung. By which we mean, not Sir F. Head's politics; for

he seems to us throughout to have acted honestly, boldly,
and zealously. Now on our parts we must make solemn
asseveration thatwe belong not to this discriminating class

of his readers : we have dealt conscientiously with Sir F.
Head ; and we fully sympathize with him in his troubles,

and in the hard treatment which he received. But we are

selfish enough to regret that he ever had patience to break
his head against a colonial governorship, (about the surest

post to run it foul against,) for we should have much better

liked to see him travelling about the world to tell people
what he had seen and heard, in his own lively, good-
natured, and good-hearted way.

It is not, therefore, towards the poHtical part of his book
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that yre are efoing to call the attention of our readers, at the
close of a number sufficiently stocked with grave matters.
For these we will refer them to the work itself, with this

alternative : that if they will not take the trouble of going
to it, they must, in honour and conscience, after reading
our extracts from it, take it for granted that Sir Francis
was right.
The following description of the cold of Canada, and its

unpleasant effects, is particularly consoling at this moment,
that we are complaining of an early winter severely set-

ting in.

*'Even under bright sunshine, and in a most exhilarating air, the

biting effect of the cold upon the portion of the face that is exposed
to it resembles the application of a strong acid

;
and the healthy

grin which the countenance assumes, requires
—as I often observed

on those who for many minutes had been in a warm room waiting
for me—a considerable time to relax.

" In a calm almost any degree of cold is bearable, but the appli-
cation of successive doses of it to the face, by wind, becomes occa-

sionally almost unbearable ; indeed I remember seeing the left cheek
of nearl}'- twenty of our soldiers simultaneously frost-bitten in march-

ing about a hundred yards, across a bleak open space, completely
exposed to a strong and bitterly cold north-west wind that was

blowing upon us all. ,
" The remedy for this intense cold to which many Canadians and

others have occasionally recourse, is—at least to my feelings it

always appeared
—

infinitely worse than the disease. On entering,
for instance, the small parlour of a little inn, a number of strong
able-bodied fellows are discovered holding their hands a few inches

before their faces, and sitting in silence immediately in front of a
stove of such excruciating power, that it really feels as if it would
roast the very eyes in their sockets, and yet, as one endures this

agony, the back part is as cold as if it belonged to what is called at

home ' Old Father Christmas !'

'*0f late years, English fire-places have been introduced into many
houses; and though mine at Toronto was warmed with hot air from
a large oven, with fires in all our sitting-rooms, nevertheless the

wood for my grate which was piled close to the fire, often remained
till night covered with the snow which was on it when first depo-
sited there in the morning; and as a further instance of the climate,
I may add that several times while my mind was very warmly occu-

pied in writing my despatches, I found my pen full of a lump of

stuff that appeared to be honey, but which proved to be frozen

ink; again, after washing in tlie morning, when I took up some

money that had lain all night on my table, I at first fancied it had
become sticky, until I discovered that the sensation was caused by
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its freezing to my fingers, which in consequence of my ablutions
were not perfectly dry.

"Notwithstanding however this intensity of cold, the powerful cir-

culation of the blood of large quadrupeds keeps the red fluid, like

the movement of the waters in the great lakes, from freezing; but
the human frame not being gifted with this power, many people
lose their limbs, and occasionally their lives from cold.

*'I one day inquired of a fine ruddy honest-looking man who called

upon me, and whose toes and insteps of each foot had been truncated,
how the accident happened ? He told me that the first winter he
came from England he lost his way in the forest, and that after walk-

ing for some hours, feeling pain in his feet, he took off his boots, and
from the flesh immediately swelling, he was unable to put them on

again.
"His stockings, which were very old ones, soon wore into holes,

and as rising on his insteps he was hurriedly proceeding he knew
not where, he saw with alarm, but without feeling the slightest

pain, first one toe and then another break off as if they had been

pieces of brittle stick, and in this mutilated state he continued to

advance till he reached a path which led him to an inhabited log-

house, where he remained suffering great pain till his cure was
effected.

"On another occasion, while an Englishman was driving one bright
beautiful day in a sleigh on the ice, his horse suddenly ran away,
and fancying he could stop him better without his cumbersome fur

gloves than witl^ them, he unfortunately took them off. As the

infuriated animal at his utmost speed proceeded, the man, who was

facing a keen north-west wind, felt himself gradually as it were

turning into marble, and by the time he stopped both his hands

were so completely and so irrecoverably frozen, that he was obliged
to have them amputated.

**
Although the sun, from the latitude, has considerable power,

it appears only to illuminate the sparkling snow, which, like the

sugar on a bridal cake, conceals the whole surface. The instant

however the fire of heaven sinks below the horizon, the cold descends

from the upper regions of the atmosphere with a feeling as if it

were poured down upon the head and shoulders from a jug."
—

pp. 10—14.

The wonderful phenomenon of the breaking up of the

ice on the great American rivers, is familiar to most

readers, and is very well described in the present work.

But there is an anecdote connected v/ith the description,

which does such credit to the hero of it, that we must give
our readers the ^-ratification it has afforded us. We hope
that Sergeant Neill is by this time a captain at least;
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and we can hardly doubt that he is a true-born
Irishman.

"In the middle of the great St. Lawrence there is, nearly
opposite Montreal, an island called St. Helens, between which
and the shore the stream, about three quarters of a mile broad, runs
with very great rapidity, and yet, notwithstanding this current, the
intense cold of winter invariably freezes its surface.

*' The winter I am speaking of was unusually severe, and the
ice on the St. Lawrence particularly thick ; however, while the
river beneath was rushing towards the sea, the ice was waiting
in abeyance in the middle of the stream until the narrow fast-

ness between Montreal and St. Helens should burst and allow
the whole mass to break into pieces, and then in stupendous con-
fusion to hurry downwards towards Quebec.

" On St. Helens there was quartered a small detachment of

troops, and while the breaking up of the ice was momentarily
expected, many of the soldiers, muffled in their great-coats with
thick storm-gloves on their hands, and with a piece of fur
attached to their caps to protect their ears from being frozen,
were on the ice employed in attending to the road across it to

Montreal.
"After a short suspense, which increased rather than allayed

their excitement, a deep thundering noise announced to them
that the process I have described had commenced. The ice

before them writhed, heaved up, burst, broke into fragments, and
the whole mass, excepting a small portion, -w^iich remaining
riveted to the shore of St. Helens formed an artificial pier with

de&p water beneath it, gradually moved downwards.
*' Just at this moment of intense interest, a little girl, the

daughter of an artilleryman on the island, was seen on the ice

in the middle of the river in an attitude of agony and alarm.

Imprudently and unobserved she had attempted to cross over to

Montreal, and was hardly half-way when the ice both above,
below her, and in all directions, gave way. The child's fate

seemed inevitable, and it was exciting various sensations in the

minds, and various exclamations from the mouths of the soldiers,
when something within the breast of Thomas Neill, a young
sergeant in the 24th regiment, who happened to be much nearer
to her than the rest, distinctly uttered to him the monosyllables
*

(^uick tnarchV and in obedience thereto, fixing his eyes on the
child as on a parade bandarole, he steadily proceeded towards
her,

"Sometimes just before him, sometimes just behind him, and
sometimes on either side, an immense piece of ice would pause,
rear up an end, and roll over, so as occasionally to hide him alto-

gether from view. Sometimes he was seen jumping from a piece
that was beginning to rise, and then, like a white bear carefully

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII, 15
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clambering down a piece that was beginning to sink ; however,
onwards he proceeded, until reaching the little island of ice on
which the poor child stood, with the feelings of calm triumph with
which he would have surmounted a breach, he firmlj grasped her

bj the hand.
**

Bj this time he had been floated down the river nearly out of

sight of his comrades. However, some of them, having run to their

barracks for spj-glasses, distinctly beheld him about two miles

below them, sometimes leading the child in his hand, sometimes

carrying her in his arms, sometimes 'halting,* sometimes running
' double quick ;' and in this dangerous predicament he continued
for six miles, until, after passing Longeuil, he was given up by
his comrades as—lost.

*' He remained with the little girl floating down the middle of the
river for a considerable time ; at last, towards evening, they were
discovered by some French Canadians, who, at no small risk,

humanely pushed off in a canoe to their assistance, and thus
rescued them both from their perilous situation.

" The Canadians took them to their home ; at last, in due time,

they returned to St. Helens. The child was happily restored to its

parents, and Sergeant Neill quietly returned to his barracks."—
pp. 57—61.

This gallant adventure recalls to our mind the Governor's
own rather awkward situation when almost escaping from
his province. Anxious to return home, he had two routes
to choose ; a circuitous one by Halifax, or a short one

through the ^^States/' But he received certain informa-
tion of an intention to assassinate him on the former ; and
a large reward had been offered for his apprehension in the

latter, on account of the known affair of *^the Caroline."
Of two such alternatives he chose the shorter; and so with
one friend, (Judge Jones,) and no servant, he started for

Kingston, and there crossed the St. Lawrence, after a
fashion which he himself shall describe.

'* The ice, which had covered the St. Lawrence during the whole

winter, had only a few days ago broken up, and, by the force of the

current, had been carried out to sea. The river, however, during
the whole of the three preceding days, had been nearly covered

with moving fragments of ice, of various shapes and dimensions,
which had floated down from Lake Ontario ; and, as soon as the

sun had set, these fragments had adhered to each other, and the

stream, which is here nearly four miles broad, had remained during
the three nights frozen, but had again broken up so soon as the

heat of the morning sun had disjointed the pieces of ice which the

low temperature of the night had frozen together.
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" When, a little after sunrise, we reached the beach, the river

was in the congealed state I have just described
; and as I had

never for a moment reflected—so I was totally unable to conceive—
how it could be proposed that we should cross the wide rough
mosaic pavement which was before us

;
for the river beneath this

ice was running with extreme rapidity, and therefore, if, in the

operation of crossing, we should happen to break in, it appeared to

me that the current must inevitably carry, and then carefully keep
us, most uncomfortably, beneath the frozen surface.

"The mode, however, in which we were to cross, though strange,
was divested of the smallest particle of danger, and, as ihere

was no time to be lost, we at once commenced the operation.
*' Our two portmanteaus were put into a small boat which was

lying in readiness on its side on the ice. Two active able-bodied

men, placing themselves on each side of this little craft, balanced
it on its iron keel, and the four men walking forwards pushed it

along, towards the United States, at the rate of between three

and four miles an hour.

**As soon as they started, the few faithful friends who had accom-

panied me to the beach bade me farewell, and this little ceremony
having consumed a few seconds, Judge Jones and I had to run

upon the ice till we overtook the boat, which we then closely fol-

lowed.
** When we got about a mile from the Canada shore, we passed

several parts of the river which were unfrozen, and at which the

current was rushing and boiling up with great violence. In a short

time as we proceeded the ice began to crack slightly, then violently,

upon which the men steadily continuing their course told me to

keep one of my hands on the side of the boat. We thus advanced

merrily along amidst most awful cracks, until it became quite evident

that we had reached a portion of the ice which, to use a com-
mon phrase, had resolved * to stand it no longer,' and accordingly,
with a loud crack of execration, the surface for some distance

around gave way ; so we all gently placed our stomachs on the

sides or gunwale of the boat, and without even wetting our feet we
found ourselves afloat, and very shortly were all standing up in the

boat. Nothing could be more perfectly secure than our position.
The men, with long hooks in their hands, propelled the boat until

it reached strong ice, when we leisurely got out, hauled the boat

out of the water on to the frozen surface, and then, the men
cheerfully pushing on as before, we proceeded, sometimes a quarter
of a mile, when a second succession of little cracks and great cracks

again ended by our throwing ourselves horizontally on our

stomachs, and the boat beneath us again sinking souse into the

clear water.
*' This occurred to us about half a dozen times, until, as we

approached the opposite shore, we found the ice considerably

stronger.
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" As soon as we reached tlie land, the four men who had
pushed us along took our portmanteaus out of the boat, tumbled
them on the beach, and then for reasons that may be easily
understood, treating us with apparent neglect, and as if they were

heartily glad to get rid of us, they veered the boat's head round,
and, pushing her towards the Canadian shore, they left Judge
Jones and me behind them.

** Our first object was to hire a conveyance, and as my compa-
nion kindly undertook this piece of errantry, I remained quietly
with the luggage ; and I was sitting on my portmanteau, and with

mingled feelings gazing on the Canada shore, when I saw, about a
hundred yards on my right, a tall thin man, who was looking at
me with quite as much attention as under the circumstances of the
case I could possibly desire.

" In about two minutes he walked very leisurely towards me, and
at last coming close up to me, he said to me slowly through his

nose,
*

Straunger I ere you from Cwiny-day V I told him I was ; but
not wishing to prolong the conversation, I took up a stone, and as
if to amuse myself, threw it along the surface of the ice. He then
asked me * how the trials were going on ?' to which I replied that

they had not commenced. He then after a pause said,
* Is your

new Governor come yet?'
* Oh yes!

'

I replied ;

* he came the day
before I left.' The man asked me a few other insignificant ques-
tions, and from sheer inquisitiveness would have gone on till sunset;
but Judge Jones arriving in a rough carriage he had hired, we put
our portmanteaus into it, and then drove away.

"—
pp. 272—277.

In the same spirit we find Sir Francis trying to do every
tiling which any body else did of a daring character; going
on a raft down the

"
slide'' of the Ottawa, (p. 108,) darting

in a canoe through the rapids of the Trent, (p. 112,) and
instead of going in state to a great Indian gathering of

tribes, sailing through the Canadian lakes, in an open
boat, and roughing it with his Indian crew ; if sailing in

crystal water, amidst fairy scenery, landing every night on,
and taking possession of, a new island, as if it were your
own, fishing by torch-light, shooting by day, and getting

good fare, can deserve that name. One enemy alone seems
to throw a damper on this luxury of savage life, the armies
of musquitoes, which surpass to all intents and purposes
the most envenomed of those little pests that Europe can
boast of. And that the reader may have the full benefit of

our authority, we will give it in Sir Francis's words;
though no doubt it is not exactly such as he would have

quoted in an official despatch.

"An American living near the Grand River, Michigan, told the
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following story concerning the musqultoes : Being in the woods, he
was one day so annoyed by them, that he took refuge under an
inverted potash-kettle. His first emotions of joy at his happy deli-

verance and secure asylum were hardly over, when the musquitoes,
having found him, began to drive their probosces through the kettle.

Fortunately, he had a hammer in his pocket, and he clenched them
dov^n as fast as they came through, until at last such a host of them
were fastened to the poor man's domicile, that they rose and flew

away with it, leaving him shelterless!"—p. 133.

It must however be spoken to Sir Francis's praise, that
all his romantic adventures and j)leasant excursions were
connected with official objects. He always travelled to

visit some district of his province, or to inspect some public
work or other. It was in the course of one of these jour-
neys that he visited a colony, or settlement, his account of
which cannot fail to interest our Catholic readers,

** We had arrived very nearly at the eastern extremity of Upper
Canada, and had been trotting for some time through the forest,

when, on reaching some cleared land, we found in the road, at some
little distance, waiting to receive us, a fine athletic body of men.
The instant we reached them a bag-pipe gave us a hearty welcome;
and in a few moments, very much to my satisfaction, I found myself
surrounded by the muscular frames and sinewy countenances of the

Glengarry Highlanders.
*'About fifty years ago Bishop M'Donell brought one thousand

eight hundred men of that name to the settlement which I had now
reached, and their religion, language, habits, and honour have con-

tinued there ever since, unaltered, unadulterated, and "unsullied.

Their loyalty has always been conspicuous, and I need hardly say
with what reverence they remember the distant land of their fore-

fathers. In short, so far as I was competent to judge, there exists

no difference whatever between these people and their clansmen in

the old country, and they certainly most strongly exemplify the old

remark—
*' Coelum non animum mutant qui trans mare currunt."

" I received from these fine fellows not only a hearty welcome,
but every possible attention.

*'

During the time I remained in the settlement a Highlander

guarded the door of the house at which I stopped, and the piper,
with no little pride, during the whole period, continued marching
up and down as he serenaded me with various tunes, the soul-

inspiring meaning of which he no doubt considered that I as fully
understood as himself.

*'As the inhabitants of the township of Glengarry speak nothing
but Gaelic, there exists scarcely a stranger among them; and as
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their names are all alike, they must, one would think, occasionally
have some difficulty in designating each other ; for instance, a
cause was lately tried there in which not only the names of both

plaintiff and defendant were M'Donell, but each had selected from
the Canadian bar a counsel of that name; the jury, twelve in num-
ber, were all M'Donells or M'Donalds, and so were almost all the
witnesses. The four members of Parliament for the county and
town bear the same name ;

their sheriff is a M'Donell, so is their

vicar general, so are most of their priests, and so was their late

bishop.
"
However, by whatever name they may be designated, the

Glengarry Highlanders in Upper Canada may well be proud
of it.

*'

They are devotedly attached to British institutions, and when
I had afterwards occasion to send them to Lower Canada to assist

Sir J. Colborne, they showed the rebels in that province very clearly
that Highland blood is not to be trifled with

;
indeed there was so

much of Rob Roy in their dispositions, that it is whispered of

them that though they went down infantry they came back

cavalry!"—pp. 115—118.

A more melancholy scene was visited by him in the same
expedition, that of the death of the Duke of Richmond,
Governor of Canada, in 1819 ; which took place not *'in

the worst inn's worst room/' but in a miserable untenanted

log-hut, amidst the woods. The account is too striking, as
a moral lesson, not to be quoted.

"As I was journeying towards the banks of the Ottawa, I trotted

some miles out of my way to visit a low shanty, which nearly thirty

years ago witnessed the death of an English nobleman under cir-

cumstances of unexampled fortitude, which have often been

repeated to me, and of which I believe the following to be an accu-

rate account.
*' In the latter end of August, 1819, the Duke of Richmond, who

was then Governor-General of the Canadas, after visiting Niagara
and other parts of the upper province, reached Kingston on his

return to Quebec.
'* He had pre-arranged to inspect a new set of recently settled

townships ; that is to say, blocks of the wilderness which had been

designated on the map as such, on the line of the Rideau canal,
between the St. Lawrence and the Ottawa.

'• The expedition was to occupy three or four days.
** On the morning of the first day, as the duke, accompanied by

his staff, was rumbling through the forest in a light waggon of the

country, he observed that he felt unwell, complained of a pain in

his shoulder, and mentioned to the officers who were with him that
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he had had great difficulty in drinking some hot wine and water
that had been recommended to him.

" On the evening of this day, he called the attention of a trusty
servant who had been accompanying him to an unfinished letter he
had addressed to a member of his family at Quebec, and which the
man was to deliver when they all arrived there !

** The next day he became so much worse, that some of his staff

would fain have persuaded him to relinquish his expedition, and
make for the St. Lawrence as the easier route to Quebec. He,
however, determined to make his inspection according to his ap-
pointments.

** On the following day he was evidently extremely unwell, and
he so far consented to alter his plan, that he stopped short of the

village he had intended to reach, in consequence of there being a

swamp through which he would have had to walk.
*' Colonel , therefore, went forward to make preparations for

the next day, and the duke remained all night at a cottage.
** Colonel saw how ill he was, and earnestly advised him to

stop ; but the duke feeling unwilling to disappoint those who were
to meet him, persisted in proceeding.

" On the following morning he crossed the swamp ; and it was
observed that whenever the water was disturbed he was very much
agitated, and occasionally jumped upwards. On reaching the set-

tlement he was met by Colonel , who was struck with his

altered looks and manner, and begged him to endeavour to obtain

some rest ; but he turned the subject by saying he should like to

walk round the village, and he accordingly proceeded to do so.
" In tlie course of their walk they reached a small stream which

crossed the road, on which the duke turned suddenly, and said to

Colonel ,
that though he had never been nervous, his feelings

were then such that he could not cross it if his life depended on it.

Nevertheless, though so ill, and though he was pressed to remain

quiet, he persisted in desiring that he should not disappoint the

chief officers of the settlement from dining with him, and begged
they might be asked as usual.

" To one of his party he calmly remarked,
** You know , I am

in general not afraid of a glass of wine, yet you will see with what

difficulty I shall drink it.' During dinner the duke asked this

officer to take wine with him, and it was evident that from some
unaccountable reason it required the utmost resolution and effort

on his part to bring the glass to his lips.
" The party retired early, but as the duke, in consequence of cer-

tain feelings during the preceding night, expressed a great horror

and disinclination to go to bed, it was not till late that he did so.
"
Early the next morning he was found calmly finishing his letter

to a member of his family, which he sealed, and then delivered to

Colonel
,
with a desire that it might be delivered at Montreal,

a request at the time utterly incomprehensible.
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" Colonel , on receiving this letter, naturally enough ob-

served that they should all proceed there together ; on which the
duke mildly but firmly observed, 'It is no use deceiving ym, I shall

never go down there alive.'
" Colonel , considering this to be delirium, entreated him to

remain quiet, and to send for medical advice. The duke, however,

persisted in going as far as he could, and inquired what arrange-
ments had been made for his proceeding to the Rideau Falls,
where a birch canoe belonging to the North-west Company was

waiting for him.
*' In reply, he was informed that it was proposed he should go by

himself in a small canoe down a little stream which meandered

through the forest for some miles, after which he would have to ride

and walk. The duke made some objection to the canoe, intimating
that he did not believe he could get into it ; but he added, 'IfIfail
you must force me.' Now all this was deemed by the officers of his

suite to be the effect of over excitement, fatigue, and the extreme
heat of the sun. However, after breakfast the duke's party,
attended by all the principal injiabitants of the little settlement,
walked down to this stream, where they found the canoe in waiting
manned by a couple of half Indians.

"After taking leave of the assembled party and attendants, the
duke with an evident effort forced himself into the canoe, and he
had scarcely sat down when the frail bark pushed off, and almost

immediately afterwards was lost sight of in the dark forest.
" So remarkable however was the appearance and effort he had

made in approaching and in seating himself in the canoe, that a

gentleman present immediately exclaimed,
*

hy Heavens I gentlemen,
the BuJce of Richmond has the hydrophobia /'

" This appalling observation conveyed to the minds of his

devotedly attached attendants the first intimation or suspicion of

the awful fact which they had so unconsciously witnessed; and then
flashed upon them the various corroborating circumstances which
for the few preceding days had been appearing to them unaccount-
able ; namely, the spasms he had suffered in drinking—his

agitation in crossing the swamp—his inability to pass the

stream, &c.
*' The agony of mind of the officers of his staff at such over-

whelming intelligence was indescribable ; and while the object of

all their thoughts was threading his way down the stream, they

proceeded along a new road that had lately been cut through the

forest to the point at which the duke was to disembark.
"
They had proceeded about a mile, bewildered as to what pos-

sible course they should pursue, when to their horror they saw the

duke running with fearful energy across the path, and then dart

onwards into the forest.
"
They immediately ran after him, but he went so fast that it
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was some time before he could be overtaken, and when he was—he
was raving mad !

"
They secured him and held him down on a fallen tree for a

considerable time. At last his consciousness returned, and the

very first use ho made of it was to desire that they would take
no orders from him, and that he would do whatever they determined
for him.

" What to do was of course a difficult point to settle ; they at

last resolved to return to the settlement, and accordingly in that
direction they all proceeded on foot.

" Close to the settlement, they reached the little stream which he
had arrived at the previous day, and which he had told Colonel
he could not cross.

"At this point the duke stopped short, and turning round

said, that as the last request he should have to make, he begged
they would not require him to cross that stream, as he felt he
could not survive the effort.

" Under the difficult circumstances in which they were placed,

they could not resist such an appeal, and they therefore turned
back along the path which led into the forest, not knowing
where to go, or on what plan to proceed.

"They at last arrived at the little shanty I have mentioned,
and it being the only place of refuge for many miles, his staff

requested the duke to remain there.

"After looking at it for a short time, he said he would prefer
to go into the barn rather than into the hovel, as he felt sure it

was farther from water. His attendants of course immediately
assented to his wish, and he then sprang over a high fence and
walked in.

" He remained in that barn the whole day, occasionally perfectly
collected, with intermissions of spasmodic paroxysms, which affected

both mind and body.
" Towards evening he consented to be moved into the hut, and

accordingly such a bed as could be got ready was speedily prepared.
The officers in attendance anxiously watched over him throughout
the night, and he became so much more calm that they suffered

themselves to hope that he might recover.
" The duke, however, who from many circumstances which after-

wards transpired, must, for several days, have been clearly sensible

not only of the nature of his malady, but that he could not survive

it, was now perfectly aware of his approaching end, and accordingly,
after calmly expressing to those around him that his greatest

earthly consolation was that his title and name would be inherited

by a son of whose character he declared the highest opinion and

confidence, he died expressing calm resignation to the will of God,
and without a struggle.

" His body was brought down in a canoe from the Rideau to

Montreal, where his family, who had scarcely heard of his illness.
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had assem"bled to welcome his return
; and was subsequently re-

moved in a steamer to Quebec, where after lying in state for some
days his remains were interred close to the communion table in the
cathedral of Quebec.

*'

Nothing could exceed the affliction, not only of those imme-

diately about him, but of the inhabitants of both Canadas, by whom
he was universally beloved.

** The bare facts of his illness, which I have purposely repeated
as nearly as possible in the words in which I have often heard them
detailed by those on whose hearts his name is indelibly recorded,
form the simplest and best evidence that could be offered of the un-

exampled power of the human mind to meet with firmness and sub-

mission the greatest calamity which can assail the human frame.
*• As I remained for a few minutes on horseback before the hovel

which commemorates, on the continent of North America, the well-

known facts I have just related, I deeply felt, and have ever since

been of opinion, that there exists in the British peerage no name
that is recollected in Canada by all parties with such affectionate

regard as that noble Englishman and English nobleman, Charles

Lennox, the late Duke of Richmond.
"—

pp. 98—107.

The duke's attack was caused by the bite of a tame fox;

though it has been currently reported in Canada, and is

yet believed by some, that he died from an assassin's pis-
tol. This instance of strength of mind, and the scene of

the consummation of the tragedy, will justify us in making
another quotation from humbler life, presenting a no less

striking proof of presence of mind, and accounting for the
existence of decaying settlements in a new country.

** In riding through the midland district I passed a log-hut which
stood about one hundred yards from th^ road, in the centre of a
clearance of about four acres.

"As it had evidently been deserted many years, I inquired, as

usual, of the person belonging to the township, who happened to be

riding nearest to me, to whom it belonged ? in reply to which I re-

ceived the following little story, which has since very often flitted

across my mind.
** The British emigrant who had reared this humble shanty was

one day engaged in a remote part of his two-hundred-acre lot in

ploughing a small space of ground which he had but partially

cleared, and he was proceeding without his coat close to his plough,

driving a yoke of oxen, when the animals, starting at some wild

beast or other object which they saw in the forest, suddenly dragged
the plough between an immense fallen tree and a stump, by which
the driver's right foot and ankle were so firmly jammed, that the

plough was not only completely stopped, but immoveably fixed.
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•* For a considerable time tlie poor fellow, standing with his left

leg on his plough, suffered excruciating agony, from which he saw
not the slightest chance of release. At times he almost fainted; but
on recovering from his miserable dreams he always found himself
in the same position

—in the same agony
—in the same writhing

attitude of despair.
" In a fit of desperation he drew his knife from his belt, and for a

few seconds meditated on endeavouring to release himself by cutting
off his own foot ; but reflection again plunged him into despair, and
in this agony he remained until he bethought himself of the follow-

ing plan.
'*

Stooping forwards, he cut the band that connected his oxen to
the plough. As soon as they were at liberty he drew the patient
animals towards him by the rope-reins he had continued to hold,
and when their heads were close to him, he passed his hands down
his naked arms, which for some time had been bleeding from the

musquitoes that had been assailing them, and then daubing the

points of the horns of both his bullocks with his blood, he cut their

reins short off, and striking the animals with their reins they imme-

diately left him, and, just as he had intended that they should, they
proceeded homewards.

" On their arrival at his log-hut the blood on their horns instantly
attracted the attention of a labourer who lived with him, and who,

fancying that the animals must have gored their master, hastened
to the clearance, where they found him, like Milo, fixed in the cleft

oak, in the dreadful predicament I have described, and from which
it was with the utmost difficulty that he could be released.

" I cannot accurately recollect whether or not the poor fellow

suffered amputation ; but his deserted log-hut, as I trotted by it,

bore melancholy evidence that he had been unable to continue to

labour as a back-woodsman, and that accordingly he had deserted

it."—pp. 92—94.

Did we not fear tliali our readers would think we were

going to transcribe half the volume, we would gladly copy
the simple, but touching little history of the emigrant's
lark (p. 69.), which we heartily commend to our readers.

But we must not close the volume without a word or two
about Paddy across the Atlantic. Two or three anecdotes

of him, told by Sir F. Head, show him to be the same

thoughtless, fearless, heedless, good-natured, pugnacious,

patriotic, rolicking **boy,'' whether hunting, with a straw

halter to his nag, over the stone walls and crags of Gal-

way, or dashing along on a sledge, at rail-road speed, over

the glare-ice of Canada. Here goes for him.

"The various forms of sleighs which are used in Canada, it
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would be impossible to describe ; some are handsomely painted
bright scarlet, highly varnished, richly carved, and ornamented
with valuable black bear-skin "robes," as they are termed ; others

are composed of an old English packing-case placed on runners.

However, whatever may be their construction, their proprietors,
rich or poor, appear alike happy.

" One healthy clear morning, accompanied by a friend, I was en-

joying my early walk along the cliff which overhangs the bay of

Toronto, when I saw a runaway horse and sleigh approaching me
at full gallop, and it was not until both were within a few yards of

the precipice, that the animal, suddenly seeing his danger, threw
himself on his haunches, and then, turniag from the death that had
stared him in the face, stood as if riveted to the ground.

** On going up to the sleigh, which was one of very humble fabric,

I found seated in it a wild young Irishman, and, as he did not

appear to be at all sensible of the danger from which he had just
been providentially preserved,, I said to him,—* You have had a most

narrow escape, my man V
" ' Och ! your honour,^ he replied,

*
it's nathing at arh Ifsjist this

bar as titches his hacks V And, to show me what he meant, he pulled
at the reins with all his strength, till the splinter-bar touched the

poor creature's thigh, when instantly this son of Erin, looking as

happy as if he had just demonstrated a problem, triumphantly ex-

claimed,— * There't is agin /' And away he went, if possible, faster

than before.
*' I watched him till the horse galloped with him completely out

of my sight ; indeed, he vanished like a meteor in the sky, and
where he came from, and where he went, I am ignorant to this

day."—pp. 22—24.

The following must be genuine. When' the insurgents
were marching on Toronto, multitudes of loyal peasants
poured in, and Sir Francis told them in the public square
that they should immediately have^ arms and ammunition.
*' '

Ifyour honour will but give us arms/ exclaimed a voice

from the ranks, in a broad Irish brogue,
'

the rebels will

find legs!''* (p. 173.) The next no one can doubt of:

there are too many of Paddy's unmistakeable characteris-

tics mixed up in it, to be a spurious imitation of the true

Hibernian.

*' ' What animals are those ?' said a man through his nose on St.

George's Day, as he pointed to the congregation of Lions with fists

clenched ready to box, and of Unicorns quite as eager to butt, that

were waving over his head [on the Union standard].
* Is it animals

youre spaking after V sharply replied a young Irishman, who like

the querist had been standing in the crowd, waiting to see the pro-
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cession of Englishmen arrive :
* one of thim animals I till ye is the

Irish IIahp; atid so get out o' tliaty ye Yankee, or Fll hate the

sowl out o' ye!'
" Now it so happened that by the time the last words were

ejaculated, the yomig Irishman's white teeth had almost reached
the middle-aged querist's eyebrows ; and as they were evidently
advancing, and as the surgical operation proposed strongly resem-
bled that of taking the kernel out of a nut, or an oyster out of its

shell, the republican naturalist deemed it prudent instantly to

decamp, or, as it is termed by his fellow countrymen, to *

ahsquan-

tilater'—^^. 193, 194.

We must now close the book, though not willing!}^ ;

for we have left much that will fully repay perusal.

Art. X.— Tales of the Century, or Sketches of the Romance of History,
between the years 1746 and 1846. By John Sobieski and Charles
Edward Stuart. Edinburgh : Marshall, 1847.

n^HE authors of this little volume are two brothers,
-*-

already known for their researches into Highland his-

tory. They inhabit a beautifuHittle river-island, given up
to them by the good Lord Lovat, surrounded by scenery
such as a romantic mind may desire—wild, broken, and
richly wooded; ^Witrified forts,^' waterfalls, ravines, and,
not far off, one of the many concealments of the still-

remembered Charles Edward, qualify it still farther for a
residence to lovers of old days of chivalry and depositaries
of their traditions. Upon this island is a house of fair

and antique architecture, designed by the brothers them-
selves. All around it bespeaks good taste and quiet

elegance, nor does the interior belie this promise. Ancient
armour and old furniture, paintings and drawings by the

owners' pencils, books in abundance, and implements of

every*" engentling art, with symbols and tokens of religious

thought, show at once that the inmates of the house, be

they who they may, pretend to no aspiring fancies, and
seek to honour the name which they bear, and the tartan,
which they ever wear, by refined pursuits and unostenta-

tious cultivation of the arts of life, rather than by any
assumption of what the love of friends may attribute to
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them. Only the motto carved over the porch records a
thought upon it ; and that is too deeply imbedded in a
sacred feeUng to be considered of the earth, earthly—
" DOMINUS DEBIT, DoMINUS ABSTULIT ;

SIT NoMEN DOMINI BENEDICTUM."

The present volume will, therefore, be naturally consi-
dered by many as intended for a family history : but with
this we have no concern. We are content to look at it, as
it comes before the public, as a series of passages in the

history of
'^
bonnie Prince Charlie'^ and his family, worked

up into the form of romance by means of personal narra-
tives of inferior personages. We own that there is some
confusion thus produced in the story, which loses connec-

tion, and becomes entangled. Moreover, the occasional

length of dialogue and the Scotch phraseology, especially
when downright Gaelic and explained, add still further to
the embarrassment. However, leaving this far-found fault,
we will give our readers a specimen of the powers of

description exhibited in the work. It is a storm scene, of
which the

"
lolair-Dhearg,'' that is, the

" Red Eagle,"
the idol of Highland hearts, is the hero.

'.' I folded my plaid about me, and hastened out towards the

shore. As I approached, the deafening roar of the beach came
like thunder through the darkness, and for a moment I could see

the dim white mountain of foam and surf burst upon the rocks.

The strand was crowded with people, and all the bo^ts were drawn

up high above the water. Numerous lanterns moved quickly

along the craigs, or shone with a dim stationary glimmer through
the storm-haze; but it was so dark, that I could scarce discern the

white sheet of the surge which broke at my feet. The voice of the

fishermen could scarce be heard through its roar, and it was only
where the lanterns shed a dusk glimmer among the plaids and
bonnets that I could discern the dense, still crowd which was

gathered about me.
" All at once the broad glare of a fire-beacon rose up on the

cliff, and shed its dusk red light over the rock, and the dark

shadowy figures along the strand. As the tall fitful flame wavered
on the wind, it threw its momentary flashes upon the tops of the

mountain breakers, but all beyond was one black empty line

of void darkness.
" I now discovered the pilots making signals at the tide-post.

'Is. it yet near the flood?' said I to an old man who stood

beside me.
'* He stooped his lantern to the ground, and I saw that we stood

upon the gree^i turf, though the waves washed up to our feet.
' A

chial!' I exclaimed, 'is this the high-water-mark?'
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" 'Never before, since the great flood of the world,' replied the

fisherman, 'there's no the oldest man on the coast has seen such a
tide—at the highest she does na come to the bent hill, and now
she's gone owr the Brugkh-mar, and is out on the hail carse
o' Moi.'

"'My God!' I exclaimed, *and where are the cattle—the

people V
•' ' Gone to the great deep!' answered the fisherman.

^

** I stood silent and appalled.
'

To-night,' said the old man,
*is the anger of God in yonder water—and, on! ye '11 see a sight
when the morn breaks !

'

*' While we spoke, the heavy report of the guns continued at

steady intervals, and I saw the red flash not above two hundred
fathoms before us. As I listened for the shot, a feeble old man
pushed through the crowd to the brink of the water, and as he
looked upon the surf he clasped his hands and exclaimed, 'O!
Dhia! Dhia! an Eilean! an Eilean!'*

'*None had thought of it before—'Who! who are there?' cried

several voices at once.
" ' Mo Nighean! Mo Nighean !'t exclaimed he.
" A murmur of horror rose from the crowd, and I remembered

the light which I had seen at the hut as I returned home.
" '

It was on the wee green bank in the sand bent,' said the old

man to whom I had first spoken. It will be ae fathom under the
water e'neu!'

" The father stood with his hands fast clenched, his eyes fixed in

the darkness—he had no plaid nor bonnet, his breast was open to

the rain, and his long grey hair whistled in the wind. Donald took
ofiF his own bonnet, and covered his head, but he did not move, nor

speak, nor turn his face. The crowd gathered about him; but
after the first inquiries, none spoke to him, for he did not answer.
I turned away, for I could not look on his despair

—and what could
I say to him?
"The people continued to reply to the minute guns with their

lights; and there was now a distant fire burning on the opposite
foreland of the sound, to direct the ship between the main and the

isle. Before daylight the guns ceased; and we watched with

intense anxiety for the dawn, to discover the situation of the ship.
At length the day broke; the ridges of the waves came out to the

grey light, but as the narrow channel appeared, nothing could be
seen but the white terrific hurricane of water, and the black soli-

tary head of Eilean-Marabh!
" The little island was almost buried in the waves, and only the

black point of its sharp rock could be distinguished amidst the

surf. As the light advanced, however, I distinguished a white

* " The island! the island!"

t/'My daughter! my daughter!'*
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object upon the summit; at first I thought it was but foam, but at

length I saw it move, and taking the glass from the old pilot, dis-

cerned the shape of a human figure. The old fisherman snatched
the glass out of mj hand, and pointed it on the rock. It shook in

the blast, but for a moment it came steadj. The old man dropped
it on the grass, and falling on his knees clasped his hands—
* Praise to God! praise to God! praise to God!' he exclaimed!
* She is yet alive !

'

*' I snatched up the glass, and distinguished the white slender

figure of a girl upon the rock—her long pale hair flew uncovered
in the blast, and as her white earasaid fluttered fast in the wind,
she stood straight, fixed, and motionless, her hands clasped, and
her face bent towards the shore; suddenly she waved her little

slender hand in the wind, and the pale earasaid fluttered up
towards us.

*' 'Am lata! am hataV cried the old man with a terrible voice.*
** A sharp, deep, biorlinn lay drawn up beside us, and several

powerful young fishermen leaned upon the gunwale—but none
moved nor answered. The old man tottered forward to the stern—'Donald! Aonghas! Eachain!' he called, but none spoke out of

the crowd. He wrung his hands— * Men ! brothers! fathers! he cried,
* Will no7ie go !*

'* ' Alas I' said Donald,
*
if they had the blessed ship of Clanranald

they could not go !'

" At this moment the venerable priest of Port-Michael pressed
through the crowd towards the old man.

*' For a moment he stopped and spoke to the people, but they
shook their heads and lifted their hands, and I could hear—"A
chial! a chial! cha n-e Fionn mdrfein!'i

** The priest came forward to the old man, who had thrown him-
self on the turf, and strove to raise and console him; but he did

but clench the grass, and shake his grey hair, and turn his face to

the ground. The pastor looked suddenly to the crowd. * I have
steered a boat myself,' said he; *it is possible

—with the help
of God!'

" The water was still rising on the grass, and I looked anxiously
towards the island. The white slender figure stood dim and
motionless upon the rock; but at times I could see the fluttering
earasaid waved up in the wind. Suddenly a tremendous breaker
burst upon the island, and for a moment all seemed buried in the

foam; a loud clamouring murmur went up from the crowd, and
both Lord Grandton and the priest redoubled their incitement to

the boatmen.
**At this moment the lolair-dhearg came through the crowd—

* "A boat! a boat 1"

t "Alas! alas! not the great Fingal himself!"
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we stood motionless about the boat, and the old man knelt and

clasped his hands, and cried—'Ochon! Mo 'Nigheann feini Is mise
tha sean, an-diugh, cha n-urrainn mi 'n stiuir a chumail ni

s mo. '*

I

" The priest stretched out his hand to the rock,—'In the name
of God, the God of battle and the storm,' said he,

*
let some go to

the help of that poor child!'
*' The stranger laid his hand on the boat: * Launch her awayV

said he.

*'.The old man sprung on his feet, and the priest came eagerly
forward, * Will you indeed go?' exclaimed he. * But oh! who will

go with you?'
" 'God and these good fellows,' said the stranger, pointing to six

young fishermen who had 'followed him; and throwing off his plaid,
he leaped into the boat. The crowd gathered about the galley,
and in a few moments the rudder was shipped, the sail unfurled,
and the lolair-dhearg stood with the sheet in his hand watching
for the next wave. It came tumbling, foaming, roaring forward
like a mountain, and burst along the coast in a hurricane of foam
and thunder; the white froth lipped the the boat's keel, but the

next moment it retired, and the broad, smooth, foaming sheet

swept raking down the beach. The stranger dropped into the

stern sheet.
'^ ^ Let go!' cried he, and the long, black, slender galley shot

down like an arrow amidst the receding water. In an instant the

ebb took her away twenty fathom into the white tumult of surf;

for a moment nothing appeared but the black rolling mast and the

heads of the men—now up—now gone; but suddenly, the short

white storm-sail rose in the wind. The boat shot up—away—over

the next wave before it broke, and flew out through the terrific

surf like a bird.

.** The old man sunk on his knees, and clasped his hands, his

sharp rigid face fixed towards the boat, and his low eager voice

repeating,
*' * God Jiold the helm! God hold the helm! God hold the helm!'
'* A deep breathless silence rested in the crowd, but at every

interval, as the little white storm-sail shot up above the black gulf,

by which it seemed momentarily buried, a hoarse deep murmur
rose from the throng, and I heard,

** * A chial! a chial! the terrible hand! the terrible hand on the

helm!'
*' Whenever we could see her, the boat held her course upon the

island, without losing half a point from the wind; at last we could

discern her approach the white head of foam.
" For a few moments it hovered round the black rock like a sea

* " Alas! my daughter, it is I that am old to-day and cannot hold the helm!"

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 16
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swallow, till suddenly she went down the wind like a dart—* She's

awa' for the lea water!' exclaimed a pilot
— ' she's awa' for the lea

water! and yen's no the hand o' man on the helm!'
** As he spoke, she disappeared behind the island, and we could

see the little fluttering figure turn towards it—'A nisi a nisi a nis!

a JDhia! a nisT* exclaimed the old man.
** At this moment a terrific explosion of lightning and thunder

burst together over the island, and land, rock, water, vanished in one

dazzling confusion of light. I opened my giddy sight; the white

fragile figure was gone, and there appeared only the low, black,

solitary helmet of the rock amidst the mountain of foam and

spray.
*' There was a fearful pause.
"
Suddenly the white sail shot like a bird into our sight, and,

free to the wind, flew towards the shore. Often it was lost for

several moments, but again shot up nearer, and nearer, till at last

we could see the long black boat riding like a witch-bark over the

waves. The people crowded down to the water—the wave hid her
from our sight

—another—and another—again she shot up not

sixty fathoms distant, and one long fearful roaring shoot came up
twenty yards upon the smooth grass. In an instant, a hundred
hands run her up out of the water, a loud bursting thunder of

shouts rose up through the storm, the crowd parted asunder, and
the lolair dhearg bore out the pale, weeping, fainting girl, and laid

her in the arms of her father."

We have no room for further extracts ; but we shall he

happy again to meet the brothers of Eilean Agais, whether
in the wild regions of romance, or in the quieter field of

literature. We believe that we are right in observing
that this is about the first work, not of a religious charac-

ter, that has issued from a Catholic publisher in Edin-

burgh. If so, we hope that it will be followed by others

from the same quarter, which w^e heartily attest, deserves

all our encouragement;

* " Now ! new ! now ! God, now I"
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

L—Annals of the Four MasUrs, Dublin: 184G.

nPHIS most interesting and important volume, has come to our
hands at too late a period for lengthened notice in the present

number of the Dublin Review. We cannot, however, let the

opportunity pass, without expressing our sense of the deep obligation
which students of history in every country, but especially in Ireland,
are under to the enterprising publisher, for the zeal which he has
exhibited in carrying on such an arduous undertaking without

interruption, the handsome style in which the book is brought out,
and the moderate price at which, considering all things, it is offered

for sale. To the work itself we shall return in our next number.

II.—Euclid''s EleTiients of Geometry, chiefy from the Text of Dr. Simp-
son, with Explanatory Notes; ivith a selection of Geometrical Exer-
cises from the Senate House and College Examination Papers,

By Robert Potts, M. A., Trinity College. Cambridge and
London: 1845.

An Edition of Euclid's Elements is not a work in which to look

for much originality, or from which to expect much beyond accu-

racy and simplicity. The present Edition, as far as we have
examined it, is entitled to considerable praise in both particulars,
and possesses besides many advantages for members of Cambridge
University, some of which indeed will be found well worthy of

tlie attention of students generally.
The Edition possesses a new feature, a historical introduction

which contains a brief, but solid and interesting history of the

science of Geometry.

III.—The Life and Speeches of Daniel OVonnell, M. P. Edited by
his Son, John O'Connell, M. P., Kilkenny city; author of "An
Argument for Ireland,"

**

Repeal Dictionary," &c. Vol. II.

Dublin: 1846.

We have been agreeably surprised by the appearance of the

second volume of this Memoir of our great Leader, in so short

a time after the publication of the first ; and our gratification
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is increased by observing that the third volume is already in the

press. We shall reserve, therefore, till the work shall have been

completed, the notice which we have long contemplated.
The present volume embraces ten years of Mr. O'Connell's Life,

(1814—1824,) years both personally and politically, among the

most momentous in his eventful career. In truth, when wo consi-

der the vast amount of matter compressed into this honest volume,

(it makes nearly six hundred crowded 8vo. pages,) we cannot witli-

hold our commendation of the indefatigable energy of the Editor,

who, amid his varied occupations, has found time for a work, which,

though it be a labour of love, yet is at once so gigantic, and, from
the imperfect nature of his materials, so full of difficulty.

ipjie public interest of this portion of Mr. O'Connell's Memoirs
lies chiefly in the memorable debates upon the Veto Question, in

which he took a prominent and energetic part, and in the history
of the formation of the Catholic Association—the first of thoso

gigantic engines of constitutional agitation which he has taught the

world to employ, and by which, in their various successive forms, he
has extorted from an unwilling government so vast an amount of

political amelioration for his country. But we doubt whether the

reader will not turn with even more of curiosity, if not of interest,

to the personal portion of the memoir—to Mr. O'Connell's encoun-
ter in his professional capacity, (in the case of Magee, Proprietor of

the Dublin Evening Post,) with the notorious Saurin, at that time

Attorney-General
—to his unhappy and fatal duel with D'Esterre—

and his interrupted
"

affair of honour
"
with Mr. Secretary Peel.

We cannot resist the temptation of transcribing the concluding

passage of the Speech in the Magee case—a passage, which for

dignified irony, and concealed but withering sarcasm, has never
been surpassed in the annals of ancient or modern oratory.

"J conclude by conjuring the Court not to make this a precedent that may
serve to palliate the acts of future and perhaps bad times. I admit, I freely
admit, the Utopian perfection of the present period. We have everything in the
best possible state ;

I admit the perfection of the bench—I concede that, there
cannot be better times, and that we have the best of all possible prosecutors. I
am one of those who allow, that the things that be could not be better. But
there have been heretofore bad times, and bad times may come again; there
have been partial, corrupt, intemperate, ignorant, and profligate judges; the
bench has been disgraced by a Bilknap, a Tressilian, a Jefferies.a Scroggs, and an
Alleybown. For the present there is no danger, but at some future period, such
men may rise again, and if they do, see what an advantage they will derive from
the precedent of this day, should it receive your lordship's sanction. At such a
period it will not be difficult to find a suitable Attorney-General; some creature,
narrow-minded, mean, calumnious, of inveterate bigotry, and dastard disposition,
who will prosecute with virulence and malignity, and delight in punishment.
Such a man will, with prudent care of himself, receive merited and contemptuous
retort. He will safely treasure up his resentment for four months. His virulence

will, for a season, be checked by his prudence, until at some safe opportunity, it

will explode by tiie force of the fermentation of its own putrefaction, and throw
forth its filthy and disgusting stores to blacken those whom he would not venture
directly to attack. Such a man will, with shameless falsehood, bring sweeping
charges against the population of the land, and afterwards meanly retract and
deny them; without a particle of manliness or manhood, he will talk of bluster,
and bravado, and courage; and he will talk of those falsely, and where a reply
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would not be permitted. If such times arrive, my lords, the advocate of the
accused will be sure not to meet what I should meet from your lordships this

day, were I so attacked. No, my lords, the advocate of the accused will then be
interrupted and threatened by the bench, lost he should wipe oft" the disi^race of
his adversary—the foul and false calumnies that have been poured in upon liiin.

The advocate then will not be listened to with the patience and impsutiality
with which, in case of a similar attack your lordships would listen to me. The
then Attorney-General may indulge the bigoted virulence and the dastard malig-
nity of an ancient and irritated female, whose feelings evaporate in words; and
such judges as I have described, will give him all the protection he requires; and
although at present such a dereliction of every decency which belongs to gentle-
men would not be permitted, and would rouse your indignation, yet in such bad
times as I have described, the foul and dastard assailant would be sure, in court
and beyond it, to receive the full protection of the bench, whilst the object of his
attack would be certain of meeting imprisonment and fine, were he to attempt to

reply suitably. My lords, you who would act so differently—you who feel with
me the atrocity of such a proceeding—you, my lords, will not sanction the attempt
that has been made this day to convert the speech of counsel against the client,
lest by doing so, j'ou should afford materials for the suecess of any future

Attorney- General, as I have endeavoured to trace to you. Before I sit down, I
have only to add, that I know the reply of the Solicitor- General, will as usual be
replete with talent; but I also know it will be conducted with the propriety of a
gentleman, for he is a gentleman—an Irish gentleman; but great as his talents

are, they cannot upon the present document injure my client. With respect to
his colleague the Attorney-General, I have only to say, that whatever relates to
him in my speech at the trial, was imperatively called for by his conduct there.
As to him, 1 have no apology to make. With respect to him, I should repeat my
former assertions. With respect to him, I retract nothing. I repent nothing. I

never will make him any concessions. I do now, as I did then, repel every
imj)utatiou. I do now, as I did then, despise and treat with perfect contempt
every false calumny that malignity could invent, or dastard atrocity utter, whilst
it considered itself in safety."- pp. 57, 58.

In conclusion we repeat our hope that a very few months more

may bring us the concluding volumes of this long-expected work.

It is hardly necessary to repeat in addition, a hope which we have

already expressed, that its publication may prove an additional

stimulus to our venerable Leader himself, to prepare for the press
those personal memoirs of which Mr. John O'Connell's first volume
held out a partial promise.

IV.—The Life of St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland, with those of St.

Bridget and of St. Golumba, Abbot and Apostle of the Northern

Pids. London, Dublin, and Derby : 1846.

Every addition to our stock of popular Hagiology is especially

welcome at the present moment. These lives of our three national

Patrons, though they cannot lay claim to any great merit, and

indeed make no pretension to anything beyond accuracy and simple

piety, are yet a step in the right direction. They may be taken as

an evidence that the want is felt, and may incite others with more

leisure and opportunity than the compiler, to supply what he has

left unfinished.

When may we hope to see a series of the lives of our national

Saints, similar in tone and in execution to those lives of the Eng-
lish Saints, whose appearance was the forerunner of the memorable
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accession to the ranks of the Church which last year saw in Eng-
land. Never was there a moment more propitious than the pre-
sent. Never was the public mind directed to the study of our anti-

quities in a spirit of liberality if not of reverence, so remarkably as

at the present time. Let it not be said that we lack the spirit or

the capacity to avail ourselves of it.

v.—1. The Book of Irish Ballads. Edited by D. F. M'Carthy.

(Duffy's Library of Ireland.) Dublin : 1846.

2. Specimens of the early Native Poetry of Ireland in English Metrical

Translations. With Historical and Biographical Notices by
Henry R. Montgomery. Dublin: 1846.

The anticipations which, about twelve months since, we ventured
to express in introducing

" The Library of Ireland," and recom-

mending it to public favour, have been, in many respects, far

more than realised. Some of the volume's, it is true, bear marks,
as might easily have been foreseen, of haste, and perhaps of over-

enthusiasm. But it is impossible even for the most indifferent, we
would even say, bigoted reader, not to acknowledge that the series

as it stands contains a vast amount of most varied and useful mat-

ter, and that the works which it comprises, all, without exception,
bear evidence of an energy of mind and an earnestness of purpose
which afford the surest promise of permanent good.

Mr. M'Carthy's Book of Irish Ballads is intended as a sequel to

the Ballad Poetry of Ireland already noticed in this Journal. The
crowded state of our pages compels us to forego the pleasure of

selecting a few specimens of its contents ; and indeed we trust that

the work itself is in the hands of most of our readers already. For
those who may chance to recollect our notice of its companion
volume,

" The Ballad Poetry," it will be enough to say that

Mr. M'Carthy has fully realised the expectation which his prede-
cessor had created ; and that his collection evinces the same refined

taste, the same skill in selecting those points which may be fairly

regarded as characteristically national, and the same delicate

appreciation of the true spirit of poetry even when overlaid by
verbiage, or marred by rude and inartificial versification. We
have closed his charming little volume with but one regret—that his

unduly sensitive modesty has excluded from the collection too large
a proportion of his own sweet and simple poetry.
The "

Specimens of Native Irish Poetry," though in title and

appearance it closely resembles Mr. M'Carthy's volume, forms no

part of the series, but is an independent publication, and compiled
on a somewhat different plan. It does not comprise, like the for-

mer collections, any original pieces, but is confined to translations

of Irish poetry, unaccompanied, however, by the originals. The
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poetical spoclmens are illustrated by a running liistorlcal and

biographical commentarj, which, generally speaking, is executed
with great taste and accuracy. The translations are selected

chiefly from Miss Brooke, Drummond, Ferguson, Clarence Mangan,
Walsh and Anster. We can only afford space for a single speci-

men, which (though the author was a foreigner) we choose as

well for its own historic interest as for the strangely literal,

and yet perfectly characteristic version which Mr. Mangan has
contrived to give us.

This simple old piece is in the Irish language, and seems to have
been written about the year 684.

PRINCE ALDFRID'S ITINERARY THROUGH IRELAND.

I.

•' I found in Inisfail the fair,
In Ireland, while in exile there,

^
Women of worth, both grave and gay men,
Many clerics and many laymen.

II.

" I travelled its fruitful provinces round,
And in every one of the five I found,
Alike in church and in palace hall,
Abundant apparel and food for all.

III.

" Gold and silver I found, and money,
Plenty of wheat and plenty of honey;
I found God's people rich in pity.
Found many feast and many a city.

IV.
" I also found in Armagh, the splendid,
Meekness, wisdom, and prudence blended.
Fasting, as Ciu-ist hath recommended,
And noble councillors untranscended.

V.
" I found in each great church moreo'er.
Whether on island or on shore.

Piety, learning, fond affection.

Holy welcome and kind pxotection.

VI.

" I found the good lay monk and brothers.
Ever beseeching help for others;
And in their keeping the holy word,
Pure as it came from Jesus the Lord.

VII.

« I found in Munster unfettered of any.

Kings, and queens, and poets a many-
Poets well skilled in music and measure,

Prosperous doings, mirth and pleasure.

VIII.

" I found in Connaught the just, redundance
Of riches, milk in lavish abundance.
Hospitality, vigour, fame,
In Cruachan's land of heroic name.
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IX.
" I found in the country of Connall the glorioas,
Bravest heroes, ever victorious;
Fair complexioned men and warlike,
Ireland's lights, the high, the staiiike.

X.
" I found in Ulster from hill to'glen.
Hardy warriors, resolute men;
Beauty that bloomed when youth was gone.
And strength transmitted from sire to son.

XL
/* I found in the noble district of Boyle,

(M. S. here illegible.)

Brehons, Ercnachs, weapons bright,
And horsemen bold and sudden in fight.

XII.
** I found Leinster the smooth and sleek,
From Dublin to Sleumargy's peak;
Flourishing pastures, valour, health,
Long-living Avorthies, commerce, wealth.

XIIL
*

" I found besides, from Ara to Glea,
In the broad rich country of Ossorje,
Sweet fruits, good laws for all and each.
Great chess-players, men of truthful speech.

XIV.
" I found in Meath's fair principality,
Virtue, vigour, and hospitality,
Candour, joyfulness, bravery, purity,
Ireland's bulwark and security.

XV.

," I found strict morals in age and youth,
I found historians recording truth;:
The things I sing of in verse unsmooth,
I found them all—I have written sooth."—pp. 61-5.

We feel the more pleasure in recommending this pretty volume
to the patronage of our readers, because it proceeds from a quarter
which, though diametrically the opposite of ours both in religion
and politics, yet has done a great deal in a variety of ways for the

advancement of literature and art in Ireland.

VI.—Oantica Spiritualid : oder AuswaJil der Schonsten Geistlichen

Lieder alterer Zeit, in ihren originalen Sangweken. Zweiter Band.
4to. Miinchen, 1846.

[Cantica Spiritualia : or a Selection of the best Sacred Hymns of

the Olden Time, arranged to the Original Airs, Vol. II. 4to.

Munich, 1846.]

The Germans have long been famous for the variety and beauty
of their sacred music, and for the purity and excellence of the

hymns in popular use in their congregations. The present collec-
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tion, if we may judge from the specimen of it now before us, appears
fully to sustain this character. It comprises about twenty hymns,— all of them, without exception, exceedingly beautiful. Tho
words, it is hardly necessary to say, are German ; but so simple,

generally, is the structure of the versification, and so easy and
natural the train of thought, that we can hardly imagine a less dif-

ficult task than to translate them into equally effective English
verse. We have not had an opportunity of examining any of the

other parts which have been published ; but if they be equal in

merit to that now before us, we would earnestly press upon our

German students the propriety of translating, at least a selection, for

popular use in our own congregations.

VII.—The Life of James Gandon, Esq., Architect, with original Notices

of Contemporary Artists and Fragments of Essays. From materials

collected by his Son. Prepared for publication by the late

,
T. J. MuLVANEY, Esq., R. H. A. 8vo. Dublin, 1846.

We have received this volume at so late a period that we can do

no more than announce its appearance, which is another evidence

of the progress of national art in Ireland.

At first sight it might seem that the life of a private individual,

published many years after his death, however it may be regarded

by his personal friends or those of his family, can possess but little

interest for general readers. But this would be a great mistake in

the case of the present memoir. Mr. Gandon's connexion with our

city, as the architect of the noblest of our public edifices, has asso-

ciated his name with the history of art in Ireland ; and the volume,
besides the details of his own private life, is filled with interesting^
notices of the contemporary artists, Hone, Ashford, Waldre, Fisher,

Hamilton, Barry, and Comerford.

It contains, moreover, several interesting essays, or fragments of

essays, from the pen of this eminent architect ; and from the num-
ber of letters, diaries, and memoranda, which it includes, possesses

nearly all the interest of an autobiography.

VIII.—A Manual of Gothic Architecture. By F. A. Paley. With

nearly Seventy Illustrations. London : 1846.

Mr. Paley 's neat and useful manual, like the work which we
have just been noticing, may be taken as an evidence, though in a

very different direction, of the tendency of the public mind beyond
the channel. It is one of the many publications which have resulted

from that movement in favour of antiquity to which we owe so much
of the good which has been effected in England.
The Manual, though compiled chiefly for " those who desire to
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learn a little of ecclesiastical antiquities," appears to us, as far as
we have been able to examine it, verj complete, accurate, and
comprehensive ; and at a time when Gothic architecture is so

universally studied and admired, we regard its appearance as a
great public advantage. A correct taste can only be the result of
accurate knowledge ; and if we wish to stimulate artists to a

thorough study of their profession, we know no surer course than to

place within the reach of the public who employ them, the means of

ascertaining, without much labour, the principles of the science— at
least those which are essential to the preservation of its true
character.

IX.—Thoughts on some Important Points relating to the System of the

World, By J. P. Nichol, L.L.D. Edinburgh : 1846.

Every reader of Dr. Nichol's former volumes,
" The Architecture

of the Heavens," and " The Solar System," will join with us in wel-

coming any work upon astronomical subjects from his brilliant pen.
But the present is especially interesting, because it is intended as a

supplement of the author's previous works, and as a modification,
or rather retractation, of certain views contained therein. This
modification chiefly regards his theory of the nebular hypothesis.
We have already adverted to this subject,* and we shall probably
have occasion to return to it at no distant period. For the present
we can only record the following explanation of Dr. Nichol's view in

the composition of this treatise ;

" The action, although only began, of the great telescopes which science owes
to the genius and labour of the Earl of Rosse, have somewhat altered the views
which I formerly gave to the public as the highest then known and generallj- en-
tertained regarding the structure of the heavens; and I deemed it a duty, to offer,

• by way of supplement to my previous work, a brief and early account of the modi-
fications thereby impressed on the questions it iindertook to discuss. These
modifications are in every way remarkable in detail; witness the exti-aordinary
revolutions regarding the shapes and internal constitution of the stellar clusters,
which through the kindness of tliat noble E^-1, 1 am enabled very fully to pre-
sent; but in regard of one especial and very important point, his Lordship has
wholly subverted the opinion of his illustrious predecessor. The supposed dis-

tribution of a self-luminous fluid, in separate patches, through the heavens, has

beyoud all doubt been proved fallacious by that most remai'kable of telescopic
achievements—the revolution of the great Nebula in Orion into a superb cluster

of stars: this discovery necessitates important changes in i)revious speculations in

cosmogony."—Preface, pp. 5, 6.

We must abstain for the present from any discussion of Dr.

Nichol's present views of this most important subject. The style of

his new volume is much more declamatory and discursive than that

of its predecessors, though they also were open to objections in this

particular. But his facts are highly interesting and valuable, and

his illustrations are very numerous, and in the highest degree

satisfactory.

* See vol. xviii. pp. 34-40.
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X.—De Regularium et ScBcidarium clericorum Juribus et OJiciis,
libel' singularls. Auctore Mariano Verhoeven. Fontejn,
Louvain : 184G.

The object of the learned author of this work, who is Professor

of Canon Law in the Catholic University of Louvain, is to define

clearly the rights and exemptions of regulars, according to Canon
Law, since the Council of Trent ; so as to show in what matters,
and in what degree respectively, they are subject to Episcopal
authority, and where they are not. It is not a book written to

favour one side or the other
; it is a mere legal essay, in which

every modern decision and authority is conscientiously collected

and brought to bear upon the question in hand. We consider it,

therefore, a valuable addition to our practical treatises on Canon
Law: and recommend it to the notice of all, who from position
have ever to deal with the delicate matters of jurisdiction there

treated of.

Xi.— La Lecture de la Sainta Bible en langue vulgaire. Par
J. B. Malou. 2 vols. 8vo. Fonteyn, Louvain : 1846.

This is the fullest treatise yet published on this most important
question. The learned author is Superior of the principal Theolo-

gical College in Louvain, and Professor of Theology in the Univer-

sity. We have no room here for any analysis, still less for any
copious and detailed account of its various important parts. We
have good reason to believe that a translation into English will

soon be prepared for publication ; but we trust before its appearance
to make the merits of the work more fully known.

XII.—The Topography of Rome and its mcinity. By Sir William
Gell. a new Edition, revised and enlarged by E. H. Bunbury,

Esq. London, H. Bohn : 1846.

We are glad to see this new edition of a most useful and inter-

esting work : one almost equally necessary to the scholar at home,
as to the traveller abroad. It consists of a topographical dictionary
of all places, ancient or modern, which come within the range of a
moderate-minded antiquarian, who makes Rome his centre. It

was originally intended as an index to Sir W. Gell's Map of the

Campagna Romana, and we believe suggested the idea of Nibby's
more learned work on the same subject. We know not whether
Lord Chesterfield's hounds have marred the true *'

sport" of a

resident in Rome, the hunting for ruins, beating cover for substruc-

tions, unearthing a water-course, and giving chase over hill and
dale to a villa which somebody has seen somewhere, he believes
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near the Latin road, but has lost it again ; till you think you have
it in sight, when on you pursue, and come up to it, just to find that
it is only that horror of an unenthusiastic antiquarian

—a reservoir
for water. No one but a brother of the angle can, we should think,

compare with a thorough-bred archa3ologue, in patient contentment
with very slight remuneration for a day of what any but himself
would call toil. A very few bricks, which nobody else has before

seen, found under a bush in the inexhaustible Campagna, or among
the dumeta of the Alban hills, quite satisfy bis appetite for the old,
after a day's forage. And thrice happy does he return home, if he
can have carried one away, with the imprint of some ancient brick-
maker still on it ! Seriously however, it is a pleasant occupation,
this antiquarianizing over that splendid Campagna, with its brown
hillocks, its fringe of sea on one side, and its frame of lovely hills

on the other, with its bestriding aqueducts, and straggling lines of

tombs, and broken masses of ruins, and stiff old feudal towers, and

slovenly but picturesque casales, and oriental-looking patches of

pines, and little blue lakes in tufo basins, and hidden nooks of ver-

dure and shade, fit for hermits, and known only to the initiated, to

those who have cropped the water-cresses of the Oso, and filled

their cauldron from its bubbling stream. And those strange Oste-

rias on the old road sides, with such savoury names, the Aglio, and
FinoccMo,^ connected Avith all sorts of bandit tales, so that they
almost seem haunted by the shades of sugar-loaf hats and well-

thonged sandals, with nothing but a blunderbuss mouthed like

a speaking-trumpet for a body to join them; how delicious does
the "small-wine" taste at them, vinegar though it be, as you come
home from your ramble. Then, if ever you have been on a torch-

light expedition to carry away half an old amphora, and a couple
of broken pipkins, in which may be Cincinnatus cooked his turnips
or bean-porridge, you will know what a zest antiquarianism can

give to the exercise of acquisitiveness on archaeological remains.

But seriously once more, it is a delightful occupation. AVe pity
the man who has not seen the sun rise behind the Sabine hills,

himself standing on the summit of the Mons Albanus, nor seen it

set in the azure Mediterranean, through the cypresses of Mondra-

gone ;
who has not looked down into the mirror of Nemi from the

Cappuccini of Genzano, or gazed on lordly Rome, basking in the

sunshine, from the bulwarks of the Tusculan hills. And yet each
and every of these, aye and a thousand more such pleasant sights,

invariably connect themselves in memory with some antiquarian

object, sought through them, some dark emissarium, or pavement,
or bit of ruin. And when we further associate with them the

means of getting at them, the strange beasts and the strange capa-
risons above which one finds oneself placed, and all the small

romance of a troop so appointed dashing through puddle and over

*
Garlick, Fennel.
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rock, truly the quest after antiquarian adventure looks no unplea-
sant thing.
But really we ar6 forgetting poor Sir William Gell, and his

meritorious labours. Not thus pleasant to him was the task which
he undertook. AVhen he made his Map of the Campagna, it must
be remembered that he was not only a martyr to gout, but a

cripple by it ; that he never was exempt from suffering, and that
his enemy sometimes had possession of seven different points in

his bodily dominions. He was generally obliged to go in a car-

riage to take his observations ; and he certainly made such a vehi-

cle go where none had probably gone before, unless it was some
ancient rhcda. Sometimes, however, this was impracticable ; a
litter, or a horse, was his only resource ; and then arming himself
with his own cheerful courage and a good dose of colchicum, he

quietly took his triangles, and his fortnight of extra-twinges of

gout. This was indeed a "pursuit of learning under difficulties,"

which justly calls for our praise ; and this circumstance will fully
excuse any imperfections that may be found in his work. Mr.

Bunbury's improvements too deserve the thanks of every scholar,
as they add great value to Sir William's original.

XIII.—The WorJcs of Frederick Schiller. Historic and Dramatic.

2 vols. PI. Bohn, London ; 1846.

These form two additional volumes of Mr. Bohn's Standard

Library, other portions of which we have already noticed. The
historical works now published are ** The Thirty Years' War,"
and "The Revolt of the Netherlands." The poetical volume
contains the three parts of "

Wallenstein," and "William Tell."

Of Wallenstein, the two last parts are Coleridge's translation, with

corrections, as parts were omitted by him. But the first part,
" Wallenstein's Camp," is the version of the late Mr. Churchill,

published originally in Eraser's Magazine. It certainly triumphs
most remarkably over extraordinary difficulties. As an instance

we may notice the happy rendering of the Capuchin's sermon,
which seemed to defy translation. Mr. Bohn's services to literature

by the publication of this series cannot be too highly prized.

XIV.—Conversations on some of the Elements of Natural Philosophy. By
Mamma. Intended for the Use of Young Persons. Richardson

and Son, London : 184G,

There is an agreable hour's reading in this little work, which

seems to be a record of the miscellaneous information of an intelli-

gent person ;
as such it may amuse, and probably excite a desire

for further information in young people ; but as an elemen-
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tarj work, or one calculated to convey regular instruction it must
not be considered. Botany, mineralogy, horticulture—the bee, the

rainbow, the Giant's Causeway, are treated of and dismissed in

a few chapters. The subjects are thrown together without arrange-
ment, and scientific terms introduced without an attempt at

explanation.

XV.—TJie Christmas Holydays in Rome. By the Rev. Wm. Lsgra-
ham Kip, M. a. Edited by the Rev. W. Sewell. London,
Longman : 1847.

A Catholic will not take up a book edited by Mr. Sewell, from
the slightest expectation of having his feelings much gratified. As
well might he look for grapes on the thorn, as for favour from Mm.
Mr. Kip, whose work he edits, is an American clergyman, who
visited Rome about Christmas, that he might witness some Church
functions. We naturally expected that the main part of his volume
would be occupied with detailing the success ^f his researches.

Such, however, is not the case. If he really did want to see the

ofl^ces of the Church, at that holy season, and went all the way to

Rome for that purpose, he did not take much pains for its accom-

plishment. We could enumerate a multiplicity of very interesting
and beautiful ones, which he clearly overlooked—either knew

nothing of, or took no trouble to go to them. But this is not the

worst. While attending at those which he did see, he acknow-

ledges total ignorance of what was going on
; so that at Mass on

Christmas night, he did not know what better to do than to exa-

mine first the Cardinals' heads (cranioscopize them we suppose)
and then Michael Angelo's picture. And on the next day at the

great High Mass, the thing which interested him most was hearing
the Nicene Creed sung in Greek, after it had been sung in Latin,
which he most certainly did not hear. For it is not the Creed, but
the Gospel, that is sung in two languages : and even that was not

done on that occasion, because the Pope did not himself offi-

ciate, but only a Cardinal. Though, sooth to say, we could not

take Mr. Kip's bungling statements as evidence even of this simple
fact. Then too he did not like the Pope's choir in his chapel,
because they had no organ accompaniment, which he says they had
in the choir of St. Peter's one afternoon that he heard Vespers
there—the poor good soul having imagined that he had there heard

the same choir, and moreover seen a Cardinal officiate—all which
we beg to tell him was a fancy of his own.

Really from beginning to end of the book, there is hardly one

thing set on its right end ; there is ignorance, impertinence,

bigotry, and self-sufficiency enough for three protestant tours ; and
a total inability to appreciate or comprehend the merest elements

of Catholic feelinor. There is one advantage, however, in all this ;
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and it is, that when such a writer as this docs saj anything
favourable to us, there can be no danger of flattery, and no suspi-
cion of undue kindness. We will therefore conclude, in as good
humour as we can, with two extracts, even in which, however, the
evil leaven will show itself.

" But in the wide Transepts is a sight which cannot hut arrest the attention of
every one who is sighinc: for Cathohc unity, and remind him of tliose days when
every nation acknowledged the same faith, and with one voice professed the same
creed. There, are arianged the boxes for the confessional in every language.
Not only are those of Europe to be seen inscribed over these places, but also its

various dialects, and the strange tongues of the East. Thus the wanderer from
evei'y land, who worships in tiiese rites, beholds provision made for his spiritual
wants. ' There is one spot where the pilgrim always finds his home. We are all

one people when we come before the altar of the Lord.'* Such are represented
as the words of Marco Polo, in the thirteenth century, and here, to the member
of the Chmch of Rome, they are realised, lie comes to what he regards as the
Mother Church of Christendom, and learns that he is not a stranger or an alien.
He can unburden himself to a priest of his own land, and the consolations of his
faith are doubly sweet Avhen conveyed to him in the familiar words of * his own
tongue, wherein he was born.' With tlie errors of Rome we have no sympathy;
we feel and realise how much she has fallen from the simplicity of the faitii; yet
Catholic traits like this, none but the most prejudiced can refuse to admire.
They show the far-reaching wisdom of that church—that, overlooking the dis-

tinctions of climate and country, and recognising her field of labour to extend
wherever" there is a degraded being to listen to her message, she is resolute to
' inherit the earth.'

"—
pp. 27, 28.

" They still use those old austere chants of surpassing beauty, which have
been handed down to them through centuries—the Lydian and Phrygian tunes,
first introduced into the Western Chui'ches by St. Anibrose. St. Augustine
listened to them in the church of Milan, when he represents himself as being
melted to tears, and even expressed the fear lest such harmonious aii-s might be
too tender for the manly spirit of Christian devotion.+ Mingled with these were
the richer Roman chants which were collected by Gregory the Gi'eat, and bear
his name. They sang the Psalms for the evening, and 1 rejoice that I knew they
were uttering inspired words; for the music, as it swept by us in a perfect flood

of harmony, seemed too sweet and heavenly to be addressed to any but God
alone. The organ mingled its rich mellow tones with the voices which were
thus pouring out their melody, sweet incense filled the chapel as they flung high
their golden censers, and we remained listening to the delicious sounds until the
whole was over, and the procession once more took its way through the
church."—pp: 32, 33.

XVL—1. A Voice to Protestants. London, 1846.

2.—-The Catholic Bouquet. By a Ladj, a convert. London, Dublin,
and Derby, 1846.

3.—A Wreath out of the Roses of Loretto, or Rhymes to our Lady:

being a Paraphrase of the Litany. Derby : 1846.

These are slight but interesting tributes to our holy faith from

souls whom it has pleased God to make happy by enabling them to

* Sir Francis Palgi'ave's Merchant and Friary p. 138.

t "
Sometimes, from over jealousy, I would entirely put from me and from the

chiu-ch the melodies of the sweet chants which wo use in the Psalter, lest our
ears seduce us; and the way of Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, seems the

safer; who, as I have often heard, made the reader chant with so slight a change
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embrace it. We recommend them heartily to all our readers
; and

as an additional inducement to the purchase of the pretty little

volume of poetry entitled " The Catholic Bouquet," wq may add
that the profits of its sale are to be applied to the benefit of a

charity school.

XVII.—Reasons for declining to sign the Thirty-nine Articles. Lon-

don, Dublin, and Derby, 1846.

We have seldom experienced more gratification than in the peru-
sal of this short, but original, and extremely solid pamphlet. We
regret that our narrow limits render even an outline of the argu-
ment impossible. It must suffice for the present to say, that the

chief ground of exception which the writer takes against the Arti-

cles is their negative character, and the fact that,
"
upon points of

faith which have received the testimony of holy men, they require
the subscriber to pass negative judgments."
To this negative class he refers the sixth, fourteenth, nineteenth,

twenty-first, twenty-second, twenty-fifth, twenty-eighth, thirty-first,

and thirty-seventh. By these articles the subscriber's faith is merely
limited, not directed.

" From their restrictive force then, all the foregoing Articles concerning Tran-
substantiation, and the Ordinances of Confirmation, Penance, Orders, Matrimon}-,
and Extreme Unction, the infallibility of the Chnrch, the Di\inity of certain ac-
credited Books, the inspiration of Coimcils, the availability of the Mass,—all these

foregoing may be properly called (according to the sense above attribnted to the
word) negative propositions, i. e. propositions containing privative judgments con-

cerning the faith, or doctrines connected with the faith.
" Now these judgments are of such a kind, that they never can be certainly

said to be just by any man when asserting them, deciding as men do, and
must do, when so asserting them, upon the grounds of the contrary being impos-
sible; for in this they are presuming from a faculty ofjudgment circumscribed to
cases of ascertained conditions, to pronounce against positions whose possibility

(liowever strange and unaccountable they may appear, when couched in human
language,) lies in an infinite and all-sufficient condition—and that is the power of

God, which is Almighty: and therefore to oppose, on the ground of its being im-

possible, a position of faith, is to touch that article (the 6th in our Creed) con-

cerning the Lord's ascension into heaven, and session, wherein God, at whose
right hand he sits, is declared "

Almighty." Wherefore there is nothing too hard
to be believed on account of its stating something that addresses our wonder
only."—pp. 6, 7.

That this character of negation was common to every form of

heresy and unbelief, and that, in fact, the heresy or infidelity con-

sisted in the denial, (the positive points of their system being for

the most part orthodox^ he shows by an analysis of all the ancient

and modern heresies. Thence he concludes,—
" The facts then concerning the statements of heterodox teachers fully esta-

of note, that it was more like speaking than singing. And yet, when I call to
mind the tears I shed when 1 heard tlie chants of Thy Church in the infancy of

my recovered faith, and reflect that at this time I am affected, not by the mere
music, but by the subject, brought out, as it is, by clear voices and appropriate
tune; then, in turn, I confess how useful is the practice."—Con/e^sio/i^, x. 50.
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Llishes what the cavilling, nndermininq^ bias would lead us to suspect of men
when injuring the faith.—That, as the judgments which they pronounce are just
contrary to the faith they impugn, which is substantial, dogmatic and tangible,
instead of counter positions being made, and fables invented by them, they
have uniformly attempted to lower, to lessen, or to deny positive doctrines, either
by paring them down, or substituting deficient propositions, or lower principles,
sometimes omitting the truth, or else giving a partial statement of it: in one
word, all that is positive in their tenets is (though without acknowledgment,)
purloined from the common stock, which they despise, while nothing can be
called their own but the hole they make in it.

"Heresy, therefore, which is only a partial infidelity, denying some points
while infidelity denies the whole, has this same feature inseparable from it:
* That while it offers nothing new to the belief, it takes away from the former
property of the faith, its formal positions only offer something as food for disbe-
lief.' The characteristic of all those is that of a negation." If such then is the constant and unavoidable attendant of denying doctrines,
how can we presume to judge of Articles of faith wliich have been attested by
wise and holy men?"—pp. 33, 34.

We can only fiud room for the closing paragraph.
" How then, when such is the end of faith, its indispensable necessihr, can we

any longer hesitate to throw ourselves fully, and freely into that frame, so agree-
able to our dependant nature? and if we are not, (as indeed we are not,) capable
to know the truth of things previous to a belief of Ihem, |if there be nothing so

seemingly exceeding possibility, which should transcend our belief of it, shall we
in such a mind make ourselves a party to a condemnation of those parts of faith,
received as they have been by the wise and good of so many ages, which we see
have been discountenanced in such of the thirty-nine articles, as I have before
quoted as negative, (some of which Bishop Burnet has designated in the same
manner,)—the articles of * No Works of Supererogation,'

* No Infallibility,'
' No

Security in General Councils,'
* No Purgatory,'

' No Sacramentality in Confirma-
tion, in Penance, in Orders, in Matrimony, in Extreme Unction,'

* No Transub-
stantiation,' 'No Papacy?'"

Being of the class of privative judgments, upon points of faith, which have
been accredited by the holiest and wisest of men, it is not safe to set up one's own
judgment against them; for whoever, in this life, rejects a dogma, should mind
that he is not taught by any warrant of religion, to expect to partake of the good
things, the first veiled and humble manifestation of which he has on earth

scorned, nor of the knowledge of those mysteries whose existence he has denied.
If we * now know not the Lord by faith,' we are not to hope for ' the fruition of
his glorious Godhead' hereafter. Seeing, then, such dangers pending on a dis-

belief of those very things, which these articles gainsay, I cannot, I feel, become
a party to them, until I am satisfied that I am capable of taking the condemna-
tory office assigned to him who signs them, of pronouncing as untrue the doc-
trines they impugn."—pp. 46, 47.

XVIII.— Tracts for the Improvement of our Popular Literature. Lon-

don, 1846.

We know not the quarter from which this little series emanates,

and it would not be prudent to pronounce ai^pinion
from so small

a specimen as that which lies before us ; but if the tracts be written

upon the principles laid down in the preliminary dissertation, and

if care be taken to avoid offensive religious topics, we should augur
much good from the success of such a publication.

Of the popular literature of England—even the very best class—
the author observes with very great justice :

" The greater part of even Shalcspere's pieces amuse or impress, but do not

VOL. XXI.—NO. XLII. 17
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instruct or improve us. Now, the original and proper end of Tragedy at least,
was, even with the ancients, to improve. We derive little advantage from know-
ing how Romeo and Juliet cherished an unfortunate attachment; how Hamlet
wavered long before he made up his mind to an equivocal enterprise; how
Othello, jealous and deluded, committed a horrid crime. More benefit ever re*
suits from cheering rather than from terrifying men; 'more from exhibiting
others enduring patiently their misfortunes, and borrowing succour from religion
and philosophy, than from representing them pusillanimously succumbing to

fortune, passionately accusing it, or wildly avenging themselves. Samson Ago-
nistes has-been, or is calculated to be of more use to the world, than the Masque
of Comu^or any other of Milton's writings, simply because it abounds in magna-
nimous reflections, adapted to support men under misfortune. The best
Christian may, for the same reason, read with no small advantage, the Tusculan
disputations of Cicero and parts of Seneca's writings. Fancy and taste can
scarcely be more idly employed than in merely delineating the passions or in

aimlessly showing how these may, by ambition, love or misfortune, be blown into
storm. Fancy and taste can scarcely be more usefully employed than in repre-
senting a good man maintaining purity, simplicity and honesty amid surrounding
corruption, and consoling himself under misfortune, suffering and obloquy, by
just reflections, by mild sentiments of his fellow-men, by confidence in God, and
by unwavering and calm performance of all his religious and social duties. Lite-
rature has almost entirely neglected and contemned such illustrations and such
scenes, which however, besides their capability of being rendered of the greatest
practical use, furnish materials of truer and loftier sublimity than all heroic and
romantic fiction. This world is, as I shall elsewhere endeavour to show, very
much one of suffering and probation, and those works will ever be most suitable
and profitable, which teach men content, patience, self-restraint, moderation in

desire, calmness, fortitude, hope."—pp. 5, 6.
" In these respects, some of the most distinguished of our modem novelists,

have pui'sued, unhappily, a widely contrary plan. Pelham, for example, is the
sketch of a character, whom the world had better never been formally brought
acquainted with. A man disagreeable by heartlessn ess, conceit, and by the
meanness of his ambition in his early years, turns out at length a character in no
ways better than multitudes who have never been disfigured by his early sickly
failings and affectations. But why depict a character so ordinary, so unimportant,
and which, if fitted to exert any influence at all, is most likely to exert a perni-
cious one? Is Pelham drawn as a warning, or as a model? One might almost sus-

pect that the author meant it for the latter, and that he had a secret aff'ection for

his subject. If it was drawn as a warning, besides that it does not sufiiciently

appear this was the author's design, it seems to me that the best reproof for cha-
racters so trivial and insipid, were to neglect, were not to depict them. An
artist should not select a subject unworthy of his pencil, nor should a satirist give
perpetuity to errors, the very frivolity of which, affords a security against their

becoming deeply or widely dangerous to propriety or morals. There is some-

thing revolting, too, in being called upon to witness in works of mere fiction

and entertainment, a minute and elaborate anatomy of human nature's most
loathsome degenerations, and, under the pretence that it is to amend and cor-

rect, to be invited to endure a prolonged exhibition of the follies, degradations,
basenesses of our fellows! When Scriptui-e or high moralists expose, for an end
that excuses the means, the vices of our race, we can support it. The occasion is

painful, but it is also grave and useful. It is different when an author who writes

at once for his own amusement and that of the public, blends, in incongruous and
unnatural connexion, the most humiliating and sobering views of his fellow men,
with efforts at mirth and jesting."—pp. 16, 17.

We regret that it isTiot in our power to transcribe a few extracts

from the Sacred Drama, "Elijah the Tishbite." which forms the

first number of the series. It evinces very considerable genius, and
the versification is agreeable. But our disposable space is already
exhausted, and, at all events, we shall be doing our readers a real

pleasure, if we refer them to the little volume itself, both for the

Introduction and the Drama.
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XIX.—1. The Life of St. Vincent of Paulj translated from the French.

London, Dublin, and Derby : 1846.

2.—Catholic Biography; or Lives of many Persons eminent for Sanctity
in various states of Life. London, Dublin, and Derbj : 1846.

3.—T/ie Benefits of Religion; from the French of Delacroix. Bj C. C.

London: 1846.

We have classed these books together, though the last is of a

very different character from its companions, because the object of

all is the same—to convey instruction and edification in an agreea-
ble and interesting form.

The Life of St. Vincent of Paul is an extremely well-written

abridgment of Pere Collet's large life of this great saint. His vir-

tues were precisely of that order the consideration of which is most
suited to the spirit of the present time—active, yet animated by the
holiest and most sublime aspirings

—
combining almost the extreme

of self-mortification and self-abasement, with the most tender charity
for the frailty of others, and the most unaffected sympathy for all

the wants and wretchednesses of human nature. The admirable
brotherhood of this great saint has extended itself into almost every
Catholic circle throughout the country, and this biography of their

great patron will form one of the best manuals from which to draw
those lessons of charity and virtue which his life exemplifies.
What the life of St. Vincent is to the members of his brother-

hood, the Catholic Biography is intended to be to Christians of

every class. The title will sufficiently explain the nature and

object of the work. We would gladly offer some specimens of the

manner in which it is executed ; but we are forced to content our-

selves with the following lines on the death of St. Francis Xavier.

" O earth, behold him here!
The light that lit these eyes seems scarcely fled;
His lips still seem as burdened with a prayer,

But, ah! he's dead.

*' He's dead!—alas, he's dead I

O God! how precious such a death as his!

To Thee how full of praise
—to us of dread—

To him of bliss.

"Now is his glory's height;
Ne'er did it beam so brilliantly as now:
Never did life shed such a brilliant light

Upon his brow !
^

"
Here, on this island strand,
The scene of his last glorious works, he dies!

The ocean, that oft crouched beneath his hand,
Before him lies,

"
Rolling beneath his feet.
As if in homage it would own his sway;
Kissing where he had trod, as if to greet

His lifeless clay.
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" Peaceful his sleep to-day;
See Heaven's own calm is beaming thro' liis smile,

Lighting, with its mysterious saiutiy ray
This lonely isle.

" Land of h.is dying love!
Land of his fevered dream and calm intent;
Oh ! that it had been given thee to prove

That love's extent !

"And orphaned India weep;
Thou who didst prove him, can thy tears be dried?
Where wilt thou find a father now, to keep

Watch by thy side? •

" To bear thee on his breast,
To watch thy tottering footsteps lest thou fall,

To lead thee sweetly to thine only rest.

Thy God and all?

*'
Lord, India calls for aid!

He too who loved her stands before thy throne.
Pity her for the sake of him who made

Her griefs his own."—pp. 41, 42.

** The Benefits of Religion" is an interesting sketch of the various

religious orders devoted to works of mercy, which have from time
to time arisen in the Church. It is impossible to place in a stronger

light the practical charity which is the great characteristic of all

the institutions of the Church. The translation is very judicious
and well-timed.

XX.—Introduction to Zoology. For the Use of Schools. By Robert
Patterson. Part I. invertebrate Animals. With upwards of

170 illustrations. London : 1846,

The propriety of introducing such treatises as this into the ordi-

nary educational course of schools, may perhaps be questioned ; and
there is no doubt that upon a large proportion of children it would
be entirely thrown away. But there are many children to whom
the study must not only prove interesting for its own sake, but an

agreeable incitement to the pursuit of knowledge generally.
The present treatise appears to us admirably adapted for the use

of young students. It is extremely simple, and full of that quiet
interest which attracts without exciting the young mind. The
arrangement is excellent ;

the illustrations are well chosen, and
executed with great care and sufficient elegance; and the price is

such as to place the book within the reach even of the humblest
student.

XXI.—The Art of Dying Well, Translated from the Latin of

Cardinal Bellarmine. By the Rev. John Dalton. London :

1846.

Cardinal Bellarmine 's fame popularly rests upon his immortal
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Controversies. But his memory is still more endeared to the reli-

gious Catholic by his inimitable spiritual and ascetic works. "The
Art of Dying Well" has long been popular on the continent. It

would be presumptuous to offer a word of commendation of it ;

but we cannot omit to express our gratitude to Mr. Dalton for

his very pleasing and solid translation.

XXII.—1 The First Feast of Corpm Domini, with a Tale of the Civil

Wars.

2.—The Mass Catechism; being an Easy and Simple Explanation of
the Ceremonies and Prayers of the Holy Sacrifice.

3.— The Knowledge and Love of Saint Joseph.

4c. Nine Days' Devotion; or, a Novena preparatory to the Feast of St.

Patrick.

5.—The Golden Booh ; or, Humility in Practice.

6.—Devout Prayers, in Honour of the Holy Name of Mary.

7.— The Life of Brother Martin, of Jesus Crucified.

8.—The Old Fashion Farmerh Motives for Leaving the Church of
England, and embracing the Roman Catholic Faith.

9.—The Conversion to the Roman Catholic Faith, and Edifying Death of
Andrew Dunn. Derby : 1846.

These little volumes are amon'g the latest fruits of the industry
and zeal of the Derby Society. They are, with one or two excep-
tions, new treatises, and though so small and unpretending as

scarcely to require anything in the way of criticism, are yet a
valuable addition to our stock of devotional works.

They are especially intended for gratuitous distribution, and
the neatness and beauty of the typography are such as to com-

pensate for the smallness of the gift.

XXIII.—A Picturesque Guide through Dublin. By N. Whittock, Esq.
London and Dublin : 1846.

We have just had time to glance at this neat and portable Guide
book. The author having been employed for some time in the

preparation of engravings of the principal public buildings in

Dublin, for one of the illustrated London newspapers, has turned to

account in the publication before us, the opportunities which he
thus enjoyed. The illustrations are not very numerous, nor are

they remarkable for great elegance or delicacy of finish. But they
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are on the whole sufficiently accurate for the purposes of a guide-
book ; and the letter-press description seems to be, though brief
and condensed, sufficiently correct and comprehensive.

XXIV.-.Jfom Catholici. Parts XVI—XXIV.

We congratulate the numerous admirers of this work on the
near prospect of its completion. The Part now before us, (XXIV.)
brings it within a few parts of the close, and we trust we shall be
able at our next publication to announce that the entire work,
which, two years back could hardly be procured at any price,
shall have been placed within the reach even of those humble
individuals whose limited means debar them from the more expen-
sive literary rarities.

XXV.—BaUersby''s Catliolic Tracts.— The Conversion of the Men of
Oxford, Cambridge, and other Colleges in England, to the One, Holy,
Catholic, and Apostolic Church. By W. F. Battersby. Second
Edition. Dublin.

This appears to be a collection of tracts, entirely controversial,
and amongst the best of their class; we know not whether the

series has been continued. The present volume contains four

tracts,
' Father Campion's Ten Reasons for embracing the Catholic

Faith,' Gother's Papist Mis-represented and Represented,'
' The

wanderings of the human mind in searching the Scriptures,' by the

Very Rev. John M'Eneroe, V. G., Sydney—and an address to the

Protestants of England, the object of which appears to be to strike

the mind with surprise, and as it were to overpower and lead it

captive in the train of the long and splendid list of converts, with

which God has enriched his Church in these last few years. Each
of these tracts are valuable; that of Dr. M'Eneroe is admirable,
and we think little known. And we much approve of the reprint
in a popular form of Father Campion's tract, which has a raciness

and energy, such as men gained in those days of warfare.

XXVI.— The Voice of God to the heart of his Servants icho aspire to

Perfection. By the Rev. J. Perry. London: S, Perry, Red Lion

Square, C. Dolman, and T. Jones.

We know no more useful work on meditation than this little

book, which is taken in part from the Latin of R. P. Daniel Paw-

lowski, and arranged according to the plan of the Spiritual Exer-

cises of St. Ignatius Loyola. It is intended for daily meditation,

not too severe or long even for the weaker members of Christ's

fold; they are in the highest degree holy and spiritual.
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XXVII.—A Peep into ToorJcisthan. By Captain Rollo Burslem,
Thirteenth Prince Albert's Light Infantry. London : Pelham
Richardson, 23 Cornhill.

This is a slight but most agreeable narrative, of an excursion
made by Captain Burslem through a portion of India little known
to European travellers, and rendered more interesting as being the
scene of many of the fatal reverses of the army of Affghanistan.
Captain Burslem travelled with Lieutenant Sturt, and every inci-

dent, every trifling trait recorded of him, increases the regret felt
for this young officer so fruitlessly sacrificed

; and alas, how many
shared his fate! The object of Lieutenant Sturt's expedition, was
to survey the passes of the Hindoo Koogh, and it was undertaken

during^
that period of profound peace wliich preceded the Affghan

campaign -,
the allusions to the events of the war are therefore

slight and incidental, in recording spots since rendered mournfully
illustrious by some act of daring, the fall of some gallant and
regretted chief, or some scene of suffering, over the details of which

many a heart is still pondering and grieving. Amongst the gallant
names introduced, is that of the unfortunate Colonel Stoddart.

Captain Burslem met a messenger bearing a letter to Sir Alexander
Burnes from the Vakeel or native Ambassador, sent by that officer

to Bokhara, to endeavour by some means to obtain Colonel Stod-
dart's liberation. This courier, who had received the account from
the Vakeel, whether true or false he could not inform them, stated,

" That Colonel Stoddart accompanied the Persian array to Herat, and finding
they could not make the desired impression on the walls, raised the sieafe, and
the Colonel left the army and proceeded across to Bokhara, wliether to endeavour
to effect the release of the Russian slaves, (there being many in the dominions
of the Bokhara king,) or merely for amusement, he could not say ;

but that the
la,tter was the generally received opinion. On approaching the city of the tyrant
king, he met a man riding furiously away with a woman, and as she passed,
called out to the colonel Amaun, Amaun! mercy, mercy; whereupon he imme-
diately galloped up to the ravisher, and securing the deliverance of the woman,
told her to keep under his protection until he entered the city. On the first day
after his arrival, the king passed as the colonel Avas riding on horseback, and
although the latter gave the salute usual in his own country, it did not satisfy the

ruler; moreover he, the Feringhi, was on horseback without permission, and
therefore the Khan ordered him the following day into his presence. Messengers
the next morning were sent, who abruptly entered the colonel's house, and
finding he would not willingly submit, dragged him before their chief. He was
asked why he had infringed the customs of the country by riding on horseback
in the city, and why he did not pay the recognised submission to the ruler of a
free country. The reply was, that the same compliment had been paid to the

king of Bokhara, as was customary in Europe to a crowned head. And why have

you presumed to ride on horseback within the city walls, where no Feringhi is

allowed? Because I was ignorant of the custom. It's a lie; my messengers
ordered you to dismoimt, and you would not. 'Tis true, they did order me and
I did not, but I thought they were doing more than their duty. Alter this the

king ordered him into confinement, where he now is."—p. 131.

Thus the upholding of his country's dignity, and the generous
defence of the helpless and oppressed, are amongst the last acts

recorded of this gallant soldier. It seems that subsequently, at the
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time of this excursion, Dost Mahommed Khan and his son Akbar,
were prisoners at Bokhara,

" But the means taken by their friends to release them, were more successful
than those adopted by our politicals at Cabul. It appears that the chief at Shore
Suby had for some time been at enmity with his Bokhara neighbour, and wishing
to do Dost Mahommed a good turn, he picked out fifty of the most expert thieves
in his dominions, a difficult selection where the claims of all to this bad pre-
eminence were so strong, but the Shore Suby chief was from experience a tolera-
ble judge of the qualifications of an expert rogue, and having pitched upon his

men, he promised them valuable presents, provided they effected, by whatever
means they might choose to adopt, the release of the Dost; hinting at the same
time, that if they failed, he should be under the necessity of seizing and selling
their families. The thieves were successful, and at the expiration of a month the
Dost was free."—p. 133.

Thus -were let loose the scourges of our army, whilst two noble-

minded English gentlemen were butchered, in spite of efforts to

save them, which (feeble as thej were,) should have gained weight
from the sympathy and good wishes of the whole of civilized Europe,
But we are not doing justice to our author's narrative, which is but

slightly tinged with sadness, when here and there some passing
recollection calls forth a soldier's tribute to the memory of the

brave. In general, his account of his journey is full of animal

spirits and of keen observation ; he seems to have delighted in the

characteristic stories of the country, (of which he has given several

very amusing,) and to have had a passion for exploring the wildest

spots of this wild but most luxuriant land. His account of the

cavern of Yurmailik was new to us, and we believe will generally be

found so. How strange and sad it is, that the horrors there perpe-
trated by Genghis Khan the Tartar, and of which the grisly traces

still remain, should have been re-enacted in our own days in Algeria,

by the armies of one of the most civilized (and Catholic ! !
)
nations

of Europe. We presume it is to Algeria that " Sheitan" has trans-

ferred his especial residence, since of the cavern of Yurmailik, the

narrator emphatically informed Captain Burslem, that " The devil

does not live there now, it is too cold."
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INDEX TO VOLUME TWENTY-ONE.

Advent, service for, 277, 280—saints comme-
morated in it, US6.

Andrew, St., 285.

A'u/els, guardian, the belief in, 141.

Attgl cans falsehood of their description of their

Church, 31d—their condition compaied with
that of the Jews, 326—why thty do not
in studying the Fathers perceive the pe-
culiar doctrines of the Catholic Church. 343.

Anglican, system of theolotjy, 421—ihey endea-
vour now to represent their opinions as
more like to those of Caiholics, 461—unrea-

lity of their system, 462.
- — what is their belief in "the Church,"

485— ill the communion of saints, 486—in
the maternity of our Blessed Lady, 488.

/«/j«s-givin^, 139.

Altar, reasons why Catholics make them of
stone could not be felt by the Camden So-

ciety, 462.

Atfxander, bishop, conversions made by him,
414.

Arqument, its use in producing conversion,
315.

Arnold, Dr., his religious opinions, 339.

Autinstine, St., origin of the Maurist edition of
his works, 228.

"

opinions upon purgatory, 322.

Benedictines of St. IMaur. their learning and
labours, 217—reformation in this monastery,
218—Benedictines propose to make better
known the Fathers of the Church, 228—their
edition of M. Augustine, 228—list of editions

by the Benedictines, 23!t.

Btnedictine Order reduced in the loth and I6th
centiiries to decay, 218—fruni what causes,
218—attempt a reform ition of abuses, 218—
a compiehensive history of the Order
planned, 224—undertaken by Mabillon, 225—opposition to the work, 226.

liible, preservation of it by the Church, 359.

Bibliography, scientific, its present state, 19.

Blancanus, a Jesuit, his list of books, 14.

Books, the tools of a learned man, 1
—study of

their history comparatively modern, 2—quo-
tations from, 3—accurate registers of tncm
began with the art of printins;. 4—best me-
thod of forming a list of, 6—they became

cheaper at the peace, 13—demand for them
in London, 13—some attempts at making
lists of theui before formal catalogues, 14—
first extensive catalogue of scientific works,
17—one by Beughem, 18—best mode of find-

ing books in a public library, 31—notices of,

258, 515.

Borlase, Sir John, one of the Lords Justices, his

conduct, 88—kiudles the rebellion in the

provinces, 121,

Breviary, spirit tn vt^hich it should he recited,
V74, 3(X)—its devotional character, 276—ser-
vices of Lent and Advent compared, 277—
contrasted with those of the Anglican
Church, 281.

Camden Society, their restorations in Church
architecture want reality, 404.

Canada, cold of, 491—musquitoes, 5<J0.|

Cwwows of Scripture, 152.

Cation, sixtieth, of the Council of Laodicea de-
clared to be a forgery, 154.

Curlyle, Thomas, his letters, &c. of Oliver

Cromwell, 66—predetermination to justify
Cromwell's murders, 72, 125, 128.

Carpenter, Dr., his work on Physiology, 385.

Cauicombs, 42«—prayers for the dead in their

inscriptions, 439—evidence they contain of
the practice of praying to the saints, 454.

Catalogues of books, the first were those of

printers, 5—advantage ef alphabetical cata-

logues, ()—irf classed catalogues, 7—cato-

logue of Royal Society's Library, 9—its

classification very wide, 10—detects of tlie

method, 11—catalogues according to date, 12

errors in catalogues, 24—catalogue of British

Museum, 29—length of time lequired for its

completion, 32—its value to the history of

literature and science, 32

Catholics, instances they give of their love for

our Saviour, 37—illustration of difference

between tlieir love of God and onr Lady, 56
—

daily devotions usually practised by
them, 62.

persecution they endured in Ireland,

82, 91— i>lan formed for their extermination,

confiscation of their lands proposed,
12;}—acts passed for their destruction, 121—
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atrocities perpetrated, 126—'blameable igno-
rance of critical studies, 161.

Catholic religion no longer a subject of ridi-

cule, 188,

worship in its place and time congre-
gational, 208—liberties.

Celibacy, 137.

Charles, king, his conduct to his Irish subjects,
78.

Church, Catholic, realizes her power to forgive

sins, 4i)5—proves the reality of her belief of

the real presence, by her rubrical forms con-

cerning it, 474, 479—devotions on receiving,
4'o—precautions for guarding the Blessed

Sacrament, 477—belief in Its power of con-

secration, 478—honour paid in the service,
481—what is understood by Catholics of the

Catholic Church, 485.

of England, vagueness of her p»ro-

fession to forgive sins, 466—of her belief in

the real presence, 469—denies it by her ac-

tions, 472—by the words and forms laid down
for receiving it, 473, 476—even by her at-

tempts to honour the sacrament, 483.

Charters consulted by Mabillou, 231—his work

upon them, 232.

Christmas, Catholic celebration of, 2P3, 289.

Church, Catholic, arguments for her authority,
42—demands for God the best ol what we

have, 206.
. i not merely declaratory but

representative, 28()—God's promises of pro-
tection to his Church, 3oi—marks of Divine

presence in her, 360—upon what terms she

admitted converts, 361—does not exclude

the wicked, 334—stages of her existence

compared with those of man, o77.

Church i)f Nola, M9.
Church(S, Protestant, gradoal disappearance

in them of the belief in our Lord's divine

personality, 49.

Communion of Saints, 486—as held by Catho-

lics, 487.

Conscience, Tlendrik, Flemish writer, 167—his

historical romance, 167.

. his Mcetches of Flemish

Life, 170—A Painter's Progress, 178.

Converts cannot by reason alone overcome
their dilficulties, 323—cannot afterwards

comprehend tlie blindness of others, 332.

Covenant for th" extirpation of Popery taken in

Scotland,9l— Protestant testimony to this plan,

94—take up arms to defend themselves, 9-3-

uo foundation forthes.ory of their proposing
to massacre the Protestants, 96—moderation
with which they used their success, 104, 119
—massacre of them, 106.

Creation, wonders of, 378.

Cromwell, Oliver, 69—defeated by Hugh
O'lSeill, 128—his cruelty at Drogheda, 128.

D'Arheryy Dom. 223.

JDavid, tlie Abbe, professor of Flemish litera-

ture, 166.

Dickens, Charles, his Pictures frpm Italy, 184—
his frivolity, 18-j—trumpery illustrations of

the work, 187—his ridicule of every thing

Catholic, 190-hatredof the religious orders,

193—mockery of the representations of the

Passion, 19(>—his paltry imagery, 198—his

description of the ceremonies of Holy Week,
199

,

D<yctrines may be held, yet the results of them

not immediately perceiv-ed, 329.

Eggs, ostrich ,
418.

Eniigraut: 496—hardships of, .!»06.

Ephrem, 8t., quotation from him, 148.

Epiphany, offices for the feast of. 1292.

Eficharist. Catholic doctrine of the, 470—belief
in It must show itself by consequences, 472—rules tor Its preservation, 476— for keeping
It upon the altar, 4^0—language used con-

cerning tiie Blessed Sacrament by the people,
48 •.'—anecdote of this, 482.

Fathers of the Church, difficulty of interpret-
ing them, 419—teach theological truth in an
attractive form, 42.5—advantages of study-
ing tiiem, 42-5.

Franciscans of Nazareth, 415.

Gallery Lapidarian, history of its formation,
437,

Ganme, M , his address to the Holy Virgin,

Gilly, Dr., upholds Vigilantius against the

Fathers, 338—vindicates the heretics who
showed indications of early Protestantism,
339—his account of the fourth and firth cen-
turies nearly correct, 311—gives proof's of St.

Paulinos' invocation of saints, 342—his

description of the church of Nola, 349—
other admissions of Catholic practices, 351—
his error in supposing tiie first four or five

centuries to be unauthoritative, 354—his
chain of witnesses to the truth, 3-07—unwil-

ling testimony to the merits of the saints,
3rt6—to St. Martin, 366—to St. Pauiiuus,
368.

Gobat, M., his religious opinions,'49.

God, His agency in creation, 379.

Grace, divine, may be lost, 308— false grace,
328—lost by reluctance to enquire after

truth, 333.

Gregory, St., of Nyssa, his sermon on St. Theo-
dore, 345.

Gueranger,Xhe Abbe, author of the Institutions

Lituigiques, 273.

Head's, Sir F. H., adventurous character, 499,
5O0— politics, 494.

Htathcote, Mr,, his sermon, 41—questions
propounded to him, 45—danger of his

Scripture illustrations, 50— his notion of

Catholic feelings towards our Lady, 51—con-

siders tliem derogatory to our Lord, 52.

Hindoo, reality of his belief in transmigration,
408.

Hoiy Tear of Vendome, 237.

Hospital of St. Bartholomew, founded by the

monk Rahere, 372—school of medicine
attached to it, 373,

Hymn of Lauda Sion, 470—for Passion-iide,
489.

Indexes, a difficulty in making them, 16.

hiihiquin. Lord, his massacre of the Irish in

1647,71.

loluir-Uhearg, anecdote of, 510,

Ireland, what security could be found there for

life or property previous to 1641,7:3
—reli-

gious persecutions there, 82.

desolation of the land by Cromwell
and Ills party, 129.

Irish, lend money to the king in hopes of re-

mission of grievances. 8-5—which they are

cheated out of, 87— Irish army dissolved

without A murmur, 87—treatment of the

conquered Irish, 130,

Iiish in Canada, anecdotes of, 507.

James, king, his treatment of the Irish. 74.

Jerome, St., his opposition to the reception
of the deulero-canonical books, 156—his ap-

parent contradictions, 158—explained, 159.
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eiine, Dr., his work on mariolatry, 38—errors

refuted, 39— falls into a Socinian error, 59.

Jews, how far guilty in not receiving Chris-

tianity, 2-27.

Johnson, br., his opinion of the treatment of
the Irish, 131.

Kastner, his bibliographical works, 23,

Lala7ide, his Bibliographic Astronomiqne, 26.

Lanffiiage, the Flemish, 164—its antiquity,
165.

Lawrence, St,, ice on, 497—crossing of it by Sir
b'. Head.

Lent, services for, 277.

Lipeniiis, Mai tin, his Bibliotheca Realis Phi-
losopliica, 17.

Lirinerisis, St, Vincentius, his rule of faith,
43

Liturgy, of St, Chrysostom, extraordinary per-
version at it, 451.

Mabillon, his birth and history, 219—rfceives
the tonsure, 226—is received into the re-
formed Benedictine institute, 2-21—goes to
the monastery of Notre Dame de Nogent,
222—receives holy orders, 222—removes to
the Abbey of Saint Germain des Pres, assists
the labours of D'Achery, 224—undertakes a
history of the order, a25—his illustrious
friends, 226—takes a journey to collect

manuscripts, 227—pious method of perform-
ing it, 227—presents to the king the edition
of St. Augustine, 230—anecdote of him,
231—his work upon charters, 2:32—under-
takes a second journey, 233— is made a mem-
ber of the Academy of Inscriptions and
Belles Lettres, 233—his controversy concern-
ing the relics of the catacombs, 2:)6—delends
the relic of the Holy Jear, 237—is calum-
niated, 23&—attempts prison reformation,
239—his history of the order of St. Benedict,
240—his character, 242—and death, 244,

iWagPc, island of, massacre there perpetrated,

Maitland, Dr., his work on the Catacombs en-
tirely controversial, 429—his mistakes, 430—
gives little intbrmatidn on the Catacombs,
431— description of the Lapidarian Gallery,
432—denies all evidences of Catholic doc-
trines, 434—unfair citation of the Liiurgy of
St Chrysostom, 4Jl.

Man defined as a tool-making animal, 1.

Marshall, Mr., his pamphlet, 316.

Martin, St., 366.

Massacre of the Protestants by the Irish dis-

proved, 109.

M'DmnelVs settlement in Canada, 501.

Murhard, his catalogue, 24.

Musnim, British, Library of, method of pro-
curing books there, 34.

Music, church, increasing taste for, 201—
church music improving in Belgium, 202—
advantages of a severer style, 204—women's
voices objectionable in a choir, 203—simple
style of music takes a larger number into
choral worship, 206—plain ciiant the easiest
of all music, 209—most reverently gives
efiect to the words, 209—most in accordance
with good taste, 412.

Nazareth, 4li.

Neill, (>erjeant) gallant action of, 497.

Newman, M r., 309,

Nun, communicating, anecdote of 328.

O'Connelly, his fabulous revelation of a plot to

Massacre the Protestants in Ireland, 96.

first contvetlced the IrisIO'Moore Rory,
Rebellion, b8

O''Neil I Sir Phelim, one of the chiefs j«
the liish Rebellion, 88

his etaliation upon the

their different charitable

Protestants, 108

Orders, religious,

purposes, 319.

Ormonde, Karl of, 93—his treachery, 127.

Paget, Mr., 373.

Palmer, John, mistake of name concerning one
of his works, 18.

Pauizzi, Mr., made the catalogue of Royal
Society's Library, 9.

Papebrodi, the Jesuit, 233.

Parsons, Sir Wm , one of the Lords Justices,
88—asserts that no Catholic would remain
alive in Ireland in a twelvemonth, 95—ex-
cites rebellion in the Provinces, 121.

Passion, of our Saviour, especial devotion of
Catholics to it, 54,

Paulinus, St,, invoked the Saints, 342—vene-
ration of the cross, 351—his character, 367.

Penny, Mr., 42—extract from his work, 64.

Perstaitions, religious, in Ireland, 82, 84, 86,
92, 126.

Physiology, science of—why it leads to infi-

delity, 382—definition of the science, 390—
instances of, 391—twofold object of Physi-
ology, 396—office of Physiology to illustrate
the analogy between sense, reason and faith,
397.

Praxjers for the dead, 141, 143, 148.

Prayer, Book of Common, 282,
Psalms of David, their use in the Church, 294
—application of some to our Blessed Lady,
298—ihe Dixit Dominus, 301.

Pusey, Mr., 109.

Rebellion, Irish, insignificant in its beginning,
87—commenced and carried en by the Puri-
tans, 88—Rory O'lMoore first resists, 8d—
moderation with which it was carried on,
104—absurd statement of massacres by pro-
testant historians, 109—success with which
the Catholics carried on the war, 126.

Reformation, Protestant, mischiefs it gave rise
to, 247—enormity of sacrilege committed iu
it, 250.

Refreshment, etymology and meaning of the
word in prayer, 448.

Reims, its interest as a city, 220.

Riccioli, a learned Jesuit, his list of books, 15.

Jiichmotid, Duke of, melancholy death, ,:02.

Romer, Mrs., her arrival in Lgypt, 404—visit
to a harem, 406—sees the dancing girls, 407—visit to the mcques, 408—entrance to

Jerusalem, 410—in the Chutch of the Holy
Sepulchre, 412— visits ^azareth, 414-and
Damascus, 416,

Sacrilege, its fitting punishment, 249—wonder-
fully carried out, 251—remarkab'e instance
in the Duke of Sutlblk, 253— in the Russell

family. 253—instances in Yorkshire, 254—
instance in Napoleon's family, 255— in-
stances abroad, 236—sacrilege upon the per-
son, 256.

Saint Remy, Benedictine Abbey of, 221.
St. Legcr, Sir William, his savage cruelty, 107,

122, 126.

Salvian—his account of the condition of Chris-
tendom, 361—ir tended not to condemn the

general Church, 3(4.

Schiibel, bibliographer, 21.

Science, physical, what is its proper use and
position as a study, 389.
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Scripture, deatero-canonical hooks of, their

points of approximation to tlie New Testa-

ment, 137—advocate celibacy, 137—alms-

giving^, 139—angelical ministration, 140—
prayers for the dead, 141—contain much doc-
trine upon speculative points, 143—proofs of

their canonicity, 144—their morality, 14-5—
Syrian churches received them, 147—general
opinion of the Church in their favour, 149—
sanctioned by a Council at Carthage, 151—
examination of evidence against them, l.>3—
St. Jerome's opposition to their reception,
156.

Spflman, Sir Henry, 251.

Strafford, Lord, his testimony to the state of

Ireland, 80.

S/Har<, John Sobieski and C. Edward, 509,

Snanbij, Captain, his massacre of Irish sol-

diers, 126.

Tiisle, definition of, 2I2.

Thomas, St., 288.

Thomas, St , of Canterbury, 291.

Ihompsov, Mr., his style of argument, 313.

Turkey, method of cookinjj, 417.

Unilif of the Church, what is the Protestant
belief concerning it, 484.

Unreality of all the doctrines of the Anglican
Church, 4ti7, 4t58.

of the Anglican religion, 462.

Valla, his bibliographical works, 22.

Yigilantius, defence of him by Dr. Gilly, 357— {

stood alone in his heresies, 358—unfavour-
able character of him, 369.

Vincenzi, Professor, his vindication of the
Deutero-Canon of Scripture, 132—method of

quotation, 133—tteats of the councils of the
five first centuries, 13-3—quotations from hia

book, 145, 146—his remarks upon St Jerome,
160.

Virgin, the Holy, devotion to her, always in-

creasing with the love felt for our Lord, 47—
originated by Saints, 48—silence of Scrip-
ture no argument against it, 50—her inter-
cession not interfering with His mediation,
55—justification of language used to her, 58.

foreshadowed by Judith
and Ksther, 139—the object of particular
devotion of Advent, 27J, 2s7.

love between her and her
divine Child, 4S9—holiness she acquired by
her maternity, 489.

Vossiiis, Gerard John, his chronology of Mathe-
maticians, 15.

Walton, his opinion of the authenticity of the
Deutero-Canonical Scripture, 150.

Walerworth, Mr., his wok ou the Faith of

Catholics, 423.

Wjllems, M., 166.

Worcester, Bishop of, his charge on the subject
of confe<!sioo, 466—upon that of the Eucha-
rist, 471.

Worship, Catholic, in its place and time con-

gregational, 208—liberties taken with the

divine service on account of the masic, 210.
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